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Cataloguing Modern Fenian Folklore: A Brief History  
Issues with cataloguing abound in the Fenian corpus, and the task has understandably not often been 
attempted. The sheer magnitude of the corpus and the geographic dispersal of the material are obvious hurdles. The 
nature of the material itself also adds to the complexity of the project, since these native tales rarely conform to 
‘types’ within the international Aarne-Thompson-Uther (ATU) folklore classification system. This means that often 
only the most common tales and lays in a given archive will be identified more specifically than a generic ‘Fenian’ 
or ‘Ossianic’ classification, and crosses with other Fenian tales are only haphazardly recorded. Luckily, the corpus 
has been given some close attention over the years, and there are other resources to turn to than the archive 
catalogues for a more detailed record of what has been collected.  
The lays were the initial aspect of Fenian folklore to receive academic attention as a result of the Ossianic 
controversy (see Chapter 2). The first publication containing a substantial number of orally collected lays was John 
Gillies’s Collection of Ancient and Modern Gaelic Poems and Songs Transmitted from Gentlemen in the Highlands 
of Scotland to the Editor, printed in 1786. Gillies included several Fenian lays, but he made no attempt to isolate or 
categorically describe the Fenian material. Nonetheless, his publication was to be used heavily as a reference by 
John Francis Campbell decades later. J. F. Campbell included a significant number of orally-collected Fenian tales 
and lays in his four-volume collection, Popular Tales of the West Highlands (1860-1862).1 He was clearly 
beginning to take interest in Fenian matters at this time and there is some thematic organization of the included 
items. Although the material in this series falls far short of a systematic study of Fenian folklore, it can be seen as a 
pioneering venture, particularly with regard to oral prose. J. F. Campbell’s Leabhar na Féinne, published in 1872, 
represents the first concentrated attention given to Fenian folklore. Not only was this an entire book dedicated to 
(ostensibly, in a minority of cases) orally collected Fenian lays, the included lays are categorically grouped and 
                                               
1 The work of Irish Gaelic scholar and schoolteacher, Thaddaeus Connellan (Tadhg Ó Coinníalláin) preceded that of Campbell. He 
published three collections of poetry in the 1820s, all of which contain Fenian lays: Reliques of Irish Poetry (1825), An Duanaire: 
Fiannaigheacht, Danta, agus Ranna (1829), and An Duanaire: Fonna Seanma, Danta, agus Ranna (1829). I have not been able to consult 
these rare books, but from Donal O’Sullivan’s descriptions of them, it appears that Connellan used both manuscript and oral sources, but 
failed to give specific provenances (O’Sullivan 283, 287, 293). It would therefore be difficult to determine which, if any, of his Fenian lays 
derive from oral sources. Connellan’s publications seem to have been disregarded by other Irish Gaelic scholars, likely due to his intensive 
Protestant proselytizing activities (284). The impact of these collections, including whether Campbell knew about them, is yet to be 
determined.   
each grouping is given a descriptive summary.2 It was a tour de force in Gaelic Fenian verse, which unfortunately 
was not marketable enough for the intended second volume of translations and commentary to be produced, but 
which represents a great boon to scholars of the Fenian lays today. Nearly two decades later, in 1891, the next and 
last concentrated study of early Scottish Fenian folklore was published by John Gregorson Campbell. His 
collection, titled The Fians and included in the Duke of Argyll’s Waifs and Strays of Celtic Tradition series, was 
intended to continue “the work so well begun by J. F. Campbell” (vii). Its arrangement begins in a loosely 
characterological fashion, then moves on to lays, and finishes with a selection of tales. Neither of these final two 
publications provides definitive tale or lay categorizations, but both are clearly moving in a categorical direction. 
The earliest sustained effort to describe the Irish Fenian tradition from a (somewhat) folkloric perspective 
can be found in Patrick Kennedy’s section, “Ossianic and Other Early Legends” in his 1866 book, Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts. Kennedy conflates the early medieval scribe with the modern storyteller in his 
introduction to the section, but includes retouched versions of orally collected tales.3 His work should be recognized 
as an antecedent to later scholars’ efforts to understand the modern Fenian oral tradition. The first systematic 
attempt to categorically describe Fenian folklore was undertaken by Irish Folklore Commission archivist, Seán Ó 
Súilleabháin in 1942. Ó Súilleabháin published a resource for folklore collectors titled A Handbook of Irish 
Folklore, in which he described thirty-six Fenian tales, and listed topics of character and place lore that he knew 
could and had been found in oral circulation in Ireland. Ó Súilleabháin’s Handbook was followed in 1953 by 
Gerard Murphy’s discussion of oral Fenian tales in his introduction to Duanaire Finn 3 (Duanaire Finn being a 
seventeenth-century Irish manuscript collection of Fenian lays). Murphy also discussed oral version of lays in his 
commentary, adding to the nineteenth-century work of J. F. Campbell and the later work of Reidar Th. Christiansen 
in The Vikings and the Viking Wars in Irish and Gaelic Tradition (1931), which included considerable analysis of 
the Fenian cycle and references to oral versions of the tales and lays. Notably, Christiansen and Murphy treat 
material from both Ireland and Scotland, though the consideration of these two scholars is generally confined to 
print resources.  
                                               
2 It will also be noted that the arrangement is chronological. John Francis Campbell’s commitment to establishing a Fenian chronology is 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
3 Like J. F. Campbell, Kennedy also took a chronological approach. He had, in fact, expressed his desire that such an approach should be 
taken in the publication of Fenian material some years prior, in a book review published in 1859 (Fictions of Our Forefathers 12). 
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 The first large-scale endeavour to list and classify both Irish and Scottish Gaelic versions of Fenian tales 
was undertaken by School of Scottish Studies archivist and fieldworker, Alan Bruford for his 1969 study, Gaelic 
Folk-Tales and Mediaeval Romances. Bruford’s study adds considerably to all earlier work on Fenian tales. 
Through comparison with literary sources, Bruford was able to more accurately delineate Fenian tales in the oral 
material—some of which Ó Súilleabháin had conflated.4 In his bibliography, Bruford takes account of both archival 
and print sources to produce a sizable list of literary and modern oral versions of a significant selection of Fenian 
and hero tales. His inventory of these tales is not complete, the likelihood of which he admits, citing incomplete 
cataloguing and indexing in the contemporary Irish Folklore Commission and School of Scottish Studies archives 
(iii-iv; 63).5 Nor is his inventory comprehensive; it is limited to the topic of his study, which concerns the 
relationship between literary romances and modern heroic folktales. Thus, Bruford generally devotes little attention 
to those aspects of the Fenian oral tradition that do not well conform to the heroic prose genre or the extant records 
of which are largely or wholly oral.6 Bruford’s inventory also falls short of the level of detail expected in an 
effective catalogue; he provides no metadata whatsoever—not even the name of the storyteller or the approximate 
date collected—listing only the manuscript and print references for each tale. Despite these shortcomings, however, 
Bruford’s list represents a considerable leap forward in the cataloguing of the Fenian corpus, not least because of 
the abbreviation system he devised: each tale is given a one- to three-letter title abbreviation which serves as a sort 
of Fenian ‘type’, similar to the ATU numbers used for international folktales.  
 The next bout of major cataloguing work was undertaken by Mícheál Briody, who was employed as a 
cataloguer in the Irish National Folklore Collection at University College, Dublin (formerly the Irish Folklore 
Commission), where he focussed specifically on Fenian and heroic material. Briody commenced his project in the 
summer of 1978 and worked sporadically on the creation of a catalogue until the autumn of 1990, without, 
                                               
4 Given that Ó Súilleabháin had only catalogued a fraction of the folklore material that the Irish Folklore Commission then possessed, and 
that his descriptions were intended as guidelines for collectors, rather than a definitive typology, and also that the topical matter of the 
Fenian corpus is widely varied, any uncertainty Ó Súilleabháin had about individual tales can certainly be excused. 
5 Further material was also collected after the 1960s, when Bruford was writing. 
6 An exception is the Céatach tale, for which numerous oral versions have been collected, and which Bruford does consider, even though 
only a few late manuscript copies exist. The cath ‘battle’ tales represent an alternative exception. These are certainly heroic, but Bruford 
omits much discussion of them due partly to his own disinterest—although he justifies his omission by citing an apparent, corresponding 
disinterest among modern folklore informants and audiences: few battle tales had then turned up in great numbers in folklore collections, 
but more have now been located (8). 
however, bringing it to completion.7 His unfinished and unpublished collection of reference lists and index cards 
builds considerably on Bruford’s work, and helps to resolve some of the issues of completeness, 
comprehensiveness and detail in the record for the Irish Fenian oral corpus. Briody adopted Bruford’s tale 
abbreviations and devised several more for tales and lays not considered by Bruford. He was able to include further 
versions of tales collected after Bruford’s research had been completed, and he uncovered a number of versions 
overlooked by Bruford. He also documented crucial metadata, including storytellers’ and collectors’ names, as well 
as dates and locations of collection, and the storyteller’s age (if known).8 Briody’s work was limited to the Irish 
corpus, of course, and his list of published sources is incomplete. However, few other limitations could be 
mentioned, and I am incredibly grateful for his generosity in sharing his notes and notecards with me. Indeed, it 
would not be too much to say that compiling the Irish portion of this catalogue would not have been possible in the 
time allotted without the assistance of Mícheál Briody. 
 
  
                                               
7 Briody worked on his Fenian/heroic catalogue during the summers of 1978–80, 1982, 1985–86, and 1988–90 (Email communication, 18 
Oct. 2014). His recent work has focused on the Irish Folklore Commission and its collectors. 
8 In verifying this metadata, I have added further categories to my catalogue. 
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Methodology, Resources, and Limitations 
Locating Fenian Folklore 
This catalogue includes listings for the vast majority of orally collected Fenian folklore in Irish, Scottish, 
Manx, and North American archival and digital collections, as well as a limited selection of published folklore 
items. The reference source is given for each entry in the catalogue.9 I consulted as many sources as possible within 
my limited timeframe in order to assemble a preliminary list of references to published and unpublished Fenian 
folklore items. At each archive, I gathered references from card catalogues and any other cataloguing system 
available.10 The limited efficacy of current archival cataloguing systems for identifying and classifying Fenian 
folklore necessitated my consulting numerous extra-archival resources, even with regard to archival holdings. In 
addition to Briody, Bruford, Murphy, and J. F. Campbell’s work, I went through lists available in publications, such 
as the short list of versions of MGF (Macghníomhartha Fhinn) in Joseph Nagy’s The Wisdom of the Outlaw (222-
223), the expanded MGF list in Mícheál Briody’s M.A. thesis (48-61), and Rosemary Power’s list of versions of TC 
(Teach Cuanna, the modern folkloric account of which is called ‘An Óige, an Saol, agus an Bás’) in her 
comparative article on the tale in Béaloideas 53 (286-294).11  
I also examined versions of Fenian tales indexed under international tale types in Seán Ó Súilleabháin and 
Reidar Th. Christiansen’s The Types of the Irish Folktale.12 A number of the Fenian tales in the catalogue 
incorporate episodes that align with ATU types. There are also a few Fenian tale ‘types’ that correspond to ATU 
patterns. These can be seen as specific, native subtypes within the broader, international types, and are catalogued 
primarily by their Fenian type, but with the relevant ATU number in brackets. See, for example, “Oisín i dTír na   
                                               
9 See the column headed “Reference Source.” A horizontal line (--) in this column indicates that I came across the material providentially 
while browsing within the associated book, manuscript, etc.  
10 In archives with online platforms, such as Tobar an Dualchais and the Carmichael Watson Project, my range was considerably extended 
by the search capacities of the websites. These also enabled me to include some material from collections that I was not able to visit, such 
as the National Trust for Scotland’s Canna Collection. 
11 These are the primary topical lists available. I also gathered references from other publications and websites. See the “Reference Source” 
column of the catalogue. 
12 Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen used the Aarne-Thompson (AT) index when assembling their book. In 2004 the updated and revised, 
three-volume Aarne-Thompson-Uther (ATU) index was published (FF Communications vols. 284, 285, and 286). I give ATU rather than 
AT references. In most cases these are the same, but not in all. (To check whether an ATU number given in the catalogue differs from a 
former AT number, the reader can compare the ATU number in the “Story/Lay Type” column with the Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen 
tale number in the “Reference Source” column—providing the tale is listed in Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen’s index.) In one relevant 
instance, Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen include a tale type omitted from the ATU index. This type, “The Man Who Never Slept,” is 
known to overlaps with the (sometimes) Fenian tale, Cath Maighe Mucramha (CMM), and is listed as ÓSC 2412D in the catalogue. 
n-Óg”, which is invariably catalogued as “OTO (ATU 470B)”, indicating that OTO is a native subtype of the 
international tale, ATU 470B (The Hero Visits the Land of the Immortals).13 In most instances when an 
international type overlaps with a native type, the Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen index is deficient, as will be 
clear from a perusal of the catalogue. I have added ATU listings to entries when appropriate, even if not included in 
Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen’s index. I hasten to add, however, that since my area of concentration is native, 
rather than international, the opposite of Ó Súilleabháin and Christiansen’s deficiency will be found in this 
catalogue: ATU listings are undoubtedly incomplete.14  
Each reference to a Fenian folklore item on my list had to be verified and all the requisite metadata for each 
item had to be located (if possible) and keyed into the catalogue.15 In verifying the material, however, I did not read 
or listen to the end of every item. (The magnitude of the corpus disallows such attention to detail in a time-limited 
study.) For the most complete and the most trustworthy sources (e.g. much of Briody’s material), a quick scan of an 
item could be enough to affirm the tale type(s). Other items needed considerably more attention, particularly those 
for which little or no metadata had previously been recorded. Even though considerable care has been taken to 
present an accurate record of modern Fenian folklore, the possibility of minor faults in tale identification must be 
admitted. It is also conceivable that not all Fenian folklore held in the collections I consulted is included in this 
catalogue, despite my considerable sleuthing efforts. Moreover, because my study principally concerns long tales 
and (to a lesser degree) lays, short seanchas items (i.e. ‘lore’: background information about places, characters, etc.) 
that do not readily fit into these categories received the least attention. I was not able to verify the vast majority of 
seanchas references, and I therefore only include a select few that overlap with tale or lay material in this catalogue. 
It is possible that when all of the seanchas references are verified in a future project, further items that belong 
elsewhere in the catalogue will be discovered.16 
                                               
13 Other such tales include LAS (ATU 513A), FCFT (ATU 766); AC (ATU 873); TO (ATU 873); CA (ATU 1376A*); FC (ATU 1149). 
With regard to ATU 470B/ ÓSC 470*, ATU/ÓSC 1376A*, and ATU/ÓSC 1149, I consulted every manuscript version listed to verify 
whether or not the tale also belongs in the Fenian subset. Additionally, I checked all listed versions of ATU/ÓSC 673, which frequently 
forms a part of MGF, and ÓSC 2412D, which can enter into CMM. Time did not permit me to examine every version listed by Ó 
Súilleabháin and Christiansen for any other tale type. 
14 ATU types (additional to those listed above) referenced in the catalogue include: 178A, 300, 302, 303, 326, 409a*, 425*, 650, 1137. 
15 I also looked up references to typically non-Fenian hero tales, some of which have Fenian versions. The Fenian versions are included in 
the catalogue. 
16 I know of ~975 references to Fenian seanchas items that have not been included in this catalogue, most of which I have not yet been 
able to verify. 
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Complete accuracy in a Fenian catalogue cannot be ensured until a) every Fenian item in every archive has 
been clearly identified in archive listings; b) all remaining published and archival sources have been checked (see 
below); and c) each Fenian ‘type’ and the items within that type are subjected to careful examination and 
verification, far beyond what I have been able to do in a limited time period. The present catalogue will enable 
scholars to begin to undertake such projects.  
 
Folklore Archives and Other Fenian Haunts 
I consulted as many collections, and verified and gathered metadata for as many references, as time and my 
research budget allowed. I consulted all major digital collections of which I was aware, including the Irish National 
Folklore Collection’s online repository, Dúchas.ie17; the Doegan Records Web Project, containing material housed 
at the Royal Irish Academy that was recorded in 1928, 1930, and 1931 on behalf of the Irish Department of 
Education for the purpose of dialect study (http://doegen.ie/); the online repository for the University of Edinburgh 
School of Scottish Studies, BBC Scotland, and the National Trust for Scotland’s Canna Collection (John Lorne 
Campbell’s material, held at Canna House), Tobar an Dualchais (http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk); the Calum 
Maclean Project, containing material collected by Maclean in Scotland and housed in the Irish National Folklore 
Collection and the School of Scottish Studies (http://www.calum-maclean-project.celtscot.ed.ac.uk); the 
Carmichael Watson Project, containing material collected by Alexander Carmichael and housed primarily in 
Edinburgh University Library (http://www.carmichaelwatson.lib.ed.ac.uk/cwatson);18 The Highland Council’s 
online repository, Am Baile (http://www.ambaile.org.uk); the online repository of St. Francis Xavier University’s 
Cape Breton Folklore Collection, Gael Stream (gaelstream.stfx.ca); the Alan Lomax material on the Association for 
Cultural Equity online database (http://research.culturalequity.org); and Harvard’s Charles William Dunn 
Collection (http://www.celtic.fas.harvard.edu/hcFolklore_Dunn.shtml). Access to all of these resources is 
unrestricted except the Calum Maclean Project, for which potential users outside of the University of Edinburgh 
                                               
17 At the time of writing, Dúchas.ie has made a limited number of the Schools manuscripts in the Irish National Folklore Collection 
available online. 
18 To my knowledge, none of the material housed elsewhere pertains to Fenian folklore. 
must be vetted and assigned a username and password. I have included a web address in the “Available Online” 
column for every item I consulted online, provided that the material is publicly available.19  
I visited as many archives as possible to check references for and record new data about orally collected 
Fenian folklore. In the Milman Parry Collection of Oral Literature at Harvard, I accessed the Donegal Fieldwork 
Collection, thought to have been collected by Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew in the 1970s. In August, 2013 I visited my alma 
mater, St. Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia, to consult items in the Cape Breton Folklore Collection not 
available on Gael Stream. The Cape Breton Folklore Collection is an audio collection recorded by John Shaw from 
1977–1982 for the St. Francis Xavier University Celtic Studies Department. I also consulted the Celtic 
department’s private resources, which primarily consist of copies of material held in other collections, including 
part of the John Shaw Collection (private) and items collected by John Lorne Campbell (presumably held at Canna 
House).20 From September 2013 to April 2014, I entered data from the material in the Irish National Folklore 
Collection’s Main and Schools’ Manuscripts Collections. The Main Manuscript Collection consists primarily of 
transcribed folklore, orally collected by full- and part-time collectors for the Irish Folklore Institute (est. 1930), later 
the Irish Folklore Commission (est. 1935), later the Folklore Department at University College, Dublin (from 
1971).21 The Schools Manuscript Collection is the result of a 1937–1938 project in which primary school children 
collected folklore at home and in their communities.22 In May and June of 2014, I documented Fenian folklore in 
the John Francis Campbell Collection at the Scottish National Library and in the School of Scottish Studies at the 
University of Edinburgh. The relevant collections at the School of Scottish Studies include sound recordings made 
since 1951 by the School’s own collectors, Gaelic Linguistic Survey material, the Calum Maclean Notebooks (all of 
which have been digitized), the Donald John MacDonald Manuscripts, as well as the following donated collections: 
the Kenneth Jackson Collection, the Lady Evelyn Stewart Murray Collection made in nineteenth-century Perthshire 
(all of which has been published), and the MacLagan Manuscripts (compiled for the nineteenth-century “Folklore 
                                               
19 Website listings are complete and accurate as of August 2014.  
20 The St. Francis Xavier University Celtic Studies department has a card catalogue corresponding to its collection, and the Celtic Studies 
department and the Celtic Collection librarian at the Angus L. MacDonald Library have a number of content lists to various collections 
containing Scottish Gaelic material, copies of the material from some of which is held by the library or the department. These cards and 
lists were useful resources, and I was able to access all of the relevant references I gathered from these resources except a handful of items 
in the privately held John Shaw Collection, copies of which St. Francis Xavier University either no longer has, or has never had. 
21 The collection also includes some donated material and material collected by members of the Folklore of Ireland Society (est. 1926). 
22 Some of the material in these manuscripts is dated outside of the official range. 
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of the West Highlands” project). I also visited the Edinburgh University Library Centre for Research Collections to 
consult a limited number of items in the Alexander Carmichael papers not available in the Carmichael Watson 
Project online database. I did not consult any Manx archival material; however, I am not aware of any Manx Fenian 
folklore material that remains unpublished. 
The principal aim of this portion of the dissertation project was to create a catalogue of Fenian folklore 
preserved in archives. A limited selection of published resources was consulted in an effort to fill in temporal and 
representational gaps. I entered metadata for all publications of which I am aware that contain Nova Scotian and 
Manx Fenian material. With regard to Irish and Scottish material, I included all references from the School of 
Scottish Studies’ journal, Tocher, and the Folklore of Ireland Society’s journal, Béaloideas, but I was not able to 
consider the entire contents of any other journal or periodical. I examined a small selection of book collections from 
the periods of organized collection in Ireland and Scotland, but directed my primary focus towards early book 
collections made prior to the beginning of organized collecting. The history of collection and publishing dictated 
that some periods would be better represented by one country than by the others. This could not be helped. The 
eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth centuries are better represented by Scottish material due to the immediacy of 
the Ossianic Controversy, as well as John Francis Campbell’s collecting efforts. The late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries are better represented by Irish material due to the language revival efforts and political 
nationalist fervor at that time. Collecting in Nova Scotia unfortunately did not begin until the mid- to late twentieth 
century. What little Manx material we have was collected in the mid-eighteenth century and around the turn of the 
twentieth century. A list of publications that I consulted is provided below. Numerous references to published 
Fenian folklore remain to be consulted in a future, complementary project. Some of these may refer to published 
versions of archival tales already catalogued. 
While I am confident that the vast majority of Fenian folklore in archival collections is accounted for in this 
catalogue, some material remains that I was unable to consult due to time constraints, including: Manx Fenian 
material in the Manx Museum and the British Library (all of which I believe is published); folklore recordings in 
the sound archive at the Irish National Folklore Collection; folklore collections held at the Irish National Library 
(including the Oireachtas manuscripts and the papers of early collectors such as Douglas Hyde and Seosamh 
Laoide) 23; any of the John Lorne Campbell material held at Canna House that is not also available on Tobar an 
Dualchais; items in the Alexander Carmichael papers not catalogued (as of June 2014) in the Carmichael Watson 
project online database; and eighteenth- and nineteenth-century collections of Fenian lays that were not printed in 
John Francis Campbell’s Leabhar na Féinne (e.g. the Rev. James McLagan Collection at the University of 
Glasgow). There may also be Fenian folklore held in other collections throughout Ireland, Scotland, the Isle of 




                                               
23 I have consulted the early Imtheachta an Oireachtais volumes, however, as well as Laoide’s and Hyde’s edited volumes. See the list of 
publications consulted below. 
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Organizational Principles and Abbreviations 
 In the following notes on the presentation and interpretation of the data, topics are considered in order of 
appearance in the columns of the catalogue. 
 
Story/Lay Type 
More than one ‘type’ separated by a semicolon in a listing indicates that these types have been combined in 
a single story/lay. International tale types and motifs are given in some listings. Abbreviations for these include 
ATU (‘Aarne-Thompson-Uther’) type and MI (Motif index number). If an item it is clearly related to a given 
‘type’, but key details are missing, it is followed by ‘-cf.’, e.g. ‘BC-cf.’ 
A few of the types listed could more appropriately be described as episodes than tales. These are shared by 
Fenian and non-Fenian hero tales. See e.g. CS; FFA; S; TA. (Other tales also sometimes function as episodes. 
Given the multiepisodic nature of long/heroic folktales, any tale that is sufficiently adaptable can, in theory, form an 




ABB Am Bròn Binn N 
AC Anbhás Chonlaoich N 
AOP Argúint Oisín agus Pádraig Y 
BB1 Bás Bhrain (Death in battle + lament/praise) Y 
BB2 
Bás Bhrain / Comhairle Oisein dha Mhàthair  
(Death between Oisín’s knees to save deer-mother’s life) Y 
BB3 Bá/Imeacht Bhrain (Bran is enticed into a lake/away, never returns.) Y 
BB Bás Bhrain (A death of Bran that does not fit the other patterns) Y 
BBA  Bruíon Bheag na hAlmhaine Y 
BC Bruíon Chaorthainn Y 
BCC Bruíon Chéis Corainn Y 
BCL Bodach an Chóta Lachtna Y 
BF Bás Fhinn Y 
BG Bás Ghoill Y 
BO Baisteadh Oisín Y 
BRF Bratach Fhinn Y 
C Coireal Y 
CA Cú na hAdhairce Y/N 
CAP Cailín Aimsire Phádraig Y 
CC Cath Cnucha Y 




CCF Seacht Sluasaid Chré le Cúl Fhinn Y 
CF Cath Fionntrá Y 
CFM Comhrag Fhinn agus Mhanuis Y 
CFO Comhairle Fhinn air Oscar Y 
CG Eachtra Chonaill Ghulban N 
CGL An Cù Glas Y 
CM Mar a Chaidh Cumhal a Mharbhadh / Bas Chumhail Y 
CMD Conn mac an Deirg Y 
CMM Cath Maighe Mucramha Y/N 
CO Caoidh Oisein / Caoi Oisín i nDiadh na Féinne Y 
CP Cath na bPunann Y 
CS An Claidheamh Soluis Y/N 
CSE Cath Seisir Y 
Cú C Cú Chulainn (Stories from the Táin Bó Cúailgne complex.) N 
DC Duan na Ceàrdaich  Y 
DGMS Duan Gharbh Mhic Stairn Y 
DM Duan na Muildheartaich Y 
DN Duan nan Naonar Y 
DO Dùn an Òir Y 
DT Dó na Teamhrach Y 
DTF Dó Tighe Fhinn Y 
EBD Bruíon Eochaidh Bhig Dheirg Y 
ECD Eachtra/Laoi Chab an Dosáin Y 
ECM Eachtra Chéadaigh Mhóir Y 
EIA Eachtra Iolainn Airmdheirg / Tóraíocht Fhiacail Rí na Gréige N 
EMM Eachtra an Mhadra Mhaoil N 
ETS Eachtra Thoroilbh mhic Stáirn N 
F An Feardhamhan Y 
FB  Fuadach Bhrain Y 
FBS  Fáil Bhrain agus Sceolaing Y 
FC Fionn sa Chliabhán Y 
FCD Fionn agus Cnú Deróil Y 
FCFT Fianna ina gCodladh Faoin Talamh Y 
FF Fuascailt Fhinn Y 
FFA Fios Fátha an Aoinscéil  Y/N 
FG Na Fir Ghorma Y 
FL Fionn agus Liur Y 
FTL Soraidh/Suirghe Fhinn go Tír Lochlainn Y 
GD Eachtra/Teacht an Ghiolla Dheacair Y 
GF Giolla an Fhiugha N 
HT Miscellaneous Fenian Helper Tale Y 
LA Laoi an Arrachta Y 






LB Laoidh an Bhrait Y 
LC Laoidh Chaoilte Y 
LCC  Leigheas Coise Céin N 
LCD Laoi na Con Duibhe Y 
LCG Laoi Chath Gabhra Y 
LD Laoi an Duirn Y 
LF Laoi an Airghinn Mhóir / Laoi an Fhíocha Y 
LI Laoidh na h-Ighinne Y 
LL Loinnir mac Leabhair N 
LMC Laoi Mná an Churacháin Y 
LML Lorcán mac Luirc Y 
LO Laoidh an Ochtair Y 
LSB Seilg Shléibhe na mBan Finn Y 
LSP 
Ludus Sancti Petri / Gadaíocht Fhinn agus Dhubháin / Àireamh 
Muinntir Fhinn agus Dhubhain Y/N 
LSR Eachtra/Tóraíocht Lomnachtáin an tSléibhe Riffe Y 
LTD Léim thar Dhuibheagán Y 
LTGS Laoi/Seilg Thuirc Ghleanna an Scáil Y 
L-Misc. Miscellaneous Fenian Lay Y 
MG Moladh Ghoill Y 
MGF Macghníomhartha Fhinn Y 
MGG Macghníomhartha Ghoill Y 
MGO Macghníomhartha Oisín Y 
MGOO Macghníomhartha Oscair Y 
Misc. Miscellaneous Tale Y 
ML  Meargach na Lann / Laoi Mheargaigh na Lann Y 
MOM 
Cuireadh Mhaoil uí Mhananáin ar Fhionn mac Cumhaill agus Fianna 
Éirinn Y 
MRD Mac Rí an Deachaoin N 
MRE 
Bás an Mhacaoibh Mhóir mhic Rí na hEaspáine / Eachtra Iollainn 
Iolchrothaigh mhic Rí na hEaspáine Y 
MTL Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear / Laoi na Mná Móire thar Lear Y 
M-M Malmhine / Malvina's Dream (Macphersonic) Y 
M-Misc. Miscellaneous Macphersonic lay Y 
M-SH Sun Hymn / Dàn Osein an Ghrein (Macphersonic) Y 
OCU Oidhe Chlainne Uisneach N 
OFT Oisín ag Faire an Teampaill Y 
OTO Oisín i dTír na nÓg / Laoi Oisín i dTír na nÓg Y 
PLD Conán agus Piast Locha Dheirg Y 
PO Pósadh Oscair Y 
R Mar Chaidh Rochd do Thigh Fhinn Y 
RGG An Ridire gan Gháire Y/N 
ROI Radharc Oisín ar Ifreann Y 




SAG Suaran/Duaran agus Goll Y 
SB Scian na mBua Y 
SBF Rás Shliabh na mBan Finn Y 
SI Sluaisteáil in Ifreann  Y 
SMRB Lorg an Ògain / Seathan Mac Rìgh Beirbh Y 
SO Suire Oisein Y 
SSC Seilg Shléibhe gCulainn / Laoi na Seilge Y 
TA Teach na nAmhas Y/N 
TC Teach Cuanna / An Óige, an Saol agus an Bás / Fionn ar Lorg na hÓige Y 
TDG Tóraíocht Dhiarmada agus Ghráinne Y 
TDM Teacht an Deirg Mhóir / Laoi an Deirg Mhóir Y 
TO Teacht Oscair Y 
TS Tóraíocht Shaidhbhe Y 
TTT Tóraíocht Taise Taoibhghile Y 
W-RO Latha Bha Ridire ag Òl Y 




The types in the chart above include Fenian tales and lays, as well as some typically non-Fenian hero tales. 
This is because Fenian characters are sometime imported into typically non-Fenian tales, or the tales become 
intertwined. Only Fenian versions of typically non-Fenian tales are listed in the catalogue. Non-Fenian versions of 
typically Fenian tales are, however included. Fenian status is determined by the presence of Fenian characters, and 
indicated with Y or N (‘yes’ or ‘no’). Sometimes there is a degree of uncertainty (e.g. the protagonist is said to be a 
member of the Fianna, but not named and not in a typically Fenian plot); in such situations, Y? or N? is used, 
depending on the level of uncertainty. 
 
Form 
 Sometimes an item can be classified under more than one form abbreviation. When these are separate 
components of the tale, the abbreviations are separated by a semicolon. When one abbreviation describes or 
modifies another, they are separated by a hyphen (e.g. s-T ‘small, topographical story’). 
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 I have tried to ensure that items in this catalogue truly were orally recorded, and I do not include anything 
obviously from a literary manuscript or printed literary source, even if the same collection also includes folklore 
material. (This concern is particularly pertinent to early print collections.) In instances when a folklore item appears 
to have been written or rewritten in literary language (either by the collector or a self-recording informant), I add a 
“Lit.” modification, e.g. “S-Lit.”24 If the nature of the source of the item is unclear or if the source is purportedly 
oral, but the language has literary qualities, I include the item, but I indicate its uncertain oral status with a question 
mark: “Lit. (?).”  
Abbreviation Form 
c Charm 
(comp.) Compilation of different informants’ versions 
F Fragment 
I Information about tale/lay 
L Lay 






s Short story (5 minutes / 4 manuscript pages or less) 
SU  Summary 
T Topographical and/or onomastic 





 The following are abbreviations used for the collections in which the catalogued Fenian folklore resides. 
Sub-collection(s) within a primary institution or collection are included as indented list items below the 
abbreviation explanation. References are included for collections I consulted, as well as collections containing 
items I encountered in published or online sources, even if I was not able to consult the original collection. 
                                               
24 In this way (and in many others) I follow Mícheál Briody’s recording practices. 
All catalogue entries are grouped first by country, then alphabetically by collection. Printed material for 
which no archival location is known (‘Print’) follows the archival listings. 
Abbreviation Institution and/or Collection 
AFC 
American Folklife Center, Library of Congress 
 2004/004 – Alan Lomax Collection; catalogued items are contained in 
“Scotland 1951, 1953, and 1958” 
BL 
British Library 
 Add MS 11215 – Collections relating to Gaelic antiquities and language 
CB 
Cape Breton Folklore Collection, Angus L. MacDonald Library, St. Francis Xavier 
University 
EUL 
Centre for Research Collections, Edinburgh University Library 
 GB 237 Coll-97 – The Carmichael Watson Collection 
 GB 237 Coll-1/La.III.475 – Gaelic Poems, collected by Rev. Dr. Irving of 
Little Dunkeld 
HAC Highland Archive Centre, The Highland Council / Comhairle na Gàidhealtachd 
HCD 
Charles Dunn Collection, Harvard Library (Depository), Harvard University 
 Dunn 2 - Scottish Gaelic field recordings, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia 
HMP 
Milman Parry Collection of Oral Literature, Widener Library, Harvard University 
 Éire 1 and 2 – Donegal Fieldwork Collection 
JS John Shaw Collection (private) 
MD Mona Douglas Collection (private) 
MM National Library and Archives, Manx Museum 
NFC 
Irish National Folklore Collection, University College, Dublin 
 [unmarked] – Main Manuscripts Collection 
 S – Schools Manuscripts Collection 
 T and Tape – Sound Archive 
NLS 
National Library of Scotland 
 50.1.1 - 50.2.4 – John Francis Campbell Collection 
 72.3.9 and 72.3.10 – Duncan Kennedy Collection 
 73.1.23 – Rev. Alexander Pope Collection 
 73.1.24 – Archibald Fletcher Collection 
 73.2.1 – R. MacDonald of Staffa Collection 
 73.2.3 – Rev. Alexander Campbell Collection (possibly lost) 
 73.2.18 – Rev. John MacDonald Collection 
 Acc. 2152 – Rev. Donald MacNicol Collection 
NT National Trust for Scotland, Canna Collection (John Lorne Campbell) 
NUIG 
James Hardiman Library, National University of Ireland, Galway 
 LA – Survey of Dialects (Doegan records), Galway recordings missing from 
RIA collection 
Print 
From a printed source (a) for which the location of the original is not known, or (b) 
the original of which may be lost or destroyed. 
RIA 
Royal Irish Academy 
 LA – Survey of Dialects (Doegan records) 
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Abbreviation Institution and/or Collection 
SSS 
School of Scottish Studies, University of Edinburgh 
SSS Collections: 
 DJM – Donald John MacDonald Collection 
 GLS – Gaelic Linguistic Survey Recordings 
 NB – Calum Maclean Notebooks 
 PN – Scottish Place Name Survey Recordings 
 SA – SSS Sound Archive 
 SX – SSS Example Tapes (Duplicated material) 
 VA – SSS Video Archive 
Donated/Copied Collections: 
 ESM – Lady Evelyn Stewart Murray Collection 
 KJH – Kenneth Hurlstone Jackson Collection 
 MML – Maclagan Manuscripts, Folklore of the West Highlands Project 
StFX Celtic Studies Departmental Collections, St. Francis Xavier University 
TCD 
Manuscripts and Archives Research Library, Trinity College, Dublin 




The length of each item I was able to consult is documented in the catalogue. The lengths of items in 
manuscripts and books are given as inclusive page numbers, and sound recordings are entered in hh:mm:ss format. 
Each length is inclusive of the entire item as told, regardless of whether the story/lay type noted is only present in a 
portion of that item. The rare exceptions are items inserted within much longer segments of non-story/lay material 
(generally local lore). With regard to handwritten material, page sizes can differ quite a bit, and some collectors’ 
handwriting is more expansive or compact than that of others. Pagination is also occasionally inconsistent. These 
factors can make it difficult to estimate the precise length of an item. A word count would be a more accurate 




 Not all sources are abbreviated in the catalogue. This is not, therefore, an exhaustive list of sources used. 
Abbreviation Reference Source 
AB Am Baile online database 
ACE Association for Cultural Equity online database 
Archive List 
A list of Fenian and Hero tales in Béaloideas compiled as an NFC archival project 
some years ago. 
Briody 
Unpublished papers cataloguing Fenian and hero tales (private) 
 [unmarked] – A large collection of index card references pertaining to the 
NFC Main and Schools manuscript collections (photocopied) 
 Fian 1-7 – Seven lists of references pertaining to the NFC Main and Schools 
manuscript collections and to publications 
 Laoithe Notes – Three lists of references to lays in the NFC Main and 
Schools manuscript collections 
 Miscellaneous Notes – A list of references to miscellaneous items in the 
NFC Main and Schools manuscript collections 
Briody MA 
Mícheál Briody. “Roinn A,” “Roinn B,” “Roinn C,” and “Roinn D.” 
Macghníomhartha Fhinn mhic Chumhaill: Téacs, Ainilís, agus Clár. M.A. Thesis 
(Dublin: University College, Dublin, 1979), 48-61. 
Bruford 
Alan Bruford. “Bibliography: Romantic Tales.” Gaelic Folk-Tales and Mediaeval 
Romances (Dublin: The Folklore of Ireland Society, 1969), 250-267. 
CC NFC Card Catalogue 
CMP Calum Maclean Project 
CWP Carmicheal Watson Project 
DRWP Doegan Records Web Project 
DWS Notes 
Domhnall Uilleam Stiùbhart’s unpublished notes on the contents of some MSS in 
the John Francis Campbell Collection 
GLS List Contents list for the Gaelic Linguistic Survey Recordings 
Hillers A catalogue of the Donegal Fieldwork Collection (HMP) by Barbara Hillers 
LF 
John Francis Campbell. Leabhar na Féinne: Heroic Gaelic Ballads Collected in 




James January-McCann. Laoidh Chab an Dosáin. M.A. Thesis (Aberystwyth: 
Aberystwyth University, 2011). 
Murphy 
Gerard Murphy. Duanaire Finn: The Book of the Lays of Fionn, 3 vols, Vol. 3: 
Introduction, Notes, Appendices and Glossary. Irish Texts Society 43 (Dublin: The 
Educational Company of Ireland, Ltd., 1953). 
Nagy 
Joseph Nagy. “Sources from the Archive Volumes of the Irish Folklore Collection 
(IFC), Department of Irish Folklore, University College, Dublin.” The Wisdom of 
the Outlaw: The Boyhood Deeds of Finn in Gaelic Narrative Tradition (Berkeley, 
Los Angeles, and London: U of California P, 1985), 222-223. 
NLS Register 
Register of manuscript contents, National Library of Scotland. Records for the John 
Francis Campbell Collection are incomplete. 
ÓSC 
Seán Ó Súilleabháin and Reidar Th. Christiansen. The Types of the Irish Folktale. 
Folklore Fellows Communications 78.188, ed. Hermann Bausinger et al. (Helsinki: 




Abbreviation Reference Source 
Power 
Power, Rosemary. “‘An Óige, An Saol agus an Bás’, ‘Feis Tighe Chonáin’ and 
‘Ƥórr’s Visit to ÚtgarƉa-Loki’.” Béaloideas 53 (1985): 217-294. 
SSS-ALST SSS Accessions Listings database 
SSS-CC SSS Card Catalogue 
SSS-MNDX SSS Main Index database 
Zall PhD 
Carol Zall. Mar a Chuala Mi – Remembering and Telling Gaelic Stories: A Study of 




 Six categories of location data are available: (1) Village/Town (and any additional or general location 
information); (2) Parish; (3) Barony/District/Island; (4) County; (5) Province/Territorial Unit; and (6) Country. 
Terminology reflects land division practices of all included countries. Not all levels are applicable to every entry.  
 
Title 
The titles given are those found in the manuscripts or archival catalogues/lists (or publications, when no 
archival original could be consulted). If an item is not titled in these sources, I have left the title field blank. I have 
made no attempt to determine whether the titles provided are those of the informants or the collectors. 
 
Language 
Current ISO 639-1 language codes are used. The language of both the original item and any available 
translation or summary is given for each entry. If the original item is lost or unavailable and only a translation or 
summary can be consulted (i.e. no copy or publication exists of the now lost/unavailable original), the “Language” 
entry is marked with an asterisk (*). 
Publications Consulted 
 Listed below are the publications from which catalogue entries are drawn. For ease of access, publications 
are grouped according to the country of origin of the catalogued material. When relevant material from more than 
one country is represented within a given publication, the publication only appears in the first applicable table in 






Annales de Bretagne 12 (1896-1897): 238-245, 408-419; 13 (1897-1898): 50-57; 14 
(1898-1899): 90-105, 268-283; 15 (1899-1900): 116-129; 16 (1900-1901): 532-
553. 
An Stoc 6.8 (4/1929): 6. 
An tUltach 66:1 (1/1989) 9-11. 
Chambers’ Edinburgh Journal 9.468 (16/1/1841): 409-411. 
Dublin University Magazine 59: 350 (2/1862): 247. 
The Dublin Penny Journal 2.72 (16/11/1833): 159. 
The Dublin Penny Journal 1.14 (29/9/1832): 110-111. 
Irisleabhar Mhuighe Nuadhad (1917): 96-102. 
Irisleabhar na Gaedhilge 7 (1896-1897): 152-156, 166-170, 182-186. 
Revue Celtique 13 (1892): 420-425. 
Transactions of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society 1.1 (1849): 18-19. 






Andrews, Elizabeth. Ulster Folklore (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1919). 
Barrett, S. J., ed. Imtheachta an Oireachtais, 1899 (Dublin: The Gaelic League, 1900). 
Borthwick, Norma and Ua Donnchadha, Tadhg, ed. Imtheachta an Oireachtais, 1898 
(Dublin: The Gaelic League, 1899). 
Breathnach, Micheál. Bróga Páipéir agus Stocaí Bainne Ramhair, eag. Pádraic 
Breathnach (Indreabhán: Cló Iar-Chonnachta, 2007). 
Briody, Mícheál. Macghníomhartha Fhinn Mhic Chumhaill: Téacs, Ainilís, agus Clár. 
MA Thesis, University College, Dublin (1979), 6-14. 
Carleton, William. Tales and Sketches Illustrating the Character, Usages, Traditions, 
Sports and Pastimes of the Irish Peasantry (Dublin: James Duffy, 1845). 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero-Tales of Ireland (London: Macmillan and Co., 1894). 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Irish Folk-Tales, ed. Séamus Ó Duilearga (Dublin: The Folklore of 
Ireland Society, 1943) = (Dublin: The Talbot Press, 1956). 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: Little, Brown, and 
Company, 1890) = (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1975). 
Glassie, Henry, ed. Irish Folktales (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985). 
Graves, Alfred Perceval. The Irish Fairy Book (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1909). 
Gregory, Lady. The Kiltartan History Book (Dublin: Maunsel and Co., 1909). 
Gregory, Lady. The Kiltartan History Book (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1926). 
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Hyde, Douglas. Abhráin Diadha Chúige Connacht / The Religious Songs of Connacht 1 
(London: T. Fisher Unwin; Dublin: M. H. Gill and Son, 1906). 
Hyde, Douglas, ed. Beside the Fire (London: David Nutt, 1890). 
Hyde, Douglas, ed. Sgéalta Thomáis Uí Chathasaigh. Irish Texts Society 36 (Dublin: 
The Educational Company of Ireland, 1939). 
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe Gaedhealach (London: David Nutt 
and Dublin: Gill and Son, 1901). 
Hyde, Douglas. Legends of Saints and Sinners (London and Leipsic: T. Fisher Unwin, 
1915). 
Jacobs, Joseph, ed. Celtic Fairy Tales (London: David Nutt, 1892). 
Kennedy, Patrick. The Fireside Stories of Ireland (Dublin and London: 1870). 
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary Fictions of the Irish Celts (London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866) = (London and New York: Macmillan and Co., 1891). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Cruach Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Fionn agus Lorcán. Imtheachta an Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 2.1 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 1903). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Éan an Cheoil Bhinn. Imtheachta an Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 2.3 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 1908). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Madra na nOcht gCos. Imtheachta an Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 
3.2 (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 1907). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Tonn Tóime (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 1915). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Sgéalaidhe Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901). 
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Sgéalaidhe Óirghiall (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1905). 
Larminie, William. West Irish Folktales (London: Elliot Stock, 1893). 
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó Muirgheasa], eag. Bruidhean Chaorthainn (Baile Átha 
Cliath: M. H. Gill, 1911). 
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó Muirgheasa], eag. Maighdean an tSoluis agus Sgéalta 
Eile (Dundalk: William Tempest, 1913). 
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó Muirgheasa], eag. Oidhche Áirneáil i dTír Chonaill (Dún 
Dealgan: Preas Dhún Dealgan, 1924). 
Mac Giolla Easbuic, Mícheál, eag. Ón tSeanam Anall: Scéalta Mhicí Bháin Uí Bheirn 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló Iar-Chonnachta, 2008). 
Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, eag. Annála Beaga ó Iorrus Aithneach (Baile Átha Cliath: Oifig 
an tSolathair, 1941). 
Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, eag. Loinnir Mac Leabhair agus Scéalta Gaisgidh Eile (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1936). 
MacLennan, Gordon W. Seanchas Annie Bhán, ed. and trans. Alan Harrison and Máiri 
Elena Crook (Dublin: The Seanchas Annie Bhán Publication Committee, 1997). 
Mac Néill, Eoin, ed. Eachtra Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill le Seachrán na Sál gCam. 
Leabhairíní Gaedhilge le haghaidh an tSluaigh 28 (Dublin: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1906). 
Maguidhir, an tAth. Seosamh. Maith Thú, a Mhicí (Belfast: Irish News, 1956). 
McDevitt, Rev. Dr. The Donegal Highlands (Dublin: A. Murray, 1866). 
Murphy, Michael J. Now You're Talking… Folk Tales from the North of Ireland 
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 1975). 
Ní Bhaoill, Róise, eag. Ulster Gaelic Voices: Bailiúchán Wilhelm Doegen 1931 
(Belfast: Ultach Trust, 2010). 
Ní Dhíoraí, Áine, ed. Na Cruacha: Scéalta agus Seanchas (Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Clóchomhar Tta., 1985). 
Ó Baoill, Pádraig agus Feargal Ó Béarra, eag. Glórtha Ár Sinsear: Béaloideas 
Oirdheisceart na Gaillimhe (Baile Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2005). 
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 
2007). 
Ó Catháin, Séamas, eag. Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh (Baile Átha Cliath: Comhairle 
Bhéaloideas Éireann, 1985). 
Ó Catháin, Séamas agus Caitlín Uí Sheighin, eag. Le Gradam is le Spraoi (Indreabhán, 
Conamara: Cló Iar-Chonnachta, 1996). 
'An Connachtach Céasta' [Seán Ó Ceallaigh]. Scéaluidhe Éireann (Baile Átha Cliath: 
M. H. Gill and Son, 1920). 
O'Connor, Barry. Turf-Fire Stories and Fairytales of Ireland (New York: P. J. Kenedy, 
1890). 
Ó Domhnaill, Eoghan. Scéal Hiúdaí Sheáinín (Baile Átha Cliath: Oifig an tSoláthair, 
1940). 
Ó Domhnaill, Níall, eag. Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín (Béal Feirste: Irish News, 1948). 
Ó Duilearga, Séamus, eag. Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: An Cumann 
le Béaloideas Éireann, 1948). 
Ó Foghludha, Risteard. Scéalta Triúir (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1919). 
Ó Fotharta, Domhnall. Fuigheall Sgéal o'n tSean-Aimsir (Dublin: Patrick O'Brien, 
1912). 
Ó Fotharta, Domhnall. Siamsa an Gheimhridh (Baile Átha Cliath: Patrick O'Brien, 
1892). 
Ó Muimhneacháin, Conchubhar. Béaloideas Bhéal Átha an Ghaorthaidh (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Oifig Díolta Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1934). 
Ó Neachtain, Eoghan, ed. Céadtach mac Fhinn as Éirinn. Leabhairíní Gaedhilge le 
haghaidh an tSluaigh 31 (Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh na Gaedhilge, 1907). 
Ó Searcaigh, Séamus. Ceol na nÉan agus Sgéalta Eile (Dundalk: W. Tempest, 
Dundalgan Press: 1919). 
'An Seabhac' [Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha], eag. An Seanchaidhe Muimhneach (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Institute Béaloideasa Éireann, 1932). 
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. Folktales of Ireland (Chicago and London: U of Chicago P, 
1966). 
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. The Folklore of Ireland (London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 1974). 
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheál. An Lampa Draoidheachta agus Naoi Sgéalta Eile (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Oifig Díolta Foillseacháin, 1935). 
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheal agus Domhnall Ó Fhotharta. Sgéalta Gearra an Iarthair 
(Dublin: Patrick O'Brien, 1910). 
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheál. Sgéalta Gearra So-Léighte an Iarthair 2 (Dublin: M. H. Gill 
and Son, 1906). 
Ó Tuathail, Éamonn, eag. Sgéalta Mhuintir Luinigh (Dublin: Irish Folklore Institute, 
1933). 
[Otway, Caesar]. Sketches in Ireland: Descriptions of Interesting, and Hitherto 
Unnoticed Districts in the North and South (Dublin: William Curry, Jun. and Co.; 
London: Charles Tait; Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 1827). 
Quiggin, E. C. A Dialect of Donegal (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1906). 




Sheehan, Rev. Michael. Cnó Coilleadh Craobhaighe (Dublin: M. H. Gill and Son, 
1907). 
Sheehan, Rev. Michael. Cnuasacht Trágha (Dublin: M. H. Gill and Son, 1908). 
Wagner, Heinrich and Colm Ó Baoill. Linguistic Atlas and Survey of Irish Dialects, 4 
vols, vol. 4 (Dublin: DIAS, 1969). 
Yeats, William Butler, ed. Fairy and Folk Tales Traits of the Irish Peasantry (London: 








Carmichael, Alexander. Carmina Gadelica 2 (Edinburgh: T. and A. Constable, 1900), 
22-25. 
An Deo-Gréine 16 (1920-21): 25-29. 
Folk-Lore Journal 6 (1888): 173-178. 
An Gaidheal 4.37 (1875): 10-13; 4.39 (1875): 81-85. 
Gairm 29 (Foghar 1959): 67-71. 
Revue Celtique 1 (1870): 194-202. 
Journal of the Folk-Song Society 4.16 (Dec. 1911): 245, 246, 248, 248-249, 249-250, 
253-254. 
Scottish Studies 1 (1957): 205-210; 6.2 (1962): 184-193. 






Bergin, Osborn and Carl Marstrander, eds. Miscellany Presented to Kuno Meyer (Halle: 
Max Niemeyer, 1912). 
Bruford, A. J. and D. A. MacDonald, eds. Scottish Traditional Tales (Edinburgh: 
Birlinn, 2007). 
Campbell, John Francis. Leabhar na Féinne (London: Spottiswoode & Co., 1872). 
Campbell, John Francis. MWHT [More West Highland Tales] 1 (1940; 1994). 
Campbell, John Francis. MWHT 2 (1960; 1994). 
Campbell, John Francis. PTWH [Popular Tales of the West Highlands] 2 (1860) = 
PTWH 2 (1890) = PTWH 1 (1994). 
Campbell, John Francis. PTWH 3 (1862) = PTWH 3 (1892) = PTWH 2 (1994). 
Campbell, John Lorne and Francis Collinson, eds., Hebridean Folksongs 3 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1981). 
Craig, Kirkland C., Gille nan Cochal Chraiceann and Other Tales (Stirling: Eneas 
MacKay, 1955). 
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1 AOP Y L NFC 34 167 -- -- -- -- --
Pádraig Ó Brosnacháin, student at 
Coláiste na Mumhan ♀
probably 
c.1927-1929 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2 AOP Y F-L/s NFC 55 40 Seaghan Ua Gallchobhair ♂ c.70 -- -- C. Ó Gallchobhair ♂ c.1931
Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
3 AOP Y L NFC 64 115-128 collector's family -- -- -- --
Áine Nic Con Iomaire (14.5), student 
of Liam mac Coisdealbha ♀ c.1931 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
4 AOP Y L NFC 64 256-265
Tomás Mac an Iomaire (collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Mac an Iomaire, 10 yrs old ♂ c.1931
Briody; Briody Fian7 (BO); CC (cf. Oisín i dTír na 
hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe)
5 AOP Y L NFC 90 169 -- -- -- -- -- -- 1930-1935 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
6 AOP Y L NFC 90 399-404 -- -- -- -- --
Micheál Mac Aodhagáin (Scoil na 
gCéard, Béal Átha na Sluagh), written 
down by M. Nic Conmara (Coláiste 
Doiminic Naomhtha, Baile Átha 
Cliath) ♂ 9/9/1929
Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
7 AOP Y L NFC 102 228
Domhnall Ó Baoighill and Seán 
Ruadh Mac a'Bhaird ♂ -- -- --
Edmond Curtis, professor at Trinity 
College Dublin ♂ 1917
Briody (misc.); Briody Laoithe Notes; Briody Fian5; 
CC (Fiannaíocht)
8 AOP Y L NFC 160 438-447 Páraic Mac an Iomaire ♂ -- -- informant's grandfather ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 21/11/1935
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe)
9 AOP Y L NFC 219 85 Seán Mhichíl Ó Cróinin ♂ 78
farmer; 
stonemason
Mícheál Ó Cróinín (55) of Cúr Lom 
Theas, Beanntraighe, c. 40 years prior ♂ Diarmuid Ó Caochlaidhe ♂ 30/6/1936 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
10 AOP Y s NFC 237 45-47 Seán mac Conraoi ♂ 84 -- -- Brian MacLochlainn ♂ 15/8/1936
Briody Fian4; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: 
Naomh Pádraig)
11 AOP Y s NFC 237 48-49 Seán mac Conraoi ♂ 84 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 16/8/1936
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
12 AOP Y L NFC 239 610-611 Séamas Ó Seaghdha ♂ 71 farmer
informant's mother (60) (possibly; 
attribution applies to the majority of a 
group of tales) ♀? Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 25-26/6/1936 CC (Fiannaíocht)
13 AOP Y F-L NFC 322 32 Maghnus Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 66 farmer
Peigí Ní Ghallchobhair (50) of Mín an 
Leath, Gort an Coirce, Cloich 
Ceannfhaolaidh, 50 years prior ♀ Séamus Ó Dúbhgain ♂ 16/1/1937 CC (Fiannaíocht)
14 AOP Y F-s NFC 354 314 Peaidí Mac Giolla Phádraic ♂ 88 farmer
informant's father (66; b. 1801) of 
Scairbh, An Tobar, 70 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ ?/5/1937 CC (Oisín; Oisín agus Pádhraic)
15 AOP Y F-s NFC 455 312-313 Éamonn Máirtín ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Droichead a Chláirín, 60 
years prior -- Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ ?/1/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
16 AOP Y F-s NFC 493 168 D. Boyle and S. Rua Mac a Bháird ♂ -- -- --
Edmond Curtis / Éamonn Cuirtéis, 
professor at Trinity College Dublin ♂ c.1935 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
17 AOP Y L NFC 497 290 Seán Mac a' Bháird ♂ -- -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa ♂ c.1929 Briody Fian4; CC (Fiannaíocht)
18 AOP; ROI; BO Y L NFC 497 129-137 Éamonn Ó Conghaile (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- an old person, 30 years prior -- Éamonn Ó Conghaile, mailed in ♂ c.1928 Briody (AOP); CC (Fiannaíocht)
19 AOP Y L NFC 645 268-271 Seán Ó Cadhla ♂ 55 -- -- Brighid Ní Mhaithnín ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
20 AOP Y F-s/L NFC 776 259
Diarmuid Ó Duinnín (Diarmuid 
a'Déiridhe) ♂ 75 herdsman local people -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 21-28/4/1941 CC (Fiannaíocht)
21 AOP Y F-s/L NFC 913 279 Donnchadh Ó Donnabháin ♂ 74 fisherman
old people of Parróiste na hÁrda, 
Clanna Chaoilte, over 40 years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 9-10/9/1943 CC (Fiannaíocht)
22 AOP; ROI; BO Y L NFC 926 49-51 Pádraic Ó Néill ♂ 60 farmer
informant's mother, of Áth Glórach, 
30 years prior ♀ Tomás de Paor ♂ 28/4/1943 Briody; Briody Laoithe Note; CC (Fiannaíocht)
23 AOP; BO Y s NFC 1012 423-424 Pádraig Mac Meanmain ♂ 97 -- --
collected by Colm Ó Lochlainn; 
transcribed by Tom]as de Burca ♂ c.1934 Briody (BO, cf.); Briody Fian4; CC (Fiannaíocht)
18
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Other versions collected 
from same informant Duplicate versions Publication Details Available Online
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Loch an Lubhair, Na Rossa Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Coillín, Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Arguint Ósain agus Pádhraic ga
Coillín, Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín ga
Ireland -- ga
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín ga
Classey, Glenties Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
An cineál aimsire a bhiodh ann le linn na 
bhFiann ga
Coillín Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Aragúint Oisín 7 Pháraic ga
lives and raised in Cúr Lom Theas Cill Mo Chomóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín agus Pádraig ga
lives in Cloch na Rón; from Dúth-ithir, Cárna Muighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives in Cloch na Rón; from Dúth-ithir, Cárna Muighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Naomh Páraic 7 Oisín ga
lives in and from Baile Loidir na Tuaithe Triúch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Aighneas a Bhí idir Oisín 7 Naomh Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Mín an Leath Cloich Cheannfhaolaidh Cill Mhic Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín 7 Naomh Pádraig ga
lives in Bun na h-Abhan; raised in Scairbh, 
An Tobar Na Beithighe Cill Tártain Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Gorán Ard Ráthain Dún Chillínn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín a's Pádhraic ga
Ireland -- ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín 7 Pádraig ga
Cillgheimhrin, Baile an Mhuilinn, Tuaim Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín ga
Rosmuc Cill Briocáin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Argóint Oisín agus Naomh Pádhraig ga
lives in Drom na hUille, Sráid a Mhuilinn; 
raised in Baile Mhúirne Sráid an Mhuilinn Iar-Mhúsgraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádruig ga
lives and raised in Gleann an Mhaghráin na hÁrda / Ardfield
Uíbh Báin 7 Barrach 
Ruadh / Ibane and 
Barryroe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádruig ga NFC S316:127
Áth Glórach Tuama Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín ga
Claigeann Baile Chruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín; Oisín agus Pádraig ga
19
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24 AOP; ROI; BO Y S NFC 1106 238-244 -- Mícheál Ó Maoláin ♂
c.1947 or 
before Briody (AOP); Briody Laoithe Note; CC (Fiannaíocht)
25 AOP Y F-L NFC 1168 129-130 Párthalán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ c.76 labourer -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/10/1949 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
26 AOP Y s NFC 1230 303-304 Peadar Buiréid ♂ 45 farmer old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 8/2/1952 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
27 AOP Y L NFC 1236 304-309 Seán Ó Coileáin ♂ 76 farmer
an Bhardúnach (?) and other 
storytellers of an Muinín, 60-65 years 
prior -- Gearóid Ó Maoil Mhichíl ♂ Summer 1934 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
28 AOP; ROI; BO Y s/L NFC 1318 484-485 Paddy Mohan ♂ 81 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 20/3/1953 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
29 AOP; ROI; Y L NFC 1798 332-337 Mike Curraoin (Mike Stiofáin) ♂ -- farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 19/8/1965 Briody (title in Laoidh notes)
30 AOP Y F-s NFC S37 322 Máiréad bean Uí Pléimeann ♀ -- -- --
Pádhraig Pléimeann, student; school: 
Gort na Léine; teacher: Liam Ó 
Ceallaigh ♂ 1934 Briody (seanchas); CC (Fiannaíocht)
31 AOP Y F-s/L NFC S300 137-138 Seán Ó Coileán ♂ -- -- --
Éamonn Mac Firbisigh, teacher; 
school: Derryclough, Drom Dhá Liag ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
32 AOP Y F-L NFC S316 127 Donnchadh Ó Donnabháin ♂ 70 fisherman --
Pádraig Ó Donnabhain, teacher; Scoil 
an Áird / Ardfield ♂ 1936 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
33 AOP Y F-s NFC S460 627 John Moriarty ♂ 74 -- --
Eugene Moriarty, student; school: 
Baile an Oileáin (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
34 AOP Y F-L NFC S468 8 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Snaidhm (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
35 AOP? Y F-L NFC S931 288 Mrs. McMahon ♀ old -- --
P. Ó Dubhthaigh, teacher; school: 
Taplach 1936.. Briody Fian1; CC (Fiannaíocht)
36
AOP; ROI; BO; OFT; 
CAP Y F-s NFC S964 106 John Curnyn (collector's father) ♂ -- -- -- student; school: Curratavy -- 25/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
37 AOP; BO; ROI; SI Y s NFC S1038 134-135 Prionsus a Gallchobhair ♂ 20 --
Seán a Gallchobhair (80), informant's 
father ♂
Mollaidh Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Cruach ♀ 3/2/1938 Briody (BO; ROI; SI); CC (Fiannaíocht)
38 AOP; BO Y F-s NFC S1079 66 Séamas Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 86 -- --
Gráinne Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Doire Chasáin ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
39 AOP Y L (inc.) Print -- ♂ old -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ 1890-1915 CC (Fiann-laoithe)
40 AOP Y L (comp.?) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 98 (unverified)
Donald Mac Iver (Robertson); 
Charles Robertson ♂ -- foxhunter / -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 1802/1808 --
41 AOP Y L NLS 72.3.9 168-178 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
42 AOP? Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment F -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
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Eadarghabhail Anach Cuan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i nDeireadh na bhFíanta galives on Bóthar a Bhogaigh, baile Chíll 
Orglan; raised in Coill Caoitheach, Gleann 
Bheithe Cíll Orglan Triuch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Uisín 7 Pádruig ga
lives and raised in Ceathrú na gCloch na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Naomh Pádraic ga
lives and raised in An Muinín Mionloch Uí Mhainnín -- Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caismirt Oisín agus Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Ballyhale Ath Cinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Naoimh Pádhraic ga
lives in of Brownville; raised in Croc na 
hAille, An Spidéal Rathún / Rahoon Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Páraic ga
lives in Coille Cocla Dún Mór Ballymore Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Drom Dhá Liag
Droighneach (Drom Dhá 
Liag) Cairbre Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
Béal a' Chúirín, Clanna Caoilte na hÁrda / Ardfield
Uíbh Báin 7 Barrach 
Ruadh / Ibane and 
Barryroe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Naomh Pádraig agus Oisín ga NFC 913:279
Liamnaguilea (?) Na Foithre (Aghlish) Magh gCoinche Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales ga
Cill Chrócháin Dún Chiaráin Theas Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Dialogue between St. Patrick and Oisín ga
Dian, Calloville Domhnach Maighin Farney Monaghan / Muineachán Ulster Ireland -- ga
Curratavy  Templeport Tullyhaw Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland An Old Story en
Duibhbinn Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal fá Naomh Padraig agus Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428299/4392566
Doire an Chasain, Na Dúnaibh Ros Guill (Mevagh)
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493644/4407356
near Monivea Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga en (trans.)
Hyde, Douglas. Legends of 
Saints and Sinners (London 
and Leipsic: T. Fisher Unwin, 
1915), x; Hyde, Douglas. 
Abhráin Diadha Chúige 
Connacht / The Religious 
Songs of Connacht 1 (London: 
T. Fisher Unwin; Dublin: M. 
H. Gill and Son, 1906), 217
Loch Tayside / -- Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Urnuigh Oisein gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Duan na Clainn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
221
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43 AOP?-cf. Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment D -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
44 AOP Y L NLS 73.1.24 9-10 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
45 AOP Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.23 4a-8b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1762-1763 --
46 AOP? Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B4 00:00:42 






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
47 AOP Y F-s/L SSS SA1976.191.B5 00:02:02
Roderick MacPherson ('Goik'; 
Ruairidh Ghilleasbaig) ♂ 74 (1902-?) boatbuilder informant's father ♂
Donald Archie MacDonald; Alan J. 
Bruford; Mary MacDonald ♂/♀ 3/10/1976
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
48 AOP?-cf. Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before --
49 AOP? Y v Print Allan MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
50 ATU 178A; BB Y s NFC S187 193-194 Mrs. McNulty ♀ 73 -- --
Gerard Kilcoyne, student; school: 
Carn ♂ 1938-1939 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5 (Bran)
51 ATU 300; ECM-cf. Y S NFC 532 68-81 Mícheál Ó Téacháin (an 'Jock') ♂ 74
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 5/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
52 ATU 300 Y S NFC S341 124-131 Michael O'Sullivan (collector's father) ♂ -- --
Darby Connor of Carrigagulla, 
Ballinagree, Macroom ♂
Nora Sullivan, student; school: 
Carraig Uí Ulla (Carrigagulla) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody Fian1; CC (Fiannaíocht)
53 ATU 300 Y S NLS 50.1.11 314r-317r Robert Robertson ♂ -- -- -- Donald K. Torrie ♂ 1861 NLS Register
54
ATU 302; FC (ATU 
1149); MRD-cf. N S NFC 182 190-209 Seán a Búrca ♂ 80 farmer
Donnchadh Laighean (Lyons) (25) of 
Cill Ó Sguab, Mainistir, Gaillimh, c. 
40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 28/4/1936 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
55 ATU 303 Y S NFC 55 65-85 Pádraig 'ac Cóil ♂ 46 --
Mánus Ó Curráin of Glaiseach, Doire 
Beag ♂ Cathal Ó Gallchobhair, Colaisde Énda ♂ c.1931 CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 65 (#303)
56
ATU 303; ATU 300; 
ATU 302 Y S NFC 670 201-216 Domhnall Ó Dinnín ♂ 90 farmer --
Siobhán bean Uí Feithín / Joan 
Fechan ♀ 10/8/1939 CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 65 (#303)
57 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y S CB 354.A02 00:08:08
Patrick MacEachern / Pàdruig Mac 
Eachainn (Pàdruig Aonghais Síne / 
Pàdruig Aonghais Iain Mac Phàdruig / 
Padraig Aonghais Iain ic' Dhòmnaill 
ic' Phàdraig Bhàin 'ic Raghnaill) ♂ 69 (1917-?) -- -- John William Shaw ♂ 1/12/1986
Special Collections Files, StFX (John Shaw field notes, 
post-1983, p. 32)
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Caithness Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan Leimon gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Na Oisain agus Patric MacAlpin aig Tagradh 
ra Cheile gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 43-
44
Scotland Urnidh Ossain gd
en (trans. of one 
stanza)
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 41-
42; (stanza 6 only) WS 4 
(London: David Nutt, 1891), 
85-86
lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisean an dèidh na Fèinne gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32659/1
lives and raised in Bruernish Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Islands Scotland Laoidh Laomuinn Mhic an Uaimh-Fhir gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 302-305; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
106-107
Mannal Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oidhche Dhoirbh gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 102-103
Gurteen Cill Fraoigh Coolavin Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Story en
lives and raised in Glaise, Cromán Cill Orglain Triuch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Seán Agus na Fathaigh ga
Annagannihy, Ballinagree, Macroom
Maghcromtha (Achadh 
Eidhneach) Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Fear Gortuighthe Cnámh Reamhair en
Raasay or Skye? Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland  Oscar Donn Mac Fhìn Mhic Oisean gd
lives and raised in Áth Chloigín Anach Cuain Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Lacha Dearg ga
Glaiseach, Doire Beag Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Buachaill na Rosa ga
lives and raised in Ceathair Beárna Sráid a'Mhuilinn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Finn Mac Cool en
Glendale / Bràigh na h-Aibhne Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada
Fionn, Osgar is Oisín + am Boreannach fo 
Gheasaibh gd
Am Bràighe (Spring 1996), 12-
13; MacDonald, Jeff. Bràighe 
na h-Aibhne: Iarmad Mo 
Shluaigh. BA Adv. Maj. 
Thesis. StFX 1992, 10-13
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58 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y S Print 00:11:03
Patrick MacEachern / Pàdruig Mac 
Eachainn (Pàdruig Aonghais Síne / 
Pàdruig Aonghais Iain Mac Phàdruig / 
Padraig Aonghais Iain ic' Dhòmnaill 
ic' Phàdraig Bhàin 'ic Raghnaill) ♂ 75 (1917-?) --
Isabel O'Handley (informant's 
paternal grandmother) from Judique 
(Isabel's grandfather was from S. Uist) ♀ Jim Watson and William Mahon ♂ 25/5/1992 --
59 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y S Print
Patrick MacEachern / Pàdruig Mac 
Eachainn (Pàdruig Aonghais Síne / 
Pàdruig Aonghais Iain Mac Phàdruig / 
Padraig Aonghais Iain ic' Dhòmnaill 
ic' Phàdraig Bhàin 'ic Raghnaill) ♂ 75 (1917-?) --
Isabel O'Handley (informant's 
paternal grandmother) from Judique 
(Isabel's grandfather was from S. Uist) ♀ Jeff MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1992 --
60 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y S NFC 1104 401-408 James White ♂ 75 farmer -- Bríd Ní Mhaolmhuaidh ♀ 16/2/1948 Briody (FC); CC (Fiannaíocht)
61 ATU 409a*-cf. Y s NFC 1126 393-395 Mary Harvey ♀ (old) -- -- An Bráthair de Nóghla ♂ c.1944 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
62 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y s NFC 1227 216-218
Tomás Ó Dubhgáin (Tomás Mhicil 
Pháid) ♂ 74 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 24/1/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
63 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y s NFC S1045 275-278 Séamus Ó hEochaidh ♂ 60 farmer
Siubhán (80 [in 1937?]), informant's 
mother, of Teileann, 40 years prior ♀ student; school: Teileann -- 1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
64
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 






isean_03 00:16:11 Essie Stewart ♀ 68 (1942-) -- Allidh Dall Stewart? ♂? -- -- 2010 AB
65 ATU 409a*/425*-cf. Y S NLS 50.1.10
126r-137r + 50.1.4: 
422r-432r, 436r-445r Roderick MacLean ♂ -- tailor
Angus Macintyre (c.80) of Bornish, 
and other old men in South Uist, c. 15 
years prior ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 1860




CAP Y S SSS GLS 0965.1a 00:18:36
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 






Susie Stewart, née MacArthur 
(informant's grandmother; died 1938 
aged 91) of Argyll ♀ David Clement ♂ ?/11/1973 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); GLS List
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Glendale / Bràigh na h-Aibhne Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada Mar a fhuair Osgar a bhean gd en (trans.)
CB 354.A02; MacDonald, Jeff. 
Bràighe na h-Aibhne: Iarmad 
Mo Shluaigh. BA Adv. Maj. 
Thesis. StFX 1992, 10-13




Glendale / Bràigh na h-Aibhne Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada Mar a fhuair Osgar a bhean gd
CB 354.A02; Am Bràighe 
(Spring 1996), 12-13
MacDonald, Jeff. Bràighe na h-
Aibhne: Iarmad Mo Shluaigh. 
BA Adv. Maj. Thesis (St. 
Francis Xavier University, 
1992), 10-13
lives and raised in Keel Achill Borrishoole Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland How Diarmuid Got the Love Spot ga
lives in "home na mban-rialta" near Inbhar 
Chinn Trágha; from Ard Mhágh Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland -- ga; en
lives and raised in Nointeach Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
An Bhean gan Cloigeann a Tháinic ag na 
Fianntaí ga
lives in Ceapach (Uachtarach); raised in 















Then Tangval Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Nighean Righ fo Thuinn gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 403-420 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 421-438 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 540-553; 
Montgomerie, Norah and 
William. The Folk Tales of 
Scotland (Edinburgh: Mercat 
Press, 2005), 239-246
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stòiridh Oisein gd en (trans.)
SSS SA1958.072.A13, B1; 
SA1993.048, 049; GLS 
1111.1a; Zall, Carol. Mar a 
Chuala Mi – Remembering 
and Telling Gaelic Stories: A 
Study of Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 422-424
Tocher 29 (Autumn 1978): 292-
301; Bruford, A. J. and D. A. 
MacDonald, eds. Scottish 
Traditional Tales (Edinburgh: 
Birlinn, 2007): 171-176; Zall, 
Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 408-412
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CAP Y S SSS GLS 1111.1a 00:16:48
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 






Susie Stewart, née MacArthur 
(informant's grandmother; died 1938 
aged 91) of Argyll ♀ David Clement ♂ ?/4/1979 GLS List
68
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 




tinsmith Jock Stewart (informant's uncle) ♂ Hamish Henderson; Peter Kennedy ♂ ?/7/1955 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX
69
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 




tinsmith Jock Stewart (informant's uncle) ♂ Hamish Henderson; Peter Kennedy ♂ ?/7/1955 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX
70
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 
CAP Y S SSS SA1957.048.B2 00:13:15
Mary Stewart (Mrs.; Mickey; mother 
of Essie Stewart; daughter of Ailidh 
Dall) ♀
48 (1909-
1974) -- informant's father ♂ Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/6/1957
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [B2], Hero Tales [Fenian] [B8]); 
SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
71
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 
CAP Y S SSS SA1958.072.A13, B1 00:19:10
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 






Susie Stewart, née MacArthur 
(informant's grandmother; died 1938 
aged 91) of Argyll, when he was ca. 7 
or 8. ♀ Hamish Henderson ♂ 1958 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
72
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 





Jock Stewart (died c. 45 years prior [c. 
1913]; informant's uncle); informant's 
mother also had tale. ♂/♀ Hamish Henderson ♂ 1958
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
73
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 
CAP Y S SSS SA1968.259.B5 00:13:19 Alick Williamson ♂ -- -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968




CAP Y S SSS SA1993.048, 049
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 





commission -- Carol Zall ♀ 14/4/1993 Zall PhD; SSS-ALST
75
ATU 409a*/425*-cf.; 
CAP Y s Print
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 





commission -- Carol Zall ♀ 18/9/1995 Zall PhD
76
ATU 505; MGF-cf.; 
ATU 673 Y S NFC 79 93-105 Darach Ó Direáin ♂ -- -- --
Barbara Flaherty (17) of Kilmurvey, 
Aranmore Island, Co. Galway; 
Translated to English by Pat Mullen ♀ ?/2/1933 ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC (Fiannaíocht)
77 ATU 650A; CF Y S NFC 938 302-318 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Múirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 18-25/3/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
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raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stòiridh Oisein gd
SSS SA1958.072.A13, B1; 
SA1993.048, 049; GLS 0965; 
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 422-424
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 413-417
lives in Lairg; born in Elphin Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stoiridh Oisein gd
SSS SA1955.074.A2b; 
SA1958.073.A11
lives in Lairg; born in Elphin Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stoiridh Oisein en
SSS SA1955.074.A2a; 
SA1958.073.A11
born in Migdale, Bonar Bridge, Creich; raised 
in Sutherland Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein as deidh na Féinne gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/34796/1
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stòiridh Oisein gd
SSS SA1993.048, 049; GLS 
0965; GLS 1111.1a; Zall, 
Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 422-424
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 400-407
lives in Lairg; born in Elphin Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 





Edderton Easter Ross Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stòiridh Oisein gd
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stòiridh Oisean as Dèidh na Fèinn gd
SSS SA1958.072.A13, B1; 
GLS 0965; GLS 1111.1a; Zall, 
Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 422-424
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 418-421
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Stòiridh Oisean as Dèidh na Fèinn gd
SSS SA1958.072.A13, B1; 
SA1993.048, 049; GLS 0965; 
GLS 1111.1a
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 422-424
Eoghanacht, Aranmore Island Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland The Voyage of Fionn Ma-Cuil en
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Conn Crithur agus an Fhiann ga
Béaloideas 37-38 (1969-1970): 
90-98
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78 BB Y s NFC 25 187-189 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ó Dálaigh, student of Seán Ó 
Súilleabháin, Sgoil na mBuachaillí, 
Baile an Sgeilg ♂ 1927-28 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
79 BB1; BB2; Misc. Y s/L; LR Print
Seághan Ó Cuinneagáin / John 
Cunningham ♂ 70-80 -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ before 1890 Briody Fian6; CC (Conairt na Féinne; Fiann-laoithe)
80 BB1; LCD-cf.; CFM-cf. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 5 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
81 BB1-cf. Y F-L (comp.) NLS 50.1.12 2v -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1859-1861 NLS Register
82 BB1?-cf. Y LR NLS 50.1.13 114r -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
83 BB1 Y L NLS 73.1.24 127-131 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
84 BB1 Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 16b-17b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
85 BB1?-cf. Y F-L SSS MML 5 845e.3 -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Niel Campbell? ♂? 1894? MML Catalogue
86 BB1?-cf. Y LR; F-L SSS NB 8 734
John MacDonald / Iain Mac 
Dhòmhnaill (Iain Beag; Iain the Bard) ♂ 75 labourer -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 21-29/4/1951 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
87 BB1-cf. Y F-L SSS SA1968.032.A10 00:00:36
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 Tobar an Dualchais; SSS-ALST
88 BB1-cf. Y F-L Print Alexander Gillies ♂ -- -- -- Christian Sarauw ♂ ?/8/1904 CC (Fionn)
89 BB1 Y F-L Print Norman Murray ♂ -- -- -- Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 1866 --
90 BB1 Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before --
91 BB2 Y s NFC 83 221-223 Pádraic ic Lúrcán ♂ 62
farmer; 
fisherman
Mícheál 'ic Ghiubhir (68), 36 years 
prior, of Baile Cruic, Baile Caisil, 
Maigh Eó ♂ Tomás Ó Longáin ♂ 27/12/1934 Briody Laoithe Notes
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Ceann Ard, Baile an Sceilg Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
Baile an Phuill / Ballinphuil
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Bran ga en (trans.)
Hyde, Douglas, ed. Beside the 
Fire (London: David Nutt, 
1890), 14-19
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Cumadh Bhrain gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
149-150




Islands Scotland Mar a Chaidh Bran a Mharbhadh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
148-149
Scotland Chaidh Bran a Mharaigh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
148
Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
lives and raised in Aonachain / Highbridge Lochaber Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Thaghadh Fionn a Chù gd
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 









Islands Scotland -- gd
Bergin, Osborn and Carl 
Marstrander, eds. Miscellany 
Presented to Kuno Meyer 
(Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1912): 
43
Habost, Ness Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bran gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
150
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mu Mharbhadh Bhran gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 170-172; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
149
Lives in and from Baile Chruic Baile A Chaisil Tír Amhlaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
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92 BB2 Y s/L NFC 606 531-532 Séamus a Géanlaigh ♂ 65 farmer
Páraic Muiltheach (70+) of Grafaigh, 
Attymas, over 30 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 20/3/1939 CC (Oisín / Goll; St. Patrick, Goll, Oisín, etc.)
93 BB2 Y L/s NFC 1401 245-246 Antoine Ó Luingseacháin ♂ 80 hired man -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 18/1/1955 Power; Briody Laoithe Notes
94 BB2 Y s (inc.) NFC S140 356 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Clochar na Trócaire, 
Baile an Chaisil (girls' school) -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
95 BB2 Y s NFC S140 359-361 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Clochar na Trócaire, 
Baile an Chaisil (girls' school) -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
96 BB2 Y W NLS 50.2.4 63v women ♀ -- -- -- Frances Tolmie ♀ 1871 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
97 BB2 Y F-W NLS 50.2.4 64r-65r -- ♂ -- tailor -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 18/9/1871 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
98 BB2 Y W SSS DJM 12 1146-1148 Neil MacDonald (collector's uncle) ♂ 69 crofter
informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist, 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 13/3/1954 --
99 BB2 Y F-W Print Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 4/7/1872 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
100 BB2 Y W Print Aonas MacLeoid ♂ -- crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 26/3/1868 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
101 BB2 Y W Print Effie Mac Iain / Oirig Nic Iain ♀ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 27/9/1868 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
102 BB2 Y W (inc.) Print -- ♀ old -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 29/5/1868 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
103 BB2 Y W Print
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 80 pauper -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 12/7/1870 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
104 BB2 Y W Print Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 10/12/1866 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
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lives in An Cartún Beag; raised in Grafaigh Attymas Gailiug Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An tSeilg ar an Eilid (Máthair Oisín) ga
lives in Bun an Chorraigh; raised in Asgaill, 
Bun an Chorraigh Acaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín agus an Eilid ga
Doonfeeny Tír Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn, Oisín 7 Bran ga NFC S140:359-361
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428027/4369648
Doonfeeny Tír Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn, Oisín 7 Bran ga NFC S140:356-358
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428027/4369651
North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisean ri Mhathair gd
Journal of the Folk-Song 
Society 4.16 (Dec. 1911): 249-
250; Gesto Collection, 
Appendix (1895), 21
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 199
Bally Martin North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 198-199
lives and raised in Peninerine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
200; Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
199
Baile Mharstam North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 199
Tao Loch-euphorst North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 199
in or near Liadal? South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 199
Nisisi na h-Earradh Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd*
Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
(reference) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 200
Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein ga Mhathair gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
199; Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
200
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Margaret MacLeod / Mairearad Mhór; 
Mrs. McVicar ♀ c.80/'-- cottar/spinner -- Frances Tolmie ♀ 1871 --
107 BB2 Y F-W Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
108 BB3 Y s NFC S30 379-380 Máirtín Ó Chongaile ♂ 58 farmer
Séan Ó Chongaile (28) of Cloisgoilt, 
30 years prior ♂
student; school: Naomh Séamus 
(Freeport) -- 16/11/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
109 BB3 Y LR NFC S65 77 -- -- -- -- --
Brighid Ní Chéide, student; school: 
Caladh na Muc ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (not cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
110 BB3 Y s-Lit. NFC S187 190-192 John Mulligan ♂ -- -- --
Francis Mulligan, student; school: 
Carn ♂ 1938-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
111 BB3-cf. Y s NFC S1054 294 Máire Ní Ghallachobhair ♀ 72 -- --
Brighidh Ní Ghallachobhair, student; 
school: Dooey ♀ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
112 BBA Y s NFC 311 509-510 Anna Carr ♀ 79 housewife informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 9/2/1937
Briody (Cuireadh go Connacht ach gan airm a 
thabhairt leo); CC (Fiannaíocht)
113 BBA Y s/L NFC 793 143-150 Sinéad Ní Mháille ♀ 60 schoolteacher
informant's mother (50) of Muinntir 
Eoin, Duithche-Séoigheach, Co. na 
Gaillimhe, 40 years prior ♀ Monica Ní Mhaodhb ♀ 18/8/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
114 BBA Y s NFC S1070 34-35 -- -- -- -- --
Áine Ní Fhuiruisge, student; school: 
Gort an Choirce ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
115 BBA-cf.; F-cf. Y s NFC S1083 177-178 Frank McConnell ♂ -- -- --
Mary A. McConnell (14), student; 
school: Teampall Dubhghaise ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 24/11/1978 Gaelstream
117 BC Y S NFC 6 74-84 Seán Grúmail ♂ 80 -- -- Seán Ó Dúbhda ♂ 1929 Briody; Bruford p. 120, n1; CC (BC)
118 BC; S Y S NFC 18 210-227 Seán Ó Seaghdha ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1934 Briody; CC (BC)
119 BC Y S NFC 59 281-287
-- (mother of Mícheál Mac 
Donnchadha (Micilín Pháidí 
Shéamuis) of Ruisín na mBan, Cárna) ♀ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Conceanainn ♂ 10/3/1931 Briody; Bruford; CC (BC)
120 BC Y s NFC 87 153-156 Seán an Gearaltach ♂ 58 farmer -- Tomás Ó Faoláin, Coláiste na Rinne ♂ 20/8/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
121 BC Y S NFC 121 11-27. Seán Grúmail ♂ 86
small farmer 
(land for 2 cows) -- Seán Ó Dúbhda ♂ 1932 Briody; Bruford p. 120, n1; CC (BC)
122 BC Y S NFC 126 114-118
Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin (Peatsín The 
Sleabha) ♂ 72 --
an old man of the Faoite family, of an 
Cnocán (Ceann Each), c. 60 years 
prior ♂ Breandán Ó Duinn, student ♂ a. 1935 Briody; CC (BC)
123 BC Y s NFC 146 279-281 Muiris Ó Ríordáin (Ríoghbhardáin) ♂ 67 farm labourer
Pádraig Ó Muircheartaigh (80) of na 
Beathachaibh, Cathair Saidhbhín ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 26/9/1935 Briody; CC (BC)
124 BC; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 148 453-461
Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin (Peatsín a' 
tSléibhe) ♂ c.72 farmer old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 17/12/1935 Briody
125 BC Y S NFC 154 95-125 Seán a Conrí (Seán Val) ♂ c.80 -- -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/6/1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Scotland Sanas Oisein d'a Mhathair gd en (trans.)
Carmichael, Alexander. 
Carmina Gadelica 2 
(Edinburgh: T. and A. 
Constable, 1900), 22-25
a few miles north of Portree/'-- --/North Uist Skye/North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Comhairl' Oisein dha 'Mhàthair gd en (trans.) NLS 50.2.4: 63v
Journal of the Folk-Song 
Society 4.16 (Dec. 1911): 249-




Islands Scotland Ossian's Mother a Deer gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 79
Cloisgoilt Rathún Gaillimh Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/46496
75/4645745
Uachtar Árd Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Cuilmore, Gurteen Cill Fraoigh Coolavin Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Dumhaigh, Leitir Mhic a' Bháird
Teampoll Crón 
(Lettermacward) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428353/4398663
lives in Gleann Domhan Beag; raised in Mín 
a' Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiannaidheacht ga
lives and raised in Muintir Eoin Cill Bhriocáin Cill Cummin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cuireadh Féille ga
Cloch Cheann Fhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgeul ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428395/4404173
Prucklish Conwal Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Old Story en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4481744/4408437
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Diarmaid agus Bean Chaol a' Chòta Uaine gd en (trans.)
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 







Cathair Scoilbín Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna is an Fear Mór Muar ga NFC 121:11-27; 1239:44-48
Coimín, Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal ar Fionn agus ar na Fianna ga
Ruisin na Maineach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Leanbh Dalta Rí Lochlannach ga
Mágh Deilge An Rinn Déise Istigh Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Rí Draoidheachta na Gréige ga
Cathair Scoilbín Cill Maol Chéadar Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Fear Mór agus na Fianna ga NFC 6:74-84; 1239:44-48
Muing Uí Dhubhda na Priarach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Sgéal Fíannuidheachta. Tar éis an chatha a 
bhí I bhFionn Tráigh. "Fionn is a Dhailtín" ga NFC 148: 453-461 NFC S474:394-397
Baisleachán / Baslickane
Bórd Eoghain Fínn / 
Kilcrohane
Uibh Rathach / 
Drumkerron Sth. Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Muíng Uí Dhúbhda na Priaireachta Uibh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Dalta Fhínn ga
NFC 126:114-118; 962:267-
273; S474:394-397
Cloch na Rón, Conamara Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Miadac Mac Rí Lochlainn agus na Fianna 
Éireann ga
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126 BC Y S NFC 168 45-52 Páidí Muighe ♂ 78 farmer
Proinnsias Thaidhg (Greene) (80) of 
Garbhan, Clochán, c. 20 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/12/1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (BC)
127 BC Y S NFC 169 629-652 Jimmy Cheallaigh ♂ 60 farmer
Séumas Cheallaigh (85; died in 1915), 
informant's father, of Cró na Duinne, 
when informant was young; Séumas 
got it from Prionnsias 'ac Grianna ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 4/11/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (BC)
128 BC Y s NFC 174 700-702 Mícheál Ó Drisceóill ♂ -- postman -- Séan Ó Conaill ♂ ?/7/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
129 BC-cf. Y s NFC 239 527-529 Aindrias Piogóid ♂ 65 farmer Seán Óg Ó h-Uallacháin ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 19/6/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
130 BC Y S NFC 275 748-754 Liam Ó Caoimh ♂ 83 pensioner
Nioclás Cúnún (50) of Barr na Stuac, 
c. 60 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 20/1/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
131 BC-cf. Y s NFC 283 69-70 Seán Ua Cróinín (wrote himself) ♂ -- folklore collector -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ c.1936 Bruford p. 120, n1; CC (BC)
132 BC Y S NFC 285 156-168 Domhnall Breathnach ♂ 55
farmer; 
tradesman
Seán Groiméil (60) of Cathair 
Sculibín, c. 20 years prior ♂ Eibhlín Ní Shéaghdha ♀ 4/1/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (BC)
133 BC-cf. Y S NFC 310 21-28 Tomás Ó Gallachubhair ♂ 70 farmer
Proinnsias Ó Gallachubhair (c.70) of 
Baile an Chaisil, c. 50 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 11/1/1937 Bruford (cf.); CC (BC)
134 BC Y s NFC 322 157-161 Mícheál Mac Giolla Cómhghaill ♂ 72 farmer
informant's father (60) of Ardaí 
Bheaga, Gort an Choirce, 50 years 
prior ♂ Séamus Ó Dúbhgain ♂ ?/1-2/1937 CC (Fiannaíocht)
135 BC-cf. Y s NFC 335 370-371 Micil Mac Luain ♂ 50 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 14/4/1937 Bruford (cf.); CC (BC)
136 BC Y S NFC 540 178-190 Éamonn Ó Curráin ♂ 72 farmer
informant's father, of Mín a' 
Chladaigh, Mín Lárach, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 28/9/1938 Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
137 BC Y S NFC 654 713-751 Séamus Ó Ceallaigh ♂ -- --
informant's father, who got it from 
Prionsias Mac Griadhna (died c. 1911) 
of an Garbh Abhainn ♂ Seán Ó Gallchabhair ♂ c.1938 Briody Fian7 (BC[?]); CC (Fiannaíocht)
138 BC Y S NFC 692 290-296
Mícheál Pheaidí Ó Súilleabhain (a' 
Chasúir) ♂ c.56 farmer
Diarmuid Ó Séaghadha (old) of an 
Bonán who used to travel around 
years ago ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 10/12/1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
139 BC Y S NFC 740 236-241 Mícheal Mac Giolla Chomhghaill ♂ 78 farmer
informant's father of An Árdaí Mhóir, 
Gort a' Choirce ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 21/1/1941 CC (Fiannaíocht)
140 BC-cf. Y S NFC 744 530-538 Bill Garvey ♂ 65 labourer
Johnny Sayers of Maum-Inch, 
Aunascaul, 40 years prior ♂ Paddy J. Ó Sullivan ♂ 28/3/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
141 BC Y s NFC 820 34-36 Séamas Ó Coitir ♂ 84 stonemason informant's father ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 25/2/1942 CC (Fiannaíocht)
142 BC-cf. Y s NFC 992 481-483 Anna Nic an Luain ♀ -- housewife -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1947 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
143 BC Y S NFC 1188 213-218 Diarmuid Ó Séaghdha ♂ 85 farmer
Donnchadh Ó Séaghdha (informant's 
father) ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadh ♂ 13, 24/7/1950 CC (Fiannaíocht)
144 BC Y S NFC 1229 264-268 Seán Ó Máille (Jack) ♂ 74 farmer Micí Mhártain ♂ Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 26/2/1952 Briody; Bruford; CC (BC)
145 BC Y S NFC 1239 44-48 Seán Gromail ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Dochartaigh ♂ ?/8/1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
146 BC Y S NFC 1264 305-322 Beartla Ó Conra ♂ c.70 -- -- Fr. Piaras de Hindeberg (S. J.) ♂ ?/11/1950 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
147 BC Y s NFC 1354 143-144 Máireád Loidean ♀ 30 soldier's wife the old people, years ago -- Máire Ní Néill ♀ before 1954 Briody
148 BC Y S NFC 1552 173-196 Mícheál Ó Coirbín ♂ 75 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 20/2/1959 Briody
149 BC Y S NFC 1899 98-117 Mícheál Ó Coiribín ♂ -- farmer
Seán Mac an Rí (80) of Dubh Eitir, 40 
years prior ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 17/10/1974 Briody
150 BC Y F-s NFC S33 148-149 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
151 BC Y F-s NFC S33 157-158 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
152 BC Y F-s NFC S33 166-167 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
153 BC-cf. Y s NFC S281 94-95 Jim Cotter ♂ -- -- --
Donal Lynch, student; school: 
Beanntraighe (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (not cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Garbhán, Clochán Cill Taobhog Rathbhoth Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bruidhean Chaorthainn ga
lives and raised in Cró na Duinne Cill Taobhog Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bruighean Chaorthainn ga
lives and raised in Cléire na Rátha Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgeul i dtaobh na bhFiann ga
lives and raised in Ínse na Scairte Na Dromaid Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna ga
lives in Rinn Croiche; raised in Seanphobal Dungarvan Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Bruidhean Chraorach ga
Baile Mhic Íre? Baile Mhúirne? Iar-Mhúscraighe? Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Cathair Sculibín Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Fhéinn agus an Madach ga
lives and raised in Baile an Chaisil Árd an Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Mín Bhuidhe, Caiseal na gCorp; 
raised in Ardaí Beaga, G. an Choirce Cloich Cheann Fhaolaidh Cill Mhic Creamhain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 740:236-241
lives and raised in Dubhchruach Cille Máird Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bruidhean Chaorthainn ga
lives and raised in Mín a' Chladaigh Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Cró na dTonna Clonleigh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bruighinn Chaorainn ga
lives and raised in Camán  Thuaidh Na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiann' Éireann 7 Rí na Drólainne Muaire ga
lives  in Mín Bhuidhe; raised in an Árdaí 
Mhóir Cloich Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ga NFC 322:157-161
lives and raised in Maum - Inch Aunascaul
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corcaguiny Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
lives on Bóthar na Sgairte; raised in Cúm 
Liath Cillmhacomóg Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland A Little Story about Fiúnn MacCúil en
lives and raised in Cruach Thiobrid, na 
Cruacha Inis Caoil  Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Chéad Mhilleadh a Tháinic ar an Fhéinn ga
Ní Dhíoraí, Áine, ed., Na 
Crúacha: Scéalta agus 
Seanchas (1985), 22
lives and raised in Fán Shliabh na hAodhraí Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Lomara Chonáin ga
lives and raised in Muirbheach Buiréis Umhaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland The Rowan Tree Mansion en
Cathair Sgoilbín Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Fhiann faoi Draoidheacht ga NFC  6:74-84; 121:11-27
Roscíde, Ros Muc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal Mhíocha ga
lives and raised in An Gleann Garbh an Lionán An Rosa Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mar Fuair Conán Maol an t-Ainm ga
lives and raised in Dubh Eithir Carna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Miodaic ga NFC 1899:98-117
Lives and raised in Dubh Eitir Maoros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Coillte Caorann ga NFC 1552:173-196
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- en
Scart Rd. Kilmacomogue Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland A Story of the Fianna en
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154 BC Y s NFC S282 13-15 Séamas Mac Coitir ♂ 80 stonemason
Seán Mac Coitir, informant's father, 
65-75 years prior ♂
Máire Ní Chrualaoich / Mrs. Mary A. 
Crowley ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
155 BC Y s NFC S297 120-123 Donnchadh Mac Domhnaill ♂ 67 -- old people -- student; school: Lios an Lothraigh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
156 BC Y s NFC S420 601-602
Pádraig P. Ó Seaghdha (collector's 
father) ♂ 60 -- --
Pádraig Ó Séaghdha, student; school: 
Smerwick (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
157 BC Y s NFC S432 225 James O'Sullivan ♂ 68 farmer --
Eileen Brosnan (13), student; school: 
Derryquay, Tráighlí ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
158 BC Y s NFC S474 394-397
Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin (Peatsaí 
Sleabha) ♂ 72 farmer
an old man of the Faoite family (c. 80) 
of Cnocán (Ceann Eic), c. 60 years 
prior ♂ student; school: Cathair Samháin ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
159 BC Y s NFC S474 404-405 Mícheál Ó Séaghdha ♂ c.60 -- -- student; school: Cathair Samháin ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
160 BC Y s NFC S571 189-190 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Ardfinnan (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
161 BC Y s NFC S702 231-233 -- -- -- -- --
Peggy Kiernan (12), student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire ♀ 3/6/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
162 BC; BCC-cf. Y S NFC S1051 295-299 Proinnseas Ua Braonáin ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂
Róis Ní Bhraonáin, teacher; school: 
An Sealgán ♀ 1934-1936 Briody; Bruford (BCC); CC (Fiannaíocht)
163 BC Y s NFC S1052 316-318 Máire Ní Guill ♀ -- -- --
Eibhlín Nic Mhathghamhna, student; 
school: Béal an Átha Móir ♀ 1937-1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
164 BC Y s NFC S1094 83 Cathal Ó Muighe ♂ -- -- --
Aodh Ó Baoghaill, student; school: 
An Cuimín ♂ 22/12/1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
165 BC Y S NFC T1548 MÓC Mícheál Ó Tiománaí ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
166 BC Y S TCD MS 10878/tape 25, 26 Mícheál Ó Tiománaí ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
167 BC Y S Print
Mary Ellen Sarsfield / Máire Eibhlín 
Sairséal (Bean an t-Sáirséalaigh) ♀ c.55 -- -- Fr. Seán Mac Diarmada ♂ c.1903
Bruford (cf.); Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-
Lore (Talbot), 179; Briody Fian3; CC (BC); Archive 
List
168 BC Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887 Bruford ; CC (BC)
169 BC Y S Print Domhnall Ó Baoighill ♂ middle-aged -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa (Henry Morris) ♂ 1911 or before Briody Fian3
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lives in Doire na Fincin, Bárlinn; raised in 




West Carbury / Cairbre 
Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- en
Baile na nGall, Dainghean Cillmaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Fiannaídheachta ga
Derrymore West, Tralee  Eanach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
Muing Uí Dhúbhda na Priarach Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn is a Dhailtín ga NFC 148: 453-461 NFC 126:114-118
Ochtaibh, an Coirreán Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Ardfinnan Iffa and Offa West
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland -- en
Kells Upper Kells Meath / An Mhí Leinster Ireland The Fenian Knights en
An Sealgan Inis Caoil Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bruidhean Channain Cheann an tSléibhe ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428346/4397537
Mín Leac Dubh, Baile na Finne Inis Chaoil Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Rí agus na Fianna ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428348/4397954
An Garbh Abhainn, an Clochán Cill Taobhóige Ráth Bhoth Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar Fuair Conán Maol a Ainm ga
Mín na Sróna, Baile na Finne Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna i nGleann Leithín ga TCD MS 10878/tape 25, 26
Mín na Sróna, Baile na Finne Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna i nGleann Leithín ga NFC T1548 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
157-162
Caisleán Riabhach / Castlereagh
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin / Roscommon Connacht Ireland
An Sean-Duinín A Tháinig chuig na 
Fianntaibh ga en (summary) Béaloideas 6.1 (1936): 104-107
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Fin MacCumhail and the Fenians of Erin in 
the Castle of the Fear Dubh ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 221-231 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 148-156
Clasaigh, near Gaoth Bearra Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bruidhean Chaorthainn ga
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó 
Muirgheasa], eag. Bruidhean 
Chaorthainn (Baile Átha 
Cliath: M. H. Gill, 1911)
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170 BC Y S Print -- ♂ -- -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893 Bruford; Briody Fian3; CC (BC); Archive List
171 BC Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW003 1r-13r -- -- -- -- -- Kenneth MacLeod (?) ♂? -- CWP
172 BC Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.016 38v -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1866 CWP
173 BC Y s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.017 39r-40v Mary MacInnes / Màiri Nic Aonghais ♀
51 (c.1815-
1903) domestic servant
informant's father (brother of 
Ruaraidh Ruadh the catechist) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 3/4/1866 CWP
174 BC Y s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW107.045 44r-45r
Donald (=Duncan?) MacDonald 
[Donnchadh Mac an Tàilleir] ♂
c.84 (c.1785-
1873) farmer informant's father ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 7/4/1869 CWP
175 BC Y s NFC 1179 267-270
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
MacDhòmhnaill (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh; 
Donnchadh Clachair) ♂
67 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 23/12/1949 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
176 BC Y S NLS 50.1.2 202r-213r, 272r-282r Alexander MacNeill ♂ c.60 tenant; fisherman
informant's father (died 20 years prior 
at c. 80) and others ♂/-- Hector MacLean ♂ ?/7/1859
Bruford; Delargy's notes in Curtin's Myths and Folk-
Lore, 179 (1st edn., 168, 192 : 2nd edn., 181); SSS-CC 
(Characters in Tales: Cath Conan Mac Mhic Con, 
Fiachaire Mac Fhinn [193-]; Hero Tales)
177 BC Y S NLS 50.1.9 74r-81r
John MacNeill (Alexander MacNeill's 
brother) ♂ -- --
Hector McVicar (died over 50 years 
prior at c. 80) of Cuibhn (?), Barra, c. 
60 years prior ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 2/10/1860 NLS Register
178 BC Y s NT
CannaOT.8, Track ID - 
48193 00:02:10
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ John Lorne Campbell ♂ 13/1/1960 Bruford
179 BC Y s NT CW0089A.345 00:04:50
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
68 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 21/7/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
180 BC Y s SSS SA1960.011.B3 00:02:33
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 12/12/1959
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
181 BC Y s SSS SA1964.051.B3 00:02:13
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1964 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
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Kerry / Ciarraí (?) Munster (?) Ireland
The High King of Lochlann, and the Fenians 
of Erin ga* en (trans.)
The Sun (New York), 6 Nov. 
1892; Béaloideas 12. 
Supplement (1942): 113-124; 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Irish Folk-
Tales, ed. Séamus Ó Duilearga 
(Dublin: The Folklore of 
Ireland Society, 1943), 113-124 
= (Dublin: The Talbot Press, 
1956), 124-136; Glassie, 
Henry, ed. Irish Folktales 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 
1985), 245-256
Highlands and 









Tigharry North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Snishival / Sniseabhal South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




lives in Peighinn nan Aoireann; raised in 
Snaoiseubhal Uibhist a Deas / South Uist
Uibhist a Deas / South 
Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Fhinn 's a' Bhruighean Chaorainn gd NT CW0089A.345
Ten Tangval Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Maghach Colgar gd en (trans.)
PTWH 2 (1860): 168-186 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 181-202 = 
PTWH 1 (1994): 515-531
Buaile nam Bodach Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Bhruighin Chaorainn gd NLS 50.2.4: 147r-156r
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Na Fianntan nan Suidhe gd en (trans.)
SSS SA1960.011.B3; 
SA1964.051.B3
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 




lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn 's an Fhèinn am Beinn Chaorainn gd NFC 1179:267-270
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/49251/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Fhinn as a Bhruighinn Chaorainn gd
SSS SA1964.051.B3; NT 
CannaOT.8, Track ID - 48193
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/42041/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Na Fiantaichean anns a' Bhruidhean Caorainn gd
SSS SA1960.011.B3; NT 
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182 BC-cf. Y F SSS SA1968.026.B4, B5 00:01:09
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- informant's father ♂ John MacInnes ♂ 1968
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
183 BC; CGL Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1875 or before --




Donald McPhie (90+), over 40 years 
prior ♂ James MacDougall ♂
Summer 1889 - 
Spring 1893
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]) (BC); 
Delargy's notes in Curtin's Myths and Folk-Lore, 179 
(EBD)
185 BC-cf. Y F-s Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregoson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
186 BCC Y S NFC 51 189-198 Micil Forde ♂ 85 --
Síle Thomáis Ní Iarflaithe, 45 years 
prior, of Cuimín a Bhruic ♀ Domhnall Ó Ceocháin ♂ 26/5/1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
187 BCC Y S NFC 213 132-139 Tomás MacGearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ early 1930s Briody (Cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
188 BCC-cf. Y s NFC 249 506-507 Cáit Ní Mhaoir ♀ -- -- -- Bríd Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
189 BCC Y s NFC 533 338-342 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Ó Conciúr (60) of Béal Uí 
Bhoithín, Márthan, 50 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 15/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
190 BCC Y s NFC 559 273-275 -- -- -- -- -- Eileen McLoughlin of Mohill, Leitrim ♀ c.1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
191 BCC Y S NFC 649 532-546 -- -- -- -- -- "Diarmuid Crón" ♂ c.1906? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
192 BCC Y S NFC 937 418-426 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ('Fruí Chanaí') ♂ 72 farmer
old people of p. Baile Mhúirne, over 
40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 12/2/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
193 BCC Y S NFC 1128 131-143 Domhnall Bán Ó Céilleachair ♂ -- -- --
collected by Gearóid Ó Murchadha; 
written by Donnchadh Ó Céilleachair 
(informant's son) ♂ c. 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
194 BCC Y S NFC 1247 84-91 -- -- -- -- -- C. W. Von Sydow ♂ c.1920 CC (Cath Céise Corann)
195 BCC Y s NFC 1275 382-383
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (collector's 
mother) ♀ -- -- --
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (student, for a 
competition) ♀ c.1934 Briody
196 BCC Y s NFC S174 305-306 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Rockfield -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
197 BCC Y s NFC S182 157-158 Thomas McCormack ♂ 54 -- --
Maureen McCormack, student; 
school: Lough Arrow ♀ 18/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
198 BCC Y s NFC S182 196-197 James McCormack ♂ 53 -- --
Peggie McCormick, student; school: 
Lough Arrow ♀ 21/12/1938 Briody
199 BCC Y s NFC S182 203-204 John Keany ♂ 50 -- --
Veronica Keany, student; school: 
Lough Arrow ♀ 21/12/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
200 BCC Y s NFC S186 498-499 -- -- -- -- -- Marie Burns, student; school: Céis ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
201 BCC Y s NFC S209 486-488 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: An Clochar, Cara 
Droma Ruisc -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
202 BCC Y s NFC S231 286-287 John Crowley ♂ -- -- -- student; school: Drom Bhaoghalláin -- 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
203 BCC Y s NFC S242 58-59 Patrick Kilgarriff ♂ 54 -- --
Michael Kilgarriff, student; school: 
Brosna ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn an Taigh a' Bhlàir Bhuidhe gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/58531/1
Scotland Sealg Bheinn-Eidir gd en (trans.)
An Gaidheal 4.39 (1875): 81-
85; Uirsgeulan na Feinne 1 





Mar Bha Fionn 'an Tigh a' Bhlàir-Bhuidhe 
gun Chomas Éiridh no Luidhe gd en (trans.)
WS 3 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 56-72; Montgomerie, 
Norah and William. The Folk 
Tales of Scotland (Edinburgh: 
Mercat Press, 2005), 169-173
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
en (summary; 
trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 74
lives in Doire na Sagart Baile Mhúirne Mhúscraí Uí Flainn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Seacharán Sál fhada nár leag riamh a ghárda 
go dtí go mbainfeadh sae [sic] bearna as na 
fearaibh ga
Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Eachtra Triúr des na Fianna 7 Séamas Mac 
Calla ga NFC 533:338-342
Cnocha, Béal Átha na Muice Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
lives and raised in Márthain Thoir Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 an Ceól a Chualai' Sé ga NFC 213:132-139
Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland -- en
Ireland Caith na Caise Curainne ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha
Baile Mhúirne / 
Ballyvourney Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Fhiann 7 'Crónán Mhoch Cimilid' ga en (trans.)
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. 
Folktales of Ireland (Chicago 
and London: U of Chicago P, 
1966), 60-64
Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Osgur agus Inghean Fhínn ga
Béal Átha an Ghaorthaidh Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Cath Céise Corann ga
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheacht ga
Killoran Leyney Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Story of Fionn en
Ballinarry, Boyle Kilmactranny Tirerrill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Annaghgowan, Corrigeenroe, Boyle Kilmactranny Tirerrill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Stories of Giants and Warriors en
Ballindoon, Boyle Kilmactranny Tirerrill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Stories of Giants and Warriors en
Knockalough, Keash Toomour Corrán Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland -- en
Kiltoghert Liatroim Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland -- en
Corrigeen Ardcarn
Boyle / Mainistir na 
Búille
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Finn Mac Cool en
Ardcull Tibohine (Ballaghderreen) Frenchpark
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland A Story en
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204 BCC-cf. Y s NFC S442 31-32 Dómhnall Ó Liodhcháin ♂ c.50 labourer
 Domhnall Ó Liodhcháin (70), 
informant's father, of Cromán, Cill 
Orglan, 20 years prior ♂
Proinsias Uí Fhíodhcháin, teacher; 
school: Ballyseedy ♂ 19/1/1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
205 BCC Y s NFC S860 180-181 Bridgid McGee ♀ 53 -- --
Eileen McGee, student; school: 
Gowran (girls' school) ♀ 12/12/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
206 BCC-cf. Y s NFC S1056 1-3. Antóin Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 73 -- --
Dómhnall Breathnach, student; 
school: Mín na Mánrach ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (cf. BC); CC (Fiannaíocht)
207 BCC Y S Print Domhnall a' Ghruama Ó h-Éalaighthe ♂ 70 -- informant's father? ♂? Domhnall Ó Ceocháin ♂ 1929 or earlier Bruford; Archive List
208 BCC Y s Print Pádraig Ó Sléibhín ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1913 Bruford; Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC (BCC)
209 BCC Y S-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- --
Conchubhar Ó Deasmhumhna ('C. T. 
E.') (author) ♂ 1919 Bruford
210 BCC Y F-L NLS 73.1.23? -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739? Bruford p. 121 n7









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ ?/2/1976 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian] - C. B. Mag.)









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ ?/2/1976 --
213 BCL Y S NFC 338 359-363 Donnchadh Clumháin ♂ 54 farmer
Donnchadh Clúmháin (60), 
informant's father, of Clais, P. 
Múrach, 20 years prior ♂ Eibhlín Ní Shéighdhe ♀ 13/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
214 BCL Y s NFC 347 129-131 Muiris Paor ♂ 70 farmer old people of Seanphobul -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 6/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
215 BCL Y S NFC 647 357-371 -- -- -- -- -- "An Sgolaire Bocht" -- c.1906? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
216 BCL Y S NFC 1673 393-419
Domhnall Pheaidí Bháin Uí 
Chéileachair ♂ 60 --
Donncha Beag Ó Duinnín (Tadhg Ó 
Duinnín's father) ♂ Gearóid Ó Murchú, UCD professor ♂ ?/8/1930 --
217 BCL Y S NFC 1704 329-343 Amhlaoibh Ó Luínse ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Mhúirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 25/5/1944 Briody
218 BCL Y s NFC S33 150-153 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
219 BCL Y F-s NFC S49 354 Patrick O'Leary ♂ 70 -- --
Mary Leary, student; school: Clochar 
na Trócaire, Cinn Mhara ♀ 28/6/1938 Briody
220 BCL Y s NFC S396 319 Frederic Phair ♂ -- -- --
Patrick O'Keeffe, student; school: Cill-
Liath ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
221 BCL N s NFC S482 272, 274 Mrs. Dan O'Sullivan ♀ 81 -- --
Annetta Dalton, student; school: 
Ballyhahill (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (BCL)
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lives in Currach Mór, na Fadhraí; raised in 
Cromán, Cill Órglan; has worked as seasonal 
labourer all over the country Tráighlí (Ballyseedy) Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Feast at Cahercunrigh en
Abbeyview, Gowran Gowran Gowran Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland An Old Story en
Áirdmhín Teampoll Crón Baoghallach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll agus na Sídheógaí ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428357/4399183
na Millíní, Cúil Aodha, Muskerrylinn / 
Múscraighe Uí Fhloinn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Crónán Mhac Imilit ga en (summary) Béaloideas 2.1 (1929): 26-32
Eadarghabháil, near Loch Iasg Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll agus an Crann Tochairdthe ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 94-95
Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Cúrnán Mhac Cimilide agus a Thriúr Inghean 
Foirbhtheanta Fíorghránna ga
Ó Foghludha, Risteard. Scéalta 
Triúir (Baile Átha Cliath: 




Islands Scotland Bruidhean Cheise Coreunn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 88
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Fear a' Chòta Liathghlais gd en (trans.) StFX 096.A01
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 
(Montreal and Kingston: 
McGill-Queen’s University 
Press, 1987), 46-57; Cape 
Breton's Magazine 22 (June 
1979): 30-36.
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Fear a' Chòta Liathghlais gd JS C21.A01
lives and raised in Cluas Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Caol an Iarainn agus an Bodach ga
live and raised in Loiscreán Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Bodach an Chóta Lachtna ga
Munster Ireland Sgeul air an m-Bodach Luthmhar ga
Cúil Aodh Baile Mhúirne Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Bodach an Chlóca Lachtna agus Caol an 
Iarainn ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha, Baile Mhúirne Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúsgriaghe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Bodach an Chlóca Lachtna ga
Béaloideas 37-38 (1969-1970): 
65-70
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Kinvara / Cinn Mhara Kiltartan /Cill Tartáin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Giants and Warriors en
Cork Road, Killeagh Cill-Liath Imochille / Imokilly Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fenian Story en
Turraree, Glin Ballyhahill (Kilmoylan) Seanad Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
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222 BCL Y s-Lit. NFC S617 343-346 -- -- -- -- --
Máiréad Ní Luanaig, student (8th 
class); school: Gortown ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
223 BCL-cf. Y S NFC S623 66-74 Mr. P. O'Loughlen ♂ 50 -- --
Mary Fitzgerald, student; school: 
Sráid na Cathrach (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (not cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
224 BCL Y s Print Seán Chormaic Ó Sé (1853-1934) ♂ c.70-77 -- Seán na Leamhna ♂ Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 1923-1930 Bruford; Archive List
225 BCL N S-Lit. MM 431C
[not given in 
publication]
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 





read aloud by father from a 
newspaper, c.50 years prior ♂
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 
Ruy ♂ c.1899 --
226 BCL N s-Lit. MM 431C
[not given in 
publication]
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 





read aloud by father from the Mona's 
Herald, c.50 years prior ♂
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 
Ruy ♂ c.1899 Brodereck, Béaloideas 51 (1983): 1
227 BCL N s-Lit. Print
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 
Ruy (?) ♂? --
(?) farmer; 
fisherman -- Charles Roeder ♂ before 1904
Brodereck, Béaloideas 51 (1983): 1n3; George 
Broderick, conference presentation: Fíanaigecht 2





Duncan MacMillan (old) of Colonsay, 
c. 50 years prior ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ ?/5/1859 Bruford; Bruford 132, n42; SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
229 BCL Y S NLS 50.1.10 369r-372r Mrs. MacTavish ♀ -- -- -- -- -- 1859 or 1860 Bruford
230 BCL Y S NLS 50.1.13 294r-297v Mrs. MacTavish (wrote herself) ♀ -- -- -- Mrs. MacTavish ♀ c.1859
Bruford (GF; BCL [incorrect]); Bruford 132, n42 (GF; 
BCL [incorrect])
231 BCL N I NLS 50.2.2 187r-188r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
232 BF Y s-T NFC 1169 235-237 Éamon Ach Sídhchig ♂ 74 small farmer -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/2/1950 CC (Fionn)
233 BF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 108 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
234 BF Y L NLS 73.1.24 132-139 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
235 BG-cf. Y s NFC 59 155-157
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- --
Seán 'ac Confhaola (80, stonemason) 
of Ruisín na Maineach when Micilín 
was c. 10. ♂ Peadar Ó Concheanainn ♂ ?/1-2/1931 CC (Goll)
236 BG Y s/F-L NFC 478 597-598 Liam Ó Dubhchain ♂ 44 fisherman -- Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 5/4/1938 CC (Goll: Bás Ghuill Mhic Mhórna)
237 BG Y s NFC 2077 53-54
Séamus Ó hIghne (Ó hAoidhne) / 
Jimmy Heeney ♂ --
fisherman; small 
farmer --
Caoimhín Ó Danachair (transcribed 
by Seán Ó hEochaidh) ♂ 1949-1954 Briody
238 BG Y s NFC S11 415-416
Colm Ó Gaora (collector's 
grandfather) ♂ 84 -- --
Eibhlín Ní Ghaora (12), student; 
school: An Clochar i gCárna 
(Siúracha na Trócaire) ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Cill Seanaigh Corcomrua Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland The Race from Slieve Luacra to Howth Hill en
Milford House, Miltown Malbay Kilfarboy Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Heroes Long Ago en
Currach na nDamh na Priaireachta Íbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Bodach an Chóta Lachtna ga Béaloideas 29 (1961): 49-50
raised and lives in Cregneash Isle of Man Boddagh yn Cooat Laaghagh gv en (trans.)
MM 431C; (?) Roeder, 
Charles. Note 214. Manx 
Notes and Queries (Douglas: 
S. K. Broadbend and Co. Ltd., 
1904), 91-93 Béaloideas 51 (1983): 3-7
raised and lives in Cregneash Isle of Man
Skeeal Craueyn Yarn as Boddagh yn Cooit 
Lechagh gv
MM 431C; (?) Roeder, 
Charles. Note 214. Manx 
Notes and Queries (Douglas: 
S. K. Broadbend and Co. Ltd., 
1904), 91-93
(?) raised and lives in Cregneash Isle of Man
The Story of the Boddagh yn Cooit 
Laatchagh, or the Churl with the Lacing Coat en (?) MM 431C; (?) MM 431C
Roeder, Charles. Note 214. 
Manx Notes and Queries 
(Douglas: S. K. Broadbend 
and Co. Ltd., 1904), 91-93
Ballygrant Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Murachadh Mac Brian gd en (trans.)
PTWH 2 (1860): 195-214 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 209-229 = 




Sgeulachd Fear a' Chòta Shlibistich 
Liathghlais gd en (trans.) NLS 50.1.13: 294r-297v
MWHT 2 (1960; 1994): 68-75; 





The story of the man with the loose greyish 
coat, or Fear a Chota Libistadh Liathghlais en NLS 50.1.10: 369r-372r
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
lives and raised in Baile Fearainn, Clóchán an 
Leisceart Dubh Áth Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Gleann na Léime en
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Bas Fhinn le Taoileach gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Eachdraidh mar a Chaidh Fionn a 
Mharbhadh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
195-196
Ruisín na Maineach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal an Deirg Mhóir ga
lives and raised in Taraigh Cloich Cheann Fhaoilidh Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal fa Gholl ga
lives and raised in Mín na Saileach Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bás Ghoill ga
Coillín, Cárna Muighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll Mac Mórna ga
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239 BG Y s-T Print
Domhnall Ó Baoighill; Niall Mac a 
Bháird ♂ -- -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa ♂ Before 1924
Briody Fian7; Ó Murchadha, Lige Guill xxviii; Séamas 
Ó Catháin, eag. Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 84
240 BG Y F-L NLS 73.2.1 62-63




informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1801-1803 --
241 BG Y L Print Betty Sutherland ♀ -- -- -- -- -- 1857 --
242 BG Y L Print
Angus McEachern (brother of 
Duncan McEachern, piper) ♂ old -- informant's father? ♂? Hector MacLean ♂ ?/12/1865 --
243 BO Y L NFC 71 113-130 Máirtín O'Gloinn ♂ c.75 -- --
Éilís Seóigheach (25), student at Sgoil 
N. Dhubhrosa, Cinnmhara, Co. na 
Gaillimhe ♀ 1930-31 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
244
BO-cf.; OTO (ATU 
470B)-cf. Y S NFC 87 132-137 Gearóid Toibín ♂ c.60 -- -- Tomás Ó Faoláin, Coláiste na Rinne ♂ c.1934
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
245 BO Y s NFC 88 197 Peig Ní Shíothcháin ♀ 70 -- Mícheál Ó Gláimhín ♂ -- -- early 1930s Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
246 BO Y s NFC 152 27 bean Uí Mhuirithe ♀ 88 widow
informant's mother (76) of Helvic, c. 
60 years prior ♀ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 20/12/1935 Briody
247 BO Y s NFC 193 802-804 Mícheál Breathnach ♂ 81 -- -- Brighid Uí Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
248 BO; ROI-cf. Y F-s NFC 227 116-117 John Rochford ♂ 74 farmer the old people -- S. P. Ó Piotáin ♂ 28/2/1936
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
249 BO; CAP Y S NFC 259 218-226 Seán a Gearailt ♂ 60 farmer
Seán Ó Catháin (90) of Cnoc Buidhe, 
c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 7/10/1936 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
250 BO Y F-s NFC 311 19 Liam Mac Meanman (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 8/10/1936 CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith)
251 BO; ROI Y s NFC 322 398-401 Séamus Ó Tolain ♂ 80 farmer
Séamus Ó Gallchubhair (60) of 
Duibhinn, 60 years prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 29/1/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
252 BO; ROI Y s NFC 432 372-376 Tomás Ó Cearbhaill ♂ 80 farmer
Aibhistín Ó Céadaigh (80) of Leitir 
Brón, 40 years prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 11/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
253 BO-cf. Y F-s NFC 516 174-175
Máire, bean Uí Thuama, collector's 
grandmother ♀ 94 farmer's wife
Pádraig Ó Donnabháin (a migrant 
man who would visit every 
Christmas; 70) of Kerry, 84 years 
prior ♂
Siobhán Ní Thuama, a student at 
Scoil Bhaile Mhúirne ♀
2/11/1937 - 
1/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
254 BO-cf. Y s NFC 561 188-190 Hudie Shiels ♂ 85 farmer Seán Shiels, informant's father ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 24/10/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
255 BO; ROI Y s NFC 692 21-24 Pádraig Ó Foghladha ♂ 78 farmer old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 30/10/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
256 BO Y s NFC 740 76-79 Briain Mac Giolla Chearra ♂ 85 farmer old people of an Tóin Bán -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 21/12/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
257 BO; ROI Y s NFC 789 129-131 Pádraig Ó Ceócháin ♂ 72 farmer informant's father, of Fearann Fada ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 26/9/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
258 BO-cf. Y s NFC 913 530
Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ("Fruí 
Chanaí") ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Cúil Aocha, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 21, 23/10/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
259 BO; ROI Y s NFC 1205 299-302 Micheál Ó Síoda / Mike Silke ♂ 68 farmer local old people -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 23/7/1951 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
260 BO Y F-s NFC 1217 356
Pádraig Feidhlimidh Mhac Culadh / 
Patrick McCullagh ♂ -- -- -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ c.1940s




BO-cf.; TO (ATU 873)-
cf. Y S NFC 1239 138-146 Donnchadh Ó Rinn (sic) ♂ -- -- --
Máirín Ní Mhurchadha 
(schoolteacher) ♀ c.1930 Briody (Tóir ar Fhia / Bean); CC (Fiannaíocht)
262 BO Y s NFC S37 299-300 Máiréad bean Uí Pléimeann ♀ -- -- --
Pádhraig Pléimeann, student; school: 
Gort na Léine; teacher: Liam Ó 
Ceallaigh ♂ 1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Clasaigh, near Gaoith Bearra Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bás Ghoill Mhic Mhóirne ga
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó 
Muirgheasa], eag. Oidhche 
Áirneáil i dTír Chonaill (Dún 




Islands Scotland Moladh Aoidh le Goll gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Dan an Eich Bharr-Bhuidhe gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Tiomnadh Ghuill gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
173-174
Achadh-Inis, Cinnmhara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baiste Oisín ga
Cill an Fhuarthain Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Scéal Naomh Phádraig ga
Lios na Móna, Oileán Cléire, Dúnaséad Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Helvic An Rinn
Déise Laistigh den 
Drom Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Baiste Oisín ga
Caladh, Béal Easa Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Naomh Pádraic agus Oisín ga
Coill Dá Laoig Cill Lasrach Gallan Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
lives in Mogheithe; raised in Cnoc Buidhe Maigh Deilge Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Oisín ga
Gleann Léihín Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en/ga
lives in Duibhinn; raised in Cro na nGás na 
Fradhs(?) Na Gleannta Baoghlach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Leitir Brón Cill Mhic Taidhg Laighnigh Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraic ga
Cúm na Cloiche, and in na Ceapacha Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Naomh Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Baile Bhoroscaidh Cluaindabhadóg Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland  Baisdeadh Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill ga
lives and raised in Caipín Cláraigh, Gleann 
Cláraigh Gleann Beithe Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Naomh Pádraig 7 Oisín ga
lives and raised in an Tóin Bán Cluan Dá Bhádóg Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín ga
lives and raised in An Fearann Fada Cillmhacamóg Beanntraíghe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín 7 Pádruig ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúsgraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mar a Baisteadh Oisín ga
lives and raised in Páirc Gharbh, Carn Mór
Baile Chléire na 
nGaillimhe Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Naomh Pádhraic ga
Currinalt (?) Rouskey Badoney Lower Tyrone / Tír Eoghain Ulster Ireland -- en
lives near Baile Uí Liaim, near Araglain na 
gCraobh Ath Treasna Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail ga
lives in Coille Cocla Dún Mór Ballymore Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
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263 BO Y s NFC S250 248-249 Michael Gaynor ♂ 96 retired tailor -- student; school: Clooncullaun -- 12/11/1938 Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
264 BO; SI-cf. Y s NFC S470 250 Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 55 -- -- student; school: Braighde -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
265 BO; CAP Y s NFC S1049 253-256 Peadar Mac Diarmuid ♂ 52 farmer -- student; school: Na Cruacha -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
266 BO-cf. Y s NFC S1055 246-248 Domhnall Ó Domhnaill ♂ -- -- --
Sorcha Ní Fhirghil, student; school: 
Mín na Mánrach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (BO); CC (Fiannaíocht)
267 BO; ROI Y S/L NFC S1070 41-44
Méadbh Nic Fhionnlaoich (collector's 
aunt) ♀ -- -- --
Anna Ní Fhioruisge, student; school: 
Gort an Choirce ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
268 BO Y s NFC S1079 71 Mícheál Ó Siadhail ♂ 71 -- --
Caitlín Ní Chathain, student; school: 
Doire Chasáin ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
269 BO-cf.; ROI; SI Y s-T NFC S1083 178-179 Frank McConnell ♂ -- -- --
Mary A. McConnell (14), student; 
school: Teampall Dubhghaise ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
270 BO; ROI/SI Y s/L Print
Seághan Ó Cuinneagáin / John 
Cunningham ♂ 70-80 -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ c.1890
CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; 
Fionn)
271 BO-cf. Y F-L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- ♂ Before 1891 --
272 BRF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.010 18v-20v Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie? ♂?
c.52 (c.1816-
1869)? blacksmith? -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/3/1867 CWP
273 BRF Y L NLS 50.1.12 82r-86r Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith
Alexander Fraser (c. 60), Inverness, c. 
9 years prior ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 30/9/1860 NLS Register
274 BRF Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 223r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 18/12/1861 DWS Notes
275 BRF Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 242r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
276 BRF Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 244r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
277
BRF-cf.; TDM; CMD; 
LI-cf.; DM-cf. Y LR; s NLS 50.2.4 199r-201r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 --
278 BRF Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 10a-11a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
279 C Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 111 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
280 C Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.054 133r-134r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireastan ♂
c.64 (c.1800-
1864) mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/10/1864 CWP
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lives on Main St., Elphin; raised in Elphin Elphin Ros Comáin
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Oisian meets St. Patrick at Elphin en
Srónairí, Gleann Cárthaigh An Tuath (Cnocán) Dún Chiaráin Thuaidh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgeul ga
An Crolach, An Choimín, Leithbearr Inis Chaoil Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Padraig ga
Tulaigh Teampall Crón Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland





Cloch Cheann Fhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Naomh Pádraic agus Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428395/4404251
Doire an Chasáin Ros Guill (Mevagh)
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493644/4407362
Prucklish Conwal Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4481744/4408438
Baile an Phuill / Ballinphuill
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Oscar na Súiste ga
fr (trans.); en 
(trans.)
Revue Celtique 13 (1892): 420-
425; Hyde, Douglas. Abhráin 
Diadha Chúige Connacht / The 
Religious Songs of Connacht 1 
(London: T. Fisher Unwin; 
Dublin: M. H. Gill and Son, 
1906), 208-213; Hyde, 
Douglas. Legends of Saints 
and Sinners (London and 




Islands Scotland Urnuigh Ossiain gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 86
Breivig / Brèibhig? Barra? Barra? Inverness-shire?
Highlands and 




Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Na Brataichean gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Bratach Fhinn gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bratach Fhinn gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Brataichean na Feinn gd
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Scotland Cubha Fhinn do Righ Lochlin; The Flags gd
'Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 74
near Dunkeld Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Goll is Caorull gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
167-168
Trithean / Trien Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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281 C Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.022 55r-55v
Donald MacIntyre (Doul mac An t 
Saoir) ♂
c.74 (c.1793-
1868) catechist; crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/3/1867 CWP
282 C Y L NLS 50.1.12 101r-101v Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith
Roderick MacDonald / Ruaraidh 
Donnullach (catechist; old) of 
Clachan na Luib, North Uist, c.32 
years prior ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 30/9/1860 NLS Register
283 C Y L NLS 50.1.12 148r-150r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860 DWS Notes; LF:168
284 C Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 117-120 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
285 C-cf.; BG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 121-130 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
286 C; BG Y L NLS 72.3.9 128-140 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
287 C Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.20 12b-14a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
288 C-cf. Y I SSS SA1968.026.B8 00:01:03
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- informant's father ♂ John MacInnes ♂ 1968 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
289 C-cf. Y LR-s Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregoson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
290 CAP Y s CB 229.A02 00:03:06 Alec Goldie ♂ -- -- -- John William Shaw ♂ 19/7/1979 Gaelstream









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 18/1/1982 Gaelstream
292 CAP Y S/L-T NFC 44 62-66 Pádraig Ó Ceócháin ♂ 60 farmer
informant's father, 40 years prior, of 
Fearann Fada ♂ Mícheál Ó Lúbhaing ♂ ?/5/1933
Briody; Briody Fian3 (OTO); CC (Oisín i dTír na 
hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig); Archive List
293 CAP Y F-L/s NFC 56 364-365 Paidí Muighe ♂ 78 farmer
Frank Greene (Proinnsias Thaidhg) 
(80) of Garbhan ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/12/1933 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
294 CAP Y S NFC 64 108-114 collector's family -- -- -- --
Áine Nic an Iomaire (14.5), student of 
Liam mac Coisdealbha ♀ c.1931
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
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Aird Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Coireal gd en (trans.)
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Bàs Choirreil gd




Islands Scotland Bas Chairill gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Bas Ghuill gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
168-170
Scotland A Chois Chnaimh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
166-167
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





Islands Scotland Tapadh le Goll, mharbh e mhàthair gd
en (summary; 
trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 49-51





Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Oisin an dèidh na Fèinne gd en (trans.)
Shaw, John, ed. and trans. The 
Blue Mountains and Other 
Gaelic Stories from Cape 
Breton (Montreal and 
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, 2007), 144-
149; Am Bràighe 7.1 (Summer 
1999): 18-19; Am Bràighe 11.1 





Fearann Fada, Cúm Fheóla Beanntraí Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Ruchar Dáill Fé Aill ga
NFC 1315:431-433; S282:214-
215 Béaloideas 5.2 (1935): 292-293
Garbhan, Gleann Finne Cill Taobhóg Rathbhogh Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín is Pádriag ga NFC 104:229
Coillín, Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Urcair a dTáil faoi Obhal ga
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295 CAP Y F-L/s NFC 104 229 Pádraig Ó Muighe ♂ -- -- --
Máirín  Ní Ghallchobhair student at 
Sgoil an Chuimín, An Chlochán ♀ c.1935
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
296 CAP Y S NFC 154 5-27. Éamonn a Búrc ♂ -- -- -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/6/1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
297 CAP; BO Y S NFC 154 157-169 Peaitsín Breathnach / Patsy Walsh ♂ 73 --
Siobhán ic Shiúrtáin (Julia Jordan; the 
mother of Larry na Cruite) (65) of 
Driseachán / Briarfield c. 60 years 
ago. She could neither read nor write. ♀ Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 29/3/1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
298 CAP Y S NFC 158 135-140 Páraic mac an Iomaire ♂ c.64 farmer -- L Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 16/11/1935 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
299 CAP Y F-s NFC 171 925-926 John Ward ♂ 52 farmer
Pádraig Mhac Luain (47) of na 
Cruacha, Inis Caol, that same night ♂ Liam Mac  Meanman ♂ 8/2/1936 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
300 CAP Y s NFC 171 927-931 Ambrose Dhuibhin ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraig Mhac Luain (47) of na 
Cruacha, that same night ♂ Liam Mac  Meanman ♂ 8/2/1936 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
301 CAP; BO Y F-s NFC 252 449-452 -- -- -- -- -- Eibhlín Ní Laoghaire ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
302 CAP; BO; ROI Y S NFC 342 140-146 Pádraig Mac Giolla Cearra ♂ -- -- --
Máire Ní Ghiolla Cearra, student at 
Mín an Aodhaire, An Carraig, Dún na 
nGall ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
303 CAP Y s NFC 513 331-333 the old people -- 70-90 -- -- Liam Ó h-Icidhe ♂ ?/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
304 CAP; SI Y S NFC 537 144-155 Seán de Róiste ♂ 80 farmer -- Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 27/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
305 CAP Y s NFC 686 244-248
Séamas Ó Donnabháin (Séamus 
Dearg) ♂ 87 farmer
the neighbours in and around Láthair 
Tighe Dálaigh, over 40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 11, 13/11/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
306 CAP Y s NFC 693 49-53 Tomás Ó Stindiúin ♂ 79 farmer old people of Port a' Rí -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 20/2/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
307 CAP Y s NFC 736 341-345 Séamas mac Coitir ♂ 81 farmer
old people of Scoil Mhuire, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂
29/10-
15/11/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
308 CAP-cf.; BO; ROI; SI Y S NFC 793 354-360 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
Colm Ó Fianna (60) of Turlach 
Rosmuc, 25 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 4/8/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
309 CAP Y S NFC 1226 298-302 Mícheál Ó Seochrú (Seochrú Dubh) ♂ 81 farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 31/5/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
310 CAP Y S NFC 1311 411-418
Beartla Ó Conghaile (collector's 
father) ♂ 50 -- -- Éamonn Ó Conghaile ♂ 1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
311 CAP Y s NFC 1315 431-433 Pádraig Ó Ceócháin ♂ 84 farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 14/3/1953 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
312 CAP Y S NFC 1377 458-461 Domhnal Ó Donnabháin ♂ -- -- --
Donnchadh Ó Donnabháin 
(schoolteacher at An Cheárd-Scoil, 
An Sciobairín) ♂ c.1945 Briody
313 CAP Y S NFC 1552 332-338 Cóilín Ó Cualáin ♂ 46 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 14/9/1959 Briody
314 CAP Y s NFC 1728 388-390 -- -- -- -- -- Donchadh Ó Donabháin ♂
early twentieth 
century Briody
315 CAP Y S NFC 1740 191-196
Colm Ó Cúláin (M); Colm Ó Cúláin 
(S) ♂ 60; 64 farmers -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 12/6/1967 Briody
316 CAP-cf. Y F-s NFC S5 143-144 Thomas Madden ♂ 50 -- --
Mary Madden, student; school: Scoil 
Naomh Seosamh, Béal an Átha Buí ♀ 21/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
317 CAP Y s NFC S10 92 Beartla Guairim ♂ -- -- --
Stiophan Mac Gloinn, student; 
school: Maighros ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
318 CAP Y F-s NFC S10 108 Máire Ní Donnchadha ♀ -- -- --
Maiteas Mac Donnchadha, student; 
school: Maigh Ros ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
319 CAP Y s-T NFC S171 188-190
John Mullarkey ('the Pope') 
(collector's father) ♂ c.55 farmer --
Kathleen Mullarkey, student; school: 
Cnoc an Aifrinn (Masshill) ♀ 26/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
320 CAP Y s NFC S281 219-220 Maighréad Ní Shúilleabháin ♀ -- -- --
Máire Ní Shúilleabháin, student; 
school: An Clochar ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Garbhán (An Garbh Abhainn ar an 
Chlochán) Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Agallamh idir Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga NFC 56:364-365
Aill na Brón Cill Chiaráin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Urchar an Duill faoi Abhall ga
Lios a' Bhaile, Béal Átha Ghlúinín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Naoimh Páraic ga
Coillín Cárna Baile na h-Innse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Urchar an Daill Faoi Abhall ga
Irish Independent, Mar. 17, 
1936
lives and raised in Cruachthubraide Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín 7 Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Mín na Sróna Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín ag marbhú an loin ga
 Tuath Ó Siosta Gleann Ó Ruachte Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín en
Gleann Colm Cille Bánach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
Baile Mhistéala Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Gleann Oisín ga
lives and raised in Gort Árdriocáin Cill Tomás Baile Locha Riach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Argáinteacht Oisín a's Phádraic ga
lives and raised in Láthair Tí Dálaigh / 
Lahertidaly Sciobairín / Abbeystrowry
Cairbre Thiar / West 
Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Naomh Pádruig agus Oisín ga
lives and raised in Port a' Rí Baile Éibhe Cearra Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Urchar Daill faoin bhFár Doras ga
lives and raised in Cúisín, Scoil Mhuire Scoil Mhuire Cairbre Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín and Saint Patrick en
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i ndiadh na bhFéinne ga
lives in Clochán na n-Ua'; raised in Míll a' 
Ghoilín an Phriara Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Bean Tíghe Phádraig ga
Árd Thiar Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Urchar Daill faoi Ámhall (sean ráite) ga
Fearainn Fada, Cúm Sheóla Cill na Cumóg Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
[Lon Dubh Doire an Chairn] / Ruchar Dáill 
Sé Aí'-Aill ga NFC 44:62-66; S282:214-215
Baile Nua Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Lon ga
lives and raised in Muigh Ros Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Urchar Daill faoi Amhóg ga NFC 1740:191-96
An Sciobairín Iar-Chairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Scéal ar Oisín ga
lives and raised in Muighros, Dubheithir Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga NFC 1552:332-38
Béal an Átha Buí / Ballineboy Clochán / Clifden
Baile na hInse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland A Story en
Leitir Ard Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Leitir Ard, Caiseal Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Béal-oideas ga
lives and raised in Masshill, Tubbercurry Achumry (Tobercurry) Leyney Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Ossian in the Valley of the Black Pig en
Sráid an Mhargaidh Kilmocomogue Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Ruchar Dáill Fé Aill ga
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321 CAP Y F-s; LR-T NFC S282 214-215 Pádraig Ua Ceócháin ♂ 68 -- --
Celestín Ua Ceócháin, student; 
school: Cum Sheóla (boys' school) ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
322 CAP Y s-T NFC S283 264-266 Marcella Ní Mhuirthille ♀ 45 schoolteacher
old people (50) of Cum na Feóla, c. 
30 years prior --
Seán Ó Macháin, teacher; school: 
Scoil N. Mocomóg ♂ 1/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
323 CAP Y s (inc.) NFC S373 252-253 Mrs. McGuire ♀ -- -- --
Nellie McGuire, student; school: 
Fairche, Cill Dairbhre ♀ 25/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
324 CAP Y s NFC S478 42-43 Brighid Ní Leathlobhair ♀ 80 -- --
Síghle Ní Drisceóil, student; school: 
Baile an Sceilg (girls' school) ♀ 1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
325 CAP; MGF Y S; LR-T NFC S492 124-131 collector's grandfather ♂ -- -- --
Dáithí Ó Cáthail, student; school: 
Templeglantine (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938
Briody (CAP: 125-30); Briody MA (MGF: 130-131); 
CC (Fiannaíocht)
326 CAP-cf.; BB Y s NFC S509 246-247 collector's mother ♀ -- --
informant's father of Graigue, 
Ardpatrick ♂
Kathleen O'Connell, student; school: 
Ard Phádraig ♀ 4/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
327 CAP Y s NFC S776 108-111 Séamas Ó Gráda (collector's father) ♂ 79 --
Risteárd Mac Cormaic (labourer for 
informant's grandfather; c. 80), of Cill 
Máille, over 30 years prior; told 
stories in Irish at first, then English 
when Irish was dying out in the area. ♂
Brighid bean Mhic Niocaill, teacher; 
school: Athgarvan, Curragh, Cill Dara ♀ 1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
328 CAP Y s NFC S1070 125-127
Méadbh Nic Fhionnlaoich (collector's 
aunt) ♀ -- -- --
Anna Ní Fhioruisge, student; school: 
Gort an Choirce ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
329 CAP Y s Print
Pádraig Ó Gríbhthín (Peaid Sheáin 
Phádraig) ♂ 68 --
Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin (Micí na 
gCloch) (d. over 25 years prior) ♂ Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ 18/8/1927 Archive List
330 CAP Y s (comp.) Print Dubhaltach Ó Gallchobhair; girl ♂/♀ -- teacher / -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa ♂ c.1931
CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig [55-
56]); Archive List
331 CAP Y S NFC 1182 167-183
Angus MacMillan / Aonghas Mac 
Gille Mhaoil  (Aonghas Barrach; 
Aonghas a' Bharraich) ♂
76 (1874-
1954) crofter -- Calum Iain Maclean ♂ 16/6/1950 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
332 CAP Y s NLS 50.1.2 111v MacDonald ♂ old tinker -- John Francis Campbell ♂ Before 1860 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
333 CAP Y s NLS 50.1.2 112r-114r; 236r-239r -- -- -- -- -- Hector MacLean ♂ ?/8/1859 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
334 CAP Y s (comp.) NLS 50.1.2 114r Several men ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ Before 1860 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
335 CAP N s NLS 50.1.2 170r-171r -- ♂ -- gamekeeper -- C. D. ♂ Before 1860 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
336 CAP Y? s NLS 50.1.2 172r-173r Hugh MacColl (wrote himself) ♂ -- gardener -- Hugh MacColl ♂ Before 1860 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
337 CAP Y s NLS 50.1.13 113r-113v -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
338 CAP Y s NLS 50.2.2 191r Duncan Morrison ♂ 55 weaver informant's father ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 17/9/1870 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
339 CAP Y s (comp.?) NLS 50.2.4 86r-87r
Alexander Mac Neill; Raill. or 
Alasdair Mac Ruairaidh Mhic Naill; 
Eachann Mac Iosaig (Mhic Sheumais 
Mhic Neill) ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 23/9/1871 Bruford p.133 n43
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Fearann Fada Kilmocomoghe Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Ínse na gCeann ga NFC 44:62-66; 1315:431-433
lives and raised in Cúm na Feola Cill Mocomóg Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Ruchar Dáill Fé Aill ga
Wetendyke, Shanballymore Cill Dairbhre (Farahy)
Fermoy (Cordons and 
Clangibbon) Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Hidden Treasure en
Baile an Sceilg An Phriaracht Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín tar éis Teacht ó Thír na n-Óg ga
Inse Bhán
Teampall a' Ghleanntáin / 
Templeglantine 
(Monegay)
Gleann Caoin / 
Glenguin Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland The Fianna en
Árd Phádraig Cois Sléibhe Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Bran and the Great Black Bird en
Cill Mháille Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Caoldruim
Cloch Cheann Fhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgeul fá Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428395/4403933
Baile na Buaile near Dingle / an Daingin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Bean Tighe Phádraig ga en (trans.) Béaloideas 2.1 (1929): 65-66
Gaoth Dóir / Béal an Átha Móir, Gleann 
Finne Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ocras Oisín ga en (summary) Béaloideas 3.1 (1931): 54-56 
lives and raised in Griminish / Griminis South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland Oisean an Déidh na Féinne gd*? en (mention)
PTWH 2 (1860): 106-107 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 117-118 = 
PTWH 1 (1994): 464-465
Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisean an Déidh na Féinne gd en (trans.)
PTWH 2 (1860): 102-106 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 113-117 = 
PTWH 1 (1994): 461-463
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisean an Déidh na Féinne gd*? en (mention)
PTWH 2 (1860): 107 = PTWH 




Islands Scotland The Last of the Giants en
PTWH 2 (1860): 107-108 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 118-119 = 
PTWH 1 (1994): 465-466
Ardkinglas Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Last of the Giants en* en (summary)
PTWH 2 (1860): 108-109 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 120 = PTWH 
1 (1994): 466-467
Scotland -- en
Raodal, Torloisk Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (mention)
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340 CAP Y S NLS 73.2.1 25-35
Donald MacLean / Domhnall Mac an 
Leathain ♂ c.86 (1715-) --
informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ c.1800 --
341 CAP Y L (inc.) NLS
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 139 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
342 CAP Y L (inc.) NLS
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 142 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
343 CAP-cf. Y S SSS
SA1954.043.A6 + 
044.1 00:06:40






Iain MacDonald (died 30 years prior 
[c. 1924] at 63), informant's maternal 
uncle; family belonged to 
MacDonalds of Morar. ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/5/1954 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
344 CAP Y s SSS SA1957.026.6 + 027.1 00:04:30 Tom Wilson ♂ -- -- -- Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/6/1957 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST
345 CAP-cf. Y F SSS SA1957.027.2 00:00:14 Peter MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/6/1957 SSS-ALST
346 CAP Y s SSS SA1959.058.B1 00:02:20
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 20/7/1959 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
347 CAP-cf. Y s SSS SA1960.070.A2 00:03:24
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
75 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 4/4/1960
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
348 CAP Y s SSS SA1963.013.B2 00:04:47
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Alasdair MacIntyre / Alasdair Mór 
mac Iain Dheirg of Beinn Mhór ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1963 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
349 CAP Y LR; s SSS SA1965.135.B2 00:03:43
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
350 CAP Y S SSS SA1968.152.A1 00:10:10







clerk Alasdair MacQueen ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/8/1968
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
351 CAP Y S SSS SA1980.032.B1 00:09:08







clerk -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1980
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
352 CAP Y S SSS SA1984.110.A1 00:08:35







clerk -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1984 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
353 CAP Y S-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
354 CC; MGF Y S-T NFC 641 66-77 Maitiú Ó Thuathail ♂ 80 farmer
informant's father, of an Croc, Cois 
Fhairrge ♂ Brian Maclochlainn ♂ 1/4/1939 Briody MA; CC (MGF)
355 CC; MGF; ATU 1137 Y S-T NFC 969 472-482 Maitiú Mór Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
Máirtín Ó Tuathail (40), informant's 
father, of na h-Aille, 50 years prior ♂ Calum I. Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 23/1/1945 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
356 CC Y s NFC 1275 374-375
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (collector's 
mother) ♀ -- -- -- Máiréad Ní Chonghaile ♀ c.1934 Briody; Briody MA (MGF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mu Shealg Dheirinnich Oisin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 38-
39
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Mar Fhuair Oisean a Shealla gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 39-
40
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland
Mar Chailleadh Eachdruidh nam Fiann, no 
Anacreideamh Phadric, on don Cheudna gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 40
lives in Bunacaimb; raised in Arisaig Arisaig and Moidart Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Inverness- shire and 
Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Ossian and the Blackbird en
Gairloch and Newtonmore
Inverness- shire and 
Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Information on Ossian en
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein gd SSS SA1965.135.B2
raised and lives in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisean gd SSS SA1958.002.6
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/46234/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein an dèidh na Fèinne gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/90028/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Feinn Legends gd SSS SA1959.058.B1
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/42999/1
Tigharry North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Tigharry North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Tigharry North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland Ossian After the Fians gd* en (summary)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 82-84
lives in Indreabhán / Inverin; raised in an 
Croc Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bóirne Mór ga NFC 969:472-482
lives in Na Creagáin, raised in na hAille an Cnoc / Killannin
Maigh Cuilinn / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Finn mac Cumhaill ga NFC 641:66-77
Briody, Mícheál. 
Macghníomhartha Fhinn Mhic 
Chumhaill: Téacs, Ainilís, agus 
Clár. MA Thesis, University 
College, Dublin (1979), 6-14
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheacht ga
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357 CC; MGF Y F-s NFC S33 149 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garrán -- 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
358 CC; MGF Y F-s NFC S33 158-159 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garrán -- 1937-1938 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
359 CC; MGF Y F-s-Lit. (?) NFC S174 298 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Rockfield -- 1938 Briody (cf. CC); CC (Fiannaíocht)
360 CC-cf. Y s NFC S521 21-22 Bean Uí Néill ♀ -- -- --
Eibhlín Ní Dhubhthaigh (Dhufaigh), 
student; school: Clochar na Trócaire ♀ 21/5/1938 Briody (MGF); Briody MA (MGF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
361 CC-cf. Y F; LR-T NFC S790 31 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Clonsilla -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
362 CC-cf. Y F; LR-T NFC S790 155 Michael Purcell (collector's brother) ♂ -- --
Mrs. Dempsey  (70+), informant's 
grandmother, Park Villa, Castleknock ♀
Rita Purcell (10), student; school: St. 
Brigid's, Castleknock ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
363 CC Y s NFC S791 39-40 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Castleknock -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
364 CC Y F; LR-T NFC S791 65 George Johnston ♂ -- -- --
Mary Johnston, student; school: 
Blanchardstown ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
365 CC Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
366 CC-cf.; MGF-cf.; LTD Y S Print Micí Bán Ó Beirn ♂
41 (1899-
1980) farmer -- Bríd Ní Bheirn ♀ 1930 --
367 CC-cf.; MGF Y s SSS MML 6 1009.1 -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Niel Campbell? ♂? 1894-1895? MML Catalogue
368 CC-cf.; MGF Y S SSS SA1960.016.A6, B1 00:26:22
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman Duncan MacDonald ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 19/12/1959
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
369 CC-cf.; MGF Y S SSS SA1965.089.B1 00:27:58
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





informant's father and Alasdair 
MacIntyre / Alasdair Mór mac Iain 
Dheirg of Beinn Mhór and Donald 
MacDonald / Dòmhnall mac 
Dhunnchaidh (father of Duncan 
MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
370 CCA Y S NFC 34 294a-294e
Tomás Ó Criomhtháin (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Ó Criomhtháin ♂ 28/11/1928
CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith; Na Fianna agus Dailc mac 
Treoin)
371 CCA Y F-L NFC 90 574 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- early 1930s Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
372 CCA-cf. Y SU NFC 223 3996-3997
Séamus Ó hIghne (Ó hAoidhne) / 
Jimmy Heeney ♂ 61 farmer
informant's father (70) of Mín na 
Saileach, c. 30 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/8/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht [3996-9])
373 CCA Y S NFC 353 642-656 Nóra Uí Mhaolmhicil ♀ 60 farmer['s wife] old people in the area -- Muiris MacGearailt ♂ ?/4/1937 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
374 CCA Y L/S NFC 505 304-315
Mícheál Pheaidí Uí Chonchubhair 
(An Lugger) ♂ 74 farmer
Padraig Bán Ó Loingsigh (80) of 
Barra na dTeine, years ago ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 12/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
375 CCA Y s NFC 654 417-419 Micil Forde ♂ 88 labourer the neighbours, when he was a boy -- Domhnall Ó Ceocháin ♂ 25/6/1935
Briody (?); Briody Fian5 (?); Briody Fian7 (Cú C); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
376 CCA Y S NFC 1257 130-134 Willie Kinsey ♂ -- -- -- L. Leland ♂ ?/9/1894 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
377 CCA-cf. Y LR NFC 1505 8-9. -- -- -- -- -- Seán Ó Dúbhda ♂ c.1957-58 Briody Fian5 (--)
378 CCA Y S NFC 1514 312-322 Mícheál Ó Gaoithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1958 Briody
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Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga NFC S33:158-159
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga NFC S33:149
Killoran Leyney Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Story of Finn en
Drom Sallach / Dromsallagh, Ceapach Mhór
An Cheapach Mhór 
(Tuogh) Owneybeg Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Goll Mac Morna en
Blanchardstown 













(Castleknock) Castleknock Dublin / Baile Átha Cliath Ulster Ireland Castleknock en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4498682/4385589
Ireland The Fight of Castle Knoc en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 216-219 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 190-193
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Cumhall agus Goll ga
Mac Giolla Easbuic, Mícheál, 
eag. Ón tSeanam Anall: 
Scéalta Mhicí Bháin Uí Bheirn 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2008), 29-37
Scotland
HOW CHUMAL WAS KILLED AND HOW 
FIONN WAS NAMED gd
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Suidheachadh na Féinne gd
SSS SA1964.090.A1; 
SA1965.089.B1; NT 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47669
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/37636/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Chuireadh Suas an Fhinn gd
SSS SA1960.016.A6, B1; 
SA1964.090.A1; NT 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47669
Blascaod Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail 7 Dailc mac Treóin ga
Ireland Cath Cruic an Áir ga
lives in Mín a Churraoin; raised in Mín na 
Saileach Árd a Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Léana Mór Béal Átha Longphuirt Ciarraí Thuaidh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cnoc an Áir ga
lives and raised in Barra na dTeine Dairbhreach Uíbh Rathach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra Chath Chnoc an Áir ga
lives and raised in Doire na Sagart Baile Mhúirne Musgraí Uí Fhlionn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
Drumaweel Kiltubbrid Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Talich the Ugly en
Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
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379 CCA Y SU NFC S396 129 Mr. Cronin ♂ 45 labourer --
Donal Cronin, student; school: Baile 
na Martra (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
380 CCA Y s-Lit. NFC S399 39-40 -- -- -- -- --
Patrick Mulvihill, student; school: 
Beale ♂ 20/7/1938 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
381 CCA Y s NFC S400 68-69 -- -- -- -- --
Nóra Ní Mhóráin, student; school: 
Rahavanig ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
382 CCA-cf. Y LR-T NFC S400 177-178 Michael Griffin ♂ 70 -- --
Teresa O'Carroll, student (sixth year); 
school: Ballybunion Convent ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (CCA); CC (Fiannaíocht)
383 CCA Y LR-T; SU NFC S401 20 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Baile an Bhunánaigh 
(boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
384 CCA-cf. Y s NFC S432 435-436 John Regan ♂ 75 -- --
John Foley, student; school: 
Fadhbach ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5 (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
385 CCA Y S NFC S479 35-39 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Baile an Ridire -- c.1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
386 CCA-cf.; RGG Y S NFC S499 56-61 Thomas Broderick ♂ 65 -- --
James Morrissey, student; school: 
Granagh, Brúgh Ríogh (boys' school) ♂ 6/5/1938
Briody (Tóir ar Fhia / Bean); Briody Fian7 (Tóir ar 
Fhia / Bean); CC (Fiannaíocht)
387 CCA; ML Y S NFC S621 382-393 Michael Finnucane ♂ 60 -- informant's father, c. 20 years prior ♂ student; school: Lahinch -- 1937-1938 Briody (TMT); CC (Fiannaíocht)
388 CCA Y s NFC S1018 221-222 -- -- -- -- --
Swithin McArdle, student; Cohaw 
(boys' school) ♂ 1938-1939 Briody
389 CCA-cf.; MGOO-cf. Y LR NLS 50.2.4 199r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 --
390 CCA Y s SSS MML 11 1746a [1746-1748] -- -- -- -- -- Elizabeth Kerr (?) ♀? 1895? MML Catalogue
391 CCA Y s SSS MML 28 6212a.1 [6212-6214] John Gillespie ♂ -- -- -- Elizabeth Kerr (?) ♀? 1900? MML Catalogue
392 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 11 297-315 Mícheál Ó Cinnéide ♂ -- --
Diarmaid Ó Conchubhair (70; died 30 
years prior) of Baile na bPuc ♂
Séamus Ó Duilearga; Scr. P. T. Ó 
Riain ♂ ?/6/1933 Briody (CCF); CC (RGG)
393 CCF Y S NFC 12 213-227 Séamus Ó Conchubhair ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (CCF)
394 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 13 64-84 Mícheál Ó Cinnéide ♂ 62 fisherman --
Breanndán Ó Laoithe (student of P. T. 
Ó Riain) ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (RGG)
395 CCF Y S NFC 14 91-105 Seán Biornach ♂ -- -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (CCF)
396 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 14 187-194 Seán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ -- -- --
Diarmuid Mac Gearailt (student of P. 
T. Ó Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (RGG)
397 CCF Y S NFC 20 5-37. Seán Breathnach ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Breathnach ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (CCF; TA [28])
398 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 34 222-228
Gearóid Mac Gearailt (collector's 
brother) ♂ a young man --
Séamus Mac Gearailt, c. 12 years 
prior ♂
Máire Nic Gearailt, student at Coláiste 
Íde ♀ c.1929 Briody; CC (RGG)
399 CCF Y S NFC 204 223-277 Séamus Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- Seán Aghas ♂ 15/6/1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
400 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 215 4-13. Seán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ -- -- --
Diarmuid Mac Gearailt (student of P. 
T. Ó Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
401 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 239 354-382 Pádraig Ó Conchúbhair ♂ 17 hired man
Mícheál Ó Cinnéide (60) of Baile Uí 
Churráin, Múrach ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 8/5/1936 Briody; CC (RGG)
402 CCF Y S NFC 285 101-132 Pádraig Ó Seaghdha ♂ 55 fisherman
Tomás Ó Suilleabháin of An Coimín, 
2 years prior ♂ Eibhlín Ní Shéaghdha ♀ 7/12/1936 Briody; CC (RGG)
403 CCF Y S NFC 285 250-276 Peaid Thaidhg (Pádraig Ó Loinsigh) ♂ 86 small farmer -- Marcus Ó Loinsigh ♂ 13/7/1936 Briody; CC (RGG)
404 CCF Y s NFC 298 44-47 -- -- -- -- --
Séamas Ó Coileáin, student of Séan Ó 
Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 13/6/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
405 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 298 113-129 collector's father or grandfather ♂ -- -- --
Dómhnaill Ó Súileabháin, student of 
Séan Ó Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 1/2/1930 Briody; CC (RGG)
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Iraghticonnor Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Battle of Cnoc an Air en
Leath-Sheisneach




Iraghticonnor Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Dairy Lodge, Ballybunion Cill Eithne
Oighreacht Uí 
Chonchobhair / 




Iraghticonnor Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cnoc an Áir en
Fibough Kilgarrylander Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Black Ricks en
Dairbhre Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Tailc 7 Mheirgeach ga
Kilmacanerla, Kilfinny, Adare Granagh (Ballingarry) Conneloe Upper Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Knockfierna - the Black Cat en
Moy, Lahinch Kilmanaheen Corcomrua Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Drumgoon Tullygarvey Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland The Hill of Slaughter en
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Scotland Fear an Cat en
Port Charlotte Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn i bPáirc na Groidhe ga NFC 13:64-84; 358:495-527
Baile Dháith Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ga NFC 357:422-436
Cuas  Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn mac Chúmhail agus Ingean Rí an 
Domhain Thoir ga NFC 11:297-315 NFC 358:495-527
Baile Loiscthe Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Bláthnaid na nDlaoith Órdha - Inghean Rígh 
Locrann ga NFC 20:5-37; 417:119-131
Baile an Lochaigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn i gCruadhtan 7 an Fhuasgailt a Dhein 
Diarmaid air ga NFC 1100:409-432 NFC 215:4-13
Baile Loiscthe Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Bláthnuit Na nDlaoithe Óir, Iníghean Rí 
Lochrann ga NFC 14:91-105; 417:119-131
Lios Póil Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Ridire Dubhach gan Gháire ga
Eochaill, Caisleán na Mainge Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Baile an Lochaigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn i gCruadhtan 7 an Fhuasgailt a Dhein 
Diarmuid air NFC 1100:409-432 NFC 14:187-194
lives in Cúm Beatha; from Cuas (Baile 
Cnocáin) na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Ridire Dúbhach Gan Gháire ga
lives in Cíll Chúile; raised in an Coimín Cill Maoilchéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus Rí Dhath an Fháinne ga
lives in Laoth Taogh Beag; raised in Baile a' 
Rannaig Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Fiannaidheachta ga
Cill Maolchéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill i Láthair Fraoigh ga
Cill Maolchéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Radraí Dúbhach gan Gháire ga
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406 CCF Y S NFC 331 339-380 Seán Ó Conchubhair ♂ 50 farmer
Seán Ó Conachúir (65) of Baile 
Dháth, 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 9/4/1937 Briody; CC (CCF)
407 CCF Y S NFC 357 422-436 Séamas Ó Concubhair ♂ -- -- informant's grandfather ♂ P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 22/1/1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
408 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 358 495-527 Mícheál Ó Cinnéide ♂ 62 -- -- Breandán Ó Laoithe ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
409 CCF Y S NFC 417 61-78 -- Ó Grumail ♂ -- -- --
Tomás Ruiséal (student, Cathair 
Sguilbín) ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
410 CCF Y S NFC 417 119-131 Seán Breathnach ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain -- ?/10/1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
411 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 475 569-625 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ 69 small farmer
Pádruig Ó Súilleabháin (40) of an 
Daingean, 50 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 15/3/1938 Briody; CC (RGG)
412 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 507 240-257 Donnchadh Ó Muiníle ♂ 63 farmer
an old man from Baile na Croise, over 
50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 28/4/1938 Briody; CC (RGG)
413 CCF Y S NFC 597 455-484 Tomás Ruiséal ♂ 66
farmer; 
fisherman
Seán Ruiséal (died 10 years prior at 
80), informant's father, of Coimín 
Chíll Cúille; heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 26/2/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
414 CCF Y S NFC 910 325-352 Peats Dhónail Ó Cíobháin ♂ 82
farmer; 
fisherman
Pádruig Ó Dúbhda (70) of Caladh an 
Daingin, 60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/10/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
415 CCF; TA; RGG Y S NFC 910 298-309 Pádruig Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 17
young boy, after 
school
informant's father (60) of Baile an 
Lóchaigh, hears often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/10/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
416 CCF Y S NFC 935 152-161 Maitiú Grommel ♂ 82 fisherman
Eoghan Ó Muircheartaigh (c.60) of an 
Mhuiríoch, c. 60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/4/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
417 CCF; FG Y S NFC 982 68-91
Mícheál Ó Seaghdha (Micil Sheáin Uí 
Shé) ♂ 91 small farmer old people of Cathair Scuilbín -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/12/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
418 CCF; RGG Y S NFC 1100 409-432 Seán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 80 small farmer informant doesn't recall -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/9/1948 Briody (CCF; RGG); CC (FFA)
419 CCF Y S-T Print Seán Grumaill ♂ 78 -- -- Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ 17/8/1927
Archive List; SSS-CC (Tuairisgeul Mór [FFA]: 105 
[summary])
420 CCF; RGG Y S Print -- -- -- -- --
Michael Martin ('Daingean Uí 
Chúise') ♂ 1898 or before
Briody Fian6 (CCF); Ó Dubhda and An Seabhac, 
Béaloideas 2:137 (RGG)
421 CCF; RGG Y S Print
Michael Sullivan / Mícheál Ó 
Súilleabháin (Micí na gCloch) ♂ --
labourer; town 
bellman of 
Dingle -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893
Briody Fian3 (CCF); Béaloideas 1:106 (CCF); 
Béaloideas 2:137 (RGG); CC (CCF; FFA [434]; RGG 
[426-433])
422 CF; BC Y S NFC 5 131-149 Pádraig Ó Sé ♂ 56
fisherman; 
farmer -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1934
Briody; Briody Fian3 (CF; S, 15-16); Delargy's notes 
in Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore (Talbot), 179 (cf. BC); CC 
(CF; BC); Archive List
423 CF Y s  NFC 12 291-295 Tomás ac Gearailt ♂ 68 -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; Bruford (cf.); CC (CF)
424 CF Y s (inc.) NFC 34 203-205 collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Eamon Mac Gearailt, student at 
Coláiste Ullúcháin, Malla ♂ 12/1/1929 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. CF; CF)
425 CF Y S NFC 61 227-236
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Concheanainn ♂ 26/1/1931 Briody; Bruford; CC (CF)
426 CF-cf. Y S NFC 87 148-152 Seán an Gearaltaigh ♂ 58 farmer -- Tomás Ó Faoláin, Coláiste na Rinne ♂ 20/8/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
427 CF Y S NFC 157 279-288 Éamonn a Búrc ♂ 64 tailor
informant's father of Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna ♂ L. Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 15/10/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (CF)
428 CF Y S NFC 157 348-352 Éamonn a Búrc ♂ 64 tailor
informant's father of Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna ♂ L. Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 19/10/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. CF; CF)
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lives and raised in Baile Dháth Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An t-Amhas Tórmuigh ga
Baile Dháith Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhail ga NFC 12:213-227
Cuas an Bhodaigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus Inghean Rí an 
Domhain Thoir ga NFC 11:297-315 NFC 13:64-84
Cathair Sculbín Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 na Fianna ga
Baile Loiscthe Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Bláthnuit na nDlaoithe Óir - Inghean Rí 
Lochrann ga NFC 20:5-37; 14:91-105
lives and raised in Cathair an Treanntuigh Fionn Trágha Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Rí Áthadánais ga
lives and raised in Baile na Croise na Cille Móire Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn agus an Readaire Dubh gan Gáirí ga
lives and raised in Coimín Chíll Cúille Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul Dhiarmuid ach Duínn ga
lives and raised in Baile na nGall Cillmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Rí Fé Thuínn ga
lives and raised in Baile an Lochaigh Cillmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 Diarmuid 7 na hAmhais ga
lives and raised in An Mhuiríoch Cillmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Tu bheith Pósta agam go dtí go mbuailfear 
seacht sluaiste cré lé d' chúl ga
lives and raised in Cathair Scuilbín Cillmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Seacht Sluaiste Cré le Cúl Fínn ga
lives and raised in Baile an Locaigh Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fios Fáth an Aon-Scéal 7 a' Cluíomh Soluis ga NFC 14:187-194; 215:4-13
Cathair Sculbín Cill Chúain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus Inghean Rí na Gréige ga en (summary) Béaloideas 1.2 (1927): 97-103
Ballyferriter Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhail agus Diarmaid Ó 
Duibhne ga
Borthwick, Norma and Ua 
Donnchadha, Tadhg, ed. 
Imtheachta an Oireachtais, 
1898 (Dublin: The Gaelic 
League, 1899), 61-77
Dingle Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fin MacCool and the Daughter of the King of 
the White Nation ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero-Tales 
of Ireland (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1894), 407-437
Cill Cúmhaile Cill Mhaol Chéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Scéal ar Fionn agus na Fianna; Oisín, Osgar, 
Diarmuid, Conán Maol, Gruadh Dhearg. Rí 
an Domhan Thoir. Cath. Cailleach a thógaint 
na marbh. Fear beao is ól braon. A marbhú le 
hOsgar. Mac na Caillighe do cheangal na 
Fianna le driocht. Iad d'fhuascailt le fuil 
bhainbh na Cránach Duibhe. ga en (summary) Béaloideas 6.1 (1936): 13-20
Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Oisín ga
Cill na Galamhán,Ceann Trágha Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fianaidheachta ga
Ruisín na Mainiach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cath Fionn Trágha ga
Magh Deilge An Rinn Déise Istigh Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Conán Maol ga
lives in Áill na Brón; raised in Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dara Donn 7 na Fianna Éireann ga
lives in Áill na Brón; raised in Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mac Rí Chúigiúch 7 Deilibhe Dúir ga
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429 CF-cf. N? s NFC 216 162-165 Máirtín Ó Níadh ♂ 30 farmer
informant's mother of Árd Thoir, 
Cárna, c. 10 years prior ♀ Póilín Bhreathnach, student? (UCG) ♀ 1929 or earlier
Briody (CF); Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; Bruford 
(publication); CC ([MS] Fiannaíocht; [Publication] cf. 
CF)
430 CF; TC Y S NFC 237 80-94 Seán mac Conraoi ♂ 84 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 18/8/1936
Briody; Bruford (CF); Power (TC); CC (CF [80-88]; 
TC [88-94])
431 CF Y S NFC 281 226-238
Pádraic Pheats Uí Flaithbheartaigh 
(Collector's father) ♂ 55 farmer
informant's father, of Baile an Logám, 
Corr na Rón, c. 29 years prior ♂ Pádraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 30/11/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (CF)
432 CF Y S NFC 293 250-255 Pádraig Ó Loingsí ♂ 87
farmer (2 cows); 
stonemason; 
fisherman -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1934 Briody; Bruford; CC (CF)
433 CF; OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 453 698-736 Micheál Ó Súilleabháin (a' Chasúir) ♂ 65-70 farmer
Peaidi Ó Súillobhain ('Job'; 
shoemaker) (75) of an Sean Chnoc, P. 
Cathair Dómhnall ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 10/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
434 CF Y S NFC 595 175-182
Tadhg Ó Murchadha ('Tadhg na 
gCaéreach') ♂ 72 blacksmith
Mícheal (na gCon) Ó Súilleabháin 
(old) of an Taramain ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 4/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
435 CF Y s NFC 782 336-338 Tom Griffin ♂ 81 farmer
Seán Foley (70) of Ballyarkane, 
Castlemaine, 60 years prior ♂ P. J. Ó Suilleabhain ♂ 17/6/1941 Briody; Bruford; CC (CF)
436 CF-cf. Y F-L NFC 929 457-458 Mícheál Ó Braonáin ♂ 71 farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 1944 CC (Fiannaíocht)
437 CF Y S NFC 969 38-43 Maitiú Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
informant heard some of his stories 
from his father, Máirtín Ó Tuathail, 
who heard them from his own uncle, 
Seánn Ó Donnchadha ♂? Colm Iain Mac Ghille Eathain ♂ 18/11/1944 Briody; Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
438 CF Y S NFC 980 886-913
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Muarice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer
Seán (Bán Fíodóra) Ó Conchubhair 
(c.50) of Baile Uí Bóithín, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/7/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
439 CF Y F NFC 1357 25 Tom Linnane ♂ 79 joiner; fisherman
John Hennessy Beale (died 20 years 
prior at age 77, spoke Irish) ♂ Conchubhair Ó Criomh ♂ summer 1953 Briody
440 CF; TC Y S NFC 1553 272-283 Micheál Ó Coirbhín ♂ 68 fisherman -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 22/11/1959 Briody
441 CF-cf. Y SU NFC 1577 94-95 Seán Ó Dubhda (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ c.1960 Briody; Briody Fian5
442 CF Y S NFC 1705 213-226 Pádraig mac Seáin (Collector's uncle) ♂ 71
former schools 
inspector -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/7/1966 Briody
443 CF Y s NFC 1726 455-459 -- -- -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Cuileanáin ♂
early 20th 
century Briody
444 CF Y s NFC S186 253-255 Bartholmew Looby ♂ -- -- --
Kathleen Lavin, student; school: 
Drom na Gráinsighe ♀ 13/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
445 CF Y S-Lit. NFC S282 526-539 Patrick O Mahony ♂ 70 -- -- student; school: Com Liath -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
446 CF Y F-s NFC S424 428 Nóra Ní Conchúbhair ♀ -- -- --
Colm O Loingsigh, student; school: 
Scoil na mBráthar ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
447 CF Y F-s-T NFC S424 429 Nóra Ní Conchúbhair ♀ -- -- --
Colm O Loingsigh, student; school: 
Scoil na mBráthar ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
448 CF Y s-T NFC S442 233-234 Mrs. Dan McMahon ♀ 64 -- -- student; school: Listellick -- 1936-1938 Briody (cf. CF)
449 CF Y s (inc.) NFC S472 413-414 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ó Séaghdha (5th class), 
Donnchadh Ó Ealuighthe (6th class), 
Parthalán Ó Donnchadha (8th class), 
students; school: Curraichín (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (cf. CF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
450 CF-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S497 141 Denis Newman ♂ c.60 -- --
Jeremiah Newman, student; school: 
Drumcollchoille (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Turloch, Rosmuc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Daraí Donn is Dúithreach Dubh ga An Stoc 6.8 (4/1929): 6
lives in Cloch na Rón; raised in Dúth-íthir 
[?], Cárna Muighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll Mac Morna 7 an t-Uascán ga
lives in Tamhna Mór, Corr na Rón; raised in 
Baile an Logám, Corr na Rón An Cnoc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Catha Fionntrágha ga
Baile an tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Fionn Trágha ga
lives and raised in Féith na Muirbhíg an Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Fionn Trágha ga
lives and raised in an Taramain na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Fionn Trágha ga
lives in Beheneck Camp; raised in 
Ballyarkane, Castlemaine Camp Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Battle of Ventry Harbour en
Ath-Ghort, Gleann Orcáin Na Priaireachta Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in na Criogáin, Indreabháin; raised in na 
hÁille An Chnoic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dara Donn ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna 7 Árd-Rí an Domhain ga
lives and raised in Leitir  Béal Atha Longphurt Oireacht Uí Chonchúir Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Battle of Ventry en
lives and raised in Dubh Eithir Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Na Rómánaí agus na Fianna ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Baile na Manach, Baile Átha Cliath; 
raised in an Ceapach, Teilionn, Dún na nGall Cloch Cheannfheola Cill Mhic Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Seanachuirt, an Sciobairín an Sciobairín Iar Chairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Daire Donn ga
Drumnagransky; Ballymote Toomour Corrán Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Stories of Giants and Warriors en 
Dromclough Kilmocomogue Beantraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Cath Fionn Trágha en 
An Coill An Daingean Corca Dhuibhe Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath na Fianna ga
An Coill An Daingean Corca Dhuibhe Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Fionn Trágha ga
Lios Teallaig / Listellick  Tralee / Tráighlí
Traghaneemy / Triúcha 
an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Battle of Ventry Harbour en 
Gleann Beithe Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Suidhe Finn ga
Knockacraig, Dromcollogher
Dromcollchoille / 
Drumcollogher Connelloe Upper Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland The Fianna en 
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451 CF Y S Print John Malone (Seán Ó Maoileoin) ♂ -- -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893 Bruford; Briody Fian3; CC (CF)
452 CF Y F-s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
453 CFM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 73 (unverified) Mr. Mac Intyre ♂ -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
454 CFM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.004 12v-16v
Alexander MacDonald / Alasdair 
Donullach ♂ -- --
Eifrig Nic an Lias (spinster; 
informant's grandmother's sister) ♀ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 15/1/1866 CWP
455 CFM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.068 152r-153v
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireastan ♂
c.61 (c.1800-
1864) mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 30/6/1861 CWP
456 CFM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.070 155r-156r
Donald Cameron / Donald 
Camashron ♂
c.62 (c.1800-
1862) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 4/2/1862 CWP
457 CFM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.009 14r-18r Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith
Iain (mac Fhearchair) Johnson (old) 
of Cille Bhara [Cille Bharra/Kilbar] ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 14/3/1867 CWP
458 CFM Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 8r
John Ferguson (Ian Mac Fergus) 
(wrote himself?) ♂? -- -- -- John Ferguson (Ian Mac Fergus) 1859 NLS Register
459 CFM Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 64r Alexander MacDonald ♂ -- --
Marion Galbraigh (informant's 
mother), who had it from her father, 
her father from her grandfather, and 
so on for 6 generations, the first of 
whom came from Kintyre ♀ Hector MacLean ♂ 22/9/1860 --
460 CFM Y L NLS 50.1.12 88r-93r; 97r-99v Alexander MacDonald ♂ -- --
Marion Galbraigh (informant's 
mother), who had it from her father, 
her father from her grandfather, and 
so on for 6 generations, the first of 
whom came from Kintyre ♀ Hector MacLean ♂ 22/9/1860 NLS Register
461 CFM Y L NLS 50.1.12 153r-156r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860? DWS Notes
462 CFM Y L NLS 50.2.4 57r Donnchadh Cameron ♂ -- policeman -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 12/8/1871 --
463 CFM Y L NLS 50.2.4 100r-106r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 --
464 CFM Y L NLS 50.2.4 160r
Angus MacDonald / Aonghas 
Domhnullach ♂ c.60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
465 CFM Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 10-20 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
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Ráthanáin / Rahonain, West of Dingle Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Battle of Ventry ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero Tales 
of Ireland (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1894), 530-546
Ireland The Battle of Ventry Harbour en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 212-213 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 187-188
Glenlyon Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Eas Loire, no Cath Mhanuis gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 78-
79
Borve / Borgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Corag Fhinn agus Mhanuis gd





Trien / Trithean, Carbost Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Coillore / Coille Odhar Bracadale Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Port Wemyss Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Burgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn a's Manus gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.004: 12v-16v NLS 50.1.12: 88r-93r; 97r-99v
Burgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Comhrag Fhinn a's Manus gd en (trans.)
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.004: 12v-16v NLS 50.1.12: 64r
cf. PTWH 3 (1862): 364-365 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 381-382 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): [505-506]
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Chleirich gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.068: 152r-153v
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Luidh Mhanuis gd* en (mention)
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Comhrag Fhinn agus Mhanuis gd
Gearra na Moine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Mhanus gd* en (mention)
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 76-77
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466 CFM Y L NLS 72.3.9 11-22 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
467 CFM Y L (inc.) NLS 73.1.23 Fragment E.2? -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
468 CFM; BRF Y L NLS 73.2.18 3-18 Alexander Mac Rae ♂ 80 -- -- Rev. John MacDonald ♂ ?/9-10/1805
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004); CWP (EUL 
GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.010)
469 CFM Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.20 1a-5b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
470 CFM Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B9 00:00:40






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
471 CFM Y L Print -- ♂ old -- -- Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 1868 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
472 CFM Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
473 CFM Y L Print Malcolm McDonald ♂ -- --
a very old man in Balemeanach, Tiree, 
in 1869 ♂ John Gregorson Campbell ♂ 1869 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.004)
474 CFO Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 117 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
475 CFO Y L (inc) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.076 162v-163v Eachun MacCiseig / Hector MacIsaac ♂
c.68 (c.1797-
1878) joiner
Roderick MacDonald / Ruaraidh 
Donnullach (catechist) of Clachan na 
Luib, North Uist ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 21/7/1865 CWP
476 CFO Y L (inc) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.007 11v Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith
Neil Mac Innes / Neal Mac Aonais 
(cotter) of an Cille Bharra ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 14/3/1867 CWP
477 CFO Y L (inc) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.015 43r-43v
Donald MacIntyre (Do'ul mac an t-




John MacInnes (Mac Aonais) / Iain 
og mac Fhionlai (d. 40 years prior at 
c.90) of Smeircleit/Smercleit, 60 years 
prior ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/3/1867 CWP
478 CFO Y L NLS 50.1.12 120v-121r Donald Macintyre ♂ -- -- -- Donald K. Torrie ♂ c.1861 NLS Register
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Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland An Deilgniach Mhoir gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
223
North Erradale Gairloch Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bhuirbhurtach; Cath Bheinn Eidin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 80-
82
Scotland Osshian agus an Cleirich gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 72-
74
lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Mhànuis gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32707/1
Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Manus gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 82-
83
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Comhrag Fheinn agus Mhanuis gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 18-24; Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 77-78
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Manus gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 106-112
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Comhairle Oisein do Oscair gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
157
Airdmore / Àird Mhòr, Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 













Briathra Fhinn ri Oscar, 's e 'g amharc na 
buaidh a choisean e là Cath Bein Eidin gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.015: 43r-43v
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479 CFO Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before --
480 CGL Y s NLS 50.1.12 129r-129v Donnacha Laoimidh ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860 DWS Noteṡ
481 CGL Y S NLS 50.2.2 151r-153r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870 Bruford [ECM]




Donald McPhie (90+), over 40 years 
prior ♂ James MacDougall ♂
Summer 1889 - 
Spring 1891 --
483 CM Y L NLS 73.1.24 122-126 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
484 CM Y L NLS
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 11 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 1801 --
485 CMD Y L NFC 793 478-487 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
someone who was traveling around, 
20 years prior -- Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 10/1/1941 Briody (LD); CC (Fiannaíocht)
486 CMD Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 29 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
487 CMD Y F EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW430 2v -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- CWP
488 CMD; TDM Y L (comp.) NLS 50.1.12 52r-59r
Angus MacDonald; Alexander 
MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- Hector MacLean ♂
Compiled 
7/3/1861 NLS Register
489 CMD Y L NLS 50.1.12 62r, 63r, 60r Angus MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- Hector MacLean ♂ 13/9/1860 NLS Register
490 CMD Y s NLS 50.1.12 128r-128v Padruig Buidhe ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860 DWS Notes 
491 CMD Y I NLS 50.2.2 185r-186r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
492 CMD Y s NLS 50.2.4 57r Donnchadh Cameron ♂ -- policeman -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 12/8/1871 --
493 CMD Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 40-46 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
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Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Briathran Fhinn Re Oscar gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 34-35; Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 157
Port na h-Apunn (/Lismore?) Argyll
Highlands and 




Sgeulach air a Ghille Chrom Ghlas Mac Righ 




Turas Fhinn do Lochlann agus mar Fhuaras a 
Rithist an Cù Glas gd en (trans.)
WS 3 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 17-26; Montgomerie, 
Norah and William. The Folk 
Tales of Scotland (Edinburgh: 
Mercat Press, 2005), 165-168
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Chaidh Cuthal a Mharbhadh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
147
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Bas Chuthail gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
147-148
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi Chuinn Mic an Deirg ga
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 






Stoneybrook / Burgh South Uist / Barra South Uist / Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd en (trans.)
NLS 50.1.12: 62r, 63r, 60r; 
50.1.12: 64r-65v; EUL GB 237 
Coll-97/CW104.007: 24r-27v
Stoneybrook / Staoinebreac South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd NLS 50.1.12: 52r-59r
An Cultorsain Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Sgeulachd air Conn Mac an Deirg gd
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd* en (summary)
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Sgial air Conn Mac an Deirg gd* en (mention)
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Chuinn gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 117
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494 CMD Y L NLS 72.3.9 92-98 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
495 CMD Y L NLS 73.1.24 161-178 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
496 CMD Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.20 6a-10b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
497 CMD Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
498 CMD Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
499 CMD Y L Print
Christina Sutherland (Widow 
Simpson) ♀ 79 (1775-?) -- -- George MacLeod; James Cumming ♂ 19-20/4/1854
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
500 CMD Y L Print Alisier Mor ♂ -- -- a man who emigrated to America ♂ James Cumming ♂ 1857
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
501 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D Y S NFC 168 1-44 Séumas (Jimmy) Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 59 farmer
informant's father (80) of Cró na 
Duinne, when he was young ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 5, 27/7/1934
Bruford p. 156n18; Nagy p. 254n95; ÓSC p. 345 (# 
2412D)
502 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D Y S NFC 169 822-831 Neddy Moy (Neidí Ó Muighe) ♂ 81 farmer
Condy Mhac Cormaic (90; died 
c.1890) of Glaiseach Mór, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 15/11/1935 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
503 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D N S NFC 180 370-378 Pádraic Mhic Guibhir ♂ -- fisherman
Clann Mhic Fionnlaoich (c.60 and 
c.65) of Cill Beag, Cill Cartha ? Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 23/5/1936 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
504 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D Y S NFC 186 42-50 Paidi Dochartaigh ♂ 63 farmer
Mici Dochartaigh (died age 96; 
informant's father), of Baile an Áth 
Móir; told tale often ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 9/4/1936 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
505 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D N S NFC 289 376-393 Sorcha, bean nic Grianna ♀ 61 housewife
Gráinne Ní Dubheannaigh (92), 
informant's mother, of Rann an 
Feirsde, 6 years prior ♀ Aoch Ó Domhnaill (Mhícheail) ♂ 19/10/1936 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
506 CMM?-cf.; ÓSC 2412D N S NFC 313 290-296 Antoine Fallamhain ♂ 70 farmer Mícheál Faoláin of an Górt Mór ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 30/1/1937 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
507 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D N S NFC 398 344-349 Máire Nic a' Bháird ♀ 81 housewife informant doesn't recall -- Liam mac Meanman ♂ 10/8/1937 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
508 CMM-cf.; ÓSC 2412D N s NFC 528 131-134 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 72 farmer
Eibhlin Nic Éill, informant's mother, 
of Ros Dúmhach, 50 years prior ♀ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 17/6/1938 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
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Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Eachdraidh a bha eadar Padruic agus Oissain 
mo Chonn mac an Deirg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
114-115
Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 120-130
Scotland Conn Mac an Deirg gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 39-44; Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland Duan Choinn Mac an Leirg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Bas Chuinn gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 121
Cró na Duinne Gleann na Finne / Glenfin Rathbhoth Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Ríogh Cormac 7 Ríogh Chonn ga en (trans.)
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. 
Folktales of Ireland (Chicago 
and London: U of Chicago P, 
1966), 21-37
lives and raised in Glaiseach Beag Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Ríogh Chormaic ga
lives and raised in Cill Beag Cill Cartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile an Áth Móir Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Cormac Mhic Airt ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Iochtarach Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Cormac Mac Airt ga
lives and raised in Coill an t-Sídheáin Baile an Chalaidh Baile an Chalaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Rí Con ga
lives in Cruach Cholpach; raised in Glaise, 
Cill Taobhóg Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Chormaic Mhic Airt ga
lives and raised in Ros Dúmhach Cill Chomáin Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Rí Mhac Con 7 an Rí Mhadú Uisge ga
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509 CMM; ÓSC 2412D N s NFC 1228 182-183 ÓSC p. 345 (# 2412D)
510 CMM-cf. Y? S NFC 1775 178-188 Mícheál Ó Síoda ♂ 77 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 25/5/1965 Briody (CMM)
511 CMM N s Print Eóin Ó Cianáin ♂ 73 (1857-?) --
Peadar Ó Cianáin (informant's uncle), 
c. 40 years prior ♂ Éamonn Ó Tuathail ♂ 31/12/1929 Bruford p. 156n18 (cf.)









Ruari Rua [Roderick MacQuien, 
catechist] ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 25/4/1866 CWP
513 CMM Y S NLS 50.1.2 182r-200r; 252r-269r Alexander MacNeill ♂ -- tenant; fisherman
informant's father and other old men 
in his youth ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ Before 1860 Bruford; SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
514 CMM-cf. Y S NLS 50.1.10 91r-93r Alexander MacAlister ♂ 84 tailor -- Hector MacLean ♂ 30/6/1859 Bruford p. 156n18
515 CMM Y S NLS 50.2.4
201v, 203v, 213v, 
217v -- ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 --
516 CMM Y S NLS 50.2.4 202r-218r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- Ruaraidh Ruagh ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 Bruford
517 CMM Y S SSS DJM 16 1479-1494
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 






informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist, 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 10/5/1954 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
518 CO Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 153 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
519 CO Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 241r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
520 CO Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 158-160 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
521 CO Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 160-166 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
522 CO Y L NLS 72.3.9 179-181 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
523 CP Y s NFC 61 546-547
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- (?-1937) -- -- Peadar Ó Concheanainn ♂ 1/2/1931 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. CP)
524 CP Y s NFC 962 265-267 Pádraig (Liath) Ó Súillobháin ♂ 84 farmer
informant got his tales from old 
people and wanderers -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 10/3/1945 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
525 CP-cf. Y LR-T NFC 1106 370-371
Micheál Ó Coileáin (Mike Tom 
Mhóir) ♂ c.70 farmer
informant's father and neighbours 
from an Carn Mór, 50 years prior ♂/-- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 3/4/1947 Briody; CC (CP)
526 CP-cf.; Misc. Y S NFC 1226 170-175 Seán Bhorthacháin ♂ 80 mason; carpenter -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 18/5/1952 CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
lives and raised in An Pháirc Ghairbh Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Dún Ceithlinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal Chormaic Mac Airt ga




An Ómaigh Thoir / 
Omagh East Tyrone / Tír Eoghain Ulster Ireland Rí Con agus Cormac 'ac Airt ga
Ó Tuathail, Éamonn, eag. 
Sgéalta Mhuintir Luinigh 
(Dublin: Irish Folklore 
Institute, 1933), 123-124
Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland Conall gd en (trans.)
PTWH 2 (1860): 137-166 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 148-178 = 
PTWH 1 (1994): 490-513
Bowmore Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mac Cuain gd en (trans.) MWHT 1 (1940; 1994): 92-103
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.028
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Tale of Mac Cuain, or The Son of the Sea gd
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 49
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein a Caoidh Oscair gd
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Tuiridh nam Fiann gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Bas Oisein gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Caoidh Oisiain gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 48
Roisín na Mainiach / Rusheennamanagh, 
Cárna Maíros / Moyrus
Baile na hInse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cab a Dosáin ga
Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Annála Beaga ó Iorrus 
Aithneach (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Oifig an tSolathair, 1941), 304
lives and raised in Imleachleogh, Muíriug Uí 
Dhubhda na Priareachta Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Fianna Éireann ga
lives and raised in an Carn Mór Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cath na bPunann ga
lives and raised in Na Cealla Na Faille Muaire Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Siamus O'Brien agus na Fianna ga
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527 CP Y I Print Mícheál Mac Donnchadha ♂ -- (?-1937) -- -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ 1932 or earlier Briody Fian3; CC (cf. CP); Archive List
528 CP-cf. N F-s; LR Print
Máirtín Beag Ó Cadhain (collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- -- Máirtín Ó Cadhain ♂ c.1931 Briody Fian3; CC (CP); Archive List
529 CP Y F-s Print Mícheál Mac Donnchadha ♂ -- (?-1937) -- -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ 1937 or earlier Briody Fian3 (CP)
530 CP; seanchas Y LR; s NLS 50.2.2 110r-111r Malcolm MacDonald ♂ --
boat man for the 
doctor -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 3/9/1870 --
531 CP Y LR SSS SA1968.026.B11 00:00:58
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 Tobar an Dualchais; SSS-ALST
532 CP N? F-s; LR-T SSS SA1968.240.B1, B8 00:03:34
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- Eric Creegan ♂ 30/9/1968 SSS-CC (Norsemen, Saga Times); Tobar an Dualchais
533 CP N F-s; LR-T SSS SA1975.077.A2 00:01:55 John Brown; John MacPhail ♂
49 (1926-?); -
- -- -- Eric Cregeen; D. W. MacKenzie ♂ 20/6/1975 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
534 CP Y s Print Donald Cameron ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ 1865 Tocher 18 (Summer 1975): 45
535 CSE? Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 8v
John Ferguson (Ian Mac Fergus) 
(wrote himself?) ♂? -- -- -- John Ferguson (Ian Mac Fergus) ♂ 1859 NLS Register
536 CSE Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 26-28 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
537 CSE Y L NLS 72.3.9 31-33 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
538 CSE? Y L Print Farquhar Mac Rae ♂
old (died a 
day or two 
later) -- -- Farquhar Mac Donnell ♂ c.1866 --
539 DC Y L/S CB 056.A02 00:11:46 Joe Allan MacLean ♂ early 90s blacksmith -- John William Shaw ♂ 7/4/1978 Gaelstream
540 DC Y L SSS SA1982.232.A1 00:05:05
Mr. MacPhee (Alec N. MacPhee's 
father) ♂ 90
worked on a skiff 
before he 
emigrated --
Alec N. MacPhee (via Fred 
MacAulay) ♂ 1982 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST
541 DC-cf. Y s NFC S22 142-143 Seán Ó Cuinneagáin ♂ 60 farmer -- student; school: Cill Chuana -- 1937-1938 --
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Roisín na Mainiach / Rusheennamanagh, 
Cárna Maíros / Moyrus
Baile na hInse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cob an Dosáin ga
Béaloideas 3.4 (1932): 486-
501; Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, 
eag. Annála Beaga ó Iorrus 
Aithneach (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Oifig an tSolathair, 1941), 301
An Cnocán Gleas, near Spiddal / An Spidéal Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cath na bPunann ga Béaloideas 4.1 (1933): 83
Roisín na Mainiach / Rusheennamanagh, 
Cárna Maíros / Moyrus
Baile na hInse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ceann m'Órdóige ga NFC 61:546-547
Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Annála Beaga ó Iorrus 
Aithneach (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Oifig an tSolathair, 1941), 304
Salen Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Latha Cath na Sguab gd SSS SA1968.240.B1, B8
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/58593/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Blàr nan Sguab ann an Tiriodh gd/en SSS SA1968.026.B11




Balephuil/-- Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 






Latha Cath nan Sguab ann am Fior-Lagan 
Thiridhe gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 172-173
Port Wemyss Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fergus tillaca Oscar is sean laoidh re Broin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
105
Kintail Ross & Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bardachd Dheireannach Oisein gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
106
lives in Sydney; raised in Rear Christmas 





raised in South Uist, Inverness-shire, 
Scotland; lives in Ontario, Canada Ontario Canada Duan na Ceàrdaich gd
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542 DC Y L (comp.) Print
Pádraig Ó Sléibhín, Tomás Ó 
Corragáin, et al. ♂/-- -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1901 Briody Fian6; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
543 DC-cf. Y s Print Tomás Ó Corragáin ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1901 CC (Caoilte)
544 DC Y L Print Pádraig Ó Sléibhín / Patrick Slevin ♂ -- --
Niall Ó Domhnaill of Inver parish, 
when informant was young ♂ Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1901 CC (Fiann-laoithe; Caoilte [92]; Conán Maol [94])
545 DC Y L AFC
2004/004/T3382.0_Tr
ack 3 00:02:50
Angus MacMillan / Aonghas 
MacIlleMhaoil ♂
77 (1874-
1954) -- -- Alan Lomax ♂ 25/6/1951 ACE
546 DC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.003 12v-14r John MacDonald / Iain Donullach ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 2/10/1865 CWP
547 DC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.063 144v-145v -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1862 CWP
548 DC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.080 166v-167v John MacDonald / Iain Donullach ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 2/10/1865 CWP
549 DC Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW119.001 5r-5v Alexander MacNeill ♂
c.83 (c.1787-
1881) fisherman -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 27/3/1870 CWP
550 DC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW120.080 24v-27r Mary Carmichael ♀
71 (c.1812-
1889) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 29/8/1883 CWP
551 DC Y s/L NFC 1027 148-151
James MacRae / Séamas Mac Rath 
(Séamas Chaluim Dhonnchaidh) ♂ c.60 sailor
Catriona Uilleim of Raasay, in 
informant's youth ♀
Calum I. Mac Gille-Eathain / Calum 
Iain MacLean ♂ 11/7/1946
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); CMP 
(Finn Cycle and Others)
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Eadarghabhail, near Loch Iasg ; Caisleán 
Thoir, Carraig Mhachaire Rois / 
Carrickmacross ; --
-- ; Fearnmhuigh / 
Farney ; --
Donegal and Monaghan / 
Dún na nGall agus 
Muíneachán ; -- Ulster / --
Ireland / 
Scotland Laoidh na Ceardcha ga
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901), 85-87;  
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901), 92-94; 
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Óirghiall (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1905), 53-55
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 98-106
Caisleán Thoir, Carraig Mhachaire Rois / 
Carrickmacross Fearnmhuigh / Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Athbhaisteadh Chaoilte ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 98-106
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901), 85-87; 
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Óirghiall (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1905), 53-55
Eadarghabhail, near Loch Iasg / Lough Eske Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Athbhaisteadh Chaoilte ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 98-106
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901), 92-94
Griminish South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd






Locheport North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach gd










Locheport / Loch Euphort North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan Na Ceardach gd





Kentangaval / Ceanntangabhal Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Drumavuic, Glencreran / Druim a' Bhuic, 
Glen Creran Argyll
Highlands and 




lives in Ionbhar Arois, Rathasair; raised in 
Rathasair / Raasay Raasay Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Claidheamh Fhinn gd
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552 DC Y s NLS 50.1.4 56r, 57r, 58bv-59v -- ♂ old -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1862 or before Charles Roeder, Note 220, Manx Notes and Queries
553 DC; L-Misc.; seanchas Y
L (inc.); F-
L; LR-T NLS 50.1.5 91r-94r, 96r-105r Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 80 labourer
Alexander MacQueen (80+) of 
Persabus, 60 years prior ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ ?/5/1861
SSS-CC (Norsemen, Saga Times: 413; Féinn [General 
Trads.], Cú Chulainn, Deirdre, etc.: 417); Charles 
Roeder, Note 220, Manx Notes and Queries
554 DC Y L NLS 50.1.5 107r-114bv Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith
Hector MacLaine (informant's uncle; 
blacksmith; died c. 20 years prior at c. 
80) ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 1/10/1860
Tobar an Dualchais (CW0010.42); Charles Roeder, 
Note 220, Manx Notes and Queries (579 [sic])
555 DC Y L (inc.) NLS 50.1.12 157r-159r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860? DWS Notes
556 DC Y L NLS 50.2.4 57r Donnchadh Cameron ♂ -- policeman -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 12/8/1871 --
557 DC Y L/s NLS 50.2.4 67r-69r Patrick Smith? ♂ 80? -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
558 DC Y F-S NLS 50.2.4 109r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 --
559 DC Y L NLS 50.2.4 160r-161r
Angus MacDonald / Aonghas 
Domhnullach ♂ c.60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
560 DC Y s/L NLS 50.2.4 201r-202r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 --
561 DC Y L NLS 72.3.9 27-30 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0010.42)
562 DC Y L NT
CannaOT.8, Track ID - 
48205 00:02:58 
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 23/1/1960 Tobar an Dualchais
563 DC Y L NT CW0010.42 00:03:38




Calum Iain Maclean; John Lorne 
Campbell ♂ 22/11/1949 Tobar an Dualchais
564 DC Y L NT CW0014B.60 00:03:59 
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 23/11/1949 Tobar an Dualchais
565 DC Y L NT CW0044A.201 00:03:37
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
68 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 11/1/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
566 DC Y L NT CW0199 00:01:23
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 17/9/1957 Tobar an Dualchais
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Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 110-111, 113 
= PTWH 3 (1892): 122-123, 




Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 390-402 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 408-420 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 530-533
Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 378-387 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 396-405 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 518-527
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Na h-Airm gd
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Song of the Smithy gd* en (mention)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of the Smithy gd* en (summary)
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of the Smithy gd* en (summary)
Gearra na Moine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach
gd (in 
part) en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of the Smithy gd* en (summary)
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 65-
67
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdaich gd
SSS SA1950.006.2b; 
SA1960.011.A6, B1, B2; 
SA1963.015.B; NT 




Griminish South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdaich gd
SSS SA1960.011.A6, B1, B2; 
SA1963.015.B; NT 
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45561; 
CannaOT.8, Track ID - 48205 SSS SA1950.006.2b
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1961), 14-26 [at 16-19]
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/20849/1
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdaich gd




Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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567 DC Y L SSS DJM 5 455-458
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 






informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist, 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 21/9/1953 --
568 DC Y L SSS KHJ I.XXX.1 46-48 Niall MacNeill ♂ c.65 crofter -- Kenneth H. Jackson ♂ ?/3/1952 --
569 DC Y s SSS MML 11 1748a [1748-1750] -- -- -- -- -- Elizabeth Kerr (?) ♀? 1895? MML Catalogue
570 DC Y s/L (inc) SSS MML 24 5133a.1 [5133-5134] Mr. Ross ♂ -- -- -- Elizabeth Kerr (?) ♀? 1898? MML Catalogue
571 DC-cf. Y s SSS MML 6 900-902 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1894? MML Catalogue
572 DC-cf. Y F-L SSS MML 7 1116.1b John MacDonald ♂ -- gardener -- Rev. Niel Campbell? ♂? 1894-1895? MML Catalogue
573 DC Y L SSS SA1949.010
Angus MacMillan / Aonghas 
MacIlleMhaoil ♂
75 (1874-
1954) -- -- --
24/7/1949 or 
27/4/1948 --
574 DC Y L SSS SA1950.006.2b 00:03:09
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 23/11/1949 SSS-ALST
575 DC Y L SSS SA1951.005.B14 00:02:50
Angus MacMillan / Aonghas 
MacIlleMhaoil ♂
77 (1874-
1954) -- -- Alan Lomax ♂ 1951 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX
576 DC Y L SSS SA1951.041.A2 00:01:44
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
54 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Miss Hitchcock ♀ ?/3/1951 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX
577 DC Y L SSS SA1953.038.B5 00:03:16
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
71 (1882-
1954) stonemason informant's father ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 26, 30/3/1953 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX
578 DC Y L SSS SA1953.048.2 00:02:06
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
59 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/3/1953 SSS-MNDX; Tobar an Dualchais
579 DC; DM Y F-s SSS SA1953.048.3 00:01:10
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
56 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/3/1953 SSS-MNDX
580 DC Y F-s SSS SA1953.089.6 00:01:30 John MacIntyre ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/5-6/1953
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
MNDX
581 DC Y L SSS SA1956.024.A3 00:02:05
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
69 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Alasdair MacLean ♂ ?/1/1956
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); Tobar an 
Dulchais
582 DC Y L SSS SA1956.032.A8 00:01:28
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Francis Collinson ♂ ?/1/1956 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais;
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lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rann Mun Fhinn gd
SSS SA1953.038.B5; NT 
CW0044A.201
lives in Garrygall, Castlebay; raised in Barra Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceartaich gd
Scotland An Gobhadh Sith (The Fairy Smith) en
Broadford Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Fairies and the Fingalians gd en (trans.)
Scotland Fion's Messenger and the Red Haired Smith gd
Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
Griminish South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Ceardaich Lòn Mhic Liobhainn gd
SSS SA1951.005.B14; NT 
CW0010.42; AFC 
2004/004/T3382.0_Track 3
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
SSS SA1960.011.A6, B1, B2; 
SA1963.015.B; NT 
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45561; 
CannaOT.8, Track ID - 48205 NT CW0014B.60
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1961), 14-26 [at 16-19]
Griminish South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd




lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
SSS SA1953.048.2; 
SA1953.048.3; SA1956.024.A3
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
NT CW0044A.201; SSS DJM 
5:455-458
lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland








Islands Scotland An Gobhainn Beag gd
lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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583 DC-cf. Y s; LR-T SSS SA1956.054.B6 00:04:22
Rev. Norman MacDonald / An t-Urr. 
Tormod Dòmhnallach ♂
52 (1904-
1978) minister -- James Ross ♂ 26/5/1956 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
584 DC Y L SSS SA1958.080.B4b 00:02:13
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 19/9/1958
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
585 DC-cf. N S SSS SA1958.170.B1 00:10:08
John Finlayson / Iain Fionnlasdan 
(John Smoke) ♂
63 (1895-
1975) crofter -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/12/1958 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
586 DC Y L SSS SA1959.046.A1 00:02:47 John MacQueen ♂ -- -- Domhnall Bàn Domhnullach ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 1959
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain; Storytelling); 
SSS-ALST
587 DC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1962.045.A2 00:02:43
Angus John MacPhail / Aonghas Iain 
MacPhàil (Aonghas Iain Dhòmhnaill) ♂ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1962 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
588 DC Y L SSS SA1963.016.A1 00:04:29
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
95 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1963
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
589 DC-cf. Y F-L SSS SA1963.019.B5 00:00:41






lecturer -- Francis Collinson; Gillian Johnston ♂/♀ ?/5/1963 SSS-MNDX
590 DC Y L SSS SA1964.044.A1 00:03:19 
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
96 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7-8/1964
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
591 DC Y F-L SSS SA1965.081.B1 00:00:27
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- informant's mother ♀ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
592 DC Y L SSS SA1965.081.B2 00:01:57 
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- informant's mother ♀ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
593 DC Y L SSS SA1965.081.B3 00:02:21
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- informant's mother ♀ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
594 DC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1965.120.A18 00:01:02 Duncan Currie ♂ -- -- -- Alan Bruford ♂ 21/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
595 DC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1965.133.A3 00:02:31
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
596 DC Y L; LR SSS SA1966.089.A1 00:04:18
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
98 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
597 DC Y L SSS SA1966.091.B1 00:03:27 Sarah MacDonald (Mrs.) ♀ -- -- Angus MacLellan (Aonghas Beag) ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
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lives and raised in Valtos Kilmuir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Daorghlas agus a' cheàrdach gd SSS SA1972.244.A4
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/70440/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





lives and raised in Drumbuie Lochalsh Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Claidheamh Geal Soluis gd
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
Locheport North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdaich gd SSS SA1968.041.B3
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/38021/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 









lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 









Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





SA1966.100.A10; NT CW0199 
Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





SA1966.100.A10; NT CW0199 
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/90099/1 
Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





SA1966.100.A10; NT CW0199 
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/90101/1
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach gd
SSS SA1958.080.B4b; 
SA1965.133.A4
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







Loch Aoineart South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach gd
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598 DC Y L SSS SA1966.100.A10 00:02:45
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
599 DC Y L SSS SA1967.021.B1 00:01:57 Mrs. MacDonald (Bean Eachainn) ♀ -- -- Christina (informant's grandmother) ♀ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ 21-25/2/1967 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
600 DC Y L SSS SA1967.021.B2 00:01:19 Mrs. MacDonald (Bean Eachainn) ♀ -- -- Christina (informant's grandmother) ♀ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ 21-25/2/1967 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
601 DC Y L SSS SA1967.138.4 00:03:10
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
99 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1967 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
602 DC Y L SSS SA1967.139.A7 00:04:06
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
99 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1967
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain; Hero Tales 
[Fenian]); SSS-ALST
603 DC Y F-L SSS SA1968.030.A7, A9 00:02:37
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
604 DC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1968.041.B3 00:02:15
Angus John MacPhail / Aonghas Iain 
MacPhàil (Aonghas Iain Dhòmhnaill) ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂
Donald Archie MacDonald; Angus J 
MacDonald ♂ 1968 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST
605 DC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1968.153.B8 00:03:21
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
100 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/8/1968 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST
606 DC Y L SSS SA1968.279.A3 00:02:09
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
100 (1868-
1970) -- -- Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1968 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
607 DC Y L SSS SA1969.105.A3 00:03:37 Mor Ruadh ♀ -- -- Angus MacLellan ♂ Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1969 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
608 DC Y? F-L SSS SA1969.114.B6 00:00:50
Donald MacDonald (Mac Aonghais 
'ic Shomhairle) ♂ -- -- -- Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1969 --
609 DC-cf. Y s SSS SA1972.244.A4 00:02:25
Rev. Norman MacDonald / An t-Urr. 
Tormod Dòmhnallach ♂
68 (1904-
1978) minister -- Ian Paterson ♂ 1972
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; SSS-
MNDX
610 DC-cf.; TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T SSS
SA1980.025.3, 4, 5, 6, 
7 00:11:46 Kenneth Chisholm (Big Kenny) ♂ -- gamekeeper --
Alan J. Bruford; Donald Archie 
MacDonald; Ian Fraser ♂ 6/2/1980 Tobar an Dualchais
611 DC Y L SSS SX1964.008.3
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Francis Collinson ♂ ?/1/1956 SSS-ALST
612 DC Y L (comp.) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.003)
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Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





SA1965.081.B3; NT CW0199 
Eriskay Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd SSS SA1967.021.B2
Eriskay Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd SSS SA1967.021.B1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdaich gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/59288/1
Locheport North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdaich gd SSS SA1962.045.A2
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Invernesshire
Highlands and 







raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 







Locheynort South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
Carnan South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd
lives and raised in Valtos Kilmuir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd SSS SA1956.054.B6
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/72020/1
Letterfearn Glenshiel Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Naidheachdan beaga mu Fhionn agus na 
Fianntan gd




Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




SA1966.100.A10; NT CW0199 SSS SA1956.032.A8
Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd* en (trans.)
Béaloideas 54-55 (1986-1987): 
114-115
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613 DC Y L (comp.) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1750-1872 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0010.42)
614 DC Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
Tobar an Dualchais (CW0010.42); CWP (EUL GB 237 
Coll-97/CW119.001)
615 DC Y L Print John MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- Margaret Fay Shaw ♀ 30/9/1934 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0010.42)
616 DC Y L (inc.) Print Angus MacPherson / MacMhuirich ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ ?/10/1871
John Lorne Campbell, Stories from South Uist, p. 210; 
Charles Roeder, Note 220, Manx Notes and Queries
617 DC Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 John Lorne Campbell, Stories from South Uist, p. 210
618 DC Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 John Lorne Campbell, Stories from South Uist, p. 210
619 DGMS Y s NFC 787 563-567 Caitlín Ní Fhuaruisce ♀ c.55 housewife informant's family, of Caoldruim -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1941
Briody (NR); Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
620 DGMS Y S/L NFC 1238 291-295 Seán Ó Beirn ♂ 70 fisherman -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1936 CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
621 DGMS Y s/L NFC S1069 143-147 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Gort an Choirce -- 1937-1938 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
622 DGMS Y s/L NFC S1070 21-23
Meadhbh Nic Fhionnlaoich 
(collector's aunt) ♀ 45 -- --
Máire Ní Fhíoruisge (12), student; 
school: Gort an Choirce -- 1935 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
623 DGMS Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 129 (unverified) Alexander Cameron ♂ -- tailor --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800 Bruford p. 105 n20
624 DGMS Y? L NLS 73.1.24 183-194 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- memorized from oral recitation c.1750 -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 Bruford p. 105 n20
625 DGMS Y? L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.24
1a-5a + 
Acc.2152.40:1a-2b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1752 Bruford p. 105 n20
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Scotland Duan na Ceardaiche gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 65-
67
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Ceardach Mhic Luin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 65-
67
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 233-236; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 67-
68
South Lochboisdale South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Ceàrdach gd en (trans.)
Shaw, Margaret Fay. 
Folksongs and Folklore of 
South Uist (London: 




Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardach gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Duan na Ceardaich gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 69-72
lives and raised in Caol Druim
Cloch Cheann Fhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Garbh Mór agus Fianna Éireann ga
Ceapach Uachtarach, Teileann Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Garbh Mór ga
Béaloideas 20.1-2 (1950): 163-
166
Cloch Cheann Fhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Garbh Mór 7 Fianna Éireann ga NFC S1070:21-23
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428394/4403694
Cloch Cheann Fhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgeul: Garbh Mór ga NFC S1069:143-147
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428395/4404030
Drumcharry, Fortingal Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Fionn is Gara Mac Stairn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Duan a Gairbh Mhic Stairn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 4-
6
Scotland Garbh Mac Stairn gd en (partial trans.)
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 3-
4, 8-9
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626 DGMS Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- Alexander and Donald Stewart ♂ 1804 or before Bruford p. 105 n20
627 DM Y F-L CB 237:A02 00:00:21 Joe Allan MacLean ♂ early 90s blacksmith -- John William Shaw ♂ 29/10/1979 Gaelstream








sawmill operator Mìcheal Iain Chaluim MacIlleain ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 6/12/1979 Gaelstream
629 DM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 93 (unverified) John Stewart ♂ 86 tenant --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 1/11/1808
Tobar an Dualchais (CDC.7.2); CWP (EUL GB 237 
Coll-97/CW104.005)
630 DM Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW090.171 68r-69r -- ♂ -- --
Iain Ban mac Neil Mac Gilliallain 
(informant's father) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1872 CWP
631 DM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.005 17r-21r
Alasdair Donullach [Alexander 
MacDonald] ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 15/1/1866 CWP
632 DM Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.015 38r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1866 CWP
633 DM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW107.046 45v-50r
Donald MacDonald [Dòmhnall mac 
Alasdair 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Iain 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic 
Iain 'ic Raghnaill Bhòrnais Uarach] ♂ 6 --
informant's grandfather who heard it 
from his own father when a boy ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 7/4/1869 CWP
634 DM Y? F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW111.007 3r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/11/1873 CWP
635 DM Y s/L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW119.033 56r-61r
Donald Maclellan / Dòmhnall mac 
Iain Bhàin ic Neill ♂ 84 (c.1787-?) -- informant's father ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 20/10/1871 CWP
636 DM Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW224 1v
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moirestan ♂
c.61 (c.1800-
1864) mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860? CWP
637 DM-cf. Y LR-s NLS 50.1.4 392r-393r; 420
Angus MacKinnon / Angus Mac 
Fhionnon ♂ -- -- -- -- -- ?/9/1860 --
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Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duil Mhic Stairn ri  h-Eirin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 8; 
Stewart, Alexander and 
Donald. Cochruinneacha 
Taoghta de Shaothair nam 
Bard Gaëleach, vol. 2 
(Duneidin: T. Stiuart, 1804), 
554-557
lives in Sydney; raised in Rear Christmas 










Bohaly Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Am Muireartach gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 






Borve / Borgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








Snishival / Sniseabhal South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








South Hacklet / Haclait Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Trien / Trithean near Carbost Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Dallabrog South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
The Reason Why the Dallag (Dog-Fish) is 
Called the King's Fish
gd* 
(?) en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 344-345 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 361-362 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 491-492
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638 DM Y L (comp.) NLS 50.1.5 4r-20r, 25r-27r
Angus MacDonald; Allan MacPhie; 
Alexander MacDonald; Donald 
MacPhie ♂ --
-- / tailor / -- / 
blacksmith
Angus MacDonald got it from 
another Angus in North Uist (died 
over 50 years prior at c. 70). Allan 
MacPhie got it from Donald 
MacIntyre, who emigrated to North 
America and would be c.80. Donald 
MacPhie got it from Hector MacLaine 
(informant's uncle; blacksmith). ♂/-- Hector MacLean ♂ 1860 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
639 DM Y L (inc.) NLS 50.1.12 161r-163r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860? DWS Notes
640 DM Y s/L (inc.) NLS 50.2.2 149r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
641 DM Y L NLS 50.2.2 176r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell 16/9/1870
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Anja Gunderloch, conference 
presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
642 DM Y L NLS 50.2.4 19r-20r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 87 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 5/9/1871 --
643 DM Y L NLS 50.2.4 54r-56r Donnchadh Cameron ♂ -- policeman -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 12/8/1871 --
644 DM Y L NLS 50.2.4 108r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 --
645 DM Y L NLS 50.2.4 170r Eachann MacLeoid ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 28/9/1871 --
646 DM? Y s NLS 50.2.4 251r-253r Peggy Eochan Craobh (?) ♀ -- --
informant's father (died 9 years prior 
at 80), when informant was young; he 
learned it from informant's mother's 
father ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ ?/10/1871 --
647 DM-cf. Y L NLS 72.3.9 64-66 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
648 DM Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment H.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
649 DM-cf.; BB2-cf. Y s/L NLS 73.1.24 103-109 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
650 DM Y L NLS 73.1.24 75-79 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801
Tobar an Dualchais (CDC.7.2); CWP (EUL GB 237 
Coll-97/CW104.005)
651 DM Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 8a-9b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802




(comp.) NLS Acc. 2152.16 6a-6b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
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Staoine-breac / Staoine-breac / Burgh / 
Brubhaig
South Uist / South Uist / 
Barra / Barra
South Uist / South Uist 
/ Barra / Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Mhuileartach Bhuidhe gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 122-143 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 136-157 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 316-336
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Mhuireartach gd




Islands Scotland The Muirearteach gd* en (summary)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Mhuileartach gd* en (summary) NLS 50.2.4: 19r-20r
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Muilearteach gd* en (summary) NLS 50.2.2: 176r
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of the Muireartaich
gd (in 
part) en (summary)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 139-145, 149-155
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Muirearteach
gd (in 
part) en (summary)
Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Muireartach gd* en (mention)
Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 60
Caithness Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Amhuirbhirtad gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Sgeula air Caillich Araidh a Thainig 
dh'Iarraidh Fàth air Cuaich nam Buagh Bha 
aig Fionn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Chailleach 'Thainig gu Tulaich Fhoirr gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 69
Scotland Duan a Mhuileartich gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 68-
69
Scotland Caillich Ghraund gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 59
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653 DM Y L NT CannaOT.3 00:02:21
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 1/5/1958 Tobar an Dualchais
654 DM Y L NT CDC.7.10 00:02:54 Anna MacDougall ♀
63 (1875-
1949) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ ?/3/1938 Tobar an Dualchais
655 DM Y L NT CDC.7.2 00:02:46 Anna MacDougall ♀
63 (1875-
1949) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ ?/3/1938 Tobar an Dualchais
656 DM Y L NT CDC.XXVII 00:02:39 Anna MacDougall ♀
63 (1875-
1949) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ ?/3/1938 Tobar an Dualchais
657 DM Y s/L NT CW0014A.59 00:07:09
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 23/11/1949 Tobar an Dualchais
658 DM Y L NT CW0044A.202 00:07:30
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
68 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 11/1/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
659 DM Y L NT CW0111C.514 00:02:30
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 2/11/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
660 DM Y L SSS KHJ I.XXX.1 43-46 Niall MacNeill ♂ c.65 crofter -- -- Kenneth H. Jackson ♂ ?/3/1952 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain)
661 DM Y s/L SSS SA1950.006.13 00:06:10
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 23/11/1949 SSS-ALST
662 DM Y L SSS SA1950.031
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- -- -- ?/11/1950 SSS-ALST
663 DM Y L SSS SA1953.038.B6 00:07:48
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
71 (1882-
1954) stonemason
Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir 
(informant's father) of Peninerine ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 26, 30/3/1953 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX
664 DM Y L SSS SA1953.233.B1 00:08:16
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
71 (1882-
1954) stonemason
Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir 
(informant's father) of Peninerine ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 11/10/1953 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain)
665 DM Y L SSS SA1956.024.A2 00:05:04
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
59 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Alasdair MacLean ♂ ?/1/1956
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); Tobar an 
Dualchais
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Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 











Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rann na Muilidheartaich gd NT CDC.7.2; CDC.XXVII
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/43297/1 
Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rann na Muilidheartaich gd NT CDC.7.10; CDC.XXVII
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/43190/1
Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Muilidheartaich gd NT CDC.7.2; CDC.7.10 
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/39180/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Muilgheartaich gd
SSS SA1960.016.B3; 
SA1963.013.A5; 
SA1964.090.B1 SSS SA1950.006.13 
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/20842/1
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 










lives in Garrygall, Castlebay; raised in Barra Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Buirgheartaich gd
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Muildheartaich gd
SSS SA1953.233.B1; NT 
CW0044A.202
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Muildheartaich gd
SSS SA1953.038.B6; NT 
CW0044A.202
lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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666 DM Y L SSS SA1956.032.A7 00:02:17
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Francis Collinson ♂ ?/1/1956 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
667 DM Y L (inc.) SSS SA1959.057.B3 00:03:11
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
91 (1868-
1970) -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 1959
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
668 DM Y L SSS SA1959.058.B3, B4 00:02:58
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 20/7/1959 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
669 DM Y s/L SSS SA1960.016.B3 00:06:33
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 19/12/1959
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
670 DM Y L SSS SA1960.103.B2 00:02:02 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
74 (1886-
1963) -- -- Elisabeth (Lisa) Sinclair ♀ ?/6/1960
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
671 DM Y L SSS SA1962.005.B4 00:01:53 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
76 (1886-
1963) -- -- Elisabeth (Lisa) Sinclair ♀ 10/2/1962
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
672 DM Y s/L SSS SA1963.013.A5 00:06:07
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1963 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
673 DM Y s/L SSS SA1964.090.B1 00:06:54
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1964
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
674 DM Y L SSS SA1965.017.A5 00:02:09 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
79 (1886-
1963) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1965
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
675 DM Y L SSS SA1965.081.A1 00:02:32
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- informant's mother ♀ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
676 DM Y L SSS SA1965.133.B6 00:05:18
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
677 DM Y L SSS SA1965.135.B1.b 00:03:42
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
678 DM Y L SSS SA1966.090.A2 00:06:24
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
98 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
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Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






CW0111C.514; CannaOT.3 SSS SX1964.008.2
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/84531/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan na Muilidheartaich gd SSS SA1966.090.A2
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/41016/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Sabaid Osgair ris a' Chailleach gd
SSS SA1965.133.B6; 
SA1965.135.B1.b
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 





raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 





Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








Shields, Hugh, eag. 
Scéalamhráin Cheilteacha 
(Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Clóchomhar Tta, 1985), 31-33
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/90085/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Mhuilidheartach gd
SSS SA1959.058.B3, B4; 
SA1965.135.B1.b
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Mhuilidhearteach gd SSS SA1959.057.B3
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679 DM Y L SSS SA1966.100.B1 00:02:33
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
680 DM Y L SSS SA1970.127.1 00:02:53
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- informant's aunt ♀ Peter Cooke ♂ 12/6/1970 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
681 DM Y L SSS SA1970.136.3 00:02:31
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Peter Cooke ♂ 1970 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain)
682 DM Y L SSS SA1970.198.A3 00:02:37 
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1970 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
683 DM Y L SSS SX1964.008.2
Penny Morrison (Miss) / Peanaidh 
Mhoireasdan ♀ -- (?-1991) -- -- Francis Collinson ♂ ?/1/1956 SSS-ALST
684 DM-cf. Y L Print collector's father ♂ -- -- informant learned it in his youth
William Mackay, law student 
(Inverness) ♂ c.1872 --
685 DM Y F-L Print collector's father ♂ -- -- informant learned it in his youth
William Mackay, law student 
(Inverness) ♂ c.1872 --
686 DM Y L Print Norman Murray ♂ -- -- -- Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 1866
Tobar an Dualchais (CDC.7.2); CWP (EUL GB 237 
Coll-97/CW104.005)
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Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 









Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 









Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 










Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






CW0111C.514; CannaOT.3 SSS SA1956.032.A7
Glen Urquhart Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Chailleach gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 61
Habost, Ness Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Muileartach gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 71
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687 DM Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
Tobar an Dualchais (CDC.7.2); CWP (EUL GB 237 
Coll-97/CW104.005)
688 DM Y s/L Print Duncan M'Fadyen ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
689 DM Y s/L Print Duncan Cameron ♂ -- constable -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ 1871 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
690 DN Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment A.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
691 DN Y L NLS 73.2.18 50-52 Alexander Mackay ♂ 63 -- -- Rev. John MacDonald ♂ ?/9-10/1805 --
692 DN Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- 1857-1872 --
693 DO Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 15 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
694 DO Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 56-59 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
695 DO Y L NLS 72.3.9 57-62 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
696 DO Y L NLS 73.1.24 10-17 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
697 DO Y L NLS Acc. 2152.20 11a-12a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
698 DT Y F-s NFC S151 318 Edward Gallagher ♂ 47 -- -- student; school: Caonach -- 1937-1938 Briody; Briody Fian5 (sean.+); CC (Fiannaíocht)
699 DT Y s-Lit. NFC S174 309 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Rockfield -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
700 DT; TDG Y
s-Lit.; F 
(TDG) NFC S182 201-202 Michael Higgins ♂ 50 -- --
Delia Higgins, student; school: Lough 
Arrow ♀ 21/12/1938 Briody (DT); Briody Fian7 (TDG); CC (Fiannaíocht)
701 DT Y s-T NFC S692 145-146 Nicholas Hanna (collector's uncle) ♂ 44 -- --
John Hanna, student; school: Dangen, 
Laracor, Co. Meath. 2/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
702 DT Y s (class) NFC S823 401-402 -- -- -- -- --
Joseph Egan, student; school: 
Rosenallis ♂ 1937-1938 Briody
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Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan a Mhuireartuich, no Mhuileartuich gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 250-253; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 69-
70
Caolas Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Muileartach gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland The Muileartach gd en (trans.) NLS 50.2.4: 54r-56r




Islands Scotland Iomachd Nionar gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Iomachd Naodhnar gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Duan nan Naonar gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 89
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Dan an Fhir Shicair gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 95
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dun an Oir gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 94
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rann an Fhir Shichd' Ir. Dun an Oir gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 93-
94
Scotland Cath na 'n Seiseir gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 93
Doodane, Keenagh, Dooley, Ballina Crossmolina
Tír Amhalghaidh / 
Tirawley Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Finn saves Tara en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428070/4374979
Killoran Leyney Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Carrickglass, Ballindoon, Boyle Kilmactranny Tirerrill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Stories of Warriors en
Ballynahinch Ballynahinch Kinelarty? Down / An Dún Ulster Ireland Finn and the Wizzard Prince en
Rosenallis Tinnahinch Laois Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
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703 DT; MGF-cf. Y s-Lit. NFC S1108 153-156 -- -- -- -- --
Philomena McGrath, student; school: 
Grianán Ailigh ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA (MGF); Briody (DT); CC (Fiannaíocht)
704 DTF Y S-T NFC 114 821-827 Seán Mac a' Ghoill ♂ -- -- --
Pádraig Mac a'Ghoill, teacher at Scoil 
Náisúinta, An Bhreacaigh, Árd a 
Rátha ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
705 DTF; BG Y s-T NFC 171 586-587 Peadar Ó Tiománaí ♂ 58 -- -- Liam mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1936
CC (Fiannaíocht); Séamas Ó Catháin, eag. Uair an 
Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 84
706 DTF; BG Y s-T NFC 171 923-924 Seán Mac an Bháird / John Ward ♂ 52 farmer
Pádraig Mac an Luain (47) of na 
Crucha, Inis Caol, that same night ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 2/8/1936
Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Séamas Ó Catháin, eag. 
Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 84
707 DTF; EBD Y S NFC 180 61-68 Pádhraic Mac Giolla Easbuic ♂ -- fisherman
Séamus Ó hAoidhne (c.60) of Mín na 
Saileach, Gleanncholumcille, c. 40 
years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 30/4/1936 Briody
708 DTF; ATU 873 Y S NFC 270 386-392 Pádhraic Mhic an Ghuill ♂ -- schoolteacher the old people in the area -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1/12/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 168 (# 873)
709 DTF Y s NFC 365 223-224 Brian Mac Giolla Chearra ♂ c.73 farmer the old people in Greathnuigh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 23/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
710 DTF Y s NFC 418 52-56 Pádraic Ó Sibhleáin ♂ 85 farmer the old people of Baile na Gaoithe -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/9/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
711 DTF Y s NFC 542 108-112 Seán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ 55 fisherman -- Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 26/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
712 DTF Y S NFC 793 445-449 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
informant's uncle (48) of Rosmuc, 20 
years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 8/8/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
713 DTF Y s NFC 991 524-527 Seán (John) (Shéamais) Ó Dubhagáin ♂ 62 fisherman
Séamas Ó Dubhagáin (informant's 
father) and old people of Toraigh ♂/-- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/5/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
714 DTF; BG Y s-T NFC 992 377-379
Aodh Mac an Luain (Aodh Mac 
Giolla Eoin) ♂ c.65 farmer
old people of na Cruacha, an Coimín, 
an Clochán -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1947
Briody (DTF); CC (Fiannaíocht); Séamas Ó Catháin, 
eag. Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 84
715 DTF Y s-T NFC 1170 471-472 Seán Ó Cuirreáin ♂ 81 pensioner
old people of Port Uí Chuirreáin, long 
ago -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1949 CC (Fiannaíocht)
716 DTF Y s NFC S1041 65-67 Caitlín Ní Ghallchobhair ♀ -- -- --
Brighid Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Mín Teineadh Dé ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
717 DTF Y s NFC S1041 287-288 collector's father ♂ 55 -- --
Donnchadh Mac an Ghoill (13), 
student; school:  Árd an Rátha ♂ ?/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
718 DTF Y s NFC S1048 7-8. Frank McHugh ♂ 89 -- -- student; school: Beitheach (Beagh) -- 20/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
719 DTF Y s NFC S1048 95-96 Peggy Ní Bhaoghail ♀ c.80 -- --
Máire Nic Niallghúis (12.5), student; 
school: An Tulach Mór; teacher: 
Máire bean Uí Bhrisleáin ♀ 1937-1938? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
720 DTF; BG Y s NFC S1053 81-83




Cathal Ó Coilin, student; school: 
Edenfinfreagh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
721 DTF; BG Y s-T NFC T1548 MÓC




Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
722 DTF; BG Y s-T NFC Tape 25/1 SÓC




Róise Mhic an Luain (mother of 
Aodh Mac an Luain), 40 years prior ♀ Séamas Ó Catháin ♂ 19/7/1972 --
723 DTF; BG Y s-T TCD MS 10878/tape 26




Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
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Burt Inishowen West Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Tales of the Fianna en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4462381/4415986
Mín na Coilleadh, Árd a Ráth Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mollan a' Toigh Móir ga
Leathchruach, Na Cruacha Inis Caol Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll sa Cheó ga
lives and raised in Cruachthubraide Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll ag Dóghadh na mBan ga
lives and raised in Mín na Saileach Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in an Áithche Ard an Rátha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Greathnuigh Árd an Rátha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile na Gaoithe, Luachros Ard a Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Taraigh Cloich Choinn Fhaoilidh Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhaill ga NFC 991:524-527
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Íocagarraidh ga
Oileán Toraigh Cloich Cheannfhaodhla Cill mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Taobh Aodh le Tollaire ga NFC 542:108-112
lives and raised in Cruach Mhín na Neain, 
An Coimín na Gleanntaí [Inis Caoil] Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Carraic Ghoill ga
lives in Mín Lárach; raised in Port Uí 
Chuirreáin, Gaoth Dobhair Cloich Cheannfhaodhla Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Árd Báile, Árd an Ráth
Árd an Rátha (Killybegs 
Lower) Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sean Scéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428308/4393817
Gleann na Geire, Árd an Ráth
Árd an Rátha (Lower 




Ardara / Árd an Rátha 
(Inis Chaoil) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428331/4396431
lives and raised in Tulach Cléibhe Árd an Rátha (Inis Chaoil) Baoileach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sean Sgéal: Mullan an Tighe Móir ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428332/4396459
Na Cruacha Inis Caol / Iniskeel Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
NFC Tape 25/1 SÓC; T1548 
MÓC; TCD MS 10878/tape 26
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428349/4398127
Cró Mhín an Fheannta, na Cruacha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll ar an gCarraig ga
NFC S1053:81-83; Tape 25/1 
SÓC TCD MS 10878/tape 26
Cró Mhín an Fheannta, na Cruacha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Fearghamhain ga en (trans.)
NFC S1053:81-83; T1548 
MÓC; TCD MS 10878/tape 26
Ó Catháin, Séamas, eag. Uair 
an Chloig Cois Teallaigh (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Comhairle 
Bhéaloideas Éireann, 1985), 65-
68
Cró Mhín an Fheannta, na Cruacha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll ar an gCarraig ga
NFC S1053:81-83; Tape 25/1 
SÓC NFC T1548 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
230-231
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724 DTF Y L BL Add MS 11215
[not given in 
publication] -- ♀ old --
informant's mother and grandmother, 
among others ♀/-- Peter John Heywood ♂ 1762 Broderick, Celtica 21: 51-60; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
725 DTF Y F-L MD No. 3 William Caine and/or Jack Kermode ♂ -- -- -- Mona Douglas ♀ c.1912-1959
Broderick, Béaloideas 76 (2008): 200; George 
Broderick, conference presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
726 DTF Y L MM 1487(d)C
[not given in 
publication] -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Philip Moore? ♂? c.1762-63 Broderick, Celtica 21: 51-60
727 DTF Y L Print
Original MS lost; 
published in facsimile -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Philip Moore? ♂? c.1762-63 Broderick, Celtica 21: 51-60
728 DTF-cf.; DC-cf. N s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
729 DTF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 36 (unverified) Charles Robertson ♂ -- --
Helen Mac Lenan (informant's 
grandmother), 18 years prior ♀
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 24/11/1808 --
730 DTF-cf. Y LR EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW090.101 40v-41r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ -- CWP
731 DTF-cf. Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.079 165v-166r
William Sinclair / Uilleam Sincleir 
(Mac-na-ceirde) ♂
c.65 (c.1800-
1874) innkeeper -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 15/4/1865 CWP
732 DTF-cf. Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW113.016 54r-54v William Sinclair / Uilleam Sinclair ♂
c.65 (c.1800-
1874) innkeeper -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 15/4/1865 CWP
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Isle of Man Fin as Osshin gv
en (trans.); ga 
(trans.)
Celtica 21: 56-58; Moore, A. 
W. The Manx Note Book 2 
(Douglas: 1886): 82-83; 
Moore, A. W. Manx Ballads 
and Music (Douglas: 1896): 2-
3; Roeder, Charles. Note 218. 
Manx Notes and Queries 
(Douglas: S. K. Broadbend 
and Co. Ltd., 1904), 97; An 
Claidheamh Soluis 12.22 
(6/8/1910): 4-5
Jurby Curragh and/or Port Mooar, Maughold Isle of Man Fin as Oshin gv
Isle of Man Fin as Ossian gv
Celtica 21: 54-55, 56; Wood, 
G. W., Fin as Oshin: the oldest 
ballad in the Manx language, 
from two Old Manx mss, 
Proceedings of the Isle of Man 
Natural History and 
Antiquarian Society (1920): 
298
Celtica 21: 55-56; Wood, G. 
W., Fin as Oshin: the oldest 
ballad in the Manx language, 
from two Old Manx mss, 
Proceedings of the Isle of Man 
Natural History and 
Antiquarian Society (1920): 
300-301
Isle of Man Fin and Ossian gv en (trans.) MM 1487(d)C
Celtica 21: 54-55, 56; Wood, 
G. W., Fin as Oshin: the oldest 
ballad in the Manx language, 
from two Old Manx mss, 
Proceedings of the Isle of Man 
Natural History and 
Antiquarian Society (1920): 
298
Isle of Man Olave Goddardson and the Sword Macabdin en
Moore, A. W. The Folklore of 
the Isle of Man (Douglas: 
Brown and Son, 1891), 27-29; 
Roeder, Charles. Note 217. 
Manx Notes and Queries 
(Douglas: S. K. Broadbend 
and Co. Ltd., 1904), 95-96
Loch Tayside Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Losgadh Farmail gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 






Bayherivagh / Bàgh Thiarabhagh Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Garradh gd





Bayherivagh / Bàgh Thiarabhagh Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
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733 DTF; DC Y s/L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW430 1r-2r  John McLean (?) ♂? -- -- -- -- -- -- CWP
734 DTF Y s-T EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW475 5r-7r Peter Anderson / Padraig Buidhe ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ -- CWP
735 DTF Y S NFC 1180 29-35
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
MacDhòmhnaill (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh; 
Donnchadh Clachair) ♂
67 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 4/11/1949 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
736 DTF Y s/L NLS 50.1.4
53r, 54r, 55r, 56r; 58ar-
58bv -- ♂ old -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1862 or before Charles Roeder, Note 219, Manx Notes and Queries
737 DTF Y s NLS 50.1.11 282r-284r Angus MacKinnon ♂ 23 labourer
Angus MacInnes (c. 50) of Smeircleit; 
Finlay MacInnes (c. 80) ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ ?/9/1860 NLS Register
738 DTF-cf. Y LR-s/L-T NLS 50.1.12 199r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/12/1861 LF: 175
739 DTF Y L NLS 50.2.2 171r-172r Sarah Fletcher / Mòr Nic 'i Fhleiscleir ♀ 75
house servant at 
the house of a 
Campbell 
(retired)
informant's father; learned when 
young, c. 1805 ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 15/9/1870 --
740 DTF Y L NLS 50.2.2 177r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
741 DTF Y s/L NLS 50.2.2 213v Duncan Morrison (?) ♂? 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 19/9/1970 --
742 DTF Y L/s; LR-T NLS 50.2.4 13r-17r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 87 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 5/9/1871 LF: 175-176
743 DTF Y F-s NLS 50.2.4 15v
Angus MacDonald / Aonghas 
Domhnullach ♂ c.60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 LF: 176
744 DTF Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 131-136 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
745 DTF Y L NLS 72.3.9 140-147 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 Tobar an Dualchais (SA1963.097.B3)
746 DTF Y L NLS 73.1.24 111-116 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
747 DTF Y s NLS 73.2.1 57-61




informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1801-1803 --
748 DTF Y F-s/L NLS 73.2.1 63-64




informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1801-1803 --
749
DTF; DC; Misc.; ATU 
1137; Misc. Y S NT
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 
45561 00:23:52
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 3/6/1958 Tobar an Dualchais
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Caol Reathain: Carson a Thainig an t-Ainm 




lives in Peighinn nan Aoireann; raised in 
Snaoiseubhal Uibhist a Deas / South Uist
Uibhist a Deas / South 
Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Caol Reidhinn: Carson a Thainig an t'Ainm 
air gd en (trans.)
EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW475: 
5r-7r?
PTWH 3 (1862): 108-110, 111-
113 = PTWH 3 (1892): 120-
122, 123-125 = PTWH 2 
(1994): 302-303, 305-306
Dallabrog South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Gharaidh gd
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Dhiarmaid gd
Craig Iona Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Burning of Fionn's House gd* en (mention)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Gharraidh gd* en (summary) NLS 50.2.4: 13r-17r
Torloisk Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Gharadh gd NLS 50.2.2: 177r
Dolchan?
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Garabh gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Losgadh Bruth Farbairn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Losgadh Tiogh Farala, 'us gun a 'n Fheinn aig 
a Bhaile gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Athchuing Ghuill gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
180
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Garaidh agus na Boireannaich gd
SSS SA1950.006.2a, c; 
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DTF; Misc.; ATU 1137; 
Misc. Y S NT CW0108B.497 00:22:16
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 1/11/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
751 DTF Y SU SSS MML 6 1009b [1009.2] -- -- -- -- -- Rev Niel Campbell? ♂? 1894-1895? MML Catalogue
752
DTF; Misc.; ATU 1137; 
Misc. Y S SSS SA1950.006.2a, c 00:21:59
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 1/11/1950 SSS-ALST
753 DTF-cf. Y s SSS SA1953.089.5 00:01:17 John MacIntyre ♂ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/5-6/1953
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
MNDX
754 DTF Y s SSS SA1954.043.A5 00:03:12





lengthman -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/5/1954
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
755 DTF Y s-T; LR SSS SA1958.022.A7, A8 00:03:48 J. A. Campbell ♂ -- -- Peigi na h-Aibhne (old) ♀ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/4/1958
SSS-CC (Storytelling [A7]; Hero Tales [A8]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
756 DTF Y s (inc.) SSS SA1959.028.A9 00:01:49
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 




Calum Iain MacLean; I. Whitaker; B. 
Megaw ♂/-- ?/5/1959 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST
757
DTF; DC; Misc.; ATU 
1137; Misc. Y S; L SSS
SA1960.011.A6, B1, 
B2 00:27:28
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 12/12/1959
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); 
SSS-ALST
758 DTF Y s SSS SA1962.032.A1 00:03:25
Capt. Harvey Macpherson (Capt. 











Rev. Lachlan MacEdward (died in 
1962) of Kingussie (spoke Gaelic; 
translated tale to English for 
informant) ♂
Hamish Henderson; Elisabeth (Lisa) 
Sinclair ♂/♀ 1962
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
759
DTF; DC; Misc.; ATU 
1137; Misc. Y S SSS SA1963.015.B 00:29:24
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1963
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
760 DTF Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B3 00:00:47 






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
761 DTF Y s Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Charles Roeder, Note 219, Manx Notes and Queries 
762 DTF Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --









Seumas Mac a' Ghobhainn, at least 48 
years prior; probably from a printed 
source ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 28/11/1978 Gaelstream
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raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Sreath de naidheachdan mu na Fiantaichean gd
SSS SA1960.011.A6, B1, B2; 
SA1963.015.B; NT 
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45561 SSS SA1950.006.2a, c
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 




Scotland Garry's River gd/en
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Na Fiantaichean gd
SSS SA1960.011.A6, B1, B2; 
SA1963.015.B; NT 
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45561 NT CW0108B.497
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 




Islands Scotland Na Féinne gd
lives in Bunacaimb; raised in Arisaig Arisaig and Moidart Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Losgadh Mhnathan na Feinne gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/31709/1
Portree Portree Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland




raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Nuair a Chaidh an t-Sealg a Chleith air na 
Fiantaichean gd
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a' Chailleadh an t-Sealg air an Fhéinn gd
SSS SA1950.006.2a, c; 
SA1963.015.B; NT 
CW0108B.497; CannaOT.2, 
Track ID - 45561
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/42038/1
lives in Newtonmore; lived in many places 
when in the army Kingussie and Insh Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Garraidh and the Féinne en
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/12035/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Mar a Bha 'n t-Sealg air a Cleith air na 
Fiantaichean gd
SSS SA1950.006.2a, c; 
SA1960.011.A6, B1, B2; NT 
CW0108B.497; CannaOT.2, 
Track ID - 45561
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/85709/1
lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Islands Scotland Brugh Farala gd* en (summary)




Islands Scotland Brugh Farala gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 167-170
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764 EBD-cf. Y F-s NFC 79 444 Pat Fathartaigh Máirtín ♂ -- -- -- Gordon Quin (UCD) ♂ 11/8/1931 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
765 EBD Y S NFC 179 241-250
Séamus Ó hIghne (Ó hAoidhne) / 
Jimmy Heeney ♂ 60 farmer
informant's father (70) of Mín na 
Saileach, Gleanncholmcille, c. 30 
years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 2/4/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
766 EBD-cf. Y S NFC 296 69-91 Stiofán Ó hAoiléire ♂ c.80 -- --
Brian Mac Lughadha, teacher, Coiste 
Oideachais Gairme Beatha an Chláir ♂ summer 1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
767 EBD-cf. Y F-s NFC 311 166-167 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam mac Meanman ♂ 7/2/1937 Briody (EBD); CC (Fiannaíocht)
768 EBD Y S NFC 1247 204-224 -- -- -- -- -- C. W. Von Sydow ♂ c.1920 CC (Fiannaíocht)
769 EBD-cf. Y S NFC 1545 119-124 Pádhraic Conaola / Páidín Shaidhbhín ♂ 80 -- -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 10/6/1957 Briody
770 EBD Y S NFC 2077 22-30
Séamus Ó hIghne (Ó hAoidhne) / 
Jimmy Heeney ♂ --
fisherman; small 
farmer --
Caoimhín Ó Danachair (transcribed 
by Seán Ó hEochaidh) ♂ 1949-1954 Briody
771 EBD Y s NFC S621 378-381 Michael Finnucane ♂ 60 -- informant's father, c. 20 years prior ♂ student; school: Lahinch -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
772 EBD Y s NFC S1048 65-68 Anna Ní Ghuibhir ♀ -- --
Brian Mac Guibhir (60; farmer), 
informant's father, of Largabreach, 
who heard the tale from his mother
♂ < 
♀
Brian Mac Guibhir (17), student; 
school: An Tulach Mór; teacher: 
Máire bean Uí Bhrisleáin ♂ 20/11/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
773 EBD Y s NFC T1547.b MÓC Séamas Ó hIghne / Jimmy Heeney ♂ 80 -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
774 EBD Y s TCD MS 10878/tape 25 Séamas Ó hIghne / Jimmy Heeney ♂ 80 -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
775 EBD Y S-T Print Micí Bán Ó Beirn ♂
41 (1899-
1980) farmer -- Bríd Ní Bheirn ♀ 1930 --
776 EBD Y S Print -- ♂ -- -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893
Bruford; Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore 
(Talbot), 179; CC (Fiann-Laoithe); Archive List
777 EBD Y S (comp.) NLS 50.1.2 104r-107r; 230r-234r
Alexander MacDonald; Neill 
MacLean; John Cameron ♂ -- tenants
Mary Gillies (Alexander's 
grandmother; 80+), c. 40 years prior; 
Donald MacNeill (died c. 5 years prior 
at c. 80); and others ♀/♂ Hector MacLean ♂ ?/7/1859
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]; Féinn 
[General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, Deirdre, etc.); Bruford
778 EBD Y F-s NLS 50.2.2 150r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
779 EBD Y s NLS 50.2.2 180r-181r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Anja Gunderloch, conference 
presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
780 EBD Y s NLS 50.2.4 107r-108r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 --
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Inis Meadhoin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Giolla Maol ga NFC 1545:119-124
lives in Mín a' Churraoin; raised in Mín na 
Saileach, Gleanncholumcille Ard a' Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
NFC 2077:22-30; T1547.b 
MÓC; TCD MS 10878/tape 25
Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a' Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna 7 an Torc 7 an Teine ga
Cork / Corcaigh or Kerry 
/ Ciarraí Munster Ireland Bruithean Channain Teach-cínn a' tSléibhe ga
lives and raised in Inis Meán Oileáin Árann Ára Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Giolla Maol ga NFC 79:444
lives and raised in Mín an Saileach Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Fiannaíochta ga
NFC 179:241-250; T1547.b 
MÓC; TCD MS 10878/tape 25
Moy, Lahinch Kilmanaheen Corcomrua Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Largabreach Árd an Rátha (Inis Chaoil) Baoileach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428332/4396426
Mín an Churráin, Gleann Cholm Cille Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ag Seilg fá na Gleanntaí ga NFC 179:241-250; 2077:22-30 TCD MS 10878/tape 25
Mín an Churráin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ag Seilg fá na Gleanntaí ga NFC 179:241-250; 2077:22-30 NFC T1547.b MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
25-27
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn agus Banríon na gCleas ga
Mac Giolla Easbuic, Mícheál, 
eag. Ón tSeanam Anall: 
Scéalta Mhicí Bháin Uí Bheirn 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2008), 94-99
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Finn Mac Cumhaill and Conán Maol in the 
House at the Rock ga* en (trans.)
The Sun (New York), 8 Jan. 
1892; Béaloideas 12. 
Supplement (1942): 125-133; 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Irish Folk-
Tales, ed. Séamus Ó Duilearga 
(Dublin: The Folklore of 
Ireland Society, 1943), 125-133 




Islands Scotland Na Féinne gd en (trans.)
PTWH 2 (1860): 73-79 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 85-92 = 
PTWH 1 (1994): 438-443.
Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn ann an Tigh a Bhlar Bhuidhe gd* en (mention)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Bheir Chaolain gd* en (summary)
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bruighin Chaorin gd* en (summary)
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781 EBD; LCD Y S/L NLS 73.2.1 38-55
Donald MacLean / Domhnall Mac an 
Leathain ♂ 87 --
informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1802 Bruford
782 EBD Y F-s; LR SSS MML 7 1051a [1051.1] Macpherson ♂? -- -- -- Rev. Niel Campbell? ♂? 1894-1895? MML Catalogue
783 EBD Y S SSS SA1958.168.A3 00:15:11
John Finlayson / Iain Fionnlasdan 
(John Smoke) ♂
63 (1895-
1975) crofter -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 19/12/1958
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
784 EBD Y F SSS SA1960.197.A21 00:01:15 John Henderson ♂ 72 (1888-?) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ ?/8/1960
SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar 
an Dualchais
785 EBD Y S SSS SA1965.078.B1 00:06:00
Donald MacLean / Dòmhnall 
MacIllEathain (Dòmhnall Sheonaidh 
Bhàin) ♂ 63 (1902-?) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965
SSS (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais







er -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
787 EBD Y S SSS SA1973.017.A3 00:06:37
Donald MacLean / Dòmhnall 
MacIllEathain (Dòmhnall Sheonaidh 
Bhàin) ♂ 71 (1902-?) -- read in book -- Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1973 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST







er -- Alberto Azzolini ♂ ?/11/1975
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; SSS-
MNDX; Tobar an Dualchais
789 EBD Y S Print collector's grandmother ♀ -- -- -- Donald C. Macpherson ♂
"long" before 
1870 --
790 EBD Y S (inc.) Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford; SSS Tale Archive
791 EBD; LCD-cf. Y S/L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 SSS Tale Archive
792 EBD; LCD-cf. Y S/L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford
793 ECD? Y L NFC 108 50-58 Pádriac Ó Cinnéide ♂ 70 -- Mairtín Ó Heithir (an old man) ♂ Éamonn Ó Conghaile ♂ c.1935 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
794 ECD Y F-s NFC 167 317-317a Micheál Ó Somacháin ♂ 58 farmer the old people -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 18/2/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
795 ECD Y s NFC 232 405-409 Seán Ó Giobaláin ♂ 67 farmer the old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 17/8/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Turas Fhinn do Thigh Odhacha Beaganich gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 89-
91
Tirvin, Loch Awe Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Fionn and Laire Buidhe / Fionn agus 
Lairbhuibe gd en (trans.)
lives and raised in Drumbuie Lochalsh Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn an Taigh a Bhlàir Bhuidhe gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/36279/1
Moss Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn agus a Naimhdean gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/79746/1
lives and raised in Grimsay North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn, Diarmad agus am Blàr Buidhe gd SSS SA1973.017.A3
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/95789/1
Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Am Blàr Buidhe gd SSS SA1975.228.A5
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/13316/1
lives and raised in Grimsay North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Fionn an Taigh a Bhorr Bhuidhe, gun Comas 
Éirigh neo Suidhe gd SSS SA1965.078.B1
Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Fionn ann an Tigh a' Bhlair Bhuidhe gun 
Chomas Suidhe no Eirigh gd en (trans.)
Revue Celtique 1 (1870): 194-
202; An Gaidheal 4.37 (1875): 
10-13; Uirsgeulan na Feinne 1 
(Herne Bay: E. MacDonald & 
Co., [1906?]), 6-21; Fionn ann 
an Tigh a' Bhlair Bhuidhe gun 
Chomas Suidhe no Eirigh. 
Uirsgeulan Ghaidhlig 
(Glasgow: Alexander 
MacLaren and Son, [1920?])
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn and his Men gd* en (trans.)




Islands Scotland How Fionn Found his Missing Men gd* en (trans.)





Mar Bha Fionn 'an Tigh 'Bhlar Bhuidhe gun 
Chead Suidhe na Comas Éiridh gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 233-238
Cill Geimhrín, Baile an Mhuilinn, Tuaim Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi Chab a Dosáin ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhrighde Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmad 7 Conán ga
lives and raised in Cill Dhuinn Ros Cill Mheán Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Conán 7 Diarmad ga
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796 ECD-cf. Y s NFC 232 159-161 Pádhraic Ó Muireáin ♂ 67 farmer the old people in Cill Bhríghde -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 5/6/1936 Briody (cf. MTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
797 ECD Y L NFC 238 419-428 Seán Ainmneach ♂ 84 farmer
informant's father (65) of Cill Bheáin, 
c. 50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 9/9/1936
Briody (LCD); Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiann-
laoithe)
798 ECD Y s NFC 263 191-193
Pádhraic Pheats Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ 56 farmer
informant's father, of Baile an Logáin, 
Corr na Rón, c. 40 years prior. ♂ Pádhraic Óg Ó Flathbheartaigh ♂ 26/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
799 ECD Y L NFC 497 149-153 -- -- -- --
Éamonn Ó Congaile of Cill Geimhrín, 
Baile an Muilinn, Gaillimh, mailed in ♂ c.1928 Briody Laoithe notes (Misc. lays); CC (Fiannaíocht)
800 ECD Y L NFC 627 164-175 Seán Ó hAinmneach ♂ 85 farmer
informant's father, of Tobar Ruadh, 
70 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 5/5/1939 Briody Laoithe notes
801 ECD Y s NFC 851 322-324 Pádraig (Pheats) Ó Flatharta ♂ 58 farmer
Peats Ó Flatharta (80) of Baile an 
Lugáin, 20  years prior ♂ Calum I. Mac Gill-Eachain ♂ 1/12/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
802 ECD Y s NFC 869 237-239 Pádraig Ó Cosgaire ♂ 60 farmer
informant's father (60) of 
Cillgheimhrin, 30 years prior ♂ Tomás de Paor ♂ 23/3/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
803 ECD Y L NFC 1476 311-318 Johny Each (Steed) ♂ 80 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 18/10/1956 Briody Fian2 (Laoi Chab a Dos)
804 ECD-cf. Y s NFC 1765 308-309 Seán Ó Donnchú ♂ 65 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 17/12/1969 Briody Fian5 (--)
805 ECD Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 January-McCann MA, p. 17




mine) -- John William Shaw ♂ ?/8/1964 --




mine) John William Shaw ♂ ?/8/1964 Shaw Collection Index (StFX)




mine) -- John William Shaw ♂ ?/8/1964 --
809 ECM Y S Print Neil Macintyre / Niall Mac an t-Saoir ♂ -- -- -- C. I. N. MacLeod ♂ 1950s
Bruford p. 130 n6 (Gairm 4:243 [incorrect]); SSS-CC 
(Hero Tales: ECM [Gairm])
810 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 2 361-396 Pádraig Ó Loingse ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ ?/6/1932 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
811 ECM Y S NFC 6 511-529 Seán Ó Loínsigh ♂ -- -- --
Mícheál Ó hUallacháin, schoolboy, of 
Baile na Ranna, Baile 'n Fhirtéaraigh, 
Ciarraí (Scoil Baile 'n Fhirtéaraigh) ♂ 15/3/1927
Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; cf. LML; cf. Ceann Rí an 
Daimh Ghoirm)
812 ECM Y S NFC 10 197-248 Bean Uí Mhuircheartaigh ♀ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (ECM)
813 ECM Y S NFC 13 192-197 -- -- -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
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lives and raised in Cill Bhríde Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Dán na Mrá Móire ga
lives in Tobar Ruadh; raised in Cill Beáin, 
Kilmaine, Maigh Eó Cill Connla / Kilconly Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Laoi Chab a Dosáin 7 Breith Chlainne 
Chonáin sa gCéis ga NFC 627:164-175
lives in Tamhna Mhór, Corr na Rón; raised in 
Baile an Logáin, Corr na Rón An Cnoc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conán sa gCéis ga NFC 851:322-324
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi Cab an Dosain ón gCéis ga
lives in Co. Home (?); raised in Tobar Ruadh Cill a' Conge / Killconly Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi Chab a' Dosáin ón nGréis ga NFC 238:419-428
lives and raised in Baile an Lughain An Chnoc Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conán 7 a Bhean Sídhe ga NFC 263:191-193
lives and raised in Cillgheimhrin Bhaile Mhuilinn An Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cab a Diosáin ón gCéis ga
lives and raised in Bealach Bán, Béal Chláir Cora Finne Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi Chab a' Dosáin ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tí Móir An Croc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conán ga
Ireland Conan's Delusions in Ceash en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 232-235 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 205-207
Hillsdale Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada Ceudach Mac Rìgh nan Collach gd




Hillsdale Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada Ceudach Mac Rìgh nan Collach gd en (trans.)
StFX 106-107; HCD Dunn 2. 
Reel 19
Campbell, Hector. Luirgean 
Eachainn Nìll, ed. and trans. 
Margaret MacDonell and John 
Shaw (Inverness: John Eccles 
Printers Ltd., 1984), 53-68
Hillsdale Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada Ceudach Mac Rìgh nan Collach gd
JS 005.A11-B01; HCD Dunn 
2. Reel 19
Benacadie / Gleann na Maiseadh Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Rìgh na Gréige gd en (trans.)
MacLeod, C. I. N. Sgialachdan 
a Albainn Nuaidh (Glasgow: 
Gairm, 1969), 94-101; 
MacLeod, C. I. N. Stories from 
Nova Scotia (Antigonish NS: 
Formac Ltd., 1974), 77-85; 
Gairm 15 (An t-Earrach 1956): 
243-248
Baile an tSléibhe Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Céadach, nó an Damh Dearg, nó Leath in-a 
Iasc is (/nó?) Leath n-a Dhuine ga NFC 24:392-409 NFC 121:99-169
Baile an Fhirtéaraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Damh Crón ga
lives in Bóthar Breac, Liospóil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadtach 7 an Ridire Gan Gáire ga
Baile Reo [CC: Baile na nGall] Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Inghean Fíonn ga
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814 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 16 102-116 Seán Ó Mainín ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (RGG; ECM)
815 ECM Y S (inc.) NFC 24 238-255 Eoin Ó Néill ♂ 67 -- -- Caitlín ní Néill, student at Coláiste Íde ♀ 1933 Briody (Cf.); Bruford; CC (ECM)
816 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 24 392-409 Pádraig Ó Loinsig (Ó Loingse) ♂ c.85 -- --
Caitlín ní Fhlaithbheartaigh, student 
at Coláiste Íde, 18 yrs. old. ♀ 1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; RGG)
817
ECM; ATU 673; ATU 
302 Y S NFC 27 518-531
Tadhg Ó Murchadha (Tadhg na 
gCaorach) ♂ 70 blacksmith -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 1933
Briody; CC (ECM); Bruford; ÓSC p. 64 (#302), p. 138 
(# 673); Briody Fian3; Archive List
818 ECM Y S NFC 34 171-177 -- -- -- -- --
Pádraig Ó Brosnacháin, Coláiste na 
Mumhan, Mágh Ealla ♂
probably 
c.1927-1929 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
819 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 44 237-287 Seán Ó hEalaithe ♂ 83 farmer
informant's mother, of Leaca Bán, 
Béal Átha an Ghaorthadh, c. 40 years 
prior ♀ Mícheál Ó Lubhaing ♂ ?/9/1933 Briody (?); Bruford (Cf.); CC (cf. ECM; Fiann-laoithe)
820 ECM N? S NFC 53 27-53 Éamoinn Ó Lighe ♂ 60 farmer
Mártan Ruadh hÉad of Gleann an 
Mhuilinn, 30 years prior Muiris Ó Foghludha ♂ 13-16/5/1933 Briody; Bruford (Cf.); CC (ECM)
821 ECM Y S NFC 55 275-288
Seán Ó Domhnaill (Johnny 
Shéimisín) ♂
c.70 (1863-
1948) -- -- Brian Mac Cathbhaid ♂ 1932-1934 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. ECM; TA)
822 ECM Y S NFC 56 125-155 Séamus Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 57 farmer
Séamus Ó Ceallaigh (85, died in 
1915), informant's father, of Cró na 
dTonn, when informant was a boy Líam Mac Meanman ♂ 29/12/1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
823 ECM Y S NFC 60 14-42
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Concheanainn ♂ ?/11/1930 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. ECM)
824 ECM Y S NFC 61 309-367
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Concheanainn ♂ 2/2/1931 Briody; Bruford (Cf.); CC (ECM)
825 ECM Y S NFC 62 80-96 Tomás Mac Con Iomaire ♂ not old
farmer; 
fisherman -- Seán mac Giollarnáth ♂ 2/12/1930 Briody; Bruford (Cf.); CC (cf. ECM); Briody Fian3
826 ECM Y S NFC 64 282-307
Tomás Mac an Iomaire (collector's 
father) ♂ c.60 -- --
Tomás Mac an Iomaire (10), student 
of Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ c.1931 Briody; CC (TA)
827 ECM-cf. Y? S NFC 65 46-60 -- -- -- -- --
Seosamh Ó Gaora, student; school: 
an Cheard-scoil, Cárna; teacher: Liam 
mac Coisdealbha ♂ 1929-30 Briody; CC (cf. ECM)
828 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 66 473-479 collector's family -- -- -- --
Seosamh Béireach (15), student; 
school: An Cheard-scoil, Cárna; 
teacher: Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ c.1931 CC (Fionn)
829 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 75 349-366 Seán Ó Faolán ♂ -- -- -- Pádraic Ó Dubhlaoich ♂ 4/8/1932 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
830 ECM-cf. N S NFC 77 117-146 Seóirse Mac Ártúir (collector's father) ♂ -- -- -- Brighid Níc Ártúir ♀ 27/11/1934 Briody; CC (cf. ECM)
831 ECM Y S NFC 79 130-152 Collector's mother ♀ -- -- -- -- Pilib de Bháldraithe ♀ 1903
Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; S); SSS-CC (Hero Tales: 
ECM [publication]); Archive List (Béaloideas 1.4, 329-
342)
832 ECM-cf.; CG; ATU 302 N S NFC 79 242-281 Beartla Ó Fláthartaigh ♂ -- -- -- Liam Ó Buachalla (NUIG) ♂ 9/9/1925 Briody; CC (cf. ECM; CG; ATU 302)
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Cill Ruith Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Damh Dearg ga NFC 272:122-155 NFC 215:672-694
Tír Breandón, Caisleán an [Grirre?] Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
NFC 241:334-374 + 437-445; 
534:20-60
Baile an tSléibhe Fionntrá
Daingean Ui Chúise 
(Corca Dhuibhne) Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Ceann an Daimh Deirg, agus cad a bhain an 
tsúil as Rudaire Dúbhach an Oileáin, is cad a 
bhain do a ghruadh is a gháire ga NFC 2:361; 121:99-169
Taramain, Cuirreán Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadtach agus Bogha Dearg ga Béaloideas 7.1 (1937): 121-124
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an t-Sroth ga
lives and raised in Fearann Fada, Cúm Thóla Beanntraí Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Seachráin Sálach ga
lives and raised in Gleann an Mhuilinn Baile Mhic Óda Íbh Mac Coille Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mín Sgoth Rí Mhuarnáin ga
Rann na Féirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Mac Rígh na hÉireann ga
NFC 168:91-104; 176: 307-
321; 261:24-34; Ó Domhnaill, 
Níall, eag. Sgéalta Johnny 
Sheimisín (Béal Feirste: Irish 
News, 1948), 14-20
lives and raised in Cró na dTonn Gleann na Finne Rathbhoth Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Céadach mac Ríogh Tulach, Maghnus Mac 
Ríogh Lochlannach 7 Scaith Dhíoda ní 
Mhánagain ga
Ruisín na Mainiach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caol an Iarainn ga
Ruisín na Mainiach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Céadtach Mac Rí in Éirinn 7 Lon Dubh na n-
Indiacha Thiar ga
Coillín, Iorrus Aithneach Cárna Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Grabaire Beag Fhinn Mac Cumhail ga NFC 64:282-307; S11:392-399
MacGiollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Loinnir Mac Leabhair agus 
Scéalta Gaisgidh Eile (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1936), 
56-67
Coilín Cárna  Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Graibaire Beag Fionn Mac Cúil ga NFC 62:80-96; S11:392-399
Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Mac Rí n-Éirinn 7 Cloigeann Rí na Beann-
Bhuabhaill (?) ga
Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Finn Mac Cumhaill agus a Crabrac Beag ga
Béal Átha na Buidhe, Con na Mora Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadach Mac Ríogh na gCor ga
Casla Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Allastrum mac an Imperóir agus Drucht 
Uaithne Mac an Rí ga
Druim Bán, Béal Átha hAmhnais Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
Sean Sgéal Gaedhealach a Bhaineanns le 
Conndae Mhuigh Eó / Céatach ga
Béaloideas 1.4 (1928): 329-
342; Irisleabhar Mhuighe 
Nuadhad (1917): 96-102
Lochán Beag Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Eachtra Alasdair, Mac an Iomporóir ga
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833 ECM Y S NFC 88 29-41 -- -- -- -- --
Donnchadh Mac Fhloinn, Coláiste na 
Mumhan ♂ a. 1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
834 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 121 99-169 Pádraig Ó Loingse ♂ 86
small farmer 
(land for 2 
cows); fisherman -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; RGG)
835 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 135 5-26. Doiminic Ó Beirn ♂ 30 --
Seán Ó Beirn (informant's father; 65 
in c.1935) ♂ Seán Ó h-Eochaidh ♂ 1928
Briody; Bruford; CC (RGG; ECM); Archive List; SSS-
CC [publication] (Hero Tales: ECM)
836 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 141 471-509 Seán mac Briartaigh ♂ 39 --
Pádraig Mac Giolla Cearra (89) of 
Ceapach ♂ León Ó Baoighill, teacher ♂ 1934-1935
Briody (ECM); Bruford (ECM); CC (ECM); CC 
[Béal.] (cf. ECM + RGG); Archive List
837 ECM Y S NFC 145 38-49 Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ c.69 -- -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha  ♂ 1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. ECM)
838 ECM Y S NFC 157 216-251 Éamonn a Búrc ♂ 62 tailor
informant's father of Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna, 40 years prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/9/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
839 ECM Y S NFC 157 598-628 Páraic Mac an Iomaire ♂ c.64 farmer
informant's grandfather, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 4/11/1935 Briody; CC (TA)
840 ECM N S NFC 161 1-8. Pádhraic Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 72 farmer the old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 26/2/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; S)
841 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 161 146-159 Pádhraic Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 71 farmer the old people -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 29/5/1935 CC (Chase Decoy)
842 ECM N S NFC 162 227-244 Mícheál h-Oireabháird ♂ 62 farmer
Máire hOireabhárd (died in 1911 at 
age 80), informant's aunt, of 
Dubhachtha ♀ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 11/9/1935 Briody (cf.); Briody Fian3; Bruford; CC (ECM; S)
843 ECM N S NFC 167 227-257 Liam Ó Duithche ♂ 46 farmer
Pádraic Ó Duithche (82) of Baile an 
Tobair, years ago ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 8/2/1936 Briody; Bruford (Cf.); CC (ECM)
844 ECM Y S NFC 167 369-389 Peadar Ó Cathasaigh ♂ 26 labourer a man from Cárna ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 20/2/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; S)
845 ECM Y S NFC 168 91-104




Séumas mac Meanman (collector or 
transcriber?) ♂ 15/7/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
846 ECM Y S NFC 171 506-525 Micheál Mac Luain ♂ 50 farmer
Gráinne Ní Shléibhín (70) of Caiseal, 
Cill Taobhóg, c. 20 years prior ♀ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 4/2/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
847 ECM Y s NFC 173 537-543 Diarmaid Ó Duinnín ♂ 70 farmer
Seán Ó Murchadha of An Rathúnaig, 
c. 50 years prior ♂ Próinnséas Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 25/6/1935 Briody; Bruford (Cf.); CC (ECM)
848 ECM Y S NFC 176 307-321
Seán Ó Domhnaill (Johnny 
Shéimisín) ♂ 60 farmer
informant's mother (60) of na 
Rosaibh, c. 45 years prior ♀ Anna NÍ Eigeartaigh ♀ 19/7/1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
849 ECM Y S NFC 181 559-576 Seán a Búrca ♂ 80
informant's father (35) of Áth 
Chloigín, c. 60 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 16/4/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
850 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 215 672-694 Seán Ó Mainín ♂ -- -- --
Seán Ó Fiannachta (student of P. T. Ó 
Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; RGG)
851 ECM Y S NFC 223 3789-3805 Seosamh Ó Miodhachán ♂ c.60 fisherman
Pádraig Ó Miodhachán (c.60) of an 
Tamhnaigh, Cill Chartha, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 25/7/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
852 ECM Y S NFC 231 198-262 Beairtlí Tom Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 61 labourer informant's father, of Lochán Beag ♂ Br. Lúcás ♂ 26/8/1935 Briody; Bruford (Cf.); CC (ECM; RGG)
853 ECM Y S NFC 241 334-374 + 437-445 Eoin Ó Néill ♂ 59 fisherman
Seán Moriarty, a migrant man of 
Íbhearáthaigh, c. 36 years prior. ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ c.1936
Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; cf. LML; cf. Ceann Rí an 
Daimh Ghoirm)
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Mín an Dubhain, Baile na Finne Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Céadach Mac Ríogh na h-Éireann ga
Baile an tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Céadach nó An Damh Dearg agus an tSruth - 
Leath i n-a iasc agus leath n-a dhuine ga NFC 24:392-409 NFC 2:361-396
An Ceapach Uachtarach, Teilionn Gleanncholuim Cille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Céadach Mac Ríogh na dTulach ga Béaloideas 7.2 (1937): 197-205
lives in Teilionn; raised in Iomaire Mhurnáin, 
Teilionn Gleann Choluimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Lonndubh Greadach 7 Scoith Shíoda Ní 
Mhuineacháin ga NFC S1045:82-95 Béaloideas 6.2 (1936): 270-275
Gabha, An Taramain, on the other side of an 
Coirrean na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Dhailcí agus Fionn Mac Cúmhaill ga NFC 285:397-406
lives in Áill na Brón; raised in Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céatach  Mac Rí na gCor as Éirinn ga en (trans.)
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. 
Folktales of Ireland (Chicago 
and London: U of Chicago P, 
1966), 38-56
lives in and from Coillín Cárna Baile na hinse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Grabaire Beag Fhíonn Mhac Cumhaill ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadtach Mac Rí na gCor ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Ingin an Fhiodán Bláthaigh as an Domhan 
Thiar ga
Dubhachtha, Corr na Móna Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadthach mac Rí na gCor ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Rí Bocht ga
lives and raised in Baile Dubhlach Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cath Mór Pholl na mBroc ga
Rann na Feirste na Rosaibh Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mac Ríogh na h-Éireanna ga
NFC 55:275-288; 176: 307-
321; 261:24-34; Ó Domhnaill, 
Níall, eag. Sgéalta Johnny 
Sheimisín (Béal Feirste: Irish 
News, 1948), 14-20
lives and raised in Dubhchruach  Inis Caol Tír Aoidh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ceudaigh Mac Ríogh na Tulacha ga
NFC 1033:101-123; 1949:271-
285
lives and raised in Ceann Droma Baile Mhúirne Iarmhúscraidhe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Ath na gCorra; raised in Rann na 
Feirste Cill Chártha Bághnach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Mac Rí na h-Éireann ga
NFC 55:275-288; 168:91-104; 
261:24-34; Ó Domhnaill, Níall, 
eag. Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín 
(Béal Feirste: Irish News, 
1948), 14-20
lives and raised in Áth Chloigín Anach Cuain Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Céatach mac Rí na Tulaigh ga
Cill Ruith Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Damh Dearg ga NFC 272:122-155 NFC 16:102-116
lives and raised in Tamhnach Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Lochán Beag An Chnoc
Maigh Cuilinn, 
Iarchonnacht Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Chéadtach ga
Tír Brandon Caisleán a' Ghriaghaire Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadach Óg ga NFC 24:238-255; 534:20-60
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854 ECM-cf.; RGG N S NFC 241 101-138 + 381-387 Pádruig de Múra (Mórdha) ♂ 89 fisherman -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ c.1936 Briody; CC (ECM; FFA/CS; RGG)
855
ECM; TO (ATU 873)-
cf. Y S NFC 243 343-369 Dómhnall Ó Súileabháin ♂ 60 labourer
Eoghan Ó Súileabháin (c.50) of an 
Bhlascaod Mhór, c. 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 9/9/1936
Briody (ECM); Bruford (ECM); CC (cf. ECM); ÓSC 
p. 168 (# 873)
856 ECM Y S NFC 247 171-177 Pádraig Ó Gríbhthín ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraig Ó Gribhthín (70), informant's 
grandfather, of Baile na h-Abhann, c. 
50 years prior ♂ Peadar Ó Niallagáin ♂ 6/9/1936 Briody
857 ECM Y S NFC 255 330-355 Mícheál Ó Guithín ♂ 69
small farmer; 
fisherman
Pádriug Ó Guithín (c.50) of Baile na 
hAbha, c. 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 17/10/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. LML; ECM)
858 ECM Y S NFC 261 24-34




Seumisín Ó Domhnaill (73), 
informant's father, of Rann na 
Feirsde, c. 40 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnailll (Mhícheáil) ♂ 3-7/7/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
859 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 271 304-323 Seán Ó Conaola ♂ 82 farmer -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 23/10/1936 Briody; CC (ECM)
860 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 272 122-155 Seán Ó Mainín ♂ 71 small farmer informant doesn't recall -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 25/11/1936




cf.; ATU 302-cf. N S NFC 274 240-250 Eóin Mac Giolla Bhrighde ♂ 30 farmer Mici McBride (52) of Meall Mór ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 10/11/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM); ÓSC p. 218 (cf. # 1137)
862 ECM Y S NFC 280 317-322 Mícheal Mac Gilla Chómhghaill ♂ 73 farmer
Jack Mac Giolla Chómhghaill, 
informant's father, of Ardaí Beaga, 
Gort a' Choirce, c. 60 years prior ♂ Séamus Ó Dúbhgain ♂ 11/12/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
863 ECM Y S NFC 284 358-369 Sorcha, Bean Nic Grianna ♀ 61 housewife
Gráinne Ní Duibheanaigh (92), 
informant's mother, of Rann na 
Feirsde, Tír Chonaill, 6 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Domhnaill (Mícheail) ♂ 29/12/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
864 ECM Y S NFC 285 397-406 Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 68 blacksmith -- Dómhnall Ó Súilleabháin ♂ c.1936/37 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
865 ECM Y S NFC 291 36-50 Séamus Mac Giolla Eóin ♂ -- -- --
Seán Ó Dubhgháin, student at 
Coláiste Uladh, submitted for the Ard 
Teastais ♂ c.1924 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
866 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 302 43-65 -- -- -- -- -- Pádraic Ua hAoidhne ♂ c.1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. ECM; cf. RGG [55-59])
867 ECM Y S NFC 309 133-141 Pádraig Ó Séaghdha ♂ 70
farmer; 
fisherman
Seana Peaidí Ó Luana (60) of An 
Ráth, Bórd Eoghain Fhínn, 50 or 60 
years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 6/1/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
868 ECM Y? S NFC 311 215-233 Nansaí Nic Giolla Bhrighde ♀ 62 housewife
Sorcha Cuilinn, informant's mother, 
of Donndubhain ♀ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 20/11/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
869 ECM Y S NFC 313 369-375 Seán Breathnach ♂ 63 farmer informant's mother, of Gort na Ropa ♀ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 26/2/1937 Briody
870 ECM N S NFC 314 290-302 Séamas Breathnach ♂ 60 blacksmith old people of Cor na Móna -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 18/3/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
871 ECM Y S NFC 316 4-13. Tadhg Ó Guithín ♂ 42 blind pensioner
Jim Ó Dálaigh (72) of Baile na hAbha, 
14 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 1/3/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
872 ECM Y S NFC 325 155-161 Tadhg Ó Duinnín ♂ 68 stonemason
Donnchadh Ó Duinnín (54), 
informant's father, of Cúil Aobha, 52 
years prior ♂ Séamus Ó Céilleachair ♂ 8/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
873 ECM Y S NFC 331 573-580 + 350:1-24 Seán Ó Conachúir ♂ 50
farmer; 
fisherman
informant's grandfather (65) of Baile 
Dáth, 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 16/4/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
874 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 331 265-291 Branndán Ó Líthe ♂ 23 farmer
Mícheál Ó Cinnéide (56) of Baile Uí 
Chráin, 10 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3 or 4/1937 Briody (not Cf.); Bruford; CC (ECM)
875 ECM Y S NFC 340 104-109 Pádraig Mac an tSaoir ♂ c.65 -- --
not named; father is an Ó 
Muircheartaigh -- ?/12/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
876 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 344 126-149 Pádraig Ó Conchubhair ♂ 17 -- --
Pádruig Ó Ceallacháin (15), student in 
Fionn Tráigh ♂ ?/1/1936 Briody (Cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Lios na Caolbuidhe, Cé Bhranndáin Clochán, Castlegregory Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ríogh na Siorrach ga
lives in Baile Íc Fhínn; from an Bhlascaod 
Mhór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Carathán ga
lives and raised in Baile na hAbhann Lios Póil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Baile Bhiocáire; raised in Baile na 
hAbha Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ceann a' Tairbh Dirg ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde
Teampall Cróm 
Iochtaraigh Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mac Ríogh na h-Éireann ga
NFC 55:275-288; 168:91-104; 
176: 307-321; Ó Domhnaill, 
Níall, eag. Sgéalta Johnny 
Sheimisín (Béal Feirste: Irish 
News, 1948), 14-20
lives in Doire Gimle; raised in Inis Tuirc Baile an Dúin  Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céideach Mac Rí na gCor ga
lives and raised in Cíll Doruith Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Damh Dearg ga NFC 16:102-116; 215:672-694
lives and raised in Gort na Luchóg Miodhbhuidhe Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ball Dearg Ua Dómhnaill ga
lives in Mín Buí, Caiseal na gCorr; raised in 
Ardaí Beaga, Gort a' Choirce Cloch Cheann Fhaoladh Cill mhic Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 740:200-208
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crún Íocht Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Cead Mhac Ríogh na bhFaoilean, agus 
Gréagach Mhac Ríogh Ollamhain ga
lives and raised in An Taraman na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Dailcí ga NFC 145:38-49
Gaoth Dobhair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Claidheamh Soluis ga
Gleanncolmcille Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gruagach an Aon Ruibe ga
lives and raised in Rín na Rátha, p. Bórd 
Eoghain
Cill Chrocháin (Cathair 
Dómhnaill) Dún Chiaráin Theas Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Murchadh Rí Éireann ga
lives in Áilt an Chaorthainn; raised in 
Donndubhain Miodhbhuidhe Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Céudfach 7 Ball Dearg Ó Dómhnaill ga
lives in Cill Bhríghde; raised in Gort na Ropa Ros Ros Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Céadhtach Mac Rí na gCor ga
lives in Árd na gCraobhach, Rionn Mhaoile; 
raised in Cor na Móna Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí, Manachain ga
lives and raised in Baile na hAbha Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuíbhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul Chéudaigh ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile Dáth Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul Chéudaigh ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Chráin Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul Chéudaigh ga
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ceadach 7 an Mhuc Mhór ga
Baile 'n Chnocáin, Baile na nGall Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadach ga
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877 ECM Y S NFC 346 20-39 Séamus Breathnach ♂ 60 blacksmith old people of Cor na Móna -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 30/3/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
878 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 358 430-436 -- -- -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
879 ECM; EIA-cf. Y S NFC 359 392-405 Peats Ó Ruairc ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933
Briody; Bruford; Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC 
(ECM)
880 ECM Y S NFC 363 256-278 Liam Ó Duithche ♂ 46 farmer old people of Baile an Tobair -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 29/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
881 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 376 500-529 Mícheál Ó Cathaláin ♂ 64 small farmer
Seán Ó Súileabháin (60) of Gabhlán 
Árd, 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 18/6/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
882 ECM Y S NFC 377 413-468 Paidí mac Giolla Pádraig ♂ 90 farmer
informant's father (b. 1801) of an 
Scairbh, an Tobar, 60 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagán ♂ 12/7/1937 Briody; Bruford; Briody Fian5; CC (ECM)
883 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 389 512-527 + 404:6-21 Séamus Ó Riagáin ♂ 84 farmer -- Seán Ó Flannagán ♂ 23/8/1937 Briody (not Cf.); Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
884 ECM Y S NFC 411 192-222 Micil Ó Groiméil ♂ 50 farmer
Seán Ó Groiméil (80) of Cathair 
Sculibín, 3 years prior ♂ Eibhlín Ní Shéaghdha ♀ 21/10/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
885 ECM-cf.; BC-cf. Y S NFC 437 409-418 Liam Ó Dálaigh ♂ c.67 farmer
informant's grandfather (c. 80) of 
Tullig, 40 years prior ♂ Diarmuid Ó hUallaigh ♂ 13/12/1937
CC (Conán Maol / Pearsáin na Féinne - Fionn mac 
Cumhaill; An Buachaill Mór; Conán Maol)
886 ECM Y S NFC 443 101-127 Pádhraic Mac Donnchadha ♂ 56 farmer
informant's father (70) of Baile na h-
Áirde Thiar, Cárna, 21 years prior ♂ Bairbre Ní Chathasaigh ♀ 13/11/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
887 ECM Y S NFC 450 167-202 Stiophán Ó Niall ♂ 72 farmer
Marcus Ó Niall of Aill Bhreac, Baile 
Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 6/10/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
888 ECM N S NFC 451 347-365 Stiophán Ó Niall ♂ 73 farmer
informant's father, of an Aill Bhric, 
Baile Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 6/7/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
889 ECM Y S NFC 452 183-190 Donnchadh Ó Liathaig ♂ 30 hired man
informant's grandfather (80), 20 years 
prior ♂
Caitlín Mhuircheartaigh, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 21/2/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
890 ECM-cf. Y s NFC 452 304-306 Donnchadh Ó Liathaig ♂ 30 hired man
informant's grandmother (60) of Baile 
Már, 20 years prior ♀
Cáit Ní Bhodhlaoir, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 20/10/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
891 ECM Y S NFC 456 303-312 Seán A Cearailt ♂ 71 small farmer informant doesn't recall -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 10/1/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
892 ECM Y S NFC 461 160-177 Pádhraic Ó Mullchiaráin ♂ 74 farmer
informant's father (54) of Baile Leitir 
Árd, Cárna, 34 years prior ♂ Bairbre Ní Chathasaigh ♀ 14/1/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
893 ECM Y S NFC 470 196-231
Pádraig Patch Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ 56 farmer
informant's father, of Baile an Iogáin, 
Corr na Rón, 20 years prior ♂ Pádraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 4/11/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
894 ECM N S NFC 471 242-280 Páraic Ghábháin ♂ 67 farmer
informant's father (50) of Sruthán, an 
Cheathrú Rua, 40 years prior ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 18/3/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
895 ECM-cf. Y s NFC 471 26-30 Marcus ac Fhualáin ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Caorán, Baile 'ic 
Conaola -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 6/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
896 ECM; LML Y S NFC 475 3-17. Aonghus Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 74 disabled man informant doesn't recall -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 19/1/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
897 ECM Y S NFC 510 342-360 Nuala Ní Duibheanaigh ♀ 39 housewife
Gráinne Ní Grianna (55) of Rann na 
Feirste, 25 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 28/5/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
898 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 516 59-68
Máire, bean Uí Thuama, collector's 
grandmother ♀ 94 farmer's wife
Pádraig Ó Donnabháin (a migrant 
man who would visit every 
Christmas; 70) of Kerry, 84 years 
prior ♂
Siobhán Ní Thuama, a student at 
Scoil Bhaile Mhúirne ♀
2/11/1937 - 
1/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
899 ECM Y S NFC 523 20-30 Mícheál Ó Dábhoirinn ♂ 57 farmer
Pádraic Ó Máille of Baile Uí 
Bhuidheáin ♂ Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 6/10/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
900 ECM-cf. N s NFC 528 287-291 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 72 farmer
Peadar a Con Alta (90) of Guíobhrán, 
Béal Dearg, Iorrus, 40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 12/7/1938 Briody (ECM); Bruford (ECM); CC (ECM)
901 ECM Y S NFC 530 62-116 Peadair Ó Máille ♂ 70 farmer
informant's father (60) of Aibhnín, 
Béal a'Daingin, 40 years prior ♂ Brian mac Lochlainn ♂ 26/7/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
902 ECM N S NFC 531 406-411 Micheál Ó Téacháin (an 'Jock') ♂ 74
farmer; 
fisherman
Maitiu Morartie (70) of Glaise, 40 
years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 1/7/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
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lives in Ard na gCraobhach, Roinn an 
Mhaoile; raised in Cor na Móna Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fiadh na mBeann Óir ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ioghean Fíonn ga
Lios na Crolbhuí Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Céataigh ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fiadh na mBeann Óir ga
lives and raised in Gabhlán Ard Cinneáird Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céudach ga
lives in Bun na h-Abhne; raised in an 
Scairbh, an Tobar na Beithighe Cill Tártain Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céatach and Áille en
lives and raised in Tóin Raighnighe na Beithighe Cill Tártan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Bháirnín Ruadh ga
lives and raised in Cathair Sculibín Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ciadach agus Grua Dearg ga
lives and raised in Tullig An Léim / the Leap Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Buachaill Mór en
lives and raised in Baile na h-Áirde Thiar Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mac Ríogh Bárr Na bhFuighleach ga
lives and raised in Aill Bhreac Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí na bhFaoileann ga
an Aill Bhric Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadach Mac Rí na gCor galives in aile Mór, Daingean Uí Chúise; 
raised in Baile Ui Churráin, Baile na nGall, 
Múrach an Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Rionn 7 Ceadach i gCruadhchás galives in Baile Mór, Daingean Uí Chúise; 
raised in Baile Ui Churráin, Baile na nGall, 
Múrach An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Mar a Leigheasadh Céadach ga
lives in Na Gorta Dubha; raised in Márthain 
Thoir Dún Úrlan Corce Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul Chéudaigh ga
lives and raised in Leitir Árd, Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mach Cúmhall as Éirinn ga
lives and raised in Baile an Logáin, Corr na 
Rón An Cnuic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadach mac Fhinn as Éirinn ga
lives and raised in An Sruthán, an Cheathrú 
Rua An Chillín Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Éadra Ní Mhannanáin ga
NUIG LA_1139g1; Béaloideas 
6.1 (1936): 61-71
lives in an Dólann; raised in an Caorán Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Grabaire Beag Fhinn Mhic Údhaill ga
lives and raised in Currachusach, Cnoc a' 
Chláraig Brosna Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fiúnn Mac Cúil 7 Cliath Luath Gharbh en
 lives in and from Rann na Feirste na Rosann Baoighallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mac Ríogh na h-Éireann ga
Cúm na Cloiche, na Ceapacha Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga
Baile Uí Bhuidheáin Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgoithín Ní Mhanannáin ga NFC 1508:40-48
lives and raised in Ros Dúmhach Cill Chomáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Céadach mac Rí na dTulthach ga NFC 1317:275-277
lives and raised in An Aibhnín, Béal a' 
Daingin Ros Muc Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céatach, Mac Rí na gCor ga
lives and raised in Glaise, Cromán Cill Orglain Triuch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Mac Liogóid 7 Ciadach Óg ga
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903 ECM Y S NFC 534 20-60 Eoghan Ó Néill ♂ 60
farmer; 
fisherman
 Seán Ó Sé (migrant man; 60) of Uí 
Bhráthach, 50 years prior ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 28/9/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
904 ECM Y S NFC 540 119-135 Niall Ó Briain ♂ c.32 farmer
old people of Mín a' Cladaigh, Mín 
Lárach -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 20/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
905 ECM Y S NFC 540 229-255 Liam Ó Curraoin ♂ c.50 farmer
Éamonn Ó Dubhchuinn of Mín an 
Chladaigh, Gaoth Dobhair, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 27-28/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
906 ECM Y S NFC 585 525-537 Mairtín mac Conaola ♂ 90 farmer
Páraic mac Conaola of an Manainn, 
Baile 'ic Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 6/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
907 ECM Y S NFC 595 147-169 Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin (A' Chasúir) ♂ 70+ farmer
Dómhnall Ó Curráin (70+) of an 
Imleach 'sa Phriaireacht ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 29/12/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
908 ECM Y S NFC 595 381-401 Séamus Eoghain Ó Súilleabháin ♂ c.67 or 73 labourer
informant's mother (an Ó 
Duibhneacha / Dennehy) of an 
Coirreán ♀ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂
26/2/1939 + 
2/3/1939 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
909 ECM Y S NFC 597 310-345 Tomás Ruiséal ♂ 66
farmer; 
fisherman
Seán Ruiséal (died 10 years prior at 
80), informant's father, of Coimín 
Chíll Cúille, 30 years prior ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 14/2/1939 Briody; CC (ECM)
910 ECM N S NFC 606 162-173 Ainrias Ó Maoldhomhnaigh ♂ 70 farmer
Antoine Ó Cuideagáinigh (80) of 
Ceathrú Thaidhg, Tuas, 50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 22/2/1939 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
911 ECM-cf. N F-s NFC 640 245-246 Concubhair Mac Páidín ♂ c.60 farmer old people of Ceathramh na Madadh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 31/7/1939 Briody (not cf.); Bruford (not cf.); CC (cf. ECM)
912 ECM Y S NFC 648 33-93 -- -- -- -- --
"Bodach a' Chota Lachtna" 
(pseudonym) -- c.1906? Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
913 ECM Y S NFC 661 512-535 Máire, Bean Uí Ghríbhthín ♀ 71 shoemaker's wife
informant's father, an old pensioner 
soldier of Cúm na Teorann ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 29/10/1939 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
914 ECM-cf. N S NFC 662 471-482 Mícheál mac Guidhir ♂ 70
farmer; 
fisherman local old people, 50 years prior -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 14/10/1939 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
915 ECM-cf. Y s NFC 665 293-297 Mícheál Seoidhse ♂ 70 farmer
Mícheál Ó Modhran (94) of Curraban, 
Gaillimh, 50 years prior ♂ Mícheal Ó hOibicín ♂ 5/7/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
916 ECM Y S NFC 666 90-111 Nancy Ni Grianna ♀ 82 housewife
Seáinín Ó Grianna (51) of Rann na 
Féirste, 60 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Duibheannaigh ♂ 20/8/1939 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; S)
917 ECM Y S NFC 740 200-208 Mícheál Mac Giolla Chomhgaill ♂ 78 farmer
old people of an Árdaí Mhóir, Gord a' 
Choirce -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 17/1/1941 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
918 ECM Y S NFC 786 409-441 Seán Ó Lorcáin ♂ 70 farmer
Stiopán Ó Máille (80) of Béal an 
Daingean, years prior ♂ Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 2/12/1941 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
919 ECM Y s NFC 809 488-492 Séamas Ó Coitir ♂ 83 stonemason -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 21/2/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
920 ECM N S (inc.) NFC 838 371-379 Tomás Ó Cluanáin ♂ 76 --
an Ó Tuathail man from the same 
island ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 5/6/1942 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
921 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 840 199-216 Seáinín Beag Ó Tuairisg ♂ 47 small farmer
Tomás Ó Flatharta (Tom Sail) (70) of 
an Lochan Beag, 30 years prior ♂ Calum I Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 17/9/1942 Briody; Bruford (ECM); CC (ECM; RGG)
922 ECM N S NFC 851 199-206 Seán Ó Tuathal ♂ 40 small farmer
Maitiú Ó Tuathail (81) of Indreabhán, 
5 years prior; Maitiú got his stories 
from his uncle, Seán Ó Donnchadha, 
of na h-Aille ♂ Calum I. Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 12/11/1942 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM; S)
923 ECM Y S NFC 859 525-543 Peats Dhomhnaill Ó Cíobháin ♂ 81
farmer; 
fisherman
Éoghainín Ó Muircheartaigh (70) of 
Murach, Cillmaolcéadair, 70 years 
prior ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/4/1943
Briody (ECM); Bruford (ECM); ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 
1149); CC (ECM)
924 ECM Y S NFC 938 391-404 Amhlaoibh Ó Loingsigh ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Múirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 3/4/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
925 ECM N S NFC 969 364-373 Maitiú Mór Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
Máirtín Ó Tuathail (40), informant's 
father, of na h-Aille, 50 years prior ♂ Calum I Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 3/1/1945 Briody; Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Tír Íochtarach Clochán Cora Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadach Óg ga
NFC 24:238-255; 241:334-374 
+ 437-445
lives and raised in Mín a' Chladaigh Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Mín a Chladaigh Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in An Chaltha; raised in an Manainn Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Féith na Mairbhíg na Dromad Uíbh Rathach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Ciadach, Bogha Dearg, agus Muirinn Ní 
Mhairineáin ga
lives in Taraman; raised in an Coirreán na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn, Ciadach, agus Bogha Dearg ga
lives and raised in Coimín Chill Cúille Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul Chéudaig ga
lives in Gleann na Muaidhe; raised in Dú 
Chaocháin, par. Thuas Cill Chomáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Céadach 7 Réamon ga
lives and raised in Ceathramh na Madadh Cluain Dá Choircigh Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Munster Ireland An Damh Dearg ga NFC 1525:264-288
lives and raised in Cúm na Teorann I 
nGleann Chárthaigh Gleann Boithe Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ciadach 7 Fionn Mac Cúmhaill ga
lives and raised in Baile an Chruic Baile Chaisil Cill Alaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Céatach 7 Olann Lom Dhearg ga
lives and raised in Ardan an Fairce Ross Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ceithearnach an Cota Craiceann ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste na Rosann Broigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mac Ríogh na h-Éireann ga
lives in Mín Bhuidhe; raised in an Árdaí 
Mhóir Cloich Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 280:317-322
lives and raised in Doirín Glas Cill Aithinn Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadthach 7 Lón Dubh ga
lives in Bóthar na Scairte, Beanntraigh; raised 
in Cúm Liath, Beanntraigh Cillmhacomóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 Seacharán en
Inis Earc, Inis Bó Finne Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céatach Mhac Rí na gCor ga
lives and raised in An Lochán Beag, Cois 
Fharraige an Chnoic Uachtar Ard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céatach Mac Finn ga
lives and raised in An Lochán Beag an Chruic Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile na nGall Cillmaolcéadair  Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 Céudach ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn agus Seachrán Sál-Fháda ga
Béaloideas 33 (1965 [1967]): 
122-127
lives in Na Criogáin; raised in na h-Aille An Chnuic Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ceatach mac Fhinn agus an Gruagach ga
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926 ECM Y S NFC 980 586-604 
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer people in Baile Uí Bhoithín -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/6/1946 Briody; Bruford; Briody Fian5; CC (ECM; FFA)
927 ECM Y S NFC 982 92-103
Mícheál Ó Seaghdha (Micil Sheáin Uí 
Shé) ♂ 91 small farmer old people of Cathair Scuilbín -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/1/1946 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
928 ECM Y? S NFC 991 601-613 Aodh Ó Dixon ♂ c.55 fisherman old people of Toraigh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/5/1946 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
929 ECM-cf. Y s NFC 991 507-510
Seán (/John) (Sheamais) Ó 
Dubhagáin ♂ c.62 fisherman old people of Toraigh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/5/1944 Briody (Misc.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
930 ECM Y S NFC 1004 384-404 Pádraig Óg Liath Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 85 farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ ?/2-3/1947 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
931 ECM N s NFC 1012 428-432
Proinsias a Giontaí (? Speculation, 
incorrectly recorded) ♂ -- -- --
collected by Colm Ó Lochlainn; 
transcribed by Tom]as de Burca ♂ c.1934 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
932 ECM Y S NFC 1033 101-123 Mícheál Mac an Luain ♂ 60 farmer informant's father, of an Dubh Cró ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 21/1/1948 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
933 ECM Y S NFC 1124 223-231 Séamas Ó Conchubhair ♂ 67 --
Conchubhar Mhicí (died c. 25 years 
prior at c. 80), informant's father, c. 50 
years prior ♂
Pádraig Ó Conchobhair 
(schoolteacher from Corca Dhuibhne) ♂ c.1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
934 ECM Y S NFC 1146 223-250 Micheál Ó Seochrú ♂ 79 farmer
Diarmaid Ruadh Morarty (old) of Míll 
an Ghoilín, many years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 30/11/1948 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
935 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 1213 106-126 Mícheál Ó Droighneán ♂ 56 farmer -- Máire Ní Cháirr ♀ 4/10/1951 Briody (cf); Bruford; CC (ECM)
936 ECM Y S NFC 1273 161-205 collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Bríd Ní Ghaora (student, for a 
competition) ♀ 2/5/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
937 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 1275 430-438 -- -- -- -- --
Seosamh Ó hÉighnigh, student; 
school: Scoil Na hÁirde, Cárna ♂ c.1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
938 ECM-cf. N s NFC 1317 275-277 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 89
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 12/11/1952 --
939 ECM Y S NFC 1343 321-341 Conall Ó Beirn (An Gréasaidhe) ♂ 46 fisherman informant's grandfather ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 16/7/1954 Briody
940 ECM Y S NFC 1441 364-371 Séamas Ó Liatháin (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Séamas Ó Liatháin ♂ 1956 Briody
941 ECM N S NFC 1508 40-48 Micheál Ó Dabhráin ♂ 79 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 16/1/1958 Briody
942 ECM-cf. Y S NFC 1510 227-242 Micí Sheáin Néill (Mícheál Ó Baoill) ♂ c.60 farmer informant's father, of Rann na Feirste ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1958
Briody (Misc.); Briody Miscellaneous Notes; Briody 
Fian5 (--)
943 ECM Y S NFC 1525 264-288 -- -- -- -- --
"Bodach a' Chota Lachtna" 
(pseudonym) -- c.1906? Briody (NR)
944 ECM Y S NFC 1538 154-166 Conall Ó Beirn (an Ghréasaí) ♂ -- -- --
Gordon Mac Gill Fhionnáin; 
transcribed by Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ Autumn 1954 Briody
945
ECM; LAS (ATU 
513A) Y S NFC 1544 320-344
Joe Ó Flaithearta (Joe Mháirtín an 
tSagairt) ♂ 79 -- -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 1/12/1957 Briody
946 ECM; S Y S NFC 1648 1-10a Liam Pléimionn ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Tiománaidhe ♂ 3/17/1905 Briody
947 ECM N S NFC 1688 35-58
Micheál Mac Thomais (wrote down 
for collector) ♂ 82 schoolteacher
Seán Ó Gacháin of Dubhthuama, 40 
years prior ♂ Micheál Mac Énrí ♂ 23/6/1963 Briody (uncatalogued)
948 ECM; S Y S NFC 1702 138-155 Seán Ó Conaire ♂ 87 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ c.1965 Briody
949 ECM N S NFC 1706 224-244
Neainín Ghabháin, bean Sheáin Uí 
Fhianachta ♀ 60 housewife -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 5/16/1905 Briody
950 ECM; RGG Y S NFC 1841 81-121 Maitias Ó Céide ♂ 72 farmer
informant's wife says he got his tales 
from Páraic (Patch) Conaola of 
Seanaghurráin ♂? Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 5/20/1905 Briody Fian5 (--)
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lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Séurlas ga
lives and raised in Cathair Scuilbín Cillmaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céudach ga
lives and raised on Oileán Thoraigh Cloich Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Céadach ga
lives and raised on Oileán Toraigh Cloch Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Ceangal a chur Céadach ar Gholl ga
lives and raised in Muing Uí Dhúbhda na Priaireachta  Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ciadach agus Bogha Dearg ga
Rinn na Feirsde (? Speculation, incorrectly 
recorded) Baile Chruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Céadach mac Rí Éireann ga
lives and raised in an Dubh Chró, Na 
Cruacha Killymard Baighneach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Céadach Mac Rí na dTulach ga
NFC 171:506-525; 1949:271-
285
Ní Dhíoraí, Áine, ed. Na 
Cruacha: Scéalta agus 
Seanchas (Baile Átha Cliath: 
An Clóchomhar Tta., 1985), 1-
10.
Cillmhicadomhnaigh, Fionntrágha Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
lives in Clochán na hUagha; raised in Míll a' 
Ghoilín na Priaireachta Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ciadach agus Bógha Dearg ga
lives and raised in Crimlin Na Rossa Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ceatach Mach Fionn ga
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Grabaire Beag Fhinn Mhac Cumhaill ga
http://www.joeheaney.org/def
ault.asp?contentID=842
lives and raised in Ros Dúmhach na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Céadach 7 Londúbh ga NFC 528:287-291
lives and raised in Baile an t-Srutháin Gleanncholuimcille Baineach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gréagach mac Rí na dTulach ga NFC 1538:154-166
lives on Sráid Emmet, Tiobraid Árann; raised 
in Cúil an Bhuacaigh, c. 17 miles from Magh 
Chromdha, Paróiste Thuath na Droman, 
Múscraí, Co. Chorcaí
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland
Fionn mac Cúmhail agus Céadach Óg Mac 
Chairbre ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhuidheáin Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadhtach agus Lón Dubh ga NFC 523:20-30
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Anagaire Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sáil Fhada agus Fionnán Óir ga
Munster Ireland An Damh Dearg ga NFC 648:33-93
Baile an tSrutháin, Teilionn Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gréagach 7 Lonndubh Mhac Rí na dTulach ga NFC 1343: 321-341
lives and raised in Baile an Chaisleáin, Inis 
Thiar Oileáin Árann Árainn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Luan agus Céadtach ga
Leathardán, Crois Mhaoilíona Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Rí Manannáin ga
Lives in Dubhthuama; raised in Leacain Cill an tSéin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Londubh Bhárr na Maolann agus Céadbhach ga
lives and raised in Inbhear Rosmuc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadtach Mac Rí na gCor ga
lives and raised in Sruthán An Cheathrú Rua  Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland A' Céideach 7 a' Londubh ga
Lives and raised in An Poll An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céatach ga
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951 ECM Y S NFC 1898 53-87 Micheál Breathnach ♂ --
All informant's material is ascribed to 
Paraic Breathnach (60) of Gleann 
Mhic Muireann, 50 years prior ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 15/5/1974 Briody
952 ECM Y S NFC 1949 271-285 Micheál (Phádraig) mac a Luain ♂ -- farmer -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ c.1950? Briody
953 ECM Y S NFC 2078 50-63
Pádraig Maguibhir (Padaí John 
Sheáin) ♂ -- fisherman
old people in informant's 
neighbourhood --
Caoimhín Ó Danachair (transcribed 
by Seán Ó hEochaidh) ♂ 1949-1954 Briody
954 ECM Y S NFC S11 392-399
Tomás Mac an Iomaire (collector's 
father) ♂ 65 -- --
Nóra Nic an Iomaire, student; school: 
An Clochar i gCárna (Siúracha na 
Trócaire) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
955 ECM-cf. Y S NFC S63 18-23 Seán Ó Curraidin ♂ 60 farmer -- student; school: Scoil Éinde -- 1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
956 ECM N S NFC S69 88-94 Séamas Ó Tuathail ♂ 65 -- informant's father ♂ student; school: Camus -- 1937-1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
957 ECM N S NFC S69 262-267 collector's cousin -- 14 1/2 -- --
Brighid Ní Neachtain (14), student; 
school: An Gort Mór ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
958 ECM N S NFC S72 72-78
Seán Ó Congalaigh (collector's 
brother) ♂ young man --
Colm Ó Congalaigh, informant's 
brother, who heard it from an old man 
from Ros Muc ♂ student; school:  Tír an Fhiadh -- 21/12/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
959 ECM N S NFC S75 485-494 Brighid Ní Fhlionn ♀ 24 farmer's daughter --
Siúr Iarfhlaith Ní Mhóráin, 
schoolteacher; school: Clochar na 
Fáirche ♀ 1934-1935 Briody (Cf.); Bruford; CC (ECM)
960 ECM-cf. Y S NFC S135 458-477
Antaoine Ó Catháin (collector's 
father?) ♂ 60 -- -- student; school: Eachléim -- 1937-1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
961
ECM; LAS (ATU 
513A) Y S NFC S341 75-111
Tadhg Ó Conchobhair [MS record 
(incorrect): Donnchadh Mac Suibhne 
/ Dennis Mc Sweeney (70)] ♂ -- --
-- [MS record (incorrect:) Tadhg Ua 
Conchubhair from near Cuilinn, c. 30 
years prior]
-- [MS: Nora Sullivan, student; 
school: Carraig Uí Ulla (Carrigagulla); 
teacher: Pádraig Ó Hanluain] --
1896 or before 
[MS: 1937-
1938] CC (Fiannaíocht); Briody Fian3
962 ECM Y S NFC S423 543-546 + 549-550
Pádraig Ó Flaithbheartaigh (collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- --
Muiris Ó Flaithbheartaigh, student; 
school: Cill Mhic an Domhnaigh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
963 ECM Y S NFC S1045 82-95 Seaghan Mhac mBriartaigh ♂ 39
farmer and 
carpenter
Pádraig Mhac Giolla Cearra (89) of 
Capach, Teidhleann, 20 years prior ♂ student; school: Teileann -- 3-7/10/1934 Briody; Bruford; CC (ECM)
964 ECM N S (inc.) NFC S1071 108-113 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Cnoc na Naomh -- 1937-1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. ECM)
965 ECM-cf. N s (inc) NUIG LA_1136g1 00:04:06 
Mary Ellen Sarsfield / Máire Eibhlín 
Sairséal ♀ 81 -- -- Karl Tempel ♂ 12/9/1930 DRWP
966 ECM N s (inc) NUIG LA_1139g1 00:04:00 Pádraig Ó Gábháin / Patrick Gavan ♂ 58 weaver; farmer -- Karl Tempel ♂ 12/9/1930 DRWP
967 ECM Y S Print -- [de] Bláca ♂ -- soldier? -- Douglas Hyde ♂ c.1895
Bruford; Murphy; Briody Fian3 (vol.3?); SSS-CC 
(Hero Tales: ECM); Archive List
968 ECM Y s Print Seán Ó Díomusa / John Dempsey ♂ -- -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ ?/6/1901
Bruford; Murphy; Briody Fian3; SSS-CC (Hero Tales: 
ECM); CC (cf. ECM); Archive List (Béal. 1 - incorrect)
969 ECM Y S Print
Pádraig Ó Gríbhthín (Peaid Sheáin 
Phádraig) ♂ 68 -- -- Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ 1927-1928
Bruford; Briody Fian3 (LAS 390); SSS-CC (Hero 
Tales: ECM); CC (ECM; LAS [390]); Archive List; 
Béaloideas 1: 156
970 ECM-cf. N S Print Páidín Rúbraoi ♂ -- -- -- C. M. Hodgson ♂ c.1905 Briody Fian3; CC (cf. ECM); Archive List
971 ECM N S Print Pádraig Ó Gabháin ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Flaithfhile ♂ 20/7/1934
Bruford; Briody Fian3 (ECM; S, 68-69); CC (ECM); 
Archive List
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Lives and raised in Gleann Mhic Muireann Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadtach Mac Rí na gCor ga
-- Cill Uí Máird Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Céatach Mac Rí na Tulacha ga
NFC 171:506-525; 1033:101-
123
lives and raised in Cill Bheag, Cill Chartha Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Céadach agus Fionn ga
Coillín, Cárna Maighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Grabaire Beag Fhinn Mhic Chumhaill ga NFC 62:80-96; 64:282-307
Doire Lochaín An Spidéal Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
Gleann Treasna Ros Muc Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí na h-Éireann ga
Gleann Catha Ros Muc Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí na h-Éireann ga
Tír an Fhiadh, Leitir Mór An Cheathrú Rua Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Céatach ga
lives in Dúr Átha; raised near Fáirche Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Cathach agus an Lon Dubh ga
Deabhlán, Clochar, Béal an Átha Cill Mhór Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Rí Éireann ga
Cnoc Dubh, Sráid an Mhuilinn [MS: 
Ballinagree, Macroom]
An Driseán / Drishane 
[MS: Maghcromtha 
(Achadh Eidhneach)]
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Eachtra Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill le Seachrán na 
Sál gCam ga
Irisleabhar na Gaedhilge 7 
(1896-1897): 152-156, 166-170, 
182-186; Mac Néill, Eoin, ed. 
Eachtra Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill 
le Seachrán na Sál gCam. 
Leabhairíní Gaedhilge le 
haghaidh an tSluaigh 28 
(Dublin: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1906)
Cathair Builig Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadach agus Gruadh Dhearg ga
lives and raised by Iomaire Mhurnáin, 
Teidhleann Gleann Cholmcille  Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Lonndubh Greadach 7 Scoith Shíoda Ní 
Mhuireadha ga NFC 141:471-509
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428322/4394712
Cloch Cheannfhaoilidh Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428399/4404466
Cloonlish (or Robinhood), Treen (?), 
Castlerea
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Céadach agus an Cat ga en (trans.) http://doegen.ie/LA_1136g1
lives and raised in Sruthán, Costelloe (spent a 
few months in England and Scotland) Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Céideach mhac Rí na gCor ga
NFC 471:242-280; Béaloideas 
6.1 (1936): 61-71 http://doegen.ie/LA_1139g1
Baile an Róba Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Céatach agus Londubh ga en (summary) Béaloideas 1.2 (1927): 141-150
Coill Glas / Kilglass Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Mac Rí Solla ga en (summary) Béaloideas 3.3 (1932): 304-307
Baile na Buaile, near Dingle Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Chéadtaigh Mac Rí na Sarach ga en (summary) Béaloideas 3.4 (1932): 387-397 
An Currach Riabhach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Rí Bocht ga en (summary) Béaloideas 5.1 (1935): 92-107
Sruthán, An Cheathramha Ruadh Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céideach Mac Rí na gCor ga
NFC 471:242-280; NUIG 
LA_1139g1 Béaloideas 6.1 (1936): 61-71
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972 ECM; RGG Y S Print Maurice Lynch / Muiris Ó Loingsigh ♂ c.82
farmer and 
stonemason -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ ?/1-5/1892
Bruford; Murphy; Briody (Ceann Rí an Damh 
Ghoirm); Briody Fian3 (ECM; RGG); CC (ECM; 
RGG [477-82]; cf. LML); Béaloideas 1: 155
973 ECM; RGG Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887
Bruford; Murphy; Briody Fian3; CC (cf. ECM; RGG); 
Béaloideas 1: 155
974 ECM-cf.; TA Y S Print -- [de] Bláca ♂ -- -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ before 1901
Murphy; Briody Fian3 (ECM; TA?); CC [Béal.] (cf. 
TA)
975
ECM; LAS (ATU 
513A) Y S Print Tadhg Ó Conchobhair ♂ -- -- -- Seaghán Ó Cadhla, teacher ♂ 1896 or before
Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore (Talbot), 
179 (ECM?); Briody Fian3 (LAS?); Briody Fian6; CC 
(cf. ECM; LAS; TA; ATU 513-14)
976 ECM-cf. Y s Print -- -- -- -- --
Conchubhar Ó Muimhneacháin 
("Uíbh Laoghaire") ♂ 1901 or before
Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore (Talbot), 
179; Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC (cf. ECM); Ó 
Duilearga, Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill (1948): 427
977 ECM; S; TA Y S Print Patrick M'Grale ♂ middle age
cottier; boatman; 
fisherman; odd 
jobs -- William Larminie ♂ 1884-1893
Bruford; Murphy; Briody Fian3; CC (ECM; S); 
Béaloideas 1: 155
978 ECM; TA Y S Print Micheál Mac Donnchadha ♂
c. 65 (c.1864-
?) labourer -- Seán mac Giollarnáth ♂ c.1930s
Bruford; Briody Fian3 (TA?); CC (ECM; TA [149-
151]; S)
979 ECM Y S Print Domhnall Ó Murchadha? ♂? -- -- -- -- 1920 or before Bruford; Béaloideas 1: 155
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Baile an tSléibhe, Sliabh an Fhiolair / Mount 
Eagle, West of Dingle Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fin MacCool, Ceadach Og, and the Fish-hag ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero-Tales 
of Ireland (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1894), 463-483
Donegal / Dún na nGall? Ulster? Ireland Gilla na Grakin and Fin MacCumhail ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 244-269 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 166-185
Baile an Róba Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Murchadh mac Righ Laighean ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 358-373; Annales de 
Bretagne 14 (1898-1899): 90-
105
Cnoc Dubh, Sráid an Mhuilinn An Driseán / Drishane
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Eachtra Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill le Seachrán na 
Sál gCam ga NFC S341:75-111
Irisleabhar na Gaedhilge 7 
(1896-1897): 152-156, 166-170, 
182-186; Mac Néill, Eoin, ed. 
Eachtra Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill 
le Seachrán na Sál gCam. 
Leabhairíní Gaedhilge le 
haghaidh an tSluaigh 28 
(Dublin: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1906)
Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Diarmuid Donn 7 an Fhideóg 
Dhraoidheachta ga
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Fionn 
agus Lorcán. Imtheachta an 
Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 2.1 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh 
na Gaedhilge, 1903), 51-53; An 
Claidheamh Soluis 4, 546
Achill Island Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland King Mananaun ga* en (trans.)
Larminie, William. West Irish 
Folktales (London: Elliot 
Stock, 1893), 64-84
Ruisín na Maithnidheach, Iorrus Aithneach Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadtach mac Rí na gCor ga
MacGiollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Loinnir Mac Leabhair agus 
Scéalta Gaisgidh Eile (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1936), 
147-167
Valentia Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Bogha Dearg is Céadach is Eibhlín Nóra Ní 
Bhraonáin ga
[Ó Ceallaigh, Seán] 'An 
Connachtach Céasta'. 
Scéaluidhe Éireann (Baile Átha 
Cliath: M. H. Gill and Son, 
1920), 30-35
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980 ECM Y S Print
Seán Ó Domhnaill (Johnny 
Shéimisín) ♂
c.70s (1863-
1948) farmer -- -- -- c.1930s --
981 ECM Y S Print
Seán Ó Conaill (Seán Dhónail 






Diarmuid Mhuch Curchúir (died 40+ 
years prior at 70+) of Buail' Í Chúill ♂ Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 12/4/1926 --
982 ECM; TA; S Y S Print -- -- -- -- --
Domhnall Ó Fotharta (Domhnall mac 
Mhíchil mhic Dhomhnaill), 
schoolteacher ♂ 1863-1892
Bruford (ECM); Briody Fian3 (ECM; S [11-13]; TA [8-
9]); CC (cf. ECM; S; TA [8-9])
983 ECM; RGG Y S Print Tomás Mac Céidigh ♂ -- -- -- Eoghan Ó Neachtain ♂ 1903-1904 Bruford; Murphy; CC (ECM); Béaloideas 1:155
984 ECM; RGG Y S Print -- ♀ old -- --
Micheál Ó Tiománaidhe; Domhnall Ó 
Fotharta? ♂? c.1890
Briody Fian3; CC ([cf. 328] ECM; RGG); Ó Dubhda 
and An Seabhac, Béaloideas 2:137 (RGG - 53)
985 ECM; TA; ATU 1137 Y S Print Antoine Mac Aontaigh ♂ middle-aged
seasonal worker 
in England -- Micheál Ó Tiománaidhe ♂ 1904
Bruford (ECM); Murphy (ECM); Briody Fian3 (ECM; 
TA? S? [157-163); CC (ECM type; TA; LAS; S)
986 ECM Y S Print John Hegarty ♂ 72 (1831-) -- -- E. C. Quiggin ♂ 1903
Bruford; Murphy; Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC 
(ECM); Béaloideas 1: 155
987 ECM Y S Print -- ♂ -- -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893
Bruford (Cf.); Briody Fian3 (TDG [137]); CC (TDG 
[137]); Archive List
988 ECM Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW106.127 54v-69v John MacInnes ♂
c.70 (c.1801-
1894) crofter
Donl Mac Aonais ic Phreiseis / 
Donald MacPhie (d. 5 or 6 years prior 
[c. 1870]) of Carnan; heard when 
informant was a little boy ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 29/1/1875 CWP
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lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde
Teampall Cróm 
Iochtaraigh Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Éiric Bhuille gan Chosnamh ga
NFC 55:275-288; 168:91-104; 
176: 307-321; 261:24-34
Ó Domhnaill, Níall, eag. 
Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín 
(Béal Feirste: Irish News, 
1948), 14-20
Cill Rialaigh An Phrióireacht / Prior Uíbh Ráthach / Iveragh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Céadach agus Bou Dearag ga
Ó Duilearga, Séamus, eag. 
Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill 
(Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Cumann le Béaloideas 
Éireann, 1948), 207-221
West Connacht Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Dhéirdre ga
Ó Fotharta, Domhnall. Siamsa 
an Gheimhridh (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Patrick O'Brien, 1892), 
5-15; (adaptation) Ó Fotharta, 
Domhnall. Fuigheall Sgéal o'n 
tSean-Aimsir (Dublin: Patrick 
O'Brien, 1912), 39-48
An Spidéal Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Céadtach mac Fhinn as Éirinn ga
Ó Neachtain, Eoghan, ed. 
Céadtach mac Fhinn as Éirinn. 
Leabhairíní Gaedhilge le 
haghaidh an tSluaigh 31 (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1907)
lives in Philidelphia, USA; raised in Sligo Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill agus Ridire an Gháire ga
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheal agus 
Domhnall Ó Fhotharta. Sgéalta 
Gearra an Iarthair (Dublin: 
Patrick O'Brien, 1910), 46-56
Dubh Niobhar, Acaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Mac Ríogh Bárr na bhFuighleach ga
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheál. An 
Lampa Draoidheachta agus 
Naoi Sgéalta Eile (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin, 1935), 139-163
Meenawannia, four miles from Glenties / Na 
Gleannta
Na Cealla Beaga 
Íochtaracha / Killybegs 
Lower Baollaigh / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Ghiolla na gCochall Craicionn ga
Quiggin, E. C. A Dialect of 
Donegal (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 
1906), 215-237
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Sál Fhada, the King's Son, and Finn Mac 
Cumhaill ga* en (trans.)
The Sun (New York), 14 May, 
1893; Béaloideas 12. 
Supplement (1942): 134-143; 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Irish Folk-
Tales, ed. Séamus Ó Duilearga 
(Dublin: The Folklore of 
Ireland Society, 1943), 134-143 
= (Dublin: The Talbot Press, 
1956), 146-156
Stilligarry / Stadhlaigearraidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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61v Alexander Urquhart ♂ c.43 (1821-?) shepherd -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1865 CWP












ochulla_06 00:32:10 Essie Stewart ♀ 68 (1942-) -- Allidh Dall Stewart? ♂? ’-- -- 2010 AB
991 ECM Y S NLS 50.1.11 133r-156r Angus Campbell ♂ -- quarrier -- John Dewar ♂ c.1860 Bruford
992 ECM Y S NLS 50.1.13 65v-72r Mrs. Young ♀ -- -- -- Miss Dempster ♀ 1859
Bruford [NLS]; SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales 
[Fenian]) [FLJ]
993 ECM Y s NLS 50.2.2 186r-187r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford; Anja Gunderloch, 
conference presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
994 ECM-cf. Y S NT CW0141B.703 00:21:20 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
65 (1886-
1963) -- Roderick, the son of Big Roderick ♂ John Lorne Campbell ♂ 3/4/1951 Tobar an Dualchais
995 ECM Y S SSS GLS 0956.1a (Tape 2)
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 
Stiùbhart ♂ -- -- -- David Clement ♂ ?/11/1973 Zall PhD
996 ECM-cf. Y S SSS KHJ I.XXX.1 1-8 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
66 (1886-
1963) crofter
Roderick, the son of Big Roderick 
(Ruairi Ruairi Mhóir MacNeill) (old) 
of Castlebay, c. 40 years prior ♂ Kenneth H. Jackson ♂ ?/3/1952
Bruford p. 130 n4 (helper tale); SSS-CC (Hero Tales; 
Hero Tales [Fenian])
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Abhainnsuidhe, Huisnis Harris Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






























Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochail Chraicion gd
Craig, Kirkland C., Gille nan 
Cochal Chraiceann and Other 





Fach Mòr Mac Righ na Lirriach: or Gille na 
Cochlan Crackenach en




Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochal Craicion gd* en (summary)
Garrygall, Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cailleach an t-Sruth Ruaidh gd




raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochulla Craicinn gd
SSS SA1958.072.B2 + 073.A1 
+ 073.A9; SA1993.052, 053; 
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 324-329; Zall, Carol. 
Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 330-336
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 310-316
lives in Garrygall, Castlebay; raised in Barra Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Sgeulachd Cailleach a' tSruth Ruaidh gd en (trans.)
SSS SA1965.017.A1; NT 
CW0141B.703
Scottish Studies 6.2 (1962): 
184-193
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997 ECM SSS SA1955.073.B15
Recording presumed 




tinsmith -- Hamish Henderson; Peter Kennedy ♂ ?/6/1955 Bruford; SSS-ALST




tinsmith -- Hamish Henderson; Peter Kennedy ♂ ?/7/1955 SSS (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX





Claimie Stewart (informant's 
grandmother; sister of Susie and 
'Jock' Stewart) ♀ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 1955
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1000 ECM N I SSS SA1955.153.B2 00:01:56 Bella Higgins ♀ -- (?-1961) --
George MacPhee (very old) at 
Aberfoyle (told it in English, but 
likely also had it in Gaelic) ♂ Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/8/1955
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Tobar an 
Dualchais
1001 ECM Y S SSS SA1957.048.A4, B1 00:30:54 
Mary Stewart (Mrs.; Mickey; mother 
of Essie Stewart; daughter of Ailidh 
Dall) ♀
48 (1909-
1974) -- informant's grandmother ♀ Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/6/1957
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Bruford; Tobar an Dualchais
1002 ECM Y S SSS
SA1958.072.B2 + 
073.A1 + 073.A9 00:30:53
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 
Stiùbhart ♂ -- -- Susie (informant's grandmother) ♀ Hamish Henderson ♂ 1958 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
1003 ECM Y S SSS
SA1958.075.B2 + 





Jock' Stewart (informant's uncle); 
informant's mother and older brother 
also had it ♂/♀ Hamish Henderson ♂ 1958
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1004 ECM-cf. Y S SSS SA1965.017.A1 00:17:40 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
79 (1886-
1963) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1965 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
1005 ECM-cf. N S SSS
SA1966.050.B1 + 
051.A1 00:27:50
Peter Stewart / Pàdraig Stiùbhart 
(Pàdraig Sheonaidh) ♂ -- --
Coinneach Ruadh (a fairly deaf man), 
of Ob, Harris, when informant was 
young ♂ John MacInnes ♂ ?/8/1966 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
1006 ECM-cf. N s SSS SA1969.098.B1 00:04:55 Ann MacDonald ♀ -- --
informant's grandfather and a relative 
of grandfather ♂/-- Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1969 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST
1007 ECM Y S SSS SA1993.052, 053?
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 
Stiùbhart ♂ -- -- -- Carol Zall ♀ 16/4/1993 Zall PhD; SSS-ALST
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lives in Lairg; born in Elphin Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochla Craicinn en
SSS SA1955.073.B15; 
SA1958.075.B2 + 076.1
lives and raised in Muir of Ord
Urquhart and Logie 
Wester Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochala Craicinn gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/29483/1
Blairgowrie Blairgowrie Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Talking about tale Gille nan Cochall Craicinn en
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/74554/1
born in Migdale, Bonar Bridge, Creich; raised 
in Sutherland Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochalla Craiceann gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/34773/1
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochla Craiceann gd
SSS SA1993.052, 053; GLS 
0956.1a (Tape 2); Zall, Carol. 
Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 324-329; Zall, Carol. 
Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 330-336
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 298-309
lives in Lairg; born in Elphin Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 





Garrygall, Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cailleach an t-Sruth Ruaidh gd




Barvas Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland




North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille Cocholla Craiceann gd
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochulla Craicinn gd
SSS SA1958.072.B2 + 073.A1 
+ 073.A9; GLS 0956.1a (Tape 
2); Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala 
Mi – Remembering and 
Telling Gaelic Stories: A Study 
of Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 324-329; Zall, Carol. 
Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 330-336
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 317-323
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ECM-cf.; LAS (ATU 
513A) Y S Print Archibald MacTavish ♂ c.74 shoemaker
Hugh MacLachlann (tailor), when 
informant was young ♂ Rev. Donald MacInnes ♂ 1881-1882
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford p. 
121 n12 (FBS)
1009 ECM Y s Print Niel Livingstone ♂ -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacInnes ♂ 1881-1882 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford




informant's grandfather (soldier, died 
c. 44 years prior in Ardnamurchan); 
and Donald McPhie ♂ James MacDougall ♂
Summer 1889 - 
Spring 1893 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford
1011 ECM Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford; SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
1012 ECM Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford; SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
1013 ECM Y s (inc.) Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford; SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
1014 ECM Y S Print
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 
Stiùbhart ♂ -- -- -- Carol Zall ♀ 24/9/1993 Zall PhD
1015 ECM Y S Print
Alec 'Brian' Stewart / Alasdair 
Stiùbhart ♂ -- -- -- Carol Zall ♀ 2/7/1994 Zall PhD
1016 ETS Y S NFC S621 327-331 Michael Finnucane ♂ 60 -- informant's father, c. 20 years prior ♂ student; school: Lahinch -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1017 F Y s-T NFC 171 583-585 Peadar Tiomanaidhe ♂ 58 -- -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1936 Briody; CC (F)
1018 F Y s-T NFC 171 911-914
Amras Mac Dhuibhfhinn (Ambrose Ó 
Duibhín) ♂ 60 farmer
Ambose Dhuibhín (c.70), informant's 
father, of Mín na Sróna, c. 35 years 
prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 8/2/1936 CC (F)
1019 F Y S NFC 180 174-186 Seán Mac mBriartaigh ♂ 71 fisherman
Pádraic Ó Curraoin (60) of an Bhaile 
Mhór, Teilionn ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 5/5/1936 Briody
1020 F Y s-T NFC 185 228-230 Máire Ward ♀ 80 housewife informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 2/4/1936 Briody; CC (F)
1021 F Y s-T NFC 185 438-440 Jimmy Cuinn ♂ 65 farmer
Johnny Gallagher (80) of Cruach 
Cam, c. 17 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 4/4/1936 Briody; CC (F)
1022 F Y s-T NFC 186 516-519 Neddy Ua Muighe ♂ 81 farmer
Condy Mhac Cormaic (80) of 
Glaiseach Mór, c. 50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 8/15/1936 Briody; CC (F)
1023 F Y s NFC 209 95-97 -- -- -- -- --
Nuala Ní Ghállchobhair (student at 
Coláiste San Doiminic, Gaillimh) ♀ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1024 F Y? s-T NFC 260 282-285 Eoin Mac Aodhchaoin ♂ 68 farmer
Hudie Mac Aodhchaoin (70) of 
Druim na h-Átha, c. 40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives in Oban; raised in Lagan, Lochbui Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn Mac Chumhail 's an Gille Crom, Glas gd en (trans.)





Leòmhan Cridheach, mac Rìgh Eirinn, agus 
Ceudamh mac Rìgh nan Cola gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochla-Craicinn gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Ceudach Mac Rìgh nan Collach gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochla Craicionn gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland The Sons of the Three Kings gd* en (summary)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 274-275
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochulla Craicinn gd
SSS SA1958.072.B2 + 073.A1 
+ 073.A9; SA1993.052, 053; 
GLS 0956.1a (Tape 2); Zall, 
Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 330-336
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 324-329
raised in Lairg and travelling in Sutherland; 
lives in Culrain, Ross and Cromarty Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gille nan Cochulla Craicinn gd
SSS SA1958.072.B2 + 073.A1 
+ 073.A9; SA1993.052, 053; 
GLS 0956.1a (Tape 2); Zall, 
Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 324-329
Zall, Carol. Mar a Chuala Mi – 
Remembering and Telling 
Gaelic Stories: A Study of 
Brian Stewart. PhD 
dissertation (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh, 
1998), 330-336
Moy, Lahinch Kilmanaheen Corcomrua Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Leathchruach, Na Cruacha Inis Caol Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Feardhomhain 7 Finngheal ga
Mín na Sróna Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Feardhómhain 7 Finngheal ga NFC S1049: 261-265
lives in Iomaire Mharnáin; raised in an 
Cheapaig Uachtarach Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Cruach Cholapach; raised in 
Glaiseach Beag Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
lives and raised in Loch Muc Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
lives and raised in Glaiseach Beag Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal a chuala mé Oidhche Shamhna ga
lives and raised in Druim na h-Átha Inis Chaoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
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1025 F N s-T NFC 261 288-292 Seán Mac Giolla Easbuic ♂ 71 farmer
Brian Mac Giolla Easbuic of Toigh 
Fliuch, Na Gleanntaí, c. 50 years prior ♂ Prionnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 25/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1026 F Y s-T NFC 311 7-9. Nioclás Mhac Gaoithin ♂ 81 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 30/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1027 F N s NFC 366 61-64 Mícheál Mac Conagail ♂ 68 farmer
Paidí mac Conagail, informant's 
father, of Cionn Garbh ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 11/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1028 F N s NFC 418 276-280 Seán Mac Cormaic ♂ c.45 farmer old people of Doire Leac Conaill -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 19/10/1937 Briody; CC (F)
1029 F Y S-T NFC 561 64-72 Séamas Ó Tuathlainn ♂ 84 farmer
Brian mac Giolla Easbuic (60) of an 
Taobh Fluich, na Neanntaí, c. 65 
years prior, and many other people. It 
was a common tale in the county at 
the time. ♂/-- Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 1/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1030 F Y S-T NFC 992 379-384
Aodh Mac an Luain (Aodh Mac 
Giolla Eoin) ♂ c.65 farmer
old people of na Cruacha, An Coimín, 
an Clochán -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1947 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1031 F Y s-T NFC 1101 423 Anna Nic an Luain ♀ -- housewife -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 14/7/1948
Séamas Ó Catháin, eag. Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 
85
1032 F N? S-T NFC 1185 288-293 Séamus Mac Amhlaoigh (McCauley) ♂ 72 farmer
informant's grandmother, of Croc 
Leitreach, Na Gleanntaí ♀ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 14/9/1950 CC (F)
1033 F Y S-T NFC 1230 305-312 Peadar Buiréid ♂ 45 farmer old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 8/2/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1034 F N S-T NFC 1489 367-371 Séamus Mac Amhlaoigh ♂ 80 farmer
old people of Mín a Líneacháin, na 
Gleanntaí -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 10/5/1957 Briody
1035 F Y s-T NFC S224 291-292 Mrs. Michael O'Dowd ♀ 55 --
Mrs. Michael Ferguson, informant's 
mother, of Convent Rd., Ballinamore ♀
Ellie O'Dowd (16), student; school: 
An Clochar, Béal an Átha Móir ♀ 7/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1036 F-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S679 400-401 Mrs. O'Mahony ♀ -- -- --
Canice O'Mahony, student; school: 
Christian Brothers, Drogheda ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1037 F-cf. Y s-Lit. (?) NFC S1020 132-133 -- -- -- -- -- Kathleen Smith, student; school: Kill ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1038 F Y s NFC S1031 166-168 Charles McGroary ♂ 61 farmer --
John McGroary (11), student; school: 
Ard Bán ♂ 9/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1039 F Y S NFC S1046 159-164 Máire Uí Choileáin ♀ 34 teacher
Aodh Ó Baoighill (65) of Srath na 
gCartan, Gleanncholmcille, 2 years 
prior ♂ student; school: Mín na Croise -- ?/12/1938 Briody; CC (F)
1040 F Y S-T NFC S1048 30-36 Patrick Gavigan ♂ 75 -- -- student; school: Beitheach (Beagh) -- ?/9/1937 Briody; CC (F)
1041 F Y S-T NFC S1049 261-265
Amras Mac Dhuibhfhinn (Amras Ó 
Geibhinn / Chaoimhghín) (collector's 
father) ♂ 51 --
informant's father, when informant 
was 12 ♂
Máire Ní Gheibhinn (Caoimhghín), 
student; school: Na Cruacha ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (F)
1042 F Y s-T NFC S1049 9-11. Miss Kathleen Gildea ♀ 75 -- -- student; school: Clochar -- 1938 Briody; CC (F)
1043 F Y S-T NFC S1049 471-475
Bríghid Nic Daibhidh (collector's 
grandmother) ♀ -- -- --
Róis Eilís Ní Chábha (16), student; 
school: An Ghrafaidh / Graffy ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (F)
1044 F N s-T NFC S1051 1-4. -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Scoil an Chlochair, 
na Gleanntaí -- 1938-1939 Briody
1045 F Y S-T NFC S1051 254-259 Brighid Ní Dhochtartaigh ♀ 56 -- -- student; school: Doobin -- 1938 Briody
1046 F Y s-T NFC S1051 340-345 -- -- -- -- --
Róis Ní Braonáin, teacher; school: An 
Sealgán ♀ 1934-1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1047 F Y s-T NFC S1096 108-111 Briged Herron ♀ 20 domestic servant
J. Herron (80, farmer), informant's 
father, of Gleann na mBohal, Fintown ♂
Mary Mulrine (12), student; school: 
Stranorlar (girls' school) ♀ 31/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Toigh Fliuch, Na Gleanntaí Inbhir Banacht Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Gleann Léithin Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
lives and raised in Cionn Garbh Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
lives and raised in Doire Leac Conaill, Dubh 
Choraidh Teampall Cróin Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Duibhbhinn, na Gleanntaí, raised in 
Cró na nGas, na Frasa Innis Caoil (Na Gleanntaí) Baoghlach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Cruach Mhín na Neain, 
An Coimín Na Gleanntaí [Inis Caol] Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fearghamhain 7 Finngheal ga
lives and raised in Cruach Thiobrid, na 
Cruacha Inis Caoil  Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Madaidh an Fhargamhain ga
lives in Na Saileasaí; raised in Cúl Croch 
Leitreach, Na Gleanntaí Inbhear Náille Báineach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Loch Finne ga NFC 1489: 367-371
lives and raised in Ceathrú na gCloch na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fior Gabhun 7 an Mhuc Fhiadháin ga
lives in Na Saileasaí; raised in Mín a' 
Líneacháin Inbhear Náille Báineach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 1185: 288-293
Mayo, Ballinamore
Oughtaragh / Uachtar 
Achaidh
Carrigallan / Carrag 
Áluinn Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Legend en
2 Shop St., Drogheda St. Peter's Drogheda Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland Old Stories en
Kildrumsherdan Tullygarvey Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Tullynaha, Lettercarrow Inbhear (Drumholme) Tír Aodha / Tirhugh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428266/4389968
lives in Gleannchoilmcille; raised in Teilion, 




Ardara / Árd an Rátha 
(Inis Chaoil) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Story of Lough Finn en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428331/4396269
lives in Mín na Sróine; raised 5 miles away Ard an Rátha Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Loch Fhinne ga NFC 171: 911-914
Ní Dhíoraí, Áine, ed. Na 
Cruacha: Scéalta agus 
Seanchas (Baile Átha Cliath: 
An Clóchomhar Tta., 1985), 19-
21
lives and raised in Clooney, Glenties
Ardara / Árd an Ratha 
(Inis Chaoil) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland A Fenian Tale en
Mín na Malrach, Na Gleanntaí Inis Caoil / Iniskeel Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Feardhomhan Crom ga




Na Gleanntaí (Inis Chaoil / 
Inishkeel) Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal: An Feargamhain Cruim ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428345/4397492
Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Loch Finne ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428346/4397588
Gleann na mBohal, Fintown Srath an Urláir / Stranorlar Ráth Bhoth / Raphae Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland How Lough Finn got its Name en
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1048 F Y s-T NFC Tape 25/1 SÓC
Pádraig Mac an Luain (Pádraig 
Eoghain Phádraig) ♂
87 (1885-




1049 F Y s (inc.) RIA LA_1256d1 00:03:57 Domhnall Ó Baoighill / Daniel Boyle ♂
68 (c.1863-
19xx) farmer -- Karl Tempel ♂ 3/10/1931 DRWP
1050 F N SU-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Elizabeth Andrews ♀ 1919 or before --
1051 F Y s-T Print -- Ó Tiománuidhe ♂ -- -- -- Éamonn Ó Tuathail ♂
several years 
before 1927
Archive List; Séamas Ó Catháin, eag. Uair an Chloig 
Cois Teallaigh, 86
1052 F Y s-T Print Seaghán Ó Cinnéidigh ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ 1913 or before
Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC (F); Séamas Ó 
Catháin, eag. Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 86
1053 F Y S Print Domhnall Ó Baoighill ♂ middle-aged -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa ♂ 1913 or before
Briody Fian6; Ó Duibhín 
(http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/~oduibhin/doegen/obaoigh
illd.htm); Séamas Ó Catháin, eag. Uair an Chloig Cois 
Teallaigh, 86
1054 F Y s-T-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- before 1866
Séamas Ó Catháin, eag. Uair an Chloig Cois Teallaigh, 
86
1055 FB Y S NFC 476 48-55
Eilís Uí Chróinín (ní Iarfhlaithe), 
collector's mother ♀ 56 farmer's wife
Mícheal Ó Tuama (50), informant's 
uncle, of Ráth, Réidh na nDoirí, 
Magchromthá (?), 40 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 17/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1056 FB-cf. Y s NFC 805 482-483 Domhnaill a Gíontaigh ♂ 89 tailor -- Tomás a' Burca ♂ 8/15/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1057 FBS Y LR NFC S138 490 J. Kearns ♂ 65 -- --
P. Morley, student; school: Breac 
Cluain / Brackloon ♂ 1934-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1058 FBS Y s NFC S141 23a-24a Martán Ó hEilghe ♂ 47 farmer --
Mary Healy, student; school: Cill 
Bhríde ♀ 4/10/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1059 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 3 310-314 Pádraig Ó Grifín (Paid Mhuras) ♂ 76 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1060
FC (ATU 1149); LAS 




FC (ATU 1149); FG; 
BC; TO (ATU 873); S Y S NFC 5 109-130




Eoghan (Eoghainín) Mór Ó 
Muirchearta, a blind fiddler ♂ Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 15/12/1933
Briody; Briody Fian3 (CF; S); Delargy's notes in 
Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore (Talbot), 179 (cf. BC); ÓSC p. 
218-219 (# 1149); CC (TO; Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig [12]); CC (Béal - CF, BC); 
Archive List
1062
FC (ATU 1149); FG; 
BC; TO (ATU 873); S Y S NFC 11 12-26. Peats Dhomhnaill Ó Ciabháin ♂ -- fisherman -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ ?/6/1933 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1063
FC (ATU 1149); EIA-
cf. Y S NFC 13 301-305 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody
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Cró Mhín an Fheannta, na Cruacha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Fearghamhain ga en (trans.)
Ó Catháin, Séamas, eag. Uair 
an Chloig Cois Teallaigh (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Comhairle 
Bhéaloideas Éireann, 1985), 69-
71
lives and raised in Classy / Clasaigh (worked 
seasonally in Scotland and London, and 
spent 5 years in America) Doochary Lifford Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Feardhomhain ga en (trans.)
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó 
Muirgheasa], ed. Maighdean 
an tSoluis agus Sgéalta Eile 





Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
Andrews, Elizabeth. Ulster 
Folklore (New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1919), 77
lives on the south side of Loch Finne Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Feardhamhan ga en (summary) Béaloideas 1.1 (1927): 54-57
na Gleanntaí Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Feardhamhan ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 51-53
lives in Clasaigh near Gaoth Bearra Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal an Fheardhomhain Chruim ga RIA LA_1256d1
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó 
Muirgheasa], eag. Maighdean 
an tSoluis agus Sgéalta Eile 
(Dundalk: William Tempest, 
1913), 34-37
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
McDevitt, Rev. Dr. The 
Donegal Highlands (Dublin: A. 
Murray, 1866), 160-162
lives in Baile Mhic Íre; raised in Ráth, Réidh 
na nDoirí Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhuscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Croc Maoilín Baile Cruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Galway Ireland Deire Chú Fhinn ga
Brackloon, Westport Aughavale Murrisk Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428021/4368748
lives and raised in Ceathrú Mhór, Baile an 
Chaisil Cill Bhríde (Ballycastle)
Tír Amhalghaidh / 
Tirawley Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428029/4370079
Baile Ró Murach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Fear Mor agus na Fianna ga NFC 121:77-85
Baile an tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cumhail agus Rí na bhFear Mór 
agus na Fir Bheaga ga NFC 121:171-225
Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn agus na Fir Ghorma, Oscar i measc na 
gCorp ga en (summary)
NFC 11:12-26; 17: 54-73; 
1931: 6-37 Béaloideas 6.1 (1936): 4-13
Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhail 7 Rioghacht na bhFear 
nGorm ga
NFC 5:109-130; 17: 54-73; 
1931: 6-37
Baile an Challa; from Baile Reó Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Gall Risteóg Gráinne ga NFC 358:237-241
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FC (ATU 1149); FG; 
BC; TO (ATU 873); S Y S NFC 17 54-73 Peats Dhomhnaill Ó Ciabháin ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (TO)
1065
FC (ATU 1149); LAS 
(ATU 513A) Y S NFC 24 297-304 Muiris Ó Conchubhair ♂ -- -- --
Eibhlín Ní Mhainín, student at 
Coláiste Íde, Daingean Ui Cúise ♀ 1934 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (FC; LAS)
1066 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 34 499-501
Pádraig Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(Collector's father) ♂ c.42 -- --
Cáitlín Ní Fhlaithbheartaigh, student 
at Coláiste Íde ♀ 1933 or 1934 Briody; CC (FC)
1067
FC (ATU 1149); LAS 
(ATU 513A) Y S NFC 34 156-161 Dómhnall Ó Lúbhaing ♂ 60 -- --
Máire Ní Lúbhaing, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 1933 Briody; CC (FC)
1068 FC (ATU 1149); FTL Y S NFC 41 217-225 Seán Ó hEidhin ♂ 70 -- -- Seán Mac Mathghamhna ♂ c.1933 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (FC; cf. FTL)
1069 FC (ATU 1149) Y S/L NFC 46 198-203 Riobárd Muiris ♂ 90 farmer
Dómhnall Ó Súilleabháin (80) of 
Leathanach, Drom Dá Liag, 60 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó Briain ♂ 15/6/1934
Briody; Briody Laoithe notes; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 
1149); CC (FC; Fiann-laoithe [203])
1070 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC 52 179-180 Domhnaill Ó Ríogáin ♂ 67 fisherman Seán Mac Gearailt ♂ Seán Ó Connaill ♂ ?/7/1934 Briody (not cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1071 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 71 164-169 Tomás Risteárd ♂ c.55 --
informant got his tales from his father, 
who got them from his own father ♂
Éilís Seóigheach (25), student at Sgoil 
N. Dhubhrosa, Cinnmhara, Co. na 
Gaillimhe ♀ Summer 1931 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (FC)
1072 FC (ATU 1149); BG-cf. Y S NFC 90 682-687 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ó Docharta, student in Fanore, 
Co. an Chláir; given to the archive by 
Séamas Ó Duilearga ♂ ?/1/1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1073 FC (ATU 1149) N S-T NFC 104 377-381 Pat Feeley ♂ 72 -- -- Tadhg Ó Rabhartaigh ♂ c.1935 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1074 FC (ATU 1149) Y? S NFC 105 195-211 -- -- -- -- --
Éamonn Mac Duirnín / E. Durning, 
schoolteacher in Creeslach, Donegal ♂ before 1935 Briody (cf.); ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1075 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 108 121-125 Mícheál Farrel ♂ 90 -- -- Brian Mac Airt ♂ c.1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1076 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 114 690-691 Charles Walsh ♂ -- -- --
Pádraig Mac a'Ghoill, teacher at Scoil 
Náisúinta, An Bhreacaigh, Árd a 
Rátha ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1077 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 121 77-85 Pádraig Ó Grifín (Paidí Mhuras) ♂ 77
fisherman / small 
farmer (land for 
2 cows) -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1078
FC (ATU 1149); LAS 
(ATU 513A) Y S NFC 121 171-225 Pádraig Ó Loingsí ♂ 86
small farmer 
(land for 2 
cows), fisherman informant's father, long ago ♂ Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody (FG); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1079 FC (ATU 1149); FTL Y S NFC 127 508-517 Peadar Ó Draighneáin ♂ 86 -- --
Nóra de Búrca (young girl from Túir 
Mhic Éide, Maigh Eo) ♀ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1080 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 145 134-137 Séamus Ó Súilleabháin ♂ -- -- -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha  ♂ 1935 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1081
FC (ATU 1149); TO 
(ATU 873); FTL Y S NFC 167 493-505 Micheál Ó Somacháin ♂ 58 farmer old people of Cill Bhríghde -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 8/3/1936 Briody; CC (cf. FTL)
1082 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 171 60-62 Briney Logue ♂ 69 farmer
Tarlach Ó Siadhail (85) of Mín an 
Fhiadh, c. 45 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 30/11/1935 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1083 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC 176 56-57 Mícheál de Londrai ♂ 56 -- -- Liam Ó Floinn ♂ 22/9/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1084 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 183 366-369 Micil Paor ♂ 64 farmer
informant's father (58) of Curra 
Chinn, c. 50 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/4/1936 Briody
1085 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 188 152-154 Tomás Ó Somacháin ♂ 56 farmer the old people of Na Fáirce -- Prionsias de Búrca ♂ 20/3/1936 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1086
FC (ATU 1149); OTO 
(ATU 470B)-cf.; ROI; 
BO Y S NFC 191 200-212 Liam Ó Raghallaigh ♂ 45 -- informant's father ♂ Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ c.1936
Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht 
[200-6]; Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig 
[207-212])
1087 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 210 434-437 Bean Uí Builtéir ♀ -- -- informant's mother or father -- Brighid Uí Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Oscar I measg na gCorp ga
NFC 5:109-130; 11:12-26; 
1931: 6-37
Baile Bhoithín, Baile an Fhirtearaigh, 
Daingean Uí Cúise Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail ga
Cathairbuillig Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Fathach ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
Cnoc an Sgáth, Cilleseana Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Sgeul an Dearg Mór ga
lives and raised in Leathanach, Drom Dá 
Liag Cathrach Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Rí Dhailc Bhoicht Treoin ga
Rinnsiróige Na Ráta Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Neart Oscair ga
Baile an Átha, Baile an Róba Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fiantaí ga
Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Bás Goll Mac Móirne ga
Bogfóid Cionnlocha Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Giants at Ahanlish near Kinlough Co. Leitrim en
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Dá Fhathach ga
Breachmhaigh, Baile an Phuill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Legend of Fin-Mac-Cool en
Tullymore, Ardara Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Giants en
Baile Reo, Baile na nGall Cill Maol Chéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland  An Fear Mór 7 Osgar ga NFC 3:310-314
Baile an tSléibhe Fionntrá / Ventry Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus Rí na bhFear Mór 
agus na Fir Beaga ga NFC 3:30-55
Tír an Fhiaidh Corr na Móna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Gaisgidheach Na Priaireachta ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhrighde Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Dálaig ga
lives and raised in Leitirchoilleadh Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll, Fionn 7 Oisín ga NFC 335:310-312
lives in Glensearg, Lismore, but raised in 
Baile an Sagart, Coismór + Coisbríde Lismore Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail en
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn sa Chliabhán ga
lives and raised in An Fháirce Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland ga
Dubhloch, Gleann Chaisil Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín idTír na hÓige ga
Lios an tSeabha, Maoldha, Clár Cloinne 
Mhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
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1088 FC (ATU 1149); FG Y S NFC 214 3-28. -- -- -- -- --
Tomás Breathnach (student of P. T. Ó 
Riain) ♂ c.1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1089 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 219 76-78 Diarmuid Ó Caochlaidhe ♂ 93 farmer
Donnchadh Ó Caochlaidhe (78) of 
Snámh, Beanntraighe, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Diarmuid Ó Caochlaí ♂ 25/6/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1090 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 232 423-426 Seán Ó Giobaláin ♂ 67 farmer the old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 17/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1091 FC (ATU 1149); FTL Y S NFC 232 145-156 Pádhraic Ó Muireáin ♂ 67 farmer the old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 5/6/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1092 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 245 8-9. Muiris Ó Cúnán ♂ 66 farmer
Nioclás Ó Cúnán (60), informant's 
father, of Barra na Stuac, c. 46 years 
prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 1/6/1936 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1093 FC (ATU 1149); FTL Y S NFC 249 349-368 Martán Farraghar ♂ -- -- -- Bríd Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody (FC; TDM; FTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1094 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 259 136-141 Seán a' Cearailt ♂ 60 farmer
Muiris Ó Catháin (90) of Cnoc 
Buidhe, c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 7/10/1936 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1095 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 260 154-156 Seán Mac Fionnghaile ♂ 44 farmer
Mícheál Mac Fionnghaile, informant's 
father, of Tón Bán ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 31/7/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1096 FC (ATU 1149); F Y s-T NFC 260 256-260 Pat Mac Aodhchaoin ♂ 71 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1097 FC (ATU 1149); F-cf. Y s NFC 260 471-474 Séamas Mac Fhloinn ♂ 21 farmer
Seán Mac Fhloinn, informant's father, 
of Loch Eiric ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 19/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1098 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 262 94-96 Máire Nic Gionnaile ♀ 60 housewife
Gráinne Shaigheas (70) of Machaire 
Laisge, Binn Beag, c. 40 years prior ♀ Séamus Ó Dúbhgain ♂ ?/9/1936 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1099 FC (ATU 1149) Y s; F-L NFC 263 140-143
Pádhraic Pheats Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ 56 farmer
informant's father, of Baile an Logáin, 
Corr na Rón, c. 41 years prior ♂ Pádhraic Óg Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 24/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1100
FC (ATU 1149); ROI-
cf. Y S NFC 264 158-175
Pádhraig Bairéad (unclear if this is the 
collector himself) ♂ 37 farmer
Antoine Bairéad (63) of Mullach 
Ruadh, Thuaidh, Clochar, c. 12 years 
prior ♂ Pádhraig Bairéad ♂ 3/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1101 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 270 347-350 Éamonn Ó Cathmhaoil ♂ c.18 farmer
Peadar Ó Curraoin (c.60) of na Goirt 
Sháille, Cill Chartha ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 28/11/1936 Briody
1102 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 275 460-462 Liam Ó Cuirrín ♂ 45 farmer
old people of Cill Tarnach, 25 years 
prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 25/12/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1103 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 298 25-27 collector's father and mother ♂/♀ -- -- --
Seán Mac Criomhthain, student of 
Seán Ó Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 21/6/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1104 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 301 342-344 Domhnall Ó Loingsigh ♂ 68 farmer -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ ?/2/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1105 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 310 538-542 Antaoine Ó Braonáin ♂ c.45 weaver
Aodh Ó Braonán (c.60) of Cnoc na 
gCapall, c. 30 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 27/2/1937 Briody; CC (MGF)
1106 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 311 256-257 Nansaí Nic Giolla Bhrighde ♀ 62 housewife
Sorcha Cuilinn, informant's mother, 
of Donndubhain ♀ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 20/11/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1107 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 311 439-441 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer
Paidí Ua Colla, informant's father, of 
Mín a'Dubháin ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1108 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 319 342-344 Séamus Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 78 farmer
Feidhlimidh Mac Carthaigh, c. 50 
years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 18/3/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1109 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 332 44-45 Mick Ryan ♂ 48 cattle drover
old people of Tiobrad Árann, 30 years 
prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 8/2/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1110 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 335 310-312 Briney Ua Luag ♂ 70 farmer
Toirdhealbhach Ó Siadhail (80) of 
Mín an Fhiadh, 60 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 9/4/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1111 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 347 162-164 Bean a' Chraithigh ♀ 55 housewife
informant's father (66) of Sruth, Lios 
Mór, 35 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 10/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1112 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC 348 141-142 Séan Ó Cairbre ♂ 45 farmer
Seóirse Ó Cairbre, informant's father, 
of Min a' Dubháin ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 14/5/1937 Briody
1113
FC (ATU 1149); EIA-
cf. Y S NFC 358 237-241 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Baile na nGall Carraig (Cill Maolcéadair) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Oscar I measg na gCorp ga
Snámh Cill Mochomóg Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Na Fathaigh a Tháinig go hÉirinn ga
lives and raised in Cill Dhuinn Ros Cill Mheadhoin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhríde Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Dálaigh ga
lives in Baile na Móna; raised in Barra na 
Stuac Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn sa Chliaván ga
Baile Treasna Baile an Róba Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
lives in Mogheithe; raised in Cnoc Buidhe Maigh Deilge Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Baile Fhinn ga
lives and raised in Tón Bán Cluaindabhaddóg Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Child in Cradle bites giant's finger off ga
lives and raised in Druim na hÁtha Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Finngheal 7 Léithín ga
lives and raised in Loch Eiric Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an Fheardhomhain ga
lives and raised in Machaire Laisge, Binn 
Beag Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mac Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Fíanna Cuige Chonnacht 7 Fianna Cúige 
Uladh ga
lives in Tamhnach Mór, Corr na Rón; raised 
in Baile an Logáin, Corr na Rón an Cnoc Má Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga NFC 851:324-326
lives an raised in Mullach Ruadh, Thuaidh, 
Clochar, P. O. Cill Mhór Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Trúir Dearbhráthair ga
lives and raised in Goirt Sháile Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair, Iubhair Dún Garbhán Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhaill en
Cill Mhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Fionn agus an Fathach ga
Baile Mhic Íre Baile Mhúirne Iar Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgeal ga
lives and raised in Cnoc na gCapall Ard a'Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
Lives in Áilt a Chaorthainn; raised in 
Donndubhain Miodhbhuidhe Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
lives in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a' Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn 'sa Cliabhán ga
lives and raised in Láithreach Tuath Ó Siosta Gleann a' Ruachte Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Gaisgidheach agus an Fhéinn ga
lives and raised in Tiobraid Árann (Baile 
Mór) Cluain Meala Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland The Giant in the Cradle en
lives and raised in Leitir Choillidh Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiannaidheacht ga NFC 171:61-62
live in Bóthar Buidhe Ré; raised in Sruth, 
Lios Mór Mallairí Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Bun a' Tairbh ga
lives and raised in Mín a' Dubháin Inis Caoil Baoighleach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Baile an Chala Dún Úrlann Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Goll Risteóg Gráinne ga NFC 13:301-305
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1114 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 366 487-488 Pádraig Mac Eiteagáin ♂ c.45 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 22/7/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1115 FC (ATU 1149); FG Y S NFC 367 102-117 Seán Ó Góilín ♂ 91 farmer
Dáith Ó Goilín (83), informant's 
grandfather, of Cíll Úrlaoi Thoir, c. 80 
years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 7/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1116 FC (ATU 1149) Y? S NFC 390 203-207 Anna Ní Chonnacháin ♀ 56 housewife
informant's mother, of an Baile Mór, 
Teilionn, c. 30 years prior ♀ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 27/7/1937 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1117 FC (ATU 1149) Y F-s NFC 407 16 Pádruig Mac Domhnaill ♂ 70 estate manager the elders -- Peadar Mac Domhnaill ♂
between 
11/8/1908 and 
the 1930s ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1118 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 409 34-37 Seán Mac Aoidh ♂ 80
shepherd (of 
sheep)
Caitlin Mairtin (c.75) of Doire Uí 
Fhrighil, 70 years prior ♀ Aine Nic a Leagha ♀ 20/9/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1119 FC (ATU 1149); F-cf. Y S NFC 418 209-215 Peadair Mhac Giolla Easbuic ♂ 73 farmer old people of Íochtar Tíre -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 22/9/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (F)
1120 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 438 76-85 Anna (Annie Bhán) Nic Grianna ♀ 45 blind pension -- Aodh Ó Duibheannaigh ♂ 7/12/1937 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1121 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 443 299-302 Liam Mac Artúir ♂ 63 farmer
Liam Mac Artúir (61), informant's 
father, of Cor Culinn, Magh Culinn, 
40 years prior ♂ Seán Mac Artúir ♂ 20/11/1937 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1122 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 451 186-189 Marcus ac Fhualáin ♂ 72 farmer
old people of an Caorán, Baile 'ic 
Conaola -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 3/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1123 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 475 671-674 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ 69 small farmer
Peaidí Ó Súilleabháin (40) of an 
Daingean, 50 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 20/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1124
FC (ATU 1149); Cú C-
cf. Y s NFC 483 204-208 Domhnall Uí Shúilleabháin ♂ 73 farmer -- Pádraig Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 4/3/1938 Briody Fian3; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1125 FC (ATU 1149); FG Y S NFC 497 362-368 Mike Paits ♂ -- -- -- Kathleen Brody ♀ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1126
FC (ATU 1149); BG; 
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; SI; BO; CAP; CA 
(ATU 1376A*) Y S-T NFC 509 15-36 Seán Ó Curraoin ♂ 67
fisherman; 
farmer
informant's uncle, of Machaire 
Gáthláin, Dun Beag, long ago ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 24/4/1938
Briody (FC; BG; OTO; ROI; BO; CAP; B; CA); ÓSC 
p. 218-219 (# 1149), p. 245 (# 1376A*); CC (Oisín i 
dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
1127
FC (ATU 1149); CA 
(ATU 1376A*) Y s NFC 509 506-509 Máire Nic Fhionnlaoich ♀ c.65 housewife -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 2/6/1938
Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149), p. 245 (# 1376A*); 
CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
1128 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 524 284-288 Micheál Mac Maighistir ♂ 77 farmer old people of Baile Chruaich -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 7/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1129 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 531 287-290 Máire Ní Mhurchadha ♀ -- housewife a migrant man ♂ Tadgh Ó Mhurchadha ♂ 29/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1130 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 571 138-139 Seán Ó Conchúbhair ♂ 82 -- -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 5/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1131 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 572 181-188 Seán Mac Meanamain ♂
76 (1862-
1941) farmer
Mártan Ó Cléirigh (50; died in 1898) 
of Gort Mór, Beannchor (originally 
from Sraith na Manrach, Ballycroy) ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 31/10/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1132 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 587 121-123 Cáit bean Uí Dhubhda ♀ 73 housewife
informant's mother (55) of Cill 
Manistín, 50 years prior ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 24/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1133
FC (ATU 1149); ATU 
650A Y S NFC 613 434-440 Johnny Hoche ♂ 78 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 21/4/1939
ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149), p. 133-135 (#650); CC (Finn 
Mac Cuil; ATU 650)
1134 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 626 228-229 Padaí Mac Dáid ♂ c.68 farmer
informant's family long ago in 
Duibhlinn -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 29/5/1939 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Na Fánú Tearmann Cill Mhic Créanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fear dona Fianna 'na Luighe 'sa Chliabán ga
lives and raised in Cill Úrlaoí Thoir An Fheill Mhuar Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Gruagach ga
from and raised in an Baile Mór Gleanncholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Baile an Chaisleáin, Ceatharlach; 
raised in Broomville, Tullow Tinsylard, Polloc?, Tullow Fort? + Carlow Carlow / Ceatharlach Leinster Ireland A Cake for Finn's Baby en
lives and raised in Doire Uí Fhrigill, An 
Falcarrach Cloichcheannfholaidh Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll ga
lives and raised in Baile Mhic Ghiolla Dhuibh Íochtar Tíre Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill ga en (trans.)
MacLennan, Gordon W. 
Seanchas Annie Bhán, ed. and 
trans. Alan Harrison and Máiri 
Elena Crook (Dublin: The 
Seanchas Annie Bhán 
Publication Committee, 1997), 
76-85
lives and raised in Cor Culinn, Magh Culinn Mághculinn Mághculinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal an Dá Faitheach ga
lives in Na Dólainne, Cloch na Rón; raised in 
an Caorán, Baile 'ic Conaola Bale an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Gaisgidheach Gearr Glas ga
lives and raised in Cathair a' Treanntaigh Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fiúnn 7 an Gaisciach a Tháinig chuin na 
bhFiain ga
lives and raised in Gleanncraobhach Cill Macamóg Beárra 7 Bantry Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill agus Cúchulainn ga
Dún Chaoin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cumhaill i Ríoghacht na bhFear 
nGorm ga
lives and raised in Machaire Gáthlain Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Machaire Loisce Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Leitre Baile Chruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fianna gali  in Droichead Diarmuda, Cnocán Uí 
Fhoghladha; raised in Gort a'Póirire, Na 
Ceallaibh
na Catharach (Cathair 
Saidhbhín) Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Baile an Bhanánaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Tamhnach Beannchor Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór agus na Fiana ga
Béaloideas 13.1-2 (1943): 226-
229
lives and raised in Cnoc Breac, Cill 
Mainisthín Cnoc na gCaiseal Triuch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Griddle in the Cake en
lives and raised in Dually An Caisleán Nuadh Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Feann Mac Cúill en
lives and raised in Duibhlinn Gartán Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
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1135 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 644 443-445 Seán Mac Monegail ♂ 75 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 14/8/1939 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1136 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 649 550-578 -- -- -- -- -- "Diarmuid Crón" (pseudonym) ♂ c.1906? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1137 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. N? s NFC 662 242-243 Páraic Uí Éiligh ♂ 82 farmer local old people, 50 years prior -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 8/7/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1138 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y F-s NFC 692 136-137 Seán Ó Duibhir ('Property') ♂ 80 farmer old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 1/11/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1139 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 695 399-403 Sorcha Ní Grianna ♀ 65 housewife
Gráinne Ní Duibeanaigh (60) of Rann 
na Feirsde,  50 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheannaigh ♂ 17/2/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1140
FC (ATU 1149); LCD-
cf.; FTL Y S NFC 712 70-82 Beartla Ó Conaire ♂ 60 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 6/10/1940 Briody
1141 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC 713 339-341 Seán a Búrca ♂ 82 farmer -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 15/10/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1142 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 743 408-410 Séamas Ó Móráin ♂ -- farmer -- Éilís Ní Deagánaigh ♀ 20/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1143 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 770 371-378 Tomás Ó Móráin ♂ 73
farmer; 
fisherman -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 16/6/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1144 FC (ATU 1149) N? s NFC 774 344-347 Hughdae Ó Brógáin ♂ 75 shoemaker -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/6/1941 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1145 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 784 221-222 Seán Ó Coiribín ♂ 50 farmer
informant's father of Cloich Bhric, 
years prior ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 10/7/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1146 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 801 76-77 Seán Ó Conchúbhair ♂ 50 farmer old people of Leitir Móir -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 9/1/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1147 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 806 315-318 Seán de Búrca ♂ 72 labourer
old people of Cill Cóirne, over 30 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 2/12/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1148 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 812 313-325 Donnchadh Ó Laoithe ♂ 28 labourer Mícheál Ó Laoire of Baile Uí Churráin ♂ Máighréad Ní Chonchúbhair ♀ 30/3/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1149 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 816 181-183 Michael Coyle ♂ 60 farmer -- P. J. Gaynor ♂ 3/3/1942 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1150 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 836 14-17 Caitríona Ní Ghiollcanaighe ♀ 50 housewife -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 4/5/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1151 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 836 313-315 Antoine Ó Cléirigh ♂ 80 farmer local old people -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 20/9/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1152
FC (ATU 1149); FTL-
cf. Y S NFC 850 15-20 Seán Ó Gaora ♂ c.70 -- informant heard in youth -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 1/8/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1153 FC (ATU 1149) Y s; F-L NFC 851 324-326 Pádraig Ó Flatharta ♂ 50 farmer -- Calum I. Mac Gill-Eachain ♂ 1/12/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1154 FC (ATU 1149) N S NFC 853 158-163 Séamas Ó Cuilineáin ♂ 63 farmer
informant's father (70) of Annbhaile, 
Béal Átha Glúinín, 40 years prior ♂ Tomas de Paor ♂ 11/12/1942 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1155 FC (ATU 1149); FG Y S NFC 859 483-501
Mícheál Ó Guithín (Maidhc Pheig 
Séars) ♂ c.45 fisherman
informant's father of an Bhlascaod 
Mhór, heard often ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3/1943 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1156
FC (ATU 1149); FTL-
cf. Y s NFC 869 297-301 Séarlus Mac Uáitéir ♂ 78 farmer
an old man (81) from Baile Treasna, 
40 years prior. ♂ Tomás de Paor ♂ 29/3/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1157 FC (ATU 1149)-cf.; FG Y S NFC 935 48-52 Mat Grommel ♂ 82 fisherman
Eoghan Ó Muircheartaigh (50) of an 
Mhuiríoch, c. 50 years prior ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1158 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 962 267-273 Pádraig (Liath) Ó Súillobháin ♂ 84 farmer
informant got his tales from old 
people and wanderers -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 10/3/1945 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1159 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 969 44-46 Maitiú Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
informant heard some of his stories 
from his father, Máirtín Ó Tuathail, 
who heard them from his own uncle, 
Seánn Ó Donnchadha ♂? Colm Iain Mac Ghille Eathain ♂ 18/11/1944 Briody
1160 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 974 61-62 Michael J. Murphy (wrote himself) ♂ -- folklore collector old people, some years ago -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1161
FC (ATU 1149); FTL-
cf. Y S NFC 1017 307-314 Mícheál Ó Mainnín ♂ 74 farmer old people of Rosmuc -- Máirtín Ó Mainnín ♂ 18-28/9/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1162 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC 1040 401-405 John Gibson ♂ 85 ex-builder -- P. J. Gaynor ♂ 3/11/1946 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1163 FC (ATU 1149) N s-T NFC 1062 614-615 Frank Dwyer ♂ -- -- --
Lillie O'Dwyer, student at Ballymote 
Tech. School ♀ c.1940 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1164 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1104 409-422 James White ♂ 75 farmer -- Bríd Ní Mhaolmhuaidh ♀ 16/2/1948 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Dairighean na Gleanntaí Innis Caoil Baoghlach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Munster Ireland Buachail Bo Chnoic Muisreadh ga
lives and raised in Craobhach Leacan Tír Amhlaí Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fianta 7 an Fathach Mór ga
lives and raised in Laghair mBuidhe Gleann Beithe (?) Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Diarmaid Donn 7 an Gaisgiach ón bhFarraige ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhail ga
lives and raised in Roscíde Rosmuc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Soirí Fínn go Tír Lochlainn ga
NFC 1264:333-347; 1485:22-
42
lives in Ceathrú na gCloch; raised in Port a 
Chlóidh na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Goll agus a' Fathach ga
lives in Bun Altaigh; raised in Muing na Bó Cill Cuimín Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
lives in Muing na Bó; raised in Port Urlana na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives in Gort a Choirce; raised in Cill Ulta Cloichcheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Goill ga
lives and raised in Cloich Bhric Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn 7 an Fathach ga
lives and raised in Leitir Mór Cill Aithinn Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Na Fianna ga
lives in Cruinne Lú, Cill Chóirne, Bán Tír; 
raised in Cill Mhídhe, Sráid a' Mhuilinn
Cill Chóirne (nó Cluain 
Mhín) Iar Mhúsgraidhe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cumhaill 7 Gaisgidheach ón 
nGréig ga
lives in Baile Mór; raised in Baile Uí 
Churráin, Baile na nGall Mordhach, Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Mar bhí Fionn 'na Leanbh Dhá Uair ga
Lives and raised in Blackhills Moybologue Clankee Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland -- en
lives in Croc Maoilín; raised in Rún na 
Buisde Baile Cruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Triúr a Thainig ón Domhan Thoir ga
lives in Dúná; raised in Croc Baoíliú Baile Cruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Gaisgidhigh ga
lives in Balla Fada; raised in Muigh-Inis, 
Cárna, Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór 7 na Fianna ga
lives and raised in Baile an Lughain An Chnoc Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga NFC 263:140-143
lives and raised in Annbhaile Coradh Finne An Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- en
lives in Baile Bhiocáire; raised on An 
Bhlascaod Mhór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 an Fear Mór ga
lives and raised in Baile Treasna, Tuam Tuam An Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ón Morbhuadh ga
lives and raised in An Mhuiríoch Cillmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Triúr ná múchfach Uisge iad… ga
lives and raised in Imleachleogh, Muíriug Uí 
Dhubhda na Priareachta Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga NFC 148:453-461
lives in na Criogáin, Indreabháin; raised in na 
hÁille An Chnoic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caol an Iarainn ga
Dromintee, South Nemagh Newry Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland -- en
lives in Fórnacht; raised in Rosmuc Corr na Móna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives and raised in Enagh Mullagh - Cross Castlerahan Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Finn M'Cool in Co. Cavan en
Keash, Ballymote Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Keel Achill Borrishoole Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
The Story of Fionn McCool and the Scottish 
Giant en
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1165 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1113 54-55 Paddy O'Hare (Padgy Bug) ♂ 70+ farmer -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 19/1/1946 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1166 FC (ATU 1149) Y F-s NFC 1113 449 Oweny Rafferty ♂ 70
farmer; formerly 
in British Navy -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ ?/7/1948 Briody (Cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1167 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1191 197-200 Mícheál Ó Conmhacáin ♂ 50 farmer -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 4/10/1950 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1168 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC 1223 69-70 -- -- -- -- --
Patrick O'Keefe and Thomas 
O'Connor ♂ 27/1/1836 Briody
1169 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y F-s NFC 1223 84 -- -- -- -- -- Patrick O'Keefe ♂ 26/2/1836 Briody
1170 FC (ATU 1149); BC Y S NFC 1226 219-228 Micheál Ó Céitigh ♂ 77 farmer informant's mother ♀ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 25/5/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1171 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1248 20-21 Daniel Egan ♂ 81 labourer -- Caoimhín Ua Danachair ♂ 27/1/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1172
FC (ATU 1149); LCD-
cf.; FTL Y S/L NFC 1264 333-347 Beartla Ó Conra ♂ c.70 -- --
An t-Athair Piaras de Hindeberg (S. 
J.) ♂ ?/11/1950 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1173 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1271 404-406 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ó Maoileoin (St. Macarten's, 
Monaghan) ♂ 7/11/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1174 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1276 185-188 -- -- -- -- -- Seán Ó hAirtnéide, student ♂ c.1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1175 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y S NFC 1317 49-55 Pádhraig Ó Goireachtaigh ♂ 77
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 10/9/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1176 FC (ATU 1149) Y SU NFC 1318 25 Richard McGrath ♂ 71 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 4/8/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1177 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1347 635-639 Tomás Ó Moghráin ♂ 56 farmer
Brighid Ní hImeirge (?) (50), 
informant's mother, of Corrán 
Buidhe, 40 years prior ♀ Micheál Mac Éinrí ♂ 3/9/1953 Briody
1178 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC 1356 72-74 Mary Kettle ♀ -- -- -- P. J. Gaynor ♂ c.1954 Briody
1179 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1404 468-469 Michael Martin ♂ 65 -- -- Gus Martin, student at UCD ♂ c.1955 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1180 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1405 158-166 Máire Nic Aindriú ♀ 30 housewife
Eóin Ó Sírín of Ceathrú na gClóc, c. 
20 years prior (unclear if this only 
applies to first item in group, a 
collection of riddles, or all items.) ♂? Áine Ní Ruadháin ♀ 10/3/1955 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1181 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1422 117-129 Diarmud a'Coitir ♂ 77 farmer informant's father ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 25,27/11/1955 Briody
1182 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1425 119-126 Micheál Ó Síoda (Mike Silke) ♂ 68 farmer old people -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 14/6/1955 Briody
1183
FC (ATU 1149); LCD-
cf.; FTL Y S NFC 1485 22-42 Beartla Ó Connaire ♂ 77 farmer -- Prioinnsias de Búrca ♂ 24/6/1957 Briody
1184 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1578 173-174 Pádraig Mac Giolla Cheara ♂ 84 farmer old people of Tullyvoos Mountcharles -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/1/1961 Briody
1185 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC 1584 569-571 Seán Ó hEilighe ♂ 92 farmer
informant's father (80) of Gleann 
Calraig ♂ Micheál Mac Éinrí ♂ 6/11/1956 Briody; Briody Fian5
1186 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1638 145-159 Pádhraic Conaola (Pádhraic Ann) ♂ 67 -- -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 30/5/1958 Briody
1187
FC (ATU 1149); FG; 
BC; TO (ATU 873); S Y S NFC 1931 6-37. Peats Dhónail Ó Ciobháin ♂ -- -- --
[transcribed by Seosamh Ó Dálaigh, 
1975] ♂ before 1958 Briody
1188 FC (ATU 1149); Cú C N s NFC S29 209-211 Martin Mannion (collector's father) ♂ 52-53 -- --
Bertie Mannion, student; school: 
Caitrín Naomhtha, Eachdhruim ♂ ?/1-8/1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); Briody Fian3 (Cú C)
1189 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S30 314 Mícheál Ó Cuirrín ♂ 63 farmer
Seán Ó Cuirrín (49) of Troscaí Thoir, 
40 years prior ♂
student; school: Naomh Séamus 
(Freeport) -- 27/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1190 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S43 77 Thomas Kenney, collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Martin Kenney, student; school: 
Fothanach ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1191 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S66 387 Brighid Ní Fhlannchadha ♀ -- -- --
Criostína Ní Fhlannchadha, student; 
school: An Gleann ♀ 23/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives on Mountain Rd. Dromintee South Armagh Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool en
lives in Cariffamean Dromintee South Armagh Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool en
lives and raised in Gleann an Gadh na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Goll agus an Deargán ga
Ardee Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland Fionn in the Cradle en
Ballymascanlan Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland Fionn in the Cradle en
lives and raised in Tuar a' tSamhraidh An Phriara Uíbh Rathach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Lomra Chonáin ga
lives and raised in Cois, Martinstown Martinstown Cois Shléibhe Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Fionn in the Cradle en
Roscíde, Ros Muc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sóirí Fíonn go Tír Lochlainn ga NFC 712:70-82; 1485:22-42
Tyrone / Tír Eoghain Ulster Ireland -- en
An Chaisleáin Nua Thiar Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Giant Story en
lives and raised in Ceathrú na gCloch na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Goll 7 an Spáinneach ga
lives and raised in An Bhreag Mhór Leacadh Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn ga
lives in Áit a Bhaile; raised in Corran Buidhe 
Anghais (?) Cill tSéigne Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Dearg Mór agus Goll ga
Cohaw Coothill Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland -- en
lives on Bridgid St., Ballinamore; raised in 
Curlah, between Ballinamore and Swanlinbar Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland -- en
lives in Béal an Muirthid; raised in Cathrú 
Taidhg Béal an Muirthid Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór agus na Fianna ga
lives in Doire na Sagart (ar an Sliabh 
Riabhach); raised in Iar Chorraidhthe, Béal 
Átha an Ghaorthaidh Baile Mhúirne Múscrái Uí Fhloinn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Conán Maol 'Sa Chliabhán ga
lives and raised in An Pháirc Gharbh, Carn 
Mór Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caol an Iarainn ga
lives and raised in Roscíde Rosmuc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga NFC 712:70-82; 1264:333-347
Lives and raised in Tullyvoos?, Mountcharles Inbhear Náile Banagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cool and the Giant en
lives and raised in Gleann Cálraighe Baile an Chaisil Tír Amhlaghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
lives in An Formna, Inis Iathar; raised in An 
Baile Thíos, Inis Iathar Oileáin Árann Árann Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll mac Móirneach 7 Dearg Mór ga
Baile na nGall Cillmhaolchéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn i Ríocht na bhFear Mór ga
NFC 5:109-130; 11:12-26; 17: 
54-73
near Aughrim Cill Ghoirill / Kilgerrill
Cluain Mhac nEoghain 
/ Clonmacnowen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- en
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45660
77/4564848




Cill Chonaill / 
Kilconnell Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- en
Cill Chuimín Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean-Scéal ga
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1192 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S69 62-63
Seán Mac an Iomaire (collectors' 
father) ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂
Stiophán and Pádraig Mac an Iomaire, 
students; school: Camus ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1193 FC (ATU 1149); FTL Y S NFC S69 367-372 Pádraig Ó Conaire (Pilib) ♂ 65 -- --
Áine Ní Chonaire, student; school: 
Ros Muc ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1194 FC (ATU 1149); FTL Y S NFC S69 433-449 Parthalón Ó Conaire ♂ 65 -- --
Eibhlín Ní Chonaire, student; school: 
Ros Muc ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1195 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S74 252-254 Tomás Ó Cadhain ♂ 21 -- Tomás Ó Cathasaigh (70) ♂
Seán Mac an Ríogh, student; school: 
Seanafarachán ♂ 1935-1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1196 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S76 247-250 Seán Breathnach ♂ 65 -- --
Seósamh Ó Somathain, student; 
school: An Fháirche (boys' school) ♂ 1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1197 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S79 217-218 John Mahon (collector's grandfather) ♂ -- -- --
Philomena Mahon (13), student; 
school: An Caisleán Nua (girls' 
school) ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1198 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S82 305-308 Seán Ó Fhaoithe (collector's father) ♂ 50 -- --
Máire Ní Fhaoithe, a student in the 
7th class; school: Cruimghlinn (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1199 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S83 238-239 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Sean Bhaile Árd -- 1/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1200 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S83 309-310 Mrs. Margaret Melody ♀ -- -- --
Arabella Melody, student; school: 
Sean Bhaile Árd ♀ 18/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1201 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC S96 308-314 Patrick Walsh ♂ 77 -- --
Martin Walsh, student; school: 
Ceathrú Stialláin (Carrowsteelaun) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1202 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC S96 320-325 Mrs. Sweeney ♀ 60 -- --
Gerald Sweeney, student; school: 
Ceathrú Stialláin (Carrowsteelaun) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1203 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC S118 229-233 -- -- -- -- -- a student; school: Coillte Mághach -- 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1204 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S133 30-31 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Aontuine Ó Murchadha, student; 
school: Cnoc a Logha ♂ 1938-1939 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1205 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC S141 335-337 Pádhraig Healy ♂ c.80 -- --
Kathleen Conway, student; school: 
Craobhach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (FC); Briody Fian5 (sean.+); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1206 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S142 127-128 -- -- -- -- --
Mártain Ó Braonáin, teacher; school: 
Eanach Mór ♂ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1207 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S146 377-379 Mrs. Clarke ♀ -- -- --
Gerard Cowley, student (5th class); 
school: Béal Átha an Fheadha (boys' 
school) ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1208 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC S151 503-504 Michael Moyles ♂ c.46 -- --
Bridget Moyles, student; school: 
Leitir Bric ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1209 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S153 280-283 Pádruig Ó Loinsighe ♂ 70 -- --
Máire Seóighe, student; school: 
Gleann Sál ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1210 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S157 363-364 Thomas Barber ♂ 90 -- --
Olive Barber, student; school: Baile an 
Mhuilinn ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1211 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC S158 49-50 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Mary Cunningham (11), a student in 
the 6th class; school: Rathcormac ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1212 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC S158 59 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Mary Cunningham (11), a student in 
the 6th class; school: Rathcormac ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1213 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S165 241-242 Thomas McNamara ♂ 45 -- --
Maggie Gibson, student; school: 
Abhainn Bheag ♀ 10/1/1939 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1214 FC (ATU 1149) Y s (inc.) NFC S167 542 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Dún Amhalghaoidh -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1215 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S201 159-162 Mrs. O Neill ♀ -- -- --
Seán O Neill, student; school: 
Drumlease ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1216 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC S202 454-455 Mrs. Kelly ♀ 75 -- --
Jarlath Curnan, student; school: 
Lugnaskeehan ♂ 31/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Leitir Mór Ros Muc Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fir Láidre ga
Ros Cíde Ros Muc (Cill Bhriocáin) Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
Ros Cíde Ros Muc (Cill Bhriocáin) Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Soilighe Fionn go Tír Lochlainn ga
Dublitir Líanán Cinn Mara Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Fathach Ruadh ga
Cillbhrighde An Fháirche Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
An Caisleán Nua / Newcastle
Baile Átha an Ríogh / 
Monirea Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland The Giant en
lives in Cill Sceach, Baile Átha Ríogh; raised 
in Ballinastack Mainistir Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal ga
Cluain Caoin Cheirbhill 
(Guirtín) Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Fathach Monamhar ga
Clooncah, Woodlawn
Cluain Caoin Cheirbhill 
(Guirtín) Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland A Story en
Clogharmore
Crossboyne / Cros 
Baoithín
Clanmorris / Clann 




Crossboyne / Cros 
Baoithín
Clanmorris / Clann 
Mhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Old Story en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427839/4349107
Cill Aodáin Gallen Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Old Tale en
Tristia Gaoth Saile, Béal an Feada Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427998/4366061
Creevagh, Carrowmore Lackan / Leacain
Tirawley / Tír 




Tirawley / Tír 
Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Scotch Giant and Irish Giant en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428034/4370549
Cluinfada, Killala Cill Mhór Muaidhe
Tirawley / Tír 




Tirawley / Tír 
Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal en  
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428073/4375112
Cill Bhríghde, An Fháirche Partraighe Ros Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Chaoi a bhFuair Monamhar Bás ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4450396/4376068
Cartronmore Drumcliffe Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Story en
Drumcliffe Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland -- en NFC S158:59
Drumcliffe Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland -- en NFC S158:49-50
Fortland Iascach / Easkey Tireragh Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Funny Story en
Cill Mac Sealgáin Tireragh Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Kilcossey, Dromahair Drumlease
Drom Dhá Eithear / 
Drumahaire Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Folk-Tale en
Lugnaskeehan, Dromahair Kilarga / Cill Fhearga
Drumahaire / Drom 
Dhá Eithear Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Story of a Giant en
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1217 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S210 19-21 Frank Gilbane ♂ -- -- --
Frank Lynch (13), student; school: An 
Mhainistir, Cara Droma Ruisc ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1218 FC (ATU 1149) Y s; LR-T NFC S210 177-181 Joe McSweeney ♂ -- -- --
John McSweeney, student; school: 
An Mhainistir, Cara Droma Ruisc ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1219 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S211 282 Michael Carter ♂ 65 -- --
Pauline Carter, student; school: Coill 
Chláir ♀ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1220 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S222 58-60 -- -- -- -- --
Michael F. Bohan, student; school: 
Cloone (boys' school) ♂ 6/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1221
FC (ATU 1149); TDG-
cf. Y
s (FC); LR-
T (cf. TDG) NFC s222 107-108
Mrs. John Glaney (collector's 
grandmother) ♀ -- -- -- student; school: Cluain (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1222 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S224 272-274
Patrick J. Muldoon (collector's 
grandfather) ♂ 64 -- --
Mary Ita Muldoon, student; school: 
An Clochar, Béal an Átha Móir ♀ 1/1/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1223 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S243 216-217 Mrs. Bridget Callaghan ♀ 84 farmer's wife
Pat Corcoran (48), informant's father, 
of Fairymount, 70 years prior ♂
Maureen Callaghan, student; school: 
Tibohine 24/11/1937 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1224 FC (ATU 1149) Y SU NFC S250 263 F. McGlynn ♂ 75 -- -- student; school: Cluain Uí Chuinn -- 1934-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1225 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S297 117-119 Donnchadh Mac Domhnaill ♂ 67 -- old people -- student; school: Lios an Lothraigh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1226 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S322 214 collector's grandfather ♂ -- -- --
Humphry Hennessy, student; school: 
Ballyheedy ♂ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1227 FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC S324 118-126 Seán Ó Cadhla ♂ 77 retired teacher
Maitiú Ó Tuama (c. 72) of Sráid a 
Mhuilinn, formerly of Baile Mhuirne, 
in summer 1937 ♂
Nóra bean Sheáin Uí Duinín, teadher; 
school: Cnoc an Chuilinn ♀ 21/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1228 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S325 108-110 John Browne ♂ 70 -- --
student; school: Cill Chóirne (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1229 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S357 248-251 Patrick Twomey ♂ 66 -- --
Brendan Connor, student; school: 
Cnoc na Groighe, Ráth Mór (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1230 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC S367 138 Edmond Fitzgerald (collector's father) ♂ 56 -- --
Desmond Fitzgerald, student; school: 
Lios Uí Chearbhaill (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1231 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S386 128 James Collins ♂ 83 -- --
student; school: Fota Island, Belvelly, 
Cóbh -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1232 FC (ATU 1149); BC Y s NFC S402 204-209 Patrick Sheahan ♂ 60 -- --
Eddie Murphy, student; school: 
Asdee (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1233 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S417 93-96 Maurice Egan ♂ 60 -- --
James Egan, student; school: 
Rathmorrel ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1234 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S418 187-189 Máire Ní Cheárna ♀ 80+ -- --
Máire Nic Gearailt, teacher; school: 
An Blascaod Mór ♀ 1935-1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1235 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S419 542-545 Donnchadh Ó Mainín ♂ -- -- --
Eibhlín Ní Chatháin, student; school: 
Scoil Naomh Uinsinn ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1236
FC (ATU 1149); LAS 
(ATU 513A) Y S NFC S422 90-96 Bríghid bean Uí Lúbhaing ♀ -- -- --
student; school: Ceanntrágha 
(Ventry) -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1237 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S423 631-632
Pádraig Ó Siocru (An Seabhach's 
father) ♂ 80+ -- --
Domhnall Ó Loingsigh, teacher; 
school: Baile an Ghóilín ♂ 8/10/1936 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1238 FC (ATU 1149); FG Y S NFC S424 463-468 Márthan Ó Chatháid ♂ 68 -- -- student; school: Clochar na Toirbhirte -- 1/12/1937 Briody (FC; cf. FG); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1239 FC (ATU 1149) Y S-T NFC S428 118-123 Pádraig Ó Dubhda ♂ 55 -- --
Maitias Ó Dubhda, student; school: 
Clochán ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Moher Kiltoghert Leitrim / Liatroim Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland The Giant en
Kiltoghert Leitrim / Liatroim Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland The Ancient Hill of Sheemore en
Shanraw, Keshcarrigan Kiltubrid Leitrim / Liatroim Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland -- en
Clooneen Cloone Mahill / Maothal Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland An Old Story en
Faughill Cluain / Cloone Maothal Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland The House of Diarmuid and Gráinne en
Fose Field, Carrick on Shannon
Oughtaragh / Uachtar 
Achaidh
Carrigallan / Carrag 
Áluinn Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Legend en
Lives in Cloonfach; raised in Fairymount Tibohine Frenchpark
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland A Funny Story en
Rathcroghan Elphin
Roscommon / Ros 
Comán
Roscommon / Ros 




West Carbury / Cairbre 
Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- en
Ballinaboy Kinalea / Cineál Aodha Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- en
Cuillinn Uí Chaoimh, Sráid an Mhuillinn Driseán Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Clais an t-Strachta ga
Crinaloo Cill Chóirne (Cluain Mín)
Múscraí Thiar / West 
Muskery Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail en
Farrankeal, Knocknagree Nua Chongbháil
Dúithche Eala / 
Duhallow Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mach Cumhall en
Moygue, Liscarroll
Liscarroll / Lios Uí 
Chearbhaill Orrery and Kilmore Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
lives in Rosslaque, Cobh; raised in Clonakilty Clonmel / Cluain Meala
Baraymore / An 




Iraghticonnor Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Fenian Story en
Ballinclemesig, Ballyhughue Killury
Clann Mhuiris / 
Clanmaurice Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Story en
An Blascaod Mór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
An Fear Draoidheachta a Tháinig go dtí na 
Fianna ga
Baile an Fheirtéaraigh
Baile an Fhéirtéaraigh 
(Dún Úrlan / Dunurlin) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Gruagach ga
Cíl na gColmán. Ceanntragha Fionntráigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail ga
An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus an Fathach Mór ga
lives  and raised in Daingean Uí Chúise An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga
Baile na Leacan, Clochán
Clochán (Caisleán 
Ghriaire) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul - Tarbh Chonaill ga
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1240 FC (ATU 1149); MGF Y s NFC S430 157-158 Seán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 56 fisherman
Bean Uí Mhurcheartaigh (55; 
informant's mother), of 
Muiríoch/Caisleán Griarthaigh, 30 
years prior ♀ student; school: Baile Dubh -- 1934-1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1241 FC (ATU 1149); MGF Y s NFC S431 110-112
Pádraig Ó Ciobháin (possibly 
incorrect) ♂ 70 -- -- student; school: Baile Dubh -- 1934-1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1242 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S432 355-357
Jeremiah D. Foley (collector's 
grandfather) ♂ 81 -- --
Patrick Foley, student; school: 
Fadhbach ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1243
FC (ATU 1149); RGG-
cf.; OTO (ATU 470B); 
AOP-cf. Y S-T; LR NFC S432 371-381 Mrs. Pat Clifford ♀ 53 -- informant's father ♂
M. J. Tebon (?), student; school: 
Fadhbach -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1244 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S440 197 Mrs. T. Sheehy ♀ 38 -- --
Donal Sheehy, student; school: Scoil 
na mBráthar, Tráighlí ♂ 1937-1938 Briody
1245 FC (ATU 1149); BC-cf. Y s NFC S462 116-118 Micheal Guihan ♂ 83 -- --
Peggy O'Sullivan, student; school: 
Leithead ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1246 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S463 233-234, 237
Máire Ní Chathasaigh bean Uí 
Súilleabháin ♀ 76 -- -- student; school: Leithead -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1247 FC (ATU 1149) N s (inc.) NFC S470 129 -- -- -- -- --
Máire Táilliúra, student; school: Seana-
Caiseal ♀ 28/1/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1248 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S475 138 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Waterville (girls' 
school) ♀ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1249 FC (ATU 1149); BC Y S NFC S576 440-445 Mrs. O'Donnell ♀ 76 -- --
Patrick O Dowd, student; school: 
Baile Thomáis, Gabhailín ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1250 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S590 155
Mrs. Biddy Hogan (collector's 
grandmother) ♀ 82 farmer's wife --
Bridget Hogan, student; school: 
Gleann Draoi ♀ 1938-1939 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1251 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S604 125-126 Brigid Anne Twohy ♀ -- --
John O'Neill (70) of Lavalla, 
Ballynacally ♂
Maureen Brassil, student; school: 
Ballynacally ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1252 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S623 437-438 Mrs. McNamara ♀ 70 -- Anthony Meade of Rhine ♂
Bertie Murphy, student; school: 
Mullach ♂ 3/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1253 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S624 581-582 John Kenny ♂ 71 -- --
John Falsey, student; school: Cill 
Mhuire ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1254 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S627 229-230 Jim McInerney ♂ -- -- --
Christy Hickie, student; school: Cill 
Chaoi ♀ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1255 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S636 192 -- -- -- -- --
Pádraig Ó Leigin, student; school: 
Gleann Garbh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1256 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S636 204-206 -- -- -- -- --
Mícheál de Lundera, student; school: 
Gleann Garbh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1257 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC S638 28-31 Seán Dooley ♂ 54 -- -- student; school: Glencairn -- 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1258 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S641 252-254 Seán Paor ♂ -- -- --
Mícheál Ó Cuirrín, student; school: 
Baile Mhic Airt ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1259 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC S653 213-214 Pádraig Ó Muirgheasa ♂ 63 labourer --
Seán Ó Dálaigh, teacher; school: 
Christin Brothers, Manor St., Cathair 
Phortláirge ♂ 1935-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1260 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S656 231-233 Pádraig Ó Crothaigh ♂ 64 farmer --
Máiréad bean Uí Dhíomasaigh, 
teacher; school: Bennettschurch, Baile 
Mhic Cairbre ♀ 14/9/1938 Briody
1261 FC (ATU 1149) Y s; LR-T NFC S657 259-260 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Óméith / Omeath -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1262 FC (ATU 1149) Y s; LR-T NFC S685 38-39 -- -- -- -- --
Betty Gaffney, student; school: 
Bellewstown ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1263 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S752 283-284 Luke Killian (collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Luke Killian, student; school: 
Fermoyle (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1264 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S753 189 Mrs. Patrick Nolan ♀ 45 -- --
Mary Jane Nolan, student; school: 
Lanesborough (girls' school) ♀ 1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1265 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S753 165-166 Mary Murphy (collector's aunt) ♀ 35 -- --
Joan Kelly, student; school: 
Lanesborough (girls' school) ♀ 24/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Muiríoch, Baile na nGall Baile Dubh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Triúr Gaisgidheach ga NFC S431:110-112
Muiríoch, Baile na nGall Baile Dubh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Triúr Gaisgidheach ga NFC S430:157-158
Shanahill West, Castlemaine Kilgarrylander
Triúcha an Aicme / 
Truaghaneemy Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Catair Conrai en
Gortaleen Kilgarrylander
Triúcha an Aicme / 
Truaghaneemy Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Dhara Donn and Fionn mac Cumail en
Ballybaggan; Sc: Christian Brothers, Tralee / 
Scoil na mBráthar, Trá Lí Tráighlí / Tralee
Triúcha an Aicme / 
Trughaneemy Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Tuaith Ó Siosta Gleann an Ruachtaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Story en
Tuaith Ó Siosta Gleann an Ruachtaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal: Fionn agus an Fhathach ga
Gleann Cárthaidh 
(Cnocán) Dún Chiaráin Thuaidh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgeul ga




Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Fionn MacCumhall en
lives and raised in Glaudree Tulach / Tulla Tulla Upper Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland A Giant en
Deer Island, Ballynacally Ballynacally (Kilchreest) Clonderalaw Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland A Story en
Ballymackea Cill Mhuire Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Sean Sgéal en
Seefield, Quilty Cill Mhuire Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Finn and the Monarch of the World en
O'Connell St., Kilkee Kilfearagh Magh Fhearta Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Lismore and Mocollop
Cois Móire agus Cois 




Cois Móire agus Cois 
Bríde Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fathach ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428091/4377465
Christian Brothers Schools, Portlaoighis
Tallow (Lismore and 
Mocollop)
Cois Móire agus Cois 
Bríde Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Story: Baile Fhinn (2 miles N. W. of Lismore) en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428101/4378295
An Seanaphobal (Baile 
Mhic Airt) Decies within Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Scéal - Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428112/4379263
lives and raised in Gleann Seascaidh, Lios 
Mór Naomh Eoin Waterford City Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland -- ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428161/4382598
Caisleán Riabhach Kilronan / Cill Rónáin
Glenchiry / Gleann ha 
Huidhre Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland A Story en
Carlingford Dundalk Lower Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland Stories of Giants en
Duleek Upper Duleek Meath / An Mhí Leinster Ireland An Old Story en
Fermoyle, Lanesborough Rathcline Rathcline Longford / an Longfort Leinster Ireland A Giant Story en
Fermoyle, Lanesboro Rathcline Rathcline Longford / an Longfort Leinster Ireland A Story en
Bornacor, Lanesborough Rathcline Rathcline Longford / an Longfort Leinster Ireland -- en
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1266 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S769 55-59 Patrick Doyle ♂ -- -- -- Willie Beirne, student; school: Gleann ♂ 10/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1267 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S775 360-361 Denis Curran ♂ 60 -- -- a student; school: Baile an Mhuilinn -- 1936-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1268 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-LR NFC S777 178-179 -- -- -- -- --
May Corcoran, student; school: 
Boston ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1269 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S794 457-459 -- -- -- -- --
Séamus Ó Dubhda, student; school: 
Brittas ♂ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1270 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S861 67 James Tyrell ♂ 65 -- --
Brigid Kealy, student; school: 
Gowran (girls' school) ♀ 20/12/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1271 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-Lit. (?) NFC S893 25-26 Peter Kirwan (collector's grandfather) ♂ 90 -- -- Peter Kirwan, student; school: Caime ♂ 6/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1272 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC S898 29-30 Mrs. D. O'Neill ♀ -- -- --
Patty O'Neill (13), student; school: 
New Ross (Mercy Convent) ♀ 13/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1273 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S920 32 -- -- -- -- --
Sean O'Neill, student; school: 
Ballycumber, Ballinglen ♂ 4/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1274 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S920 49 -- -- -- -- --
Maura Dunne, student; school: 
Ballycumber, Ballinglen ♀ 3/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1275 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S923 250 John Laffan (collector's brother) ♂ young -- --
Maeve Laffan, student; school: 
Arklow Convent ♀ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1276 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-Lit. NFC S931 185-188 -- -- -- -- --
Thomas Flanagan, former teacher; 
school: Áth na bhFearchon ♂ written 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1277 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S931 207-208 -- -- -- -- --
Patrick Woods, student; school: Áth 
na bhFearchon ♂ 1934-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1278 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S931 221-222 -- -- -- -- --
Patrick Daly; school: Áth na 
bhFearchon ♂ 1934-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1279 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S932 152-153
Pádraig Seosamh Ua Maothagain 
(collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Pilip Ó Maothagain, student; school: 
Céad na Mínseach ♂ 12/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1280 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S936 93 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Moys / Scoil na 
Máighe -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1281 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S936 98 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Moys / Scoil na 
Máighe -- 27/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1282 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S943 132-133 John J. Prunty ♂ -- -- --
Dorothy Harrison, student; school: 
Drumakill ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1283 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC S947 37 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Killyfargy -- 1935-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1284 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S958 183 Edward McKenna ♂ 53 -- --
T. P. McKenna, student; school: 
Rakeeragh -- 4/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1285 FC (ATU 1149) Y s (inc.) NFC S962 78-79 Michael McGuire ♂ -- -- --
Alice McGuire, student; school: 
Kilduff ♀ 5/10/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1286 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S964 138-139 John Maguire (collector's grandfather) ♂ -- -- --
Alice McManus, student (7th class); 
school: Curratavy ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1287 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S977 51-52 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Druim Corr -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1288 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-T NFC S979 10-11. James Dunne ♂ -- -- --
Patrick Kearney, teacher; school: 
Killyconnan (boys' school) ♂
before 1937-
1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1289 FC (ATU 1149); MGF Y s (inc.) NFC S991 92-96 Patrick Tierney ♂ 65 -- --
Owen Lynch (14), student; school: 
Carrigans (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1290 FC (ATU 1149) N S-Lit. NFC S999 14-18 J. E. Browne (wrote herself) ♀ -- --
Lachlan McPherson (45), The Manse 
Cluny, Blairgowrie, Perthshire, in 
August 1937 ♂
Miss J. E. Browne, teacher; school: 
Headfort ♂ 4/1/1939 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149) [13]
1291 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1000 231-232 -- -- -- -- --
Thomas Erickson, student; school: 
Virginia (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1292 FC (ATU 1149) Y s-LR NFC S1001 205-207 Frank King ♂ -- -- --
Rita O'Reilly, student; school: 
Virginia (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1293 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1006 120 Miss Carrie ♀ c.75 -- --
Willie Roundtree, student; school: 
Carrickgorman ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Glen Ardagh Ardagh Longford / an Longfort Leinster Ireland A Story en
Punch's Grange, Droichead Nua Allen (Feighcullen) Connell Kildare / Cill Dara Leinster Ireland The Giant from Norway en
Rathangan Offaly East Kildare / Cill Dara Leinster Ireland -- en
Saggart Uppercross Dublin / Baile Átha Cliath Leinster Ireland Story en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428216/4386739
Bricana, Gowran Gowran Gowran Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland Funny Story en
Monglass, Caime Monart Scarawalsh Wexford / Loch Garman Leinster Ireland A Story en
Chapel Lane, New Ross New Ross Bantry Wexford / Loch Garman Leinster Ireland An Old Story en
Killaveney (Kilcommon) Ballinacor South Wicklow / Cill Mhantáin Leinster Ireland Story en
Killaveney (Kilcommon) Ballinacor South Wicklow / Cill Mhantáin Leinster Ireland Story en
22 Halls Lane, Arklow Arklow Arklow Wicklow / Cill Mhantáin Leinster Ireland How Monover Died en
Domhnach Maighin Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland -- en
Domhnach Maighin Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Local Heroes en
Domhnach Maighin Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Local Heroes en
Druim Ceith
Inniskeen (Donaghmoyne 
/ Domhnach Maighin) Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland The Giant- Finn Mac Cool en
Clontibret Cremorne Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland -- en
Clontibret Cremorne Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland -- en
Drumakill, Castleblaney Muckno Cremorne Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Stories of Giants and Warriors en
Currin Dartry Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland A Tale of Fionn Mac Cumhaill en
Ballinagall Monaghan Monaghan Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Old Story en
Ardlougher Killinagh Tullyhaw Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland -- en
Legnagrow Templeport Tullyhaw Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Old Stories en
Kilmore / Cill Mhór Upper Loughtee Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Kilnavan, Poles P. O. Lavey Upper Loughtee Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland An Old Tale en
Ballintemple Clanmahon Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland -- en
Headfort N. S., Virginia Lurgan Castlerahan Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland -- en
Lurgan Castlerahon Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Lurgan Castlerahon Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Stories of Giants and Warriors en
Toghar, Bailieboro Killinkere Castlerahon Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Story en
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1294 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1006 121-122 Phil Carroll ♂ C.55 -- --
Thomas Carroll, student; school: 
Carrickgorman ♂ 24/5/1938 Briody
1295 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1015 402 Frank O'Hare ♂ 60 -- --
Mr. A. Lynch, teacher; school: 
Carrickallen ♂ 13/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1296 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1022 255-256 Frank O'Hare ♂ 60 -- --
Mr. A. Lynch, teacher; school: 
Carrickallen ♂ 13/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1297 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1028 481-482 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Carraig na hEorna -- 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1298 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1031 33-34 Mrs. Margaret McGroary ♀ 52 farmer's wife --
Grace Campbell (10), student; school: 
Árd Bán ♀ 9/6/1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1299 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1035 79-80 Nóra Nic Giolla Brighde ♀ 84 -- --
Antoin Ó Dochartaigh, teacher; 
school: Cineal Conaill ♂ c.1935-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1300 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1038 276-277 Neddie McGready ♂ -- -- --
student; school: Dún Ceann 
Fhaolaidh -- 1937-1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1301 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1039 120 Mícheál Ó Baoighill ♂ 70 -- --
Cáit Ní Bhreisleán, student; school: 
Fionn-Tráigh ♀ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1302
FC (ATU 1149)-cf.; 
DTF Y S NFC S1040 214-221 Tomás 'ac a' Goill ♂ 45 -- -- student; school: Mín Teineadh Dé -- 1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1303 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1041 203-204 Seán Mac Conaill (collector's father) ♂ 65 farmer
Antoine Ó Breisleain of Breacaigh, 
Árd an Rátha, 50 years prior ♂
Peadar Mac Conaill (13), student; 
school: Brackey ♂ 16/5/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1304 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1041 289-290 Collector's mother ♀ 40 -- --
Cáit Nic Niallghais (14), student; 
school: Árd an Rátha ♀ ?/5/1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1305 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1041 298-299 Collector's mother ♀ 40 -- --
Cáit Nic Niallghais (14), student; 
school: Árd an Rátha ♀ ?/5/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1306 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S1043 301-303 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Mucros -- 1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1307
FC (ATU 1149); OTO 
(ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1055 274-276 Seán Ó Cinnéide ♂ -- -- --
Maighread Ní Chinnéide, student; 
school: Mín na Mánrach ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
1308 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1059 129 Collector's father ♂ -- -- -- student; school: Tráigh Éanna -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1309 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1064 481-482 Éamonn Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 65 -- --
Róise Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Rann na Feirsde ♀ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (TC [481])
1310 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1066 343-344 Nóbla bean Uí Gallchobhair ♀ -- -- --
Cáit Ní Dhomhnaill, student; school: 
Doire Beag ♀ 24/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1311 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1068 289 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Mac Giolla Chomhghaill (14), 
student; school: Mín an Chladagh ♂ 27/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1312 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S1068 480-481 Nuala Ní Bhaoighill ♀ 72 -- --
Máire Ní Bhaoighill, student; school: 
Luinneach ♀ 11/3/1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1313 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1071 40-42 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Séamus Mac Aodha, student; school: 
Mín Doire ♂ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1314 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S1072 291-293 James Doherty ♂ 46 -- --
Nuala Doherty, student; school: 
Lasad ♀ 1937-1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1315 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s NFC S1073 27 Séamus Mac Aodhchain ♂ -- -- --
Eibhlín Ní hEarlaigh, student; school: 
An Sraith Mhór ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1316 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1096 33-34 Mrs. Bridge Boyle ♀ 40 -- --
Isabel Browne, student; school: 
Stranorlar (girls' school) ♀ 14/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1317 FC (ATU 1149) Y s NFC S1104 162-163 Paddy Toner ♂ -- -- --
Brigid Gallagher, student; school: 
Trian Caol ♀ 23/11/1939 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1318 FC (ATU 1149) N s NFC S1124 169-170 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Aghaclay -- 23/12/1938 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1319 FC (ATU 1149) Y F-s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Elizabeth Andrews ♀ 1919 or before ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
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Drumacarrow, Bailieboro Killinkere Castlerahon Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Story en
Drumaveil Drumgoon Tullygarvey Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland
The Giant who Wanted to Fight Finn 
MacCool en NFC S1022:255-256
Drumaveil Drumgoon Tullygarvey Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland
The Giant who Wanted to Fight Finn 
MacCool en NFC S1015:402
Kilbarron Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Stories en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428256/4389001
lives in Meenawilderg; raised in Silver Hill, 
Glenties Inbhear (Drumholme) Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428266/4389835
Macaire Clochair, Gaoth Dobhar Tamhnach Mhullaigh Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428280/4391756
Ballysaggart, St. John's Point Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Another Story en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428300/4392724
An Chill Na Cealla Beaga Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428303/4392926
an "Sceadaman" near Ard an Rath Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Eachtra na bhFiann in Ard an Rath ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428307/4393348




Árd an Rátha (Lower 




Árd an Rátha (Lower 
Killybegs) Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Fa'n Fhéinn ga NFC S1041: 289-290
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428312/4393736
Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428319/4394431
Cró Pádraig, Clochán Liath Teampall Crón Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428356/4399005
Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna agus an Fáthach Coimhthigheach ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428369/4400284
Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiúnn agus Fathach as Tír na Sorcha ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428381/4402140
Na Machaireacha, Doire Beag
Gaoth Dobhair 
(Tullaghobegley)
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Cloch Cheannfhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal fá na Fianna ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428390/4403326
Srath na Bruighe, Doirí Beaga
Cloch Cheannfhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 




Cloch Cheannfhaolaidh / 
Tullaghobegley
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 




Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Story about Giants en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428403/4404883
Béal an Átha Mhóir Gartan
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493626/4405231
Glebe, Stranorlar Srath an Urláir / Stranorlar Ráth Bhoth / Rathae Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
Traslighanagh Conwal Ráth Bhoth / Rathae Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland A Story en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493732/4414909
Cluain Catha (Cloncha) Inishowen East Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland A Funny Story en
Lough Salt Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
Andrews, Elizabeth. Ulster 
Folklore (New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1919), 91
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1320 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print
Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha / Patrick 
Sugrue (collector's father) ♂ 75
gamekeeper for 
the Lord of 
Ventry -- Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ 9/8/1929 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1321 FC (ATU 1149) Y S-T-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- William Carleton ♂ 1841 or before ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1322 FC (ATU 1149); SSC Y I Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ 1862 or before
ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); Briody Fian3; Briody Fian7; 
CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne)




Rev. Mr. M. of 
Coolbawn -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ 1866 or earlier ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1324 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print Seaghán Mag Éantaigh ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1913 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); Briody Fian6
1325 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print Tomás Ó Corragáin ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1901 Béaloideas 2: 227; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1326 FC (ATU 1149); Misc. Y s Print Máirtín Ó Muireagáin ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ("Mac Tíre") ♂ Autumn 1907 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
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Burnham East / Baile an Ghóilín Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Fathach ga en (summary) Béaloideas 2.2 (1929) 221-222
Ireland A Legend of Knockmany en
Chambers' Edinburgh Journal 
9.468 (16/1/1841): 409-411; 
Carleton, William. Tales and 
Sketches Illustrating the 
Character, Usages, Traditions, 
Sports and Pastimes of the 
Irish Peasantry (Dublin: James 
Duffy, 1845), 97-112; Yeats, 
William Butler, ed. Fairy and 
Folk Tales Traits of the Irish 
Peasantry (London: Walter 
Scott Publishing Co., 1888), 
266-279; Jacobs, Joseph, ed. 
Celtic Fairy Tales (London: 
David Nutt, 1892), 156-168; 
Graves, Alfred Perceval. The 
Irish Fairy Book (London: T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1909), 133-148
Wexford-Carlow border: Ballygibbon/White 
Mountain area Wexford / Loch Garman Leinster Ireland -- en
Dublin University Magazine 
59.350 (2/1862): 247
Wexford-Carlow border: Ballygibbon/White 
Mountain area Wexford / Loch Garman Leinster Ireland Fann Mac Cuil and the Scotch Giant en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866) 203-205 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 179-181
Ailt, Árda-ar-raith Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Triúr Gaisgidheach agus na Fianna ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 53-55
Caisleán Thoir, Carraig Mhachaire Rois / 
Carrickmacross Fearnmhuigh / Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Mannabhár Mór mac Ríogh Lochlann ga
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901), 77-80; 
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Óirghiall (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1905), 48-50
na Caológa, na Creaga Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Éan an 
Cheoil Bhinn. Imtheachta an 
Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 2.3 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh 
na Gaedhilge, 1908), 29-31
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1327 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print Michael J. Murphy (wrote himself) ♂ -- folklore collector
"Written down as the collector 
remembers having heard it in Co 
Armagh." -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1975 --
1328 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print Eóin Ó Cianáin ♂ 72 (1857-?) -- -- Éamonn Ó Tuathail ♂ 29/12/1929 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1329 FC (ATU 1149) N S-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1330 FC (ATU 1149) Y s MM 431C
[not given in 
publication]
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 





Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 
Ruy ♂ c.1899 Broderick, ZCP 38: 116-117
1331 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print Joe Moore ♂ -- -- -- Sophia Morrison ♀ before 1911 ZCP 39:171n1
1332 FC (ATU 1149) Y s Print
an old man in the Sound (Edward 
Faragher / Ned Beg Hom Ruy?) ♂ old -- informant's grandfather ♂ Charles Roeder ♂ before 1904
George Broderick, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
1333 FC (ATU 1149) Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 163 (unverified) Alexander Cameron ♂ -- tailor --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 1801 Bruford p. 104 n2, p. 105 n20
1334
FC (ATU 1149); Cú C; 
AC (ATU 873) Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.014 28v-46v
Eachann Mac Iosaig (Eachann Mac 
Ruaraidh) [Hector MacIsaac] ♂ 76 retired joiner
Ruaraidh Rua Mac Cuithein 
[Roderick MacQuien] (catechist; d. 50 
years prior) of North Uist, 60 years 
prior when informant was 15 or 16 ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 15/8/1873
SSS-CC (Hero Tales: Cú C; Hero Tales [Fenian]); 
Bruford; CWP
1335
FC (ATU 1149); Cú C; 
AC (ATU 873) Y s NLS
location in MSS not 
yet known. Neil Macalister ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ Before 1862
Bruford (Cú C); SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales 
[Fenian]; Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.; Characters in Tales: Gairbh Mac Stairn 
[198])
1336
FC (ATU 1149); Cú C-
cf. N s SSS SA1958.084.B6 00:01:36
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- old people -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 29/9/1958
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
1337 FC (ATU 1149); Cú C N S SSS SA1959.038.2 00:12:46 
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine, 
long before WWI ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 11/6/1959
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Bruford; Tobar an Dualchais
1338 FC (ATU 1149) N s SSS
SA1959.040.B6 + 
041.A1 00:03:15 Peter MacCormick ♂ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 1959
SSS-CC (Marchen/Heroic Mixtures and Fragments; 
Giants)
1339
FC (ATU 1149); Cú C-
cf. N s SSS SA1959.058.A1 00:02:18
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- Aonghas Beag ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 20/7/1959 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
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Dromintee Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool and the Scotch Giant en
Murphy, Michael J. Now 
You're Talking… Folk Tales 
from the North of Ireland 
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 
1975), 100-101




An Ómaigh Thoir / 
Omagh East Tyrone / Tír Eoghain Ulster Ireland Fionn mhac Cúill agus an Fathach ga
Ó Tuathail, Éamonn, eag. 
Sgéalta Mhuintir Luinigh 
(Dublin: Irish Folklore 
Institute, 1933) 105-107
Ireland The Rival Giants en
O'Connor, Barry. Turf-Fire 
Stories and Fairytales of 
Ireland (New York: P. J. 
Kenedy, 1890), 377-380
raised and lives in Cregneash Isle of Man Finn MacCool as yn Foawr gv en (trans.)
(?) Roeder, Charles. Note 216. 
Manx Notes and Queries 
(Douglas: S. K. Broadbend 
and Co. Ltd., 1904), 93-94
ZCP 38 (1981): 169-171 + ZCP 
39 (1982): 168-171; Béaloideas 
42-44 (1974-1976): 42-45, 52-
54
Glen Rushen Isle of Man Finn MacCooilley and the Buggane en
Morrison, Sophia. Manx Fairy 
Tales (London: David Nutt, 
1911), 42-46
the Sound Isle of Man
Finn Mac Cooil of the Sound Challenge by 
the Giant of South Barrule
gv* 
or en en
(?) ZCP 38 (1981): 169-171 + 
ZCP 39 (1982): 168-171; 
Béaloideas 42-44 (1974-1976): 
42-45, 52-54
Roeder, Charles. Note 216. 
Manx Notes and Queries 
(Douglas: S. K. Broadbend 
and Co. Ltd., 1904), 93-94
Drumcharry, Fortingal Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Fionn is Gara gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 7-
8
Ceannlangabhat, Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Port Charlotte Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 184-185 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 198-199 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 369-370
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cu Chulainn 's an Donn Ghuailleann gd
SA1964.048.A1; 
SA1965.119.B2
Gairm 29 (Foghar 1959): 67-
71; MacLean, Calum, 'A Folk-
Variant of Táin Bó Cúailnge 
from Uist', ARV: Journal of 




South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fuamhair Éirinn & Fuamhair Mhuile gd
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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1340 FC (ATU 1149) Y s SSS SA1960.254.A1 00:00:56 William Cumming ♂ 69 --
Miss Agnes Black (schoolteacher at 
Kilmichael Glassary) ♀ Hamish Henderson ♂ 1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
1341 FC (ATU 1149); Cú C N S SSS SA1964.048.A1 00:12:02
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall Mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1964
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1342 FC (ATU 1149) N s SSS SA1965.084.A1 00:04:02
Patrick MacCormick / Pàdraig 
MacCarmaig ♂ -- -- Michael Beag Morrison ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1343 FC (ATU 1149); Cú C N S SSS SA1965.119.B2 00:11:32
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- Alan J. Bruford ♂ ?/11/1965
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1344
FC (ATU 1149); Cú C-
cf. N s SSS SA1965.135.A6 00:01:52
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
1345 FC (ATU 1149)-cf. Y s; LR SSS SA1970.196.A1 00:06:44
Michael MacIntyre / Mìcheal Mac an t-
Saoir (Mìcheal mac Alasdair Mhòir 'ic 
Iain 'ic Iain) ♂ -- shepherd -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1970
SSS (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1346 FCD Y LR NFC 736 468 Seán Ó hAodha ("Hamit") ♂ 79 fisherman old people of Cill Fachtna Beag -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 3/6/1940 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1347 FCD Y S NFC 1274 368-377 Colm Mach Fhualáin ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ni Fhualáin ♀ c.1934 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1348 FCFT (ATU 766) Y LR-s NFC S1111 510-511
Owen Doherty (Roe) (Collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- --
Elizabeth Doherty, student; school: 
St. Mary's, Buncrana ♀ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1349 FCFT (ATU 766) Y LR NLS 50.1.13 113v-114r -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
1350 FCFT (ATU 766) Y? LR NLS 50.2.2 221r Duncan Morrison ♂ 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 19/9/1970
Sìm Innes, conference presentation: Fíanaigecht 2; 
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
1351 FCFT (ATU 766) Y s SSS SA1957.022.4 00:03:53 Tom Wilson ♂ 65 labourer (?)
Bruce Wilson (informant's great 
grandfather) of Stirling ♂ Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/6/1957 SSS-ALST; SSS-CC (AT 766)
1352 FCFT (ATU 766) Y F; LR SSS SA1957.030.1 00:02:05
Mary Stewart (Mrs.; Mickey; mother 
of Essie Stewart; daughter of Ailidh 
Dall) ♀
48 (1909-
1974) -- -- -- Hamish Henderson ♂ ?/6/1957 SSS-ALST; SSS-CC (AT 766)
1353 FCFT (ATU 766) Y F SSS SA1968.030.A6 00:00:56
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968
SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.); SSS-ALST; Sìm Innes, conference 
presentation: Fíanaigecht 2




John Cameron (informant's father; 
died over 40 years prior) of 
Ardnamurchan ♂ James MacDougall ♂
Summer 1889 - 
Spring 1890
SSS-CC (Folk Literature – General); Sìm Innes, 
conference presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
1355 FCFT (ATU 766) Y LR-s Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891
SSS-CC (Folk Literature – General); Sìm Innes, 
conference presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
1356 FF Y s NFC S182 158-159 James McCormack ♂ 53 -- --
Teresa McCormack, student; school: 
Lough Arrow ♀ 20/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1357 FF Y SU NFC S446 355 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Réidh Ghlas -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1358 FF Y s NFC S482 260-262 John O'Callaghan ♂ 67 -- --
Teresa Danaher, student; school: 
Ballyhahill (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1359 FF Y s (class) NFC S823 400-401 -- -- -- -- --
Joseph Egan, student; school: 
Rosenallis ♂ 1937-1938 Briody
1360 FG Y S NFC 8 17-26 Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 16/11/1932 Briody
1361 FG Y S NFC 8 109-117 Donnchadh Ó Laoithe ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 17/11/1932 Briody
1362 FG; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 9 57-64 Tomás mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1930 Briody
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Salen, Mull; Lismore; and/or Jura
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Story of Mr. and Mrs. Fingal en
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cu-Chulainn agus an Donn Ghuailionn gd SA1959.038.2; SA1965.119.B2
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/79368/1
Hacklete / Haclait South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fuamhaire Eirinn agus Fuamhaire Mhuile gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/43254/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cù Chulainn an Donn Guailleann gd SA1959.038.2; SA1964.048.A1
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/100212/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





lives in Gerinish; raised in West Gerinish South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Nighean an Fhiantaich gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/40083/1
lives and raised in na Creige, Cill Fachtna 
Beag Cill Fachtna Beag Cairbre Thoir Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Ceóltóir Beag ga
Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Cnóín Ceoil ga






Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
born in Gairloch Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Key of Craigachow en
born in Migdale, Bonar Bridge, Creich; raised 
in Sutherland Lairg Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Naidheachd mu Oisein gd
raised and lives in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





Islands Scotland Creag a' Ghobha 's an Eilean Sgithe-Anach gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 3-4
Annaghgowran, Boyle Killmactranny (Geevagh) Tirerrill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Fianna Tale en
Castleisland / Oileán 
Chiarraí
Trughaneemy / Triúcha 
an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
Tenekilla, Ballyhahill Ballyhahill (Kilmoylan) Seanad Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Rosenallis Tinnahinch Laois Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Mám an Óraigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail agus an Phiast ga NFC 356:327-336
Baile Mór Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ar Bhinn Dhiarmada ga NFC 288:329-389 NFC 356:484-495
Mártháin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhail ga NFC 9:210-220; 506:60-81
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1363 FG; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 9 210-220 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ 68 -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1930-32 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
1364 FG Y S NFC 14 26-37 Donnchadh Ó Clúbhain ♂ 40 -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933? Briody
1365 FG; BC Y S NFC 15 28-37
Séamus Mac Gearailt (Collector's 
grandfather) ♂ 74 -- --
Mícheál Ó Caomhánaigh (student of 
P. T. Ó Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody
1366 FG; BC Y S NFC 16 251-257 Tomás Ó Móráin ♂ -- -- --
Seán de Brún (student of P. T. Ó 
Riain) ♂ 1933 Briody
1367 FG; BC Y S NFC 17 105-110 Tomás Ó Móráin ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933? Briody
1368 FG; BC Y S NFC 19 204-230 Seán Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- Muiris Mac Gearailt ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (Na Fir Ghorma)
1369 FG Y s NFC 37 23-26 Seán Mac Giobúin ♂ 73 -- --
Máire Ní Fhloinn, student at Coláiste 
Ollscoile Bhaile Átha Cliath, from 
Clare. ♀ ?/12/1930 Briody; CC (Na Fir Ghorma)
1370 FG Y S NFC 121 29-75 Seán Grumail ♂ 86
small farmer 
(land for two 
cows)
Dan Joan's father, from same town, or 
else from 'na Saorsaigh', west of there ♂?/-- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1371 FG-cf.; Misc. Y S NFC 181 109-134 Tomás Ó Loirgneáin ♂ 79 farmer
The informant says he got it from 
John McDonnell, a migrant man from 
C. an Ríogh who only spoke English, 
over 20 years prior. Based on the 
telling, the collector opines that he 
likely didn't get it from him, and that 
he likely didn't first hear the tale in 
English. ♂? Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 13/3/1936 Briody (Laoch > An Fhéinn / Geascaí / Toir); CC
1372 FG; BC Y S NFC 214 577-591 Tomás Ó Móráin ♂ -- -- --
Seán de Brún  (student of P. T. Ó 
Riain) ♂ early 1930’s Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1373 FG Y S NFC 215 950-964 Séamas Mac Gearailt ♂ 74 -- --
Mícheál Ó Caomhánaigh (student of 
P. T. Ó Riain)  ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1374 FG; BC Y S NFC 243 315-343 Domhnall Ó Súileabháin ♂ 60 labourer
Eóghan Ó Súileabháin (c.40) of an 
Bhlascaod Mhór, c. 50 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 9/9/1936 Briody; CC (Na Fir Ghorma)
1375 FG Y S NFC 288 329-389 Donnchadh Ó Laoithe ♂ 28 farm labourer
Máire Ní Bheaglaoich (72) of Baile Uí 
Churráin, c. 15 years prior ♀ Peadar Ó Niallagáin ♂ 13/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1376 FG Y S NFC 298 216-220 -- -- -- -- --
Seosamh and Tomás Ó Murcha, 
students of Seán Ó Dubhda; Sc: An 
Carraig ♂ 1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1377 FG Y S NFC 356 327-336 Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin ♂ -- labourer -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 9/11/1932 Briody
1378 FG Y S NFC 356 484-495 Donnchadha Ó Laoithe ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 18/11/1932 Briody
1379 FG; BC Y S NFC 356 72-80 Tomás Ó Móráin ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1932 Briody
1380 FG Y S NFC 359 200-219 Donnchadha Ó Clúbháin ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1381 FG; BC Y S NFC 386 25-56
Mícheál Mac Gearailt (/ Maidhc ac 
Cearailt) ♂ c.42-45 small farmer
Micil Mórain (65) of An Riasc, 
Márthan, c. 30 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 17/7/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1382 FG; BC Y S NFC 456 17-29 Seán a Cearailt ♂ 71 small farmer
Eamon Ó Chúmháin (30) of Baile an 
Chnocháin, Múrach, 20 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 6/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1383
FG; FC (ATU 1149); 
BC Y S NFC 506 60-81 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Ó Séaghdha (75) of an Clusach, 
Márthain Toir, 60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 22/4/1938 Briody (FG); CC (Fiannaíocht [60-89])
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Cruach Mhártháin Baile an Fhéirtéaraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Fhionn Mac Cumhaill ga NFC 9:57-64; 506:60-81
Clais, Baile na nGall, An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail ó Éire ga NFC 359:200-219
Baile an Mhúraigh, An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Trí Caipíní an Fhir Goirm ga NFC 215:950-964
Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Trúir Fir Ghorma ga
NFC 17:105-110; 214:577-591; 
356:72-80
Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Trúir Fir Ghorma ga
NFC 16:254-257; 214:577-591; 
356:72-80
Cathair Scuilbín, Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhail 7 na Gaisciaghaidh 
Ghorma ga
Éidneach, Inis Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill 7 Rí na bhFear nGorm ga
Cathair Scoilbin Cill Maol Chéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 na triúr Feara Gorma ga
lives and raised in Tónagrán Anach Cuain Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal faoi Fhionn mac Cúil ga
Baile na nGall Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Triúr Fir Ghorma ga
NFC 16:254-257; 17:105-110; 
356:72-80
Baile an Mhúraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Trí Caipiní an Fhir Goirm ga NFC 15:28-37
lives in Baile Íc Fhínn; raised on an 
Bhlascaod Mhór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 na Fir Ghorma ga
lives in Baile Mór; from Baile Uí Churráin na Gleannta Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fá Fionn agus na Fianna ga NFC 8:109-117; 356:484-495
Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Rí na bhFear Gorm ga
Fuacht Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhail 7 an Phiast ga NFC 8:17-26
Baile Mór Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ar Bhinn Dhiarmada ga NFC 288:329-389 NFC 8:109-117
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Triur Fir Ghorma ga
NFC 16:254-257; 17:105-110; 
214:577-591
Clais, Baile na nGall Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail ó Éire ga NFC 14:26-37
lives and raised in Cam Uí Neól / Com 
Dhineol Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Fear Mór ó Ríocht na bhFear Gorm ga RIA LA_1085d1
lives in na Gorta Dubha; raised in Márthain 
Thoir Dún Úrlar Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul na Péiste ga
lives and raised in Márthan Toir Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn 7 an Triúr Gaiscíach ná Múcfaí Uisge 
Iad 7rl ga NFC 9:57-64; 9:210-220
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1384 FG; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 533 44-60 Eóghan Ó Néill ♂ 63
farmer; 
fisherman
Conn Ó Néill (80), informant's 
grandfather, of Tír Íochtarach, 
Clochán, 42 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1385
FG; FC (ATU 1149); 
BC Y S NFC 587 456-470 Pádraig a' Cearailt ♂ 74 small farmer
Seán a' Cearailt, informant's father, of 
Márthain Beag; heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 13/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1386 FG; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 983 72-89 Peig Sayers ♀
c.57 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife --
collected by Robin Flower; 
transcribed by Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ c.1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1387 FG Y S NFC 1130 382-386 Domhnall Ó Síothcháin ♂ -- -- --
mailed in on Cumann na Gaedhilge 
Chicágo stationary --
late 19th or 
early 20th 
century Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1388 FG-cf.; CCF Y S NFC 1477 224-231 Seán Ó Mainín ♂ 71 farmer 
old people (60) of Baile an 
Fhiadhnaigh, Márthan, 60 years prior -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ Winter 1956-57 Briody Fian5 (--)
1389 FG Y S NFC S421 157-161 Pádraig (Paid Maitiais) Ó Maoileóin ♂ 84
small farmer; 
tradesman --
Tomás Ó Murchadha, student ; 
school: Sherwick (boys' school) ♂ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1390 FG; BC Y S NFC S421 390-404 Mícheál Ó Mistéal ♂ c.70 -- --
Séamus Ó Dubhda, student; school: 
Na Gleannta ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1391 FG; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC S421 405-415
Nóra Ní Donnchadha (collector's 
mother) ♀ 50 -- --
Máire Ní Donnchadha, student; 
school: Na Gleannta ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1392 FG Y s NFC S423 109-110 Mícheál Rúiséal ♂ 65 farmer -- student; school: Ceanntrá (Ventry) -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1393 FG Y s NFC S425 261-264 Máighréad bean Uí Mhistéil ♀ 77 fisherman's wife
Máire bean Uí Bhrosnacháin (80), 
informant's grandmother, of Clochar, 
Baile an Fhéirtéirigh, 60 years prior ♀ student; school: Clochar na Toirbhirte -- 24/5/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1394 FG Y s NFC S457 555-558 -- -- -- -- --
Domhnall Ó hÉaluighthe, student; 
school: Cnoc na Bró ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1395 FG Y s (inc.) RIA LA_1074d1 00:04:07 Tadhg Ó Sé ♂ 47 farmer -- Wilhelm Doegen ♂ 12/9/1928 DRWP
1396 FG Y s (inc.) RIA LA_1085d1 00:04:10 Mícheál Mac Gearailt ♂ 36
farmer; 
fisherman -- Wilhelm Doegen ♂ 13/9/1928 DRWP
1397 FG; BC Y S Print Tomás Mór Ó Gormáin ♂ --
farmer; 
fisherman -- Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ c.1930 Archive List
1398 FG-cf. Y s SSS GLS 0861.a Neil Walker ♂ -- -- -- Terence McCaughey ♂ ?/3/1960 --
1399 FG; HT Y S Print Murdoch MacIntyre ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ ?/1/1869 Bruford (EBD)
1400 FG Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford p. 121 n12 (FBS)
1401 FL Y L NLS 72.3.9 73 (lost) -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 Tobar an Dualchais (SA1963.097.B7)
1402 FL Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 47-51 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
1403 FTL Y S NFC 61 430-435
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Coincheanainn ♂ 1/2/1931 Briody; Bruford; CC (FTL)
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lives and raised in Tír Íochtarach Clochán Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Triúr ó Ríocht na bhFear Mór ga
lives and raised in Márthain Beag Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 an Triúr ó Ríocht Rí na bhFear Mór ga
collected on An Blascaod Mór; lives and 
raised in Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn  ga en (trans.)
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. The 
Folklore of Ireland (London: 
B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 1974), 35-
43
lives in Chicágo; raised in Cathair Scoilbhín Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Righeacht na bhFear ga
lives and raised in Baile an Fhiadhnaigh Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn 7 an Triúr ná Múcfadh Uisce Iad 7rl. 7 
na Seacht Sluaiste Cré le n-a Chúl ga
Clochán Dubh Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Triúr Fearaibh Gorma ga
Cill Orradh, Daingean Uí Chúise Na Gleannta (Kildrum) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus na Triúr Fearaibh 
Gorma ga
An Ghleann, Daingean Uí Chúise Na Gleannta (Kildrum) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus an Fathach ga
lives in Mámanóraig, Ceanntrá, An 
Daingean; raised in Múrach Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Ceathrú, Dún Chaoin, Daingean Uí 
Chúise; raised in Clochar, Baile an 
Fhéirtéirigh An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail 7 na Fianna ga
Killaha Magh gCoinche Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Rí na bhFear Gorm ga
lives and raised in Caherdaniel Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ríocht na bhFear gCalma ga en (trans.) http://doegen.ie/LA_1074d1
lives and raised in Dunquin area Dunquin / Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Fear Gorm ga en (trans.) NFC 386:25-56 http://doegen.ie/LA_1085d1
An Ghlaise Bheag Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Trí Feara Gorma ga
Béaloideas 16.1-2 (1946): 108-
114
Stoneybridge South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn ann an Rìoghachd nam Fear Móra gd en (trans.)
Tocher 32 (Winter 1979-1980): 
122-125
Kilkenneth Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Mar a Chaith Fionn do Righeachd nam Fear 
Mora gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 176-191; Jacobs, 
Joseph, ed. More Celtic Fairy 




Islands Scotland Fionn 's Bran gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Liur gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 127
Ruisín na Mainiach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seirbh Fhionn go Tír Lochlainn ga
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1404 FTL Y s NFC 64 90-98 collector's family -- -- -- --
Áine Nic an Iomaire (14.5), student of 
Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♀ c.1931 Briody; CC (FTL)
1405 FTL Y S NFC 78 10-14.
Maighréad bean Phádhraig Uí 
Fháthartaigh ♀ -- -- -- Cáit Ní Mhainnín ♀ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe [13])
1406 FTL Y L/S NFC 79 282-300 Pádraic Bhreathnach ♂ 60 -- -- Liam Ó Buachalla (UCG) ♂ 10-11/9/1925 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (FTL)
1407 FTL; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 79 529-535 Tomás Ó Lóchain ♂ 68 -- -- Micheál Ó Cathain ♂ c.1933 Briody; ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1408 FTL Y s NFC 100 265-269 -- -- -- -- --
Liam Ó Conghaile (student of Pilib de 
Bhaldraithe, Gaillimh?) ♂ c.1917 Briody; CC (FTL)
1409 FTL Y s NFC 157 126-128 Máirtín (beag) Folan ♂ 75 -- -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 2/9/1935 Briody; CC (FTL)
1410 FTL Y S/L NFC 158 222-242 Beartla Ó Confhaola ♂ c.35 farmer informant's father (70), of Áird ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 26/11/1935 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (FTL)
1411 FTL Y S NFC 158 346-352 Tomás Mac an Iomaire ♂ -- farmer
informant's father, of Coillín, 35-40 
years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 2-3/12/1935
Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (FTL; Fiann-
laoithe)
1412 FTL Y S NFC 164 282-294 Tomás Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 45 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 19/10/1935 Briody; CC (FTL)
1413 FTL Y S NFC 208 488-508
Pádhraic Pheats Úi Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ -- -- -- Pádhraic (Óg) Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ ?/6/1936 Briody; CC (FTL)
1414 FTL-cf. Y s NFC 210 443-446 Bean Uí Builtéir ♀ -- -- informant's mother or father
♀?/♂
? Brighid Uí Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody Fian5 (uncatalogued); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1415 FTL-cf. Y s NFC 313 112-113 Mícheál Ó Donnchadha ♂ 88 shoemaker the old people of Coill an tSiáin -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 27/1/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1416 FTL Y S NFC 330 254-262 Séamus Ó Súilleabhán (An Chasúir) ♂ 65-70 farmer
informant got his tales from his 
mother and other old people who 
were living nearby ♀?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 2/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1417 FTL Y L/S NFC 342 612-632 -- -- -- -- -- student of Br. Ó Flaithtile -- c.1935 Briody; CC (FTL)
1418 FTL Y S NFC 373 101-106 Prionnsías Ó Caobhacáin ♂ 80 farmer
Proinnsías Ó Caobhacáin (60) of 
Cuiríanntas, Cor an Dola, 50 years 
prior ♂ Liam Ó Coincheannain ♂ 1/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1419 FTL Y S NFC 375 347-355 Máirtín 'ac Conamara ♂ 68 fisherman
Mícheál 'ac Conamara, informant's 
father, of Glaisoileán, Tulaigh ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 24/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1420 FTL Y S/L NFC 403 425-436 Micil Ó Laoidh ♂ 60 farmer
informant's mother (50) of Cloch 
Bhuí, Litir Miolláin, 40 years prior ♀ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 7/10/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1421 FTL Y S NFC 524 357-362 Liam Ó Gráine ♂ 77 farmer old people of Doire Locháin -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 22/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1422 FTL Y S NFC 586 253-258 Pádhraic Ó h-Ioláin ♂ 80 farmer old people of Maigh Cuilinn -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 7/12/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1423 FTL-cf. Y F-s NFC 665 478-479 Micheál Ó Tuathail ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraig mac Graich (70) of Ros 
Dúmhach, 30 years prior ♂ Pádraig Ó Loinnigh ♂ 1/9/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1424 FTL-cf. Y s/L NFC 705 483-487 Briney Mac Giolla Cearra ♂ c.87 farmer old people of Baile an t-Sléibhe -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/7/1940
Briody (?BBA); Briody Miscellaneous Notes (?SFTL); 
CC (Fiannaíocht)
1425 FTL; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 708 433-443 Seosamh Ó Ceallaigh ♂ c.76 farmer -- Máire Nic Ualghairg bn. Mhic Fhinn ♀ 17/11/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1426
FTL-cf.; FC (ATU 
1149) Y S NFC 711 60-65 Seán a Búrca ♂ 87 farmer old people of Creig Dhuibh -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 17/4/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1427 FTL Y S/L NFC 793 208-218 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
Máire Ní Niadh (80) of Soiléar, 
Rosmuc, 15 years prior ♀ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 10/9/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1428 FTL Y S NFC 795 151-172 Mícheál Ó Coincheannain ♂ 52 farmer
Seán Ó Scolaigh (82) of Baile na 
Coille, Corr an Dola, 3 years prior ♂ Liam Ó Coincheannain ♂ 15/8/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1429 FTL Y S NFC 829 227-235 Seán Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ c.62 small farmer
old people (c. 70) of Lochán Beag, c. 
30 years prior -- Tadhg S. Ó Coincheannainn ♂ 8/6/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1430 FTL Y S NFC 836 529-534 Niall a Gíontaí ♂ 75 farmer -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 8/12/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Coillín, Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Turas go Tír Lochlainn ga
Inbhear, Rosmuc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Ghrabhlainn Mhór ga
An Lochán Beag An Chruic Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Suirighe Fhinn I gCríoch Lochlainn ga
Cam Dhoire, Na Creagga Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Maith 7 Luath na bhFiann ga NFC 1762:103-113
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
Loch Con Uidhre, Cill Chiaráin, Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí Lochlainn 7 na Fianna Éireann ga
Áird Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Suirghe Fínn go Tír Lochlainn ga NFC 1311:473-488
Coillín Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Suirghe Fínn go Tír Lochlainn ga RIA LA_1133d1
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
Corr na Rón, Indreabhán Má Chuillinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Turas na Féinne go Crích Lochlann ga
Lios an tSeabha, Maoldha, Clár Cloinne 
Mhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
Coill an tSiáin Baile Chalaidh Baile Chalaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fianna ga
lives and raised in An Fháith, next to an 
Choirreáin na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Conán Maol agus na Fianna ga
-- -- -- Galway / Gaillimh? Connacht? Ireland Soraidh Fhinn go Críocha Lochlainn ga
lives in Cnocán na mBlobh, raised in 
Corrianntaí Corr an Dola Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Soirigh Fhinn go Críocha Lochlainn ga
lives and raised in Glaisoileán Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal Chonáin ga
Cloch Bhuí, Litir Miolláin Ceathrú Rua Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fiannú Éireann 7 Rí Lochlainn ga
lives and raised in Doire Locháin Naomh Seósamh Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives in Gort Riabhach; raised in Maigh 
Cuilinn Cill Chuimín Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Na Fianna ga
lives and raised in Ros Dumhach Cill Comáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile an tSléibhe Cluain Dhá Bhadóg Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile na Cille Dún an Ochta Longphort Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives in Ceapa Curaigh; raised in Creig 
Dhuibh Baile an Róbe Cill Mheadhoin Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fiannaí ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Soiridhe Fhionn go Tir Lochlann ga
lives in Rinn na hÁirne; raised in Máinteach, 
Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Corr an Dola Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conán Maol 7 Draoíeadóirí na Gréige ga
lives and raised in An Lochán Beag An Cnoc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Rinn na Feirsde Baile Cruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
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1431 FTL Y S NFC 840 305-308 Pádraig (Pheatsa) Ó Cúláinn ♂ 84 farmer
Mícheál Ward (60) of Cor na Run, 
but from Co. Clare, 60 years prior ♂ C. I. Mac Gill Eathain ♂ 28/9/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1432 FTL Y S NFC 840 316-322 Seán (beag) (Seáinín) Ó Tuairisg ♂ 47 farmer
Tomás Ó Flatharta (Tom Sail) (68) of 
an Lochan Beag, 28 years prior ♂ C. I. Mac Gill Eathain ♂ 1/10/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1433 FTL Y S NFC 1131 104-109 -- ♂ old -- -- Pádraig Ó Droigneáin ♂ c.Summer 1928 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1434 FTL Y S NFC 1273 315-325 -- -- -- -- --
Pádhraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh (student, 
for a competition) ♂ c.1934-35 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1435 FTL-cf. Y s NFC 1275 379-381
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (collector's 
mother) ♀ -- -- --
Máiread Ní Chonghaile (student, for a 
competition) ♀ c.1934 Briody; Briody Fian5
1436 FTL Y S/L NFC 1311 473-488
Beartla Ó Conghaile (collector's 
father) ♂ 50 --
Séamas Ó Conghaile (46), informant's 
father, of Aird Thiar, Cárna, 38 years 
prior ♂ Éamonn Ó Conghaile ♂ 15/12/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1437 FTL Y S NFC 1428 129-136 Mícheál Mac Donncadha ♂ 65 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 3/10/1955 Briody
1438 FTL-cf. Y s NFC 1431 572-574 Seán Ó Maolshabhail ♂ -- -- --





collected?) Briody (not cf.)
1439 FTL Y L/s NFC 1476 293-299 Johny Each (Steed) ♂ 80 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 17/10/1956 Briody
1440 FTL Y S NFC 1634 298-303 Seán Ó Curraidhin (Seán Mhicí) ♂ 74 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 5/3/1960 Briody
1441 FTL; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 1762 103-113
Tomás Ó Lócháin (Tom Mhatt; 1863-
1942) ♂ 69+ small farmer -- Gearóid Ó Maoilmhicil ♂ ?/6/1932 Briody Fian5 (--)
1442 FTL Y S NFC 1765 73-78 Tomás Seoighe ♂ 69 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 12/7/1969 Briody
1443 FTL Y s/L (inc.) NFC 1775 188-190 Micheál Ó Síoda ♂ 77 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 25/5/1965 Briody
1444 FTL Y S NFC 1864 64-70 Seán Ó Curraoin (Seán Mhicí) ♂ 81 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 2/4/1966 Briody
1445 FTL Y s NFC S62 241, 243, 245, 247 Tomás Ó Cualáin (collector's uncle) ♂ 62 -- --
Maighréad Ní Cualáin, student; 
school: An Tulach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1446 FTL-cf. Y s NFC S136 38-40 Seán Ó Maolshabhail ♂ 69 farmer --
Máire Ní Chróinín (schoolteacher; 
school: Eachléim) ♀ 8/21/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1447 FTL Y s NFC S140 322-323 -- -- -- -- --
Mícheál Ó Loinn, student [?]; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire, Baile an Chaisil 
(girls' school [?]) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1448 FTL Y s/L NFC S1052 259-263 Séamus Mac Aodhchain ♂ -- -- --
Maighread Nic Fhloinn, student; 
school: Béal an Átha Móir ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1449 FTL-cf. Y s NFC S1052 162-164 Domhnaill Ó Dochartaigh ♂ -- -- --
Maighread Nic Fhloinn, student; 
school: Béal an Átha Móir ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1450 FTL Y s NFC S1055 66-67 Nóra bean Uí Dhuirnín ♀ -- -- --
Niall Mac Suibhne, teacher; school: 
Mín na Mánrach ♂ Autumn 1935 Briody (BBA?); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1451 FTL Y s/L NFC S1073 40-42 Séamus Mac Aodhchain ♂ 76 -- --
B. N. Nic Aodhchain, student; school: 
An Sraith Mhór ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1452 FTL Y s (inc.) RIA LA_1133d1 00:04:03
Tomás Mac Con Iomaire / Thomas 
Ridge ♂ 56 (c.1874-?) farmer -- Karl Tempel ♂ 12/9/1930 DRWP
1453 FTL Y s (inc.) RIA LA_1255d1 00:01:34
Nóra Nic Conaglaigh (bean Uí 
Chlintaigh) / Hannah Clinton née 
Connelly ♀
70 (c.1862-
19xx) farmer's wife -- Karl Tempel ♂ 2/10/1931 DRWP
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lives and raised in Corr na Rón An Cnoc Uachtar Ard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in An Lochán Beag An Cnoc Uachtar Ard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cuire Foill na bhFiann go Crí Lochlann ga
na Forbacha or Inis Meadhon (collector can't 
recall) Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Na Fianta Éireann ga
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Turas na Féinne go Crích Lochlann ga
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheacht ga
lives in Árd Thiar; raised in Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Suirghe Finn go Tíortha Lochlainn ga NFC 158:222-242
lives and raised in Tuairín Ceathrú Rua Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives in Mullach Rua, Clochar, Béal a 
Mhuirthid Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Scéal faoi na Fianna ga NFC S136:38-40
lives and raised in Bealach Bán, Béal Chláir Cora Finne Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Soraidh Fhinn go Tír Lochlainn ga
lives and raised in An Baile Láir (Ros a Mhíl) An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conán Maol I gCrí Lochlainn ga NFC 1864:64-70
lives and raised in Camdhoire Cill Bheagnait Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga NFC 79:529-535
lives and raised in Leitir Cala Leitir Mór Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
lives and raised in An Pháirc Gharbh Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Dún Ceithlín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in An Baile Láir (Ros a Mhíl) An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga NFC 1634:298-303
Baile na hAbhann An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór 7 Conán Maol ga
Mullach Rua, Fód Dubh, Béal an Fheadha Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal Faoi na Fianna ga NFC 1431:572-574
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428008/4367980
Doonfeeny Tír Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fianna na h-Éireann ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428027/4369614
Béal an Átha Mhóir, Leithbhearr Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Eachtra na bhFiann ga NFC S1073:40-42
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428348/4397890
Mín Mór, Baile na Finne Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Na Fianna ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428348/4397783
Cró Beithe, Clochán Liath Teampall Crón Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428355/4399145
Béal an Átha Mhóir, Leithbhearr Gartan
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Eachtraí na bhFiann ga NFC S1052:259-263
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493626/4405376
lives and raised in Cuilleen Carna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fianna Éireann agus Rí Lochlann ga en (trans.) NFC 158:346-352 http://doegen.ie/LA_1133d1
raised in Ballincrick / Baile an Chnuic; lives 
in Glashagh / An Ghlaiseach (spent 7-10 
years in America) Fanad / Fánaid Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll ga en (trans.)
Ní Bhaoill, Róise, eag. Ulster 
Gaelic Voices: Bailiúchán 
Wilhelm Doegen 1931 
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1454 FTL Y s Print -- -- -- -- -- Lady Gregory ♀ 1926 or before --
1455 FTL Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 158 (unverified) Donald Mac Iver (Robertson) ♂ -- foxhunter --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 1800-1808 Bruford p. 164n18
1456 FTL-cf. Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.011 20v-23v Donald MacPhie / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/3/1867 CWP
1457 FTL Y F-s NLS 50.1.5
128v-133r + 50.1.12: 
88r, 94r-96r Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith -- Hector MacLean ♂ 1/10/1860 NLS Register
1458 FTL Y L NLS 73.1.24 18-24 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 Bruford p. 164n18
1459 FTL Y L NLS 73.2.1 65-67




informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1801-1803 Bruford p. 164n18
1460 FTL Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.16 5b-6a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 Bruford p. 164n18
1461 GD-cf. Y S; LR-T NFC 254 302-310
Máire Bean Uí Shúilleabháin (neé 
Séaghdha) ♀ 80 farmer's widow
informant's grandmother (80) of Garra 
Leitir, Bonán, c. 55 or 60 years prior ♀ Breanndán Ó Séaghdha ♂ 16/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1462 GD Y S NFC 264 8-12. Bean Uí Lochlainn ♀ 62 farmer's wife
informant's mother (50) of Doire 
Mhic Néill, Áit Tighe Meassaighe, 
Maigh Eó, c. 40 years prior ♀ Áine Ní Ruadháin ♀ 21/10/1936 Briody (cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1463 GD Y S NFC 268 499-511 Risteárd Ó Suibhne ♂ 62 labourer
Donnchadh Ó Suibhne (40), 
informant's father, of Gort an Acra, c. 
45 years prior ♂ Prionnsias Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1464 GD Y S NFC 403 102-120 Seán Ó Laoidh ♂ 70 farmer
Páraic Ó Gaora (80) of Áill na Brón, 
40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 15/9/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1465 GD Y S NFC 479 428-442 Éamonn Ó Moidhe ♂ 84 farmer
Connaill Mac Cormaic (50) of Cró na 
Reabhog, Gleann Fhinne, 60 years 
prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 16/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1466 GD Y S NFC 516 350-368 Risteárd Mac Suibhne ♂ 63 labourer informant's father ♂
Siobhán Ní Chárthaigh, student; 
school: Bhaile Mhúirne ♀
2/11/1937-
1/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1467 GD Y S NFC 712 405-439 Beartla Ó Conaire ♂ 60 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 5/11/1940 Briody
1468 GD Y s NFC 807 52-55 Seán de Brún ♂ 72 labourer -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 5/1/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1469 GD Y S NFC 938 224-230 Amhlaoibh Ó Loingsigh ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Múirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 11-18/3/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
1470 GD Y S NFC 981 96-105
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer old people of Baile Uí Bhoithín -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/8/1946 Briody; Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1471 GD Y F-s NFC S49 352-354 Patrick O'Leary ♂ 70 -- --
Mary Leary, student; school: Clochar 
na Trócaire, Cinn Mhara ♀ 28/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1472 GD Y s (inc.) NFC S68 349-350
Máire Ní Loidáin (collector's 
grandmother) ♀ 71 -- --
Brighid Ní Chonaire, student; school: 
Oileán Iarthach ♀ 2/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1473 GD Y s NFC S186 240-243 Michael Lavin (collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Kathleen Lavin, student; school: 
Drom na Gráinsighe ♀ 7/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conan en
Lady Gregory, The Kiltartan 
History Book  (London: T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1926): 17-19
Loch Tayside Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Carrachd Righ Lochlain air Fionn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 85
Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cath Mhànuis gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 364-368 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 381-386 = 




Mar a Chuir Righ Lochlunn Fios Feallsa gu 
Fionn Mac Cuthail gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Turas Fhinn do Lochlunn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 85-
86
Scotland An Tathach Iunigh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 83-
84
lives in Gort a dTullach; raised in Garra Leitir Neidín Gleann Ó Ruachta Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Story of the Fianna en
lives in Dúnais; raised in Doire Mhic Néill, 
Maigh Eó Cill Lasrach Gaillean Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal faoi na Fianna en
lives in Na hUlláin; raised in Gort an Acra Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An t-Athach Mór agus na Fianna ga NFC 516:350-368
lives and raised in Áill na Brón Cárna (Muigh Ros) Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Giolla Deacair 7 na Fiannú Éireann ga
lives and raised in Glaiseach, Gleann Finne Cill Tuathóg Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus an Seanduine ga
lives and raised in Na hUlláin Baile Mhúirne Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Seanduine Beag agus na Fianna Éireann ga NFC 268:499-511
lives and raised in Roscíde Ros Muc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Giolla Deacair ga
lives in Cruinne Lú, Cill Chóirne; raised in 
Cill Mhídhe, Sráid a Mhuilinn Cill Chóirne (Bán Tír) Iar Mhúscraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
An Giolla Deacair agus a Chapall Neamh-
Éasgaidh ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
An Giolla Deacair agus a Chapall 
Neamhéasca ga
Béaloideas 33 (1965 [1967]): 
127-130
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhothín Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Giolla Deacair ga
Kinvara / Cinn Mhara Kiltartan /Cill Tartáin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Giants and Warriors en
raised in Oileán Iarthach Ros Muc Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal faoi na Fianna Éireann ga
Drumnagransky; Ballymote Toomour Corrán Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
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1474 GD-cf. Y I NFC S497 321
Davy Twomey (informant or 
collector?) ♂? -- -- -- student; school: Béal Átha Grean -- 1934-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1475 GD Y S Print Daniel Sheehy (Ó Síthigh) ♂ 100+ -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893 Bruford; Briody Fian3; CC (GD)
1476 GD Y s-Lit. (inc.) Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
1477 HT Y S NFC 46 88-98 Riobárd Muiris ♂ 88 farmer
Donnchadh Ó Drisceoil of 
Leathnacht, Drom Dá Liag, 55 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó Briain ♂ ?/9/1933
Briody (Laoch > An Fhéinn / Geascaí / Toir); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
1478 HT Y S NFC 1236 19-29 Máire Ní Bhriain ♀ 69 -- -- Eibhlín Ní Cháirr ♀ 20/7/1952 Briody (uncatalogued); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1479 HT? Y s (inc.) NFC S39 67-69 Micheál Ó Connláin ♂ -- -- -- student; school:  Cros-Bhóthar -- 1937-1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1480 HT; TA Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887 Briody Fian3; CC (TA)
1481 HT (ATU 650A); BC; S Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887
Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore (Talbot), 
179 (Cf. BC); Briody Fian3; CC (BC)
1482 HT Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW119.002 6r-19r
Alexander MacNeil / Alastair mac 
Ruari bhain MacNeill ♂ 72 fish salter
informant's father, when informant 
was young ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/3/1871 CWP
1483 HT Y S NFC 1171 393-406
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
MacDhòmhnaill (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh; 
Donnchadh Clachair) ♂
67 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 11/7/1949 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
1484 HT Y S NLS 50.1.3 228r-247r; 430r-446r Alexander MacNeill ♂ -- fisherman -- -- -- ♂ Before 1860
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford p. 
130 n4
1485 HT Y S SSS DJM 30 2774-2792 Neil MacDonald (collector's uncle) ♂ 70 crofter
informant's father (70) or Inishvale, 
South Uist, 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 22/12/1954 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
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Castletown
Béal Átha Grean 
(Corcomahide) Connelloe Upper Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Local Tradition of Fianna en
Dún Chaoin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fin MacCool, the Hard Gilla, and the High 
King ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero Tales 
of Ireland (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1894), 514-529
Ireland The Flight of the Sluggard en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 225-227 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 199-200
lives and raised in Leathnacht, Drom Dá Liag Cathrach Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Driseachán; raised in Droma Rossa -- Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
Cill Bheannáin Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal Fhinn Mhic Cumhaill agus an Ridire ga
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Fin MacCumhail and the Knight of the Full 
Axe ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 232-243 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 157-165
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Fin MacCumhail and the Son of the King of 
Alba ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 292-303 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 203-211
Kentangaval / Ceanntangabhal Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Gruagach Ban Mac Righ Eireann gd





lives in Peighinn nan Aoireann; raised in 
Snaoiseubhal Uibhist a Deas / South Uist
Uibhist a Deas / South 
Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a chailleadh an t-sealg air an Fhìnn gd
SSS DJM 6:481-497; 
Béaloideas 17 (1947 [1949]): 
245-250
Kentangaval / Ceanntangabhal Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Gruagach Ban, Mac Righ Eireann gd en (trans.)
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW119.002: 6r-19r
PTWH 2 (1860): 410-434 = 
PTWH 2 (1890): 424-449 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 156-176; 
Montgomerie, Norah and 
William. The Folk Tales of 
Scotland (Edinburgh: Mercat 
Press, 2005), 174-182
lives and raised in Peninerine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gruagach na Sealg gd
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1486 HT Y S SSS DJM 6 481-497
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) 
(collector's uncle) ♂
71 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Donald John MacDonald ♂ 1/10/1953 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
1487 HT Y S Print
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
64 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Kirkland C. Craig ♂ ?/4/1946 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); Archive List
1488 LA? Y L NFC 289 418-420 Máire Ní Dhubhthaigh ♀ 50 housewife
Eibhlín Nic Gairbhe (70) of Rann an 
Feirsde, c. 16 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 27/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1489 LA Y L NFC 741 15-16 Aodh Ó Grianna ♂ 39 labourer
Meadhbha Ní Árluigh (75) of Rann na 
Feirste, 20 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 22/1/1941 Briody
1490 LAS (ATU 513A)-cf. N S NFC 7 190-199 Domhnall Mac Gearailt ♂ 66 -- -- P. T. Ó Riain (or one of his students?) ♂ 1930s Briody; CC (LAS)
1491
LAS (ATU 513A); 
ECM-cf. Y S NFC 12 228-252 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody (not cf.); Bruford  (ECM); CC (ECM)
1492 LAS (ATU 513A)-cf. Y S NFC 17 264-268 Mícheál Ó Caomhánaigh ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933? Briody; CC (LAS)
1493 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 22 583-590 Muiris Ó Catháin ♂ 19 fisherman Peig Sayers / Peig Séars ♀ Tomás mac Sithigh ♂ 5/4/1934 Briody; CC (LAS)
1494 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 34 186-191 -- -- -- -- --
Pádraig Ó Brosnacháin, student; 




1495 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 47 390-404 Diarmuid Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 68 -- a migrant man, c. 40 years prior ♂ Próinséas Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (LAS [402])
1496 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 64 73-89 collector's family -- -- -- --
Áine Nic Con Iomaire (14.5), student 
of Liam mac Coisdealbha ♀ c.1931 Briody; CC (LAS; cf. FFA)
1497 LAS (ATU 513A) Y F-s NFC 126 71-73 -- -- -- -- --
Una Ní Raghallaigh, student (8th 
class); school: Scoil 
Imleachdroigneach ♀ c.1935 Briody (Scéalta ar an bhFéinn in RBÉ le scrúdú fós)
1498 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 130 5-51. Seán Mac Gearailt ♂ 58-60 --
informant's grandfather (80) of Cnoc 
Buí, 30 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Súilleabháin, BA ♂ 6/4/1933 Briody; CC (LAS)
1499 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 133 253-279 Auguistín Ó Dioláin ♂ 61 --
Brian O'Crochúir of an Leathchluain 
next to Liosceannúir ♂ Seán Mac Mathghamhna ♂ 24/12/1935 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1500 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 169 168-173 Neddy Moy (Neidí Ó Muighe) ♂ 80 farmer
Condy Mhac Cormaic (75; died c. 
1890) of Glaiseach, Gleann Fhinne, c. 
50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/8/1934 Briody; CC (LAS)
1501
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML (interwoven with 
ECM) Y S NFC 171 783-801 Mícheál Mac Luain ♂ 50 farmer
John Cinneide of Sruthal, Cille Máird, 
c. 20 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 7/2/1936 Briody; CC (cf. ECM [793-801])
1502 LAS (ATU 513A) Y s NFC 212 361-365 Micil Mac Meanman ♂ 56 farmer -- Pádraic S. Ó Braonáin ♂ 4-7/11/1935 Briody; CC (LAS)
1503 LAS (ATU 513A) Y s NFC 215 1006-1010 -- -- -- -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain -- c.1933? Briody; CC (LAS)
1504
LAS (ATU 513A); 
MGF-cf.; ATU 1137 Y S NFC 239 630-652 Séamus Ó Seaghdha  (Sé) ♂ 71 farmer
informant's mother (60) (possibly; 
attribution applies to most of a group 
of tales) ♀? Tadhg Ó Murchadha (Murchú) ♂ 25-26/6/1936
Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 
(#1137)
1505 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 261 360-369 Donnchadha Mac Guibhir ♂ 72 farmer
Peadar Ó Cíannaigh (60) of Tullaigh 
Tonaibir, na Gleanntaí, c. 55 years 
prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 19/11/1936 Briody; CC (LAS)
1506 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 262 83-93 Mícheál Mac Páidín ♂ 74 farmer
Eoghan Mac Páidín (40), informant's 
father, of An Carraig, Doire Beaga, Tír 
Chonall, c. 50 years prior ♂ Séamas Ó Dúbhgáin ♂ 13/9/1936 Briody; CC (LAS)
1507
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML Y S NFC 262 626-658
Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh (wrote 
himself) ♂ 22 folklore collector
Sorcha Ní Grianna (59) of Rann na 
Feirsde, c. 2 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ ?/10/1936 Briody; CC (FFA; LAS)
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lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gruagach na Sealg gd
NFC 1171:393-406; Béaloideas 
17 (1947 [1949]): 245-250
lives and raised in Peninerine / Peighinn nan 
Aoghairean; born in Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Cheileadh an t-Sealg air an Fhìn gd
SSS DJM 6:481-497; NFC 
1171:393-406
Béaloideas 17 (1947 [1949]): 
245-250
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Íochtarach Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Conairte ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi an Arrachta ga
Cillmaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Mac Dheirg ga
Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Rí Ríocht na Trí Báine ga
An Gearaltach, Baile an Mhúraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ríogh an Chláir ga
Baile Eagalise < Blasgaodí an Fhirtéaraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Seacht Phréacháin ga
Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Cuigear Garsún ga
lives and raised in Doire an Chuilinn Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mac an Rí agus an Mór-Sheisear Driothár ga
Coillín, Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fathach an Bhéal Mhór ga
Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul ga
Cúil Rua, Mágh Dheilge Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Feann i dTír na Fouruíochta ga
Crocaoibhinn, Dúbhlinn Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Fionn fés na Geasa ga
Glaiseach, Gleann Finne Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill 7 Rí Shasana ga NFC 1126:127-130
lives and raised in Dubhchruach Cille Máird Tír Aoidh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail 7 a Seachtar Buachaill ga
NFC 1033:140-161; 1947:42-
67
lives and raised in Béal an Átha Móir Cill Taobhóg Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal fá Fhionn Mhic Chumhail ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ríogh an Chláir ga
Baile Leidir / Ballyledder na Tuaithe / Knockane
Triúch an Aicme / 
Drumkerron Nth. Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail 7 Rí na hIndiatha Thiar ga
lives and raised in Tullach Tonaibhir na Gleanntach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Cois Cláidigh, Bun Beag; raised in 
An Carraig, Doire Beaga Gaoth Dóbhair Cill Mhac Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Bhaintreabhach agus a Mac ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feairste Teampall Crón Íochtarach Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhail agus a Mhór Sheisear 
Buachall ga
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LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML Y S NFC 338 194-221 Seán Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 80 farmer
many people when informant was 
growing up -- Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 6/3/1937 Briody; CC (LAS)
1509 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 353 204-212 Séamus Mac Gearailt ♂ 70 farmer
Pádruig Mac Gearailt (60) of Baile na 
mBrúnach, 40 years prior ♂ Eibhlín Ní Sheaghdha ♀ 21/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1510 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 353 229-238 Conchubhar Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 79 farmer
Dónal Ó Súilleabháin (60) of Loch Á 
Bhall, 40 years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 29/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1511 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 354 305-313 Peaidí Mac Giolla Phádraic ♂ 88 farmer
informant's father (66; born 1801) of 
Scairbh, An Tobar, 70 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ ?/5/1937 CC (LAS)
1512 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 356 143-154 Peig Eóin ♀ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 4/15/1905 CC (LAS)
1513 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 419 190-204 -- -- -- -- --
Brian McKevitt, technical teacher, 
Kilcar, Donegal ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (LAS; ATU 513)
1514 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 428 296-308 Seán Mac Cormaic ♂ c.45 farmer
old people of Doire Leac Conaill, An 
Dubh Choraidh, c. 25 years prior -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 18/11/1937 Briody; CC (LAS; ATU 513)
1515
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML Y S NFC 438 217-246 Anna Nic Grianna ♀ 45 blind pension -- Aodh Ó Duibheannaigh ♂ 1937
Briody (LAS, LML); Bruford p. 244 n16 (LML); CC 
(LML; LAS)
1516 LAS (ATU 513A); FG Y S NFC 494 127-143
Mary Ellen Sarsfield / Máire Eibhlín 
Sairséal (Bean an t-Sáirséalaigh) ♀ c.55 -- -- Fr. Seán Mac Diarmada ♂ c.1903
Briody; Briody Fian3; CC (Fiannaíocht); CC [Béal] 
(ATU 513; Diarmaid [181]; LAS [182]); ÓSC p. 168 (# 
673 - publication)
1517
LAS (ATU 513A); FG; 
FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 508 65-87 Seán mac Eoin ♂ 60 farmer
Tomás 'ac Dhonncha (90) of an 
Cheathrú Rua, 20 years prior ♂ Brian mac Lochlainn ♂ 25/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1518 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 537 7-16. Paidí Ó Daola ♂ 90 farmer
informant's father (80) of Gort Árd 
Riocáin, over 70 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 12/4/1938 Briody; CC (LAS)
1519 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 561 81-92 Micheál Ó hEigeartaigh ♂ 60 farmer
Seán Ó Gallchubhair (50) of Mín na 
Cloiche, Cealla Beaga, 40 years prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 1/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1520 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 661 199-204 Crochúr ('Coraló') Ó Néill ♂ c.80 farmer
an old tailor who used to come 
around many years ago ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 30/9/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1521 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 736 125-131 Joe Helen ♂ 67 --
old people of Gort na Móna, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 7,9/10/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1522 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 938 289-299 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Múirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 18-25/3/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
1523 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 980 320-335
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer people of Baile Uí Bhoithín -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/5/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1524
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML (interwoven with 
ECM) Y S NFC 1033 140-161 Mícheál Mac an Luain ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraic Mac an Luain, informant's 
father, of Dubh Chró, Na Cruacha, 
long ago ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 8/1/1948
Briody; CC (LAS); Ciarán Ó Duibhín 
(http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/~oduibhin/doegen/mcaule
y.htm)
1525 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 1124 119-129 Séamas Ó Conchubhair ♂ 67 --
Conchubhar Mhicí (died 24 years 
prior at 70+), informant's father ♂
Pádriag Ó Conchubhair 
(schoolteacher) ♂ c.1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1526 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 1126 127-130 Neidí Ó Muighe ♂ 80 --
Condi Ua Cormaic of Glaise Mór 
(from whom he learned all his tales) ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/8/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1527 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 1140 32-43 Tom Phaitín Ó Nialláin ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Longáin ♂ 1921 or earlier Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1528
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML-cf., ECM-cf. Y S NFC 1247 275-305 "Ó Goithín" ♂ -- -- -- C. W. Von Sydow ♂ c.1921 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1529
LAS (ATU 513A); 
RGG Y S NFC 1268 41-55 -- -- -- -- --
"an Fiorach Fiotarach", perhaps for an 
Oireachtas/competition -- before 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1530 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 1479 75-85
Beartla Ó Conghaile (Collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- informant's father, c. 30 years prior ♂ Máiréad Ní Chonghaile ♀ c.1957 Briody
1531 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 1642 47-63
Éamonn Mac Grianna (Neidí Frainc / 
Neddy Frank) ♂ c.64
temporary 
builder
Prionnsias Mac Grianna, informant's 
father, long ago ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/3/1963 Briody
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lives and raised in An Cruach, Dún 
Cheannfhaolaidh na Cealla Beaga Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
live and raised in Baile na mBrúnach Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill 7 Fheara ga
lives and raised in Trá Chaiseal Eadar-Ghóil Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Eocha Cairt agus Fionn mac Cumhal ga
lives in Bun na h-Abhan; raised in Scairbh, 
An Tobar Na Beithighe Cill Tártain Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Rí Dubh ga
Muiridhoich (?) Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Mach Dheirg ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Doire Leac Conaill Teampall Crón  Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Rann na Feirste na Rosann Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhail 7 Seacht Gealta na 
Féinne ga
An Caisleán Riabhach / Castlereagh
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Leath a Duine ga Béaloideas 7.2 (1937): 180-184
lives in An Cuilleán; raised in an Cheathrú 
Rua An Cillín Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal Fhinn mhic Cúill ga
lives and raised in Gort Ardriocáin Cill Tómas Bail Locha Riach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
An Rí 7 an Fathach a d'Arduigheadh Clánn a' 
Rí leis ga
lives and raised in Mín a Draigheann na Cealla Beaga Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Seanbhaile Liath Cailleach an Fhíona Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn 7 na Leanbhaí ar an Oileán ga
lives in Scoil Mhuire; raised in Gort na Móna, 
Scoil Mhuire Scoil Mhuire Cairbre Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill and King of France en
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Fionn mac Cúmhaill agus Dearg mhoch 
Deirg ga
Béaloideas 37-38 (1969-1970): 
98-103
lives and raised in Baile Ní Bhoithín Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cluas le hÉisteacht 7rl. ga
lives and raised in Dubh Chró, Na Cruacha Killymard Baighneach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Tóin Iarainn gan Tapadh ga NFC 171:783-801;1947:42-67
Ní Dhíoraí, Áine, ed. Na 
Cruacha: Scéalta agus 
Seanchas (Baile Átha Cliath: 
An Clóchomhar Tta., 1985), 10-
19
Cillmhicadomhnaigh, Fionntrágha Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Gaiscidheach a' Ruainig ga
Glaise Beag Cill Taobhóg Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill 7 Rí Shasana ga NFC 169:168-173
Baile an Cnuic, Baile an Caisil Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhaill 7 an Diúlach Beag 
Fionn-Ruadh ga
An Blascaod Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cumhaill is a Mhór Sheisear 
Garsún ga
Aird Thiar, Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Dearg Mac Dearg ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Anagaire Baollach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Fionn Mhac Cumhail agus na Fiannaibh ag 
Cuan Bhinn Éadáin ga
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LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML Y S NFC 1719 88-100
Tomás Ó Criomhthain (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Ó Criomhthain ♂
early 20th 
century Briody
1533 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 1763 135-151 Micheál Breathnach ♂
65 (1902-
1985) farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 10/10/1967 Briody
1534 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC 1898 271-286 Micheál Breathnach ♂
72 (1902-
1985) farmer
All informant's material is ascribed to 
Paraic Breathnach (60) of Gleann 
Mhic Muireann, 50 years prior ♂ Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 15/7/1974 Briody
1535
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML (interwoven with 
ECM) Y S NFC 1947 42-67 Micheál Phádraig mac a Luain ♂ -- farmer -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ c.1950 Briody
1536 LAS (ATU 513A) N S NFC 2079 35-50 Seán Mac mBriartaigh (John Tanaí) ♂ -- carpenter; farmer --
Caoimhín Ó Danachair (transcribed 
by Seán Ó hEochaidh) ♂ 1949-1954 Briody
1537
LAS (ATU 513A)-cf.; 
FBS-cf.; ROI; BO Y s/L NFC
Delargy Glens of 
Antrim N3 23-30 + N5:14-15







Muiread Ní Chearraí (informant's 
grandmother), who lived to be 94; 
Aeneas McAuley (informant's uncle) ♀/♂ Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 2/8/1925




LAS (ATU 513A)-cf.; 
FBS-cf.; ROI; BO Y s/L NFC
Delargy Glens of 
Antrim N4 2-7







Muiread Ní Chearraí (informant's 
grandmother), who lived to be 94; 
Aeneas McAuley (informant's uncle) ♀/♂ Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 2/8/1925
Ciarán Ó Duibhín 
(http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/~oduibhin/doegen/mcaule
y.htm)
1539 LAS (ATU 513A) Y F-s; LR NFC S298 222-223 -- -- -- -- --
Diarmuid Ó Briain, student (4th 
class); school: Baile an Chaisleáin ♂ 1936-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1540 LAS (ATU 513A)-cf. N s NFC S475 14-15 Siobhán Ní Chonaill ♀ -- -- --
Síghle Ni Shíothchain, student; 
school: Máistir Gaoithe ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (LAS)
1541 LAS (ATU 513A)-cf. Y s NFC S609 210-213 Mícheál de Brúcs (wrote himself) ♂ young student --
Mícheál de Brúcs, student; school: 
Scoil na mBráthar, Inis ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1542 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC S1038 203-211 Prionsus a Gallchobhair ♂ -- --
Seán a Gallchobhair (80 in 1938) of 
Mín na Cloiche, informant's father ♂
Mollaidh Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Cruach ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (LAS)
1543 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC S1043 105-112 Brian Ó Beirn ♂ 72 farmer
Conall Ó Beirn (40), informant's 
father, of Bogach, 65 years prior ♂
Mairead Nic Amhlaoibh, student; 
school Straleel ♀ 6/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1544 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S NFC S1046 499-506 Domhnall Ua Mhaoldomhnaigh ♂ 55 farmer
informant's mother (60) of Achrach, 
25 years prior ♀ student; school: An Charraig -- 10/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1545
LAS (ATU 513A)-cf.; 
SB-cf. Y S NFC S1055 331-341 Mícheál Ó Cáilin ♂ 58 -- --
Máire Bhreathnach, student; school: 
Mín na Mánrach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (LAS; SB); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1546
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML-cf. Y S NFC S1056 331-353 Seán Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 84 -- --
Brighid Nic Amhalaoibh, student; 
school: Mín na Mánrach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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an Blascaod Mór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhaill 7 Seacht gCatha na 
Féine ga
lives and raised in Gleann Mhic Muireann An Spidéal Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí na bhFir Mhóra ga
NFC 1898:271-286; 
Breathnach, Micheál. Bróga 
Páipéir agus Stocaí Bainne 
Ramhair, eag. Pádraic 
Breathnach (Indreabhán: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2007), 313-
326
lives and raised in Gleann Mhic Muireann An Spidéal Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Rí Oileán na bhFir Móra agus Fionn Mac 
Cúmhail ga
NFC 1763:135-151; 
Breathnach, Micheál. Bróga 
Páipéir agus Stocaí Bainne 
Ramhair, eag. Pádraic 
Breathnach (Indreabhán: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2007), 313-
326
lives and raised in an Duchró, Na Cruacha Inis Caoil Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
NFC 171:783-801; 1033:140-
161
lives and raised in Iomaire Mhuireanáin, 
Teilionn Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Lámh anuas an tSimileáir ga
born in Baile Ímonn / Ballyemon, raised and 
lives in Cluan Riabhach, Gleann Áireamh / 
Clonreagh, Glenariffe Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Gaiscigh an Bhá Dheirg ga
RIA LA_1203d2 + 
LA_1204d1 + LA_1203d1; An 
tUltach 11.6 (1934), 7
Delargy Glens of Antrim N4:2-
7
ZCP 40 (1984): 87–91; An 




born in Baile Ímonn / Ballyemon, raised and 
lives in Cluan Riabhach, Gleann Áireamh / 
Clonreagh, Glenariffe Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Gaiscigh an Bhá Dheirg ga
RIA LA_1203d2 + 
LA_1204d1 + LA_1203d1; An 
tUltach 11.6 (1934), 7




Cairbre Thiar / West 
Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
Failldreanach, Maistir Gaoithe, Cill Áirne Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Grinn ga
Cluain Rámhfhada, Inis Drumcliff Na hOileáin / Islands Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Folklore en
Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428299/4392643
lives and raised in Bogach, An Charraic, 
Leithbhearr Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal fa Fhionn Mhic Cumhaill ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428317/4394212
lives and raised in Achrach, An Carraig Gleann Cholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal: Fionn Mac Cumhail ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428327/4395413
Mín Cor Bhuic Teampall Crón Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428356/4399067
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1547 LAS (ATU 513A)-cf. Y s (inc.) RIA
LA_1203d2 + 
LA_1204d1 00:05:02






marine) -- Karl Tempel ♂ 22/9/1931 DRWP
1548
LAS (ATU 513A)-cf.; 
FBS-cf.; ROI; BO Y s Print
Brian Mac Amhlaoibh / Bernard 
(Barney) McAuley ♂ (1850–1941)
farmer; former 
sailor (merchant 
marine) -- Séamus Ó Néill? ♂? 1934 or earlier DRWP
1549 LAS (ATU 513A) Y s Print Tomás Ó Síocháin ♂ 65 -- -- Rev. Donnchadh Ó Floinn ♂ ?/7-8/1933 CC (LAS); Archive List
1550 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S Print
Micheál Breathnach (Michael Phatch 
Pheadar Mhichíl Mhóir) ♂
73 (1902-
1985) farmer informant's father and/or grandfather ♂ Pádraic Breathnach ♂ 1975 --
1551
LAS (ATU 513A); FG; 
FC (ATU 1149) Y S Print
Michael Sullivan / Mícheál Ó 
Súilleabháin (Micí na gCloch) ♂ --
labourer; town 
bellman of 
Dingle -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893
Bruford p.121 n12 (FBS); ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); 
Briody Fian3 (LAS); CC (LAS; ATU 513; FC)
1552
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887
Bruford p.121 n12 (FBS); Briody Fian3 (LAS); CC 
(LAS; cf. ATU 513)
1553 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
1554
LAS (ATU 513A); 
LML Y S Print Séamus Ó Braonáin ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1913
Bruford p. 121 n12 (FBS?); Briody Fian3 (LAS?); 
Briody Fian6 (LAS; LML); CC (LAS; cf. 513)
1555 LAS (ATU 513A)-cf. N S Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1901 or before Briody Fian3; CC (LAS; cf. 513)
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born in Baile Ímonn / Ballyemon, raised and 
lives in Cluan Riabhach, Gleann Áireamh / 
Clonreagh, Glenariffe Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Cogadh na ngGaiscíoch ga en (trans.)
An tUltach 11.6 (1934), 7; 
Delargy Glens of Antrim N4:2-
7; Delargy Glens of Antrim 
N3:23-30 + N5:14-15
Ní Bhaoill, Róise, eag. Ulster 
Gaelic Voices: Bailiúchán 
Wilhelm Doegen 1931 
(Belfast: Ultach Trust, 2010), 
292-297; O'Boyle, Colm J. 
Phonetic Texts of East Ulster 
Irish. MA thesis (Belfast: 






born in Baile Ímonn / Ballyemon, raised and 
lives in Cluan Riabhach, Gleann Áireamh / 
Clonreagh, Glenariffe Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Caisleán Luirgeadáin ga
RIA LA_1203d2 + 
LA_1204d1 + LA_1203d1; 
Delargy Glens of Antrim N4:2-
7; Delargy Glens of Antrim 
N3:23-30 + N5:14-15 An tUltach 11.6 (1934), 7
Cnocán na mBáirne
Cape Clear Island / Oileán 
Cléire Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Scéal a' Ghaduí Dhuibh ga en (summary) Béaloideas 5.2 (1935): 111-113
Gleann Mhac Muireann, Ros an Mhíl Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill agus na Fir Bheaga ga
NFC 1763:135-151; 1898:271-
286
Breathnach, Micheál. Bróga 
Páipéir agus Stocaí Bainne 
Ramhair, eag. Pádraic 
Breathnach (Indreabhán: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2007), 313-
326
Dingle Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fin MacCool, the Three Giants, and the 
Small Men ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero-Tales 
of Ireland (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1894), 438-462
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Fin MacCumhail, The Seven Brothers and 
the King of France ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 270-280 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 186-194
Ireland Beanriogain na Sciana Breaca ga* en (trans.)
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 227-231 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 200-204
Árd an Rátha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Fionn Mhac Cumhaill agus Seacht gCatha na 
Féinne ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 14-38
Doire an Chuilinn, near Sráid an Mhuilinn in 
Músgraighe ó bhFloinn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal Dearg Mac Deirg agus Mac Rí Éireann ga
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. An 
tÉinín Ordha. Imtheachta an 
Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 2.4 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh 
na Gaedhilge, 1910), 1-7
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1556 LAS (ATU 513A) Y S Print Micí Bán Ó Beirn ♂
41 (1899-
1980) farmer -- Bríd Ní Bheirn ♀ 1930 --
1557
LAS (ATU 513A); FBS-
cf. N S SSS SA 1976.109.B3
Bessie Whyte (Mrs. Betsy; née 
Townsley) ♀
57 (1919-
1988) -- informant's mother ♀ Linda Headlee (now Williamson) ♀ 7/8/1976 --




Donald McPhie (90+), over 40 years 
prior ♂ James MacDougall ♂
Summer 1889 - 
Spring 1890
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Bruford p. 
121 n12
1559 LAS (ATU 513A); FBS Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford p. 121 n12 (FBS)
1560 LB Y s NFC 375 356-359 Máirtin 'ac Conamara ♂ 68 fisherman
Mícheál 'ac Conamara, informant's 
father, of Glaisoileán, Tulaigh ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 6/24/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1561 LC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 18 (unverified) Archibald Stewart ♂ -- man servant --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 19/2/1801
Tocher 27: 149; CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.011); Scottish Tradition 2: Music from the 
Western Isles
1562 LC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.011 26r-28r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/10/1865 CWP
1563 LC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.077 163v-164v -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 21/1/1865 CWP
1564 LC Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW113.011 42v-44r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 21/1/1865 CWP
1565 LC Y s/L NLS 50.1.12 35r-37r;  48r-49r Janet Currie ♀ -- --
Immediate source not given; traces it 
back to an ancestor, Neil Currie, “a 
celebrated bard of Clanronald’s". -- Hector MacLean ♂ 14/9/1861 NLS Register
1566 LC Y L NLS 50.1.12 46r-47r Angus MacKinnon ♂ -- tailor -- Hector MacLean ♂ 16/9/1860 NLS Register
1567 LC Y L NLS 72.3.9 74-78 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.011); Scottish 
Tradition 2: Music from the Western Isles
1568 LC Y L NLS 72.3.9 79-83 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
Tocher 27: 149; CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.011); Scottish Tradition 2: Music from the 
Western Isles
1569 LC Y L NLS 73.1.24 140-145 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.011); Scottish 
Tradition 2: Music from the Western Isles
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Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Eachtra Fhinn agus an Seachtar Gaiscíoch ga
Mac Giolla Easbuic, Mícheál, 
eag. Ón tSeanam Anall: 
Scéalta Mhicí Bháin Uí Bheirn 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2008), 38-45
raised travelling between Pitlochry, Bankfoot, 
and Alyth in central Perthshire; lives in 
Montrose Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland The Princess and the Pups en
Tocher 23 (Autumn 1976): 258-
261; Bruford, A. J. and D. A. 
MacDonald, eds. Scottish 





Mar Ghleidh Fionn a chuid Cloinne do dh' 
Òglach Mòr na Luinge agus mar Fhuaras 
Bran gd en (trans.)
WS 3 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 1-16; Montgomerie, 
Norah and William. The Folk 
Tales of Scotland (Edinburgh: 
Mercat Press, 2005), 159-164
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar Fhuair Fionn Bran gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 204-210
lives and raised in Glaisoileán Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Scéal na mBrat ga
Dalchosnie, Rannoch Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Caoilte 's am Fomhfhear gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 56-
57




Scotland Laoidh Chaoilte gd





Scotland Laoidh Chaoilte gd





Stoneybridge / Staoine Breac South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Chaoilte gd en (trans.)
Dallabrog South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Chaoilte gd
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Eachdraidh air mur a Mharbh Caoilte Mac 
Ronain a Mhuc Ghearr ann am Fionais, Righ 
na Feinne gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 52-
53
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1570 LC Y L NLS 73.1.24 64-69 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750
Tobar an Dualchais (SA1960.035.B1); Tocher 27: 149; 
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.011); Scottish 
Tradition 2: Music from the Western Isles
1571 LC Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 2a-3a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.011); Scottish 
Tradition 2: Music from the Western Isles
1572 LC Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.16 6b-8a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.011); Scottish 
Tradition 2: Music from the Western Isles
1573 LC Y s/L NT
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 
45563 00:05:25
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
90 (1868-
1970) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 3/6/1958 Tobar an Dualchais
1574 LC Y s/L NT
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 
47673 00:05:33
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
92 (1868-
1970) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 12/1/1960 Tobar an Dualchais
1575 LC Y s/L SSS NB 24
1875-1876 + 1879-
1883
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 23/9/1958 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
1576 LC Y L SSS SA1951.045.A2 00:03:33
James C. M. Campbell / Seumas C. 
M. Caimbeul ♂
55 (1896-
1979) banker -- Francis Collinson ♂ 22/10/1951 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX
1577 LC Y L SSS SA1952.088.B5a 00:02:51
James C. M. Campbell / Seumas C. 
M. Caimbeul ♂
56 (1896-
1979) banker -- Francis Collinson ♂ 19/12/1952
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1578 LC Y L SSS SA1952.088.B5b 00:02:54
James C. M. Campbell / Seumas C. 
M. Caimbeul ♂
56 (1896-
1979) banker -- Francis Collinson ♂ 19/12/1952
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1579 LC Y L SSS SA1955.178.A4 00:05:07
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
88 (1868-
1970) -- -- Alasdair MacLean ♂ ?/1/1956 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1580 LC Y L SSS SA1958.028.4 00:04:30
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
90 (1868-
1970) -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 14/6/1958
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1581 LC Y s/L SSS SA1958.082.A11 00:09:20
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain Maclean ♂ 23/9/1958
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Tobar an 
Dualchais
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Laoidh Chaoilte Mhic Ronain, An Latha bha 
é sa Bheinn Bhain gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 55
Scotland Mar a Bhairibh Caoilt a Mhuc Theisg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 52
Scotland Mar Bhairibh Caoilt an Fabhair gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 54-
55
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/45563/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/47673/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Fhinn am Beinn Iongnaidh gd SSS SA1965.133.A8, B1 SSS SA1958.082.A11
raised in Kintail; lives in Northwood, 
Middlesex, London Wester Ross Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Caoilte 's an Fomhair gd
SSS SA1952.088.B5a; 
SA1952.088.B5b
raised in Kintail; lives in Northwood, 
Middlesex, London Wester Ross Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 





raised in Kintail; lives in Northwood, 
Middlesex, London Wester Ross Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 





raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/22298/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32357/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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1582 LC Y L SSS SA1960.035.B1 00:04:59
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
92 (1868-
1970) -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 23/1/1960
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1583 LC Y L SSS SA1963.013.B1 00:05:15
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
95 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1963 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1584 LC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1965.088.A1 00:04:02
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
68 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
SSS-MNDX (CD142)
1585 LC Y L/s SSS SA1965.133.A8, B1 00:10:05
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- informant doesn't recall -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1586 LC Y L (inc.) SSS SA1966.090.A3 00:05:00
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
98 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1587 LC Y L SSS SA1968.153.A2 00:06:50
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
100 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/8/1968 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1588 LC Y L SSS SA1969.068.B2 00:03:55
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 




Donald Archie MacDonald; Angus J 
MacDonald ♂ 1969 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1589 LC Y F-L SSS SA1972.011.B3, B4 00:03:03
Kenneth Chisholm (Big Kenny); 
Farquhar Chisholm; Finlay Chisholm; 
Donald MacKenzie ♂ --
gamekeeper / 
lorry driver / 
boatbuilder; 
crofter / -- --
Donald Archie MacDonald; Ian 
Fraser ♂ 1972
SSS-CC (Other History/Pseudo-history); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
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raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/46567/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/90026/1
lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Latha dha 'n Fhinn am Beinn Ionghnaidh gd en (trans.)
Tocher 27 (Winter 1977-1978): 
146-149; Scottish Tradition 2: 
Music from the Western Isles 
(Greentrax Records: 1992), 7. 
cd.; Béaloideas 54-55 (1986-
1987): 121
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Latha dhan Fhinn am Beinn Ionghnaidh gd
SSS SA1958.082.A11; NB 24: 
1875-1876
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/61365/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45563; 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47673
Letterfearn Glenshiel Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
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1590 LCD-cf. Y F-L/s CB 258.A05 00:00:54 Joe Allan MacLean ♂ early 90s blacksmith -- John William Shaw ♂ 14/3/1980 Gaelstream
1591 LCD; Misc. Y S/L-T NFC 109 170-182 Seán Mhac Con Fhaola ♂ -- -- -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ c.1934 Briody Fian3 (Geasa ar ainm Con do Luadh; cf. LCD)
1592 LCD Y L NFC 167 167-172 Pádhraic Ó Muireáin ♂ 67 farmer the old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 4/2/1936 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1593 LCD Y s/L NFC 181 46-49 Seán Ó Cuinneagáin ♂ c.65 farmer
Seán Fúrd, informant's uncle, of Lisín 
a' Bheala, Turlách Mór, Gaillimh, c. 40 
years prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 11/3/1936
Briody; Briody Laoithe List; Briody Fian3 (Eachtra na 
Con Duibhe); CC (Geasa ar ainm Con do Luadh [cf. 
Laoi na Con Duibhe]; Fiann-laoithe)
1594 LCD Y S NFC 184 172-177 Muiris Cúnún ♂ 65 farmer
informant's father (65) of Barra na 
Stuac, c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/5/1936 Briody; Briody Laoithe List; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1595 LCD; FTL Y S NFC 210 227-233 Seán de Búrca ♂ over 90 -- -- Brighid Uí Chollaráin ♀ c.1938 Briody (TDM; FTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1596 LCD Y L NFC 259 21-29 Micil Paor ♂ 65 farmer
Nioclás Chúnún (76) of Maoileann, c. 
30 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 26/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1597 LCD Y S NFC 332 227-238 Seán Paor ♂ 63 blacksmith
Nioclás Cúrún (60) of Barr na Stuac, 
40 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 5/4/1937 Briody (TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1598 LCD; FTL Y S NFC 333 206-210 Seán de Búrca ♂ 80 farmer
old people of Cathair na Bláthaigh, 
years prior -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 7/4/1937 Briody (TDM; FTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1599 LCD Y s NFC 355 91-94
Pádhraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ 56 farmer informant's father, of Baile an Logáin ♂ Pádhraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 9/5/1937 Briody (cf. TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1600 LCD Y S NFC 450 278-288 Stiophán Ó Néill ♂ 73 farmer
Marcus Ó Niall of Bun Abhann, Baile 
Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 15/10/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1601 LCD; Misc. Y S-T NFC 451 9-19. Seán ac Conaola (Labráis) ♂ 84 farmer
old people of Doire Gimleach, Baile 
'ic Conaola -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 10/12/1937 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1602 LCD Y S NFC 455 541-546 Jimmy O'Donnell ♂ 86 farmer
Fardy Fitzgerald (60) of Gort 
Árdriocain, 50 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 14/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1603 LCD Y L NFC 524 494-495 Eóghan Ó Flatharta ♂ 60 fisherman old people of Forái Maola -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 9/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1604 LCD Y s NFC 585 514-516 Máirtín mac Conaola ♂ 90 farmer
Páraic mac Conaola of an Manainn, 
Baile 'ic Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 3/2/1938 Briody (TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1605 LCD Y s/L NFC 589 285-288 Cuimín Ó Neachtain ♂ 25 farmer
Eóin Ó Neachtain (c.75), informant's 
father, of an Árd Mór ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 11/1/1939 Briody (cf. TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1606 LCD Y s NFC 601 525-526 Séamus Ó Conachanáin ♂ 70 farmer
Seán a' Burca (70) of Ros Dúbhach, 
50 years prior ♂ Pádraig Ó Loinnigh ♂ 7/1/1939 Briody (cf. TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1607 LCD Y s/L NFC 606 532-534 Séamus a Géanlaigh ♂ 65 farmer
Páraic Muiltheach (70+) of Grafaigh, 
Attymas, over 30 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 20/3/1939 CC (Oisín / Goll; St. Patrick, Goll, Oisín, etc.)
1608 LCD Y L NFC 607 304-312 Seosamh 'ac Dhonncha ♂ 60 --
a man from Oileán Árainn, 40 years 
prior ♂ Brian mac Lochlainn ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1609 LCD Y s/L NFC 793 345-348 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
Bartle Ó Conaire (52) of Soileir, 
Rosmuc, 15 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 26/9/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1610 LCD Y s NFC 840 322-324 Seán (/Seáinín Beag) Ó Tuairisg ♂ 47 farmer
Tomás Ó Flatharta (Tom Sail) (68) of 
an Lochán Beag, 28 years prior ♂ C. I. M. G. E. ♂ 1/10/1942 Briody (TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1611 LCD Y S NFC 866 431-436 Mícheál Ó Caodhain ♂ 60 farmer old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 10/4/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1612 LCD Y s/L NFC 1065 231-235 -- ♂ -- -- --
Bréanainn Ó Brosnacháin, a student 
of Seán Ó Súilleabháin in Liospóil, 
Ciarraí c.1936 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1613 LCD Y L NFC 1100 296-301 Risteard Ó Connel ♂ 74 small farmer informant's father; heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/6/1948 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1614 LCD Y s NFC 1106 497-499 Cóil (Biddy) mac Coisdeala ♂ c.60 farmer
informant's father (50) of Cloch 
Mhór, an Cnoc, 40 years prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/8/1947 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1615 LCD Y s NFC 1425 207-210 Micheál Ó Síoda (Mike Silke) ♂ 69 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 7/7/1955 Briody (LCD; NR); Briody Laoithe notes
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Doire Gimleach, an Clochán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seanchus ar Loch Coirb ga NFC 451:9-19
lives and raised in Cill Bhríghde Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Dán na Con Duibhe ga
lives and raised in Bun an Tobair, Corr an 
Dulla Anach Cuain Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bran agus an Cú Gréigeach ga
lives in Baile na Móna; raised in Barra na 
Stuac Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra na Cona Duí ga
Baile Treasna, Baile an Róba Cill Mheáin Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga NFC 333:206-210
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra na Con Duí ga
lives and raised in Baile na Móna Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland An Chú Dhubh ga
lives and raised in Cathair na Bláthaigh Baile an Róba Cill Mheáin Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fiannaí ga NFC 210:227-233
lives and raised in Baile an Logáin, Corr na 
Rón An Cnoc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Gruagach ga
Aill Breac Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Darra Dodhain ga
lives and raised in Doire Gimleach Baile an Dúin Beul na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
"Gaillimh atá; Oileán a Fhraoigh a bhí; 7 
Beag-Árann a bhéas." ga NFC 109:170-182
lives and raised in Gort Árdriocain Cill Tómas (Tobar Peadar) Baile Locha Riach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Conán ga
lives and raised in Na Foraí Maola Rathún Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Con Duibh ga
lives in An Chaltha; raised in an Manainn Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in An Árd Mór Maigh Ros (Cárna) Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bran 7 an Cú Dubh ga
lives and raised in Ros Dúbhach Cill Comáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Gioraide Gearr Glas ga
lives in An Cartún Beag; raised in Grafaigh Attymas Gailiug Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Bran 7 an Cú Dubh ó Chrí' Lochlainn ga
Ros a'Mhíll An Spidéal Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Dán  na Con Duibhe ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Conán Maol ga
lives and raised in An Lochán Beag An Cnoc Uachtar Ard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Dubhachta Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Con Duibh ga
Liospóil Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fear Chocal Deargh agus Con Dubh ga
lives and raised in Gréig An Tuar Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra na Con Duibhe ga
lives in an Spidéal; raised in Cloch Mhór, an 
Cnoc, Cois Fhairraige An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bran agus Mada an Stac Gearr Glas ga
lives and raised in An Pháirc Gharbh, Carn 
Mór Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Coin Duibh ga
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1616 LCD Y L NFC 1476 305-311 Johny Each (Steed) ♂ 80 farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 18/10/1956 Briody Fian2
1617 LCD-cf. Y F-s NFC S30 345 Mícheál Ó Cuirrín ♂ 63 farmer
Seán Ó Cuirrín (49) of Troscaí Thoir, 
40 years prior ♂
student; school: Naomh Séamus 
(Freeport) -- 27/5/1938 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1618 LCD Y s NFC S68 199-203 Éamonn Ó Lorcáin ♂ c.67 -- --
Tomás Mac Confhaola, 
schoolteacher; school: Leitir Mór ♂ 7/11/1937 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1619 LCD Y s/L Print Seán Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 14 -- -- Douglas Hyde? ♂? 1897
Briody Fian3 (Eachtra na Con Duibhe [LCD]); CC 
(Geasa ar ainm Con do luadh [cf. LCD] [3-20]; Oisín i 
dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe 
[3-20]); Archive List
1620 LCD Y L/s Print Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ -- -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ c.1909
Briody Fian3 (Eachtra na Con Duibhe [LCD]); CC 
(Geasa ar ainm Con do luadh [cf. LCD] [3-20]; Oisín i 
dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe 
[3-20]); Archive List
1621 LCD Y L/s Print Pádraig Ó hAllmhuráin / Pat Halloran ♂ -- carpenter -- C. M. Hodgson ♂ ?/7/1903
Briody Fian3 (Eachtra na Con Duibhe [LCD]); CC 
(Geasa ar ainm Con do luadh [cf. LCD] [3-20]; Oisín i 
dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe 
[3-20]); Archive List
1622 LCD; BB2 Y S-T Print Tomás Ó Cathasaigh ♂ c.80 tin-smith; bailiff
Seán Buidh Ó Raghallaigh 
(informant's grandfather) of Castlebar 
and Coillte Mághach / Kiltimagh, 
Mayo and Ballinahinch, Connemara 
(?) ♂? Douglas Hyde ♂ 1935-1939
Briody Fian3 (Eachtra na Con Duibhe [LCD?]); CC 
(Geasa ar ainm Con do luadh [cf. LCD])
1623 LCD Y s Print Seaghan Ó Beaidh ♂ -- -- -- Micheál Ó Tiománaidhe ♂ 1906 or before
Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6 (Eachtra na Con Duibhe 
[LCD?]); CC (Geasa ar ainm Con do luadh [cf. LCD])
1624 LCD Y S Print
Muiris Ó Mulraon / Maurice Ryan OR 
Seáan Ó Cadhla ♂ -- --
Mícheál Ó Mulraon (very old), c. 50 
years prior OR Muiris Ó Mulraon 
(whose source was Mícheál) ♂ Rev. M. Sheehan ♂ 1908 or before Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1625 LCD Y L AFC
2004/004/T3383.0_Tr
ack 8, 9 00:03:59 + 00:00:59
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
69 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Alan Lomax ♂ 25/6/1951 ACE
1626 LCD Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.065 146v-147v Donald Cameron / Donull Camashron ♂
c.61 (c.1800-
1862) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 18/12/1861 CWP
1627 LCD Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.008 12r-13v Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith the Dall mor Eoligearry -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 14/3/1867 CWP
1628 LCD Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW224 2r-3r Donald Cameron / Donull Camashron ♂
c.61 (c.1800-
1862) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 18/12/1861 CWP
1629 LCD Y L NLS 50.1.12 38r-39r; 50r-50v Allan MacPhie ♂ -- --
MacIntyre (old), who emigrated to 
North America ♂ Hector MacLean -- 14/9/1860 NLS Register
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lives and raised in Bealach Bán, Béal Chláir Cora Finne Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Con Duibhe ga
Troscaí Thoir Rathún Gaillimh Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/46496
75/4645711
Béal an Daingin Ros Muc Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Con Duibh ga
Connemara / Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga Béaloideas 9.1 (1939): 11-12
7 miles north of Baile Átha an Rí / Athenry Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Con Duibhe ga Béaloideas 9.1 (1939): 3-8
near Uachtar Árd / Oughterard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoch [Laoidh?] na Con Duibhe ga Béaloideas 9.1 (1939): 9-11
lives in Sligo; raised in Coillte Mághach / 
Kiltimagh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga en (trans.)
Hyde, Douglas, ed. Sgéalta 
Thomáis Uí Chathasaigh. Irish 
Texts Society 36 (Dublin: The 
Educational Company of 
Ireland, 1939), 200-221
'Íochtar an tSeanBhaile', Acaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Chú a Bhí faoi Gheasaibh ga
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheál. 
Sgéalta Gearra So-Léighte an 
Iarthair 2 (Dublin: M. H. Gill 
and Son, 1906), 21-22
Sráid an Mhuilinn? Cork / Corcaigh? Munster Ireland Eachtra na Con Duibhe ga
Sheehan, Rev. Michael. 
Cnuasacht Trágha (Dublin: M. 
H. Gill and Son, 1908) 35-39
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Invernesshire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd en (summary)
SSS SA1953.034.A3; DJM 5: 










Coille-odhar, Clac-Sgiath Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a Choin Duibh gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW224: 




Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Coille-odhar, Clac-Sgiath Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a Choin Duibh gd






Stoneybridge / Staoine Breac South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a’ Choin Duibh gd en (trans.)
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1630 LCD Y L/s NLS 50.1.12 170r-173r Donald Cameron ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 18/12/1861 DWS Notes
1631 LCD-cf. Y F-s NLS 50.1.13 114r -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
1632 LCD Y L NLS 50.2.4 57r Donnchadh Cameron ♂ -- policeman -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 12/8/1871 --
1633 LCD Y L NLS 50.2.4 260r-261r -- -- -- -- -- Frances Tolmie ♀




(FG-cf.) Y L/s/LR NLS 50.2.4 65r-66r; 160r
Angus MacDonald / Aonghas 
Domhnullach ♂ c.60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
1635 LCD Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 60-63 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0044B.208)
1636 LCD Y L NLS 72.3.9 48-51 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0044B.208)
1637 LCD Y L NLS 73.1.24 117-121 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0044B.208)
1638 LCD Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 12a-12b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0044B.208)
1639 LCD Y L NT
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 
45572 00:03:09
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
90 (1868-
1970) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 3/6/1958 Tobar an Dualchais
1640 LCD Y L NT CW0044B.208 00:04:11
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
68 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 11/1/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
1641 LCD Y L NT CW0213 00:04:30
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
67-77 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 1949-1959 Tobar an Dualchais
1642 LCD Y s/L SSS DJM 5 459-464
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 






informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 23/9/1953 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain)
1643 LCD-cf.; BB1?-cf. Y F-L SSS MML 16 2478c [2478.4] Macpherson ♂? -- -- -- Rev. Niel Campbell? ♂? 1896? MML Catalogue
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Coill Òdhar Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Choin Duibh gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.065: 146v-147v; 
EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW224: 
2r-3r
Scotland -- en
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Luidh a Choin Duibh gd* en (mention)
North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire Scotland Laoidh a Choin Duibh gd
Gearra na Moine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland An Cu Dubh gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 92
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rann a Choin Duibh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 91-
92
Scotland Laoidh a Choin Duith gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 91
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1951.006.B2; 
SA1953.034.A3; DJM 5: 459-
464; AFC 




lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1951.006.B2; 
SA1953.034.A3; DJM 5: 459-
464; AFC 




lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1951.006.B2; 
SA1953.034.A3; AFC 
2004/004/T3383.0_Track 8, 9; 
NT CW0044B.208; CW0213 
Tirvine, Loch Awe Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gaelic Verses about Bran gd en (trans.)
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1644 LCD Y L SSS NB 23 1845-1847
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
90 (1868-
1970) -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 14/6/1958 --
1645 LCD Y L SSS SA1951.006.B2 00:04:14 + 00:00:57
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
69 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- Alan Lomax and Hamish Henderson ♂ 1951
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
Tobar an Dualchais (CW0044B.208)
1646 LCD Y L SSS SA1953.034.A3 00:04:02
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 




crofter informant's father ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 1953
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1647 LCD-cf. Y L (inc.) SSS SA1958.021.A11 00:03:45
Mary Stewart / Màiri Stiùbhart (Màiri 
Dhubh) ♀ -- (?-1962) -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ ?/4/1958
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1648 LCD Y L SSS SA1958.028.3 00:03:17
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
90 (1868-
1970) -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 14/6/1958
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1649 LCD Y L SSS SA1958.084.B4 00:02:24
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 29/9/1958
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1650 LCD Y L SSS SA1963.013.A2 00:03:28
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
95 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/4/1963
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1651 LCD Y L SSS SA1964.042.A4 00:02:17 
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
96 (1868-
1970) -- informant doesn't remember -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1964
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1652 LCD Y L SSS SA1965.133.B4 00:02:19
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1653 LCD Y L/s (inc.) SSS SA1965.134.A4 00:02:45
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1654 LCD Y L SSS SA1966.089.B5 00:02:05
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
98 (1868-
1970) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10/1966 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1655 LCD Y L (inc.) SSS SA1970.012.A6 00:01:29
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
85 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ ?/2/1970
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1656 LCD Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Before 1889 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian])
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raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45572 SSS SA1958.028.3
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd en (summary)
SSS SA1953.034.A3; DJM 5: 
459-464; NT CW0044B.208; 
CW0213
AFC 2004/004/T3383.0_Track 
8, 9 Tocher 25 (Spring 1977): 22-25
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1951.006.B2; DJM 5: 
459-464; AFC 




lives and raised in Plockton Lochalsh Wester Ross Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/95385/1
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




CannaOT.2, Track ID - 45572 SSS NB 23: 1845-1847
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32355/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1958.028.3; 
SA1964.042.A4; 
SA1966.089.B5; NB 23: 1845-




raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1958.028.3; 
SA1963.013.A2; 
SA1966.089.B5; NB 23: 1845-




raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1958.084.B4; 
SA1965.134.A4
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1958.084.B4; 
SA1965.133.B4
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
SSS SA1958.028.3; 
SA1963.013.A2; 
SA1964.042.A4; NB 23: 1845-
1847; NT CannaOT.2, Track 
ID - 45572
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/64407/1
Scotland The Dog Fight gd* en (trans.)
WS 1 (London: David Nutt, 
1889), 7-10
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1657 LCD Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Before 1804 --
1658 LCG Y L NFC 1275 394-398 -- -- -- -- -- Máiréad Ní Chonghaile ♀ c.1934-1935 Briody Laoithe Notes
1659 LCG Y S NFC 1532 304-313 Pádraig Ó Conchubhair ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1959 Briody
1660 LCG Y F-L-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
1661 LCG Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 66 (unverified) Mr. Mac Intyre ♂ -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
1662 LCG Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.005 10r-11r
Patrick Smith (Patrig / Patra mac 
Aonais ic Dhonuil ic Phatrig) ♂
70 (c.1796-
1877) crofter
Niall Donnullach "Niall Rua" [Neil 
MacDonald] (75, died 20 years prior) 
of An Leth Mheadhanaich, South Uist 
(informant thinks) ♂? Alexander Carmichael ♂ 24/4/1869 CWP
1663 LCG Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104 38r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1866 --
1664 LCG Y s/L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.002 10v-11v Iain Donnullach [John MacDonald] ♂ -- --
Ruari MacCuinn [Roderick 
MacQuien] of Malaclete ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 2/10/1865 CWP
1665 LCG Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.069 154v
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireastan ♂
c.62 (c.1800-
1864) mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1862 CWP
1666 LCG Y L/s (comp.) NLS 50.1.4
366r-376r + 50.1.5: 
71r-74v, 76r-88r Donald MacPhie; Patrick Smith ♂ -- blacksmith / -- -- Hector MacLean ♂
1/10/1860; 
17/9/1860 --
1667 LCG Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 8r
John Ferguson / Ian Mac Fergus 
(wrote himself) (?) ♂? -- -- -- John Ferguson (Ian Mac Fergus) ♂ 1859 NLS Register
1668 LCG Y L (inc.) NLS 50.1.12 169r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 30/10/1861 DWS Notes
1669 LCG Y F-L NLS 50.2.2 149r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
1670 LCG Y L NLS 50.2.2 172r Sarah Fletcher / Mòr Nic 'i Fhleiscleir ♀ 75
house servant at 
the house of a 
Campbell 
(retired) informant's father (?) ♂? John Francis Campbell ♂ 15/9/1870 --
1671 LCG Y L NLS 50.2.2 176r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
1672 LCG Y F-L; I NLS 50.2.2 216r-217r Duncan Morrison (?) ♂? 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 19/9/1970 --
1673 LCG Y L NLS 50.2.4 18r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 87 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 5/9/1871 --
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Scotland
The Dog Fight Between Bran and the Black 
Dog gd*? en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 200-203; Stewart, A. 
and D. Choice Collection of 
the Works of the Highland 
Bards (1804), 558
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Pádhraic ga
Na Cille Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath na bhFionn is Cath na bhFiann ga
Ireland -- ga* en (trans.)
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 214-215 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 189-190
Glenlyon Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Cath Gabhra' no Marbh Oscair gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
194-195
An Leth Mheadhanaich, South Boisdale South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Oscair gd
NLS 50.1.4: 366r-376r + 









Locheport North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Trien / Trithean, Carbost Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breubhaig / South Boisdale Barra / South Uist Barra / South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Osgair gd en (trans.)
NLS 50.2.4: 70r; 50.2.4: 71r; 
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.005: 10r-11r
PTWH 3 (1862): 304-329 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 320-345 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 457-480
Port Wemyss Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Oscair gd




Islands Scotland Laoidh Oscair gd* en (mention)
Craig Iona Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Oscair gd* en (mention)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Oscair gd* en (mention) NLS 50.2.4: 18r
Torloisk Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Oscair
gd (in 
part) en (summary) NLS 50.2.2: 176r
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1674 LCG Y L NLS 50.2.4 59r-60r Roderick Mac Phadian (Macfadyen) ♂ old -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 12/8/1871 --
1675 LCG Y L (inc.) NLS 50.2.4 70r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
1676 LCG Y F-L NLS 50.2.4 71r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
1677 LCG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 137-157 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
1678 LCG Y L NLS 72.3.9 145-167 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
1679 LCG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.12 8a-11a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
1680 LCG Y L SSS DJM 34 3157-3168 -- Donald John MacDonald ♂ 1955 --
1681 LCG Y s/L SSS SA1959.058.B2 00:01:38
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 20/7/1959 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
1682 LCG-cf. Y F-s/L; LR SSS SA1960.070.A4 00:00:40
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
75 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 4/4/1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
1683 LCG Y s/L SSS SA1965.135.B1a 00:02:42
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
1684 LCG Y F-L SSS SA1968.026.B6a 00:03:15
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1685 LCG Y F-L SSS SA1968.026.B9 00:01:35 
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1686 LCG Y F-L SSS SA1968.028.B17 00:01:20 
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
1687 LCG Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Eobhan MacDiarmaid ♂ 1762 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
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Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 33-44
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of Osgar gd* en (mention)
NLS 50.1.4: 366r-376r + 
50.1.5: 71r-74v, 76r-88r; 50.2.4: 
71r; EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.005: 10r-11r
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland - gd
NLS 50.1.4: 366r-376r + 
50.1.5: 71r-74v, 76r-88r; 50.2.4: 




Islands Scotland Bas Oscair gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
185-189
Scotland Cath Ghabhra nan Beumamanin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
183-185
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Osgair gd SSS SA1965.135.B1a
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Osgar agus Cairbre Ruadh gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/46236/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Oscair gd SSS SA1959.058.B2
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/42992/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Bas Osgair gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
182-183
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1688 LCG Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
1689 LCG Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002); 'Tolmie 
(Journal of the Folk-Song Society 4.16 (Dec. 1911): 
248)
1690 LCG Y F-L Print Margaret MacLeod / Mairearad Mhór ♀ c.80 cottar -- Frances Tolmie ♀ 1870 --
1691 LCG?-cf. Y L (inc.) Print -- ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ 1871 --
1692 LCG Y L Print Roderick Macfadyen ♂ c.80 --
informant's father (died when 
informant was 15) ♂ John Gregorson Campbell ♂ ?/10/1868 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW105.002)
1693 LD Y L NFC 55 118-125 Johnny Shéamaisín ♂ 70 -- -- Cathal Ó Gallchobhair, Colaisde Énda ♂ c.1931 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1694 LD Y L NFC 284 389-392 Niall Ó Baoighill ♂ 80 farmer
Seoinín Ó Baoighill (95), informant's 
grandfather, of Mín Doire na Sluagh, 
c. 70 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 30/12/1936
Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe); Shields, Narrative Singing 
in Ireland: 243
1695 LD Y L NFC S27 352-359 Seán Each ♂ -- -- Pádhraic Each ♂ Mícheál S. Ó Mainnín ♂ 1937-1939 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1696 LD Y L NFC S1035 145-148 -- -- -- -- --
Antoin Ó Dochartaigh, teacher; 
school: Cineal Conaill ♂ 1935-1938 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1697 LD; BG Y LR; s/F-L Print




(1853-) -- -- Eoghain Ó Domhnaill ♂ 1940 or before Briody Fian6
1698 LD Y s NLS 50.2.4 18r-19r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 87 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 5/9/1871 --
1699 LD Y F-s NLS 50.2.4 70r-71r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
1700 LD Y L-Lit (?) NLS 73.2.3 (lost?) -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Alexander Campbell ♂ c.1797-1803 --
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Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Marbh-Rann Oscair gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 167-170; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
193-194
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Oscair gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 313-321; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
191-193
a few miles north of Portree Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Oscair gd en (trans.)
Journal of the Folk-Song 
Society 4.16 (Dec. 1911): 248; 
(tune only) Gesto Collection, 
Appendix (1895), 12 
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 162-164
Scarinish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cath Gabhra, no Laoidh Oscair gd en (trans.) NLS 50.2.4: 59r-60r
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 33-44
Rann na Feirste
Teampall Cróine / 
Templecrone Baollaigh / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Mín Doire na Sluagh
Teampaill Cróin 
Iochtaraigh Baollaigh / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi an Duirn ga
Baile Dóighte Béal Chláir / Belclare Baile Chláir / Clare Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45660
68/4564200
Tamhnach Mhullaigh Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi an Duirn ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428280/4391382
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste; worked 
seasonally in Scotland for 5 or 6 years
Teampall Cróine / 
Templecrone Baollaigh / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll Mhac Móirne ga
Ó Domhnaill, Eoghan. Scéal 
Hiúdaí Sheáinín  (Baile Átha 




Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary) NLS 50.2.2: 179r-180r
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Luidh an Duirn gd* en (summary)
Portree Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lamh-Fhad gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
165-166
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1701 LF; CFM-cf. Y L (inc.) NT wire recording 1119 Angus MacIsaac ♂ 78 (1875-?) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 27/5/1953 --
1702 LF; CFM-cf. Y L (inc.) StFX 083 00:07:35 Angus MacIsaac ♂ 78 (1875-?) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 27/5/1953 Index in StFX Celtic Dept. Filing Cabinet
1703 LF; CFM-cf. Y L (inc.) Print
Duncan MacKay / Donnchadh A. 
Mac Aoidh ♂ -- -- -- C. I. N. MacLeod ♂ ?/?/1952 --
1704 LF Y L (inc.) NFC 56 366-367 Paidí Muighe ♂ 78 farmer
F. Greene (Prionnsias Thaidhg) (80) 
of Garbán ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/12/1933
CC (Fiannaíocht); note in MS 56:388; Shields, 
Narrative Singing in Ireland: 194n38 (LF)
1705 LF Y L NFC 136 4-10. Briain Ó hEochaidh ♂ 88 -- -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ c.1924
Briody (LDM? LF?); CC (Fiann-laoithe); Shields, 
Narrative Singing in Ireland: 243 (LF)
1706 LF Y L NFC 143 2262-2269 Pádraic Mac Fhionnlaoich ♂ 80 farmer
an old woman from Min a 
Cheárbhaigh, Mín an Aodhaire, c. 50 
years prior ♀ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 17/2/1936
Briody (LDM); Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC 
(Fiann-laoithe); Shields, Narrative Singing in Ireland: 
243 (LF)
1707 LF Y L NFC 261 15-19 Niall Sheimisín (Niall Ó Domhnaill) ♂ 80 farmer
Seimisín Ó Domhnaill (50), 
informant's father, of Rann na Feirste, 
c. 63 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill (Mhicheail) ♂ 25/8/1936 Briody; Briody Laoithe Note; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1708 LF Y L NFC 261 178-182 Máire Ní Dhubhthaigh ♀ 50 housewife
Seán Ó Dubhthaigh (76), informant's 
father, of Rann na Feirsde, c. 24 years 
prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill (Mhicheail) ♂ 27/9/1936 Briody; Briody Laoithe Note; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1709 LF?-cf. Y s NFC 311 48-52 Nansaí Nic Giolla Bhrighde ♀ 62 housewife
Sorcha Ní Chuilinn, informant's 
mother, of Donndubhain ♀ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 12/11/1936 Briody (Misc.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1710 LF Y L NFC 589 319-321 Cuimín Ó Neachtain ♂ 25 farmer
Eóin Ó Neachtain (c.75), informant's 
father, of an Árd Mór ♂ Liam Mac Coisdeala ♂ 13/1/1939 Briody; Briody Laoithe Note; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1711 LF Y L NFC 793 331-336 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
informant's uncle (50) of Soiléar 
Rosmuc, 20 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 25/9/1941 Briody; Briody Laoithe Note; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1712 LF Y L NFC S1046 175-180 Pádraig Mac Fhionnlaoigh ♂ 75 -- -- student; school: Mín na Croise -- ?/10/1935 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1713 LF Y L NFC S1046 360-365 Séamas Mac Fionnalaoich ♂ 15 --
informant's father (c. 80 in 1936) of 
Mín an Chearrbhaigh, over 20 years 
prior ♂
Seaghan Ó Coinnigeáin, teacher; 
school: Mín an Aodhaire -- 1916 or earlier Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1714 LF Y L NFC S1050 265-268 Proinnsias Ó h-Éaghrain ♂ 88 tailor
Tadhgán Ó h-Éaghrain (c. 80) of 
Gleann na mBuachaill ♂
Gráinne Ní Éaghrain, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 3/7/1934 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1715 LF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 41 (unverified) Charles Robertson ♂ -- -- informant's grandmother and others ♀/--
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1716 LF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.009 20v-22v Hector MacIsaac / Eachan MacIsaig ♂
c.68 (c.1797-
1878) joiner -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 6/10/1865 CWP
1717 LF Y F-s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.081 168r Hector MacIsaac / Eachun MacIosaig ♂
c.68 (c.1797-
1878) joiner -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 6/10/1865 CWP
1718 LF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.012 24r-25r Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith Ruari Ruadh mac Cuiein of Uist ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/3/1867 CWP
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Antigonish Antigonish County Nova Scotia Canada Teanntachd Mhór na Féinne gd en (trans.) StFX 083
Campbell, John L., ed. Songs 
Remembered in Exile 
(Aberdeen: Aberdeen UP, 
1990), 220-222
Antigonish Antigonish County Nova Scotia Canada Teanntachd Mhór na Féinne gd NT wire recording 1119
Abhainn Mhór Richmond County Nova Scotia Canada -- gd
MacLeòid, Calum Iain M, ed. 
Bardachd a Albainn Nuaidh 
(Glaschu [Glasgow]: Gairm, 
1970), 15-17
Gartán Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fíanna 7 Araicin Mór ga
Rann na Cille, Teilionn Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi An Fhíoch ga
lives and raised in Mín a'Chearbhaigh, Mín 
an Aodhaire Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Lives in Doire na Mainsear; raised in Rann 
na Feirsde Teampall Crón Iochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi Fiadhnaidheacht ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Iochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Lives in Áilt a' Chaorthainn; raised in 
Donndubhain Miodhbhuidhe Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiach, Buaidh i gCath 7 Goll ga
An Aird Mhór Maigh Ros (Cárna) Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Airicín Mór mhac Ancair na Lúng 7 na 
Fianna ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Fiach ga
Mín na Croise Gleann Cholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi an Fhioch ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4461441/4395080
Mín an Chearrbhaigh Gleann Cholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Seo Laoi ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428326/4395259lives i  Mín an Dúb ain, Baile na Finne; 
raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, Baile na 
Finne Inis Caoil Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi an Fhiadh ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428343/4397076
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Teanndachd Mhor na Feinne gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 103
Ceannlangabhat, Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Laoidh Cairagain mhoir mhic Righ Lochlain 
[Laoidh Earragain] gd
NLS 50.2.4: 224r-226r; EUL 





Ceannlangabhat, Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Earragain Mhoir gd
NLS 50.2.4: 224r-226r; EUL 





Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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1719 LF Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.018 48r-50v
Donald MacIntyre ( Donul Mac an 
tShaoir) ♂
c.74 (c.1793-
1868) catechist; crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/3/1867 CWP
1720 LF Y L NLS 50.1.12 103r-108v Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith
Roderick MacDonald (catechist) of 
North Uist ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 1/10/1860 NLS Register
1721 LF Y I NLS 50.2.2 173r Sarah Fletcher / Mòr Nic 'i Fhleiscleir ♀ 75
house servant at 
the house of a 
Campbell 
(retired) informant's father (?) ♂? John Francis Campbell ♂ 15/9/1870 --
1722 LF Y s/L NLS 50.2.4 224r-226r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- Ruaraidh Ruagh ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 --
1723 LF Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 1-10 (p. 7 lost) -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1724 LF Y L NLS 72.3.9 1-11 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1725 LF; BRF Y L NLS 73.1.24 49-63 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1726 LF Y L (comp.) NLS 73.2.18 30-34
Geo. Mackay / John Mackay / Donald 
Mackenzie ♂ 55 / 58 / 61 -- -- Rev. John MacDonald ♂ ?/9-10/1805
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1727 LF Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.20 14b-16b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1728 LF Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.25 1a-3a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1729 LF Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B10 00:00:55






lecturer MSS of Alexander MacDonald -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1730 LF; BRF Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW114.012; Coll-
97/CW105.009)
1731 LF Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
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Aird Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Teanntachd mor na Fìnne gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland Teandach Mòr na Feine gd* en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn Goes to Lochlann gd* en (summary)
EUL GB 237 Coll-




Islands Scotland Feargin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Teanndachd Mor na Feinne gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 97-
98
Dalvighouse / Knockbreac / Duartbeg
Farr / Durness / 
Eddrachilles Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dibir Dlighe gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
103-104
Scotland Cath Bein Edir gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 96-
97
Scotland Cobhairle a Chinn aig Fion gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 97
lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Islands Scotland Teanntach Mor na Feinne gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 305-313; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Ailbhinn gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 113-119
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1732 LI Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.004 7r-9v
Patrick Smith (Patrig / Patra mac 
Aonais ic Dhonuil ic Phatrig) ♂
70 (c1796-
1877) crofter
Rua'raidh mor Mac-a-phiocair from 
Airi-mhic-rury North Uist' [Roderick 
MacVicar, Arivicruary, Uibhist a 
Tuath/North Uist], 42 years prior 
(Ruaraidh moved to Boisdale for a 
year before emigrating to Cape 
Breton) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 24/4/1869 CWP
1733 LI Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.057 137v-139r
Alexander Matheson [Alasdair Mac 
Mhathain or Mothanach or 'Alli Ban'] ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 9/7/1861 CWP
1734 LI Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.058 139v-140r
Alexander (or Angus?) MacDonald / 
Alasdair Donullach ♂
c.98 (c.1766-
1866) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/10/1864 CWP
1735 LI Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.059 140r-141v
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moirestan ♂
c.62 (c.1800-
1864) mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 8/2/1862 CWP
1736 LI Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.060 141v-142v





labourer -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1862 CWP
1737 LI Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.019 50v-52r
Donald MacIntyre (Doul mac Dhonil 
ic Thearlaich) ♂
c.74 (c.1793-
1868) catechist; crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 21/3/1867 CWP
1738 LI Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.020 52r-54r
Donald MacIntyre (Doul mac Dhonil 
ic Thearlaich) ♂
c.74 (c.1793-
1868) catechist; crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/3/1867 CWP
1739 LI Y L NLS 50.1.12 67r-72v Patrick Smith ♂ old --
Roderick MacVicar of North Uist; 
heard in youth ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 17/9/1860 NLS Register
1740 LI Y L NLS 50.1.12 75r-80r Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith
Hector MacLaine (informant's uncle; 
blacksmith; died c. 20 years prior at c. 
80) ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 30/9/1860 NLS Register
1741 LI Y L NLS 50.1.12 118r-120r Donald Macintyre ♂ -- --
John MacInnes / Iain og Mac Fhionlai 
(old), c. 50 years prior; lived in the 
south of S. Uist, and subsequently 
emigrated to North America ♂ Donald K. Torrie ♂ ?/6/1861 NLS Register
1742 LI Y L NLS 50.1.12 211r-212r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 --
John MacDonald (Iain Mac Iain 'ic 
Eoghain; died 20+ years prior at c. 80) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 12/12/1861 DWS Notes
1743 LI Y L NLS 50.1.12 212v, 211v
Hector MacDonald / Eachun 
Donullach (Eachun mac Iain mhic 
Iain mhic Eoghain an Talamh) ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 11/12/1861 DWS Notes
1744 LI Y L NLS 50.1.12 245r-246r
Hector MacDonald / Eachun 
Donullach (Eachun mac Iain mhic 
Iain mhic Eoghain an Talamh) ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1745 LI Y I NLS 50.2.2 185r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
1746 LI Y L NLS 50.2.4 97r, 98r-99r, 100r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 --
1747 LI Y L NLS 50.2.4 71r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
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An Leth Mheadhanaich, South Boisdale South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh na h-Ighinne gd





Ardelve / Àird Eilbh, Lochalsh Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 


















Talisker / Talamh-sgeir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Na h-Ighinne gd

















South Boisdale South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Macabh Mor Mac Righ na Sorcha gd en (trans.)
NLS 50.2.4: 71r; GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.004
Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mac Oighre Righ na Ior-smàil gd en (trans.)
Aird Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dàn na h-Ighean gd




Islands Scotland Cath Righ Sórich gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.059: 140r-141v
Talisker / Talamhsgeir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh na Nhighne gd
NFC 50.1.12: 245a-246a; EUL 
GB 237 Coll-97/CW112.060: 
141v-142v
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh na Nhighinne gd
NFC 50.1.12: 212v, 211v; EUL 
GB 237 Coll-97/CW112.060: 
141v-142v
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Macabh Mor Mac Righ na Soràcha gd* en (summary)
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
The Lay of the Maiden on Bantraighe / Mac 
Righ na Iorasmail gd
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of the Maiden gd* en (mention)
NLS 50.1.12: 67r-72v; GB 237 
Coll-97/CW007.004
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1748 LI Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 20-25 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
1749 LI Y L NLS 72.3.9 22-27 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1750 LI Y L NLS 73.1.24 1-8 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
1751 LI-cf. Y L NLS 73.2.1 69-71 (partially lost?)




informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1801-1803 --
1752 LI Y L NLS 73.2.18 24-28 John McDonald ♂ -- -- -- Rev. John MacDonald ♂ ?/9-10/1805 --
1753 LI Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.13 6b-9a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
1754 LI Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.23 1a-3b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1766 --
1755 LI Y
L-Lit. (?) 
(inc.) NLS Acc. 2152.32 3b -- -- -- -- -- -- ♂ 1755-1802 --
1756 LI Y F-L SSS DJM 1 64 Neil MacDonald (collector's uncle) ♂ 70 crofter
informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist, 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 25/4/1952 --
1757 LI Y S SSS DJM 7 661-668
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 






informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 18/11/1953
SSS-CC (Marchen/Heroic Mixtures and Fragments; 
Hero Tale [Fenian])
1758 LI? Y L SSS SA1953.184.2 00:03:16 Donald Robertson ♂ -- -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 26/9/1953 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX
1759 LI Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before --
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Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Duan na h-Inghinn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Laoidh Maodh-Chabir 'us Chamagich gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland The Fall of Roya, or the King of Sora's Son gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
134-135
Scotland Eas Ruaidh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
130-131
Scotland An Invinn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
135-136
Scotland An Ionmhuinn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
136
lives and raised in Peninerine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rann mu'n Fhìnn gd
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mac Rìgh na Sorcha gd
Skye Invernesshire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oran Mór na Féinne gd
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cath Righ Sorcha gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 162-167; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
133-134
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1760 LI Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before --
1761 LI Y L Print -- -- -- --
"herdsman to the former minister of 
this parish", originally from Eigg, 40 
years prior ♂ John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
1762 LMC Y L NFC 56 384-388 Jimmy Ceallaigh ♂ 59 farmer
Séumas Ó Ceallaigh (85; died in 
1915), informant's father, of Cró na 
Duinne ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 22/12/1934 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1763 LMC Y L NFC 825 17-19 Seán Ó Maodhbh ♂ 32 farmer
an old man (70) around Rosmuc, 20 
years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 6/4/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1764 L-Misc. Y F-L Print Murdoch Beaton ♂ c.60 -- -- Kenneth Jackson ♂ ?/8/1946 --
1765 L-Misc. Y L NFC 22 431-435 Nell Dhonncha ♀ -- migrant woman -- Eibhlís Ní Mhuircheartaigh (21) ♀ ?/9/1932 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1766 L-Misc. Y S/L NFC 22 435-440 Seán Mhicíl Firtéur ♂ -- -- -- Eibhlís Ní Mhuircheartaigh (21) ♀ ?/9/1932 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1767 L-Misc. Y L NFC 24 329-330 Conchubhair Ó Éaluighthe? ♂ -- -- -- -- c.1934 Briody Laoithe notes; Briody Fian4; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1768 L-Misc. Y L NFC 54 13 Mícheál Ó Coinneallaigh ♂ 70 thatcher -- Tomás Ó Ciardha (Ciara) ♂ 1934 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1769 L-Misc. Y L NFC 55 428a -- -- -- -- -- Brian Mac Cathbhaid ♂ early 1930s Briody Laoithe notes
1770 L-Misc.; C?-cf. Y L NFC 136 12-20. Brian Ó h-Eochaidh ♂ 88 -- -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ c.1924 CC (Goll)
1771 L-Misc. Y F-L NFC 259 657 Jacky Ryan ♂ 50 labourer
informant's father, of Bóthar na 
Grágha ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/11/1936 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1772 L-Misc. Y L NFC 311 147-150 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer
Paidi Ua Colla, informant's father, of 
Mín an Dubháin ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 6/2/1937 CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith)
1773 L-Misc. Y L NFC 319 464 Mícheál Ó Síothcháin ♂ 80 farmer -- Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 14/3/1937 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1774 L-Misc. Y L NFC 493 175 Domhnall Ó Baoighill (O'Boyle) ♂ -- -- -- Éamonn Cuirtéis, TCD ♂ 1917 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1775 L-Misc. Y L NFC 701 67-68 Mícheál a Cearailt ♂ 30 farmer's son
Peaid Sears (75) of Baile Bhiocáire, 
Dún Chuínn, 10 years prior ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 16/5/1940 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1776 L-Misc. Y L NFC 708 358 Seáinín Beag ♂ -- -- -- An tAth. P. E. Mac Fhinn ♂ 22/7/1940 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1777 L-Misc. Y L NFC 741 21-23 Aodh Ó Grianna ♂ 39 labourer
Meadhbha Ní Árluigh (75) of Rann na 
Feirste, 20 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 22/1/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1778 L-Misc. Y L NFC 914 529-530 Séamus Ó Gréill ♂ 70 weaver -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 11/10/1943 Briody; Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1779 L-Misc. Y L NFC 915 53-54 Micheál Ó h-Ollúin ♂ 65 -- -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 11/11/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1780 L-Misc. Y I NFC 990 320-321 Seán Meanan ♂ -- fisherman -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/5/1946 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
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Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dan na h-Inghin gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 35-38; Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland Eas Ruadh gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 91-100
Cró na Duinne Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi an Churraigh ga
lives and raised in Cillbhriocáin, Ros Muc Cillbhriocáin Cill Cummin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Píosa Fiannuidheacht ga
Port Hood Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada -- gd
Jackson, Kenneth. "More 
Tales from Port Hood, Nova 
Scotia." Scottish Gaelic 
Studies 6.2 (Sept. 1949): 183-
184
Uíbh Ráthaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Sean-Danta a Bhaineann le Fionn agus na 
Fíanna ga
Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Béal Áth an Gaorthaidh Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Rann an Bhuachalla Dhíomhaoir ga
Baile Dubh / Ballyduff
Cill Úird / Lismore and 
Mocollop
/ Coshmore and 
Coshbride Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland -- ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Rann na Cille, Teilionn Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiannaidheacht ga
lives and raised in Bóthar na Grágha Dungarbhán Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland -- en/ga
lives in Srathmór; raised in Mín a Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Barra Choille Árd Ghruama / Ardgroom Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Diarmaid Ó Duibhne ga
Ireland Caoilte C-Gealgaoitheach ga
lives and raised in Márthain Beag Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi Fhear na hAon Choise ga
lives and raised in Bunachoire Acla Buruisiúl Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Chua Goll ar cheann airm ga
lives and raised in Tóin a' t-Seanbhaile Acla Buruisiúl Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland A Oisín 'Fhéil ga
Oileán Thoraigh Cloch Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na mBuaidheann ga
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1781 L-Misc. Y L NFC 992 413-414 Anna Nic a Luain ♀ -- housewife -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1947 Briody; Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1782 L-Misc. Y L NFC 1266 161-194 Seán Ó Cruadhlaoich ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó hAnnracháin ♂ 1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1783 L-Misc. Y L NFC 1798 329-332 Mike Curraoin (Mike Stiofáin) ♂ -- farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 19/8/1965 Briody (title in Laoidh notes)
1784 L-Misc. Y F-L NFC S427 67-68 -- ♂ old -- -- student; school: Luachair -- 1934-1938 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1785 L-Misc. Y F-L NFC S461 14 Seán Ó Donnchadha ♂ 44 farmer --
student; school: Siolbhrain 
(Shelbourne) -- ?/12/1937 Briody Fian1; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1786 L-Misc. Y F-L NFC S468 337 -- -- -- -- --
Siobhán Ní Chonchubhair, teacher; 
school: Bunaneer ♀ 13/12/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
1787 L-Misc.; BG?-cf. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 23 (unverified) Roderick MacLennan ♂ -- --
Murdoch MacLennan (c.60) of 
Kintail, who learned it from his father ♂
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 25/8/1802 --
1788 L-Misc. Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW087.031 20v Murdoch MacLeod ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1/8/1885 CWP
1789 L-Misc. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.010 23r-25v Hector MacIsaac / Eachan MacIsaig? ♂?
c.68 (c.1797-
1878)? joiner?
Ruairi Rua [Roderick MacQuien] 
(catechist) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 6/10/1865 CWP
1790 L-Misc. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.056 135r-137r
Farquhar(?) MacRae / Fearchar(?) 
Mac Rath ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 10/7/1862 CWP
1791 L-Misc. Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.077 87v -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1867 CWP
1792 L-Misc. Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW150.085 58v
Christina MacInnes / Cairistiona 
nighean Dùghaill ♀
c.58 (c.1807-
1894) pauper -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 16/6/1876 CWP
1793 L-Misc. Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW224 9r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ -- CWP
1794 L-Misc. Y L NLS 50.1.12 42r-43r -- -- -- -- -- -- 1859-1861 NLS Register
1795 L-Misc. Y F-L; LR NLS 50.1.12 200r-201r
(?) Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Mac 'Illemhoire ♂? -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1861 DWS Notes
1796 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 222r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireasdan ♂ 70 --
John MacDonald (Iain Mac Iain 'ic 
Eoghain; died 20+ years prior at c. 80) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 18/12/1861 DWS Notes
1797 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 241r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1798 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 242r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1799 L-Misc. Y? F-L NLS 50.1.12 247r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1800 L-Misc. Y? F-L NLS 50.1.12 247r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1801 L-Misc. Y L NLS 50.1.12 256r-257r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireasdan; -- ♂/-- 70/-- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1802 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 258r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1803 L-Misc. N? F-L NLS 50.1.12 258r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1804 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 258r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1805 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.1.13 107r-107v Hugh MacLean (wrote himself) ♂ -- --
John Thomson (now deceased) of 
Tarbert, Lochfine, Argyll ♂ Hugh MacLean ♂ 17/8/1859 --
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lives and raised in Cruach Thiobrad, na 
Gleanntaí Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Dhá Dhrom Ireland -- ga
lives in of Brownville; raised in Croc na 
hAille, An Spidéal Rathún / Rahoon Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Abhainn an Scáil (Baile an 
Bhóthair) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Bran (madra Finn) ga
lives in Neidín; raised in Cill Mhuire, Neidín Neidín Gleann an Ruachtaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Cathair Domhnall (Cill 
Chrócháin) Dún Chiaráin Theas Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Miltown, Ramoch Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Cath Chloinne Baoisge agus Morni gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
174-175




Ceannlangabhat, Ìochdar? South Uist? South Uist? Inverness-shire?
Highlands and 




Dornie, Kintail, Lochalsh Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 



















Scotland Laoidh Seachrain Seilge gd
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Osein gd
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein ’na sheann aois gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Taibhs’ Fhinn gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oisein na Aois gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fhi-àili gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Frothal gd
Trithean / -- Skye / -- Inverness-shire / --
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An t-Oglaoch o’n do dh’fhalbh a Bhean gd
Scotland Oisein na Aois gd




Islands Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
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1806 L-Misc. Y I NLS 50.2.2 173r Sarah Fletcher / Mòr Nic 'i Fhleiscleir ♀ 75
house servant at 
the house of a 
Campbell 
(retired) informant's father (?) ♂? John Francis Campbell ♂ 15/9/1870 --
1807 L-Misc. Y I NLS 50.2.2 213r Duncan Morrison ♂ 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 17/9/1970 --
1808 L-Misc. - Aisling Oscair Y L NLS 50.2.2 20r-22r -- ♂ --
valet for Lord 
Lorne
informant's brother, who learned it at 
home in Lochaber ♂ -- -- ?/8/1870 --
1809 L-Misc. Y F-s/L NLS 50.2.4 239r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 --
Ruairi Rua [Roderick MacQuien] 
(catechist) ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 2/10/1871 --
1810 L-Misc. Y F-L NLS 50.2.4 279r wife of Donald MacLellan ♀ old -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/10/1871 --
1811
L-Misc. - Gleann 
Diamhair Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 63-66 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
1812
L-Misc. - Sealg na 
Leana Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 33-39 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
1813
L-Misc. - Gleann 
Diamhair Y L NLS 72.3.9 36-38 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1814
L-Misc. - Sealg na 
Leana Y L NLS 72.3.9 38-43 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1815 L-Misc. - Norse Wars Y L NLS 72.3.9 66-69 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1816 L-Misc. - Norse Wars Y L NLS 72.3.9 62-63 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1817 L-Misc. - Norse Wars Y L NLS 72.3.9 33-35 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1818 L-Misc. - a' Ghruagach Y L NLS 72.3.9 51-55 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1819 L-Misc. - a' Ghruagach Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.12 5b-7b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
1820 L-Misc. N F-L SSS MML 5 727b.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1894? MML Catalogue
1821 L-Misc. Y v SSS MML 5 742a.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1894? MML Catalogue
1822 L-Misc. Y I SSS SA1953.085.B6 00:01:47
Hector MacLean / Eachann 
MacIllEathain (Eachann mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Nèill 'ic Eachainn 'ic 
Iain 'ic Ailein [Ailean na Biodaig]) ♂ 71 (1882-?) -- informant's mother ♀ Calum Iain Maclean ♂ 22/5/1953 Tobar an Dualchais; SSS-ALST; SSS-MNDX
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Craig Iona Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Na Finneachan Gaidhealach gd* en (summary)
Torloisk Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (mention)
lives in Lorne; raised in Lochaber Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aisling Oscair gd





South Hacleit near Creagorry Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fuair Cheileadh an t-Sealg air an Fheinn gd
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Gleann Diamhair gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 58
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 62-
63
Scotland Cruachan Craig an Tullich gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




lives in Balevulin; raised in Tiree Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
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1823 L-Misc. Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B6 00:00:38






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1824 L-Misc. Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B7 00:00:44






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1825 L-Misc. Y L (inc.) SSS SA1965.092.B6 00:04:07 Calum Ruadh Nicolson ♂ -- -- -- Donia Irwin ♀ 21/7/1965 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST
1826 L-Misc. Y L SSS SA1968.026.B6b 00:02:06 
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 Tobar an Dualchais
1827 L-Misc. Y? F-L SSS SA1968.028.B16 00:01:14
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1828 L-Misc. Y F-L Print Norman Murray ♂ -- -- -- Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 1866 --
1829 L-Misc. Y L (inc.) Print Norman Murray ♂ -- -- -- Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 1866 --
1830 L-Misc. Y F-L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ -- --
1831 L-Misc. Y F-L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregoson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
1832 LML Y S NFC 4 121-131 Séamus Ó Conchubhair ♂ c.20 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 12/12/1930 Briody; Bruford p. 244 n16; CC (LML)
1833 LML Y S NFC 11 79-85 -- -- -- -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain -- 1933 Briody; Bruford p. 244 n16; CC (LML)
1834 LML-cf. Y S NFC 27 238-242 Tadhg Ó Murchadha (wrote himself) ♂ -- --
informant's father, c. 23 years prior (c. 
1915). ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1835 LML; CS; BC-cf. Y S NFC 47 147-162 Conchubhair Pheadar Ó Céilleachair ♂ 83 farmer
Peadar Ó Conaill, 60 years prior, of 
Cúil an Bhurcaigh ♂ Próinséas Ó Ceallaigh ♂ c.1933
Briody (LML; CS; BC); Bruford p. 244 n16 (LML); 
CC (FFA; LML; [LAS - clárú mícheart]; TA [150-])




fisherman -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1837 LML-cf.; Misc. Y S NFC 122 141-151 Pádraig Ó Loingsí ♂ 87 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1933-34 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1838 LML Y S NFC 127 187-203 -- -- -- -- -- Ceallachán Mac Cárthaigh ♂ c. 1936 or 1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1839 LML; BC Y S NFC 137 23-26 -- -- -- -- -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 4/18/1905 Briody; Bruford p. 244 n16; CC (LML)
1840 LML; BC Y S NFC 141 342-377 Seán Mac Briartaigh ♂ 70 fisherman
Seán Ó Barrán (c.70) of Cruachlann, 
Teilionn c. 40 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 2/11/1935 Briody; Bruford p. 244 n16; CC (LML)
1841 LML Y S NFC 153 449-578 Micil Paor ♂ 64 farmer
old people in Gabhlán, Seanaphobul 
c. 50 years prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 3/7/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1842 LML Y S NFC 184 457-463 Peats Doghair ♂ 45 military pension
Nioclás Cúnán (66) of Maoilinn, c. 30 
years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 24/5/1936 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1843 LML-cf.; BC-cf. Y S NFC 193 873-883 Máire Ní Nádraigh ♀ -- -- -- Brighid Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1844 LML Y S NFC 202 254-261 -- -- -- -- -- Nóra Ní Chíaráin ♀ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1845 LML; BC Y S NFC 242 51-75 Tadhg Ó Guithín ♂ 42 blind pension
Muiris MacGearailt (30; able to read 
Irish) of Baile Íc Fhínn, Dún Chaoin, 
c. 25 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 13/8/1936 Briody; Bruford p. 244 n16; CC (LML; LAS [67-8])
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lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Tha Sgeul beag Agam air Fionn gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32681/1
lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dàn Liuthair gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32691/1 
Camustianavaig, Braes Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland An Cogadh Osgar Flathain Garg gd
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Chì Mi 'n t-Seabhag 's Chì Mi 'n Cù gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/58575/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Rannan à Duan Oiseanach gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/58901/1
Habost, Ness Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cuach Fhinn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
150
Habost, Ness Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Collun Gun Cheann gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
212
Scotland -- gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland -- gd
en (summary; 
trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 75-76
Baile Fearainn Cill Maolchéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn agus Fear dhá Throig agus an 
Gruagach ga NFC 1490:508-519
Dún Chaoin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Lorcán mac Luirc ga
An Coireáin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhail agus an Tríomadh 
Cailleach Béara ga
lives and raised in Cúil an Bhurcaigh Cill na Martara Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Lorcán mac Luirc ga
Baile tSlé Fionntra Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn agus an t-Sruth Bheag, Ceann a Damh 
Cró, agus an Garsún Beac Loirgneach ga
NFC 122:141-151; NFC 
1718:58-62
Baile an tSlé Fionntra Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn is an tSruth Bheag , An Damh Crón, 
an Garsún ga NFC 121:237-247 NFC 1718:58-62
Baile Mhúirne Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Cailleach ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
from Teilionn; raised in Iomaire Mhúrnáin, 
Teilionn Gleanncholuimcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Curra Cinn Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland An Bocán Mór 7 an Bocán Beag ga
lives and raised in Barra na Stuac Seanaphobal
Déise Laistigh den 
Drom Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Gaiscíoch Thuatha Dé Dainithing ga
Béal Átha na Muiche Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Cuasán 7 Fionn ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Lorcán Mac Luirc ga
lives and raised in Baile na hAbha Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Lorachán ga
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1846 LML Y S NFC 267 138-152 Seán Ó Goilín ♂ 91 farmer
Diarmuid Ó Capuaig (50), informant's 
cousin, of Cill Úrlaoí, na Faille 
Muaire, c. 40 years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 26/1/1936 Briody; Bruford p. 244 n16; CC (LML)
1847 LML-cf. Y S NFC 304 3-19. Domhnall Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 63 labourer
Eóghan Ó Súileabháin (87) of an 
Bhlascaod Mhór (but spent part of his 
life overseas), 2 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 18/1/1937
Briody (Cailleach / Geasái / Tóir);  Bruford p. 244 n16 
(cf. LML); CC (cf. LML)
1848 LML Y S NFC 336 33-46 Donaí Ó Brisleán ♂ 68 farmer
old people in Corr, Leitir Mhic a' 
Bháird, in Irish, c.35 years prior -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 23/3/1937 Briody
1849 LML Y S NFC 346 514-551 Tomás Breathnach ♂ 60 fisherman
Stiophán a' Bhailíse (60) of Talú Garú, 
Tulaig, Rinn a Mhaoile, 40 years prior ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 23/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1850 LML; ATU 300 Y S NFC 356 540-552 Micheál Ó Cinnéide ♂ 63 fisherman -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1932 Briody
1851 LML Y S NFC 359 77-83 Pádraig Ó Murchú ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1852 LML; RGG Y S NFC 475 247-259 Donnchadh Ó Cuilleanáin ♂ 76 farmer
Saind Ó Dómhnaill (60) of Réichaisle, 
60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 10/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1853 LML Y S NFC 531 132-148 Liam Ó Móiníol ♂ c.65 farmer
informant's father (quite old), of na 
Ródaibh, 7 years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 28/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1854 LML-cf. Y s NFC 535 554-558 Maighréad Ní Iarfhlaithe ♀ 84 -- -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 18-30/7/1938 Briody (LML tiopa); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1855 LML Y S NFC 546 251-259 Eamonn Ó Gairbhe ♂ 69 farmer
informant's grandfather (70) of Bun a' 
Bhaic, 55? years prior ♂ Proinnsias mac Grianna ♂ 27/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1856 LML Y S NFC 654 409-415 Micil Forde ♂ 87 labourer the neighbours, 60 years prior -- Domhnall Ó Ceocháin ♂ 12/6/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1857 LML; ECM Y S NFC 664 467-498 Séamas Ó Ludhóigh ♂ c.65 farmer old people, long ago -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/11/1939 Briody; Bruford (ECM); CC (ECM)
1858 LML Y S NFC 938 184-192; 194-206 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Múirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 6-10/3/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1859 LML; ECM-cf. Y S NFC 969 418-428 Maitiú Mór Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
Máirtín Ó Tuathail (40), informant's 
father, of na h-Aille, 50 years prior ♂ Calum Mac Gill Eathain ♂ 13/1/1945
Briody (LML; ECM, not Cf.); Bruford (ECM); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
1860 LML-cf. Y s NFC 1279 108-111 Anna Ní Bhaoghail ♀ -- -- -- P. Ó Baoghail (student?) ♂ c.1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1861 LML Y S NFC 1490 508-519 Séamus Ó Conchubhair ♂ 58
farmer; 
stonemason informant's father ♂ Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ ?/4/1957 Briody
1862 LML-cf. Y S (inc.) NFC 1718 58-62
Pádraig Ó Loingsí (Peats a' tSaoir; 
Paidín Peaitsín Mháire Bhálcar) ♂ 87
small farmer; 
stonemason; 
fisherman -- Seán Ó Dubhda (schoolteacher) ♂ 1933/34 Briody; CC (Ceann Rí an Daimh Ghoirm)
1863 LML Y S NFC S6 23-28 Stephen Welsh ♂ -- -- --
a student; school: Leitirfreag, Baile na 
Cille, Gaillimh -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1864 LML-cf.; RGG-cf. Y s NFC S449 178-182 Donnchadh Ó Cuilleanáin ♂ 72
labourer for his 
brother
Pádraig Piocóid (70) of Ré Chaisle, 
Mullach an Bhrosna, 60 year prior ♂
Liam Ó Hargáin, teacher; school: 
Cnoc an Fhiolair ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1865 LML Y S NFC S457 589-595 -- -- -- -- --
Nóra Ní Chárthaigh, student; school: 
Cnoc na Bró ♀ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1866 LML Y S-Lit. (inc.) NFC S626 179-184 + 192-202 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Clohanes -- 1934-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1867 LML Y S NFC S633 1-6. Seán Ó Loingsigh ♂ 70 --
Domhnall Ó Loingsigh, informant's 
father, of Cluigeann, Caoitrinn ♂
student; school: Carraig a 
Chabhaltaigh (girls' school) ♀ ?/12/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1868 LML Y S NFC S633 110-116 Seán Ó Loingsigh ♂ 70 -- --
Brighid Ní Aonghusa, student; 
school: Carraig a Chabhaltaigh (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1869 LML; TA Y S NFC S776 152-161 Séamas Ó Gráda (collector's father) ♂ 79 --
informant's grandfather, who told it in 
Irish and would take the whole night 
telling it. ♂
Brighid bean Mhic Niocaill, teacher; 
school: Athgarvan, Curragh, Cill Dara ♀ 1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Cill Úrlaoí Thoir na Faille Muaire Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus Lorcán 'ach Luirc ga
lives in Baile Í Fhínn, An Muileann; raised on 
An Bhlascaod Mhór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Bean an Ártaigh ga
lives and raised in Corr Leitir Mhic a Bhaird Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Goirtín Chloch Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Finn Mac Cúill 7 Beag a' Mhór ga
Cuas Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhail 7 an t-Ubhaill Óir ga
Baile an Chaladh Dún Úrlann Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Lorcán mac Luirc ga
lives and raised in Réichaisle Brosna Triuch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Leath a' Duine ga NFC S449:178-182
lives and raised in Na Ródaibh An Chathair Uibh Ráth Theas Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Lorcánnach Luirc ga
lives in Ráth, Réidh na nDoirí; raised in Cúil 
Aodha Cill na Martra Iar-Mhúscraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Bun a' Bhaic Cionn Caslach Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill ga
lives and raised in Doire na Sagart Baile Mhúirne Masgreighe Uí Fhlionn Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Tullach Ros Guill Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhaill agus Lorcán mhoch 
Luirc ga
Béaloideas 33 (1965 [1967]): 
114-122
lives in Na Criogáin; raised in na h-Aille An Chnuic M. Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Rí na bhFeara Gorma ga
Fálcarrach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Cillmaolchéadair Cill Maolchéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal ar Fhionn is Garsún Dhá Throig ga NFC 4:121-131
Baile an tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn agus an tSruth Bheag, an Damh Crón, 
an Garsun Breac Loirgneach ga NFC 121:237-247 NFC 122:141-151
Kilkyle Baile na Cille
Baile na hInse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Story en
lives and raised in Ré Chaisle, Mullach an 
Bhrosna
Brosna (Baile an 
Chaisleáin) Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Leath a' Duine ga NFC 475:247-259
Killaha Magh gCoirce Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill agus Lorcán mac Luirc ga
An Chill Árd Íbh Bhriocáin / Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Lorcán mac Luirc (ó sean lámh-scríbhinn) ga
Carraig a' Chabhaltaigh Magh Fhearta Magh Fhearta Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail ga NFC S633:110-116
Carraig a' Chabhaltaigh 
(Magh Fhearta) Magh Fhearta Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail ga NFC S633:1-6
Cill Mháille Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
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1870 LML; BC Y S NFC S1038 139-163 Prionsus a Gallchobhair ♂ 20 --
Seán a Gallchobhair (80 in 1938), 
informant's father, who heard it from 
a travelling beggar from Connacht, 60 
years prior ♂
Mollaidh Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Cruach ♀ 14/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1871 LML Y S NFC S1040 231-237 Peadar Ó Fuaruisge ♂ -- -- --
Séamus Ó Fuaruisge, student; school: 
Mín Teineadh Dé ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1872
LML; LAS (ATU 
513A) Y S NFC S1040 255-266 Peadar Mac Suibhne ♂ -- -- --
Prionnseas Mac Suibhne, student; 
school: Mín Teineadh Dé ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1873 LML; BC Y s NFC S1043 25-29 Éamon Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 75 farmer
Féidhlim Ó Gallchobhair (80), 
informant's father, of Ruadh 
Churrach, c. 60 years prior ♂
Máire Ní Dhochartaigh, student; 
school: Straleel ♀ 10/3/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1874 LML Y S NFC S1050 349-371 Prionnsias Ó hEaghráin ♂ 88 tailor --
Gráinne Ní Eaghráin, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 1934.. Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1875 LML-cf. Y S NFC S1054 363-370 Dan Breslin ♂ 70+ -- --
Nábla Nic Amhlaidhe, teacher; 
school: Leitir Mhic an Bhaird 
(Robertson) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1876 LML Y S NFC S1058 188-205 Cáit Antoin Mhic a Bháird ♀ -- -- --
Séumas Ruadh Ó Dómhnaill, teacher; 
school: Mínbeannaid ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1877 LML; BC Y S Print Ned Cooney / Éamoinn Ó Cuanaigh ♂ -- -- -- C. M. Hodgson ♂ c.1902 Briody Fian3; CC (BC); Archive List
1878 LML; BC-cf. Y S Print -- -- -- -- --
Conchubhar Ó Muimhneacháin 
("Uíbh Laoghaire") ♂ 1901 or before
Bruford p. 244 n16 (LML); Briody Fian3 (LML); 
Briody Fian6 (LAS [1-7]; LML); CC (LML)
1879 LML; BC-cf. Y S Print
Siobhán Ní Iarfhlaithe (wife of 
Dómhnall Ua Deasmhúmhna) ♀ -- -- -- "Sgríobh Liath an Earraigh" -- 1901 or before Bruford pp. 68 n41, 244 n16; Briody Fian3; CC (LML)
1880 LO Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment A.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
1881 LSB Y L NFC 488 233-234 Aodh Ó Domhnaill (Hudie Sheáinín) ♂ 86 farmer
informant's father (60) of Rann na 
Feirste, 50 years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Domhnaill ♂ ?/12/1937
Briody; Briody Laoithe notes (incl. additional pages); 
CC (Fiannaíocht)
1882 LSB-cf. Y LR-T EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW120.023 8v Donald MacGregor? ♂? -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/8/1883 CWP
1883 LSB Y L NLS 72.3.9 69-74 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
1884 LSB Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 29-31 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783 --
1885 LSB Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment G -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
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Mín na Cloich Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail agus Cailleach na gCearc ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428299/4392571
Mín Teineadh Dé, Ard an Ratha
Ard an Rátha (Killybegs 
Lower) Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428307/4393367
Gleann Domhain, Árd an Ráth Ard an Rátha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mhac Chumhail ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428307/4393392
lives and raised in Ruadh Churrach Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail i dTeamhair ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428317/4394373li  in Mín an Dúbh in, Baile na Finne; 
raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, Baile na 




Leitir Mhic an Bhaird / 
Lettermackaward 
(Teampoll Crón) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal - Fionn Mc Cumhaill en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428354/4398733
Gleann na hEilithe Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428366/4400091
Uachtar Árd / Oughterard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cailleach an Teampuill ga en (summary) Béaloideas 3.4 (1932): 447-454 
Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn agus Lorcán ga
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Fionn 
agus Lorcán. Imtheachta an 
Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 2.1 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh 
na Gaedhilge, 1903), 1-10
Baile Mhic Íre, Baile Mhúirne Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Lorcán Mhac Luirc ga
Laoide, Seosamh, ed. Madra 
na nOcht gCos. Imtheachta an 
Oireachtais 1901, leabhar 3.2 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Connradh 
na Gaedhilge, 1907), 41-58
Caithness Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Iomachd Ochdnar gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
219
lives in Mín na Scáthmhaoil; raised in Rann 
na Feirste na Rosann Teampall Cróna Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Amhrán na bhFiann a’ Seilg ga
Bailegarve / Baile Garbh? Lismore / Lios Mòire? Argyll?
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Sliabh nam Beann Fionn gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland Duan na Sealg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
221-222
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1886 LSP Y s HMP
Éire 1A/00:17:48-
00:21:17 00:03:29 Micí Shéain Néill Ó Baoill ♂ -- --
Cartar a' Conn(?) (minister); Sean a' 
Bhaird (Anna Nic an Luain's 
husband); Neidí (Frainc?) ♂
Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew?, undergraduate 
student; school: Harvard ♀ 30/8/1974 Hillers
1887 LSP Y G NFC 55 308 Aodh Ua hEigeartaigh ♂ -- teacher -- Brian Mac Cathbhaid ♂ 1929-1934 Briody; CC (LSP)
1888 LSP Y G NFC 85 31-32 Maighread Ní Fearaighle ♀ 86 -- -- Pádraig Ó Fionnúsa ♂ 29/8/1930 Briody; CC (LSP)
1889 LSP Y? G NFC 225 228 Iósap Ó Tuathail ♂ -- -- -- Riocárd Ó Tuathail ♂ ?/7/1935 Briody; CC (LSP)
1890 LSP Y G NFC 247 148-149 Pádraig Ó Gríbhthín ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraig Ó Gribhthín, informant's 
grandfather, of Baile na h-Abhann, c. 
50 years prior ♂ Peadar Ó Niallagain ♂ 2/9/1936 Briody; CC (LSP)
1891 LSP Y S NFC 262 355-361 Seán Mac Grianna ♂ 32 labourer
Feidhlimidh Mac Grianna (68) of 
Rann na Feirsde, c. 17 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 2/10/1936 Briody; CC (LSP)
1892 LSP Y G NFC 270 10-11. Aodh Ó h-Eighcheartaigh ♂ -- teacher
an old person by the name of Ó 
Curraoin in Goirt Sháile ♂ Seán Ó h-Eochaidh ♂ 1936.. CC (cf. LSP)
1893 LSP Y S NFC 352 270-275 Fedhleimidh Mac Grianna ♂ 86 farmer
Domhnall Mac Grianna (82), 
informant's father, of Rann an 
Feirsde, 47 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill (Mhícheáil) ♂ 23/5/1937 Briody; CC (LSP)
1894 LSP Y G NFC 511 87-89 Pádraig Ó Dubhgáin ♂ 45 fisherman
Antoinn Ó Dubhgáin (75), informant's 
father, of Taraigh, 8 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 8/4/1938 Briody; CC (LSP)
1895 LSP N G-s/v NFC 572 471-473 Páraic Ó Tuathail ♂ 79 farmer local people -- Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 29/11/1938 Briody; CC (LSP)
1896 LSP N? G NFC 665 482-483 Micheál Ó Tuathail ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraig Mac Truich (?) of Ros 
Dúmhach, 30 years prior ♂ Pádraig Ó Loinnigh ♂ 7/9/1939 Briody; CC (LSP)
1897 LSP-cf. Y s NFC 741 65-68 Conall mac Giolla Easbaig ♂ 62 farmer
Domhnall mac Giolla Easbaig (60) of 
Rann na Feirste, 50 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 29/1/1941 Briody; CC (LSP)
1898 LSP N? G NFC 850 344-346 Seán Ó Gaora ♂ 38 --
Páraic Ó Domhnaill, informant's 
grandfather ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 24/7/1942 Briody; CC (LSP)
1899 LSP Y G NFC 910 150-151
Peig Sayers (Peig Bean Uí Ghuithín; 
Peig Séars) ♀
70 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife informant's father; heard often ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/9/1943 Briody; CC (LSP)
1900 LSP N G NFC 914 12-15. Séamus a' Caramaic ♂ 73 farmer -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 4/1/1943 Briody; CC (LSP)
1901 LSP N G NFC 967 236-237 Seán Crithin ♂ 67 small farmer informant's father ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 7/1/1945 Briody; CC (LSP)
1902 LSP N G NFC 977 54-55 Mícheál Ó Turraoin (Maidhc Dháth) ♂ 69 small farmer the people -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/6/1945 Briody; CC (LSP)
1903 LSP Y s NFC 1238 165-168 Feidhlimidh Mac Grianna ♂ -- -- --
Fr. Aodh Mac Chéimhsigh 
('Adhamhnán'; mailed in) ♂ ?/8/1935 Briody; CC (LSP)
1904 LSP N G NFC 1721 157-158 "Saldie" -- -- -- -- Máire Ní Shioradáin ♀ c.1927-1932 Briody
1905 LSP N G NFC S77 331-332 Thomas Nallly ♂ 65 farmer --
Lizzie Kathleen Nally, student; 
school: Naomh Seosamh, Baile an 
Ruadháin ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (LSP)
1906 LSP Y G NFC S1043 165-166 Caitlín bean Mhic Cathail ♀ 54 farmer's wife
informant's father (42) of Gort tSáile, 
40 years prior ♂ student; school: Mucros -- 26/11/1937 Briody; CC (LSP)
1907 LSP N G NFC S1079 414-416 Tadhg Mac Pháidín ♂ -- -- informant's father, of Gaoth Dóbhair ♂
Tárlach Mac Cafraigh, student; 
school: Gortnabrade ♂ Briody; CC (cf. LSP)
1908 LSP N? G-s/v NFC S129 400-402 Pádraic Ó Tuathail ♂ 75 -- -- student; school: Gleann Caisil -- 1936 Briody; CC (LSP)
1909 LSP Y G-s/v Print Seán Chormaic Ó Sé ♂
80 (1853-
c.1939) -- -- Gerard Murphy ♂ 1933 Briody Fian3; CC (LSP); Archive List
1910 LSP Y G EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.007 19r-20r
Catrina nic Lachlain ruai [Catherine 
MacQuien] ♀
c.66 (c.1799-
1870) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 5/10/1865 CWP
1911 LSP Y G-s/v EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.062 143v-144r





labourer -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1862 CWP
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Rannafast / Rann na Feirsde
Teampaill Cróm 
Íochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Spéirbhean Inis Duáin ga
Cill Chártha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Na Fir Bhana agus na Fir Dhúbha: 
Gaduigheacht Innis Dhubháin ga NFC 270:10-11
Réidh na dTeampán, Baile Mhic Cairbre, 
Cluan Meala Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Bádh na dTurcach ga
Dubh Loch Gaoth Sáile Béal an Átha Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile na h-Abhann Lios Póil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Íochtarach Baogheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gadaidheacht Inis Dubháin ga
Mucros, Cill Chartha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fuireann a t-Soithigh ga NFC 55:308
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde
Teampaill Cróm 
Íochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gadaidheacht Innis Dubháin ga NFC 1238:165-168
lives and raised in Taraigh Cloich Cheann Fhaoileadh Cill Mhic Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gadaidheacht Innis Dubhán ga
lives and raised in Dubhloch Beannchor Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fir Bhána agus na Fir Dhubha ga NFC S129:400-402
lives and raised in Ros Dumhach Cill Comáin Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Gadaigheacht Innis Dubháin ga
lives in Doire na Mainsear; raised in Rann na 
Feirste Na Rosann Baogheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Áill na Brón, Cill Ciaráin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Puzzle of the Thirty Counters ga
lives and raised in Bárrshámh na hAcliú Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Cluife ga
lives and raised in Cíllmhaolcéadair Cíllmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland The Puzzle of the Thirty Counters ga
lives in Baile Uí Chrúin; raised in Baile na 
nGall An Rinn Drom Finghín Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland -- ga
Gort an Choirce, Rann na Feirsde Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ceann-Dubhrann na nDumhchann Bán ga en (trans.) NFC 352:270-275
Béaloideas 12.1-2 (1942): 10-
12
Oileán Gabhla Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gaduidheacht Innis Dubháin ga
An Driseachán / Brierfield Maigh Locha / Moylough
Tigh Dachaoinne / 
Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Puzzle en
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/46229
91/4621600
lives and raised in Gort tSáile Cill Chartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fir Dubha agus na Fir Bhána ga
Mevagh (Rosguill) Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gaduigheacht Fhinn agus Dhubháin ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493646/4407327
Kilcommon Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga NFC 572:471-473
Ballinskelligs Ciarraí / Kerry Munster Ireland -- ga en (trans.)
(in part) Béaloideas 12.1-2 
(1942): 16-17
Clachan na Lùib North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Talisker / Talamh-sgeir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Fir Fhinn ris Dhubhain (Shuarain?) gd
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1912 LSP Y G NFC 131 166-167 -- -- -- -- --
Donald MacDonald, student at 
Glasgow University ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (LSP)
1913 LSP Y S NFC 973 287-294 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1914 LSP Y G-s/v NFC 1031 185-187
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
MacDhòmhnaill (Donnchadh mac 




informant's father, Donald 
MacDonald / Domhnall Mac 
Dhomhnaill (d. 1919 at 80+) of 
Peighinn nan Aoirean, who heard his 
tales from his own father (d. 1865) ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 12/3/1947 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
1915 LSP Y G-s NFC 1158 166-168
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 





informant's father, Donald 
MacDonald (56) of Inishvale, 50 years 
prior ♂ Peggy MacDonald ♀ 10/8/1947 Briody; CC (LSP)
1916 LSP Y G-s/v (inc.) NLS 50.1.12 210r Hector MacDonald ♂ c.60
works with 
Captain 
Cameron -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861? DWS Notes
1917 LSP Y G-v NLS 50.1.12 213r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/12/1861 DWS Notes
1918 LSP Y G-s/v NLS 50.1.12 248r-249r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
1919 LSP Y G NLS 50.2.4 29r John MacArthur ♂ -- tailor -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 11/9/1871 --
1920 LSP Y G NT CannaTape.0041 00:02:01
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 1/3/1960 Tobar an Dualchais
1921 LSP Y G SSS DJM 68 6427-6429 -- -- Donald John MacDonald ♂ ?/9/1957 --
1922 LSP Y G SSS Log 1531 00:04:36 Angus Lamont ♂ -- -- 19/7/1950 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian])
1923 LSP Y G SSS SA1952.111.8 00:01:36 Sandy MacKay ♂ -- -- -- Fred MacAulay ♂ 3/9/1952
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
MNDX
1924 LSP Y G-s/v SSS SA1953.034.A1 00:03:44
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
71 (1882-
1954) stonemason informant's father ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 1953
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
MNDX; Tobar an Dualchais
1925 LSP Y G (inc.) SSS SA1955.001.B13 00:00:24 Mary MacKenzie ♀ -- -- informant's father ♂ James Ross ♂ 1955 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Other History/Pseudo-history)
1926 LSP Y G-s/v SSS SA1955.003.A1b 00:03:21 Roderick MacAulay ♂ -- -- -- James Ross; Francis Collinson ♂ ?/3/1955 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
1927 LSP Y G (inc.) SSS SA1958.172.A6 00:01:18 Norman MacLeod ♂ -- -- -- John MacInnes ♂ ?/12/1958 SSS-CC (Hero Tales)
1928 LSP Y G SSS SA1960.030.A3 00:02:22
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Alasdair MacIntyre / Alasdair Mòr 
mac Iain Dheirg of Beinn Mhór ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 16-17/1/1960
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Tobar an 
Dualchais
1929 LSP Y G SSS SA1968.030.A5, A8 00:03:15
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- informant's father ♂ John MacInnes ♂ 1968
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1930 LSP Y G SSS SA1969.105.A8 00:02:46 John MacLean ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂ Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1969 SSS-ALST
1931 LSP N? F-G SSS SA1970.111.A3 00:01:30
Rev. Donald MacLeod (Dòmhnall 
Thormoid Dhòmhnaill Mhòir 
Thormoid Iain Òig) ♂
58 (1912-
1990) minister informant's father ♂ Ian Paterson ♂ ?/5/1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); Tobar an 
Dualchais
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Eriskay Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- en/gd en (trans.)




Islands Scotland -- en
Sutherland, H. Hebridean 
Journey (London: The 
Catholic Book Club, 1940), 
147-153
lives in Peighinn nan Aoireann; raised in 
Snaoiseubhal Uibhist a Deas / South Uist
Uibhist a Deas / South 
Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Àireamh Fir Dhubhain gd
NFC 1158:166-168; 
SA1953.034.A1
lives in Peninerine; raised in Inishvale, 
Lochboisdale, South Uist South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Chlann Dhubhain gd
NFC 1031:185-187; 
SA1953.034.A1
Talisker / Talamh-sgeir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Fir Fhinn ’us Dhubhain gd
NLS 50.1.12: 248a-249a; EUL 
GB 237 Coll-97/CW112.062: 
143v-144r
Scotland Aireamh Fir Fhinn ’us Dhubhain gd
Talisker / Talamh-sgeir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Fir Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd
NLS 50.1.12: 210r; EUL GB 
237 Coll-97/CW112.062: 143v-
144r
Heynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Araidh Fir Dhuain gd* en (mention)
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Àireamh Muinntir Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd SSS SA1960.030.A3
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/104294/1
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Mhuinntir Dhubhain gd
Bornaskiotaig Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Cuideachd Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd
Ob-an-Doill Harris Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd
lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Sgeulachd Fèinne anns a Bheil Fionn is 
Dubhan a' Nochdadh gd
NFC 1031:185-187; 1158:166-
168




Crossbost, Lochs Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Muinntir Fhinn gd
Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
North Uist Berneray Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Chlann Dubhain gd
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd NT CannaTape.0041
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/45446/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





Carinish South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Mhuinntir Fhionn is Dhubhain gd
lives in Borve; raised in Berneray Harris Berneray Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
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1932 LSP Y G-s SSS SA1970.350.A6 00:03:28
Roderick MacPherson ('Goik'; 
Ruairidh Ghilleasbaig) ♂ 68 (1902-?) boatbuilder -- Mary MacDonald ♀ 1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1933 LSP Y G SSS SA1971.173.B6 00:03:36 A. J. Macphail ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂ Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1971 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST
1934 LSP Y G SSS SA1976.191.B4 00:04:45
Roderick MacPherson ('Goik'; 
Ruairidh Ghilleasbaig) ♂ 74 (1902-?) boatbuilder saw in a book --
Donald Archie MacDonald; Alan J. 
Bruford; Mary MacDonald ♂/♀ 3/10/1976
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
1935 LSP Y F-G SSS SA1977.128.A18 00:00:46 Kate Dix (Mrs.) ♀ -- -- informant's father and Alaig Neill ♂ Ian Paterson ♂ 1977/10 SSS-MNDX
1936 LSP Y G SSS SA1991.098.A 00:16:05
Annie MacDonald / Anna 
Dhonnchaidh ♀ -- -- informant's father ♂ Margaret Bennett ♀ 16/11/1991 SSS-ALST
1937 LSP Y G SSS
VA1991.018, 019, 
020
Annie MacDonald / Anna 
Dhonnchaidh ♀ -- -- informant's father ♂
Morag MacLeod; Donald Archie 
MacDonald; Camera operator: Tom 
McKean ♀/♂ 16/11/1991 SSS-MNDX
1938 LSP Y G-s/v (inc.) Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891
SSS-CC (Characters in Tales: Dubhan [258]; Hero 
Tales [Fenian])
1939 LSR-cf.; TDM-cf. Y F-s NFC 869 240-241 Pádhraig Ó Cosgair ♂ 60 farmer
informant's father (60) of 
Cillghemhrin, 30 years prior ♂ Tomás de Paor ♂ 23/3/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1940 LTD Y S NFC 274 761-766 Pádraig Ó Luag ♂ 64 farmer; pilot old people -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 19/11/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1941 LTD Y s NFC 408 59 Pádraig Ó Dúnaidhe ♂ 25 teacher
Domhnall Ó Súileabháin (60) of 
Ceappaigh Fachtna, 6 years prior ♂ Micheál Ó Cróinín ♂ 29/8/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1942 LTD; TDG-cf. Y
s; F-s 
(TDG); LR-
T NFC 807 69-70 Seán de Brún ♂ 72 labourer
old people of Sráid a Mhuilinn and 
Cill Chóirne, over 20 years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 9/1/1942
Briody; Briody Fian4 (TDG); Briody Fian7 (TDG, 
seanchas); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1943 LTD Y S NFC 853 90-94 Séamas Mac Léim ♂ 68 farmer
informant's father (70) of Cluan 
Eidhneach, 50 years prior ♂ Tomás de Paor ♂ 3/12/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1944 LTD Y s NFC 1017 329-332 Mícheál Ó Mainnín ♂ 74 farmer old people of Rosmuc, 55 years prior -- Mairtín Ó Máinín ♂ 18-28/9/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1945 LTD Y s NFC 1274 221 collector's mother ♀ -- -- informant's mother ♀
Nóra Ní Chonghaile (student, for a 
competition) ♀ 1934-35 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1946 LTD Y s-T NFC S33 169-170 Michael Monhan (?) ♂? -- -- -- a student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1947 LTD Y s NFC S101 238, 237 Mrs. Murphy ♀ 40 -- -- student; school: Cluain le Fán -- 15/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1948 LTD Y s NFC S101 242 Mrs. Greevy ♀ 43 -- -- student; school: Cluain le Fán -- 15/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1949 LTD Y s NFC S151 306-307 William Hegarty ♂ 37 -- -- student; school: Caonach -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1950 LTD Y s NFC S174 300 James Farry ♂ -- -- --
Tom Harrington, student; school: 
Rockfield ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1951 LTD Y s NFC S286 79 Patrick Sweeney (collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Hannie Sweeney, student; school: 
Ros na Cathrach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1952 LTD Y s-T NFC S407 403-404 Tadhg Ó Coráin (collector's father) ♂ 56 -- --
Liam Ó Coráin, student; school: 
Ladhar an Chrompáin ♂ 15/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1953 LTD Y s-T NFC S428 135-136 Seán D. Ua Conchubhair ♂ 85 -- --
Gerard Ua Conchubhair, student; 
school: Clochán ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1954 LTD Y s-T NFC S441 201-202 Mrs. Mary Sheehy ♀ -- -- --
Mary Lynch, student; school: 
Moyderwell Convent of Mercy ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1955 LTD Y s NFC S609 317-318 Mrs. Moloney ♀ -- -- --
student; school: Clochar Na Trócaire, 
Inis -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1956 LTD Y s-T NFC S635 74-75 Mr. M. McCarthy (collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Mary McCarthy, student (5th class); 
school: Clochar na Toirbhirte, Lios 
Mór ♀ 30/5/1938 Briody
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lives and raised in Bruernish Barra Barra Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A' Biadhadh na Fairge gd SSS SA1976.191.B4
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/68528/1
Locheport North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Muinntir Fhionn is Dhubhain gd
lives and raised in Bruernish Barra Barra Inverness-shire 
Highlands and 





Islands Scotland Aireamh Chlann Dhubhain gd
raised in Peninerine; lives in Caol, Lochaber South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Mhuinntir Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd SSS VA1991.018, 019, 020
raised in Peninerine; lives in Caol, Lochaber South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Àireamh Muinntir Fhinn agus Dhubhain gd SSS SA1991.098.A
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Aireamh Fir Dhubhain gd
en (summary; 
inc. trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 258-259; Béaloideas 
12.1-2 (1942): 21
lives and raised in Cillgheimhrin Baile Mhuilinn Dún Mór Gaillimh / Clár Connacht Ireland Eachtraí Liomnochtáin an t-Sléibhe Rife ga
lives and raised in Donndubhain Miodhbhuidhe Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar Fuair Fionn an Bhean ga
lives and raised in Ceappaigh Fhachtna Cill Coscáin Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Cruinne Lú, Cill Chóirne; raised in 
Cill Mhídhe, Sráid a Mhuilinn
Cill Chóirne (Cluain 
Mhín) Iar Mhúscraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mar a bhFuair Fionn Gráinne ga
raised in Cluain Eidhneach Cuimir Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
An Nós a bhFuair Fionn Mac Cúmhaill a 
Bhean ga
lives in Fárnocht; raised in Rosmuc Corr na Móna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Chaoi a Fuair Fionn Bean ga
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- en
Rahard Ballinrobe Kilmaine Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4498128/4351475
Cahir Ballinrobe Kilmaine Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland The Hero Finn and the King's Daughter en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4498128/4351479
Keenagh, Dooley, Ballina Crossmolina
Tír Amhalghaidh / 
Tirawley Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland How Fionn won his Wife en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428070/4374966
Knockadoo Killoran Leyney Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Reenmore, Ahakista Kilcrohane / Cill Crocháin
West Carbery / Cairbre 
Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland How Fionn won his Wife en
Killfeighney / Dubh Áth 
Clanmanrice / Clann 
Mhuiris Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
Fatha Clochán (Caisleán Griaire) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
Knocknacaska, Abbeydarney Tralee / Tráighlí
Traghaneemy / Triúcha 
an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland How 'Gleann na Léime' got its Name en
Barnhill, Ennis Drumcliff na hOileáin Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Wine Vaults, Lismore; Lismore and Mocollop
Cois Móire agus Cois 
Bríde / Cashmore and 
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LR NFC S855 19-21 Mr. Davin ♂ 40 -- -- a student; school: St. Fiachra's -- 1937-1938 Briody
1958 LTD Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
1959 LTGS Y L NFC 1719 16-22 Máirtín Ó Dubhagáin ♂ -- -- -- Fionán Mac Coluim ♂
early 20th 
century? Briody
1960 MG Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.075 162r-162v Hector MacIsaac / Eachun Mac Ciseig ♂
c.68 (c.1797-
1878) joiner
Roderick MacDonald / Ruaraidh 
(ruadh) Domhnullach of Clachan na 
Luib, North Uist ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 21/7/1865 CWP
1961 MG Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.005 6r Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 14/3/1867 CWP
1962 MG Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.016 44r
Donald MacIntyre (Don'al mac 
Dho'uil ic Thearlaich) ♂
c.74 (c.1793-
1868) catechist
John MacInnes (d. 40 years prior at 
c.90) of Smeircleit/Smercleit, South 
Uist 60 years prior ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 21/3/1867 CWP
1963 MG Y F-L NLS 50.1.5 67r, 68r Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith Hector MacLaine (informant's uncle) ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ ?/10/1860 CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW112.075)
1964 MG Y L NLS 50.2.4 239r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- Ruairidh Ruagh ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 2/10/1871 --
1965 MGF Y S HMP
Éire 2A/01:02:53-
01:14:47 00:11:54 Gráinne bean Uí Dhomhnaill ♀ -- -- --
Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew?, undergraduate 
student; school: Harvard ♀ 30/8/1974 Hillers
1966
MGF; TO (ATU 873)-
cf. Y S-T NFC 4 404-412 Seán Gromail ♂ 83 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ ?/1/1934 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1967
MGF-cf.; DT-cf.; LTD-
cf. Y S NFC 13 377-387 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody MA (MGF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1968 MGF Y S NFC 44 221-227 Seán Ó hEalaithe (Eilí) ♂ 83 farmer
informant's mother, of Leaca Bán, 
Béal Áth an Ghaorthaidh, c. 50 years 
prior ♀ Mícheál Ó Lúbhaing (Lúing) ♂ ?/9/1933 Briody MA; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
1969 MGF Y S NFC 53 386-396 Mícheál Breathnach ♂ 70 fisherman Dái Ó Séaghdha of Cnoc a Dúin ♂ Muiris Ó Foghlú (Foghladha) ♂ 18/6/1934 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1970
MGF; ATU 1137; FC 
(ATU 1149) Y S NFC 54 3-13 Mícheál Ó Coinneallaigh ♂ 70 thatcher
old people of Baile Dubh, 30 years 
prior -- Tomás Ó Ciardha (Ciara) ♂ 1934 Briody MA; CC (MGF; FC); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
1971
MGF; ATU 673; FC 
(ATU 1149) Y S NFC 56 308-320 Jimmy Kelly (Cheallaigh) ♂ 58 farmer
Ceallaigh Beag (80), informant's 
father, of Cró na Duinne ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/6/1934
Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673), p. 218-219 (# 
1149); CC (FC)
1972 MGF; FTL Y S-T NFC 72 281-305 Seán Ó Donnchadha (Donncha) ♂ 28 -- the old people --
Pádhraic Ó Finneadha (Pádraig Ó 




16/1/1932 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF; Fiann-laoithe)
1973 MGF Y s NFC 76 268-271 -- -- -- -- --
Mrs. Máire (Tim) O'Sullivan of 
Tuarín, Béal an Daingin / 
Bealandangan, Killannin, Moycullen ♀ 1932 or 1933 Briody MA; CC (MGF)
1974 MGF Y S NFC 76 340-362 Pádraic Mac Gabhann ♂ -- -- -- Áine Nic Conaill ♀ ?/7/1931 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1975 MGF Y S-Lit. NFC 94 108-118 Breasal Mac Súirtáin, wrote himself ♂ -- -- -- Breasal Mac Súirtáin, school teacher ♂ ?/2/1933 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Warrington St. Patrick's Shillelogher Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland Folklore en
Ireland Fion's First Marriage en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 220-221 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 194-195
Bán Mór Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seilg an Tuirc i nGleann an Sgáil  ga
Àird Mhòr / Airdmore, Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 










Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Moladh Ghuill gd en (trans.)
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.005: 6r
PTWH 3 (1862): 293-295 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 309-311 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 448-450
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (mention)
Rannafast / Rann na Feirsde
Teampaill Cróm 
Íochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Bás, agus an Saol Mór ga
Cathair Scoilbín / Caherscullibeen Kilmalkedar
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Cionnas [Conas] a baisteadh Fionn is fuair sé 
an fios 7 tháinig Oisín is Oscar chun baile ga
Márthain / Marhin Baile an Fheirtéarigh
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cionnus a Fuair Fionn Fios ga NFC 475:781-796
Fearann Fada / Farranfada
Cúm Thóla / 
Kilmocomoge Beanntraighe / Bantry Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Óige Fhínn ga
lives and raised in Cnoc an Dúin / 
Knockadoon
Baile Mhacóde / 
Kilmacdonagh
Íbh Mac Coille / 
Imokilly Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Conus mar a Dheineadh Seana Choradh 
Leasa Móire ga
Baile Dubh / Ballyduff
Cill Úird / Lismore and 
Mocollop
/ Coshmore and 
Coshbride Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland
Sgéal Fiannaidheachta: Mar a Baisteadh 
Fionn ga
Cró na Duinne / Cronadun, Gleann na Finne Cill Taobhóg / Kilteevoge
Rathbhoth Theas / 
Raphoe Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ughdar Loch Dearg ga
Baile an Tighe Móir, Indreabhán / Inverin Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bóirne Mór ga NFC 840:104-118
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Píosa Beag Faoi Saoghal Fhíon mac Cúil ga
An Cheathrú Rua Kilcummin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill ga
Mullach na Sí, an Caoisleán Riach / 
Mullaghnasee Tibahine Frenchpark
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhail ga
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1976 MGF; PLD Y S NFC 99 463-471 Mícheál Ó/Mac Donncha ♂ c.85 -- informant doesn't recall -- Máire Ní Loideáin ♀ 1934 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1977 MGF; ATU 673 Y S NFC 101 640-644 -- -- -- -- --
Sorcha Ní Neachtain of Sruthán, 
Casla, Conamara ♀ ?/12/1927 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC (MGF)
1978 MGF Y S NFC 122 223-231 Pádraig Ó Loinsigh ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1934 Briody MA
1979 MGF; ATU 1137 Y S NFC 133 317-335 Liam Ó Dioláin ♂ 66 -- Tomás Ó Dioláin, informant's father ♂ Seán Mac Mathúna ♂ 1935 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
1980 MGF Y s NFC 143 2184-2186 Pádraic Mac Fionnlaoich ♂ 80 farmer -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/2/1936 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1981 MGF; ATU 673 Y s NFC 146 281 Muiris Ó Ríordáin (Ríoghbhardáin) ♂ 67 farm labourer
Pádraig Ó Muircheartaigh (80) of na 
Beathachaibh, Chathair Saidhbhín ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 26/9/1935 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138 (# 673)
1982 MGF; ATU 673 Y s NFC 158 278-281 Tomás Mac Iomaire ♂ -- farmer
informant's father, of Coillín, 35-40 
years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 27/11/1935
Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
1983 MGF; ATU 673 Y s NFC 162 150-152 Pádraig Ó Súileabháin ♂ 71 farmer the old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 9/9/1935 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673)
1984
MGF; FC (ATU 1149); 
FTL Y S NFC 162 204-223 Mícheál h-Oireabhárd ♂ 62 farmer
Máirtín Ó Duiche (Duibhthe) (20) of 
Dubhachta, c. 45 years prior ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 9/9/1935 ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
1985 MGF; PLD Y S NFC 163 104-114 Liam de Búrca ♂ 83 farmer Seán Seóigh of Seanafarracháin ♂ Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 23/9/1935 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1986 MGF Y S NFC 177 329-341 Beartlaigh (Beairtle) Ó Flaitheartaigh ♂ 60 farmer
Tomás Ó Flaithbheartaigh (77), 
informant's father, of Lochán Beag ♂ Mícheál Ó Riagáin ♂ 2/2/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1987 MGF Y S NFC 177 372-381 Beartlaigh (Beairtle) Ó Flaitheartaigh ♂ 60 farmer
Tomás Ó Flaithbheartaigh (77), 
informant's father, of Lochán Beag ♂ Mícheál Ó Riagáin ♂ 5/2/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1988
MGF; OTO (ATU 
470B); BO; OFT; CAP Y S-T NFC 181 17-45 Seán Ó Cuinneagáin ♂ c.65 farmer
Seán Fúrd (died 6 years prior at age 
80), informant's uncle, of Lisín a' 
Bhéala, Turlách Mór, Gaillimh ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 10-11/3/1936 Briody MA; CC (MGF; Fiann-laoithe [37])
1989
MGF; MGO; OTO 
(ATU 470B); ROI; BO Y S NFC 182 502-514 Seán a' Búrc (de Búrca) ♂ 80 farmer old people of Áth Chloigín -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 22/5/1936 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1990 MGF Y S NFC 183 358-365 Micil de Paor ♂ 64 farmer
old people of Barra na Stuac, c. 40 
years prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/4/1936 Briody MA
1991 MGF Y s NFC 184 204-206 Muiris Condún (Chúnún) ♂ 65 farmer
informant's father (66) of Barra na 
Stuac, c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/5/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1992 MGF Y S NFC 195 358-364 Seán Ó Roileáin (Rothláin) ♂ 70 -- Eibhlín Nic Éil ♀
Annraoi Ua Corduibh (Annraí Ó 
Corrdubh) ♂ c.1936 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1993 MGF; PLD Y s-T NFC 212 319-320 Nóra Nic Fhloinn ♀ -- -- -- Pádraic S. Ó Braonáin ♂ 2-5/9/1935 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1994 MGF; PLD Y S NFC 236 505-528 Seán Mac Conraoi ♂ 84 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 31/7/1936 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1995 MGF; PLD Y S NFC 238 518-536
Pádhraic CoinIomaire (Pádraig Mac 
Iomaire) ♂ 67 farmer
Micil Ólaoidh (75) of Leitir Deiscirt, c. 
40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 1/9/1936 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
1996 MGF; PLD-cf. Y S NFC 239 604-610 Séamas Ó Seaghdha ♂ 71 farmer
informant's mother (60) (possibly; 
attribution applies to the majority of a 
group of tales) ♀? Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 25-26/6/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1997 MGF Y S NFC 247 162-170 Pádraig Ó Grifín ♂ 60 farmer
Pádraig Ó Gribhthín (70), informant's 
grandfather, of Baile na hAbhann, c. 
50 years prior ♂ Peadar Ó Niallagáin ♂ 4/9/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1998 MGF Y S NFC 248 299-321 Seán Ó Tuairisc ♂ c.45 farmer -- Pádraig Ó Ceannaigh ♂ 10/8/1935 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
1999 MGF Y S NFC 249 88-102 Seán Ó Tuairisc ♂ c.45 farmer -- Bríd Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Coill an tSiáin / Killateeaun , Túir Mhic Éide, 
Clár Chloinne Muiris Baile an Róba / Ballinrobe An Ros / Ross Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Scéal a Bhaineas leis na Fiannaibh Éireann ga NFC 313:203-210
An Cheathrú Rua Kilcummin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Teamhair na Sluagh ga NFC 303:314-324
Baile an tSléibhe / Ballintlea Ventry
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Ciannas a Fuair Fionn Fios - An Gruagach - 
Bradán ga
Lios Ceannúir / Liscannor Kilmacrery Corcomroe Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Fionn, agus a Chuid Eachtraí ga
lives and raised in Mín an Charbhaigh / 
Meenacharvey, Mín an Aochaire
Gleanncholuimcille / 
Glencolumbkille Banach / Boghaine Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Baisleachán / Baslickane
Bórd Eoghain Fínn / 
Kilcrohane
Uibh Rathach / 
Drumkerron Sth. Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Coillín / Cuilleen Moyrus Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Mar Rinniú Rí ar na Fianna d'Fhíonn mhac 
Cumhaill ga
lives in and from Baile an Tobair, Corr na 
Móna / Cornamóna Ros / Cong Ros / Ross Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bradán an Easa Ruadh ga
lives and raised in Dúbhachta, Corr na Móna Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Birth and Youthful Exploits of Finn ga
lives and raised in Seanfargáin 
(Seanafarracháin) / Shanfaraghaun Ros / Ross Ros / Ross Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Each an Ghabhuir agus Crom Dubh ga
lives and raised in Lochán Beag / 
Loughaunbeg An Chnoic / Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Móinín na gCreach ga
Lochán Beag / Loughaunbeg Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised inBun na dTobar / Bunatobar
Eanach Dhúin (Anach 
Cuain) / Annaghdown Clár / Clare Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Sgéal ar Fhionn mac Cúil, ar Oisín 7 ar 
Naomh Páraic ga
lives and raised in Ath Chloigín
Eanach Dhúin (Anach 
Cuain) / Annaghdown Clár / Clare Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cúil 7 Oisín ga
lives and raised in Corrach Cinn (Curra 
Chinn), Barra na Stuac / Barranastook Seanaphobul / Ardmore
Déise / Decies without 
Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Ulster Ireland Saol Finn ga
lives in Baile na Móna / Ballynamona Lr.; 
raised in Barra na Stuac Seanaphobul  
Déise / Decies without 
Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Ulster Ireland Fios Finn ga
Ros Dumhach / Rosdoagh Kilcummon Erris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Finn Mic Croiste ga NFC 1317:460-466
Leitir Bhruic / Letterbrick
Cill Taobhoige / 
Kilteevoga Raphoe Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail agus a Mháthair ga
lives in Cloch na Rón / Roundstone; raised in 
Dúth-Ithir [?], Cárna Muigh Ros / Moyrus
Baile na h-Inse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Chaoi a Baistiú Fíonn Mac Cúill ga
lives and raised in Coillín / Cuilleen Cárna / Moyrus
Baile na h-inse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Seanchus faoi Fhíonn Mhac Úil (a óige; "an 
tuagh as láimh a' tsaoir"; mar rinneadh rí de) ga
lives in and from Baile Loidir na Tuaithe Triúch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Loch Dearg ga
lives and raised in Baile na hAbha / 
Ballynahow Lios Póil / Cloghane
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in An Cnoc / Knock An Spidéal / Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga NFC 249:88-102
An Cnoc / Knock An Spidéal / Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mar Fuair Fionn Mach Cumhail a Ainm ga NFC 248:299-321
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2000 MGF-cf. Y s NFC 250 671-674 Máire Uí Fiannachta ♀ -- -- -- Bríd Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody
2001 MGF Y S NFC 255 560-578 Pádraigh (Paidí) Mac Síthigh ♂ 69 small farmer
Eamon 'ac Síthche (60), informant's 
grandfather, of Baile an Teampaill, c. 
60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 23/10/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2002 MGF Y S NFC 263 134-140
Padhraic Pheats Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ 56 farmer
informant's father, of Baile an Logáin, 
Corr na Rón, c. 35 years prior ♂ Pádhraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 15/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht; 134-51)
2003
MGF; ATU 673; ATU 
1137 Y s NFC 272 86-89 Pádraig Ó Dálaigh ♂ 68 small farmer
Joe Moriarty (90) of Cillíneach, Leac, 
27 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 18/11/1936 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673), p. 217 (#1137)
2004 MGF Y s NFC 275 378-381 Seán Fitzpatrick ♂ 72 pensioner
old people of Baile Uí Gadhra, c. 55 
years prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 13/12/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2005 MGF Y S NFC 276 441-450 Pádraig Gánaird (Pádhraic Gáineard) ♂ 67 farmer old people of Corr na Ceárdchan -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 10/12/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2006 MGF Y s NFC 278 37-39 Séamas Ó Riagáin ♂ 82 farmer
informant's father and mother (80) of 
Tóin Raithní , An Tobar, Co. na 
Gaillimhe, c. 50 years prior ♂/♀ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ ?/12/1936 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2007 MGF Y s-T NFC 296 666-669 Seán Mac Giolla Easpaig ♂ -- -- -- Proinsias Ó Gallchóir ♂ 1935 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2008 MGF Y s NFC 298 27-29 collector's father and mother ♂/♀ -- -- --
Seán Mac Criomhthain, student of 
Seán Ó Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 1934 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2009 MGF Y s NFC 298 50-51 -- -- -- -- --
Séamas Ó Coileáin, student of Séan Ó 
Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 9/7/1932 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2010 MGF Y s NFC 298 215 -- -- -- -- --
Seosamh Ó Murchadha, student of 
Séan Ó Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 13/6/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2011 MGF; ATU 673 Y s NFC 298 70-72 -- -- -- -- --
Muiris de Brún, student of Séan Ó 
Dubhda; Scoil: An Charraig ♂ 13/6/1934
Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
2012 MGF; ATU 673 Y S NFC 303 314-324 -- -- -- -- --
Sorcha Ní Neachtain of Sruthán, 
Casla, Conamara ♀ ?/12/1927 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC (MGF)
2013 MGF; ATU 673 Y s NFC 310 377-378 Tomás Ó Gallchóir (Gallachubhair) ♂ 70 farmer old people of Baile an Chaisil -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 16/2/1927 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673)
2014 MGF; PLD; ROI Y S NFC 313 203-210
Mícheál Ó Donncha (Mac 
Donnchadha) ♂ 88 shoemaker old people of Túr Mhic Éadaigh -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 28/1/1937
Briody MA; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: 
Naomh Pádraig [209-210])
2015 MGF Y s NFC 328 7-11. Muiris Ó Conchubhair  (Ó Conchúir) ♂ 71 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 5/12/1935 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2016 MGF Y S NFC 331 85-89 Cáit bean Uí Sheaghdha [Rúiséal] ♀ 76
fisherman's 
widow
Liam Ó Séaghdha (60) of Bale Íc 
Fhínn, 20 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2017 MGF; PLD Y s NFC 338 184-186 Séamas Ó Gallchóir ♂ 86 farmer
Tadhg Ó Gallchobhair (80), 
informant's father, of Mín an Chealla, 
64 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 22/4/1937 Briody MA; CC (ECM)
2018 MGF Y S NFC 342 510-518 "Bartly Tom" Ó Flatharta ♂ 60 -- --
Br. Mícheál Ó Flaithtile, Coláiste 
Caoimhín, Baile Átha Cliath ♂ 1935 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2019 MGF Y s NFC 347 165-168 Seán Mac Craith ♂ 63 farmer old people of Cúl a' Ghoirt Bhuidhe -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 10/5/1937 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2020 MGF Y S NFC 358 242-251 -- -- -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2021 MGF Y S NFC 367 42-48 Diarmuid Ó Súillobháin ♂ 72
fisherman; 
farmer
old people in the neighbourhood 
many years ago -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 7/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2022 MGF Y S NFC 373 200-206 Prionnsias Ó Caobhacáin ♂ 80 farmer
Proinnsias Ó Caobhacáin (40) of 
Curíanntai, Crocán na mBlobh, 60 
years prior ♂ Liam Ó Coincheanainn ♂ 24/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Maoldha, Clárcloinnemhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fiannta Éireann ga
lives and raised in Baile an Teampaill / 
Ballintemple Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Samhdán Mór ga
NFC  984:371-383; 984:383-
394 + 402-404
lives in Tamhna Mhóir, Corr na Rón; raised 
in Baile an Logáin, Corr na Rón An Chnuic Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Brudán an Easa Ruadh ga
Cillíneach, Leac / Lack Ballinvoher
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn en
lives and raised in Baile Uí Ghadhra / 
Ballyguiry Dungarbhán / Dungarvan
Déise / Decies without 
Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhail ga
lives and raised in Corr na Ceárrdchan / Cor 
na Ceartan / Cornacartan
Cill Mheadhoin / 
Kilmainebeg
Cill Mheadhoin / 
Kilmaine Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cúmhaill en
Tóin Raithní / Tonranny Na Buthighe / Beagh Cill Tártan / Kiltartan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bradán Easa Rua ga
Tigh Fliuch, Cill Riain / Kilrean Killybegs Lower Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Fionn Mach Cumhail 7 Lach Dearg - an baint 
a bhí aige leis ga
Kilmalkedar nó Kilquane
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Fionn agus an Bradan ga
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Bradán ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Fiannuidheachta ga
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Bradán ga
An Cheathrú Rua Kilcummin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Teamhair na Sluagh ga NFC 101:640-644
lives and raised in Baile an Chaisil / Cashel Árd a' Ratha Banach / Banagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Coill an tSiáin / 
Killateeaun, Baile Chalaidh Baile an Róba / Ballinrobe An Ros / Ross Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga NFC 99:463-471
Mullach, Clochán / Cloghane Caisleán Uí Ghriaghaire
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Baile Íc Fhínn; raised in Ard Mór, Cill 
Maolcéadair Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Gruagaire ga
lives and raised in Mín an Chealla / 
Meenachallow
Innis Caoill / Killybegs 
Lower Baoghalach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
between Sailearna and Inderabhán / Inverin an Chruic / Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives an raised in Bóthar Buí Réidh / 
Boherboyrea
Mellairí / Lismore and 
Mocollop
Déise / Coshmore and 
Coshbride Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fios Fhinn ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cionnus a Fuair Fionn Fios ga
lives and raised in Na Róda an Chathair Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Connus Mar do Baisteadh Fionn ga
lives in Crocán na mBlobh, raised in 
Cuiríanntai Corr na Dola Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cúill ga
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MGF; ATU 1137; FTL-
cf. Y S NFC 375 249-261 Tomás Breathnach ♂ 60 fisherman
Éamon 'ac Caotháin ([25]; died c. 15 
years prior at c. 50), of Goirtín 
Chloch, Rinn an Mhaoile, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 1937
Briody MA (MGF); CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 
(#1137)
2024
MGF-cf.; FC (ATU 
1149)-cf.; FTL-cf. Y s NFC 375 377-381 Seán Ó Máille ♂ 96 farmer
old people of Gleann na n-Éan, an 
Líonán -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 9/7/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2025 MGF Y F-s NFC 376 379-380 Mícheál Luibhéad ♂ 76 small farmer heard often in the vicinity -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 17/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2026 MGF Y S NFC 393 317-322 Mícheál Ó Gromáil ♂ 58 farmer
Seán Ó Gromáil (60) of Cathair 
Sculibín, 20 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 5/9/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2027 MGF Y S NFC 414 248-260 Labhrás Ó Conghaile ♂ 88 farmer
informant's grandfather, of Baile na 
hÁbhan, Tulach ♂ Áine Ní Chonghaile ♀ 18/10/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2028 MGF Y S NFC 419 343-362 -- -- -- -- --
Brian McKevitt, technical teacher, 
Kilcar, Donegal ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2029 MGF-cf.; BC-cf. Y S NFC 454 61-71 Conall Mac Cormaic ♂ 75 farmer
old people of Doire Leac Conaill, an 
Dubh Choraidh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 14/12/1937 Bruford p. 120, n1 (cf. BC); CC (BC)
2030 MGF Y S NFC 473 374-405 Beartlaidh Ó Conghaile ♂ 63 farmer
informant's father (c.74) of Doir 
Fhártha, c.45 years? Prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2031 MGF; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 473 687-699 Páraic Ó Cosgair ♂ 73 farmer
informant's father (c.60) of Tón le 
Gaoith, over 50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 29/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2032 MGF Y S NFC 475 781-796 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Ó Séaghdha (70) of an Clusach, 
Márthain Thiar, 60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 3/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2033 MGF; PLD Y s NFC 478 694-696 Liam Ó Dubhcháin ♂ 44 fisherman
Bilí Ó Dubhchain (90-100), 
informant's father, of Taraigh, 20 
years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 6/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2034 MGF; ATU 673 Y SU NFC 489 407 -- -- -- -- --
Máire Ní Mháille, student in Anach 
Cuain ♀ c.1928 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673)
2035 MGF Y S NFC 590 152-162
Colm Ó Fínneadha (Fiannaí) (wrote 
himself) ♂ --
informant doesn't recall; heard it 10 
years prior at an 'oíche áirneáin' at 
Liam Ging's house in Baile an Tíghe 
Mhóir -- Colm Ó Fínneadha (Fiannaí) ♂ c.1929 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2036 MGF Y S-T NFC 607 249-258 Seán Ó Laoi (Laighe) ♂ 87 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2037 MGF Y S NFC 635 51-57 Pádraig Mac Gearailt ♂ 54 farmer
Séamus mac Gearailt (65) of Baile Uí 
Shéaghdha, c.20 years prior ♂ Siobhán Nic Gearailt ♀ 1939 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2038 MGF Y SU NFC 644 441-442 Seán Mac Maongail ♂ 75 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 14/8/1939 Briody MA; Nagy; CC (MGF)
2039 MGF; ATU 1137 Y S NFC 647 549-559 -- ♂ -- -- Seán (Seaghan) Crón (pseudonym) ♂ c.1906? Briody MA; ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
2040 MGF-cf.; CFM-cf. Y S-T NFC 649 700-790 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1906? CC (Fiannaíocht)
2041 MGF-cf. Y s NFC 686 248-250
Séamas Ó Donnabháin (Séamus 
Dearg) ♂ 87 farmer
the neighbours in and around Láthair 
Tighe Dálaigh, over 40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 11, 13/11/1939 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2042 MGF Y S NFC 710 351-356 Maighréad Bean Uí Ghearailt ♀ 45 farmer's wife
informant's mother (70) of 
Leathtaoibh Mór, Baile an 
Fhirtéuraigh, 21 years prior ♀
Siobhán Nic Gearailt, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 15/4/1939 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2043 MGF Y F-s NFC 736 408-409 Donncha Ó Donnabháin ♂ 85 farmer
old people of Baile Uí Áile, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 15/5/1940 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2044 MGF-cf. Y F-s NFC 772 249 Seán Ó Curráin (Seán Joan) ♂ 73 fisherman among the people -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/5/1941 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2045 MGF Y S-T NFC 793 426-434 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
informant's uncle (42) of Soiléar 
Rosmuc, 20 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 2/10/1941 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2046 MGF Y s NFC 802 442-446 Peadar Ó Máille ♂ 74 farmer
Stiophán Ó Máille of Béal an 
Daingean, years prior ♂ Proinsias de Búrca ♂ 30/3/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Goirtín Chloch, Rinn an Mhaoile Baile na Cille / Ballynakill
Baile na h-Inse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Araiseach Finn ga
lives and raised in Gleann na n-Éan, an 
Líonán Rosa Ros Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Brudán Caoch an Easa Ruadh ga
lives and raised in Gabhlán Ard Cineáird Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Cathair Scoilbín Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Mar a Baisteach Fionn agus Mar a Tháini' sé 
Suas leis a' bhFáinne ga
Baile na hAbhann, Tulach Rathún Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ubhall na gClear ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gaisgidheach na bhFianú ga
lives and raised in Doire Leac Conaill Teampoll Cróin Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Doire Fhárta An Cheathrú Rua Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seanchus faoi Fhionn 7 faoi na Fianna ga
lives and raised in Tón le Gaoith
Mionlach, Béal Átha na 
Sluagh Tiaruin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seanchus faoi Fhionn 7 faoi na Fiannaibh ga
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Connus mar Fuair Fiúnn Bean ga NFC 13:377-387
lives and raised in Taraigh Cloich Cheann Fhaoilidh Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhaill agus a Mhathair ga
Clare Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
An Teach Mór, Indreabhán / Inverin Killannin
Maigh Cuilín / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baistigh Fhinn ga
Coilleáin, An Cheathrú Rua Kilcummin
Maigh Cuilín / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baiste Fhínn Mhic Cúill ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Shé / 
Ballyheabought, Daingean Uí Chúise An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fíonn Mach Cumail 7 an Grúgach ga
NFC S421: 422-429; S425:84-
89
lives and raised in Dairighean / Derries
Innis Caoil / Killybegs 
Lower Baoghlach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
West Munster / Iarthar na Mumhan Munster Ireland An Cumadh 'na BhFuair Fionn an Fios, &c. ga NFC 1525:205-209
Ireland Sgéal ar 'Fas na hEan-Oidhche' ga
lives and raised in Láthair Tí Dálaigh / 
Lahertidaly Sciobairín / Abbeystrowry
Cairbre Thiar / West 
Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Órdóg an Fheasa ag Fionn ga
lives in Baile Uí Shé / Ballyheabought; raised 
in Leathtaoibh Mór, Baile an Fhirtéuraigh An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Chúmhail agus an Gruagach ga NFC 812:295-300
lives and raised in Baile Uí Áile / Ballyally An Sciobairín / Creagh
Cairbre Thiar / West 
Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cúmhaill ga
lives in An Fheothanach / Feohanagh; raised 
in Baile Dháth Múrach [Kilquane?]
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Burdán ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cumhall ga
lives and raised in Béal an Daingin / 
Bealadangan Cill Aithinn / Killannin
Maigh Cuilinn / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fíonn ga
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2047 MGF; LTD-cf. Y S NFC 809 389-394 Séamas Ó Coitir ♂ 84 stonemason informant's father, heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 14/2/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2048 MGF Y S NFC 812 295-300 Maighréad Bean Uí Ghearailt ♀ 45 farmer's wife
informant's mother (70) of 
Leathtaoibh Mór, Baile an 
Fhirtéuraigh, 21 years prior ♀
Siobhán Nic Gearailt, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 15/4/1939 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2049 MGF; ECM-cf. Y S NFC 829 201-227 Seán Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ c.62 small farmer
old people (c. 70) of Lochán Beag, 
c.30 years prior -- Tadhg S. Ó Concheanainn ♂ 8/6/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2050 MGF Y S NFC 840 269-279 Seáinín Ó Tuairisc ♂ 47 small farmer
Tomás Ó Flatharta (70) of an Lochan 
Beag, 30 years prior ♂ Calum I. Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 17/9/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2051 MGF; FTL Y S-T NFC 840 104-118 Seán Ó Donnchadha (Donncha) ♂ 39 small farmer -- Calum I. Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 8/9/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2052 MGF Y s NFC 850 29-31 Seán Ó Gadhra (Ó Gaora) ♂ c.70 -- informant heard in youth -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 1/8/1941 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2053 MGF Y S NFC 859 501-510
Mícheál Ó Guithín (Maidhc Pheig 
Séars) ♂ c.45 fisherman
Éoghan Ó Súilleabháin (75) of an 
Bhlascaod Mhór, 20 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3/1943 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2054 MGF; ATU 673 Y s NFC 861 788-791 Mícheál de Róiste ♂ 68 farmer
informant got his tales from his father 
and other old people ♂?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 23/11/1942
Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
2055 MGF; PLD-cf. Y S NFC 919 417-421 Liam a Búrca ♂ 91 farmer old people of Loch na Fuaidhe -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 28/7/1943 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2056 MGF Y S NFC 935 36-43 Mat Grommel ♂ 82 fisherman
Eoghan Ó Muircheartaigh (c.50) of 
Muríoch ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2057 MGF Y S NFC 967 298-325




Pádruig Ó Gaoithín, informant's 
husband (c. 45) of an Blascaod Mór, 
c. 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 1/2/1945 Briody MA; CC (MGF)
2058 MGF; ATU 1137 Y S NFC 979 328-333 Muiris Mac Gearailt ♂ 76
labourer (New 
England) the old people in Baile an tSlé -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/2/1946 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
2059 MGF; LTD Y S NFC 980 934-956
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer
Seán (Bán Fíodóra) Ó Conchubhair 
(c.50) of Baile Uí Bóithín, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/7/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2060 MGF; LTD Y F-s NFC 982 144-145
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 77 small farmer
Seán (Bán Fíodóra) Ó Conchubhair 
(c.50) of Baile Uí Bóithín, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/2/1947 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2061 MGF Y S NFC 984 236-256 Peig Sayers ♀
c.57 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife --
Robin Flower; transcribed by 
Seosamh Ó Dálaigh in 1947 ♂ c.1930 Briody MA; CC (MGF)
2062 MGF Y S NFC 984 383-394 + 402-404 Pádraig Mac Síthigh ♂
c.63 (80 in 
1947) small farmer
Éamon 'ac Síthche (informant's 
grandfather) ♂
Robin Flower; transcribed by 
Seosamh Ó Dálaigh in 1947 ♂ c.1930 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2063 MGF; ATU 1137 Y S NFC 984 371-383 Pádraig Mac Síthigh ♂
c.63 (80 in 
1947) small farmer
Éamon 'ac Síthche (informant's 
grandfather) ♂
Robin Flower; transcribed by 
Seosamh Ó Dálaigh in 1947 ♂ c.1930 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
2064
MGF-cf.; ATU 303; 
ATU 673; ATU 1137 N S NFC 1060 97-120 Pádraig Mac Mathúna (Carla) ♂ 64 -- -- Seán mac Mathghamhna ♂ 1946
Briody MA (not cf); ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673), p. 217 (# 
1137), p. 65 (# 303)
2065 MGF-cf.; ATU 1137 Y s NFC 1106 494-497 Cóil (Biddy) Mac Coisdeala ♂ c.60 farmer
informant's father (50) of Cloch 
Mhór, an Cnoc, 40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ? /8/1947 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
2066 MGF Y F-s-T NFC 1113 446 James McCoy ♂ c.76 farmer; labourer "Parra Thu" ♂ Michael J. Murphy ♂ c.1948 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2067 MGF Y S NFC 1118 124-137 -- -- -- -- -- Eamonn Cuirtéis ♂ roimh 1931 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2068 MGF Y s NFC 1130 387-390 Domhnall Ó Síothcháin ♂ --
Prudential 
Insurance man --
Mailed in on Cumann na Gaedhilge, 
Chicágo stationary --
late 19th or 
early 20th 
century Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2069 MGF Y S NFC 1134 69-77 Pádraig Mac Iomaire ♂ 73 --
Pádhraic Mac an Iomaire (informant's 
grandfather) ♂ Seán Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 30/10/1942 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives in Bóthar na Sgairte, Beanntraíghe; 
raised in Cúm Liath / Coomleagh
Cillmhacomóg; 
Kilmocomoge Beanntraighe; Bantry Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fiúnn MacCúil en
lives in Baile Uí Shé / Ballyheabought; raised 
in Leathtaoibh Mór, Baile an Fhirtéuraigh An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Chúmhail agus an Gruagach ga NFC 710:351-356
lives and raised in An Lochán Beag / 
Loughaunbeg An Chruic / Killannin
Maigh Cuilinn / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fiannú Éireann ga
live and raised in Lochán Beag / 
Loughaunbeg An Chnuic / Killannin
Úachtar Árd / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cumhall na gCliar ga
An Teach Mór, Indreabhán / Inverin An Chnuic / Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga NFC 72:281-305
lives in Balla Fada; raised in Oileán Mhaoinis 
/ Mweenish Island Moyrus Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Úil 7 an Geasa Rua ga
lives in Baile Bhiocáire / Vicarstown; raised 
on an Bhlascaod Mhór Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Connus a Fuair Fiúnn an Fios ga
lives and raised in Cluain Choinín / 
Clonconeen Maigh Fhearta
Corca Baiscin / 
Moyrarty Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill agus an t-Órdóg Feasa ga
lives and raised in Loch na Fuaidhe Ros / Ross Ros / Ross Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fuadach na Finne ga
lives and raised in An Muiríoch / Murreagh
Cillmhaolcéadair / 
Kilmalkedar
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Connus a Tháinig Fiúnn chun Baile ga
lives and raised in Baile Bhiocáire / 
Vicarstown Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Conal Golb ga
NFC 984:236-256; ZCP 44 
(1991): 205-226
lives in Baile an Fheirtéaraigh / Ballyferriter; 
raised in Baile an tSlé, Fionntrágha Dún Urlan / Dunurlin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Gruagach Leath-Thaoi Rua ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín / 
Ballyviheen Márthain / Marhin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Connus a Fuair Fiúnn Bean ga NFC 982:144-145
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín / 
Ballyviheen Márthain / Marhin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Chéud Rud a Mhairbh Fiúnn ga NFC 980:934-956
collected on An Blascaod Mór; lives and 
raised in Baile Bhiocáire / Vicarstown Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Conal Golb ga
NFC 967:298-325; ZCP 44 
(1991): 205-226
lives in Bothar Tailtion, Domhnach Pádruig, 
an Uaimh, Co. na Mídhe; raised in Baile an 
Teampaill / Ballintemple, Dún Chaoin Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul Fhinn ga
NFC 984:371-383; 255: 560-
578
lives in Bothar Tailtion, Domhnach Pádruig, 
an Uaimh, Co. na Mídhe; raised in Baile an 
Teampaill / Ballintemple, Dún Chaoin Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul Fhinn ga
NFC 984:383-394 + 402-404; 
255: 560-578
Luach Thiar / Lough Sth. Killilagh Corcomroe Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland
Fian Cinne an Bhradáin 7 Cian Cinne an 
Bhradáin ga
lives in an Spideál; raised in Cloch Mhór / 
Cloghmore, an Cnoc, Cois Fhairraige An Spidéal
Maigh Cuilinn / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn 7 Bradán Caoch na hEasa Ruaí ga
lives an raised in Tiffcrum / Toevcrom Dromintee / [Forkhill]
South Armagh / [Orior 
Upr.] Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool en
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Mar a Thainaic Fionn I dTreise agus ma a 
Fuair Sé Bheith n-a Righ os coinne Fianna na 
h-Eireann ga
lives in Chicago; raised in Cathair Saidhbhín Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Bradann Feasa Finn mhic Chúmhail ga
lives in Coillín / Cuilleen, Cárna Moyrus Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
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2070 MGF-cf.; ATU 1137 Y F-s; LR-T NFC 1149 369-372
Pádraig (Pheadair) Ó Séaghdha 
('Paddy Peter') ♂ 77 farmer
informant got his stories from his 
grandfather, Amhlaoibh Ó Séaghdha 
(108) of Seana Caiseal and his father, 
Peadar Ó Séaghdha (d. at 96), many 
years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂
29/6, 22, 
23/7/1948 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 217 (#1137)
2071 MGF; LTD; TDG Y S NFC 1151 3-10. Seán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 80 small farmer old people -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/1/1949 Briody; Briody MA; Bruford (TDG); CC (MGF; TDG)
2072 MGF Y s NFC 1226 228-233 Micheál Ó Céitigh ♂ 77 farmer informant's mother ♀ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 25/5/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2073
MGF; ATU 1137-cf.; 
LTD; ATU 178A Y S NFC 1257 38-46 Matthew Early ♂ -- --
John Early, informant's father, of 
Rantoge, Leitrim (had in Irish and 
English) ♂ Leland L. Duncan ♂ 22/9/1895
Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht; cf. AT 1137); ÓSC p. 
218 (cf. #1137)
2074 MGF Y S NFC 1273 533-541 Peadar Ó Maoilchiarain ♂ -- -- --
Máire Ní Mhaoilchiaráin (student, for 
a competition) ♀ c.1934-35 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2075 MGF Y s NFC 1274 220-221 collector's mother ♀ -- -- informant's mother ♀
Nóra Ní Chonghaile (student, for a 
competition) ♀ 1934-35 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2076
MGF-cf.; TO (ATU 
873)-cf. Y S NFC 1276 97-120
Padhraig Ó Curraidhin (collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ní Churraidhin ♀ 1939 Briody (MGF); CC (RGG)
2077 MGF Y s-T NFC 1279 51-52 Diarmuid Ó Gríofa ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1952 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2078 MGF-cf. Y LR-T NFC 1312 506-509 Seán (Éamoin) Briútean ♂ 80
stonemason; 
farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂
26, 28, 
29/10/1952 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2079 MGF N? S NFC 1317 460-466 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 90
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 4/3/1953 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2080 MGF Y s NFC 1401 360-362 Anna (Nígh Gréill) Ní Mháille ♀ 86 pensioner -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 7/6/1955 Briody
2081
MGF; ATU 673; ATU 
1137 Y S NFC 1492 119-129
Eóghan Ó Súilleabháin (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- Eóghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ Mícheál Ó Guithín ♂ c.1957 Briody
2082 MGF; ATU 673 Y S NFC 1525 205-209 -- -- -- -- -- Seán Crón ♂ c.1906? Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673)
2083 MGF-cf. N s-T NFC 1732 96-97 -- -- -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Cuileanáin ♂
early 20th 
century Briody
2084 MGF Y s-T NFC 1864 125-129
Pádraig Mac Conaola (Páraicín 
Pháraic Pheaitsín) ♂ -- farmer -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 29/4/1966 Briody MA
2085 MGF-cf.; PLD Y s NFC 1949 125-127 Seán Ó Gallchóir ♂ -- farmer -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ c.1950? Briody
2086 MGF Y s NFC S22 140-142 Seán Ó Cuinneagáin ♂ 60 farmer -- student; school: Cill Chuana -- 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2087 MGF Y F-s NFC S32 142 Pádraig Ó Móráin ♂ 50 -- --
student; school: Baile Chláir na 
Gaillimhe (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2088 MGF Y F-s NFC S33 161-162 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garrán -- 1937-1938 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2089 MGF Y F-s NFC S47 296 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Killomoran -- 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2090 MGF Y s NFC S56 233-234 John Mitchell ♂ 62 -- --
John Mitchell, student; school: An 
Faithche ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2091 MGF-cf. Y s NFC S61 441-442, 444, 446 -- -- -- -- --
Pádhraic Ó Cúláin (/ Mhac 
Thuathaláin), student; school: 
Sailearna (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (MGF; NR)
2092 MGF Y s NFC S159 135 -- -- -- -- -- Maud Kelly, student; school: Calry ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2093 MGF Y s NFC S159 258 James Tucker ♂ 80 -- -- student; school: Calry -- 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2094 MGF Y s NFC S202 110-111 -- -- -- -- --
Margaret Kelly (12), student; school: 
Ardvarney ♀ 17/2/1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2095 MGF Y S NFC S282 16-21 Séamas Mac Coitir ♂ 80 stonemason
Seán Mac Coitir, informant's father, 
65-75 years prior ♂
Máire Ní Chrualaoich / Mrs. Mary A. 
Crowley ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2096 MGF; TDG-cf. Y
s; LR-T; F-s 
(TDG) NFC S284 196-198 Mr. O'Sullivan ♂ 50 -- --
Kitty Sullivan, student; school: Ínse 
Cloch / Inchicloch ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2097 MGF Y s NFC S378 264-265 John Nevin ♂ -- -- --
Tadhg Ó hAilgheanáin, student; 
school: Clondulane ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Seanchaiseal / 
Shanacashel, Gleanna Beithe
Gleanna Cáirrthaigh / 
Knockane
Uíbh Ráthach / 
Dunkerron Nth. Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile an Lochaigh / 
Ballinloghig Múrach (Kilquan?)
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn Ma'Cúil ga
lives and raised in Tuar a' tSamhraidh An Phriara Uíbh Rathach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ordóg Feasa Fhínn ga
Bunrevagh Kiltubbrid Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Finn mac Cumhail en
Ruisín na Manach Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mar Baisteadh Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
An Chaoí a Fuair Fionn Mach Cumhall a 
Fhios ga
Aille, An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ridire an Gháiri Dhuibh ga
Baile Mháire / Ballyvara Killilagh Corcomroe Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Port Láirge: Conus a Fuair Sé a Ainm ga
lives in Na Cealla / Kells; raised in na 
Ródaibh
Na Faille Muaire / 
Killinane Uibh Ráthach / Iveragh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cuan Fhínn ga
lives and raised in Ros Dumhach na nAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fingle Croiste ga NFC 195:358-364
lives and raised in Dú Goirt Achaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn and the Salmon en
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Mar do Fuair Fionn Mhac Chumhaill Fios ga
West Munster / Iarthar na Mumhan Munster Ireland An Cumadh 'na BhFuair Fionn an Fios ga NFC 647:549-559
An Sciobairín Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland The Shannon en
lives and raised in An Baile Láir, Béal an 
Daingin / Bealadangan
An Cheathrú Rua / 
Killannin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Umhail 7 a Mháthair ga
lives in an Garbhthánach; raised in Gleann 
Fhinne Cill Taobhóige Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Bás Mháthair Fhinn Mhic Cumhail ga
Bun an Tobair / Bunatobar Annaghdown Clare Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhall ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45621
26/4561722
Creag Bhuí / Cregboy Annaghdown Clare Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45660
83/4565598
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Cill Mhic Duagh Kiltartan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Tully An Faithche / Meelick Longphort / Longford Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn and the Salmon en
an Spidéal Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bóirne Mór ga
Edenbawn Calry Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland The Salmon of Knowledge en
Cologoboy Calry Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Story of Finn en
Derinagher
Cill an Iomaire / 
Kilanummery
Drom Dhá Eithear / 
Drumahair Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhual en
lives in Doire na Fincin, Bárlinn; raised in 
Barr na nGallán / Barrnagowlane Dromdaleague West Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Sgéal mar gheall ar Connus a Fuair Fionn 
Mac Cumhail a Ainm ga
Droumsullivan Kilmocomogue Beantraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Geragh, Fermoy Clondulane
Condons and 
Clangibbon Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Old Story en
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2098 MGF Y s NFC S378 270-271 John Nevin ♂ -- -- --
Tadhg Ó hAilgheanáin, student; 
school: Clondulane ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2099 MGF Y s-T NFC S381 436-437 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Ráth Chormaic / 
Rathcormac (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2100 MGF Y F NFC S396 318 John Kennedy (collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Eileen Kennedy, student; school: Cill-
Liath ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2101 MGF Y S NFC S421 422-429
Pádraig Mac Gearailt (collector's 
father) ♂ 55 farmer --
Máire Ni Ghearailt, student; school: 
Na Gleannta ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2102 MGF Y S NFC S425 84-89
Pádraig Mac Gearailt (collector's 
father) ♂ 49 farmer --
Eibhlín Nic Ghearailt, student; school: 
Clochar na Toirbhirte ♀ 2/12/1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2103 MGF Y s NFC S425 90-92
Pádraig Ó Loingsigh (collector's 
father) ♂ 53 tailor --
Eibhlín Ní Loingsigh, student; school: 
Clochar na Toirbhirte ♀ 20/12/1938 Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2104 MGF Y s NFC S426 485-487 John O'Brien ♂ 50 railway ganger
Patrick Griffin (recently deceased at 
80) of Derrymore, Camp
student; school: Breac-Cluain / 
Brackloon (boys' school) ♂ ?/3/1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2105 MGF Y s NFC S432 23-26 Seán Ó Murchú ♂ 74 fisherman
Eoghainín Ó Muircheartaigh of an 
Muirbhigh, Baile na nGall ♂
Seán Ó Murchú, teacher; school: An 
Cam (Camp) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2106 MGF Y s-T NFC S463 193-194 Mike (Guithín), collector's grandfather ♂ 83 -- --
Peig Ní Ghuithín, student; school: 
Leithead ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2107 MGF Y s NFC S472 662-664
Máire Ní h-Earchadha (collector's 
grandmother; maiden name: Ní 
Róiste) ♀ 78 -- --
Séamas Ó hEarcaidh (Earcadha), 
student (6th class); school: Curraichín 
(boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2108 MGF; ATU 1137 N s NFC S505 35-37 Con Normoyle ♂ 55 -- -- student; school: Adare Convent -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 218 (# 1137)
2109 MGF Y s NFC S510 188-190 Ned English ♂ 65 -- --
student; school: Cill Fhíonáin / 
Kilfinnane (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2110 MGF; PLD Y s NFC S510 230-232 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Clochar San Pól, Cill 
Fhíonáin ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2111 MGF; ATU 1137 N s NFC S513 299-301 John Hedderman ♂ 60 farmer --
Patrick J. Kiely, teacher; Anglesboro 
(boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938
Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht [300]); ÓSC p. 218 (# 
1137)
2112 MGF Y s NFC S520 383-384 Seán Mac Umfraidh ♂ -- -- --
Eilís Ní Umfraidh, student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire ♀ 9/5/1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2113 MGF Y s-Lit. NFC S520 401-402 Bean Uí Dhubhthaigh ♀ -- -- --
Peig Ní Dhubhthaigh, student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire ♀ 16/5/1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2114 MGF-cf. Y s NFC S552 46-47 Mr. Gleeson ♂ -- -- --
Seán Kenny, student; school: Scoil na 
mBráithre Críostaí, Dúrlas Éile / 
Thurles ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA (not cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2115
MGF; ATU 673; ATU 
1137 Y s NFC S572 398-400
Maitiú Ó Maoldhaigh 
(Maoldomhnaigh) ♂ 50 -- --
Mícheál Ó Dúláine (Dubhshláinghe), 
teacher; school: An Churrach 
(Crogh), Árd Fhíonáin ♂ 1937-1938
Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673), p. 218 (# 1137); 
CC (Fiannaíocht)
2116 MGF Y s NFC S597 166 -- -- -- -- -- Anna Lee, student; school: Cratloe ♀ 1937-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2117 MGF Y s-Lit. NFC S617 370-371 -- -- -- -- --
Aine Ní Chriocháin, student (8th 
class); school: Gortown ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2118 MGF Y S NFC S623 75-80 Martin Howard ♂ c.55 -- --
Maureen O'Brien, student; school: 
Sráid na Cathrach (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2119 MGF Y s NFC S624 583-584 Andy Shanahan ♂ 64 -- --
Margaret Shanahan, student; school: 
Cill Mhuire / Kilmurry ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2120 MGF Y s NFC S635 19-22 Margaret Tobin ♀ c.82 -- --
Chrissie Tobin, student; school: Baile 
Dubh (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Geragh, Fermoy Clondulane
Condons and 
Clangibbon Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn MacCool and the Giant en
Ráth Chormaic An Barrach Mór Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail en
Killeagh Cill-Liath Imochille / Imokilly Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mach Cumhail en
lives and raised in Baile Uí Shé / 
Ballyheabought An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail agus an Grúgach ga NFC 635:51-57; S425:84-89
lives and raised in Baile Uí Shé / 
Ballyheabought An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Grúgach agus Fionn ga NFC 635:51-57; S421: 422-429
lives in An Choill, Daingean Uí Chúise; 
raised in Baile Bhoithín, Baile an Fhirtéirigh An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
Camp
Abhainn an Scáil (Baile na 
Cúirte) / Kilgobban
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Story en 
lives in Baile na nGall / Ballydavid; raised in 
Baile Reo, Mórdhach Cill Gobáin / Kilmalkedar
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Gruagach Leath-Chaoch Ruadh ga
Tuaith Ó Siosta Gleann an Ruachtaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
How Kenmare (Neidín) got its Name, or 
Fionn mac Cooil and the Gruagach Leah 
Chaoch Ruadh en
Rinn na nDealgán Gleann Beithe / Glanbehy Uibh Ráthach / Iveragh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgeul ga
Rous, Adare Adare Cois Máighe Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
Clovers Cill Fhíonáin / Kilfinnane Cois Sléibhe / Coshlea Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Finn Mac Cuhall en
Cill Fhíonáin / Kilfinnane Cois Sléibhe / Coshlea Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland




Anglesboro Cois Sléibhe / Coshlea Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
An Cheapach Mhór 
(Tuogh) Owneybeg Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland An Old Irish Tale: Fionn and the Fianna en
An Cheapach Mhór 
(Tuogh) Owneybeg Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Fionn a Little Country Boy en
Borrisleigh, Thurles Dúrlas Éile / Glenkeen
Eliogarty / 
Kilnamanagh Upper
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland -- en
An Currach / Curragh Ballybacon Iffa and Offa West
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Poll an Fháinne agus an Bradán Feasach ga
-- Cratloe Bunraite Íocht Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Cill Seanaigh / Kilshanny Corcomroe Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Ballyvascin Kilfarboy Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Heroes of Long Ago en 
Tromoroe / Trumracastle, Quilty Cill Mhuire / Kilmurry Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Finn Ua Cumhall en
Ballyduff
Baile Dubh (Lismore and 
Mocollop)
Cois Móire agus Cois 
Bríde / Coshmore and 
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2121 MGF Y F-s; LR-T NFC S638 225 Mr. J. Lynch ♂ 60 -- --
Eileen Lynch, student; school: Tulach 
an Iarainn (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2122 MGF Y F-s; LR-T NFC S640 94-95 -- -- -- -- --
student (?); school: West Waterford 
Branch I. N. T. O. -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2123 MGF Y F-s; LR-T NFC S662 3-4 Peadar Mac Parthaláin ♂ -- -- --
Rita Ní Channa (12), student; school: 
St. Malachy's, Dundalk ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2124 MGF Y s-Lit. NFC S679 129 Peggy Byrne ♀ 16 -- --
Patty Newman, student; school: Pres. 
Convent (Clochar na Toirbhirte), 
Drogheda ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA (MS 697); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2125 MGF Y s-LR NFC S713 149 -- -- -- -- --
Patrick Brien, student; school: Slane 
(boys' school) ♂ 10/1/1939 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2126 MGF Y s (inc.) NFC S713 354-355 -- -- -- -- --
Ita Reilly, student; school: Slane (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2127 MGF-cf.; SBF-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S774 41-42 -- -- -- -- --
William Persse (16), student; school: 
Hewetson ♂ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2128 MGF Y s (class) NFC S823 398-399 -- -- -- -- --
Joseph Egan, student; school: 
Rosenallis ♂ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2129 MGF-cf. Y s-Lit. (?) NFC S855 236-238 -- -- -- -- --
Ella Howard, student; school: St. 
Patrick's Convent, Kilkenny ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2130 MGF-cf. Y s-T NFC S931 181-182 Owen Meegan + Patrick McGarrell ♂ -- -- --
student; school: Áth na bhFearchon / 
Aghnafarcan ♂ 1934-1938 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2131 MGF-cf. Y F-s; LR NFC S1001 179-180 -- -- -- -- --
Gretta Lynch, student; school: 
Virginia (girls' school) ♀ 1938.. Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2132 MGF; PLD Y s-T NFC S1033 86-87 James Travers ♂ -- -- -- Jim Travers, student; school: Derries ♂ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2133 MGF Y S NFC S1050 324-335 Proinnsias Ó hÉaghrain ♂ 88 tailor --
Gráinne Ní Eaghráin, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 1934.. Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2134 MGF; PLD Y s-T NFC S1050 250-251, 253 Seán Ó Gallchobhair (Gallchóir) ♂ -- -- --
student; school: Mullán Mór / 
Mullanmore -- 1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2135 MGF Y s NFC S1054 359-362 Dan Breslin ♂ 70 -- --
Nábla Nic Amhlaidhe, teacher; 
school: Leitir Mhic an Bhaird / 
Lettermackaward (Robertson) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2136 MGF Y S Print Seán Mac an Bháird / John Ward ♂ -- -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa ♂ 1911
Briody MA; Béaloideas 6 (1936): 40-43; SSS-CC 
(Hero Tales: MGF); Archive List
2137 MGF Y S Print Éamonn Ó Cuanaigh ♂ -- -- -- C. M. Hodgson ♂ ?/8/1903
Briody MA;  SSS-CC (Hero Tales: MGF); CC (MGF); 
Archive List
2138 MGF; DT Y S-T Print -- -- -- -- -- Fr. Tomás Ó Cillín ('Éireannach') ♂ before 1936
Briody MA (MGF); Bruford p. 132 n43 (MGF); 
Briody Fian3 (TDG, p. 42); CC (MGF; TDG); Archive 
List; SSS-CC (Hero Tales: MGF)
2139
MGF; ATU 1137; DT-
cf.; S Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887
Bruford p. 132 n43; CC (MGF); Briody Fian3 (S: 213-
218); ÓSC p. 218 (# 1137)
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West St., Tallow Tulach an Iarainn (Tallow)
Cois Móire agus Cois 
Bríde / Coshmore and 
Coshbride Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Shéan Castle en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428104/4378235
Cois Móire agus Cois 
Bríde / Coshmore and 
Coshbride Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Shean Castle, Tallow, Co. Waterford en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428107/4379086
Dundalk Upper Dundalk Upper Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland An Chaoi go bhFuair Dún Dealgan a Ainm ga
59 Fair St., Drogheda St. Peter's Drogheda Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland The Salmon of Knowledge in Drogheda en
Slane Upper Slane Meath / An Mhí Leinster Ireland Old Irish Stories en
Slane Upper Slane Meath / An Mhí Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Clane (Ballynafagh) Clane Kildare / Cill Dara Leinster Ireland Slievenamon en
Rosenallis Tinnahinch Laois Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
St. Patrick's Kilkenny Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland A Fireside Story en
Aghnafarcan
Domhnach Maighin / 
Donaghmoyne Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland How Sliabh Gullion Got its Name en
Lurgan Castlerahan Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Big Park, Ballintra Drumholm Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428274/4390778
lives in Mín an Dúbhain / Meenadoan, Baile 
na Finne; raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, 
Baile na Finne Inis Caoil / Inishkeel Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar Rinneadh Rí de Fhionn Mhac Cúmhail ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428343/4397142




Leitir Mhic an Bhaird / 
Lettermackaward 
(Teampoll Crón) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal - Fionn Mac Cumhaill en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428354/4398729
Classy / Clasach, near Gaoth Barra / 
Gweebarra Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Dóigh a Chuaidh Fionn i dTreis ga en (summary) Béaloideas 1.4 (1928): 405-409
Currach Riabhach / Currarevagh Kilcummin Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Báirne Mór ga en (summary) Béaloideas 3.2 (1931): 188-194
Maol Raithnighe / Mullranny Burrishoole Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Chaoi a dTáinig Fionn ga Béaloideas 6.1 (1936): 40-43
Dún na nGall (?) Ulster (?) Ireland Birth of Fin MacCumhail ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 204-220 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 135-147; Glassie, 
Henry, ed. Irish Folktales 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 
1985), 237-244
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2140 MGF Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
2141 MGF; ATU 673 Y s-T Print Tomás Ó Corragáin ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ c.1899 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 138-139 (# 673); CC (MGF)
2142 MGF; ATU 1137 Y S Print
Seán Ó Conaill (Seán Dhónail 






Diarmuid Balabh Mhuch Curchúir 
(died 40+ years prior at 70+) of Buail' 
Í Chúill Séamas Ó Duilearga ♂ 5/4/1926 Briody MA; ÓSC p. 218 (# 1137)
2143 MGF; DT Y S Print Seaghan Ó Beaidh ♂ -- -- -- Micheál Ó Tiománaidhe ♂ 1906 or before
Briody MA; CC (MGF [3-7, incorrect]; Fiannaíocht 
[12])
2144 MGF Y s-T Print Mícheál Mhac Culadh ♂ c.70 -- -- Éamonn Ó Tuathaill ♂ 9/4/1931 Briody MA
2145 MGF Y s-Lit Print Terence O’Flaherty ♂ -- -- -- Caesar Otway ♂ before 1827 Ó Duilearga, Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill (1948): 427
2146 MGF Y s-Lit Print Jerry ♂ -- -- -- -- -- 1833 or before Briody MA
2147 MGF Y S Print Peig Sayers ♀
73 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife -- Heinrich Wagner ♂ ?/2-5/1946 --
2148 MGF Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW002 1r-14r -- -- -- -- -- Kenneth MacLeod (?) ♂? -- CWP
2149 MGF-cf. Y? LR EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW090.115 45r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c1872 CWP
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Ireland The Youth of Fion en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 219-220 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 193-194
Caisleán Thoir, Carraig Mhachaire Rois / 
Carrickmacross Magheross Fearnmhuigh / Farney Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill 7 a Mháthair ga
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Fearnmhuighe (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1901), 64-66; 
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Sgéalaidhe 
Óirghiall (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1905), 38-39
Cill Rialaigh An Phrióireacht / Prior Uíbh Ráthach / Iveragh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Baiste Fhínn Mhu' Cumhaill ga
Ó Duilearga, Séamus, eag. 
Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill 
(Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Cumann le Béaloideas 
Éireann, 1948), 198-202
'Íochtar an tSean-Bhaile', Achaill / Achill Burrishoole Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
An Chaoi a bhFuair Fionn mac Cumhaill 
Fios ga
Ó Tiománaidhe, Micheál. 
Sgéalta Gearra So-Léighte an 
Iarthair 2 (Dublin: M. H. Gill 
and Son, 1906), 8-13
Sawelbeg, Glenelly Tyrone / Tír Eoghain Ulster Ireland Fionn 'ac Cûill agus a Mháthir ga
Ó Tuathail, Éamonn, eag. 
Sgéalta Mhuintir Luinigh 
(Dublin: Irish Folklore 
Institute, 1933), 104-105
Ireland Legend of the Origin of Fin M’Coul’s Bravery and Wisdomen
Otway, Caesar. Sketches in 
Ireland: Descriptions of 
Interesting, and Hitherto 
Unnoticed Districts in the 
North and South (Dublin: 
William Curry, Jun. and Co.; 
London: Charles Tait; 
Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 
1827), 193-200; The Dublin 
Penny Journal 1.14 
(29/9/1832): 110-111
Cape Clear West Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Legend of Fin M’Cool en
The Dublin Penny Journal 2.72 
(16/11/1833): 159
Baile Bhiocáire / Vicarstown Dún Chaoin / Dunquin
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhill ga en (summary)
NFC 967:298-325; 984:236-
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2150 MGF Y S EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.021 61v-69r
Catrina Nic Cuidhein nighean 
Lachlain Ruari [Catrìona or Catherine 
MacQuien] ♀
c.67 (c.1799-
1870) -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 9/5/1866 CWP
2151 MGF; BC Y s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW426 1r-2v. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- CWP
2152 MGF Y S NFC 1029 296-305
John MacNeil / Iain Mhic Níll (Iagan 
Níll Dhomhnaill) ♂ 50 farmer
John Roy Campbell / Iain Ruaidh 
Caimbéal of Glen, Castlebay, Barra ♂
Calum Iain MacLean / Calum I. Mac 
Gill-Eathain ♂ 10/11/1946
Briody MA; Bruford p.133 n43; SSS-CC (Hero Tales; 
Hero Tales [Fenian]; Characters in Tales: Arcaidh 
Dubh [301]); CMP (Finn Cycle and Others); Scottish 
Studies 1:210
2153 MGF Y S NFC 1171 274-285 John Archie Currie / Seonaidh ♂ 50 crofter
Caitrìona (Fhuidheaidh) Nic a' 
Phearsain (96) of Àird Chumhang, 30 
years prior (born in Fuidheadh) ♀
Calum Iain MacLean / Mac Gill-
Eathain ♂ 17/9/1949 Briody MA; Scottish Studies 1:210
2154 MGF Y S; F-L NLS 50.1.4 380r-389r; 415r-419r Angus MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- Hector MacLean ♂ 14/9/1860
Briody MA; Bruford p.133 n43; SSS-CC (Characters 
in Tales: Arcan Dubh [358]; Norsemen, Saga Times)
2155 MGF Y s NLS 50.2.2 150r-151r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford p.133 n43 (105 - old 
numbering)
2156 MGF Y s NLS 50.2.2 184r-185r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford p.133 n43 (139 - old 
numbering); Anja Gunderloch, conference 
presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
2157 MGF Y F-s NLS 50.2.4 77v -- (wrote himself) ♂ -- schoolmaster -- -- ♂ ?/10/1871 --
2158 MGF Y s NLS 50.2.4 170r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
2159 MGF Y s NLS 50.2.4 175r
Duncan MacLellan (Mac Lellan Mac 
Ghil Liallain a Clanna Linnain) ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 29/9/1871 --
2160 MGF; FG-cf. Y S (comp.) NLS 50.2.4 77r, 78r, 79r, 80r-86r
Alexander Mac Neill; Raill. or 
Alasdair Mac Ruairaidh Mhic Naill; 
Eachann Mac Iosaig (Mhic Sheumais 
Mhic Neill) ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 23/9/1871 Bruford p.133 n43
2161 MGF; FG-cf. Y S-T NLS 50.2.4 182r-191v Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) ♂ 73 --
Ruaraidh MacCuiein (Ruaridh Ruagh) 
of North Uist ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 29/9/1871 --
2162 MGF-cf. Y F-s; LR NLS 50.2.4 80v
Angus MacDonald /Aonghas 
Domhnullach ♂ c.60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 23/9/1871 --
2163 MGF Y s NLS 73.1.24 84-88 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 CC (MGF); Bruford p.133 n43
2164
MGF; CMM-cf.; LCG-
cf. Y S/L NLS 73.2.1 1-24
Donald MacLean / Domhnall Mac an 
Leathain ♂ 87 (1715-) --
informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ 1801 Briody MA; Bruford p.133 n43
2165 MGF; BB1-cf. Y S-T; F-L NT
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 
47669 00:24:58
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall mac 
Dhunnchaidh (father of Duncan 
MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ John Lorne Campbell ♂ 12/1/1960 Tobar an Dualchais; Briody MA
2166 MGF Y F-s SSS MML 15 2360.4 [2360b] Macpherson ♂? -- -- -- Rev. Niel Campbell? ♂? 1896? MML Catalogue
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Clachan na Luib/Clachan a' Ghluip/Clachan 
an Lùib North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 








lives in Eoiligarraidh; raised in Bagh a' 
Chaisteis, Barra Barra an Bhagh á Tuath Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn Mac Cumhaill gd
lives and raised in Ardchuig / Àird 
Chumhaing
Benbecula / Beinn nam 
Faodhla Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn Mac Cumhaill gd
Stoneybridge / Staoinebreac South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Chuireadh Suas an Fhinn gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 331-344 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 348-360 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 481-490
Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Birth of Fionn gd* en (summary)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Lochmaddy North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- en/gd
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (mention)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland How the Fheinn was Set Up gd*
en (adapted 
trans.) NLS 50.2.4: 182r-191v
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland How the Fian Were Set Up gd* en (summary)
NLS 50.2.4: 77r, 78r, 79r, 80r-
86r
Castlebay Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Eachdraidh mar a Chaidh Fionn Mac Cuthail 
a Thearnadh, Altrum, agus a Bhaisteadh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 35
Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Thaobh Breith Fhinn-ic Cubhaill, &c. gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 37-
38
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Thogadh na Fiantaichean gd en (trans.)
SSS SA1960.016.A6, B1; 
SA1964.090.A1; 
SA1965.089.B1
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 




Tirvin, Loch Awe Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
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2167 MGF Y S SSS SA1953.104.7 00:07:52
Donald MacFarlane / Domhnall Mac 
Phárlain ♂ -- --
Donald MacIntosh / Domhnall Mac 
an Tòisich of Loch Baghasdail, South 
Uist (but who was then working in a 
hotel in Mull), 20+ years prior ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 26/6/1953
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
MNDX; Tobar an Dualchais; Briody MA
2168 MGF Y s SSS SA1958.080.B4a 00:02:23
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 19/9/1958
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2169 MGF; LCG Y S SSS SA1960.070.A1 00:05:02
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
75 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 4/4/1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2170 MGF Y S-T SSS SA1960.080.A2 00:06:40 Sandy MacLeod ♂ -- -- an old person -- John MacInnes ♂ 27/5/1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
2171 MGF Y S SSS SA1960.090.A2, A3 00:15:22
Mary Campbell / Màiri Chaimbeul 
(Mrs.; Màiri Aonghais Nèill Bhig) ♀ -- --
informant's father; heard from him in 
Mingulay ♂ Elisabeth (Lisa) Sinclair ♀ ?/6/1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST
2172 MGF Y S; I SSS SA1960.100.A12, B1 00:19:41
Mary Campbell / Màiri Chaimbeul 
(Mrs.; Màiri Aonghais Nèill Bhig) ♀ -- -- informant's grandfather ♂ Elisabeth (Lisa) Sinclair ♀ ?/6/1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2173 MGF-cf.; BF-cf. Y s-T SSS SA1960.189.B3 00:03:23
Alick MacLean (Aili Dhomhnaill 
Rob) ♂ -- -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 8/7/1960 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
2174 MGF-cf. Y S SSS SA1964.065.A2 00:06:06
Michael MacIntyre / Mìcheal Mac an t-
Saoir (Mìcheal mac Alasdair Mhòir 'ic 
Iain 'ic Iain) ♂ -- shepherd informant's father ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1964
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
2175 MGF; LCG Y F-s-T SSS SA1964.083.B2
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
79 (1885-
1975) -- -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1964
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2176 MGF Y S SSS SA1964.090.A1 00:28:17
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall mac 
Dhunnchaidh (father of Duncan 
MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1964
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
2177 MGF Y S SSS SA1965.017.A3, A4 00:06:21 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
79 (1886-
1963) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1965
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2178 MGF-cf.; DC-cf. Y s SSS SA1965.133.A4 00:03:18
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- informant's father ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
2179 MGF Y S SSS SA1966.042.B8 00:06:30 Donald MacFarlane ♂ -- -- -- Janet Tandy ♀ ?/7-8/1966 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
2180 MGF; seanchas Y s; LR SSS
SA1968.029.B9, B10, 
B11 00:04:22
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2181 MGF-cf. Y S SSS SA1968.147.B3 00:05:46
Michael MacIntyre / Mìcheal Mac an t-
Saoir (Mìcheal mac Alasdair Mhòir 'ic 
Iain 'ic Iain) ♂ -- shepherd -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/8/1968
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2182 MGF-cf. Y S SSS SA1969.094.A2 00:07:19
Michael MacIntyre / Mìcheal Mac an t-
Saoir (Mìcheal mac Alasdair Mhòir 'ic 
Iain 'ic Iain) ♂ -- shepherd -- Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1969 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST
2183 MGF; EBD-cf. Y S SSS
SA1969.117.B1 + 







er informant's father ♂ Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1969
SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.); SSS-ALST
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Dishig Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Breith agus Gniomhan Fhìnn gd en (trans.) SSS SA1966.042.B8




raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Eachdraidh Fhinn gd SSS SA1965.133.A4
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/38842/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





Achiltibuie? Ross and Cromarty?
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Loch Lurgainn gd
raised in Mingulay Barra Vatersay Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn MacCumhail gd SSS SA1960.100.A12, B1
raised in Mingulay Barra Vatersay Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Sgeulachd na Féinne gd SSS SA1960.090.A2, A3
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/53143/1
Ullapool Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn agus Loch Lurgainn gd
lives in Gerinish; raised in West Gerinish South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Chuireadh suas na Fianntan gd
SSS SA1960.016.A6, B1; 
SA1965.089.B1; NT 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47669
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/53236/1
Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Mar a Rugadh agus a Thogadh Fionn; Mar a 
Mharbh Fionn Arca Dubh gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/63375/1
raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland Sgeul mu Fionn agus Arca Dubh gd SSS SA1953.104.7
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland






lives in Gerinish; raised in West Gerinish South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






lives in Gerinish; raised in West Gerinish South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Aird Mhor / Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Eachdraidh na Feinne gd
SSS SA1970.049.A4, B1; 
SA1975.228.B2
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er informant's father ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2185 MGF-cf. Y S SSS SA1970.196.A2 00:05:16
Michael MacIntyre / Mìcheal Mac an t-
Saoir (Mìcheal mac Alasdair Mhòir 'ic 
Iain 'ic Iain) ♂ -- shepherd -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1970 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2186 MGF-cf. Y F SSS SA1972.011.B8, B9 00:04:52
Kenneth Chisholm (Big Kenny); 
Farquhar Chisholm; Finlay Chisholm; 
Donald MacKenzie ♂ --
gamekeeper / 
lorry driver / 
boatbuilder; 
crofter / -- --
Donald Archie MacDonald; Ian 
Fraser ♂ 1972
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]; Féinn [General Trads.], 
Cú Chulainn, Deirdre, etc.); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais







er -- Alberto Azzolini ♂ ?/11/1975 SSS-CC (Hero tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX
2188 MGF; DC Y S-T (comp.) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- 1891 or before
Bruford p.133 n43; SSS-CC (Folk Literature – 
General; Norsemen, Saga Times)
2189 MGG Y S NFC 55 87-92 Seaghan Ua Gallchobhair ♂ -- -- -- Cathal Ó Gallchobhair, Colaisde Énda ♂ c.1931 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2190 MGG Y S NFC 478 675-682 Liam Ó Dubhcháin ♂ 44 fisherman
Bilí Ó Dubhcháin (90-100), 
informant's father, of Taraigh, 20 
years prior ♂ Aoidh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 6/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2191 MGG; BC Y S NLS 50.2.4 219r-224r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- Ruaraidh Ruagh ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 Bruford
2192 MGO Y L NFC 155 7-14. Eoin Ó Neachtain ♂ -- -- -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 20/8/1935 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2193 MGO-cf. Y s NFC 191 367-370 John McGee ♂ c.60 -- informant's father, c. 40 years prior ♂ Áine Ní Ruadáin ♀ c.1936 CC (Chase Decoy)
2194 MGO Y s NFC 217 243-244 Mícheál Ó Móráin ♂ 60 farmer -- Dónal Ó Súilleabháin ♂ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2195
MGO; OTO (ATU 
470B); BO Y S NFC 585 517-522 Máirtín mac Conaola ♂ 90 farmer
Páraic mac Conaola of an Manainn, 
Baile 'ic Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 4/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2196 MGO-cf. Y s NFC S101 106-108 Seán de Búrca ♂ 84 -- --
Cáit Ní Graith, student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire, Baile an Róbe ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2197 MGO Y s NFC S126 82-83 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Mac Domhnaill, student [?]; 
school: Caladh (girls' school [?]) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2198 MGO Y s NFC S282 371-373 Pádraig Ó Mathghamhna ♂ 74 farmer --
student; school: Drom Clúmhach 
(Dromclogh) -- 1935-1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2199 MGO-cf. Y s (inc.) NFC S330 91-92 Risteárd Mac Suibhne ♂ 61 labourer --
student; school: Baile Mhúirne (girls' 
school) ♀ 3/10/1935 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2200 MGO Y s NFC S691 199-200 Patrick Boyle ♂ -- -- --
Noel O'Brien, student; school: 
Kilmessan (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2201 MGO-cf. Y s NFC S1055 325-328 Antóin Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 78 -- --
Anna Bhreathnach, student; school: 
Mín na Mánrach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2202 MGO Y S NFC S1064 334-341 Mícheál Ó Dubhthaigh ♂ 82 -- --
Róise Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Rann na Feirsde ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Bàs Chumhaill; Breith agus Gnìomharan 
Fhinn gd en (trans.)
SSS SA1969.117.B1 + 118.A1; 
SA1975.228.B2




lives in Gerinish; raised in West Gerinish South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Letterfearn Glenshiel Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Rugadh Fionn; Fiosachd Fhinn gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/69462/1
Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Bàs Chumhaill; Breith agus Gniomhairean 
Fhinn gd




Scotland The Story of Fionn gd* en/gd
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 16-27
Loch an Iubhair, Na Rossaibh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Fiannuigheachta ga
lives and raised in Taraigh Cloichcheannfhaola Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Nuair a Rugadh Goll ga
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn Goes to Lochlann gd* en (summary)
Áird Mhóir, Cárna, Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Cur síos ar Sheilg mhóir Muilinn Uí 
Lochlainn, nó Seanchus Oisín mhic Fínn ga
Attymachugh, Foxford Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhal's Chase en
Caol an Phréacháin Máighistir Gaoithe Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Slighe go bhFúair Oisín an Ainm ga
livs in An Chaltha; raised in an Manainn Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Caithir na Bláithe Baile an Róbe Cill Mheáin / Kilmaine Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn agus an Caoi ina bhFuair sé Bean ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4498088/4351343
Cill Lasrach Gallen Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427968/4362450
Dromclumhach Thiar Kilmaconoghe? Beanntraigh Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín en
lives in na h-Ulláin, Carraig an Adhmuid; 
raised in Gort na nAcra in na h-Ulláin Baile Mhúirne Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga
Kilmessan Dún Samhna (Kilmessan) Lower Deece Meath / An Mhí Leinster Ireland Old Stories en
Áirdmhín Teampall Crón Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn MacCumhaill agus a Mhac Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428356/4399060
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MGO; BB2; OTO 
(ATU 470B); CAP; 
ROI-cf.; BO Y S; F-L Print Seán Ó Díomusa / John Dempsey ♂ --
small farmer; 
piper -- Douglas Hyde ♂ ?/6/1901 Archive List
2204 MGO Y S-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
2205 MGO; DTF-cf. Y LR-s NLS 50.2.2 176r-177r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Anja Gunderloch, conference 
presentation: Fíanaigecht 2
2206 MGO-cf.; BB2 Y F-LR-s; W NLS 50.2.4 198r-199r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 30/9/1871 SSS DJM 12:1146-1148
2207 MGO Y LR-s NLS 50.2.4 64r -- ♂ -- tailor -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 18/9/1871 LF:198
2208 MGO Y LR-s NLS 50.2.4 64v, 170r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 LF:198
2209 MGO; BB2-cf. Y LR-s NLS 50.2.4 175r-176r
Duncan MacLellan (Mac Lellan Mac 
Ghil Liallain a Clanna Linnain) ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 29/9/1871 LF:198
2210 MGO-cf. Y LR SSS SA1968.026.A.b 00:00:25
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 Tobar an Dualchais
2211 MGO Y F-LR Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --
2212 MGO Y F-LR Print -- ♂ -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 --








sawmill operator -- John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 Gaelstream








sawmill operator -- John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 --
2215 MGOO Y LR-s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.025 87v, 86v Iain MacCoinnich [John MacKenzie] ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 14/3/1866 CWP
2216 MGOO Y s NLS 50.2.2 215r-216r Duncan Morrison ♂ 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 19/9/1970
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
2217 MGOO; MGF-cf. Y s NLS 50.2.2 183v-184v William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
2218 MGOO Y LR-s NLS 50.2.4 176r
Duncan MacLellan (Mac Lellan Mac 
Ghil Liallain a Clanna Linnain) ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 29/9/1871 --
2219
MGOO? TO (ATU 
873)? Y s? NLS 50.2.4 170r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
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Coillín, Coillglas / Culleens, Kilglass 
(between Iniscreamhain and Iasgaigh) Sligo / Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Sgéalta ar Oisín ga en (summary) Béaloideas 2.3 (1930): 253-258
Ireland The Youth of Oisin en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 235-239 = (London and 




Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 
(London: Spottiswoode & Co., 
1872), 198





Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
198-199
Bally Martin North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland How Oisein got his Name gd* en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Birth of Oisean gd* en (summary)
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





Islands Scotland -- gd* en (mention)




Islands Scotland gd* en (mention)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 80
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada
Mar a fhuair Osgar 'Ainm / Luidir an 
Eanraich gd en (trans.) StFX 094.B
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 







Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada
Mar a fhuair Osgar 'Ainm / Luidir an 
Eanraich gd CB 041.A02
Uiskevagh / Uisgebhagh Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The naming of Oscar gd* en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Youth of Osgar gd* en (mention)
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2220 MI Q25.1 Y s NFC S21 70-71
Pádraig de Búrca (collector's 
grandfather) ♂ -- -- --
Seán de Búrca, student; school: 
Currach ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2221 MI Q25.1-cf. Y s NFC S520 402-404 Bean Uí Riain ♀ -- -- --
Lil Ní Riain, student; school: Clochar 
na Trócaire ♀ 17/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2222 MI Q25.1 Y s NFC S746 440 Thomas Murray ♂ -- -- --
Nellie Murray, student; school: Lower 
Warren ♀ 1935-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 Gaelstream









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 Gaelstream









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 Gaelstream









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 8/4/1978 Gaelstream
2227 Misc. Y s CB 276.A10 00:03:45 Alec Goldie ♂ -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 29/5/1980 Gaelstream









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 --









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 --
2230 Misc. Y F-s Print Hector Campbell ♂ 62 (1888-?) -- -- MacEdward Leach ♂ ?/?/1950 --
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Curraigh, Cora Finne Comar Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean-Scéal ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45621
22/4561355
An Cheapach Mhór 
(Tuogh) Owneybeg Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cool and Diarmuid en
Annaghgortha
Moate and Calry 
(Ballyloughloe) Clonlonan Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland Story en
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Ìseadal Mac Rìgh nan Sealg, Dalta Fhìnn gd en (trans.) StFX 094.A
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 







Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Fionn agus na Cathagan Coimheach' gd en (trans.) CB 040:A01 StFX 094.A
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 












Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Osgar agus Mac a'Luin gd en (trans.)
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 







Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada






Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Ìseadal Mac Rìgh nan Sealg, Dalta Fhìnn gd CB 38.A04-39.A01
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Fionn agus na Cathagan Coimheach' gd CB 040:A01 CB 039.A03
Hillsdale Inverness County Nova Scotia Canada -- gd?* en (trans.)
Leach, MacEdward. "Celtic 
Tales from Cape Breton." 
Studies in Folklore , ed. W. 
Edson Richmond (Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1972 [1957]), 42
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2231 Misc. Y S HMP
Éire 2A/00:18:02-
00:26:50 00:08:48 Niall Ó Dubhthaigh ♂ -- --
Róise Thearlaigh Phroinsis 
(informant's mother) ♀
Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew?, undergraduate 
student; school: Harvard ♀ 30/8/1974 Hillers
2232 Misc. Y s (inc.) HMP
Éire 2A/00:32:18-
00:39:18 00:07:00 Niall Ó Dubhthaigh ♂ -- --
Róise Thearlaigh Phroinsis 
(informant's mother) ♀
Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew?, undergraduate 
student; school: Harvard ♀ 30/8/1974 Hillers
2233 Misc. Y s NFC 6 354-357 -- -- -- -- -- Sr. Máiréad ní Aodha ♀ late 1920s CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith)
2234 Misc. Y S NFC 8 163-174 -- ♂ -- -- --
Maitias Ó Dubhda, student; teacher: 
P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1932 CC (Fionn)
2235 Misc. Y S NFC 9 36-45 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1930 Briody Fian5
2236 Misc. Y S NFC 9 46-56 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1930 Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2237 Misc. Y S NFC 9 65-71 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1930 Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2238 Misc. Y S NFC 9 390-396 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 2/10/1932
Briody Fian3; CC (An Laoch á Phósa Dá 
Aimhdheoin)
2239 Misc. Y S NFC 10 109-117 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2240 Misc. Y s NFC 12 26-28 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ 67 -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2241 Misc. Y S NFC 12 207-212 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933
Briody Fian3; CC (An Laoch á Phósa Dá 
Aimhdheoin)
2242 Misc. Y S NFC 12 287-291 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ 68 -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2243 Misc. Y S NFC 12 295-302 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2244 Misc. Y s NFC 12 392-394 Bean Uí Mhuircheartaigh ♀ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ ?/4/1933 CC (Chase Decoy)
2245 Misc. Y S NFC 17 155-161 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933? Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Chase Decoy)
2246 Misc. Y S NFC 20 133-145 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ c.65 --
an old tailor from Máin Clasai (?), in 
informant's youth ♂ Gearóid Grainbhil ♂ c.1933 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2247 Misc. Y S NFC 20 185-193 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Briain of Baile an Fhirteuraigh ♂ c.1933 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2248 Misc. Y s NFC 25 218a-219 -- -- -- -- --
Séan Ó Dálaigh, student; school: 
Sgoil na mBuachaillí, Baile an Sgeilg; 
teacher: Seán Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 1928 CC (Conán Maol)
2249 Misc. Y S NFC 34 285-294
Tomás Ó Criomhtháin (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Ó Criomhtháin ♂ 28/11/1928 CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith)
2250 Misc.; BG-cf. Y
S; F-s/L 
(BG) NFC 51 9-17. Pádraig Ó hÚrdail ♂ 60
farmer; 
fisherman
informant's father, of Baile na 
Carraige Béara ♂ Pádraig Ó hAodha ♂ 18/9/1933 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe [9-12])
2251 Misc. Y s NFC 52 180-181 Domhnaill Ó Ríogáin ♂ 67 fisherman -- Seán Ó Connaill ♂ ?/7/1934 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2252 Misc. Y S NFC 61 38-46
Micheál Mac Donnchadha (Micilín 
Pháidín Shéamuis) ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Concheanainn ♂ 13/12/1930 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2253
Misc.; FC (ATU 1149)-
cf. Y S NFC 68 204-238 Pádhraic Ó Gabháin ♂ -- weaver -- Pádhraic Ó Flaithearta ♂ ?/10/1930
Briody (NR); ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); CC (FC [234-
])
2254 Misc.; FTL-cf. Y S NFC 77 60-67 Máirtín Ó Neachtain ♂ 70+ -- -- Mícheál Ó Riagáin ♂ c.1934 Briody (NR); CC (FTL)
2255 Misc. Y S NFC 79 491-500 -- -- -- -- -- Brighid Ni Mhaithnín ♀ 1932 CC (motif: Ordóg Feasa Fhinn; Finn-tale)
2256
Misc.; TO (ATU 873); 
TDG-cf. Y
S; F-s 
(TDG) NFC 96 59-64 -- -- -- -- --
Br. Columban M. Cronin, teacher at 
Patrician College in Móin Rátha / 
Mountrath, Laois ♂ 1925 CC (TO)
2257
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y s NFC 97 271-275 Fionán Mac Colunn ♂ -- -- --
Tomás Ó Faoláin, teacher (?), Olscoil 
na Mumhan, Rinn Ó gCuanach ♂ 14/8/1934
CC (Oisín; Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig [231-5])
2258 Misc. Y S NFC 99 449-454 -- -- -- -- --
Máire Ní Luideáin (20), collecting at 
Ó Duilearga's request ♀ c.1934 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Rannafast / Rann na Feirsde
Teampaill Cróm 
Íochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Caoilte Mac Crancar ga Éire 2A/00:32:18-00:39:18
Rannafast / Rann na Feirsde
Teampaill Cróm 
Íochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Caoilte Mac Crancar ga Éire 2A/00:18:02-00:26:50
Márthan Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mach Cumhail ga
Cathair Scuilbín Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mach Cumhail 7 an t-Ubhall Óir ga
Mártháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Donnchadh Draoi ga
NFC 12:207-212; 20:185-193; 
357:449-457; 431:334-347
Mártháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Osgar ga
Mártháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Séamus na nGabhar ga NFC 131: 489-511 NFC 356: 474-483
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal ar Oisín 7 ar Conán ga NFC 356:124-135
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Fhionn ga
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Clais Chnuic Caim an Áir ga
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Draideóir Fionn: Donnchadh Draoí ga
NFC 9:36-45; 20:185-193; 
431:334-347 NFC 357:449-457
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Dhiarmaid Ó Duibhne ga
Márthain Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oscar agus Conán ga
Bóthar Breac, Liospóil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Aonair a Rug ar Fionn ga
Márthain Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Scéal ar na Fianna: - Oscar, Diarmuid, Oisín 
agus Conán ga NFC 213:78-88
Martháin, Baile an Fhirtéuraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal ar Fhíonn mac Cúmhaill ga NFC 456: 402-411
Martháin, Baile an Fhirtéuraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Dríoghdóir Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
NFC 9:36-45; 12:207-212; 
357:449-457; 431:334-347
Baile an Sceilg, Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
Blascaod Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill ga
Baile na Carraige Cill na Manach Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Gadhlan Gabha ga
Rinnsiróige Na Ráta Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Feallsanamhacht Chonáin Mhaoil ga
Ruisín na Maineach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cruisgín Oisín ga
An Cladhnach, Doire an Fhéidh, Casla Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cré Eagla gan Eagla ga NFC 413:306-333
An Spidéal Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Na Fianna i gCríoch Lochlainn ga
Cill Bhriocáin, Rosmuc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Critheagla gan Eagla ga
Béal Átha an Ghaorthaidh Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Sgeul Na Fianna - Oscar mac Oisín mhic 
Fhionn mhic Chumhail mhic Airt mhic 
Tréanmhor Uí Broiscne ga
An Rinn Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Scéal Naoimh Phádraig ga
Gort Mór, Túr Mhic Eidigh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal a Bhaineas do na Fiannaibh Éireann ga
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2259 Misc. Y LR-T NFC 104 175-177
James H. Sweeney / Séamas (Aoidh) 
Mac Suibhne (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- --
Volunteer James H. Sweeney / 
Séamas (Aoidh) Mac Suibhne ♂ 1935 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2260 Misc. Y S (inc.) NFC 131 489-511 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1930
Briody (NR); Briody Miscellaneous Notes; Briody 
Fian5 (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2261 Misc. Y s NFC 148 261-263 Séamas Ó Súillobháin (An 'Gilder') ♂ c.60
farmer, lake 
fisherman Diarmaid Moriarty of an Priaireacht ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 5/12/1935 Briody (NR)
2262 Misc. Y s NFC 148 484-485
Pádraig Ó Súillobháin (Peaitsín an 
tSléibhe) ♂ c.72 farmer  old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 17/12/1935 Briody (NR)
2263 Misc. Y s NFC 153 363-365 Liam Ó Caoimh ♂ 82 pensioner
old people of Barra na Stuac, 40 years 
prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 29/2/1936 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2264 Misc.-cf. Y S NFC 154 367-381 Seán Phadhraic Ó Cualáin ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Mongáin ♂ 1934 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2265 Misc. Y S NFC 157 56-73 Éamon a Búrc ♂ c.62 tailor
informant's father of Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna, over 50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 1/1/1933 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Chase Decoy)
2266 Misc. Y S NFC 169 187-191
Seán Ó Domhnaill (Johnny 
Shéimisín) ♂
c.71 (1863-
1948) -- -- Seumas Mac Meanman ♂ c.1934 CC (Fionn)
2267 Misc. Y S NFC 183 190-204 Seán Ó Mathúna ♂ 71 pensioner
Muiris Ó Faoláin (65) of Teampall 
Geal Danngarbhán, c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 1/4/1936 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5
2268
Misc.; OTO (ATU 
470B)-cf. Y LR; SU NFC 184 355-356 Micil Paor ♂ 64 farmer
old people of Barra na Stuac, c. 44 
years prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 18/5/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2269 Misc.; S Y S NFC 184 178-196 Muiris Cúnún ♂ 65 farmer his father (65) of Barra na Stuac ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/5/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2270 Misc. Y s NFC 186 407-411 Hughie Campbell ♂ 74 farmer
Paddy Boyle (100) of Clochán Liath, 
2 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 6/5/1936 CC (Goll)
2271
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y s NFC 210 274-276 Tom Tuohy ♂ 92 -- -- Brighid Ní Chollarain ♀ c.1936 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2272
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y v-Lit. NFC 210 277-284 Tom Tuohy ♂ 92 -- -- Brighid Ní Chollarain ♀ c.1936 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2273 Misc. Y S NFC 213 78-88 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ early 1930s CC (Chase Decoy)
2274 Misc. Y S NFC 229 160-167 Seán Mac Lochlainn ♂ -- -- -- Briain Mac Lochlainn ♂ 29/1/1936
Briody (Laoch > An Fhéinn / Geascaí / Toir); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
2275 Misc. Y S NFC 245 256-309 Micil Paor ♂ 64 farmer
Muiris Cúnún (70) of Maoilinn, c. 44 
years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 24/6/1936
Briody (Laoch > An Fhéinn / Geascaí / Toir); CC (cf. 
ECM)
2276 Misc. Y S NFC 257 240-257 Páraic Conraoi ♂ 68 farmer
informant's father (45) of Fiodh, 40 
years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 13/10/1936 CC (Finn-scéalta fá leith)
2277 Misc. Y s NFC 260 475-478 Séumas Mac Fhloinn ♂ 21 farmer 
Seán Mac Fhloinn, informant's father, 
of Loch Eiric ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 9/10/1936 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2278 Misc.; LML Y S NFC 269 138-150 Micheál de Burca ♂ 83 farmer
Seán Cooper (80) of Oileán Dairbhre; 
heard in Srú Gréine ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 17/11/1936 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2279 Misc. Y s NFC 287 502-504 Brighid Ní Choinnighe ♀ -- -- -- Brighid Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2280 Misc. Y s NFC 311 470-471 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer
Paidí mac Luain (McLoone) (40) of 
Mín a' Dubháin, c. 60 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2281 Misc. Y s NFC 311 472-473 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer
Paidí Ua Colla, informant's father, of 
Mín a' Dubháin ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2282 Misc. Y s NFC 311 474-476 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2283 Misc. Y s NFC 313 116-118 Mícheál Mac Donnchadha ♂ 88 shoemaker old people of Coill an t-Sídheáin -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 27/1/1937 Briod (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2284 Misc. Y s NFC 328 133-134 Pádraig Paor ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Ó Maicín ♂ ?/7/1928 --
2285
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y s NFC 328 131-132 Pádraig Paor (An Paorach) ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Ó Maicín ♂ ?/7/1928 Briody (OFT); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Mincorbhair Croich Slighe < Gaoth Dobhair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gleann Chuilm Chille ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Séamus na nGabhar ga NFC 9: 65-71; 356:474-483
lives in Cloch Bhuaile, raised in Imleach Mór, 
sa Priaireacht na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oscar agus a Mhac Tabhartha ga
Muing Uí Dhúbhda na Priaireachta Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Caoilte Mac Rónán 7 an Bheirt Bhan Óg ga
lives in Rinn Croiche; raised in Seana-Phobul Dangarbhán Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn mhac Cúil ga
Aill na Brón Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Géarr (Fíon agus an Capall Sídhe) ga
lives in Áill na Brón; raised in Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal ar Oisín ga
Rann na Feirsde Na Rosaibh Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Caoilte Mac Crann-Achaidh ga
Ó Domhnaill, Níall, eag. 
Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín 
(Béal Feirste: Irish News, 
1948), 66-69
lives and raised inGabhlán Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland An Báisín Óir ga
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland An Chú Dhubh ga
lives in Baile na Móna; raised in Baile na 
Stuac Seanaphobul Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Gaiscíoch na Bheile Uainthe ga
lives and raised in Glaiseach Beag Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Daoini Beaga ga
Buirgheas Carra, Ceathrú na gCon, Baile 
Glais Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Cormach Dubh, Oisín agus an Tarbh ga
Buirgheas Carra, Ceathrú na gCon, Baile 
Glais Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Cormach Dubh, Pairaich 7 Oisín en
Martháin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Ar na Fiannaibh - Osgar, Diarmaid, Oisín 7 
Conán ga NFC 17:155-161
Baile an Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Fionn mac Cumhail 7 an Gearr-Bhodach 
Gara Gasta ga
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Gaiscíoch na Beile Ilenthe ga
lives in Baile Nuadh; raised in Fiodh, 
Mainistir Mainistir Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Háilleán, Caol an Iarainn 7 Ridire an 
Lóchrainn ga
lives and raised in Loch Eiric Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mac Rí na Dreóláinne ga
lives in Caithir Saidhbhín; raised in Srú 
Gréine, Na Fhaille Muaire An Chathair Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cúmhaill agus Fairceallach ga
Coilte Mághach, Clár Chlainne Mhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a'Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Rí Dearg ga
lives in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a'Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll ga
lives in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a'Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiannaidheacht ga
lives and raised in Coill an t-Sídheáin Baile Chalaidh Baile Chalaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fianna ga
Coill na Cairrge Caisleán Nuach
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Osgar agus Fionn Mach-Cumhaill ga
Coill na Carraige Caisleán Nua Itta 7 Offa thiar
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
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2286 Misc. Y S NFC 353 192-202 Séamus Mac Gearailt ♂ 70 farmer
Pádraig Mac Gearailt (60) of Baile na 
mBrúrach, 40 years prior ♂ Eibhlín Ní Shéaghdha ♀ 20/5/1937 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2287 Misc. Y S NFC 356 124-135 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1932 Briody (NR); Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2288 Misc. Y S NFC 356 474-483 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1932 Briody (NR)
2289 Misc. Y S NFC 357 449-457 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2290 Misc. Y S NFC 367 355-359 Séamus Ó Súillleabháin (a Chasúir) ♂ c.65-70 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 13/6/1937 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2291 Misc.; Cú C-cf. Y? S NFC 375 225-236 Tomás Breathnach ♂ 60 fisherman
informant's father of Goirthín Chloch, 
Rinn a Mhaoile ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 29/5/1937 Briody Fian7 (Cú C)
2292 Misc. Y S NFC 403 121-141 Éamon a Búrc ♂ 71 tailor
informant's father (58) of Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna, 40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 16/9/1937 Briody Fian7 (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2293
Misc.; FC (ATU 1149)-
cf. Y S NFC 413 306-333 Pádraic Ó Gábháin ♂ 68 farmer -- Eibhlín Uí Standúin ♂ 25/10/1937 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2294 Misc. Y S NFC 419 288-309 -- -- -- -- --
Brian McKevitt, technical teacher, 
Kilcar ♂ c.1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2295 Misc. Y S NFC 419 365-389 -- -- -- -- --
Brian McKevitt, technical teacher, 
Kilcar ♂ c.1935 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2296 Misc. Y S NFC 419 415-428 -- -- -- -- --
Brian McKevitt, technical teacher, 
Kilcar ♂ c.1935 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2297 Misc. Y S NFC 429 251-283 Pádraig 'ac Cearail ♂ 80 farmer
Tomás Ó Cathasaigh (na Beárnan) 
(80+) who used to travel around, 50 
years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 16/11/1937 CC (Conán Maol)
2298 Misc. Y s NFC 431 330-333 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Neil Connor (c.70), informant's 
mother, of Márthain Toir, 50 years 
prior ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 3/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2299 Misc. Y S NFC 431 334-347 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Neil Connor (c.70), informant's 
mother, of Márthain Toir, 50 years 
prior ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 3/12/1937 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2300 Misc. Y S NFC 451 100-115 Feichín Ó Dubháin ♂ 60 farmer
Marcus Ó Niall of an Caorán Mór, 
Baile 'ic Conaola ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 5/1/1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2301 Misc. Y S NFC 452 61-71 Donnchadh Ó Liathán ♂ 30 hired man
Tomás Ó Murchadha (80) of Baile 
Loisgighthe, Baile na nGall, 5 years 
prior ♂
Eibhlín Nic Gearailt, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 5/12/1937
Briody (NR); Briody Miscellaneous Notes; Briody 
Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2302 Misc. Y S NFC 452 194-209 Donnchadh Ó Liathaig ♂ 30 hired man
Tomás Ó Murchadha (80) of Baile 
Loisgighthe, Baile na nGall, 10 years 
prior ♂
Caitlín Ní Mhuircheartaigh, student at 
Coláiste Íde ♀ 11/4/1937 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2303 Misc. Y S NFC 453 359-367 Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin (A' Chasúir) ♂ c.75 farmer
Crochúr Ó Curráin (80+) of Imleach 
Droighneach, c. 50 years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 10/12/1937 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2304 Misc. Y S NFC 456 402-411 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Neil Connor (c. 60), informant's 
mother, of Márthain Toir, 50 years 
prior ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 13/1/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2305 Misc. Y S NFC 471 281-319 Páraic Ghábháin ♂ 67 farmer
informant's father (50) of Sruthán, an 
Cheathrú Rua ♂ Brian 'ac Lochlainn ♂ 22/3/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2306 Misc. Y S NFC 475 64-74 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Neil Connor (60), informant's mother, 
of Márthain Toir, 40 years prior ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 28/1/1938 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2307 Misc. Y S NFC 475 707-721 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Neil Connor (would be 100 in 1938), 
informant's mother, of Márthain Toir; 
heard often ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 29/3/1938 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2308 Misc.; PO-cf. Y S NFC 475 440-447 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Bán Ó Conchúbhair (50, 
weaver) of Baile Uí Bhoithín, 
Márthan, 50 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 4/3/1938
Briody (NR); Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
2309 Misc. Y s NFC 493 39-41 Dónal O'Keeffe ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Dónail, mailed in ♂ c.1936 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2310 Misc. Y S NFC 531 523-529 Pádraig Ó Raithille (an "Bully Óg") ♂ 70 farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 21/7/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Baile na mBrúnach Cill Maolcéadar Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Bucán Muar ga
Marthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgeul ar Oisín agus ar Chonán ga NFC 9:390-396
Marthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Shéamuis na nGabhar ga NFC 131: 489-511 NFC 9: 65-71
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Draoideóir Fíonn: Donnchadh Draoí ga
NFC 9:36-45; 20:185-193; 
431:334-347 NFC 12:207-212
lives and raised in an Féith, Muirbhíoch (le h-
ais a'Choirreáin) An Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra i dtaobh Fhinn mhic Cumhaill ga
lives and raised in Goirthín Chloch, Rinn a 
Mhaoile Baile na Cille Baile na h-Inse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caolaidh an Iarrain ga
lives in Áill na Brón; raised in Áird Mhóir, 
Cárna Cárna (Muigh Ros) Baile na h-Inse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Scéal faoi Fhíonn mhac Úil (eachtra a d'eirigh 
dó nuair a bhí sé ar a theicheadh) ga
lives and raised in Claidhneach (Casla) Rosmuc Mágh Cuillinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Trí Eagla gan Eagla ga NFC 68:204-238
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Cíll an Ghoirtín; raised in na Túirínní An Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Seán Mhuch' Dómhnaill ga
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Fathach na Leath-Shúl ga
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Donacha Druí ga
NFC 9:36-45; 12:207-212; 
20:185-193; 357:449-457
lives and raised in Crocán an Airgid Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Gaisgidheach Beag Fhinn Mhic Údhaill ga
lives in Baile Móir, Daingean Uí Chúise; 
raised in Baile Ui Churráin Cill Maol Ceadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fé mar a Mhúin Fionn na Cleasa dá Chlann ga
lives in Baile Mór; Daingean Uí Chúise; 
raised in Baile Uí Churráin, Baile na nGall, 
Múrach An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill 7 a Thriúr Mac ga
lives and raised in Muínng Uí Dhúbhda An Phriara Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fionn Mac Cúmhaill, An Ghruadh-Ghorm, 7 
Laogh na Bó Béil-Déirge ga
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn i gCabhair do Dhuin-Uasal ga NFC 20:133-145
lives and raised in Sruthán, an Cheathrú Rua An Chillín Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Críth-Eagla gan Eagla, Mac Rí i n-Éirinn ga
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Aodh Beag agus Conán ga
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn agus Arm an Rí Dirg ga
Márthain Thoir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eibhlín Ní Bhrosnacháin, bean Uscair ga
Cnoc na Fialle, Melleray Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Feoun uí C[h]úil ó Éire 7 a Gasúirín Feoinn ga
lives and raised in Glaise, an Cromán Cíll Orglan Triúch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra i dTaobh na bhFiann ga
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2311 Misc. Y S NFC 533 164-170 Tomás ac Gearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Nell Connor (died 20 years 
previously), informant's mother, of 
Baile Uí Bhoithín, Márthan; heard 
often ♀ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 30/8/1938
Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
2312 Misc. Y s (inc) NFC 535 48-52 Pádruig Ó Urduil ♂ 60 fisherman -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 25/5/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2313 Misc.; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 536 365-370 Mícheál Ó Luasaig ♂ 70 farmer
informant's father or mother, of Béal 
Áth an Ghaorthaidh, 40-50 years prior
♂?/
♀? S. Ó Liatháin --
12/9-
15/10/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2314 Misc. Y s NFC 589 293-294 Bal Ó Donnachú ♂ 36 farmer old people, 10 years prior -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 12/1/1939 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2315 Misc. Y S-T NFC 616 245-256 Mrs. Tom Foley ♀ 60 farmer -- Liam Shine ♂ 18/4/1939 Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2316 Misc. Y s NFC 626 180-181 Niall Mac Giolla Bhrighde ♂ c.79 pensioner -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 20/5/1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2317 Misc. Y S NFC 632 91-98 Jack Hanrahan ♂ 45 -- -- Liam Shine ♂ 7/6/1939 Briody (cf. BCL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2318 Misc. Y S NFC 647 493-495 -- -- -- -- -- "Seaghan Crón" (pseudonym) ♂ c.1900 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2319 Misc. Y S NFC 691 95-109 Diarmuid Breathnach ♂ 60 farmer
William Walsh (50), informant's 
father, of Baile Neónín, 60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 30/1/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2320 Misc. Y? s NFC 838 103-104 Tomás Ó Cluanáin ♂ 76 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ c.1942 Briody (BBA); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2321 Misc. Y LR-T NFC 840 303-304 Pádraig (Pheatsa) Ó Cúláin ♂ 84 farmer
Mícheál Ward (60) of Cor na Rún, 60 
years prior ♂ C. I. M. G. E. ♂ 28/9/1942 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2322 Misc. Y S NFC 861 1008-1015 Seán Ó Ceallaigh ♂ c.45 Irish teacher
informant got his tales from his father 
and other old people ♂?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 30/11/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2323
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y s NFC 933 9-11. Micheál Mac Gabhainn ♂ c.80 farmer old people of Doire Chonaill -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 19/2/1944
Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
2324 Misc. Y S NFC 980 123-153
Muiris Ó Conchúbhair / Maurice 
Sheáin Connor ♂ 76 small farmer read  in a book, c. 5 years prior -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/4/1946 CC (Oisín/Caoilte)
2325 Misc. Y? S NFC 981 400-443
Muiris Ó Conchúbhair / Maurice 
Sheáin Connor ♂ 76 small farmer
Seán Ó Conchúbhair (Seán Bán 
Fíodóra) (60) of Baile Uí Bhoithín, 50 
years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/9/1946 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2326 Misc. Y s NFC 1017 293-295 Brighid Ní Allmhurain ♀ 71 housewife heard 45 years prior in Gleann Luisg -- Máirtín Ó Mainnín ♂ 15/8-10/9/1947 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2327 Misc. Y S NFC 1124 421-428 Séamas Ó Conchubhair ♂ 74 -- --
Pádraig Ó Conchubhair 
(schoolteacher) ♂ 4/23/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2328 Misc. Y S NFC 1124 429-440 Séamus Ó Conchubhair ♂ 74 -- informant's father, Conchubhar Mhicí ♂
Pádraig Ó Conchubhair 
(schoolteacher) ♂ 4/23/1946 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2329 Misc. Y s NFC 1126 395-396 Mary Harvey ♀ (old) -- -- An Bráthair de Nóghla ♂ c.1944 Briody Fian5
2330
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y S-T NFC 1140 2-12. -- -- -- -- -- Seán Ó Longáin ♂ c.1935 CC (Naomh Paraic, Oisín 7 Dúinín)
2331 Misc. Y S NFC 1236 54-58 Seán Ó Flionn ♂ 52 farmer -- Eibhlín Ní Cháirr ♀ 5/8/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2332 Misc. Y? S NFC 1236 67-79 Seán Ó Briain ♂ 57 farmer -- Eibhlín Ní Cháirr ♀ 19/8/1952 CC (Caoilte)
2333 Misc. Y S NFC 1236 81-90 Tomás Seoighe ♂ 73 farmer -- Eibhlín Ní Cháirr ♀ 20/8/1952 Briody (TO); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2334
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y s NFC 1243 166-168 Séamus Cormack ♂ -- -- -- Michael Corduff ♂ 26/9/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2335 Misc. Y S NFC 1274 343-348 Colm Mach Fhualáin ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ni Fhualáin ♀ c.1934 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2336 Misc. Y S NFC 1274 352-359 Colm Mach Fhualáin ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ni Fhualáin ♀ c.1934 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2337 Misc. Y? S NFC 1274 363-367 Colm Mach Fhualáin ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ni Fhualáin ♀ c.1934 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2338 Misc. Y s NFC 1312 93-96 Mícheál Ó Seochrú (Seochrú Dubh) ♂ 83 farmer -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 22, 27/8/1952 Briody (NR); Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2339 Misc. Y S NFC 1488 225-238 Joe Mháirtín Ó Fláithearta ♂ 76 -- -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 1957 --
2340 Misc. Y s NFC 1525 181-183 -- -- -- -- -- Seán Crón ♂ c.1900 Briody (NR)
2341 Misc. Y S NFC 1532 232-239 Seán Ó Súilleabháin (Seóthannach) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1959 Briody
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lives and raised in Marthain Toir Marthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Rí Fergus ags Ri na Bóithéine ga
lives in Baile na Carraige (?) Baile na Carraige (?) Súnta Bhaoí (?) Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Món Uí Cosgair, Tír Réaltan; raised 
in Béal Áth an Ghaorthaidh Cíll Mhichíl Iar-Mhúsgriaghe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Bántrach Ard
Muigh Ros (Cill Chiaráin 
Cárna) Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Máthair Oisín i n-a h-eilit ga
lives in Kilealgan (west); raised in Dirreen 
(Athea Co. Limerick) Táirbeart Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Umhaill 7 the Giant en
lives in Más an Easa; raised in Feith Mór Cluan Dá Choircigh Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Aughrim Baile Nua Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Díarmuid Ó Dyna and the Foreign Runner en
Munster Ireland Bás Bhearracháin na Raidhte g-Clisde ga NFC 1525:181-183
lives and raised in Baile Neoinín Ardee
Oidhreacht Uí 
Chonchúir Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn MacCúil and Dáire Donn en
Inis Earc, Inis Bó Finne Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cian Óg ga
lives and raised in Cor na Rún An Cnoc Uachtar Ard Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Giolla-ro beag 7 Giolla-ro Mór ga
lives in Cill Crodáin; raised in Frúr, p. Cluain 
Dá Ghadh Maigh Feartha Corca Baiscin Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland An Ghlas Ghaimhneach ga
lives in An Caiseal; raised in Pollán a' 
Raithnigh, Doire Chonaill Cloich Cheannfhaola Cill Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiandh na bhFiann ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Brian Ó Cinéide ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Clann na Baintrí ga
lives in Fórnocht; raised in Gleann Luisg Corr na Móna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Créidín Inghín Chairbre ga
Cill Mhic a'Domhnaigh Fionn Trá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus Céadach i gCruadhchás ga
Cillmhicadomhnaigh, Fionntrágha Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill agus a Triúr Mac ga
lives in "home na mban-rialta" near Inbhar 
Chinn Trágha; from Ard Mhágh Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Cnoc an Mhuigh Báin ga
Caisleán an Bharraigh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Naomh Pádriac agus Dúinín ga
lives in Clochbhreac Rossa Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
lives in Driseachán Rossa Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
lives in Gleantréig Rossa Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
Barhauve Erris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Finn and St. Patrick en
Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill agus an Bhean Ruadh ga
Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caoilte na gCos Fada ga
Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Caoilte na gCos Fada ga
Clochán na nUa An Priara Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Náire is Mó a Fuair Fionn Riamh ga
lives and raised in Baile an Chaisleáin, Inis 
Iathar Oileáin Árainn Árainn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Fiúnn Mhá Cumhaill faoi Dhraoidheacht ag 
Fathach Mór ga
Munster Ireland Bás Bhearracháin na Ráidhte gCliste ga NFC 647:493-495
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Sgéal Beag mar gheall ar Fionn Mach 
Chúmhaill ga
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2342 Misc. Y S NFC 1539 18-38 Seán Ó Muirgheasa (Handy) ♂ -- -- -- Nioclás Tóibín ♂
Early to mid-
twentieth 
century Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2343 Misc. Y S NFC 1548 262-271 Aodh Ó Gallachobhair ♂ 76 farmer
Cathal Ó Gallchobhair, informant's 
father, of Baile Foitharach, Min 
Lárach, 60 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1/3/1960 Briody
2344 Misc. Y S NFC 1638 365-375
Neainín Ghabháin (Bean Uí 
Fhiannachta) ♀ 58 housewife -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 23/3/1962 Briody Fian5
2345 Misc. Y s NFC 1642 130-132
Liam Dónall Ó Baoill [Pádraig Ó 
Cuireáin - crossed out] ♂ 74 farmer
old people of Mín a'Chladaigh, Mín 
Lárach, 60 years prior -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1963 Briody Fian5
2346 Misc. Y s NFC 1645 233-238 Mícheál Ó Gaoithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1962-63 Briody Fian5




2348 Misc. Y S NFC 1702 189-201 Seán Ó Connaire ♂ 87 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 26/10/1965 Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2349 Misc. Y s NFC 1715 263-266 Seán Mac Criomhthain ♂ 60
farmer (land for 
3 cows) -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ early 1930s Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2350 Misc. Y s NFC 1726 399-401 -- -- -- -- --




2351 Misc. Y S NFC 1765 97-103 Tomás Seoighe ♂ 69 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 20/8/1969 Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2352 Misc. Y s NFC 1765 81 Tomás Seoighe ♂ 69 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 12/7/1969 Briody Fian5 (--)
2353 Misc. N? S NFC 10878/tape 27, 28 Éamonn Mac Grianna (Neidí Frainc) ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
2354 Misc. Y F-s NFC S6 145 -- -- -- -- --
Michael Lacey, student; school: Mágh 
Árd, an Clochán ♂ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2355
Misc. (MI 
B641.2/D114.1.1.1-cf.) Y F-s NFC S33 146-147 -- -- -- -- -- a student; school:  Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody (Tóir ar Fhia / Bean); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2356
Misc. (MI 
B641.2/D114.1.1.1-cf.) Y F-s NFC S33 153-154 -- -- -- -- -- a student; school:  Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody (Tóir ar Fhia / Bean); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2357 Misc. Y F-s NFC S48 130-131 Pádraig Ó Congaoile ♂ 75 -- -- student; school: Porthampton -- 1937-1938 Briody Fian5? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2358 Misc. Y s NFC S129 306-310 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 72 -- --
Caitlín Ní Ghraith, student; school: 
Ros Dubh ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2359 Misc. Y s NFC S140 430-431 Micheál Ó Loinn ♂ -- -- --
Pádhraigín Ní Ghiollaruaidh, student; 
school: Clochar na Trócaire, Baile an 
Chaisil (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (cf. NR; ?FTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2360 Misc. Y S NFC S300 113-122 Seán Ó Briain ♂ -- -- --
Éamonn Mac Firbisigh, teacher; 
school: Derryclough, Drom Dhá Liag ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2361 Misc. Y s NFC S328 183 Pádruig Ua Fuinneagáin ♂ -- -- --
Siobhán Ní Mhurchadha, student; 
school: Sliabh Riabhach ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2362 Misc.; DT-cf. Y s NFC S378 266-267 John Nevin ♂ -- -- --
Seán Ó Cochlóin, student; school: 
Clondulane ♂ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2363 Misc. Y s-Lit. NFC S407 254-257 Pádhruig Ó Muircheartigh ♂ c.30 tailor
a local old man known as 'The Dane', 
a couple years prior ♂
Maitias Mac Suibhne, student; school: 
Ladhar an Chrompáin ♂ 12/2/1938 Briody Fian? (scéal gan dealramh); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2364 Misc. Y s NFC S407 415-416 Eamonn Ó Síthigh (collector's father) ♂ 56 -- --
Mairín Nic Síthigh, student; school: 
Ladhar an Chrompáin ♀ 15/3/1938 Briody Fian? (scéal gan dealramh); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2365 Misc. Y S NFC S419 531-536 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- --
Brighid Bhodhlaeir, student; school: 
Scoil Naomh Uinsinn ♀ 1937-1938 Briody Laoithe Notes
2366 Misc. Y S NFC S421 416-421
Pádraig Mac Gearailt (collector's 
father) ♂ 55 farmer --
Máire Ni Ghearailt, student; school: 
Na Gleannta ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Moynelittle, An Ghráinseach Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Diarmuid Ó Duibhinn ga NFC 1672: 91-122
lives and raised in Baile Foithearach, Mín 
Lárach Cloch Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Ghruaig ga
lives and raised in Sruthán An Cheathrú Rua Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Trí Eagla gan Eagla ga
lives and raised in Mín a'Chladaigh Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An tAgálach Mór ga
Baile Viocáire Dún Chaoin An Daingean Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Moynelittle, An Ghráinseach Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Diarmuid Ó Duibhinn ga NFC 1539: 18-38
lives and raised in Innbhear Rosmuc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cumhal ga
Cill Maolchéadar Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Inghean Ghul agus an Cuireadh Dinnéir ga
Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgeul ga
lives and raised in Leitir Cala Leitir Móir Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fear a bhíodh a'fiach girrfhiadhachaí ga
lives and raised in Leitir Cala Leitir Móir Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn agus an Chailleach ga
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an tSiolpaigh ga TCD MS 10878/tape 27, 28
Baile na Cille / Ballinakill Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Giantess en
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Gort a' Buidhe Cinn Mhara Cill Tartan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Ros Dubh Cill Comáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn in Árus na bhFir Mora ga




Droighneach (Drom Dhá 
Liag) Cairbre Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sean-Sgéal ga
Doire Na Sagart Baile Mhúirne Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
Geragh, Fermoy Clondulane
Condons and 
Clangibbon Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Dubh-Áth (Kilfeighny) Clann Mhuiris Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
The Story of Fionn Mac Cumhaill in Kerry. 
His last great fight, athletic feat and his burial. en
Clochán Leiscirt Dubh-Áth (Kilfeighny) Clann Mhuiris Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Tale of the Fianna en
Márthain, Baile an Fhirteuraigh, Daingean
Baile an Fhéirtéaraigh 
(Dún Úrlan / Dunurlin) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Fhionn Mac Cumhaill ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Shé / 
Ballyheabought An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Corn sa Scór ga NFC S425:80-83
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2367 Misc. Y s NFC S425 80-83
Pádraig Mac Gearailt (collector's 
father) ♂ 49 farmer --
Eibhlín Nic Gearailt, student; school: 
Clochar na Toirbhirte ♀ 26/11/1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2368 Misc. Y s NFC S428 114-117 Pádraig Ó Dúbhda ♂ 55 -- --
Maitias Ó Dubhda, student; school: 
Clochán ♂ 1937-1938 Briody Fian? (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2369 Misc. Y s (inc.) NFC S428 139-140 Séamus de hÓra ♂ 72 -- --
Maitias Ó Dubhda, student; school: 
Clochán ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2370 Misc. Y s-T NFC S451 18-19 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Rath Mhór -- 1936-1938 Briody Fian? (scéal gan dealramh); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2371 Misc. Y s NFC S455 100 Mrs. O Donoghue ♀ 72 -- -- student; school: Scoil na Mainistreach -- 1937-1938 Briody Fian? (scéal gan dealramh); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2372 Misc. Y S NFC S462 47-53 Eibhlín Ní Shúilleabháin ♀ -- -- --
Seán Ó Curráin, student; school: 
Droichead Uí Mhordha ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2373 Misc. Y S NFC S474 24-36 collector's family -- -- -- --
Brighid Ní Leidhin, student; school: 
Tír Ó mBaoighill / Tyromayle ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2374 Misc. Y I NFC S507 31-32 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Cromadh (boys' 
school) ♂ 1935-1937 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2375 Misc.; TDG-cf. Y s; LR NFC S624 580-581 Mr. Patrick Egan ♂ 84 -- --
Teresa O'Brien, student; school: Cill 
Mhuire ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2376 Misc.; TDG-cf. Y s; LR-T NFC S633 354-357
Seán Ó h-Éadtromóin (collector's 
father) ♂ 67 -- --
Seán Ó h-Éadtromóin, teacher; 
school: An Chros, Cill Chaoi (boys' 
school) ♂ 1938-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2377
Misc. - Damsel in 
Distress Y s-T NFC S840 52-53 Edward O'Keeffe (collector's father) ♂ -- -- --
Michael O'Keeffe (14), student; 
school: Carraigín, Portláirge (boys' 
school) ♂ 2/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2378 Misc.; TDG-cf. Y s; LR-T NFC S843 25.. James O'Keeffe ♂ 64 farmer --
John O'Connell, student; school: 
Kilmacow (boys' school) ♂ 12/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2379
Misc. (MI 
B641.2/D114.1.1.1-cf.) Y s NFC S995 135-136 Paddy Mastersun ♂ 20 -- --
Pat Sheridan, student; school: 
Dungimmon ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (Tóir ar Fhia / Bean); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2380 Misc. Y s NFC S1051 390-391 Proinnseas Ua Braonáin ♂ -- --
Proinnseas Ua Braonáin (died 1888), 
informant's grandfather ♂
Róis Ní Braonáin, teacher; school: An 
Sealgán ♀ 1934-1936 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2381 Misc.; SB-cf. Y S NFC S1055 109-118 Tomás Ó Dubhthaigh ♂ -- -- --
Niall Mac Suibhne, teacher; school: 
Mín na Mánrach ♂ ?/12/1935
CC (Rudaí bhaineas leis an bhFéinn; Scian na 
mBuadh)
2382 Misc. Y s NFC S1066 336-337 Tomás Ó Colla ♂ 83 -- --
Meadhbh Ní Cholla, student; school: 
Doire Beag ♀ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2383 Misc. Y? s (inc.) RIA LA_1134d1 00:03:57
Tomás Mag Fhionnlaigh / Thomas 
Ganley ♂ 81 farmer -- Karl Tempel ♂ 12/9/1930 DRWP
2384 Misc. N? S TCD MS 10878/tape 27, 28 Éamonn Mac Grianna (Neidí Frainc) ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
2385
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick; BO-cf. Y s Print Niall Ó Dubhthaigh ♂ -- --
old people of Doire Chonaill, long ago 
when informant was young -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/2/1944 Archive List
2386 Misc. Y S Print
Próinsias Ó Conchubhair (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- -- Próinsias Ó Conchubhair ♂ before 1901 CC (Caoilte)
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lives and raised in Baile Uí Shé / 
Ballyheabought An Daingean / Dingle
Corca Dhuibhne / 
Corkaguiney Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Corn sa Scór ga NFC S421:416-421
Baile na Leacan
Clochán (Caisleán 
Ghriaire) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sean-Scéalta ga
Baile na Leacan
Clochán (Caisleán 
Ghriaire) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
An Ráth Mhór (Cill 
Chuimin) Magh gCoinche Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Crédé Cínn Órdha ga
Cill Áirne Magh gCoinche Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Story en
Cathair Thoir Cill Garbháin Gleann an Ruachtaigh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul ga
Cill Fhionáin Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhall agus a Thriúr Mac ga
Cromadh Cois Máighe Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
Tromoroe East, Quilty Cill Mhuire Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Diarmuid and Grainne en
An Crois, Cill Chaoidhe Cill Baile Eoin Magh Fhearta Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Cill Stifín ga
Glengrant, Carrigeen, Waterford
Móin Chuinn 
(Portnascully) Iverk Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland The Giant's Grave in Licketstown en
Maoncoin Kilmacow Iverk Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland The Giant's Grave en
Mt. Prospect, Castlerahan Kilbride Castlerahan Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
An Sealgán Inis Caoil Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar Fuair Goll a Bháidearacht ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428346/4397644
Áird Mhín Clochán Liath Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland







Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna galives and raised in Cloonmaul, Loughglinn 
(spent 2 years in England and 5 years in the 
United States)
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Mac Rí Chonnacht ga en (trans.) http://doegen.ie/LA_1134d1
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal an tSiolpaigh ga NFC 10878/tape 27, 28
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
275-280
An Bealtaine, Gort an Choirce Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiaidh na bhFiann ga
Béaloideas 17 (1947 [1949]): 
290-291
Áth Luain / Athlone
Roscommon and 
Westmeath / Ros Comáin 
agus An Iarmhí
Connacht and 
Leinster Ireland An Luragán Dubh, agus an Fathach Dearg ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 294-305; Annales de 
Bretagne 12 (1896-1897): 408-
419
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2387 Misc. Y S/L Print
Próinsias Ó Conchúbhair (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- -- Próinsias Ó Conchúbhair ♂ before 1901 CC (Caoilte;  Fiann-laoithe [384; 1933 ed. p. 195])
2388 Misc. Y S Print Seághan Wynne ♂ -- -- -- Próinsias Ó Conchubhair ♂ before 1901 Briody Fian3; CC (Chase Decoy)
2389 Misc. Y S Print Mícheál Mac Mionnamáin ♂ -- -- -- Próinsias Ó Conchúbhair ♂ before 1901 CC (Caoilte)
2390 Misc. Y S Print Micí Bán Ó Beirn ♂
41 (1899-
1980) farmer -- Bríd Ní Bheirn ♀ 1930 --
2391 Misc. Y S Print
Seán Ó Domhnaill (Johnny 
Shéimisín) ♂
c.70s (1863-
1948) farmer -- -- -- c.1930s --
2392
Misc.; OTO (ATU 
470B); ROI; SI; BO Y s Print
Seán Ó Domhnaill (Johnny 
Shéimisín) ♂
c.70s (1863-
1948) farmer -- -- -- c.1930s --
2393 Misc.; TDG-cf. Y s-T Print Eóin Ó Cianáin ♂ 73 (1857-?) -- -- Éamonn Ó Tuathail ♂ 2/4/1930 Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix
2394 Misc. Y lu MM 263A/2
[not given in 
publication] -- -- -- -- -- Rev. J. T. Clarke? ♂? before 1888 Broderick, Béaloideas 48-49 (1980-81): 9-11
2395 Misc. Y F-lu MM 431C
[not given in 
publication]
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 




fisherman an old woman ♀
Edward Faragher / Ned Beg Hom 
Ruy ♂ c.1899 Broderick, ZCP 38: 116-117
2396 Misc.; Cú C-cf. Y F-s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW107.041 37v-38r
Duncan MacDonald (Donnachadh 
Mac an Tàillear) ♂
c.84 (c.1785-
1873) farmer
informant's father (d. 40 years prior at 
c. 80) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 6/4/1869 CWP
2397 Misc. Y s NFC 1181 428-431
Angus MacMillan / Aonghas Mac 
Gille Mhaoil  (Aonghas Barrach; 
Aonghas a' Bharraich) ♂
76 (1874-
1954) crofter -- Calum Iain Maclean ♂ 7/8/1950 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
2398 Misc.; DTF-cf. Y s NFC 1181 31-34 John Campbell / Iain Caimbeul ♂ 68 sailor John MacDonald of Garrynamoine ♂ Calum Iain Maclean ♂ 9/4/1950 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
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Áth Luain / Athlone Westmeath / An Iarmhí Connacht Ireland Caoilte na gCos Fada ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 374-389; Annales de 
Bretagne 14 (1898-1899): 268-
283
Carraigín Rua Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail 7 an Bhean Ruadh ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 388-401; Annales de 
Bretagne 15 (1899-1900): 116-
129
Cluain-ciann / Clonkeen (?)
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Caoilte na gCos Fada ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 468-489; Annales de 
Bretagne 16 (1900-1901): 532-
553
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill agus an Dragún ga
Mac Giolla Easbuic, Mícheál, 
eag. Ón tSeanam Anall: 
Scéalta Mhicí Bháin Uí Bheirn 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2008), 100-
108
Rann na Feirsde Na Rosaibh Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Caoilte Mac Crannchair ga NFC 169:187-191
Ó Domhnaill, Níall, eag. 
Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín 
(Béal Feirste: Irish News, 
1948), 66-69
Rann na Feirsde na Rosann Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Ó Domhnaill ga NFC 391:205-210
Ó Domhnaill, Níall, eag. 
Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín 
(Béal Feirste: Irish News, 
1948), 86-88




An Ómaigh Thoir / 
Omagh East Tyrone / Tír Eoghain Ulster Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga
Ó Tuathail, Éamonn, eag. 
Sgéalta Mhuintir Luinigh 
(Dublin: Irish Folklore 
Institute, 1933) 108-110
Isle of Man Arrane yn Foldyr Gastey gv en (trans.)
Béaloideas 48-49 (1980-1981): 
12-13
raised and lives in Cregneash Isle of Man -- gv en (trans.)
ZCP 38 (1981): 171 + ZCP 39 
(1982): 171; Béaloideas 42-44 
(1974-1976): 45, 54
Snishival / Sniseabhal South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




lives and raised in Griminish / Griminis South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Caoilte gd
lives and raised in Smearclait South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Seanchas na Fìnne gd
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2399 Misc. Y S-T-Lit. NLS 50.1.13 108r-110r Hugh MacLean (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- informant's mother? ♀? Hugh MacLean ♂ 17/8/1859 --
2400 Misc. Y S NLS 50.2.4 176r-182r
Duncan MacLellan (Mac Lellan Mac 
Ghil Liallain a Clanna Linnain) ♂ -- --
A man who emigrated to America 
long prior ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 29/9/1871 --
2401 Misc. Y s NLS 50.2.4 249r-250r Peggy Eochan Craobh (?) ♀ -- --
informant's father, when informant 
was young; he learned it from 
informant's mother's father ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ ?/10/1871 --
2402 Misc.; BC Y s NLS 50.2.4 147r-156r
John MacNeill (Alexander MacNeill's 
brother) ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 --
2403 Misc.; MGG Y s NLS 50.2.4 236r-238r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 2/10/1871 --
2404
Misc. - Fianna and St. 
Patrick Y F-s NLS 73.2.1 35
Donald MacLean / Domhnall Mac an 
Leathain ♂ c.86 (1715-) --
informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ c.1800 --
2405 Misc. Y s SSS SA1965.017.A2 00:02:43 Neil Gillies (Niall Mhìcheil Nèill) ♂
79 (1886-
1963) -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1965 SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
2406 Misc. Y S SSS SA1967.062.A2 00:09:28 Murdo MacLeod (A' Bhig) ♂
84 (1883-
1968) -- the old people -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/8/1967 Tobar an Dualchais
2407 Misc. Y F-s SSS SA1968.026.B6c 00:00:57
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
83 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 1968 Tobar an Dualchais
2408
Misc.; FCFT (ATU 
766); CAP Y S SSS SA1971.004.A3 00:10:58







clerk Alasdair MacQueen ♂ Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1971
SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
2409 Misc.; MGF-cf. Y F-s SSS SA1980.026.8, 9 00:05:20 Kenneth Chisholm (Big Kenny) ♂ -- -- --
Alan J. Bruford; Donald Archie 
MacDonald; Ian Fraser ♂ 6/2/1980 Tobar an Dualchais
2410 ML Y S NFC 14 225-230 Mícheál Ó Cathaláin ♂ -- -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain -- c.1933? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2411 ML Y S NFC 215 66-74 Mícheál Ó Cathaláin ♂ -- -- --
D. Mac Gearailt, student; teacher: P. 
T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933? CC (Fiannaíocht)
2412 ML Y S NFC 223 3842-3849 Seosamh Ó Miodhcháin ♂ c.60 fisherman -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 29/7/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2413 ML Y L/S NFC 319 433-437 Mícheál Ó Síothcháin ♂ 80 farmer -- Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 7/3/1937 Briody (LCA); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2414 ML Y S NFC 376 490-499 Mícheál Ó Cathaláin ♂ 64 small farmer
Seán Ó Súileabháin (70) of Gabhlán 
Árd, 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 18/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2415 ML Y L NFC 772 228-231 Seán Ó Curráin ♂ 73 fisherman old people -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/5/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2416 ML Y F-L NFC 981 347-348
Muiris Ó Conchúbhair / Maurice 
Sheáin Chonnor ♂ 76 small farmer
Seán Ó Conchubhair (Seán Bán 
Fíodóra) (60) of Baile Uí Bhoithín, 50 
years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/9/1946 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2417 ML Y S NFC 1514 330-335 Mícheál Ó Gaoithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1958 Briody
2418 M-M Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 258r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
2419 M-M Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.31 1a-1b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 LF:214-215
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Tarbert, Lochfine Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Maighdeann Mhara en
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fearghas mac Rìgh Lochlainn gd* en (summary)
Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Baile Tuath Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd*
en (adapted 
trans.) NLS 50.1.9: 74r-81r
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar Chaill Oisin a Fainne gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 38
Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Oscar agus Caoilte a' Goil a' Choire gd
lives and raised in Boreraig Duirinish Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn ag Iarraidh na Féinne gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/76153/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Criomag de dh'aon de sgeulachdan na Fèinne gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/58575/1
Tigharry North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




lives and raised in Letterfearn Glenshiel Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Naidheachdan beaga mu na Fianntan gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/65967/1
Gabhlán Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Osgar 7 Meargach ga NFC 376:490-499 NFC 215:66-74
Gabhlán Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Osgar 7 Meargach ga NFC 376:490-499 NFC 14:225-230
lives and raised in Tamhnach Cill Chartha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Barra Choille Árd Ghruama Béarra Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oscar agus Meargach Tréanmhór ga
lives and raised in Gabhlán Ard Cinneáird Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul Mhearagaigh ga NFC 14:225-230; 215:66-74
lives in An Feathanach; raised in Baile Dháth Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland "An Tusa Meargach Maorgach…?" ga
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Scotland Malmhine gd
Scotland Malvina's Dream gd
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2420 M-M Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before --
2421 M-Misc. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 118 (unverified)
Captain Morrison (one of 
MacPherson's assistants) ♂ -- military captain --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
2422 M-Misc. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 1 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
2423 M-Misc. Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 112 (unverified) Donald Mac Iver (Robertson) ♂ -- foxhunter --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
2424 M-Misc. Y L-Lit. (?) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 121 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
2425 MOM-cf. Y s NFC 334 762-765 Bean D. Uí Shúilleabháin ♀ 75 shopkeeper informant doesn't recall -- Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 21/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2426 MOM Y S NFC 937 407-411 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ('Fruí Chanaí') ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Mhúirne parish, 
over 40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 11/2/1944 Briody (MOM); CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
2427 MOM Y s NFC 1128 79-83 Dónal Bán Ó Céilleachair ♂ -- -- -- Gearóid Ó Murchú / Gerard Murphy ♂ 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
2428 MRE Y S NFC 334 404-420 Séamus Ó Súilleabhain ♂ 66 farmer
Séamus Ó Súilleabháin (50) of Doirín 
a Chuilinn, 60 years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 3/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2429 MRE Y S NFC 378 216-225 Stiopán Ó Droighneáin ♂ 40 farmer
Máire Ní Dhrogneain (50), 
informant's mother, of Coismeigmór, 
25 years prior ♀ Áine Ní Chonghaile ♀ 15-16/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2430 MRE Y S NFC 1165
375a-388 + 1704: 315-
329 Amhlaoibh Ó Loingsigh ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Mhúirne, over 40 
years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 25/5/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
2431 MRE Y S Print Timothy O'Riordan ♂ -- -- -- Michael O'Brien ('Fear na Muintire') ♂ 1899 or before
Briody Fian6; Bruford; Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish 
Folk-Lore (Talbot), 180
2432 MRE; FC (ATU 1149) Y S Print Seán Paor ♂ -- poet -- -- -- 1907 or before
Bruford (MRE); Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-
Lore (Talbot), 180 (MRE); Briody Fian3 (MRE); CC 
(Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149)
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Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mhahline's Brughdar le Ossain gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 210-211; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
215
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Toir air na Tuathaich gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
212-213
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Goll agus Fionn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
213-214
Loch Tayside Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Bas Ghuill le Muchtan gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
214
Scotland Connlaoch agus Cuthonn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
216-217
lives in Doire Chonnaire, raised in Iunse? An 
tSagairt Gleann Garbh Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhal agus Conán Maol ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha
Baile Mhúirne / 
Ballyvourney Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn Mac Cúmhaill agus an Fear Maol ga
Béaloideas 37-38 (1969-1970): 
103-105
Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Fear Maol ga Béaloideas 28 (1960): 102-103
lives and raised in Rothum Gleann Garbh Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Rí na bhFear Mór ga
lives and raised in Coismeigmór, na 
Forbacha Rathún Magh Cuillinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Macaidhe Mór ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha, Baile Mhúirne Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúsgriaghe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Macaidhe Mór ga
Béaloideas 37-38 (1969-1970): 
79-90
Ballymakeera, Ballyvourney, Macroom Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Machaidhe Mór ga
Barrett, S. J., ed. Imtheachta 
an Oireachtais, 1899 (Dublin: 
The Gaelic League, 1900), 70-
86
an Rinn Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Mac Ríogh na hEaspáine ga
Sheehan, Rev. Michael. Cnó 
Coilleadh Craobhaighe 
(Dublin: M. H. Gill and Son, 
1907), 32-49
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2433 MRE Y S Print -- ♂ -- -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893 Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
2434 M-SH Y? L (comp.?) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 93 (unverified)
Mr. MacDiarmaid / Captain Morrison 
(Macpherson's assistant) ♂ --
-- / military 
captain --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
2435 M-SH Y? F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 115 (unverified) Mr. MacDiarmaid ♂ -- --
Duncan Robertson of Craigelig, over 
40 years prior when informant was a 
college student ♂
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 29/7/1801 --
2436 M-SH Y L NLS 50.1.12 180r-181r Hector MacDonald ♂ c.60
works with 
Captain 
Cameron informant's father ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 13/12/1861 DWS Notes
2437 M-SH Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 223r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireasdan ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 18/12/1861 DWS Notes
2438 M-SH Y L NLS 50.1.12 237r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
2439 M-SH Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 243r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
2440 MTL Y S NFC 8 7-16. Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin ♂ old -- informant's father and grandfather ♂ P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 13/11/1932 Briody; CC (MTL)
2441 MTL-cf. Y S NFC 12 34-38 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933
Briody Miscellaneous Notes (?); Briody Fian3 (?); CC 
(An Laoch á Phósa Dá Aimhdheoin)
2442 MTL Y S NFC 13 7-11. Tomás Ó Fearghíosa ♂ 78 farmer -- student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (MTL)
2443 MTL Y S NFC 14 205-209 Micheál Loibhéad ♂ -- -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (MTL)
2444 MTL Y S NFC 41 39-45 Seán Clárach ♂ 85 -- informant's father, 60 years prior ♂ Seán Mac Mathghamhna ♂ c.1934 Briody; CC (MTL)
2445 MTL Y S NFC 46 72-80 Riobárd Muiris ♂ 88 farmer
Donnchadh Ó Drisceoil, 50 years 
prior, of Leathanach, Drom Dá Liag ♂ Seán Ó Briain ♂ ?/10/1933 Briody; CC (MTL)
2446 MTL Y s NFC 46 226-229 Diarmuid Ó Drisceoil ♂ 82 labourer
Donnchadh Ó Drisceoil (70), 55 years 
prior, of Leathanach, Drom Dá Liag ♂ Seán Ó Briain ♂ 21/6/1934
Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; Briody Miscellaneous 
Notes; CC (MTL)
2447 MTL Y S/L NFC 79 6-10. -- Ó Gabhain ♂ -- weaver -- Seán Ó Longáin ♂ c.1927
Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe); Shields, Narrative Singing 
in Ireland: 243
2448 MTL Y S/L NFC 79 49-54 Pádraig Ó Mearáin ♂ -- -- -- Peadar Ó Griobhtha ♂ Roimh 1927
Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiann-
laoithe); Shields, Narrative Singing in Ireland: 243
2449 MTL Y s NFC 99 455-458 -- -- -- -- -- Máire Ní Luideáin (20) ♀ c.1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2450 MTL Y s (inc.) NFC 101 100-106 -- ♂ old -- --
informant may have written down his 
own tale and given it to Miss M. K. 
Cronin (Irish College, Ballina, Mayo) ♀ 1930-31 Briody; CC (MTL)
2451 MTL Y S/L NFC 121 423-437
Méin Mháire an Gabha, bean Uí 
Mhileoin ♀ 77 --
Cáit Bhán (Cáit ní Ghairbhfiadh) over 
40 years prior. ♀ Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2452 MTL Y L NFC 139 353-354 Séamus Ó Casaide ♂ 79 fisherman
Conall Ó Cuinneagain (80) of An 
Cheapach, Teilionn, 30 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1935 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
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Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 




Finn Mac Cumhaill and Iolann Iolchrothach, 
Son of the King of Spain ga* en (trans.)
The Sun (New York), 23 Oct. 
1892; Béaloideas 12. 
Supplement (1942): 144-152; 
Curtin, Jeremiah. Irish Folk-
Tales, ed. Séamus Ó Duilearga 
(Dublin: The Folklore of 
Ireland Society, 1943), 144-152 
= (Dublin: The Talbot Press, 
1956), 157-166
Weem / -- Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Failte no Urnuigh na Greine gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
216
Weem Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Urnuigh na Greine an Carraicthura gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
216
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Osein Do’n Ghrein gd NLS 50.1.12: 237r
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dàn Osein an Ghrein gd
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dàn Oisein an Ghrein gd NLS 50.1.12: 180r-181r
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dearsa Greine gd
raised in Cathair Bó Sine Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga NFC 356:308-320
Martháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Oisín 7 Conán ga NFC 533:188-195 NFC 357:406-413
Imeall Átha Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga NFC 417:1-5
Gabhlán Ard Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga NFC 376:384-392 NFC 215:33-40
An Bheithach, Liosceannúr Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland
Gaisge na Mná Móire thar Lear; nú Inghíon 
Árd Ri Gréig ga
Leathnach, Drom Dá Liag Cathrach Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
Mágh Dor, Drom Dá Liag Cathrach Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
Sruthán, Casla Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll 7 Inghean Ríogh na Gréige ga
from Túr Mhic Céidigh  An Cheathrú Rua Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland  Goll Mac Móirne agus Inghean Rí na Gréige ga
Tuar Mhic Éide Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
Sgéal eile a Bhaineas leis na Fiannaibh 
Éireann ga
Tuar Mhic Éide Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
Inghean Ríogh na Gréige agus Fianna 
Éireann ga NFC 1132:144-146
Clochán Dubh Cill Maol Chéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna agus an Bhean Mhór ga
An Ceapach, Teilionn Glinne Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Mná Moire ga
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2453 MTL Y L NFC 179 199-203
Séamus Ó hIghne (Ó hAoidhne) / 
Jimmy Heeney ♂ c.60 farmer
Séamus Ó hÍghne (Ó hAoidhne) 
(informant's father; 60) of Mín na 
Saileach, Gleann Cholm Cille, c. 40 
years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 31/3/1936 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2454 MTL Y S NFC 215 33-40 Mícheál Ó Libhéad ♂ -- -- --
Diarmuid Mac Gearailt (student of P. 
T. Ó Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2455 MTL Y L NFC 259 778-780 Micil Paor ♂ 65 farmer old people, Barr na Stuac -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 16/7/1936
Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe); Shields, Narrative Singing 
in Ireland: 194n39, 243
2456 MTL Y L NFC 275 382-385 Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 72 pensioner
an old fisherman (70) of Helvic, c. 55 
years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 6/7/1936 Briody
2457 MTL Y L NFC 275 386-389 Liam Ó Caoimh ♂ 83 pensioner
Nioclás Cúnún (45) of Barr na Stuac, 
c. 60 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 10/11/1932 Briody
2458 MTL Y s NFC 281 286-288
Padhraic Pheats Ó Flaithbheartaigh 
(collector's father) ♂ 55 farmer
informant's father, of Baile an Logám, 
Corr na Rón ♂ Pádhraic Ó Flaithbheartaigh ♂ 15/12/1936 Briody; CC (MTL)
2459 MTL Y S/L NFC 310 87-93 Tomás Ó Gallachubhair ♂
70 (1867-
1953) farmer
Proinnseas Ó Gallachubhair (c. 70) of 
Baile an Chaisil, c. 50 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 15/1/1937 CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith)
2460 MTL Y S/L NFC 319 37-44 Stiabhna Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 60 farmer
an old person from Rothun(?), 
Gleann Garbh, 40 years prior -- Eoghan Ó Suilleabháin ♂ 18/2/1937 Briody; CC (MTL)
2461 MTL Y S NFC 333 402-408 Tomás Ó Cuinn ♂ 67 farmer
Pádraic de Búrca (68) of Teampall na 
Machairí, years prior ♂ Proinnsias de Burca ♂ 23/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2462 MTL Y S NFC 356 308-320 Pádraig Ó Súilleabháin ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 6/11/1932 Briody
2463 MTL-cf. Y S NFC 357 406-413 Tomás  Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 14/1/1933 Briody (NR; MTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2464 MTL Y S NFC 376 384-392 Mícheál Luibhéad (: Ó Libhéad) ♂ 76 small farmer Seán Ó Súilleabháin of Gabhlán Árd ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 17/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2465 MTL Y S NFC 417 1-5. Tomás Ó Fearghíosa ♂ 78 or 87 -- -- Peadar Ó hUallacháin, student ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2466 MTL Y L NFC 430 493-505 Seán ach Síchthe ♂ 35 farmer's son
Peats Casey (c.60) of Baile an 
Teampuill, Dún Chaoin, 20 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 7/10/1937 Briody; CC (MTL)
2467 MTL-cf. Y S NFC 533 188-195 Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Ó Conchúbhair (c.60) of Baile 
Uí Bhoithín, Márthan, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 1/9/1938 Briody (not cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2468 MTL Y F-s/L NFC 597 13-15 Pádraig a' Cearailt ♂ 74 small farmer
Seán a' Cearailt, informant's father, of 
Márthain Beag; heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 25/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2469 MTL Y S NFC 647 423-437 -- -- -- -- -- "An Sgolaire Bocht" -- c.1906? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2470 MTL (MI B641.2-cf.) Y S NFC 670 103-129 Jack Keane ♂ 70 --
Mr. Tom Stack (c.70) of Cooncaha, 
Tarbert, 30-40 years prior ♂ Liam Shine ♂ 9/10/1939 Briody (MTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2471 MTL Y F-s/L NFC 778 497-499 Pádraig a Cearailt ♂ 74 small farmer old people -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 31/8/1941 Briody (cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2472 MTL Y S NFC 793 348-353 Mícheál Ó Maodhbh ♂ 45 farmer
Bartle Ó Conaire (52) of Soileir, 
Rosmuc, 15 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 26/9/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2473 MTL Y s NFC 808 486-490
Diarmuid Ó Súilleabháin (Jerr. 
Phádraig) ♂ 68 small farmer
Doncha Ó Súilleabháin (60) of Árd na 
gCaiseal, 40 years prior ♂ Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ ?/11/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2474 MTL Y s (inc.) NFC 1132 144-146 -- ♂ old --
informant may have written down his 
own tale and given it to Miss M. K. 
Cronin (Irish College, Ballina, Mayo) -- 1920s or 1930s Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2475 MTL Y L NFC 1206 328 Micheál Ó Duibhír ♂ 72
stonemason; 
farmer -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 26/9/1951 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2476 MTL Y S NFC 1236 97-101 Pádhraig Ó Maoilruaidh ♂ 66 married man -- Eibhlín Ní Cháirr ♀ 26/8/1952 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2477 MTL Y L/s NFC 1236 309-311 Seán Ó Coileáin ♂ 76 farmer
an Bhardúnach (?) and other 
informants of an Muinín, 60-65 years 
prior -- Gearóid Ó Maoil Mhichíl ♂ Summer 1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2478 MTL Y s NFC 1274 348-352 Colm Mach Fhualáin ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ni Fhualáin ♀ c.1934 CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives in Mín a Churraoin; raised in Mín na 
Saileach, Gleanncholumcille Árd a Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
NFC 1282:272-275; Shields, 
Hugh, eag. Scéalamhráin 
Cheilteacha (Baile Átha Cliath: 
An Clóchomhar Tta, 1985), 23-
25
Gabhlán Ard Lios Póil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire Thar Lear ga NFC 376:384-392 NFC 14:205-209
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire ga
lives and raised in Ceann a Bhathla Rinn Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire ga
lives in Rinn Croiche; raised in Seanphobal Dúngarbhán Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire ga
lives in Tamhna Mór, Corr na Rón; raised in 
Baile an Logám, Corr na Rón An Cnoc Maigh Cuilean Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Mná Moire ga
lives and raised in Baile an Chaisil Árd an Ratha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
RIA LA_1257d2 + 
LA_1258d1
lives in Sionnac (Láithneach); raised in 
Rothun(?), Gleann Garbh Tuaith Ó Siosda Gleann a' Ruachta Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
lives and raised in Teampall na Machaire Baile Chalaidh Baile Chalaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fianna ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga NFC 8:7-16
Márthan Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Oisín 7 Conán ga NFC 533:188-195 NFC 12:34-38
lives and raised in Gabhlán Ard Cineáird Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire ga NFC 14:205-209; 215:33-40
Imeall Átha Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga NFC 13:7-11
lives in Tailtean na Mídhe; raised in Baile an 
Teampaill, Dún Chaoin Oristown Meath / An Mhídhe Leinster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
lives and raised in Marthan Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Bean an Fhiaig ga NFC  12:34-38; 357:406-413
lives and raised in Márthain Bheag Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga NFC 778:497-499
Munster Ireland Inghean Righ na Gréige ga
lives in Tarmons; raised in Brosna, Kerry Táirbeart Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
A Folk-tale of the Fianna: 
"Gleanndoireruadh" en
lives and raised in Márthain Beag Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire ga NFC 597:13-15
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin / Kilbrickan Cillbhriocain / Kilcummin
Cill Cuimmin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal na Mrá Moire ga
lives in Leaca Riach; raised in Árd na 
gCaiseal Cillmhacomóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
Tuar Mhic Éide / Tourmakeedy Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Inghean Ríogh na Gréige 7 Fianna Éireann ga NFC 101:100-106
lives in Cill Bríde; raised in Muirbheach Buireis Umhaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives in Leitir Iníon Rossa -- Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
lives and raised in An Muinín Mionloch Uí Mhainnín -- Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Mná Moire nó Iníon Rí na Gréige ga
Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll 7 an Bhean Mhór ga
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2479 MTL-cf. Y s NFC 1279 10-12a -- -- -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ summer 1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2480 MTL Y L NFC 1282 272-275 Séamus Ó hIghne / Jimmy Heeney ♂ 72 farmer --





2481 MTL Y S NFC 1493 145-156 Mícheál Ó Gaoithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- --
Eóghan Mór Ó Súilleabháin, in 
informant's youth ♂ Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1957 Briody
2482 MTL Y S NFC 1514 296-311 Mícheál Ó Guithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Guithín ♂ 1958 Briody
2483 MTL Y S/L NFC 1666 37-41 Máire bean Uí Dhubháin ♀ -- widow informant's father ♂ Seán Ó Súilleabháin, schoolteacher ♂ 1927 Briody Fian 2
2484 MTL Y S NFC S282 3-8. Séamas mac Coitir ♂ 80 stonemason
Seán Mac Coitir, informant's father, 
65-75 years prior ♂
Máire Ní Chrualaoich / Mrs. Mary A. 
Crowley ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2485 MTL-cf. Y s-T NFC S325 67-68 Dan Duggan ♂ 50 farmer --
student; school: Cill Chóirne (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2486 MTL-cf. Y s-T NFC S325 99-100 Dan Duggan ♂ 50 farmer --
student; school: Cill Chóirne (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2487 MTL Y F-s/L NFC S424 211-212 Eoghan Ó Fiannachta ♂ -- -- --
Pádraig Ó Fiannachta, student; 
school: Baile an Ghóilín (Scoil 
Naomh Finghín) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2488 MTL; CCA-cf. Y S NFC S433 101-108 Séamas Ó Máille ♂ -- -- --
Séamus Ó Luain, teacher; school: 
Caladh na Feirsde ♂ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2489 MTL Y L NFC S1038 69-81 Seán Mac an Bháird ♂ -- former teacher --
Séamus Mac Duibhir, teacher; school: 
Cruach ♂ c.1898 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2490 MTL Y L NFC S1046 371-373 Seán Ó Lúdog ♂ 15 --
informant's father (60 at time of 
collection from Seán) ♂
Seaghan Ó Coinnigeáin, teacher; 
school: Mín an Aodhaire ♂ before 1936 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2491 MTL Y L RIA LA_1064d3 00:01:33 Tomás Breathnach / Thomas Walsh ♂ 89 (c.1839-?) farmer -- Wilhelm Doegen ♂ 10/9/1928 DRWP
2492 MTL Y s (inc.) RIA
LA_1257d2 + 
LA_1258d1 00:05:01
Tomás Ó Gallchobhair / Thomas 
Gallagher ♂
65 (1867-
1953) farmer -- Karl Tempel ♂ 3/10/1931 DRWP
2493 MTL Y S/L Print Mártain Ruadh Ó Ghiollarnáth ♂ -- -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ before 1901
Briody Fian3; CC (MTL; Fiann-laoithe [306; 1933 ed., 
156]); Shields, Narrative Singing in Ireland: 243
2494 MTL Y L Print Séamus Ó hIghne / Jimmy Heeney ♂ c.73 --
Séamas Ó hÍghne (informant's father) 
of Mín na Saileach, Gleann 
Cholmcille, when informant was 12 ♂ Kevin Danaher; Séamus Ennis ♂ 1945 --
2495 OFT-cf. Y s CB 229.A03 00:03:32 Alec Goldie ♂ -- --
Calum Ian and Michael Ian MacLean, 
who he lived with growing up ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 19/7/1979 Gaelstream
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Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ailp an Town ga
Mín a’ Churraoin, Learga na Saorthach, 
Ardara, Gleann Cholm Cille Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
NFC 179:199-203; Shields, 
Hugh, eag. Scéalamhráin 
Cheilteacha (Baile Átha Cliath: 
An Clóchomhar Tta, 1985), 23-
25
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga NFC 1514:296-311
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fianaidheachta ga NFC 1493:145-156
Árd Mór, Lios-Póil Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
lives in Doire na Fincin, Bárlinn; raised in 
Barr na nGallán / Barrnagowlane Dromdaleague West Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
Blackrock, Kilcorkney Cill Chóirne (Bán Tír) Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland A Fenian Tale en NFC S325:99-100
Blackrock, Kilcorkney Cill Chóirne (Bán Tír) Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Another Story en NFC S325: 67-68
Baile Móir An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
Caladh na Feirsde
Cill Cholmáin (Baile an 
Mhuilinn) Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na Mná Móire thar Lear ga
Na Cealla Beaga Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoidh na Mná Móire ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428299/4392866
Mín an Chearrbhaigh Gleann Cholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Mna Móire ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428326/4395271
lives and raised in Coom (spent 6 months in 
America) Cordal Castleisland Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra na mná móire thar lear ga en (trans.) http://doegen.ie/LA_1064d3
lives and raised in Casheltown / Baile an 
Chaisil (spent 12 years in America) Ardara Lifford Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll agus an Bhean Mhór ga en (trans.) NFC 310:87-93
Ní Bhaoill, Róise, eag. Ulster 
Gaelic Voices: Bailiúchán 
Wilhelm Doegen 1931 







Muinebheith / Monirea Tiaquin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll agus an Bhean Mhór ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 306-311; Annales de 
Bretagne 13 (1897-1898): 50-
57
Gleann Cholm Cille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Mná Móire ga
NFC 179:199-203; 1282:272-
275
Shields, Hugh, eag. 
Scéalamhráin Cheilteacha 
(Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Clóchomhar Tta, 1985), 23-25
raised in Middle Cape; lives in Irish Vale Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Fionn agus an Leac gd en (trans.)
Shaw, John, ed. and trans. The 
Blue Mountains and Other 
Gaelic Stories from Cape 
Breton (Montreal and 
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s 
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2496 OFT Y s NFC 225 83-87 Muiris Ó Floinn ♂ -- -- -- Seoirse de Búrca (student at UCD) ♂ ?/8/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2497 OFT-cf. Y s NFC 246 58-60 Seán Turraoin ♂ 40 fisherman
informant's mother (66) of Eochaill, c. 
20 years prior ♀ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 15/8/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2498
OFT; CAP; ROI; SI; 
BO Y S NFC 280 343-348 Séamus Ó Colla ♂ -- farmer
Padraig Ó Colla, informant's father, of 
Luinneach Beag, Doire Beaga, c. 45 
years prior ♂ Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 1936 Briody
2499 OFT-cf. Y s NFC 342 80-81 Máire Anna Ní Dhochartaigh ♀ -- -- --
Maighréad Ní Fhionnlaoich, student 
at Mín an Aodhaire, An Carraig, Dún 
na nGall ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2500 OFT Y S NFC 349 460-466 Mícheál Ó Coincheanainn ♂ 51 farmer
informant's father (c.60) of 
Móinteach, Baile Chláir, 30 years 
prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 18/5/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2501 OFT Y s NFC 483 326-327 Séamus Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 83 farmer
Mícheál Ó Muircheartaigh (70) of 
Drom, Caisleáin Ghriaghaire, 70 years 
prior ♂ Seán Óg Ó Dubhda, schoolteacher ♂ 11/3/1938
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2502
OFT; CAP; ROI; SI; 
BO Y S NFC 539 102-110 Séamas Ó Colla ♂ c.65 farmer
old people of Lomneach, Gaoith 
Dobhair -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 14/6/1938 Briody
2503 OFT Y S-T NFC 829 455-460 Micheál Ó Síoda ♂ 50 farmer
Mícheál Ó Síoda (70) of an Carn Mór, 
35 years prior ♂ Liam Ó Coincheannain ♂ 17/7/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2504 OFT Y s NFC 914 462-464 Séamus Ó Gréil ♂ 25 weaver's son -- Tomás de Búrca ♂ 10/10/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2505 OFT Y s NFC 1126 391-392 Mary Harvey ♀ (old) -- -- An Bráthair de Nóghla ♂ c.1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2506 OFT Y S-T NFC 1205 294-298 Mícheál Ó Síoda / Mike Silke ♂ 68 farmer local old people -- Ciarán Bairéad ♂ 23/7/1951 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2507 OFT Y s NFC 1314 76-78 Séamas Mac Gréil ♂ 28 farmer informant's father ♂ Pádraig Ó Maghráin ♂ 22/4/1952
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2508 OFT Y F-T NFC 1348 454 Séamas Mag Réill (Gréil?) ♂ 40 farmer -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 14/3/1954 Briody
2509 OFT-cf.; cf. BO N LR-s NFC 1487 64-65 James Farrell ♂ 91 labourer -- Jim Delaney ♂ ?/10/1957 Briody
2510 OFT Y s NFC S27 386-387 Padhraig Each (collector's father) ♂ 56 -- --
Bríghid Ní Each, student; school: Béal 
Cláir (girls' school) ♀ 20/6/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2511 OFT Y s NFC S67 281-282 Tomás Breathnach ♂ 54 farmer --
Tomás Breathnach, student; school: 
Ros Cathail (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2512 OFT Y s NFC S67 424-425 Tomás Breathnach ♂ 56 -- --
Máire Bhreathnach, student; school: 
Cill Ainbhthen ♀ 23/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2513 OFT; CAP; ROI; SI Y SU-LR-T NFC S142 164-165 Thomas Finegan ♂ -- -- --
Annie Cleary, student; school: Ráth 
Sheiscinn ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2514 OFT-cf. Y s NFC S1036 86-87 Padraig Ó Gallchobhair ♂ -- farmer informant's father ♂ student; school: Killymard -- 1938 Briody Fian?; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2515 OFT; BO N s Print Muireadhach Méith ♂ -- -- --
an tAthair Conn Mhac an Ghirr / 
Father Short ♂ 1904-1918
Béaloideas 2: 68; Ciarán Ó Duibhín 
(http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/~oduibhin/doegen/mcaule
y.htm)
2516 OFT Y s-T Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy? ♂? before 1870 CC (Oisín)
2517 OFT Y s Print Michael J. Murphy (wrote himself) ♂ -- folklore collector
"Written down as the collector 
remembers having heard it in Co 
Armagh." -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1975 --
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Aird Mhóir Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Eachtra Oisín 7 an Tarbh Draoídheachta ga
Helvic An Rinn Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Cruacha Cléireacháin ga
Luinneach Beag, Doire Beaga Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
"Seo leagan eile dé "Oisin indiaidh Ná 
bhFíann a' fuair mé aige" ga NFC 539:102-110
Gleann Colm Cille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
lives in Rinn na hÁirne; raised in Móinteach, 
Baile Chláir Anach Cuain Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Seanchas faoi Oisín 7 Páraig ag Teampall 
Dhúna Páraic ga
lives and raised in Baile na Leacan, Clochán, 
Caisleán Ghriaghaire Clochán Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Lomneach Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 280:343-348
lives and raised in An Carn Mór Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Pádhraic ga NFC 1205:294-298
lives and raised in Bun a'Choire Acla Bhuiruisiúil Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Naomh Pádhraic agus an Tarbh ga
lives in "home na mban-rialta" near Inbhar 
Chinn Trágha; from Ard Mhágh Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Páirc Gharbh, Carn Mór
Baile Chléire na 
nGaillimhe Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Ach' na n-Inbhar ga NFC 829:455-460
lives and raised in Asgaill, Bun a Chórraigh Achaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Naomh Páraic agus Oisín agus a'Tarbh ga NFC 1348: 454
lives and raised in Asgaill, Bun a'Chorraigh Achaill Buiríos Umhall Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Naomh Pádraig agus Oisín ga NFC 1314: 76-78
lives in Furge; raised in Aghnashillagh Legan Ardagh Longford / An Longfort Leinster Ireland Ardagh and St. Brigid's Church en
Bealach Bán Béal Cláir Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Domhnach Phadraig ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45660
69/4564234
An Dún Cill Ainbhthín Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga NFC S67: 424-425
Dún Cill Ainbhthen Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean-Sgéal ga NFC S67: 281-282
Creeves Mór Cill Phian
Tirawley / Tír 
Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisin en/ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428035/4370591




Tyrone / Tír Eoghain / 
Tyrone Ulster Ireland Naomh Pádraic agus an Fathach ga
An tUltach 2.4 (6/1925): 8; Ó 
Tuathail, Éamonn, eag. Sgéalta 
Mhuintir Luinigh (Dublin: 
Irish Folklore Institute, 1933), 
110-111
Wexford / Loch Garman Leinster Ireland The Rock of Cashel en
Kennedy, Patrick. The Fireside 
Stories of Ireland (Dublin and 
London: 1870), 153-154
Dromintee Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Oisin and the Magic Bull en
Murphy, Michael J. Now 
You're Talking… Folk Tales 
from the North of Ireland 
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 
1975), 99-100
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2518 OFT Y s NLS 73.2.1 36-37
Donald MacLean / Domhnall Mac an 
Leathain ♂ c.86 (1715-) --
informant got most of his lore from 
Calum MacPhail (informant's 
grandfather) of Torasay ♂?
Iain Mac Mhuireach / John Mac 
Mhuirich (MacPherson), 
schoolmaster ♂ c.1800 --
2519 OFT-cf.; CAP-cf. Y s SSS SA1958.002.6 00:04:53 
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
73 (1885-
1975) -- informant's father ♂ Hamish Henderson ♂ 1958 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2520 OFT-cf. Y s-T SSS SA1960.070.A3 00:01:53
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
75 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 4/4/1960
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
2521 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y F-s NFC 6 361 -- -- -- -- -- Sr. Máiréad ní Aodha ♀ late 1920s
Briody Fian4; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: 
Naomh Pádraig)
2522 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 10 54-56 Pádraig Ó Murchadh ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2523 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 27 114-122 Tadhg Ó Murchadha (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- informant's father Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ c.1905
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2524
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
CAP Y S/L NFC 33 17-24 Séamas de Paor ♂ 77 -- Pádraig Paor (informant's father) ♂
Seán Ó Súilleabháin, Doire an Locha, 
Ciarraighe ♂ ?/3/1933
Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Oisín i dTír na 
hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe); 
Shields, Narrative Singing in Ireland: 193n21
2525
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; ROI Y S NFC 46 253-260 Dómhnall Ó Laoghaire ♂ 72 labourer
Dómhnall Mac Cárthaigh, 50 years 
prior, of Ceann Coille, Drom Dá Liag ♂ Seán Ó Briain ♂ 28/6/1934
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2526
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 55 28-37 Seaghan Ua Gallchobhair ♂ c.70 -- --
Cathal Ó Gallchobhair (18), student; 
school: Colaisde Énda ♂ c.1931
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2527
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO Y S NFC 71 170-176 Tomás Risteárd ♂ c.55 --
informant got his tales from his father, 
who got them from his own father ♂
Éilís Seóigheach (25), student; school: 
Sgoil N. Dhubhrosa, Cinnmhara, Co. 
na Gaillimhe ♀ Summer 1931
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig [170-172][172-176])
2528
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
OFT Y F-s NFC 84 357 Tomás Ó Foghludha ♂ 62 -- -- Pádraig Ó Milleádha ♂ 16/6/1934
Briody; Briody Fian3; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
2529 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y s NFC 93 300 Bean Uí Liatháin ♀ 91 -- -- Máire Ní Dhábhoireann ♀ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2530 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s; LR-T NFC 94 150-151 -- -- -- -- --
Glens of Antrim Feis Folklore 
Competition -- 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2531
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S/L NFC 122 193-219 Pádraig Ó Loingsigh ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ c.1934 Briody
2532 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L-Lit. (?) NFC 125 6-44. -- -- -- -- -- Seán Ó Ceallaigh (child) ♂ 1932-33 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2533
OTO (ATU 470B); 
OFT; CAP; BO; ROI Y S NFC 141 120-155 Seán Mac Briartaigh ♂ 70 fisherman
Searlaí Mag Anna (c.65) of Teilionn, 
c. 35 years prior ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 16/10/1935 Briody; CC (OTO; OFT; CAP; BO; ROI/SI)
2534
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 152 21-26 Bean Uí Mhuirithe ♀ 88 widow
Nioclás A Gearailt (85) of Ceann a 
Mhathalla, c. 50 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 20/12/1935 Briody
2535
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
BF; TDM Y SU NFC 152 335-337 Peats Cotters ♂ 73 pensioner
old people of Cill na bhFraochán c. 50 
years prior. -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 6/1/1936 Briody
2536
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
CAP Y S NFC 152 369-377 Micil Paor ♂ 60 farmer
informant's father (60) of Cnocán 
Rua, c. 40 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 7/1/1936 Briody; ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2537
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
ROI Y s NFC 171 917-920 Ambrose Duibhin ♂ 60 farmer
Ambrose Duibhin (70), informant's 
father, of Mín na Sróna, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 8/2/1936
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2538 OTO (ATU 470B); OFT Y s NFC 178 253-255 Pádhraic Ó Grádaigh ♂ 53 farmer
Áine bean Uí Grádaigh (70) of 
Dúnméanan, Cill Lasrach, 40 years 
prior ♀ Áine Ní Ruadháin ♀ 28/2/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2539
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; ROI; BO Y S NFC 180 315-323 Pádraig Mac Guibhir ♂ -- fisherman
Clann mhic Fhionnlaoich (60 and 65) 
of an Chill Bhig, Cill Carta, c. 30 years 
prior -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 19/5/1936 Briody
2540
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO Y S NFC 184 9-16. Tomás Treó ♂ 71 pensioner
informant's father (70) of Baile Uí 
Bhrása, c. 35 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 23/4/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Padruig a' Togail Tighe gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 39
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 





lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Pàraig agus Oisean gd SA1958.002.6
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/46235/1
Márthan Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Sgéal mar gheall ar Naomh Pádraig atá i 
mbéal na ndaoine i mBaile an Fheir[t]éirigh 
agus mór timcheall an cheantair sin. ga
Baile an Challa Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Laoi Oisín i dTír na nÓg ga NFC 357:599-601
An Coirreán Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Tír Na n-Óg agus Daoine a Chuaidh Ann: 
Oisín ga
Baile an Bhuithléaraigh Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland
Oisín (a thuras go T. na n-Óg, a bhaisteadh, 7 
an t-ocras go léir a bhíodh air) ga
Ceann Coille, Drom Dá Liag Cathrach Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
Loch an Iubhair, Na Rossa Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Fiannuigheachta ga
Lios na h-Uisge, Béal an Átha, Baile an Róba Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
An Cnoc Maol, Béal na Molt Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Oisín ga Béaloideas 6.2 (1936): 241
Túirín Leith Árd Múscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Oisin en
Baile an tSlé, Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na nÓg, Na Fianna ga
Uibh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Laoibh Oisín air Thír na n-Óg ga
lives in Teilionn; raised in Iomaire Mhurnáin, 
Teilionn Gleann Cholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Helvic An Rinn
Déise Laistigh den 
Drom Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Oisín 7 Naomh Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Cill na bhFraochán Dún Garbhán
Déise Lasmuigh den 
Drom Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Na Finn ga
lives and raised in Cnocán Rua Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Tír na nÓg ga
lives and raised in Mín na Sróna Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Báisteadh Oisín ga
lives and raised in Dúnméanan Cill Lasrach Gaillean/Gallen Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín and St. Patrick en
lives and raised in Cill Beag Cill Cartha Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhrása Gráinseach Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Oisín ga
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OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO; CAP; OFT Y S NFC 194 26-36 Seán Ó Roilleáin ♂ -- -- -- Brighid Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2542
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; CAP Y s NFC 210 234-236 Seán de Búrca ♂ c.90 -- -- Brighid Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2543 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 216 338-341 Peadar Ó Caollaí ♂ 59 -- -- Eibhlín Ní Chaollaí ♀ 22/7/1936
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2544 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 225 90-92 Muiris Ó Floinn ♂ ? -- -- Seoirse de Búrca (student at UCD) ♂ ?/8/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2545
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 237 368-375 Seán Ó Madaoin ♂ 80 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 8/10/1936 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
2546 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L/S NFC 247 219-224 Tomás Ó Cinnéide ♂ 71 farmer
Pádraig Ó Cinéide (40) of Baile an 
Bhódhléirigh, c. 20 years prior ♂ Peadar Ó Niallagáin ♂ 9/9/1936 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2547
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y s NFC 254 311-314
Máire bean Uí Shúileabháin (neé 
Séaghdha) ♀ 80 farmer's widow
Cáit Uí Shéaghdha (80), informant's 
grandmother, of Garra Leitir, Bonán, 
c. 60 years prior ♀ Breandán Ó Seaghdha ♂ 16/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2548
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 269 660-667 Micheál Ó Cathbhuadhaigh ♂ c.86-7 farmer
informant got his tales from his 
mother and other old people ♀?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 6/12/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2549
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; SI Y S NFC 280 291-297 Máire Nic Gionnaile ♀ -- housewife
Mícheál Mac Gionnaile, informant's 
father, of Macaire Laisge, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Séamas Ó Dubhgáin ♂ 9/11/1936 Briody
2550
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO Y S NFC 287 349-356 Liam Ó Seóinín? ♂ -- -- -- Bríghid Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1936
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2551
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
CAP Y S NFC 296 412-418 -- -- -- -- --
Finghin Ó Súilleabháin, teacher, 
Coiste Oideachais Gairme Beatha 
Luimnigh ♂ c.1937 Briody (not cf); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2552 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 298 85-87 -- -- -- -- --
Muiris Brún, student of Seán Ó 
Dubhda; Sc: An Carraig ♂ 21/6/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2553
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 309 311-316 Séamus Ó Súilleabháin (An Chasúir) ♂ c.66-70 farmer
informant's mother (c. 80) of An 
Fhéith, many years ago ♀ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 17/2/1937 Briody; ÓSC p. 138 (# 673); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2554 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 319 183-185 Conchubhar Ó Séaghdha ♂ 50 farmer -- Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 24/2/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2555 OTO (ATU 470B); SI Y S/L NFC 328 135-139 Pádraig Paor ♂ -- -- -- Tomás Ó Maicín ♂ summer 1928 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2556 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L NFC 334 451-477 Séamus Ó Súilleabháin  ♂ 66 farmer
Finghín Ó Suilleabháin (80) of 
Crosaire; Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin (60) 
of Rothum; Donnchadh Ó 
Súilleabháin of Rothum (d. 40 years 
prior at 96), c. 45 years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 12/4/1937 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2557
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
CAP Y S NFC 335 144-150 Mairéad Ní Dhomhnaill ♀ 66 housewife
John Bradley (70) of Corr na 
gCoileán, 40 years prior ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 2/2/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2558
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
ROI; CAP Y S NFC 335 171-176 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer
Paidí Ua Colla, informant's father, of 
Mín a' Dubháin ♂ Liam mac Meanman ♂ 20/2/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2559 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 349 453-459 Proinnsias Ó Caomhacáin ♂ 80 weaver
Prionnsias Ó Caomhacáin (60), 
informant's uncle, of Coitianta, Anach 
Cuain, 60 years prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 15/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2560
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO Y S NFC 349 111-127 Páraic Ó Lionnáin ♂ 52 farmer
informant's father or uncle, of 
Murbhúch, Baile Mhucháin, 30 years 
prior ♂ Liam mac Coisdealbha ♂ 8/4/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2561 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 355 166-172 Mairtín Ó Flathartaigh ♂ 60 farmer
Maitiú Ó Curraidhin (40) or Doire 
Locháin, 30 years prior ♂ Éamonn Ó Conghaile ♂ 9/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2562 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 357 599-601 [Pádraig Ó Murchadh] ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2563 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y s NFC 369 386-387 Con Ó Briain ♂ 71 -- -- Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 16/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Baile an Conna, Béal Átha na Muiche Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Naomh Pádraic agus Oisín en
Baile Treasna, Baile an Róba Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín i dTír na h-Óige ga
lives and raised in na hAirde Thiar Cárna / Moyrus Baile na hInnse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín Mac Fhinn ga
Aird Mhór Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Thuirling d'Oisín dTír na nÓg ga
lives and raised in Inis Tuirc (ó dheas) Lomaidh Baile na h-Inse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
lives and raised in Baile an Bhódhléirigh Daingean Uí Chúise Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Gort na dTulach; raised in Garra 
Leitir Neidín Gleann Ó Ruachta Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
lives and raised in Cúm an Bhóthar na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtraidhthe i dTaobh Oisín ga
lives and raised in Machaire Laisge Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Failte n-Ínghean Pharthalain Roimh Oisín ga
Béal an Átha? Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Béaloideas na hÉireann ga
Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
Cill Maolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Fianíochta ga
lives and raised in An Fhéith, next to An 
Mhuirbhígh na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Bean Tíghe Phádraig ga
lives and raised in Cúrthín Tuath Ó Siosda Gleann a' Ruachta Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
Coill na Ciarraige Caisleán Nua Iffe 7 Offe Thiar
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Rothum Glé an Garbh Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Laoi Oisín ar Thír na n-Óg ga
lives and raised in Corr na gCoileán Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín 7 Pádraig ga
live in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a' Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín 7 Pádraig ga
lives in Crocán na mBrobh; raised in 
Coitianta, Anach Cuain Anach Cuain Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i ndiadh na Féinne ga
lives in Páirc Mhór, Finnabharra; raised in 
Murbhúch, Baile Mhucháin Céibh Nua Burren Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Seanchus ar Oisín 7 Naomh Páraic ga
lives and raised in Doire Locháin, An Spidéal Rathún Má Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín a gul go Tír n-Óg ga
Baile an Challa Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Laoi Oisín i dTír na nÓg ga NFC 10:54-56
Faíllán Eadragóil Bárra Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
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OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO Y s NFC 375 338-342 Mairtín ac Conamara ♂ 68 fisherman
Mícheál 'ac Conamara, informant's 
father, of Glaisoileán, Tulaigh ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 24/6/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2565 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 381 443-446 Peadar Ó Síordáin ♂ 80 -- -- Bríd Ní Chollaráin ♀ c.1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2566 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 391 205-210






Niall Ó Baoighill (95) of Rann an 
Feirsde, 55 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 30/6/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2567
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
CAP; SI Y S NFC 402 340-353 Diarmaid Ó Foghladha ♂ 69 farmer
Kate Sullivan, informant's mother, of 
Teampall Nuadh, when informant was 
young ♀ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 11-15/7/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2568
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; ROI; BO Y S NFC 428 201-211 Conall Mac Cormaic ♂ 75 farmer
old people of Doire Leac Conaill, An 
Dubh Choraidh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 11/11/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2569 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 435 315-318 Seán Mac Aodh ♂ 37 farmer; shepherd
Seán Mac Aoidh (c.70), informant's 
grandfather, of Min Doire, c. 25-30 
years prior ♂ Áine Nic a'Leagha ♀ 12/12/1937
Briody; CC (cf. Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2570
OTO (ATU 470B); RO; 
CAP; BO Y S NFC 438 117-137 Anna (Annie Bhán) Nic Grianna ♀ 45 blind pension
Máire Nic Grianna (43) of Rann na 
Feirste, 30 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 11/12/1937
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2571
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 450 348-360 Val Lábhrú ♂ 76 farmer
old people of Baile Brúnach, Baile 
Conaola -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 5/11/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2572
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO; ROI Y S NFC 451 190-192 + 471:1-7 Marcus ac Fhualáin ♂ 72 farmer
old people of an Caorán, Baile 'ic 
Conaola -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 3/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2573
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
ROI; SI Y S NFC 455 342-350 Séamus Ó Riagáin ♂ 84 farmer old people of the area, 60 years prior -- Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ summer 1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2574
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
BO-cf. Y s NFC 456 415-417 Aonghus Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 74 disabled man -- Seán Ó Dálaigh ♂ 18/1/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2575
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO Y S NFC 464 261-271 Maighréad Ní Cnáimhsighe ♀ 70 farmer's wife
Seaghán Ó Rabhartaigh (70) of Mín 
Dair na Sluaigh, Áth na gCoire, 50 
years prior (unsure if this only applies 
to the first, non-Fenian item or all her 
items.) ♂? Pádraic Ó Rabhartaigh ♂ c.1937-8
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2576
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO-cf.; ROI/SI Y S NFC 509 478-488 Máire Nic Fhionnlaoich ♀ c.65 housewife
informant's father, long ago, of 
Machaire Loisce, Gaoith Dobhair ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 31/5/1938
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2577 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 514 129-131 Seán Ó Mathghamhna ♂ 18 labourer
Seán Mac Giolla Padraig (13) of Baile 
Deasmhumhan, Atha Treasna, 5 years 
prior ♂ Diarmaid Ó Mathghamhna ♂ 1/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2578
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
CAP Y S NFC 528 356-361 Pat Corduff ♂ 50 farmer
informant's father (73) of Ros 
Dúmhach, 10 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 16/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2579
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; SI Y s NFC 539 376-378 Seán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ 75 farmer old people of Mín a' Chladaigh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 9/8/1938 Briody
2580
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
CAP Y S NFC 541 57-67 Liam Ó Dubhchain ♂ 44 fisherman
informant's father (90-100) of Toraigh, 
17 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 18/6/1938
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2581 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-v NFC 563 456-458 Stiopháin Ó Curraigh ♂ 92 none informant doesn't recall -- Seán Mac Artúir ♂ 28/7/1938 Briody; Briody Laoithe notes
2582 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 569 227-243 Mícheál ac Giollarnáth ♂ 80 farmer
informant's uncle (54), from a' 
Ráithín, Bail Loch Riach, 60 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ c.1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Glaisoileán Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baistiú Oisín ga
Garlach, Clár Cloinne Mhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín mach Finn ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde na Rosann Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Oisín ga
Ó Domhnaill, Níall, eag. 
Sgéalta Johnny Sheimisín 
(Béal Feirste: Irish News, 
1948), 86-88
lives and raised in Eisg Domháin
Teampall Nuadh (nó na 
Snadhma?) Dún Ciaráin Theas Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Pádraig en
lives and raised in Doire Leac Conaill Teampall Cróin Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in An Dúnmór Íochtarach; raised in Min 
Doire Cloichcheannfhaolaidh Cill Mhic Nenain Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar Chuaidh Oisín go Tír na h-Óige ga en (trans.)
MacLennan, Gordon W. 
Seanchas Annie Bhán, ed. and 
trans. Alan Harrison and Máiri 
Elena Crook (Dublin: The 
Seanchas Annie Bhán 
Publication Committee, 1997), 
88-105.
lives and raised in Baile Brúnach Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín, a'gol go Tír na h-Óige ga
lives in an Dólann, Cloch na Rón; raised in 
an Caorán, Baile 'ic Conaola Baile an Dúin Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín, i dTír na h-Óige ga
lives and raised in Tóin Raithnighe na Beithighe Cill Tartáin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i dTír na h-Óige ga
lives and raised in Currachusach, Cloch an 
Chláraig Brosna Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg en
lives and raised in Mín Dair-na Sluaigh, Áth 
na gCoire Teampall Crón Íochtarach Áth na gCoire Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
lives in Machaire Loisce Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
NFC T1550 MÓC; TCD MS 
10878/tape 26; Béaloideas 12.1-
2 (1942): 173-174
lives and raised in Tuirín Dubh Baile Deasmhumhan Duiche Ealla Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na nÓg ga
lives and raised in Ros Dumhach Cill Chomáin Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
lives and raised in Mín a Chladaigh Gaoith Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Toraigh Cloich Chionn Fhaoilidh Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Oisín ga
lives in 'Brownvilla'; raised in Lochán Beag, 
An Spidéal Magh Cuilinn Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in a' Ráithín Cloch Stumán Baile Locha Riach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Argúinteacht Oisín agus Pádhraic ga
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OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO Y S NFC 572 190-197 Seán Mac Meanamain ♂
76 (1862-
1941) farmer
Mártan Ó Cléirigh (50; died in 1898) 
of Gort Mór, Beannchor (originally 
from Sraith na Manrach, Ballycroy) ♂ Liam Mac Coisdeala ♂ 2/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2584 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y S NFC 575 101-120 Jack Keane ♂ 60 dance instructor -- Liam Shine ♂ 14/12/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2585
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO Y S NFC 587 488-501 Pádraig a' Cearailt ♂ 74 small farmer
Seán Ó Sé (c. 70) of Cam a' Liaig (An 
Clusach), Fionn Trágha, 65 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 18/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2586 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 590 227-242 Mícheál Ó Coincheanainn ♂ 50 farmer
Pádraic Ó Miodhcháin (80) of Sean 
Cill, Corr an Dola, 30 years prior ♂ Liam Ó Coincheanainn ♂ 2/12/1938
Briody (Pósadh le Bean Gránna > Bean Álainn; 
Coinníolacha); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2587
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
ROI; OFT Y S NFC 605 217-221 Pádhraic Ó hIoláin ♂ 80 farmer old people of Maigh Cuilinn -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 15/2/1939
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2588
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; SI Y s/L NFC 606 528-530 Séamus a Géanlaigh ♂ 65 farmer
Páraic Muiltheach (70+) of Grafaigh, 
Attymas, over 30 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 20/3/1939 CC (Oisín / Goll; St. Patrick, Goll, Oisín, etc.)
2589
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO Y S NFC 611 500-522 Tomás Ó Colla (Caitlíne(?)) ♂ c.82 farmer
old people of Doire Beag, Gaoth 
Dobhair -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 3/5/1939
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2590
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
BO; ROI; SI Y S NFC 615 142-145 Seán Ó Cealla ♂ 60 -- -- Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ c.1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2591 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y s NFC 624 227-230 Colm Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 65 farmer old people of Currach Dubh -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 9/5/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2592 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 640 264-269 Concubhair Mac Páidín ♂ c.60 farmer old people of Cathrú na Madadh -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 2/8/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2593 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 686 243-244
Séamas Ó Donnabháin (Séamus 
Dearg) ♂ 87 farmer
the neighbours in and around Láthair 
Tighe Dálaigh, over 40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 11, 13/11/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2594 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 687 367-370 Máirtín Seóighe ♂ 62 herdsman
old people of Gabhlán na Laogh, 
years prior -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 5/12/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2595
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; ROI; BO Y S NFC 711 226-239 Seán Ó Maolruaidh ♂ 47 stonemason old people of Túr Mhic Éadaigh -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 14/5/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2596
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; ROI Y S NFC 712 464-478? Beartla Ó Conaire ♂ 60 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 5/11/1940 Briody
2597 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y s/L NFC 736 409-411 Donnchadh Ó Donnabháin ♂ 85 farmer old people of Baile Uí Áile -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 15/5/1940 Briody; ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2598 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y s NFC 771 398-400 Séamas Ó Gairbhia ♂ 70 farmer
heard among the people who were 
telling tales to Mr. Curtin in Ventry c. 
47 years prior -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 31/3/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2599 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 793 68-77 Pádhraic Ó Griallais ♂ 65 farmer
informant's father (60) of 
Gairbeanach, Ros Muc, 35 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhb ♀ 12/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2600 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y s NFC 807 48-52 Seán de Brún ♂ 72 labourer
old people of Cill Choirne, Bán Tír, 
over 20 years prior -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 5/1/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2601
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
CAP-cf. Y s NFC 808 180-183
Diarmuid Ó Súilleabháin (Jerr 
Phádruig) ♂ c.70 small farmer
Doncha Ó Súilleabháin (60), 
informant's uncle, of Árd na gCaiseal, 
40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 25/11/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2602 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 851 248-251 Máitíu Ó Tuathail ♂ 86 fisherman
Seán Ó Donnchadha (70), informant's 
uncle, of na h-Aille, 40 years prior ♂ C. I. Mac Giolla Eachain ♂ 24/11/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2603
OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
OFT-cf.; ROI; BO Y s NFC 869 395-397 Pádhraic Ó (h)Íogó (?) ♂ 88 farmer
informant's father (60) of Cluan 
Caolbhuidhe, 40 years prior ♂ Tomás de Paor ♂ 8/4/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2604 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 914 538-540 Seán Ó Gréil ♂ 65 weaver -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 12/10/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Tamhnach Beannchoir Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín i n-éis na Féinne ga
Béaloideas 13.1-2 (1943): 229-
233
lives in Tarmons; raised in Brosna, Kerry Táirbeart Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn MacUmhaill and His Men en
lives and raised in Mártháin Beag Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Uisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
lives in Rinn na hÁirne; raised in Muinteach, 
Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Corr an Dola Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i nDiaidh na Féinne ga
lives in Gort Ribeach; raised in Maigh 
Cuilinn Cill Chuimín Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
lives in An Cartún Beag; raised in Grafaigh Attymas Gailiug Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Naomh Páraic ga
lives and raised in Doire Beag Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Sonach Cillíní Díoma Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cuide dho argúinteacht Oisín a's Pádhraic ga
Ó Baoill, Pádraig agus Feargal 
Ó Béarra, eag. Glórtha Ár 
Sinsear: Béaloideas 
Oirdheisceart na Gaillimhe 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 
2005), 14-15
lives and raised in Currach Dubh Cill Chuimín Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Na Fianna ga
lives and raised in Ceathramh na Mádadh Cluain dá Choircigh Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Láthair Tí Dálaigh / 
Lahertidaly Sciobairín / Abbeystrowry
Cairbre Thiar / West 
Carbury Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na nÓg ga
lives and raised in Gabhlán na Laogh Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Chaoí a bhFuair Oisín an Bhean ga
lives and raised in Leitirinín Baile Eibhe Cearra Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
lives and raised in Roscíde Ros Muc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín india' na Féinne ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Áile, Sciobairín An Sciobairín Cairbre Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín ga
lives and raised in Baile an Lochaig Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Uisín i dTír na nÓ-g ga
lives and raised in An Gairbeanach Cillbhriocáin Cill Cuimmín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i ndiadh na Féinne ga
lives in Cruinne Lú, Cill Chóirne; raised in 
Cill Mhídhe, Sráid a Mhuilinn Cill Chóirne (Bán Tír) Iar Mhúscraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín agus Tír na nÓg ga
lives in Leaca Riach; raised in Árd na 
gCaiseal, Cillmhacomóg Cillmhacomóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na nÓg en
Indreabhán An Croc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i dTír na h-Óige ga
lives and raised in Cluain Caolbhuaidhe Cill Chonla An Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seanchus ga
lives and raised in Bunachoire Acla Buruisiúil Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal Oisín ga
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OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
OFT-cf.; BO; ROI; SI Y S/L NFC 918 227-233 Seán Ó Fearraidhe ♂ c.35 weaver
Bean Uí Fhuaruisge, informant's aunt, 
of an Cheathramhain, Gort a' Choirce, 
c. 25 years prior ♀ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 3/9/1943
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2606
OTO (ATU 470B); SI-
cf. Y s NFC 979 578-580 Muiris Mac Gearailt ♂ 76
labourer (New 
England old people of Baile an tSlé -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/3/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2607
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 980 724-759
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer the people in Baile Uí Boithín -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/6/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2608 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L NFC 985 77-83 Muiris Ó Catháin (Maurice Mhuiris) ♂
c.57 (c.74 in 
1947) fisherman --
Robin Flower; transcribed by 
Seosamh Ó Dálaigh in 1947 ♂ c.1930 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2609 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y L/S NFC 1002 647-675 Pádraig Óg Liath Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 85 -- -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 6/8/1946
Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Oisín i dTír na 
hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
2610
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 1009 242-264 Mícheál Ó Coileáin ♂ 70 farmer
Tom Ó Coileáin (60), informant's 
father, of Carn Mór, 50 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/2/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2611
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO; CAP Y S NFC 1033 75-90 Mícheál Mac an Luain ♂ 60 farmer
old people of na Cruacha, an Coimín, 
an Clochán -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 13/12/1947
Briody; Briody Fian6; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
2612 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y F-s NFC 1113 449 Oweny Rafferty ♂ 70
farmer; formerly 
in British Navy -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ ?/7/1948 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2613
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO; ROI Y S NFC 1149 232-241 Mícheál Ó Dúnaíghe (Downey) ♂ c.65 farmer
Seán Ó Séaghdha, informant's former 
next-door neighbour in Poll a' 
Chapaill, many years prior ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 30/5/1948 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2614
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO Y S NFC 1191 192-196 Mícheál Ó Conmhacáin ♂ 50 farmer -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 4/10/1950
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2615
OTO (ATU 470B); BO-
cf. Y F-s NFC 1206 100 Tomás Mac Aodháin ♂
c.68 (1853-
1936) -- -- Pádraig Ó Moghrain ♂ Winter 1921 Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2616 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L NFC 1207 115 Peig Ní Dhochartaigh ♀ 80 housewife old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 8/4/1951 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2617 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L NFC 1230 433-435 Peadar Buiréid ♂ 45 farmer old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 25/3/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2618
OTO (ATU 470B); 
OFT; CAP; BO; ROI Y S NFC 1270 301-322 Seán Mac mBriartaigh ♂ 52 farmer; carpenter
Cathal Ac Anna (76), 40 years prior, 
of Rann an Cille, Teileann ♂ Pádraig Ó Beirn ♂ 8/4/1949 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2619 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L NFC 1275 249-254 Mártán Ó Mainín? ♂? -- -- --
Cáit Ní Mhainín (student, for a 
competition) ♀ c.1934-1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2620 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 1275 384-387
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (collector's 
mother) ♀ -- -- --
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (student, for 
competition) ♀ c.1935 Briody
2621
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NFC 1275 516-528 -- -- -- -- -- Áine Ní Labhradha ♀ c.1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2622 OTO (ATU 470B) N S NFC 1314 501-505 Eilís bean Mhig Íontaigh (Níc Ailín) ♀ 90 farmer['s widow] -- Pádraig Ó Móghráin ♂ 9/9/1952
Briody; CC (cf. Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2623 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y F-s NFC 1349 208 Áine Uí Mháille ♀ 85 farmer['s widow]
most of informant's tales are from her 
father; she also mentions having read 
this tale ♂? Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 12/7/1954 Briody
2624 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 1360 32 Mrs. Emerson ♀ c.56 farmer's wife -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 19/1/1953 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2625 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S-Lit. NFC 1395 377-382 -- -- -- -- -- Micheal Corduff (?) ♂ c.1955 Briody; ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2626 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC 1401 316-319 Anna (Ní Gréill) Ní Mhálle ♀ 86 pensioner -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 18/3/1955 Briody
2627 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 1417 396-401 Mary Howard ♀ -- -- -- Michael Carolan ♂ 1955 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2628 OTO (ATU 470B) Y L/s NFC 1478 516-517
Seán Sheáin Uí Chearnaigh (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- -- -- Seán Sheáin Uí Chearnaigh ♂ c.1957 Briody
2629 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC 1529 83-85
Mícheál Ó Donnchadha (Maidhc 
Pheatsaí) ♂ 75 labourer
people of Baile Mhúirne, 50-60 years 
prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 8-22/6/1959 Briody
2630 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-s NFC 1567 244 Tom Carraghar ♂ -- -- -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ ?/3/1960 Briody
2631 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC 1593 272-274
Mícheál Ó Donnchadha (Maidhc 
Peatsaí) ♂ 77 labourer
people of Baile Mhúirne, 50-60 years 
prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ ?/6/1961 Briody
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lives and raised in Baile an Gheafta, Gort an 
Choirce Cloich Cheannfhaola Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Naomh Pádraic agus Oisín ga
lives in Baile an Fhirtéaraigh; raised in Baile 
an t-Sléibhe, Fionn Trágha Dún Úrlan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Uscar 7 Uisín ga
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Martháin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Uisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
lives and raised in an tOileán Thiar Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín 7 Pádruig ga
Muíng Uí Dhúbhda Uibh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Tír na n-Óg ga
lives and raised in Carn Mór Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe An Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Urchar an Daill faoi Abhall ga
lives and raised in Dubh Chró, na Cruacha Killymard Baighneach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiaidh na Féinne ga NFC 1947:207-221
Ní Dhíoraí, Áine, ed., Na 
Crúacha: Scéalta agus 
Seanchas (1985), 23-29
lives in Cariffamean Dromintee South Armagh Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Usshen en
lives and raised in Poll a' Chapaill Teampall Nóidh Dún Ciaráin Theas Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg en
lives and raised in Gleann an Gadh na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín ga
An Pháirc Úr Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Ceathrú na gCloch na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Ceathrú na gCloch na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Dán Oisín ga
lives in Iomaire Mhurnáin (which used to be 
called Léim na Buidhe); raised in Teileann Gleanncholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiaidh na bhFiann ga
Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Teacht Oisín ó Thír na n-Óig ga
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheacht ga
Ruisín Na Manach Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
lives in Sáile (Baile Thiar) Acaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fear a Chuaidh go Tír na hÓige ga
lives and raised in Dú Goirt Achall Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Finn from Tír na nOg en NFC 1401:316-319
Gortaclee, Cushendall Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Usheen en
Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Ossian in 'Tir na Oige' en
lives and raised in Dú Goirt Acaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín i dTír na hÓige en NFC 1349:208
Gladree, Belmullet Geata Mór Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland A Tradition of Oisin in the Land of Youth en
lives in Baile na nGall; raised on an Blascaod an Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland "An Fiaguí" agus Niamh Chinn Oir ga
lives in Leacht Dubhshagha; raised in Baile 
Mhúirne Cluan Droichead Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Ar Nós Oisín ga NFC 1593:272-274
Dunagh Moyne Monaghan / Muineachán Ulster Ireland Oisín en
lives in Leacht Dubhshagha; raised in Baile 
Mhúirne Cluan Droichead Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oisín ga NFC 1529:83-85
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2632 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F NFC 1758 280-281 Frank Cambell ♂ 75 -- -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1969 Briody
2633 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F NFC 1803 161-162 Frank Cambell ♂ -- --
old people; informant also thinks he 
read it in a school book -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1972 Briody
2634 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F NFC 1811 59 George Sheridan ♂ 59 -- -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1973 Briody
2635
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO; CAP Y S NFC 1947 207-221 Mícheál Phádraig mac a Luain ♂ -- farmer -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ c.1950 Briody
2636 OTO (ATU 470B) Y SU NFC
S: Ros Dumhach: 
Cóipleabhar Mháire 
Ní Ghionnáin 1-2 (unverified) Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 72 -- --
Máire Ní Ghionnáin, student; school: 
Ros Dumhach ♀ 22/8/1938 --
2637 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S5 144-145 John Conneely ♂ 80 -- --
Annie Mulkerrins, student; school: 
Scoil Naomh Seosamh, Béal an Átha 
Buí ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2638 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S7 139-140 Máire Seoighe Sheáin ♀ -- -- --
student; school: Doire Mór Iata, 
Cloch na Rón -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2639 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S32 123-124 Seaghán Ó Nuadhain ♂ 72 -- --
student; school: Baile Chláir na 
Gaillimhe (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2640 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S33 147-148 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2641 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S33 154-157 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2642 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S33 160-161 Seán Ó h-Ánfaidh ♂ -- -- -- student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2643 OTO (ATU 470B) Y LR-T; SU NFC S44 69-70 -- -- -- -- --
John Kilduff, student; school: 
Caisleán an Fhrinnsigh ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2644 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S47 373-374 Martin Fogerty ♂ 71 -- --
Florence Walsh, student; school: 
Lurga ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2645 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S60 173-174 Tomás Ó Lochlainn ♂ 34 -- --
student; school: Baile Locha Riach 
(An Clochar) -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2646 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y F-s NFC S66 387-388 Brighid Ní Fhlannchadha ♀ -- -- --
Criostína Ní Fhlannchadha, student; 
school: An Gleann ♀ 23/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2647 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y s NFC S91 1-5. Brighid bean Uí Seóighe ♀ 85 -- --
Brighid Seóighe, student; school: 
Doire ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2648 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y F-s; LR NFC S116 131 Ned McCormack ♂ -- -- -- T. Hopkins, student; school: Corrdún -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2649 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S139 7-8. Seán Mac an Bhreiteamhan ♂ 78 -- --
Máire Ní Éigeartaigh, student; school: 
Gleann Calraighe ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2650 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S174 275-276 -- -- -- -- --
Tom Johnson, student; school: 
Rockfield ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2651 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S184 405-406 -- -- -- -- --
Kathleen Scanlon, student; school: 
Imleach Neachtain ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2652 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S187 201-203
Patrick Cawley (likely collector's 
father) ♂ 54 -- -- Jenny Cawley, student; school: Carn ♀ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2653 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-s; LR-T NFC S238 70 Patrick Sharkey ♂ 88 farmer --
Liam McGann, student; school: 
Mantua ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2654 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC S238 107-108 Patrick Mulvihill ♂ 86 farmer -- student; school: Mantua -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2655 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s-T (inc.) NFC S238 202 Thomas Dockery ♂ -- -- -- student; school: Cloonmagunnane -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2656 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s/L (inc.) NFC S274 443-444 Seán Ó Murchadha ♂ 85 farmer --
Máire Ní Mhurchadha, student; 
school: An Chluain ♀ 8/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2657 OTO (ATU 470B) Y S-Lit. NFC S275 402-406 Michael Harington ♂ 56 -- --
Margaret Harrington, student; school: 
Cill Mhic Eoghain ♀ 27/10/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2658 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S356 77 Mary Connell ♀ 55 -- --
Francis Keeffe, student; school: 
Coiscéim (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
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Forkhill Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Usshen en NFC 1803:161-162
Forkhill Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Ostend en NFC 1758:280-281
Gortaree, White Hall
Fermanagh / Fear 
Manach Ulster Ireland Finn and Usshen en
lives and raised in Duchró, Na Cruacha Inis Caoil Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiadh na Féinne ga NFC 1033:75-90
Ros Dubh Cill Comáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín i dTír na hÓige ga
Ó Catháin, Séamas agus 
Caitlín Uí Sheighin, eag. Le 
Gradam is le Spraoi 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 1996), 62
Derrygimla Clochán / Clifden
Baile na hInse / 
Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland A Story en
Uilleann Thiar, Srath Salach Cloch na Rón Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fiannaidheacht na h-Áite ga
Turloch Bréige Baile Chláir na Gaillimhe Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean-Sgéal ga
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45660
83/4565579
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Baile na Cúirte i n-aice le h-Uarán Mór Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Ahascragh / Ath Eascra
Kilconnell / Cill 
Chonaill Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Old Irish tales en
Scariff, Tubber Beitheach (Beagh) Cill Tartáin / Kiltartan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Old Irish tales en
Árus Caomhna Baile Locha Riach Loughrea Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín i ndiaidh na Féinne ga
Cill Chuimín Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean-Scéal ga
Mám Treasna, Fionnuighthe Baile an Chalaidh Cearra Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427814/4346401
Cully Cill Bheitheach Coisdealbha / Costeloe Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Story of the Fianna en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427926/4358165
Doonfeeny Tír Amhalghaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428023/4369257
Killoran Leyney Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Oisin en
Cluid, Ballymote Imleach Fada Corrán Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Oisin en
Carn, Gurteen Cill Fraoigh Coolavin Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Brackloon, Mantua Kilcolagh Frenchpark
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Stories of Fionn Mac Cumhaill en
Eden and Kinclure, Mantua Kilcolagh Frenchpark
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Stories of Fionn and Oissian en
Callow Killnamanagh Frenchpark
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Story en
Lives and raised in Bearness, Na hAllaighthe, 
Beanntraighe Cill na Manach Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland St. Patrick and Oisin en/ga
Kilmacowen, Eyeries, Castletown Cill Choitiarainn Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Old Stories en
Glounreagh, Kiskeam Kilmeen
Duhallow / Dúithche 
Eala Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland A Fenian Story en
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2659 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC S356 78 Mrs. M. Casey ♀ 60 -- --
Patrick T. Casey, student; school: 
Coiscéim (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2660 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S367 226 James Hogan ♂ 43 labourer --
Eileen Hogan, student; school: Lios 
Uí Chearbhaill (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 96-97 (# 470*)
2661
OTO (ATU 470B); BO; 
SI-cf. Y s NFC S378 278-281 John Nevin ♂ -- -- --
Tadhg Ó hAilgheanáin, student; 
school: Clondulane ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2662 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y s NFC S432 358-361
Jeremiah D. Foley (collector's 
grandfather) ♂ 81 -- --
Patrick Foley, student; school: 
Fadhbach ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2663
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y s NFC S433 123-127 Séamas Ó Máille ♂ -- -- --
Séamus Ó Luain, teacher; school: 
Caladh na Feirsde ♂ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2664 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S456 279-280 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Clochar na Toirbhirte -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2665 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-s; LR-T NFC S479 239
Dómhnall Ó Cinnéide (collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- --
Dómhnall Ó Cinnéide, student; 
school: An Caladh ♂ 4/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2666
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y s; LR-T NFC S510 126-129 Séarlas de hÍde ♂ 70 -- --
student; school: Cill Fhíonáin / 
Kilfinnane (boys' school) 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2667 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC S520 397-398 Bean Uí Riain ♀ -- -- --
Máire Ní Mhadáin, student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire ♀ 15/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2668 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC S520 399-400 Bean Uí Choigligh ♀ -- -- --
Cáit Ní Riain, student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire ♀ 16/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2669 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S532 259
Mary Gibbons (collector's 
grandmother) ♀ -- -- --
Mary Fox, student; school: An 
Clochar, Buirgheas Uí Chatháin ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2670 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S571 189 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Ardfinnan (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2671 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. N s NFC S585 144-145 John J. Nihill (collector's father) ♂ -- farmer -- student; school: Sallybank -- 1937-1939 CC: Oisín
2672 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S597 166-168 -- -- -- -- -- Anna Lee, student; school: Cratloe ♀ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2673 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S603 574 -- -- -- -- --
Teresa O'Connell, student; school: 
Kilkerrin ♀ 6/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2674 OTO (ATU 470B) Y SU NFC S614 147 Tim Hegarty ♂ -- -- --
Peg Considine, student; school: Cor 
Finne (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2675 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S615 134-135 Mrs. Burke (collector's grandmother) ♀ 66 -- -- Rita Burke, student; school: Turlough ♀ 14/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2676 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s-Lit. NFC S617 372-374 -- -- -- -- --
Áine Ní Chriocháin, student (8th 
class); school: Gortown, Cill Seanaigh ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2677 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s-Lit. NFC S648 146-147 -- -- -- -- --
Josephine Dunphy, student; school: 
Convent of Mercy, Kilmacthomas ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2678 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s-T NFC S742 338-339 -- -- -- -- --
Christy Scally, student; school: 
Loughanvally ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2679 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S783 63-65 Local people -- -- -- --
Joseph Casey (13), student; school: 
Ring ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2680 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-s NFC S823 400.. -- -- -- -- --
Joseph Egan, student; school: 
Rosenallis ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (NR)
2681 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (class) NFC S823 404-406 -- -- -- -- --
Joseph Egan, student; school: 
Rosenallis ♂ 1937-1938 Briody
2682 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s-Lit. NFC S855 7-8. Mrs. Muldouney ♀ 38 -- --
a student; school: St. Fiachra's, 
Kilkenny -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2683 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s (inc.) NFC S860 185-186 Mrs. Harding ♀ - -- --
Brigid Jordan, student; school: 
Gowran (girls' school) ♀ 12/12/1938 Briody
2684 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y s NFC S860 183 Mrs. Walsh ♀ 76 -- --
Ena Walsh, student; school: Gowran 
(girls' school) ♀ 12/12/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2685 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S917 401-402 Statia Fortune ♀ 46 housewife --
Máire Fairsing, student; school: 
Glendalough ♀ 13/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Knockavorheen, Kiskeam Kilmeen
Duhallow / Dúithche 
Eala Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland The Return of Oisin from Tir na Nóg en
lives in Sallypark; raised in Garrygort
Lios Uí Chearbhaill / 
Liscarroll Orrery and Kilmore Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Geragh, Fermoy Clondulane
Condons and 
Clangibbon Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Meeting of Oisin and Saint Patrick en
Shanahill West, Castlemaine Kilgarrylander
Triúcha an Aicme / 
Truaghaneemy Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisin en
Caladh na Feirsde
Cill Cholmáin (Baile an 
Mhuilinn) Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Naomh Pádraig agus Oisín ga
Cill Áirne Magh gCoinche Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
Cill Imligh Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Bágh Oisín ga
Cill Fhíonáin / Killfinnane Cois Sléibhe / Coshlea Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
An Cheapach Mhór 
(Tuogh) Owneybeg Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Niamh of the Golden Head: Niamh Chinn Óir en
An Cheapach Mhór 
(Tuogh) Owneybeg Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Oisin and St. Patrick en
Tower Hill, Borrisokane
Borrisokane / Buirgheas Uí 
Chatháin Ormond Lower
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Ardfinnan Iffa and Offa West
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Oisin in Tíre-na-Oige en
Cloghera, Kill, Kilmore Kilseily Tulla Lower Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland The Magic Lake en
-- Cratloe Bunraite Íocht Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Killofin Clonderalaw Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Old Stories en
Newtown Kilnaboy Inchiquin Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland A Story of Oisin en
Aughavinane, Billharbour New Quay (Oughtmama) Burren Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Cill Seanaigh Corcomrua Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Niamh Cinn Óir, Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
Kilmacthomas 
(Ballylaneen) Decies without Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Old Irish Tale en
Conry Rathconrath Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland -- en
Balscaddan Balrothery East Dublin / Baile Átha Cliath Leinster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428166/4383533
Rosenallis Tinnahinch Laois Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Rosenallis Tinnahinch Laois Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Grovine St. Patrick's Shillelogher Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland Folklore en
Gowran Gowran Gowran Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland Tales of the Fianna en
Rathcash, Clifden, Kilkenny Gowran Gowran Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland Conán Maol en
Áth na mBó
Glendalough 
(Derrylossary) Ballinacor North Wicklow / Cill Mhantáin Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tale en
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2686 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S944 190-191 Felix Mac Donnell ♂ 60 -- --
Maisie Mac Donnell, student; school: 
Druim Mór, Muckno, Cremorne, 
Muíneacháin ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2687 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F NFC S946 453 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Clochar Lughaidh -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2688 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1035 375-376 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Nora Martin, student; school: Bearnas 
Mór ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2689
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; ROI Y S/L NFC S1035 140-145 Eoin (Peadar) Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 71 farmer --
Antoin Ó Dochartaigh, teacher; 
school: Cineal Conaill ♂ 21/8/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2690 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1046 612-614 Pádraig Ó Baoighill ♂ 71 -- --
Máire Ní Dhóchartaigh (12), student; 
school: An Charraig ♀ 1936..
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
2691 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1054 358 Dan Breslin ♂ 70 -- --
Nábla Nic Amhlaidhe, teacher; 
school: Leitir Mhic an Bhaird / 
Lettermackaward (Robertson) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2692
OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; SI; CAP; BO Y s NFC S1066 332-335 Maighread Ní Ghallchobhair ♀ 82 -- --
Brighid Ní Dhomhnaill, student; 
school: Doire Beag ♀ 1937-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2693 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1068 245-249 -- -- -- -- --
Méadhbha Uí Bhriáin (14), student; 
school: Mín an Chladaigh ♀ 15/6/1938 CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig)
2694 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1072 31-33 Brian Ó Comhgaill (collector's uncle) ♂ -- -- -- student; school: Cnoc na Neamh -- 1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2695 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1073 152-154 Collector's mother ♀ 40 -- --
Máighréad Ní Chongail, student; 
school: Baile na Bó ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2696 OTO (ATU 470B) Y s NFC S1081 323-324 Cathal Ua Gallchobhair ♂ -- -- --
Máire P. Ní hAelfeartaigh, student; 
school: Tearmonn ♀ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2697
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO; ROI/SI Y S/L NFC T1550 MÓC 00:11:34 Máire Nic Fhionnghaile (Máire Mhicí) ♀ 88 -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
2698
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO; ROI/SI Y S/L TCD MS 10878/tape 26 00:11:34 Máire Nic Fhionnghaile (Máire Mhicí) ♀ 88 -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
2699 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-s/L Print Máire Nic Fhionnghaile ♀ c.65-70 -- -- Mícheál Ó Flaitile ♂ 1936-1938 CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2700
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S Print
Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin [Micí na 
gCloch]? ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887
Briody Fian3 (OTO); CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: 
Niamh: Naomh Pádraig); SSS-CC (Hero Tales 
[Fenian])
2701
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ 1866 or before --
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Corliss, Crosmaglen Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Clunes Dartry Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Clar Dún na nGall Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ancient Stories en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428282/4391646
Mín Doire na Sluagh, Áth na gCoire Tamhnach Mhullaigh Tír Aodha Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Eachtraí Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428280/4391377




Leitir Mhic an Bhaird / 
Lettermackaward 
(Teampoll Crón) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Story - Oisín en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428354/4398728
Machaire an Chlochair, Doire Beag
Gaoth Dobhair 
(Tullaghobegley)
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
Mínlárach Tullaghobegley Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428390/4403282
Ardaidh Mhór, Gort an Coirce Cloch Cheannfhaoilidh
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín 'ndiadh na bhFiann ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428401/4404904
Doire Uí Frighil, Fálcarrach Raymunterdoney
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493628/4405099
Loch as Carraig, Tearmonn, Leithbhearr
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiadh na bhFiadhann ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493655/4407983
An Machaire Loisce Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i dTír na hÓige ga
NFC 509: 478-488; Béaloideas 
12.1-2 (1942): 173-174 TCD MS 10878/tape 26
An Machaire Loisce Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Néanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín i dTír na hÓige ga
NFC 509: 478-488; Béaloideas 
12.1-2 (1942): 173-174 NFC T1550 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
135-139
Machaire Loisgthe Gaoth Dobhair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Nighean Pharthláin ga
NFC 509: 478-488; T1550 
MÓC; TCD MS 10878/tape 26
Béaloideas 12.1-2 (1942): 173-
174
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 
Gaillimh, nó Dún na 
nGall
Munster, Connacht, 
or Ulster Ireland Oisin in Tir na n-Og ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 327-342 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 230-241
Ireland The Old Age of Oisin en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 240-242 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 212-214
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OTO (ATU 470B); 
ROI; BO Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Lady Gregory ♀ 1926 or before --
2703 OTO (ATU 470B); BO Y F-s Print Michael J. Murphy (wrote himself) ♂ -- folklore collector
"Written down as the collector 
remembers having heard it in Co 
Armagh." -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1975 --
2704 OTO (ATU 470B) Y F-s Print -- -- -- -- --
--; school: Cillíní Díoma; teacher: 
Uinseann Ó Cuinneáin -- 1937-1939 --
2705
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP-cf.; ROI; SI; BO Y s/L Print Collector's mother ♀ -- -- -- Séamus Ó Searcaigh ♂ 1919 or before




OTO (ATU 470B)-cf.; 
CAP Y S NLS 50.2.2 182r-184r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
2707 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y LR NLS 50.2.2 195r Duncan Morrison ♂ 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 17/9/1870 --
2708
OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP Y S NLS 50.2.4 243r-248r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- Ruaraidh Ruagh ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 2/10/1871 --
2709 OTO (ATU 470B)-cf. Y s NLS 50.2.4 242v, 243v -- ♂ --
captain of packet 
to Dunvegan informant's father in Skye ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 5/10/1871 --
2710 PLD Y s-T NFC 1223 308-310 -- -- -- -- -- John O'Donovan ♂ ?/11/1835 Briody
2711 PLD Y s-T NFC S417 525-527 John Corndon ♂ 35 -- --
student; school: Bouleenshere (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2712 PLD Y s-T NFC S609 177-178 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Scoil na mBráthar, 
Inis -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2713 PLD Y s-T NFC S1036 85-86 Pádraig Ó Gallchobhair ♂ -- farmer informant's father ♂ student; school: Killymard -- ?/6/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2714 PLD Y s-T NFC S1050 336-338 Proinnsias Ó hÉaghrain ♂ 88 tailor --
Gráinne Ní Eaghráin, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 1934.. Briody MA (MGF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2715 PLD Y s-T NFC S1051 291-294 Máire bean Ua Bhraonáin ♀ -- teacher
Prionnseas Ua Braonáin (died 1888), 
informant's father-in-law ♂
Róis Ní Bhraonáin, teacher; school: 
An Sealgán ♀ 1934-1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2716 PLD Y s-T NFC S1052 159-161 Anna, bean Mhic Fhloinn ♀ -- -- --
Maighread Nic Fhloinn, student; 
school: Béal an Átha Móir ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2717 PLD Y s-T NFC S1073 47-48 Gráinne Bean Eadhmon Mac Suibhne ♀ 88 -- --
Brighid Ní Ghaodhchain, student; 
school: An Sraith Mhór ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Usheen in Tir-Nan-Oge en
Lady Gregory, The Kiltartan 
History Book  (London: T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1926): 20-24; (in 
part) Glassie, Henry, ed. Irish 
Folktales (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1985), 256-
257
Dromintee Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Oisin and St. Patrick en
Murphy, Michael J. Now 
You're Talking… Folk Tales 
from the North of Ireland 
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 
1975), 99
Loughrea Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Pádhraic ga
Ó Baoill, Pádraig agus Feargal 
Ó Béarra, eag. Glórtha Ár 
Sinsear: Béaloideas 
Oirdheisceart na Gaillimhe 
(Baile Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 
2005), 14
Oileán na Cruite Na Rosa Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín ga
Ó Searcaigh, Séamus. Ceol na 
nÉan agus Sgéalta Eile 
(Dundalk: W. Tempest, 
Dundalgan Press: 1919), 64-65
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd* en (mention)
South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland How Oisein lost the Fhein gd* en (summary)
Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Loch Dearg Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland The Monster of Loch Derg en
Keel Baile Thaidhg
Clann Mhuiris / 
Clanmaurice Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland A Story of Great Warriors en
Drumcliff Islands / Na hOileáin Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland How Lough Derg Got its Name en
lives and raised in Orbeag, Cillumaird Killymard / Cill an Bhaird Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
An Fath gur Thugadh an t-Ainm "Loch 
Dearg" ar an Loch Sin ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4478458/4391867
lives in Mín an Dúbhain / Meenadoan, Baile 
na Finne; raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, 
Baile na Finne Inis Caoil / Inishkeel Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Loch Dearg ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428343/4397155
Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar Fuair Loch Dearg An tAinm ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428346/4397533
Mín an Dubháin, Baile na Finne Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Loch Dearg ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428348/4397779
Gleann Doimhin, Mín an Iábain Gartan
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
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2718 PLD Y I Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
2719 PLD Y s-T-Lit Print Terence O’Flaherty; a young boy ♂ -- -- -- Caesar Otway ♂ before 1827 --
2720 PO Y S NFC 1118 214-223
Éamonn Mac Grianna (Prionnsias 
Dhomhnaill Phroinnsias; Neidí Frainc 
/ Neddy Frank) ♂ -- -- -- Seán Mac Diarmada (mailed in) ♂ 8/31/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2721 PO Y s/L NFC 1510 149-152
Michéal Ó Baoighill (Micí Sheáin 
Néill) ♂ c.60 farmer old people -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/1/1958 Briody
2722 PO Y s/L NFC 1563 79-80
Michéal Ó Baoighill (Micí Sheáin 
Néill) ♂ -- -- -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1957 Briody; Archive List
2723 PO Y s/L NFC 1835 172-175
Michéal Ó Baoighill (Micí Sheáin 
Néill) ♂ c.75 farmer old of Rann na Feirste -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1975 CC (Oscar)
2724 PO Y s NFC Tape 28/10878 MÓC Bidí Sheáin Néill Uí Bhaoighill ♀ child -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
2725 PO Y s TCD MS 10878/tape 28 Bidí Sheáin Néill Uí Bhaoighill ♀ child -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
2726 R Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 103 (unverified) -- -- -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ c.1800-1808 --
2727 R Y L NLS 72.3.9 55-57 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780 --
2728 R Y F-L NLS 73.1.24 80-83 Archibald Fletcher ♂ -- -- -- (a scribe for) Archibald Fletcher ♂ 1750-1801 --
2729 R Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 11a-12a -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
2730 ROI Y F-L NFC 37 56 -- -- -- -- --
Michael Lillis, teacher, Synge St. 
Schools, Dublin ♂ 31/7/1931 CC (Oscar)
2731 ROI Y F-L NFC 37 116 -- -- -- -- --
Michael Lillis, teacher, Synge St. 
Schools, Dublin ♂ c.1931 CC (Oscar)
2732 ROI; BO Y s/L NFC 88 242-244 Mícheál Ó Fuaráin ♂ 86 -- -- Máire Ní Chéileachair ♀ ?/12/1933
Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Oisín i dTír na 
hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig; Fiann-laoithe)
2733 ROI; BO Y s NFC 238 193-195 Dáithí Cochraí (Godfrey) ♂ 60 farmer
Tomás Ó Cosgair (70+) of Cill 
Bheidín, c. 12 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 14/8/1936
Briody; CC (Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: Naomh 
Pádraig)
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Ireland -- en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 246-247 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 217-218
Ireland Fin M’Coul and the Hag with the Finger en
Otway, Caesar. Sketches in 
Ireland: Descriptions of 
Interesting, and Hitherto 
Unnoticed Districts in the 
North and South (Dublin: 
William Curry, Jun. and Co.; 
London: Charles Tait; 
Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 
1827), 181-192
Rann na Feirsde Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gaduidheacht Innis Dubháin ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Anagaire Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Inis Duain ga NFC 1835:172-175 NFC 1563:79-80
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Inis Duain ga NFC 1835:172-175 NFC 1510:149-152 Béaloideas 25 (1957): 43-44
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste
Anagaire (Teampall Cróin 
Íochtarach) Baollach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Inis Duain ga
NFC 1510:149-152; 1563:79-
80
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Inis Dubháin ga TCD MS 10878/tape 28
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Inis Dubháin ga NFC Tape 28/10878 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
58-59
Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Roc gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 





Rann Mar a Chaidh Roc a Thigh Fhinn. Roc-
Mac-Ciochair, Giulle bh' aig Righ Chormac gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 63
Scotland Mar Chaidh Rochd do Thigh Fhinn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 63
Cuar an Chláir Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Oscar agus Dia ga NFC 37:116
Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Oscar agus Dia ga NFC 37:56
Doire na Sagart Baile Mhúirne Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheachta ga
lives and raised in Cill Bheidín
Cill Bheidín nó Baile an 
Daigín Clár Cloinne Mhuiris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín ga
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2734 ROI Y F-L NFC 259 760 Míchéal a Ceóin ♂ 76 pensioner old people -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 15/11/1936 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2735 ROI; BO Y S NFC 373 155-161 Liam Ó Aoilbheard ♂ 56 farmer
partially from Micheál Ó 
Coinceanann ♂ Liam Ó Concheannain ♂ 2/9/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2736 ROI; AOP Y F-L NFC 602 141.. -- -- -- -- -- Máire Ní Chárthaigh (c. 21) ♀ ?/3/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2737 ROI-cf.; BO-cf. Y s NFC 606 455-459 Seán ac Aindriú ♂ 76 farmer
informant's father (died 30 years prior 
at 76), of Gleann Dá Ghuf, Béal Easa ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 13-14/3/1939 CC (Oisín / Goll; St. Patrick, Goll, Oisín, etc.)
2738 ROI; BO Y s/L NFC 615 487-492 Seán Ó h-Ainmneach (Ainsborr) ♂ 85 farmer
informant's father of Tobar Ruadh, 
Dún Mhór, 60 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 21/4/1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2739 ROI; SI; BO Y s NFC 794 477-479 Stiophán Ó Maoltheabhail ♂ 72 farmer
Liam Ó Maoilleabhail (70) of Fál Mór, 
60 years prior ♂ Mícheál Ó hEibhrín ♂ 18/11/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2740 ROI; SI; BO Y s NFC 840 390-392 Seán Ó Donnchadha ♂ 39 small farmer
Seán Ó Donnchadha (50), informant's 
father, of Baile an Tighe Mhóir, 25 
years prior ♂ C. I. Mac Gille Eachainn ♂ 17/10/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2741 ROI; BO Y s NFC 869 363-364 Pádhraic Ó Cuilleáin ♂ 88 --
informant's father (80) of Poll Dorcha, 
40 years prior ♂ Tomás de Paor ♂ 2/4/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2742 ROI Y s NFC S10 89 Maitias Ó Conghaile ♂ -- -- --
Máire Ní Dhonnchadha, student; 
school: Maighros ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2743 ROI; BO Y F-s NFC S10 91 Colm Ó Gaora ♂ -- -- --
Mícheál Mac an Íarla, student; school: 
Maighros ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2744 ROI; BO Y s NFC S22 412-413 Tom Reaney (collector's grandfather) ♂ -- -- --
Thomas Reaney, student; school: 
Cathair Loisgreáin ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2745 ROI Y s (inc.) NFC S33 162-163 -- -- -- -- -- a student; school: Garán -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2746 ROI Y s NFC S39 344 -- -- -- -- --
Áine Ní Bhriain, student; school: 
Croisbhóthar ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2747 ROI Y s NFC S329 24-25 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ua Chéilleachair, student; 
school: Sc: Sliabh Riabhach ♂ 11/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2748 ROI; SI Y s NFC S965 335 Pádraig Ó Raghallaigh ♂ -- -- --
Brighid Ní Shiordan, student?; 
school: Corrabha / Curravagh ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2749 ROI; BO Y s/L RIA LA_1203d1 00:02:10






marine) -- Karl Tempel ♂ 22/9/1931 DRWP
2750 SAG Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.064 146r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moirestan ♂
c.61 (c.1800-
1864) mason Iain mac Iain 'ic Eoghain ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 12/12/1861 CWP
2751 SAG Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW224 1r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moirestan ♂
c.61 (c.1800-
1864) mason Iain mac Iain 'ic Eoghain ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 12/12/1861 CWP
2752 SAG Y L (inc.) NLS 50.1.12 213r-213v
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireasdan ♂ 70 --
John MacDonald (Iain Mac Iain 'ic 
Eoghain; died 20+ years prior at c. 80) ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 11/12/1861
DWS Notes; (publication) 'CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.064)
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Other versions collected 
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lives and raised in Moín Fhinn Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Muc Rois Cor an Dola Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baisteadh Oisín I ndeire na bhFíanta ga
Imleach Droighneach, Baile an Sceilg Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádruig ga
lives in Croc Rua; raised in Gleann Dá Ghuf, 
Béal Easa Bun Uí Chonláin Gailing Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Goll, Oisín, 7 Naomh Páraic ga
lives in Co. Home; raised in Tobar Ruadh, 
Dún Mhór Bail Loch Riach Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baistiú Oisín ga
lives and raised in Fál Mór Cill Mór Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Pádhraig ga
lives and raised in An Teach Mór An Cnoc Uachtar Árd Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Pádraig ga
lives and raised in Poll Dorcha, Tuaim Tuaim An Clár Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín agus Pádhraic ga
Leitir Árd, Cárna Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Leitir Árd, Caiseal Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Mossfoil? Domhnach Phádraig Clár  Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oisín and St. Patrick en
http://duchas.ie/en/cbes/45621
27/4561863
Baile na Cúirte Dún Cillín Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Cill Chonla 7 Cill Bheinín Dún Mór Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Baile Mhúirne Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Géilleadh Oisín ga
Gub, Gleann Gaibhleann Glangevlin (Templeport) Tullyhaw Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
born in Baile Ímonn / Ballyemon, raised and 
lives in Cluan Riabhach, Gleann Áireamh / 
Clonreagh, Glenariffe Antrim / Aontroim Ulster Ireland Oisín i ndiaidh na Féinne ga en (trans.)
An tUltach 11.6 (1934), 7; 
Delargy Glens of Antrim N4:2-
7; Delargy Glens of Antrim 
N3:23-30 + N5:14-15
Ní Bhaoill, Róise, eag. Ulster 
Gaelic Voices: Bailiúchán 
Wilhelm Doegen 1931 
(Belfast: Ultach Trust, 2010), 
286-289; Wagner, Heinrich 
and Colm Ó Baoill. Linguistic 
Atlas and Survey of Irish 
Dialects, 4 vols, vol. 4 (Dublin: 
DIAS, 1969), 284; O'Boyle, 
Colm J. Phonetic Texts of East 
Ulster Irish. MA thesis 





Trien / Trithean near Carbost Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Suaran agus Goll gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW224: 




Trien / Trithean near Carbost Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duaran (Suaran?) agus Goll gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-







Islands Scotland Duaran (Suaran?) agus Goll gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.064: 146r; EUL GB 
237 Coll-97/CW224: 1r
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
212
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2753 SAG Y S NLS 50.2.4 231r-236r
Eachan Mac Iosaig (MacCiosaig) / 
Hector MacIsaac ♂ 73 -- Ruairidh Ruagh ♂ John Francis Campbell ♂ 2/10/1871 --
2754 SB Y S NFC 57 11-16. Seán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ -- -- informant's father ♂
Aodh Mac Suibhne, Coláiste 
Caoimhiú ♂ 1932 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2755 SB Y s NFC 104 119-125
James H. Sweeney / Séamas (Aoidh) 
Mac Suibhne (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- --
Volunteer James H. Sweeney / 
Séamas (Aoidh) Mac Suibhne ♂ 1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2756 SB Y S NFC 169 144-167 Jimmy Cheallaigh ♂ 60 farmer
Séumas Cheallaigh (85; died in 1915), 
informant's father, of Cró na dTonn ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/8/1934
Briody Fian3; CC (Mar goideadh Scian, Corn, etc. ó 
Fhionn agus mar fuair Triúr Gaiscíoch do iad)
2757 SB?; TA Y S NFC 261 332-359 Seán Mac Giolla Easbuic ♂ 71 farmer
Brian Mac Giolla Easbuic (60) of 
Toigh Fliuch, na Gleanntaí, c. 65 
years prior ♂ Prionnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 29/11/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2758 SB Y S NFC 280 255-264 Nóra Ní Dhuirnín ♀ 69 farmer's wife
informant's mother of an Tullaigh, an 
Clochan Uath, 60 years prior when 
she was 9 ♀ Parthalán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ 10/1/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2759 SB Y S NFC 291 236-250 -- -- -- -- --
"Fionn Mac Cumhaill" of An Roinn 
Oideachais -- 1927
CC (Rudaí a bhaineas leis an bhFéinn; Scian go 
mBuaidh [agus Bás Ghuill])
2760 SB Y S NFC 291 447-451 Seán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ -- -- --
Aodh Mac Suibhne, Scoil Mhín na 
Mánrach, Clochán-Liath, Tír Chonaill ♂ ?/3/1930 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2761 SB Y S NFC 498 203-206 Seán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ -- -- --
Aodh Mac Suibhne, Scoil Mhín na 
Mánrach, Clochán-Liath, Tír Chonaill ♂ 3/3/1930 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2762 SB Y S NFC S1050 269-283 Proinnsias Ó hÉaghrain ♂ 88 tailor --
Gráinne Ní Eaghráin, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 1934.. Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2763 SB Y s NFC S1055 13-16 Seán Ó Dubhgáin ♂ -- -- --
Niall Mac Suibhne, teacher; school: 
Mín na Mánrach ♂ ?/1/1935
CC (Rudaí bhaineas leis an bhFéinn; Scian na 
mBuadh)
2764 SB Y s NFC T1549 MÓC 00:04:31 Dónall Mac Suibhne (Danny) ♂ young postman
Mícheál Ó Tiománaí (Mícheál James 
Mhíchíl; informant's neighbour) ♂
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
2765 SB Y s TCD MS 10878/tape 25, 26 00:04:31 Dónall Mac Suibhne (Danny) ♂ young postman
Mícheál Ó Tiománaí (Mícheál James 
Mhíchíl; informant's neighbour) ♂
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
2766 SB; HT Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Elizabeth Andrews ♀ 1919 or before
Briody Fian3; CC (Mar goideadh Scian, Corn, etc. ó 
Fhionn agus mar fuair Triúr Gaiscíoch do iad)
2767 SB; BC-cf. Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887
Delargy's notes in Curtin's Irish Folk-Lore (Talbot), 
179; Briody Fian3; CC (Mar goideadh Scian, Corn, 
etc. ó Fhionn agus mar fuair Triúr Gaiscíoch do iad; 
BC)
2768 SBF Y s-T NFC 929 574-575 Pádraig Stephen Ó Gribhthín ♂ c.70
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 10, 12/6/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2769
SBF; OTO (ATU 
470B); MGF Y S; LR-T NFC 1158 47-53 Siobhán Ní Shúilleabháin ♀ 50 --
Cáit bean Mhic Gearailt (40) of 
Árdamór Íochtarach, Liospóil, 20 
years prior ♀ Brighde Ní Shúilleabhain ♀ 7/1/1949 Briody; Briody MA (MGF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2770 SBF Y s NFC S1080 202-203 Padraig Mac Giolla Bhrighde ♂ 68 farmer --
Pádraig Mac Pháidín, teacher; school: 
Carraig Airt ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2771 SBF Y s NFC S556 58-59 -- -- -- -- --
Mary O'Meara, student; school: 
Cluainín ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd* en (summary)
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Seilg Fhinn Mhic Cumhail 'sna Fianna ga
Mincorbhais, Croich Slighe < Gaoth Dobhair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgian Na-mBuaidhe ga
Lives and raised in Cró na dTonn, Gleann 
Fhinne Cill Taobhog Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Seachran Fhinn Mhac Cumhaill ins an am ar 
Fhuascal Condy Mhac Aimide dó ga
Toigh Fliuch, Na Gleanntaí Inbhir Banacht Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Cró Bheithe; raised in an Tullaigh, 
Clochan Uath Teampall Cróna Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scian gach mBuaidh ga
Ireland Sgian go mBuaidh ga
Loch Cathair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scian na mBuaidhe ga
NFC 498:203-206; S1055:13-
16
Loch Chathair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scian na mBuaidhe ga
NFC 291:447-451; S1055:13-
16lives in Mín an Dúbhain, Baile na Finne; 
raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, Baile na 
Finne Inis Caoil Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Deireadh na bhFian ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428343/4397080





Mín na Sróna, Baile na Finne; later moved to 
Wales, where he died in the mines in 1969 Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Scian Reanna ga TCD MS 10878/tape 25, 26
Mín na Sróna, Baile na Finne; later moved to 
Wales, where he died in the mines in 1969 Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Scian Reanna ga NFC T1549 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
155-156
Glenties Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
Andrews, Elizabeth. Ulster 
Folklore (New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1919), 91-95
Kerry, Galway, or 
Donegal / Ciarraí, 
Gaillimh, nó Dún na 
nGall [CC: Donegal, 
probably]
Munster, Connacht, 
or Ulster Ireland Black, Brown, and Gray ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 281-291 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 195-202
lives and raised in Cuan na nAragal Gleann Beithe Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Loch a' Steounncháin en
lives in Cinneáird / Cinn Aird; raised  in 
Árdamór Íochtarach, Liospóil Cinneáird Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 na Fianna ga
Carraig Airt Ros Guill (Mevagh)
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn agus na Cailíní Óga ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493648/4407510
Dún Drongáin / Drangan 
(Cloneen) Middle Third
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Slievenamon en
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2772 SBF Y s-T NFC S557 269-270 -- -- -- -- --
Labhrás Ó Gormáin, teacher; school: 
Dún Drongáin (boys' school) ♂ 1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2773 SBF Y s-T NFC S564 39-41 Miss H. Noonan (collector's aunt) ♀ 70 -- informant's father (80) ♂
Labhrás Ó Núnáin, teacher; school: 
Magh Glas, Fethard ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2774 SBF Y s NFC S565 33 -- -- -- -- --
Caitlín Baróid, student; school: 
Convent of Mercy, Carraig na Siúire ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2775 SBF Y s-T NFC S568 219 -- -- -- -- --
Cáit Ní Chuinn, student; school: Cill 
Chais ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2776 SBF-cf. Y s-T SSS SA1990.038.A2 00:05:03 Pat Ryan ♂ -- --
books/relatives/acquaintances; John 
Campbell --/♂ Linda Williamson ♀ 1990.03.11 SSS-ALST
2777 SBF Y F-s; LR-T Print Edward Houlihan ♂ -- -- -- Bertie Treacy of Clonmel ♂ 1939 or earlier CC (Áiteanna); Archive List
2778 SBF Y s-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
2779 seanchas; CF-cf. N LR-T NFC S434 209-210 -- -- -- -- --
Seosamhain Ní Fhoghludha, student; 
school: Cill Orglan (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 CC (CF)
2780
seanchas; OTO (ATU 
470B); BO Y LR-s; s Print Séamas Mhaitiú (Uí Eidhin?) ♂ -- -- heard when he was young -- Douglas Hyde ♂ c.1898 Archive List; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2781
seanchas; TDG-cf.; 
MGO-cf.; C-cf. Y LR; r NLS 50.2.4 142r-143r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871 LF:198
2782 seanchas; LCD Y I; LR; F-L SSS SA1964.007.A5 00:01:18 Hugh MacKinnon ♂ -- (?-1972) crofter -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ 1964 Tobar an Dualchais; SSS-ALST
2783 SI-cf.; BF-cf. Y F-s CB 266.A02 00:00:47 Joe MacIntyre ♂ -- -- -- John William Shaw ♂ 5/5/1980 Gaelstream
2784 SI Y s NFC 184 214-215 Muiris Cúnún ♂ 65 farmer
informant's father (66) of Barra na 
Stuac, c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 9/5/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2785 SI Y F-s NFC 969 428 Maitiú Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
informant heard some of his stories 
from his father, Máirtín Ó Tuathail, 
who heard them from his own uncle, 
Seánn Ó Donnchadha ♂? Colm Iain Mac Ghille Eathain ♂ 16/1/1945 --
2786 SI Y s NFC S234 389-390 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Tighmhanach -- 3/10/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2787 SI Y s NFC S433 128 Séamas Ó Máille ♂ -- -- --
Séamus Ó Luain, teacher; school: 
Caladh na Feirsde ♂ 1937-1939 Briody
2788 SI; ROI; CAP Y S/L NFC S1050 339-348 Proinnsias Ó hEaghrain ♂ 88 tailor --
Gráinne Ní Eaghráin, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 1934.. Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2789 SMRB Y L/s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.002 3v-4v Angus MacInnes / Aonas Mac Aonais ♂
c.65 (c.1800-
1871) crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 13/1/1865 CWP
2790 SMRB Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.003 5r-6v
Duncan MacLellan / Donnacha 
MacIlliallain "Donnacha Bàn" ♂
c.49 (c.1816-
1893) crofter; mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 10/1/1865 CWP
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Drangan / Dún Drongáin Middle Third
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Slievenamon en
Cloneen, Fathard
Magh Glas 7 Cill Náille 
(Cooleagh) Middle Third
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Sliab na mBan en
Carraig na Siúire
Iffe 7 Offe Thoir / Iffa 
and Offa East
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Sliabh na mBan ga
Cill Chais 7 Cill tSíoláin
Iffe 7 Offe Thoir / Iffa 
and Offa East
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Sliabh na mBan ga
Ireland; USA Fionn Macuill and the Women of Ireland en
Killusty South, Fethard
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland Finn's Indecision en Béaloideas 9.1 (1939): 50
Ireland How Fion Selected a Wife en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 222-223 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 196-197
Annadail Cill Orglan Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- en
Gort Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal ar Oisín agus na Fiantaibh ga en (trans.) Béaloideas 1.3 (1928): 219-220
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn's Questions to Graidhne gd* en (summary)
lives and raised in Cleadale Small Isles Eigg Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh a' Choin Duibh gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/44428/1





lives in Baile na Móna; raised in Barra na 
Stuac Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Oisín ga
lives in na Criogáin, Indreabháin; raised in na 
hÁille An Chnoic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Mainistir na Búile Mainistir na Búile
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland -- en
Caladh na Feirsde
Cill Cholmáin (Baile an 
Mhuilinn) Triúcha an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oscar i n-Ifreann ga
lives in Mín an Dúbhain / Meenadoan, Baile 
na Finne; raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, 
Baile na Finne Inis Caoil / Inishkeel Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Oisín agus Naomh Pádraig ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428343/4397158
Smeircleit South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lorg an Ogain gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-






Càrnan, Iochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lorg an Ogain gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
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2791 SMRB Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.026 87v -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1866 CWP
2792 SMRB Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW107.040 36v-37v
Duncan MacDonald / Donnachadh 
Mac an Tàillear ♂
c.84 (c.1785-
1873) farmer -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 6/4/1869 CWP
2793 SMRB Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.073 160r-160v
Duncan MacLellan / Donnacha Mac 
an Leallain ♂
c.49 (c.1816-
1893) crofter; mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 10/1/1865 CWP
2794 SMRB Y L/s EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.074 161r-161v Angus MacInnes / Aonas Mac Aonais ♂
c.65 (c.1800-
1871) crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 13/1/1865 CWP
2795 SMRB Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW113.005 10r-11r
Duncan MacLellan /  Donacha Mac 
an Liallain ♂
c.49 (c.1816-
1893) crofter; mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 10/1/1865 CWP
2796 SMRB Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW113.006 11r-12r Angus MacInnes / Aonas Mac Aonais ♂
c.65 (c.1800-
1871) crofter informant's father ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 13/1/1865 CWP
2797 SMRB Y L NLS 50.1.5 57r-61v Angus MacKinnon ♂ c.70 tailor -- Hector MacLean ♂ ?/9/1860 Tobar an Dualchais (CannaOT.2)
2798 SMRB Y L NT
CannaOT.2, Track ID - 
45580 00:02:54
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 
'ic Dhòmhnaill) (sister of Angus 
MacLellan) ♀
90 (1868-
1970) -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 3/6/1958 Tobar an Dualchais
2799 SMRB Y F-L SSS DJM 1 64-65 Neil MacDonald (collector's uncle) ♂
informant's father (70) of Inishvale, 
South Uist, 50 years prior ♂ Donald John MacDonald ♂ 25/4/1952 --
2800 SO Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.055 134r-135r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach 
Moireastan ♂
c.64 (c.1800-
1864) mason -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 22/10/1864 CWP
2801 SO Y L NLS 50.1.12 151r-152r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1860? DWS Notes
2802 SO Y L NLS 50.1.12 238r-240r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
2803 SO Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.13 9a-10b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802 --
2804 SO Y L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW112.055)
2805 SSC Y S NFC 9 289-303 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ c.67 small farmer -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 26/10/1932 Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne)
2806 SSC Y s NFC 14 211-212 Micheál Loibhéad ♂ -- -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne)
2807 SSC Y S NFC 44 232-236 Seán Ó hÉalaithe ♂ 83 farmer
informant's mother, c. 50 years prior, 
of Leaca Bán, Béal Áth an 
Ghaorthaidh ♀ Mícheál Ó Lubhaing ♂ ?/9/1933 Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne; Fiann-laoithe)
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Snishival / Sniseabhal South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lorg An Ogain gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-





Smercleit / Smeircleit South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lorg An Ogain gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.002: 3v-4v





Ìochdar South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lorg An Ogain gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-






Smercleit / Smeircleit South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Lorg An Ogain gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW007.002: 3v-4v





Dallabrog South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Seathan Mac Righ Beirbh gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 282-287 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 298-303 = 
PTWH (1994): 438-439
raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh an Fhir Mhòir gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/45580/1
lives and raised in Peninerine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
Trithean / Trien Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 






Islands Scotland Suire Osein gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.055: 134r-135r
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Suire Osein gd
Scotland Ninghin Iunsa gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
141-142
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Suireadh Oisein air Eamhair Aluinn gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
142
Márthain Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Garsún Gearra-Glais ga NFC 356:246-259
Gabhlán Ard Lios Póil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Fhinn Mhic Chumhail ga NFC 215:43-45
Fearann Fada, Cúm Thola Beanntraí Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fionn 7 Deirbhthiúr Chonáin Mhaoil ga
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2808 SSC Y L NFC 57 70-73 Séamus Mac Dunshléibhe ♂ 73 -- -- Aodh Mac Suibhne ♂ 1932 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2809 SSC Y L NFC 83 219-220 Pádraic ic Lúrcán ♂ 62
farmer; 
fisherman
Mícheál 'ac Ghuibhir (68), 36 years 
prior, of Baile Cruic, Baile Chaisil, 
Muigh Eó ♂ Tomás Ó Longain ♂ 27/12/1934
Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne; Fiann-laoithe); 
Shields, Narrative Singing in Ireland: 243
2810 SSC Y s/L NFC 157 629-631 Páraic Mac an Iomaire ♂ 64 farmer
informant's grandfather, c. 40 years 
prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 8/11/1935 Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne)
2811 SSC Y s NFC 161 160-163 Pádhraic Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 71 farmer old people -- Proinnseas de Búrca ♂ 29/5/1935 Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne)
2812 SSC Y s NFC 178 292-295 Mícheál mac Lochlainn ♂ 50 farmer
Peadar Ó Hallinan (90) of Curradrish, 
Béal Easa, Co. Mhuigheo, 35 years 
prior ♂ Ánna Ní Ruadháin ♀ 6/3/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2813 SSC Y s NFC 215 43-45 Mícheál Ó Libhéad ♂ -- -- --
Diarmuid Mac Gearailt (student of P. 
T. Ó Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2814 SSC Y L NFC 237 21-28 Seán Ó Conraoí ♂ 84 -- -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 31/7/1936 Briody; CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne)
2815 SSC; MGF Y S NFC 246 84-88 Seán Turraoin ( Ó Toráin) ♂ 40 fisherman
informant's father (65) of Eochaill, c. 
25 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 18/8/1936 Briody; Briody MA; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2816 SSC Y L NFC 262 590-595
Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh (wrote 
himself) ♂ 22 folklore collector
Pádraig Ó Duibheanaigh (73) of Rann 
na Feirsde, 12 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 1936 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2817 SSC Y s NFC 275 56-58 Micheál a Ceóin ♂ 76 pensioner
old people of Seanphobal, c. 60 years 
prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 24/11/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2818 SSC Y L NFC 289 351-352 Máire Ní Dhubhthagh ♀ 50 housewife
Maighread bean Uí Dhubhthaigh (76), 
informant's mother, of Rann na 
Feirsde, c. 14 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Domhnaill ♂ 21/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2819 SSC Y S NFC 356 246-259 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 26/10/1932 Briody Miscellaneous Notes
2820 SSC Y L/S NFC 403 437-442 Micil Ó Laoidh ♂ 60 farmer
informant's mother (50) of Cloch 
Bhuí, Leitir Miolláin, 40 years prior ♀ Liam Mac Coisdeala ♂ 7/10/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2821 SSC; TDG Y S NFC 410 429-440 Anna Nic Grianna ♀ 45 blind pension
Máire Nic Grianna (43) of Rann na 
Feirste, 30 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheannaigh ♂ 27/10/1937
Briody; Bruford (TDG); CC (Fionn ag lorg an 
Fháinne; TDG)
2822
SSC; CF-cf.; OTO 
(ATU 470B); CAP; BO Y S NFC 456 165-178 Seán a Cearailt ♂ 71 small farmer
Seán Ó Clúmháin (60) of Ceann 
Trágha Uachtarach, Fionn Trágha, 40 
years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 19/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2823 SSC; CF Y S NFC 475 115-132 Mícheál Mac Gearailt ♂ 24 farmer's son
Tomás a' Cearailt (72 in 1938), 
informant's father, of Márthain Toir; 
heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 2/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2824 SSC Y s NFC 483 428-430 Muiris Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 83 farmer
Mícheál Ó Muircheartaigh (70) of 
Drom Clocháin, Caisleán Ghriaghaire, 
70 years prior ♂ Seán Óg Ó Dubhda, schoolteacher ♂ 6/4/1938
Briody; CC (Oisín; Oisín i dTír na hÓige: Niamh: 
Naomh Pádraig)
2825 SSC Y L NFC 488 110-115 Hudie Sheáinín (Aodh Ó Domhnaill) ♂ 66 farmer
informant's grandfather (60) of Rann 
na Feirste, 40 years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Domhnaill ♂ ?/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2826 SSC; CF Y S NFC 597 41-53 Pádraig a' Cearailt ♂ 74 small farmer
Seán a' Cearailt, informant's father, of 
Márthain Beag; heard often ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 31/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2827 SSC Y L NFC 741 20-21 Aodh Ó Grianna ♂ 39 labourer
Meadhbha Ní Árluigh (75) of Rann na 
Feirste, 20 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 22/1/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2828 SSC Y L NFC 824 447-452 Seán Ó Maodhbh ♂ 32 farmer
an old man (70) of Cillbhriocáin, 
Rosmuc, 15 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Maodhbh ♀ 13/3/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2829 SSC Y s NFC 866 427-431 Mícheál Ó Caodhain ♂ 60 farmer old people -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 10/4/1943 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2830 SSC Y s/L NFC 867 275-278 Páraic Mac an Iomaire ♂ 74 farmer
informant's grandfather, who got his 
stories from his own father, 40-50 
years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 7/12/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Doire Beag, Gaoth Dobhair Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ríogh na Sealg ga
Baile a'Chruic Baile Chaisil Tír Amhlaidh Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Laoi Fhinn ga
lives and raised in Coillín Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Fionn Mhac Cumhaill, Mná Fionna na 
Féinne, 7 Báinríon na Bruighne ga NFC 867:275-278
lives and raised in Baile an Tobair Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga
lives and raised in Dúntas Cill Lasrach Gaillean Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland One of Fionn Mac Cumhal's Adventures en
Gabhlán Ard Lios Póil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul Fhinn Mhic Cumail ga NFC 14:211-212
lives in Cloch na Rón; raised in dúth-ithir Muighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An t-Sealag ga
lives in Helvic; raised in Eochaill Rinn / Ringogonagh
Déise / Decies without 
Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn ma Cúil ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Íochtarach Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Sealg ga
lives and raised in Móin Fhinn Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Fáinne ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Íochtarach Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Marthán Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Gearra-Ghlais ga NFC 9:289-303
Cloch Bhuí, Leitir Miolláin Ceathrú Rua Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An tSealg (Fionn 7 Gioleann) ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde na Rosann Baogheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mhac Cumhail ga
lives in Na Gorta Dubha; raised in Márthain 
Thoir Dún Úrlan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath na bhFiann / Oisín i dTír na n-Óg ga
lives and raised in Márthan Toir Marthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgeal a Gharsúin Ghearra Glas ga
Baile na Leacan, Clocháin, Ciasleán 
Ghriaghaire Clochán Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oisín is Naomh Pádruig ga
lives in Mín na Scathmhail; raised in Rann na 
Feirste na Rosann Teampall Cróna Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Sealg ga
lives and raised in Márthain Bheag Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Cath Déunach a bhí ar a bhFéinn ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Sealg ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhriocáin, Ros Muc Cillbhriocáin Cill Cummin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi na Sealg ga
lives and raised in Dubhachta Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Bran Fhionn ga
lives and raised in Coillín Muigh Ros (Cárna) Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fíonn ins a' mBruighin ga NFC 157:629-631
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2831 SSC; CF Y S NFC 980 760-773
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer
Seán (Bán Fíodóra) Ó Conchubhair 
(c. 60) of Baile Uí Bhoithín, 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/6/1946 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2832 SSC Y L NFC 1270 288-294 Seán Mac mBriartaigh ♂ 52 farmer; carpenter
Cathal Ac Anna (78), 38 years prior, 
of Rann an Cille, Teileann ♂ Pádraig Ó Beirn ♂ 5/4/1949 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2833 SSC Y s (inc.) NFC 1401 234-235 Anna (Nígh Gréill) Ní Mháille ♀ 86 pensioner -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 21/2/1955 Briody
2834 SSC Y F-s NFC 1745 180 Frank ('Wings') Campbell ♂ -- -- -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1967 Briody
2835 SSC Y F-s NFC 1758 279-280 Frank Campbell ♂ -- --
Biddy Tommy Waarey (McConville) 
(died in 1910 at over 80) ♀ Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1969 Briody
2836 SSC Y F-s NFC 1803 160 Frank Campbell ♂ -- --
informant says it was in the 
schoolbook, but he didn't read it in 
there; old people told it. -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1972 Briody
2837 SSC Y s NFC S65 75, 77 -- -- -- -- --
Máire Ní Dhonnchadha, student; 
school: Caladh na Muc ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2838 SSC Y s NFC S662 23-24 -- -- -- -- --
R. Taylor, student; school: Dundalk 
Upper -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2839 SSC Y s (inc.) NFC S663 69-70 -- -- -- -- --
Paddy Carragher, student: school: 
Mullach Airlinne ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2840 SSC Y s NFC S1018 136-137 Sean Woods ♂ 21 -- --
Brendan Woods, student; school: 
Cootehill (boys' school) ♂ 20/1/1938 Briody
2841 SSC Y s NFC S1018 219-220 -- -- -- -- --
John McDonald, student; Cohaw 
(boys' school) ♂ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2842 SSC; ROI-cf. Y L (inc.) NFC S1052 13-14 Padraig Ua Baoghail ♂ -- -- --
Róis Ní Bhraonáin, teacher; school: 
An Sealgán ♀ 1939 Briody Laoithe notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)




Rev. Mr. M. of 
Coolbawn -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ 1866 or earlier
Briody Fian3, CC (Fionn ag lorg an Fháinne; BC); 
Bruford (BC)
2844 SSC Y L Print Pádraig Ó Sléibhín ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1913 Briody Fian6; CC (Fiann-laoithe)
2845 SSC-cf. Y S Print Micí Bán Ó Beirn ♂
41 (1899-
1980) farmer -- Bríd Ní Bheirn ♀ 1930 --
2846 SSC Y s Print Michael J. Murphy (wrote himself) ♂ -- folklore collector
"Written down as the collector 
remembers having heard it in Co 
Armagh." -- Michael J. Murphy ♂ 1975 --
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lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Marthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Cath Fionn Trá ga
lives in Iomaire Mhurnáin (which used to be 
called Léim na Buidhe); raised in Teileann Gleanncholmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoi na Seilge ga
lives and raised in Dú Goirt Acaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill and the Fairy's Ring en
Forkhill Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn en NFC 1758:279-280; 1803:160
Forkhill Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool & Cailleach Bearea en NFC 1745:180; 1803:160
Forkhill Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool & Cailleach Bearea en NFC 1745:180; 1758:279-280
Uachtar Árd Mágh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Story about Fionn en
Dundalk Upper Dundalk Upper Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland Slieve Gullion en
Dundalk Upper Dundalk Upper Louth / Lú Leinster Ireland Old Irish Tales en 
Cavan Rd., Cottehill Drumgoon Tullygarvey Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland Finn and the Magic Lake en
Drumgoon Tullygarvey Cavan / an Cabhán Ulster Ireland The Magic Lake en
An Clasaigh Inis Chaoil Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Lombardaigh na Sealg ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428347/4397747
Wexford-Carlow border: Ballygibbon/White 
Mountain area Wexford / Loch Garman Leinster Ireland
How Fann Mac Cuil and his Men were 
Bewitched en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 206-208 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 182-184; ; Glassie, 
Henry, ed. Irish Folktales 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 
1985), 37-39
Eadarghabhail, near Loch Iasc Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Laoidh na Sealg ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 107-114
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Eachtra Fhinn ar Fhéasta na Nollag ga
Mac Giolla Easbuic, Mícheál, 
eag. Ón tSeanam Anall: 
Scéalta Mhicí Bháin Uí Bheirn 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2008), 46-56
Dromintee Armagh / Ard Mhacha Ulster Ireland Finn McCool and the Cailleach Bearea en
Murphy, Michael J. Now 
You're Talking… Folk Tales 
from the North of Ireland 
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 
1975), 101-103
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2847 TC Y S HMP
Éire 2A/00:39:31-
00:46:37 00:07:06 Gráinne bean Uí Dhomhnaill ♀ -- -- --
Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew?, undergraduate 
student; school: Harvard ♀ 30/8/1974 Hillers
2848 TC Y s NFC 25 57-59 Pádraig Ó Conchubhair ♂ -- -- --
Seán Ó Leathlúir (Leathlobhair), 
student of Seán Ó Súilliobháin/John 
Sullivan, Sgoil na mBuachaillí, Baile 
an Sgeilg ♂ 12/11/1929 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2849 TC N s NFC 25 98-101 Mícheál Ó Néill ♂ 75 -- --
Taidhg Ó Duinneacha,  student of 
Seán Ó Súilliobháin/John Sullivan, 
Sgoil na mBuachaillí, Baile an Sgeilg ♂ 11/10/1928 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2850 TC Y S NFC 35 213-216 Peig Sayers (bean Uí Guithín) ♀
60 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife -- Pádraig Ó Braonáin ♂ 1934 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2851 TC Y S NFC 104 407-411 Michael Queenane ♂ 65 --
informant's father, who heard it from 
his own father ♂ Tadhg Ó Rabhartaigh ♂ 15/7/1935 Power; Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (TC)
2852 TC Y S NFC 108 304-312 -- -- -- -- --
Donnchadh Mac Fhloinn, student at 
Coláiste na Mumhan and then 
Coláiste Oileamhna, de la Salle 
(Waterford) ♂ 1933-35 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2853 TC-cf.; MOM-cf. Y S NFC 121 227-235 Pádraig Ó Loingsigh ♂ 86
small farmer 
(land for 2 
cows); fisherman informant's father, long ago ♂ Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Power; Briody; CC (LAS)
2854 TC-cf.; MOM-cf. Y S NFC 122 135-139 Pádraig Ó Loingsigh ♂ 87 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1933-1934 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2855 TC Y S NFC 156 129-134 Pádraig Mac an lomaire ♂ c.66 farmer  
informant's grandfather, c. 50 years 
prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 10/9/1935 Power; Briody; CC (TC; cf. GD)
2856 TC Y S NFC 163 147-152 Liam de Búrca ♂ 83 farmer the old people -- Proinsias de Búrca ♂ 23/10/1935 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2857 TC Y s NFC 171 953-956 Jimmy Gubain ♂ 60 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 27/2/1936 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2858 TC Y s NFC 185 532-535 Jimmy Cuinn ♂ 65 farmer
Frank Herron (40) of Mín a'Dubhain, 
c. 40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 7/4/1936 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2859 TC Y s NFC 187 91-94 Neddy Ua Muighe ♂ 81 farmer
Darby Mhac Cumhaill (70) of Ált a' t-
Sneachta, c. 30 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 9/5/1936 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2860 TC; OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 232 216-226 Máirtín Ó Ceárna ♂ 72 tailor
informant's mother, of Bothán, years 
ago ♀ Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 18/6/1936 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2861 TC Y s NFC 261 34-37 Seán Bán Ó Grianna ♂ 32
labourer; 
storyteller for 2 
months of the 
year at Colaiste 
Bhríghde
Feidhlimidh Ó Grianna (81), 
informant's father, of Rann na 
Feirsde, c. 4 years ago ♂ Aodh Ó Domhnaill (Mhicheail) ♂ 3/8/1935 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2862 TC Y s NFC 308 129-132 Tadhg Pheaidí Ó Conchúbhair ♂ c.84
farmer; 
fisherman
Pádraig Bán Ó Loinghsigh and other 
old people on the island ♂/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 23-24/10/1936 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2863 TC N s NFC 311 450-451 Tadhg Ua Colla ♂ 86 farmer
Paidí Ua Colla, informant's father, of 
Mín a' Dubháin ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 5/2/1937 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2864 TC N s NFC 339 62-65 Sailín Bean Uí Chonghaile ♀ 80 farmer
Siobhán Bean Uí Chonghaile (80) of 
Cnocán an Bhodaigh, na Forbacha, 20 
years prior ♀ Éamonn Ó Conghaile ♂ 6/3/1937 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2865 TC Y S NFC 348 334-342 Mícheál Mac Congáil ♂ 68 farmer
Paidi Mór Mac Conagail, informant's 
father, of Cionn Garbh ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 11/5/1937 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2866 TC-cf. N s NFC 366 265-266 Peadar Mac Meanman ♂ 58 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 21/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2867
TC; Cú C; AC (ATU 
873) Y S NFC 438 36-56 Anna Nic Grianna ♀ 45 blind pension
Feidhlimidh Ó Grianna (56) of Rann 
na Feirste, 30 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 7/12/1937
Power (TC); Briody (Cú C); Bruford (Cú C); CC 
(Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 168 (# 873)
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Rannafast / Rann na Feirsde
Teampaill Cróm 
Íochtaraigh Baoghalach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Bás, agus an Saol Mór ga
Baile an Sceilg Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ga NFC S478:111-113
Cilliurluige Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal ga
live on An Blascaod Mór; from Baile 
Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna agus an Chaora ga
NFC 911: 310-315; 984:227-
234; Béaloideas 8, 35-7
Arigna Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Oisín, Goll and Goliath en
Mín a'Dubháin, Baile na Finne Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Baile tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Fear Maol Odhar ga NFC 122:135-139; 1718:55-57
Baile an tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna agus an Fear Maol Odhar ga NFC 121:227-235; 1718:55-57
lives and raised in Coillín Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Seilg na bhFiann do Réir Ráite Oisín ga
lives and raised in Seanfarracháin, Lochna 
Fuaidhe Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn ar Thóir na h-Óige ga
lives and raised in an Chlochair Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll 7 a Reithe ga
lives and raised in Loch Muc Inis Caol Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna 7 a' Reithe ga
lives and raised in Glaiseach Beag Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna 7 a' Reithe ga
lives in an Chaimineach; from Bothán Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cumhail ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste 
Teampaill Crón 
Lochtaraigh Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saoghal, agus an Bás ga
lives and raised in Crádh, Oileán Dairbhre Dairbhreach Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Fear Maol  ga
lives in Srath Mór; raised in Mín a' Dubháin Tearmonn Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland  Cailín 7 Reithe 7 a' Bás ga
lives and raised in Cnoc na Gréine Rathún / Rahoon
Maigh Cuillin / 
Moycullen Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Breathamnas Airighthe Co an Chláir ga
lives and raised in Cionn Garbh Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna 7 a' Reithe ga
lives and raised in Mín an tSionnaigh Congbháil
Kilmacrenan / Cill Mhic 
Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal a' Reithe ga
lives in and from Rann na Feirste na Rosann Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Conall Cearnach ga
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2868 TC Y S NFC 464 280-284 Máiréad Nic Chnáimhsí ♀ 70 farmer's wife
Seaghán Ó Rabhartaigh (70) of Mín 
Dair na Sluaigh, Áth na gCoire, 50 
years prior (unsure if this only applies 
to the first, non-Fenian item or all her 
items.) ♂? Pádraic Ó Rabhartaigh ♂ c.1937-38 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2869 TC Y s NFC 563 468-471 Stiopháin Ó Curraigh ♂ 92 none informant doesn't recall -- Seán Mac Artúir ♂ 27/7/1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2870 TC Y s NFC 578 24-26 Mícheál Ó Concheannain ♂ 60 farmer
informant's father (60) of Baile na h-
Aille, an Spidéal, 50 years ago ♂ Seán Ó Connghaile ♂ 20/9/1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2871 TC Y S NFC 644 385-391 Mícheál Ó Dónaill ♂ 65 farmer
Pádraig Ó Dómhnaill (60) of an Dís 
Aird, 50 years prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 26/12/1938 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2872 TC Y S NFC 666 434-440 Nuala Ní Dhuibheannaigh ♀ 40 housewife 
Gráinne Nic Ghrianna (55) of Rann na 
Feirste, 25 years prior ♀ Aodh Ó Duibheannaigh ♂ 20/12/1939 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2873 TC Y S NFC 668 566-573 Bríd Ni Dhónaill ♀ 82 housewife
informant's mother (40), c. 70 years 
prior ♀ Proinnsias Mac Grianna ♂ 21/11/1939 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2874 TC Y s NFC 851 207-208 Maidhc Ging ♂ 35 farmer; weaver -- Calum I. Mac Gill Eathain ♂ 21/11/1942 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2875 TC Y S NFC 911 310-315
Peig Sayers [Peig bean Uí Ghuithín / 
Peig Séars] ♀
70 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife informant's father; heard often ♂ Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/12/1943 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2876 TC N s NFC 920 118-120 Pádraig Ó Cadhain ♂ 60 farmer old people of an Chloch Bhreac -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 11/10/1943 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2877 TC; OTO (ATU 470B) Y S NFC 961 570-576 + 962:1b Mícheál Ó Braonáin ♂ 71 farmer
informant's father, who had a lot of 
stories, of an Ath-Ghort ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 24/11/1944 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2878 TC Y s NFC 969 9-12. Maitiú Ó Tuathail ♂ 88
farmer; 
fisherman
informant heard some of his stories 
from his father, Máirtín Ó Tuathail, 
who heard them from his own uncle, 
Seánn Ó Donnchadha ♂? Colm Iain Mac Ghille Eathain ♂ 15/11/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2879 TC Y S NFC 984 227-234 Peig Sayers [Peig Séars] ♀
c.57 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife --
Robin Flower; transcribed by Séamus 
Ó Duilearga ♂ c.1930 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2880 TC N s NFC 1008 124-127 Coilin Ó Caodháin ♂ c.50 farmer
informant learned his stories from his 
father and other people, c. 10-20 years 
prior ♂?/-- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/9/1944 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2881 TC N s NFC 1032 575-576 Pádraig Mac an Luain ♂
62 (1885-
1979) farmer -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 4/12/1947 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2882 TC Y S NFC 1148 19-23 Seán Ó Fógartaigh ♂ c.60 farmer people of Slachaigh, many years prior -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 13, 15/3/1949 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2883 TC Y S NFC 1170 273-277 Peadar Ó Beirn ♂ 45 fisherman
Cathal Mac Anna of Rann na Cille, 
Teilionn, long ago ♂ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/6/1949 Power; CC (TC)
2884 TC Y s NFC 1208 485-487 Pádhraic Ó Goireachtaigh ♂ 76
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Mícheál Ó Sírín ♂ 10/11/1951 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2885 TC Y s NFC 1236 16-19 Máire Ní Bhriain ♀ 69 -- -- Eibhlín Ní Cháirr ♀ 20/7/1952 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2886 TC Y s NFC 1267 6-10. "Mícheál Crón"? ♂? -- -- --
"Conall Gulban" (Scoil Chill 
Ríolaigh), perhaps for an 
Oireachtas/competition -- 27/5/1908 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2887 TC Y s NFC 1274 222 collector's mother ♀ -- -- informant's mother ♀
Nóra Ní Chonghaile (student, for a 
competition) ♀ 1934-35 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2888 TC Y s NFC 1274 360-362 Colm Mach Fhualáin ♂ -- -- -- Máire Ni Fhualáin ♀ c.1934 CC (Fiannaíocht)
2889 TC Y S NFC 1275 363-368 -- -- -- -- --
Máiréad Ní Ghríobhtha (student, for a 
competition) ♀ 1934-35 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Mín Dair-na Sluaigh, Áth 
na gCoire Teampall Crón Tacht
Áth na gCoire / 
Annagry Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saol, 7 an Bás ga
lives in 'Brownvilla'; raised in Lochán Beag, 
An Spidéal Magh Cuilinn Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Baile na hAille, an Spidéal Cill Airn Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Big ga
lives in Leagan, Inbhear; raised in an Dís 
Aird Inbhear Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saoghall agus an Bás ga NFC S1036:340-343 
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste na Rosann
Baoigheallach / 
Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saoghal agus a' Bás ga
lives and raised in Mín na Craoibhe
Cionn Caslach / Kin 
Casslagh
Baoigheallach / 
Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Goll 7 a chuid Fear ga
Baile an Tighe Moir Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives in and raised in Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ceangal a' Chuíora a Chonáin ga
NFC 35: 213-216; 984:227-
234; Béaloideas 8, 35-7
lives and raised in An Chloch Bhreac Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fear Siubhail ga
lives and raised in Ath-ghoirt, Gleann Orcáin
na Cille (cuid de phr. an 
Phriara) Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
An Óige, an Tréan 's an Neart, 7 an Bás - 
Oisín I dTír na n-Óg ga
lives in na Criogáin, Indreabháin; raised in na 
hÁille An Chnoic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fianna Éireann ga
collected on An Blascaod Mór; lives and 
raised in Baile Bhiocáire. Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ceangal a' Chuíora a Chonáin' ga en (trans.)
NFC 35: 213-216; 911:310-
315; Béaloideas 8, 35-7
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. 
Folktales of Ireland (Chicago 
and London: U of Chicago P, 
1966), 57-60
lives and raised in Glinnsge Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Bás 7 an Óige ga
lives and raised in Cruach Mhin an Fheannta Inis Caoil Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Saoghal agus an Bás ga
lives and raised in Slachaigh na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Óige ga
lives and raised in Iomaire Mhuireanáin, 
Teilionn Gleanncholumcille Baighneach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Fiannaidheachta ga
lives and raised in Ceathrú na gCloch na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Goll agus an Saoghal ga
lives in Driseachán; raised in Droma Rossa -- Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
Cill Ríolaigh, Baile an Sceilg Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Conamara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Sean Fhear agus na Fianna ga
Connemara Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mar Fuair Diarmuid an Ball Seirc ga
Cor na Rón, Indreabhan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mar Fuair Diarmad a Bhall Seirc ga
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2890 TC Y S NFC 1343 434-441
Mícheál Sheáin Néill Ó Baoill (Micí 
Sheáin Néill) ♂ 60 farmer old people of Rann na Feirste --
Gordan Mac Gioll-Fhionáin; 
transcribed by Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 21/9/1954 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2891 TC Y S NFC 1347 629-634 Tomás Ó Moghráin ♂ 56 farmer
Brighid Ní hImeirge (Inneirge?) (50), 
informant's mother, of Corrán 
Buidhe, 40 years prior (possibly; 
unclear if this applies to full record or 
just item prior) ♀? Micheál Mac Éinrí ♂ 3/9/1953 Power; Briody
2892 TC Y s NFC 1378 389-390 Seán Mac Flionn / John McFlynn ♂ 82 pensioner -- -- ♂ 21/7/1937 Briody
2893
TC; OTO (ATU 470B); 
CAP; BO; ROI Y S NFC 1401 246-255 Antoine Ó Luingseacháin ♂ 80 hired man -- Pádraig Ó Moghráin ♂ 18/1/1955 Power; Briody
2894 TC Y S NFC 1462 366-372 Mícheál Ó Gaoithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ ?/6/1956 Power; Briody
2895 TC Y S NFC 1489 480-487
Mícheál Ó Baoghaill (Micí Sheáin 
Néill ♂ -- farmer
old people of Rann na Feirste, 
Anagaire -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ ?/8/1957 Briody
2896 TC Y S NFC 1510 78-83 Anna Ni Bhaoill ♀ c.58 housewife old people of Rannafast -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 19/10/1957 Power; Briody
2897 TC Y S NFC 1538 117-121 
Mícheál Ó Baoghaill (Micí Sheáin 
Néill) ♂ -- -- --
Gordon Mac Gill Fionnáin; 
Transcribed by Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ Autumn 1954 Power; Briody
2898 TC Y S NFC 1687 88-93 Tomás Ó Moghráin ♂ -- farmer old people of the town -- Mícheál Mac Éinrí ♂
long before 
1963 Power; Briody
2899 TC-cf.; MOM-cf. Y s NFC 1718 55-57
Pádraig Ó Loingsí (Peats a' tSaoir; 
Paidín Peaitsín Mháire Bhálcar) ♂ 87
small farmer; 
stonemason; 
fisherman -- Seán Ó Dubhda (schoolteacher) ♂ 1933/34 Briody; CC (TC)
2900 TC Y s NFC 1765 79-80 Tomás Seoighe ♂ 69 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 12/7/1969 Power; Briody
2901 TC Y s NFC 1765 327-329 Seán Ó Donnchú ♂ 65 farmer -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 17/12/1969 Power; Briody
2902 TC Y s NFC S8 325-327
Padhraic Ó Confhaola, collector's 
father ♂ -- -- --
Siobhan Ní Chonfhaola, student; 
school: Loch Con Uidhre ("Lochán 
Iarthach") ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2903 TC Y s NFC S9 264-265 + 267-269 -- -- -- -- --
Mairtín Ó Niadh, student; school: Cill 
Chiaráin ♀ 1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2904 TC Y s NFC S67 275-279
Seaghan Breathnach (collector's 
father) ♂ -- -- --
Mícheál Breathnach, student; school: 
Ros Cathail (boys' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2905 TC Y s NFC S67 422-424 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Áine Ní Ladhig, student; school: Cill 
Ainbhthen ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Rann na Feirste / 
Rannafast Anagaire Baoghallach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saol agus an Bás ga en (trans.)
NFC 1489:480-487; Tape 
28/10878 MÓC; TCD MS 
10878/tape 28; Maguidhir, an 
tAth. Seosamh. Maith Thú, a 
Mhicí (Belfast: Irish News, 
1956), 7-11 NFC 1538:117-21 
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. The 
Folklore of Ireland (London: 
B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 1974), 43-
46
lives in Áit a Bhaile; raised in Corran Buidhe 
Anghais (?) Cill tSéigne / Kiltane Iorras / Erris Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Goll Mac Mórna agus an Saoghal ga NFC 1687:88-93; S133:127-30
lives on Mill Road; raised in Mín a 
Líneacháin, Gleantaí Éadan Unfach(?) Inis Chaoil, na Gleanntaí Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Trúir de na Fianna ga
lives in Bun an Chorraigh; raised in Asgaill, 
Bun an Chorraigh Acaill Buiréis Umhaill Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland
Goll agus a'Molt (Neart a'domhain); Oisín 
agus an Óige; Oisín ina sheanfhear; Oisín 
agus na daoine beaga; Oisín agus a'cailín - an 
chaoi lé coileán a thoghadh; An londubh 
mór; béile Oisín; Dilleog an-mhór ivy; 
Baisteadh Oisín; Na trí achainní a rinne 
Fionn i nIfreann ga
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal Beag ar Fhionn is ar Fhianna Éireann ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Anagaire Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn mac Cumhail ga
NFC 1343:434-41; 1538:117-
21; Tape 28/10878 MÓC; TCD 
MS 10878/tape 28; Maguidhir, 
an tAth. Seosamh. Maith Thú, 
a Mhicí (Belfast: Irish News, 
1956), 7-11
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Anagaire / Annagry Baoghallach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhail 7 an Bás ga
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saol, 7 an Bás ga
NFC 1489:480-487; Tape 
28/10878 MÓC; TCD MS 
10878/tape 28; Maguidhir, an 
tAth. Seosamh. Maith Thú, a 
Mhicí (Belfast: Irish News, 
1956), 7-11 NFC 1343:434-41
lives and raised in Corrán Buidhe Cill tSéin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Gol, Conán agus Mionnán ga
NFC 1347: 629-634; S133:127-
130
Baile an tSlé Fionntrá Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Na Fianna agus an Fear Maolodhar ga NFC 121:227-235 NFC 122:135-139
lives and raised in Leitir Cala Leitir Mór Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Domhan, an Bás, an Aois 7 an Óige ga
lives and raised in Baile an Tí Móir An Croc Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Saol, an Óige 7 an Bás ga
Loch Con Iartha Cárna / Maghrus Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal faoi na Finníní ga
Coill Sáile, Cill Chiaráin Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean-sgéal ga
Gort na gCruach, Ros Cathail Cill Ainbhthín Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sean Sgéal ga
Polach Cill Ainbhthen Maigh Cuillin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmuid agus an Óige ga
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2906 TC; F Y s NFC S74 194-198 Tomás Seoighe (Tomás Sheán Mhóir) ♂ 60 -- --
Tomás Seoighe, student; school: 
Seanafarachán ♂ 1935-1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2907 TC-cf.; MGF-cf.; PLD Y s-T NFC S74 115-118 -- -- -- -- --
Maighréad Ní Bhúrca, student; 
school:  Seanafarachán ♀ 1935-1936
Power (TC, 115-116); Briody (TC; MGF, 115-116) 
Briody MA (MGF, 116-118); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2908 TC Y s NFC S91 29-31 Brighid bean Uí Seoighe ♀ 85 -- --
Brighid Seoighe, student; school: 
Doire ♀ 1936-1937 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2909 TC Y s NFC S92 110-113 Brighid Seoighe ♀ 15 student [Brighid bean Uí Seoighe] ♀
Eibhlín Seoighe (14), student; school: 
Doire ♀ 1936-1937 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2910 TC Y s NFC S133 127-130 Tomás Ó Móráin ♂ -- -- --
Máire Ní Shuibhne, student; school: 
Beannchor Iorrais ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2911 TC Y s NFC S153 293-295 Pádhraic Seóighe ♂ 80 -- --
Seán Seóighe, student; school: 
Gleann Sál ♂ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2912 TC Y s (inc.) NFC S328 208-209 Pádraig Ó Tuama ♂ -- -- --
Siobhán Ní Mhurchadha, student; 
school: Sliabh Riabhach ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2913 TC Y s NFC S478 111-113 Pádraig Ó Conchúbhair ♂ 40 -- --
Eíbhlín Ní Leathlobhair, student; 
school: Baile an Sceilg (girls' school) ♀ 1937 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2914 TC Y s NFC S1036 340-343 Mícheál Ó Domhnaill ♂ 70 -- --
Aindrias Ua Domhnaill (13); school: 
Leitir Fhada; teacher: Eibhlín, Bean 
Uí Bhaoighill ♂ 1937 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2915 TC Y S NFC S1050 372-376 Proinnsias Ó hEaghráin ♂ 88 tailor --
Gráinne Ní Eaghráin, teacher; school: 
Éadan Anfaidh ♀ 1934.. Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2916 TC Y s NFC S1051 300-304 Proinnseas Ó Braonáin ♂ -- --
Prionnseas Ua Braonáin (died 1888), 
informant's grandfather ♂
Róis Ní Bhraonáin, teacher; school: 
An Sealgán ♀ 1934-1936 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2917 TC Y s NFC S1052 250-253 Séamus Mac Aodhcháin ♂ -- -- --
Eibhlín Nic Mhathghamhna 
[Mhathúna], student; school: Béal an 
Átha Móir ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2918 TC Y s NFC S1055 244-245 Pádhraig Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 63 -- --
Eoghan Ó Gallchobhair, student; 
school: Mín na Mánrach ♂ 23/11/1937 Power; Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2919 TC Y s NFC S1064 325-328 Feidhlimidh Mac Grianna ♂ 85 -- --
Róise Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Rann na Feirsde ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2920 TC Y s NFC S1065 18-20 Mícheál (Seáinín) Mac Grianna ♂ 80 -- -- student; school: Rann na Feirsde 1938 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2921 TC Y s NFC S1073 50-51 Séamus Mac Aodhchain ♂ 76 -- --
Nóra Ní Ghallobhair, student; school: 
An Sraith Mhór ♀ 1937-1938 Power; Briody; CC (TC)
2922 TC Y S NFC Tape 28/10878 MÓC Micí Sheáin Néill Uí Bhaoighill ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
2923 TC Y S TCD MS 10878/tape 28 Micí Sheáin Néill Uí Bhaoighill ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill ♂ Autumn 1957 --
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Togha na Lín Líonán Cinn Mhara Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn Mac Cumhaill ga
Fionnmhuighthe, an Fhairche Líonán Cinn Mara Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
Mám Treasna, Fionnuighthe Baile an Chalaidh Cearra Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Óige ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427814/4346430
Mám Treasna, Fionnuighthe Baile an Chalaidh Cearra Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland An Óige ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427823/4347092
Ait an Baile, Beannchorr Iorrais Cill tSléadhna Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Scéal ga NFC 1347:629-34; 1687:88-93
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427999/4366158
Cill Bhríghde, Fionnmuighthe Partraighe Ros Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Sgéal an Bás ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4450396/4376082
Sliabh Riabhach Baile Mhúirne Múscraí Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal ga
Ceann Thuaidh, Baile an Sceilg An Phriaracht Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Fairciollach ga NFC 25:57-59
Inbhear Náile Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Triúr Fear de na Fiannaibh ga NFC 664:385-391
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428290/4392124lives in Mín an Dúbhain, Baile na Finne; 
raised in Gleann na mBuachaill, Baile na 
Finne Inis Chaoil Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saoghal, agus an Bás ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428343/4397195
Inis Chaoil Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal Eile Fiannaíochta ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428346/4397544
Béal an Átha Mhóir, Leithbhearr Inis Chaoil Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn agus an Bás ga NFC S1073:50-51
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428348/4397881
Cró Bheithe, Clochán Liath Teampall Crón Baoilleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Scéal Fionn agus na Fianna ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428356/4398972
Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saoghal agus an Bás ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428381/4401967
Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saoghal agus an Bás ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428382/4402345
Béal an Átha Mhóir Gartan
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn agus an Bás ga NFC S1052:250-253
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493626/4405456
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saol Mór agus an Bás ga
NFC 1343:434-41; 1489:480-
487; 1538:117-21; Maguidhir, 
an tAth. Seosamh. Maith Thú, 
a Mhicí (Belfast: Irish News, 
1956), 7-11 TCD MS 10878/tape 28
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige, an Saol Mór agus an Bás ga
NFC 1343:434-41; 1489:480-
487; 1538:117-21; Maguidhir, 
an tAth. Seosamh. Maith Thú, 
a Mhicí (Belfast: Irish News, 
1956), 7-11 NFC Tape 28/10878 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
60-63
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2924 TC Y s Print -- -- -- -- -- Cáit Ní Shéaghdha ♀ 1911 or before Power; Ó Duilearga, Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill, 427
2925 TC Y s Print Mícheál Breathnach ♂ c.79 (?-1943) -- -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ 1933-1939 Power; CC (TC); Archive List
2926 TC Y s (comp.) Print
Gráinne Ní Eaghrain; a girl; a boy ♀/♂ -- -- -- Énri Ó Muirgheasa ♂ before 1931
Power; CC (TC [57-58]); Archive List (56)
2927 TC Y F-s Print Párra Ó Dálaigh ♂ nearly 90 -- -- Éamonn Ó Tuathail ♂ before 1911 Power; CC (cf. TC); Archive List
2928
TC; ATU 409a*/425*-
cf.; OTO (ATU 470B) Y S Print
Mícheál Ó Neachtáin ♂ very old (?-
1933)
-- -- Br. Ó Clúmhain ♂ before 1933
Power (TC); Briody Fian3 (OTO); CC (Oisín i dTír na 
hÓige: Niamh: Naomh Pádraig); Archive List
2929 TC Y s Print Peig Sayers ♀
59-64 (1873-
1958) fisherman's wife -- Kenneth Jackson ♂ 1932-1937 Power; CC (TC); Briody Fian3; Archive List
2930 TC Y S Print Mártain Ruadh Ó Giollarnáth ♂ -- -- -- Douglas Hyde ♂ before 1901 Power; CC (TC)
2931 TC Y S Print
Mícheál Sheáin Néill Ó Baoill (Micí 
Sheáin Néill) ♂ -- -- -- --
Seosamh Maguidhir (priest; teacher, 
Coláiste Mhaolmhaodhog, Béal 
Feirste) ♂ Summer 1955 Power
2932 TC Y S Print
Seán Ó Conaill (Seán Dhónail 





fisherman -- Séamus Ó Duilearga ♂ 13/4/1926 Power









Archie Kennedy / Gilleasbuig Mac 
Uaraig (c.1852-?) ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 24/11/1978 Gaelstream
2934 TDG N F-s Print Mr. Patterson ♂ 93 -- informant's grandfather (from Skye) ♂ MacEdward Leach ♂ ?/?/1950 --
2935 TDG Y S NFC 12 61-77 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ early 1930s Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2936 TDG Y s NFC 21 210-213 -- -- -- -- -- M. Ní Ghineádha, student (?) ♀ 6/11/1929 Briody; CC (TDG)
2937 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 23 114 -- -- -- -- -- Seosamh Ó Gríbhthín, student ♂ c.1929 Briody (Seanchas D7G); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2938 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 25 373-374 -- -- -- -- --
Dómhnall Ó Murchadha, for Feis an 
Choirreáin 18 (1930) ♂ 1930 CC (Diarmaid; Leabaidh Diarmada i nDairbhre)
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 An Blascaod Mór Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Eachtra ar Fhionn Mhac Cumhaill ga
An Lóchrann (1-2/1911): 4; [Ó 
Siochfhradha, Pádraig] 'An 
Seabhac', eag. An Seanchaidhe 
Muimhneach (Baile Átha 
Cliath: Institute Béaloideasa 
Éireann, 1932), 158-160
an Mám, Dúthaigh Sheóigheach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn ar Thóir na hÓige ga
Béaloideas 14.1-2 (1944): 215-
216Mín a’Dubhain near Béal an Átha Móir, 
Gleann Finne / near Ceann Garbh / Ceann 
Garbh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Chomhairle a Fuair na Fianna ga en (summary) Béaloideas 3.1 (1931): 56-58
Bocks, living near Shantonagh Farney / Fearnmhuigh Monaghan / Muíneachán Ulster Ireland Oisín a' Coruíacht leis a' Saol ga Béaloideas 3.2 (1931): 129-130
Ceathramha an tSean-lios, Tuaim Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Uair a Fuaidh Oisín go Tir na hÓige ga en (summary) Béaloideas 4.2 (1933): 191-194
An Blascaod Mór Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Conus mar Fuair Diarmuid an Ball Searc ga en (summary)
NFC 35: 213-216; 911:310-
315; 984:227-234 Béaloideas 8.1 (1938): 35-37
Muinebheith Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Mar Fuair Diarmuid a Bhall-Seirc ga fr (trans.)
De h-Íde, Dúbhglas [Douglas 
Hyde]. An Sgéaluidhe 
Gaedhealach (London: David 
Nutt and Dublin: Gill and Son, 
1901), 240-247; Annales de 
Bretagne 12 (1896-1897): 238-
245
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste / 
Rannafast Anagaire Baoghallach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland An Óige 's an Saol Mór agus an Bás ga
NFC 1343: 434-441; 1489:480-
487; 1538:117-21 ; Tape 
28/10878 MÓC; TCD MS 
10878/tape 28
Maguidhir, an tAth. Seosamh. 
Maith Thú, a Mhicí (Belfast: 
Irish News, 1956), 7-11
Cill Rialaigh An Phrióireacht / Prior Uíbh Ráthach / Iveragh Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Faircheallach Fhínn Mhu' Cumhaill ga
Ó Duilearga, Séamus, eag. 
Leabhar Sheáin Í Chonaill 
(Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Cumann le Béaloideas 
Éireann, 1948), 204-207
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Mar a fhuair Diarmaid Bàs gd en (trans.)
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 







Benacadie Pond Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada -- en
Leach, MacEdward. "Celtic 
Tales from Cape Breton." 
Studies in Folklore , ed. W. 
Edson Richmond (Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1972 [1957]), 44
Baile an Challa Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Diarmaid Is Grainne ga
NFC 215:771-802; 307:575-
629
Liospóil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Bás Dhiarmuda ga
Liospóil Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Diarmuid Ó Duibhne ins an Oileáin ga
Rinn Árd, Cathair Saidhbhín Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
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2939 TDG Y s NFC 44 228-231 Seaín Ó hEalaithe ♂ 83 farmer
informant's mother, of Leaca Bán, 
Béal Áth an Ghaorthaidh, c. 50 years 
prior ♀ Mícheál Ó Lúbhaing ♂ ?/9/1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG; Fiann-laoithe)
2940 TDG Y s NFC 46 300-303 Riobárd Muiris ♂ 90 farmer
Donnchadh Ó Drisceoil of 
Leathanach, Drom Dá Liag,  60 years 
prior ♂ Seán Ó Briain ♂ 11/7/1934 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2941 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 48 25-26 Pádraig Ó Críodáin ♂ 60 labourer
Peigí ní Bhrolacháin and other old 
people, of Tuath na nUlán, 30 years 
prior ♀/-- Próinséas Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 19/6/1934 Briody; CC (TDG)
2942 TDG Y LR-T NFC 52 172-173 Dómhnall Ó Ríogáin ♂ 67 fisherman
Pádraig MacGearailt, of Spaínn, 20 
years prior ♂ Seán Ó Conaill ♂ ?/7/1934 Briody; CC (TDG [171a-173])
2943 TDG Y F NFC 56 375-376 Páidí Muighe ♂ 78 farmer Proinnsias Ó Gríanna (80) of Garbhan ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 26/12/1933 Briody; CC (TDG)
2944 TDG Y S NFC 58 263-278 Seán Mac Con Rí (Mac an Ríogh) ♂ c.80 coal miner --
Seán Mac Giollarnáth (recopied by 
Peadar Ó Concheanainn) ♂ 29/10/1930
Briody; Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; 
Briody Fian3; CC (TDG)
2945 TDG Y S NFC 87 69-74 Seán an Gearaltach ♂ 58 farmer -- Tomás Ó Faoláin, Coláiste na Rinne ♂ 25/8/1934 Briody; Bruford; CC (cf. TDG; TDG)
2946 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 88 217 Tomás Ó Síothcháin ♂ -- -- -- -- --
early 1930s or 
earlier Briody Fian4; CC (TDG)
2947 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 104 431 Tadhg MacDiarmada (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- T. Ó Rabhartaigh ♂ c. 1935 Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xxi n1; CC (TDG)
2948 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 109 254-255 -- -- -- -- -- Áine Ní Ruadháin ♀ 1935 Briody Fian4; CC (TDG)
2949 TDG Y s; LR-T NFC 159 479-482 Páraic Mac an Iomaire ♂ c.64 farmer
informant's grandfather and other old 
people ♂/-- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/1/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2950 TDG Y LR-T NFC 203 54-55 Pádraig Ó Cearnaigh ♂ 75 farmer -- Conchúbhar Ua Ruaire ♂ 20/8/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2951 TDG Y S NFC 215 771-802 Pádraig Ó Murchú ♂ -- -- --
Seán Ó Lubhaing (student of P. T. Ó 
Riain) ♂ c.1933? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2952 TDG Y S-T NFC 251 493-499 Mícheál Gallagher ♂ -- -- -- Bríd Ní Ghámhnain ♀ c.1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2953 TDG Y LR-T NFC 261 238-239 Seán Mac Giolla Easbuic ♂ 71 farmer Brian Mac Giolla Easbuic ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 9/9/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2954 TDG Y S NFC 262 394-403 Seán Mac Grianna ♂ 32 labourer
Feidhlimidh Mac Grianna (60) of 
Rann na Feirsde, c. 25 years prior ♂ Aodh Ó Duibheanaigh ♂ 25/8/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2955 TDG Y S NFC 275 273-278 Micil Paor ♂ 65 farmer
informant's father (66) of Curra 
Chinn, c. 45 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 8/12/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2956 TDG Y F-s; LR NFC 275 446-447 Muiris Cúnún ♂ 65 farmer
old people of Seanphobul, c. 40 years 
prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 23/12/1936 Briody Fian4; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2957 TDG Y S NFC 307 575-629 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- a student of P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933? Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2958 TDG Y S NFC 311 322-327 Liam Cuilinn ♂ 23 farmer
Paidí Mac Giolla Brighde (80) of 
Gleann Úbhraigh, 7 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 21/11/1936 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2959 TDG Y
s (inc.); LR-
T NFC 322 476-479 Seán Mac Giolla Easbuic ♂ 72 farmer
Brian Mac Giolla Easbuic (50) of 
Taobh Fluich, 55 years prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 26/2/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2960 TDG Y S NFC 354 297-304 Séamas Ó Riagáin ♂ 83 farmer
informant's mother (70) of Tóin 
Raithnighe, 50 years prior ♀ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ ?/5/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2961 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 398 304 Éamonn Mac Diarmuda ♂ 69 -- -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 20/7/1937 Briody Fian4; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2962 TDG Y S/L NFC 399 266-342
Seaghán Mhac Meanman (wrote 
himself) ♂ -- --
Peadar Mhac Meanman (informant's 
father) and Paidí Mhór Mhac Congail 
of Ceann Garbh (both died 1914-
1920) ♂ Seaghán Mhac Meanman ♂ c.1937
Briody; Briody Fian3; Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 
(1967) p. xix; CC (TDG; Fiann-laoithe [131]); Archive 
List; ÓSC p. 168 (# 673)
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Fearann Fada, Cúm Thóla Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mar a Cuireadh Diarmaid Ó Dúinn chun Báis ga
lives and raised in Leathanach, Drom Dá 
Liag Cathrach Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgeul ga
Tuath na n-Ulán Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Áit n-ar Marbhuigheadh Diarmuid Donn ga
Rínn Giseoige na Rátha Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oileán Dualainn ga
Garbhan, Gleann Finne Cill Taobhóg Rathbhoth Theas Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fiannaidheacht ga
lives in Cloch na Rón, raised in Muigh Ros 
west of Cárna; worked in England and 
Scotland until blinded in an accident Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Diarmaid Mac Donn (Diarmaid agus 
Gráinne) ga
MacGiollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Loinnir Mac Leabhair agus 
Scéalta Gaisgidh Eile (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1936), 
47-55
Maigh Deilge An Rinn Déise Istigh Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Mac an Mhuilneóra agus Mac Dallach Mórna ga
Lios na Móna, Oileán Cléire Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Scéal ga
Gleanafearna Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Leabaidh Diarmuid agus Gráinne en
Ní Shéaghdha, Nessa, ITS 48 
(1967) p. xxi
Béal Átha na Mai Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
Coillín Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmuid 7 Gráinne; Bás Dhiarmada ga NFC 1008:243-244
lives in Gort Luachrach; from Baile na 
mBocht, Caol Chaill [?] Cil Macomóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Conus mar a Fuair Dabhus Dubhchoill 7 
Seithe a n-ainmneacha ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Diarmuid is Gráinne ga NFC 12:61-77; 307:575-629
Curlisheen, Ballindoon Boyle
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland The Story of Diarmuid and Crainia en
Toigh Fliuch, na Gleantaí na hInbhire Banacht Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 322:476-479
lives and raised in Rann na Feirsde Teampall Crón Iochtarach Baoigheallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar d'Éaluigh Diarmaid lé Gráinne ga NFC 1642:85-97
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Tóruíocht Dhiarmaid 7 Gráinne ga
lives and raised in Baile na Móna Seanphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Diarmuid + Gráinne ga
Baile an Challa Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Diarmaid Is Grainne ga NFC 12:61-77; 215:771-802
lives and raised in Donndubhain Miodhbhuidhe Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga
lives and raised in Taobh Fliuch, Na Gleannta Inbhir Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga NFC 261:238-239
lives and raised in Tóin Raithnighe na Beithighe Cill Tártain Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmuid Ó Dunn agus Gráinne ga
Béarnas Tearmann Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
Ceann Garbh, Baile Sléibhe atá I Lár Thír 
Chonaill Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Ath-Phósadh Fhinn Mhic Chumhaill ga Béaloideas 7.1 (1937): 125-131
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2963 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 412 170-175 Mícheál Ó Rian ♂ 63 farmer
Liam Ó Rinn (53) of Inse Ruadh, 
Caol Cill, 40 years prior ♂ Conchubhar Ó Ruairc ♂ 20/9/1937 Briody; Bruford (topographical); CC (TDG)
2964 TDG Y S NFC 443 166-186 Padhraic Mac Donnchadha ♂ 56 farmer
informant's father (70) of Baile na h-
Áirde Thiar, Cárna, 21 years prior ♂ Bairbre Ní Chathasaigh ♀ 26/11/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2965 TDG-cf. Y S NFC 452 282-287 Eibhlín bean Uí Mhuircheartaigh ♀ -- housewife --
Brighid Bodhlaeir, student at Coláiste 
Íde ♀ 1937 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2966 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 465 5-6 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: an Ceárd Sgoil, 
Maothal Manacháin / Mohill 
Vocational School -- 1937-1938 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2967 TDG Y S NFC 483 224-229 Domhnall Ó Seaghdha ♂ 75 -- -- Pádraig Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 20/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2968 TDG Y s NFC 509 336-339 Máire Nic Fhionnlaoich ♀ 65 housewife
informant's grandmother, of Machaire 
Loisce, Bun Beag, long ago ♀ Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 11/5/1938 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2969 TDG Y s-T NFC 531 158-160 Máire Ní Mhurchadha ♀ c.78 housewife
informant heard her tales from her 
grandfather and other old people from 
na Ceallaibh ♂?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 28/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2970 TDG; FC (ATU 1149) Y S NFC 534 119-131 Diarmuid Ó Rioghbhardáin ♂ 76
farmer; 
fisherman -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 6/10/1938
Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes; ÓSC p. 218-219 
(# 1149); CC (Fiannaíocht)
2971
TDG-cf.; FC (ATU 
1149)-cf. Y s; LR-T NFC 536 453-455 Seán Ó Mathghamhna ♂ 60 labourer
informant's father and other old 
people of Cill Mhichíl, 30 years prior ♂/-- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂
24/10-
4/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2972 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 537 293 Peat Ó Cathasa ♂ 70 farmer local old people -- Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 19/6/1938 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2973 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 537 302-303 Pádraic Mac Catailín ♂ 84 farmer -- Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 21/6/1938 Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2974 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC 559 21-22 Peadaidh Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 40 farmer -- Brighid Nic Aonghusa ♂ 4/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2975 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 561 111 Doimnic Mac Conaglaidhe ♂ 85 farmer old people -- Liam Mac Meanman ♂ 12/10/1937 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2976 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 609 274 Ciarán Ó Síothcháin (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Ciarán Ó Síothcháin ♂ 12/1/1939 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2977 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 626 176 Niall Mac Giolla Bhrighde ♂ c.79 pensioner -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 20/5/1939 --
2978 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC 670 96-98 Ciarán Ó Síothcháin (wrote himself) ♂ 43 -- -- Ciarán Ó Síothcháin ♂ ?/12/1939 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2979 TDG Y S NFC 692 244-257 Seán Ó Muaráin ♂ 72
farmer; 
tradesman old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 19,22/11/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2980 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC 694 430-432 Seán Mac Sidheáil ♂ c.68 fisherman -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 4/3/1940 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2981 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 700 472 Seán a Cearailt ♂ 42 small farmer -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 2/5/1940 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2982 TDG Y F-s NFC 703 551-554 Seán Ó hAodha ('Hamit') ♂ 79 fisherman old people of Cill Fachtna Beag -- Seán Ua Cróinín ♂ 6, 8/5/1940 Briody; Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2983 TDG; BF Y S NFC 712 479-544 Beartla Ó Conaire ♂ 60 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 5/11/1940 Briody
2984 TDG-cf. Y s NFC 734 151-153 Ruaidhrí Ó Tuathail ♂ 45 farmer old people of Port a Chlóidh -- Tomás a Búrca ♂ 11/1/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2985
TDG-cf.; FC (ATU 
1149)-cf. Y s NFC 740 80-83 Brian Mac Ghiolla Chearra ♂ 85 farmer old people of an Tóin Bháin -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 23/12/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2986 TDG-cf. Y F-s NFC 772 295-296 Seán Ó Curráin (Seán Joan) ♂ 73 fisherman -- Seósamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 19/5/1941 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2987 TDG-cf. Y F-s NFC 778 546 Tadhg Ó Briain ♂ 80 labourer among the people -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 14/9/1941 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2988 TDG-cf. Y s NFC 825 380-382 Nan, bean Uí Giallais ♀ 66 housewife
an old man from Rosmuc, 30 years 
prior ♂ Monica Ní Maodhbh ♀ 24/4/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2989 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 860 486 Mícheál Mac Oirchinnigh ♂ 77 farmer old people -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 3/11/1942 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives and raised in Inse Ruadh, Caol Cill Cill Mac Comog Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sithe, Dabhas, Dubhcóill en
lives and raised in Baile na h-Áirde Thiar Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmaid agus Gráinne ga
lives and raised in Art na Cithne, Baile 'n 
Firteuraigh p. an Fhirteuraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Hata ga
Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Scéal ga
lives and raised in Gabhlán, Beanntraí Cill Mac Comóg Beara / Beanntraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
Tóir Dhiarmuda agus Gráinne / Bás 
Dhiarmuda ga
lives and raised in Machaire Laoisce Gaoth Dobhair Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives in Cnocán Ní Fhoghladha; raised in 
Gort a' Phóirire an Chathair Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Cé Branndáin, Lios na 
Caolbhuí Clochán Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiúnn 7 Caghailte, 7rl ga
lives in Drom Liath, Cill Mhichíl; raised in 
Cill Mhichíl, Magcromtha Cill Mhichíl Iar-Mhúsgraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in An Rinnín An Ruadáin Lúsc Chúinn Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Leaba Dhiarmuda 's Ghráinne ga
lives and raised in Cearthú an Chaisleáin Cill Craoide Lúsc Chúinn Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Leaba Dhiarmuda a's Ghráinne ga
lives and raised in Oghil Maothal Maothal Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Dermott + Gráinne en
lives and raised in Falla Naois Cluaindabhaddóg Cill Mhic Créanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
na Rátha Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuid is Ghráinne ga
lives in Más an Easa; raised in Feith Mór Cluan Dá Choircigh Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
na Rátha Cairbre Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Dúireach; raised in Caol a' Phréacáin na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Tóirídheacht Dhiarmuda 7 Gráinne ga
lives in Árd Bán Uachtarach; raised in 
Dumhaigh Ros Guill Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Gáinne Mór ga
lives and raised in Martháin Beag Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Leaba Dhiarmuda ga
lives and raised in na Creige, Cill Fachtna 
Beag Cill Fachtna Beag Cairbre Thoir Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Bás Dhiarmuda ga
lives and raised in Roscíde Ros Muc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmad 7 Gráinne ga NFC 1508:22-39
lives in Ceathrú na gCloch; raised in Port a 
Chlóidh na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuid 7 Ghráinne ga
lives and raised in an Tóin Bán Cluain Dé Bhádóg Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn 'ac Cumhail 7 Cor-Uaine ga
lives in An Fheothanach; raised in Baile 
Dháth Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Buachaill age Diarmuid 7 age Gráine ga
lives and raised in Cuar a Choimeád Cillmhacumóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- en
lives in Cillbhriocán, Rosmuc; raised in 
Crainbeanai (?), Rosmuc Cillbhriocán Cill Cumain Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn agus Diarmad galives in A  Cnocáin Claisteas de Chíll 
Bheathach, Cois Fairrge; raised in Cíll 
Chluthair Cill Baile Eoin Corca Baiscin Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Leaba Dhiarmuda Athá Thiar i gCeann Léime ga
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2990 TDG Y s (inc.) NFC 969 190-192 Maitiú Mór Ó Tuathail ♂ 88 farmer
Máirtín Ó Tuathail (40), informant's 
father, of na hÁille, 60 years prior ♂ Calum I. Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 22/12/1944 Briody; Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2991 TDG Y F-s; LR NFC 969 470 Seán Ó Donnchadha ♂ c.40 farmer -- Calum I. Mac Gill-Eathain ♂ 20/1/1945 Briody; Bruford; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2992 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 1008 243-244 Pádraic Mac an Iomaire ♂ 74 farmer -- Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ ?/1/1943 Briody Fian4; Briody Fian7; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2993 TDG Y s NFC 1016 85-87 Padhraic Ó Duithche ♂ 55 farmer
informant's family, of Dubhachta, 20 
years prior -- Máirtín Ó Mainnín ♂ ?/2/1947 Briody; Bruford; CC (TDG)
2994 TDG Y S (inc.) NFC 1149 482-490
Pádraig Mhárthain Dhomhnaill Ó 
Ríoghbhardáin ♂ 74 farmer
informant got his tales from his father 
and other old people of Tullaigh, 
many years prior ♂?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 2, 3/7/1948 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2995 TDG Y S-T NFC 1270 324-333 Seán Mac mBriartaigh ♂ 52 farmer; carpenter
Seán Mac mBriartaigh (55), 
informant's neighbour, 30 years prior, 
who heard it from Domhnall Mac 
mBriartaigh 50 years prior to that ♂ Pádraig Ó Beirn ♂ 14/4/1949 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
2996 TDG Y s NFC 1275 376-379
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (collector's 
mother) ♀ -- -- --
Máiréad Ní Chonghaile (student, for a 
competition) ♀ c.1934 Briody
2997 TDG Y S-T NFC 1501 129-144 Seán Ó Caoimh (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- Seán Óg Ó Colmáin ♂ Seán Ó Caoimh ♂ 1957 Briody Fian5 (--)
2998 TDG Y S NFC 1508 22-39 Beartla Ó Connaire ♂ 79 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 13/1/1958 Briody
2999 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 1514 199 Mícheál Ó Guithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Mícheál Ó Guithín ♂ 1958 Briody Fian5 (--)
3000 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC 1528 40
Micheál Ó Donnchadha (Maidhc 
Pheatsaí) ♂ 75 labourer
people in Baile Mhúirne, 50-60 years 
prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 13-23/4/1959 --
3001 TDG Y S NFC 1538 99-107 Micí Sheáin Néill Ó Baoghaill ♂ -- -- --
Gordon Mac Gill Fionnáin; 
transcribed by Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ Autumn 1954 Briody; Bruford
3002 TDG Y s-Lit. NFC 1564 77-79 -- -- -- -- -- Paris Anderson ♂ 1849 Briody
3003 TDG Y F-s; LR-T NFC 1596 376 Mícheál Ó Laoghaire ♂ 82 farmer
people around Cúil Aodha, 50-65 
years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ ?/3/1962 Briody
3004 TDG Y S NFC 1632 322-356 Mícheál Ó Coiribín ♂ 72 fisherman -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 30/7/1963 Briody
3005 TDG Y S NFC 1642 85-97
Séan Bán Mac Grianna (brother of 
'Máire') ♂ c.65 farmer old people of Rann na Feirste -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1963 Briody
3006 TDG; LCG Y s; LR-T NFC 1645 221-226 Mícheál Ó Gaoithín (wrote himself) ♂ -- --
references getting part of it from 
Méiní ♀ Mícheál Ó Gaoithín ♂ 1962-63 Briody (TDG)
3007 TDG-cf. Y
F-s-Lit.; LR-
T NFC 1675 56-58 Joe Wade (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Joe Wade ♂ 29/11/1962 Briody Fian5 (--)
3008 TDG-cf.; BC Y S-T NFC 2052 84-91 Martin 'Junior' Crehan ♂ 71 farmer
Patsy Murrihy (old) from Mount 
Scott, c. 55 years prior. Patsy is the 
great grandfather of P. J. Murrihy 
who played/sang w/ 'The Bannermen' 
at time of collection; his son also had 
his stories. ♂ Tom Munnelly ♂ 9/11/1978 Gili Katz (verbal communication, 2013)
3009 TDG Y S NFC S11 442-449
Tomás mac an Iomaire (collector's 
father) ♂ 65 -- --
Nóra Nic an Iomaire, student; school: 
An Clochar i gCárna (Siúracha na 
Trócaire) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody (cf.); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3010 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S47 296 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Killomoran -- 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3011 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S59 488 Pat Power (collector's grandfather) ♂ 78 -- --
Mary Madden, student; school: An 
Aill ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3012 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S101 413-415 John Kerrigan ♂ -- -- --
Séamus Mac Giobúin, teacher; 
school: Craig Dhubh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3013 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S126 79.. -- -- -- -- --
Seán Mac Domhnaill; school: Caladh 
(girls' school [?]) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3014 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S126 426-427 James Hennigan ♂ 50 -- --
John Hennigan, student; school: Corr 
Odhar ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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lives in Na Criogáin; raised in na hÁille An Chnuic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmaid 7 Gráinne ga
Teach Mór An Chnuic Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Coillín Maigh Ros (Cárna) Baile na h-Innse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmuid 7 Gráinne i mBaile an Léim ga NFC 159:479-482
lives and raised in Dubhachta Corr na Móna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Tóruidheacht Dhiarmuid 7 Gráinne ga
lives and raised in Tullaigh Thuaidh Cill Oraglan Triúch an Aicme Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fiún Mac Cúmhail ga
lives in Iomaire Mhurnáin (which used to be 
called Léim na Buidhe); raised in Teileann Gleanncolmcille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Uaighe na Mná Móire ga
Cor na Rón, Indreabhán Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannaidheacht galives in The Lo g , Twyford Abbey, Park 
Royal, London, England; raised in na 
Déisibh Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Sealgaireacht ga
lives in An Gairbhtheanach; raised in 
Roscíde Ros Muc Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmad 7 Gráinne ga NFC 712:479-544
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives in Leacht Dubhshaighe; raised in Baile 
Mhúirne Cluan Drochead Iar-Mhúsgraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Diarmaid agus Gráinne ga en (trans.)
NFC Tape 27/16878 MÓC; 
TCD MS 10878/tape 27, 28 
Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, ed. The 
Folklore of Ireland (London: 
B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 1974), 30-
34
Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Ulster Ireland -- en
lives and raised in Doire an Chuilinn Baile Mhúirne Iar Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Ulster Ireland Leaba Diarmuda ga
lives and raised in Dubh Eithir Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmad agus Gráinne ga
lives and raised in Rann na Feirste Anagaire Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Mar d'Éalóigh Diarmaid lé Gráinne ga NFC 262:394-403
Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin An Daingean Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Stonestown, Delvin, Mullingar Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland The Well of the Leaking Fingers in Cean Tork en
Bonavialla, Mt. Scott, Mullagh Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland
Sruthán na gCat (Diarmuid, Gráinne and 
Gatach) en
Coillín, Cárna Maigh Ros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga
Cill Mhic Duagh Kiltartan Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Airyhill, Kylebrach Cill Domhnait
Baile Locha Riach / 
Loughrea Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Story about Diarmuid and Gráine en
Feenone, Louisburgh Baile an Róbe Cill Mheáin Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Feenone ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427863/4351651
Cill Lasrach Gallen Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427968/4362446
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3015 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S126 499-500 Mrs. Bridget Hennigan ♀ 83 -- --
Joe Gilmartin, student; school: Corr 
Odhar ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3016 TDG Y s NFC S129 305-306 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 72 -- -- Caitlín Ní Ghraith, student; Ros Dubh ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3017 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S137 3-4. John Ball ♂ 80 -- --
Críostóir Ó Murcháin (Christopher 
Leo Morahan), student; school: 
Louisburgh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3018 TDG Y s NFC S151 321-324 Edward Gallagher ♂ 47 -- -- student; school: Caonach -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3019 TDG Y s-T NFC S155 206-208 Joe Mac Govern (collector's father) ♂ c.67 -- --
Joe Mac Govern (jr.), student; school: 
Grange ♂ 3/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3020 TDG-cf. Y LR NFC S155 371-372 -- Maguire ♂ -- -- --
Máire Ní Chíaráin, student; school: 
Doire Leathan ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3021 TDG Y F NFC S157 5 Tomás Mac Searraigh ♂ 80 farmer --
student or teacher; school: Gleann an 
Daimh -- c.1937-1938? Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3022 TDG Y SU NFC S157 27-28 James Grimes ♂ 80+ -- --
Kitty B. Kelly (11), student; school: 
Druimín (Drummons) ♀ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3023 TDG-cf. Y LR NFC S157 157-158 Tom McGuire ♂ -- -- --
Anna Scanlon, student; school: Sc: 
Log na nGall, Drumcliffe parish ♀ 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3024 TDG-cf. Y F-s-T-Lit. NFC S160 257-258 -- -- -- -- --
Olive Lindsay, student; school: 
Ballinorley ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3025 TDG-cf. Y F-s-T-Lit. NFC S161 272-273 Máire Bhreathnach (M. K. Walsh) ♀ 48 teacher
informant's grandmother (70) of 
Sligo, 20 years prior ♀
Máire Eibhlín Ní Rathalaigh, student; 
school: Cnoc an Dúin (girls' school) ♀ 9/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3026 TDG Y s; LR-T NFC S181 262-263 John J. Devine ♂ -- --
Máire Ní Dhuibhne, student; school: 
Cill Uachtair ♀ 29/7/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3027 TDG-cf. Y
F-s-Lit.; LR-
T NFC S184 238-240 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Drumcormack -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3028 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S193 322-323 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Corra Cluana -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3029 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S197 458 Patrick Clancy ♂ 72 -- -- student; school: Coill an tSrotha -- 1938-1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3030 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S209 310-311 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: An Clochar, Cara 
Droma Ruisc -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3031 TDG-cf. Y SU; LR-T NFC S209 488-489 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: An Clochar, Cara 
Droma Ruisc -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3032 TDG-cf. Y s; LR-T NFC S218 177-181 John Wynne ♂ 50 -- -- student; school: Eslin -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3033 TDG-cf. Y F-s-Lit. NFC S220 270-271 Annie Dillon ♀ -- -- -- Nell Moran, student; school: Druimín ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3034 TDG Y s NFC S275 409-410 Jeremiah Herrington ♂ 48 -- --
Jack Harrington, student; school: Cill 
Mhic Eoghain ♂ 7/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3035 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S280 306-307 collector's aunt ♀ 39 -- --
Máire Ní Chonchubhair, student; 
school: Tráigh Phraisce (girls' school) ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3036 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S280 307-308 collector's aunt ♀ 73 -- --
Áine Ní Shúilleabháin, student; 
school: Tráigh Phraisce (girls' school) ♀ 1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3037 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S280 309 collector's father ♂ 54 -- --
Márta de Bhlach, student; school: 
Tráigh Phraisce (girls' school) ♀ 1938 Briody Fian5 (seanchas)
3038 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S280 309-310 collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Eibhlín Ní Reagáin, student; school: 
Tráigh Phraisce (girls' school) ♀ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3039 TDG Y s NFC S299 444-446 Seán Ó Briain ♂ --
Riobárd Muiris Ó Bothana who got it 
from his neighbour, Donnchadh Ó 
Drisceóil (90) 50 years prior ♂
Éamonn Mac Firbisigh, teacher; 
school: Doire Clathach ♂ 1935-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3040 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S321 152-153 Daniel Corrigan (wrote himself) ♂ -- -- -- Daniel Corrigan (deceased) ♂ prior to 1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Currower, Attymass Ált Tighe Mheasaigh Gallen Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuda en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427971/4362368
Ros Dubh Cill Comáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427983/4363793
Ballyhir, Louisburgh Kilgeever Murrisk Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Na Fianna i gCill Ghaobhair ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428011/4368052
Doodane, Keenagh, Dooley, Ballina Crossmolina
Tír Amhalghaidh / 
Tirawley Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Dermot and Grania en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428070/4374983
Grange Ahamlish Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Story of Fionn Mac Cool en
Gleniff, Ballintrillick Ahamlish Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Fianna Story en
lives and raised in this glen; spent time living 
in Scotland Ros Inbhir / Rossinver Cairbre / Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Sgéal a Bhaineas le Gleann an Daimh ga
Druimín / Drummons (at Leitrim border) Ros Inbhir / Rossinver Cairbre / Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Story about Dermot and Grania en
Gleniffe Cliffoney Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland A Local Story en
Calry Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Benbulbin Legend en
College Rd., Sligo Naomh Eoin / St. John's Carbury Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Seefin en
Cill Uachtair Kilmactranny (Geevagh) Tirerrill Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland An Old Irish Tale en
Emlaghtel / mileach? Fide Corrán Sligo / Sligeach Connacht Ireland Diarmaid and Grania en
Cluain Chláir
Rosclogher / Ros 
Clochair Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Barra Faire, Glenfarna Cluain Cláir
Drumahair / Drom Dhá 
Eithear Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Old Irish Tales en
Kiltoghert Liatroim Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland -- en
Kiltoghert Liatroim Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland -- en
Drumrahill Mohill Mohill Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland Diarmaid and Grainne en
Cloone Mohill Leitrim / Liatroim Connacht Ireland
Composition on Diarmuid and Gráinne in 
Cloone en
Millens, Eyeries, Castletown Cill Choitiarainn Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Old Story en
Cill Cháscáin (Eadragóil) Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Cill Cháscáin (Eadragóil) Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Cill Cháscáin (Eadragóil) Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Cill Cháscáin (Eadragóil) Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Na Fianna ga
Drom Dhá Liag
Droighneach, Drom Dhá 
Liag Cairbre Thiar Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéul Fiannuigheachta ga
Laharran, Minane Bridge
Tracton (An Mhainistir 
Bhán) Cineál Aodha / Kinalee Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Gleann na Muice Duibhe en
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3041 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S325 111-112 John Browne ♂ 70 -- --
student; school: Cill Chóirne (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3042 TDG-cf. Y s-Lit. NFC S344 118-120 Mrs. Dilworth ♀ 50 -- --
Nora Dilworth, student; school: Tullig 
/ Tullach ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3043 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S378 61.. -- ♀ old -- --
Nora Donovan, student; school: 
Clochar na Toirbhirte, Mainistir 
Fhearmuighe ♀ 1935-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3044 TDG-cf. Y F; LR-T NFC S382 221-222 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ó Duinnshléibhe, teacher; 
school: Áth Dúna ♂ 1934-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3045 TDG-cf. Y s (inc.) NFC S382 523.. -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Carraig na bhFear 
(girls' school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3046 TDG-cf. Y s-T NFC S382 550.. -- -- -- -- --
Liam Ó Leighin, teacher; school: 
Glashaboy ♂ 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3047 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S391 139.. Joan O'Sullivan ♀ 13.5 schoolchild
John Russell (labourer, c. 65) of 
Ballygarvan ♂
Eibhlín bean de Barra, teacher; 
school: Ballygarvan (girls' school) ♀ 24/10/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3048 TDG Y s NFC S472 423-426
Máire Ní h-Éalaithe (maiden name: Ní 
Siuchradha), collector's mother ♀ -- -- informant's father, long ago ♂
Donnchadh Ó hÉalaithe, student (6th 
class); school: Curraichín (boys' 
school) ♂ 9/2/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3049 TDG-cf. Y LR-T; F-s NFC S472 414 -- -- -- -- --
Seán Ó Séaghdha (5th class), 
Donnchadh Ó Ealuighthe (6th class), 
Parthalán Ó Donnchadha (8th class), 
students; school: Curraichín (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (cf. CF); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3050 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S493 243 -- O'Mahony ♂ -- -- --
B. J. Hallinan, student; school: 
Ashfort (boys' school) ♂ 7/7/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3051 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S493 267 Denis Mulcany ♂ -- -- --
Bríghid Ní Airtnéda, student; school: 
Ashfort ♀ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3052 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S514 41-42 William Casey ♂ 78 farmer
John Clancy (65), gamekeeper, 
Duntryleague Estate, c. 40 years prior ♂
Pádraig S. Ó Cadhla, teacher; school: 
Gleann na gCreabhar (Anglesboro) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3053 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S540 207a George Russal ♂ 65 -- --
John Keogh, student (5th class); 
school: Rear Cross, Newport ♂ 1938-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3054 TDG Y
s (inc.); LR-
T NFC S585 278-279
Pádraig Ó Conchobhair (collector's 
teacher) ♂ -- teacher --
Máire Ní Spáit, student; school: 
Kilkishen, Sixmilebridge ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3055 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S597 166 -- -- -- -- -- Anna Lee, student; school: Cratloe ♀ 1937-1939 Briody Fian5 (seanchas); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3056 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S623 81-83 Martin Howard ♂ 55 -- --
Maureen O'Brien, student; school: 
Sráid na Cathrach (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3057 TDG Y S NFC S649 96-101 Collector's father ♂ -- -- --
Mary Mullaney, student; school: 
Clochar na Trócaire, an tSráidbhaile ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3058 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S721 89.. -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Castlepollard (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3059 TDG-cf. Y
F-s; LR-T 
(inc.) NFC S721 90.. -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Castlepollard (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3060 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S721 137-138 several old people -- -- -- --
student; school: Castlepollard (girls' 
school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3061 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S721 153.. -- -- -- -- --
Lily English, student; school: 
Castlepollard (girls' school) ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3062 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR NFC S1036 98-100 Mrs. Ellen Breslin ♀ 84 farmer's wife --
Kathleen McHugh (17), student; 
school: Na Frasa ♀ ?/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3063 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1036 199-201 Mícheál Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 75 -- --
Seán Ó Ceallaigh, student; school: Na 
Frasa ♂ ?/5/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Crinaloo Cill Chóirne (Cluain Mín)
Múscraí Thiar / West 
Muskery Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Diarmuid and Gráinne en
Tullig, Coachford Acha Bolg
Múscraí Thoir / East 
Muskery Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Diarmaid and Grania en
Fermoy
Condons and 
Clangibbon Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Leabacally en
Árd na Gaoithe
Barrymore / An 
Barrach Mór Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland -- en
Dún Bolg (Gleann Mhuire)
Barrymore / An 
Barrach Mór Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Binn na Muice en
Dún Bolg / Dunbulloge 
(Glanmire)
Barrymore / An 
Barrach Mór Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal Fiannuidheachta ga
Sc: Ballygarvan (C.) Carrigaline
Kerrycarrihy (Ciarraí 
Cuirche) Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgeul Diarmada 7 Gráinne en
lives in Curraicín; raised in Drom 
Gleannbheithe Gleann Beithe Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus Diarmuid Ó Duibhne ga
Gleann Beithe Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
Ballagh, Charleville Cill Íde Gleann Caoin Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland Leabad Dhiarmuda en
Gortnaclohy, Ballagh, Charleville Cill Íde Gleann Caoin Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
Barnagurraha, Anglesboro, Mitchelstown
Coill Beithne 7 Gleann na 
gCreabhar / Killbehang 
and Anglesboro Cois Sléibhe / Cashlee Limerick / Luimneach Munster Ireland -- en
Abington Owney and Arra
Tipperary / Tiobraid 
Árann Munster Ireland The Labba en
Clonlea Tulla Lower Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Leaba Dhiarmuda agus Ghráinne ga
-- Cratloe Bunraite Íocht Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
Ballyvascin Kilfarboy Ibrickan Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland -- en
An tSráidbhaile / 
Stradbally Decies without Drum Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland An Old Story en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428144/4381683
Rathgraffe Fore Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland Diarmuid and Grania en
Rathgraffe Fore Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland Diarmuid and Grania en
Castlepollard (Rathgarve) Fore Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland Cionn Turc en
Castlepollard (Rathgarve) Fore Westmeath / An Iarmhí Leinster Ireland Local Place Names en
lives in Ballybrillighan, Frosses, Inver (60+ 
years); raised in Kilcar Inbhear / Inver Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Dermot and Grania in the Parish of Inver en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428287/4391880
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3064 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1039 102.. Séamas Ó Ceallacháin ♂ 63 -- --
Séamas Ó Ceallacháin, student; 
school: Fionn-Tráigh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3065 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1039 123-124 Séamas Ó Ceallacháin ♂ 63 -- --
Séamas Ó Ceallacháin, student; 
school: Fionn-Tráigh ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3066 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1040 242-244 -- -- -- -- -- student; school: Mín Teineadh Dé -- 1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3067 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1049 79-80 Cáit Ní Shuibhlin ♀ -- -- --
Pádraig Mac Niallghuis, teacher; 
school: Mín an Bhealaigh ♂ 4/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3068 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S1049 218 Pádraig Mac Giobúin ♂ 73 -- -- student; school: Na Cruacha -- 1937-1938 Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3069 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1049 257 Pádraig Mac Giobúin ♂ 73 -- -- student; school: Na Cruacha -- 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3070 TDG Y S NFC S1051 305-309
Máire bean Ua Braonáin agus 
Proinnseas Ua Braonáin ♀/♂ -- -- Proinnseas Ua Braonain (d. 1888) ♂
Róis Ní Braonáin, teacher; school: An 
Sealgán ♀ 1934-1936
Briody; Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xxi 
n5; CC (TDG)
3071 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T NFC S1058 1p Anna Bean Mhic an Bháird ♀ 45 -- --
Mícheál Mac an Bháird, student; 
school: Céideadh ♂ 1937-1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3072 TDG Y F-s NFC S1079 57-58 Seán Ó Buadhaigh ♂ 78 -- --
Gráinne Ní Dhochartaigh, student; 
school: Doire Chasáin ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3073 TDG-cf. Y LR-T NFC S1080 83 Cáit Bean Uí Bhuidhe ♀ 73 -- --
Cáit Ní Bhuidhe, student; school: An 
Gleann ♀ 1938-1939 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3074 TDG-cf. Y s (inc.) NFC S1110 87.. -- -- -- -- --
Margaret Doherty, student; school: 
Carrowan ♀ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3075 TDG-cf. Y F-s NFC S1110 372-374 John Doherty ♂ -- -- --
Colm Quigley, student; school: N. 
Colmcille, Buncrana ♂ 24/11/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3076 TDG Y S NFC Tape 27/16878 MÓC 00:14:11 Micí Sheáin Néill Uí Bhaoighill ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill -- Autumn 1957 Pádraig Ó Baoighill, ed. Ó Cadhain i dTír Chonaill
3077 TDG Y S TCD MS 10878/tape 27, 28 00:14:11 Micí Sheáin Néill Uí Bhaoighill ♂ -- -- --
Máirtín Ó Cadhain and Pádraig Ó 
Baoighill -- Autumn 1957 --
3078 TDG Y S Print
Mary Ellen Sarsfield / Máire Eibhlín 
Sairséal (Bean an t-Sáirséalaigh) ♀ c.55 -- -- Fr. Seán Mac Diarmada ♂ c.1903
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; CC 
(TDG); Archive List
3079 TDG Y s-T-Lit. Print -- -- -- -- -- Patrick Kennedy ♂ Before 1866 --
3080 TDG-cf. Y F-s Print -- -- -- -- -- Lady Gregory ♀ 1926 or before --
3081 TDG-cf. Y LR-T Print Pádhraic Mhac Con Iomaire ♂ -- -- -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ Before 1941
Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Briody Fian3; 
Briody Fian6; CC (TDG)
3082 TDG-cf. Y LR-T Print Pádhraic Mhac Dhonnchadha (Liam) ♂ -- -- -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ Before 1941
Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Briody Fian3; 
Briody Fian6; CC (TDG)
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Fionn Tráigh na Cealla Beaga Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland
Scéal fá Chro-na-nád: Leabaidh Diarmuda 
agus Gráinne ga NFC S1039:123-124
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428303/4392906
Fionn Tráigh na Cealla Beaga Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuide agus Gráinne ga NFC S1039: 102
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428303/4392929
Ard an Rátha (Killybegs 
Lower) Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428307/4393379
An Ruadh Chró Árd an Rátha (Inis Chaoil) Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuda ga
lives and raised in Deireadh gCruach, an 
Choimín Leithbheárr Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuda agus Ghrania ga
lives and raised in Deireadh gCruach, an 
Choimín Leithbheárr Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Diarmuid agus Gránia ga
Inis Chaoil Baoighleach / Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428346/4397549
Clochghlas, Ailt an Chorrain Teampall Crón Boylagh Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuda ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428363/4400119
Dumhaigh, na Dúnaibh Ros Guill / Mevagh
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 




Cill Mhic Neanáin / 




Inis Eoghain Thiar / 
Inishowen West Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Old Irish Tales en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493752/4416994
Gransha Lower Fahan Inishowan West Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- en
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493755/4416887
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Diarmaid agus Gráinne ga NFC 1538: 99-107 TCD MS 10878/tape 27, 28 
Rann na Feirste Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Diarmaid agus Gráinne ga NFC 1538: 99-107 NFC Tape 27/16878 MÓC
Ó Baoighill, Pádraig, ed. Ó 
Cadhain i dTír Chonaill. (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Coiscéim, 2007), 
39-45
Castlereagh / An Caisleán Riabhach
Roscommon / Ros 
Comáin Connacht Ireland Diarmuid agus Gráinne ga en (summary) Béaloideas 4.4 (1934): 425-430
Ireland Pursuit of Diarmuid and Grainne en
Kennedy, Patrick. Legendary 
Fictions of the Irish Celts 
(London: Macmillan and Co., 
1866), 223-225 = (London and 
New York: Macmillan and 
Co., 1891), 197-198
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Grania en
Lady Gregory, The Kiltartan 
History Book  (London: T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1926): 17; (in 
part) Lady Gregory, The 
Kiltartan History Book 
(Dublin: Maunsel and Co., 
1909): 1
Coillín, Cárna Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Baile na Léime ga
Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Annála Beaga ó Iorrus 
Aithneach (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Oifig an tSolathair, 1941), 300
Coillín, Cárna Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Leabaidh Dhiarmuda ga
Mac Giollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Annála Beaga ó Iorrus 
Aithneach (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Oifig an tSolathair, 1941), 300
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3083 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T Print Maighréad bean Mhic Shuibhne ♀ -- -- -- Énrí Ó Muirgheasa ♂ Before 1924 Briody Fian6
3084 TDG Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 60 (unverified) Archibald Stewart ♂ -- man servant --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 19/2/1801
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3085 TDG Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.006 21v-23v
Alasdair Donullach [Alexander 
MacDonald]
♂ -- --
-- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 16/2/1866 CWP
3086 TDG-cf. Y LR EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.014 37v Donald MacPhee?
♂? (1784-1868)? crofter?
-- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1866 CWP
3087 TDG Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW107.042 38v-39v






informant's father, many years prior ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 6/4/1869 CWP
3088 TDG Y s/L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.066 148v-150v






-- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 7/12/1862 CWP
3089 TDG Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-





-- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1862 CWP




-- ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ -- CWP
3091 TDG Y S NFC 1180 14-29
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
MacDhòmhnaill (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh; 
Donnchadh Clachair) ♂
67 (1882-
1954) stonemason informant's father and maternal uncle ♂ Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 4/11/1949 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
3092 TDG Y s NLS 50.1.5 1r-2r Janet Currie ♀ -- --
immediate source not given; traces it 
back to Neill Currie, her ancestor, 
poet for Clanranald -- Hector MacLean ♂ 14/9/1860 Bruford
3093 TDG-cf.; TDM Y
F-s; F-L; 
LR NLS 50.1.5
3r + 50.1.13: 275r-
276v, 277r-277v
Mary MacTavish (Mrs.) (wrote 
herself) ♀ -- --
a ploughman employed by 
informant's father, nearly 60 years 
prior ♂ Mary MacTavish (Mrs.) ♀ ?/11/1859
Tobar an Dualchais (CW0044B.207; incorrect edition 
cited)
3094 TDG Y s/L NLS 50.1.12 194r-199r
Kenneth Morrison / Coinneach Mac 
'Illemhoire ♂ 70 --
John MacDonald (Iain Mac Iain 'ic 
Eoghain; died 20+ years prior at c. 80) 
and others ♂/-- Alexander Carmichael ♂ ?/12/1861 DWS Notes
3095 TDG-cf. Y F-L NLS 50.1.12 240r Hector MacDonald ♂ 60-70 -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ c.1861 DWS Notes
3096 TDG-cf. Y s-T NLS 50.1.13 31r-31v -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
3097 TDG Y L NLS 50.2.2 176r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
3098 TDG-cf. Y F-L NLS 50.2.2 149r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford
3099 TDG-cf.; LD Y F-s NLS 50.2.2 149r MacLean ♂ -- -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 8/9/1870 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford
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na Sailigh, Leitir Bearra Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Fionn agus Diarmaid ga
Mac Róigh, Fearghus [Énrí Ó 
Muirgheasa], eag. Oidhche 
Áirneáil i dTír Chonaill  (Dún 
Dealgan: Preas Dhún Dealgan, 
1924), 49-50
Dalchosnie, Rannoch Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Bas Dhiarmad O Duigne gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
163-164




Islands Scotland Laoi Dhiarmaid gd
PTWH 3 (1862): 55-59, 78-80 
= PTWH 3 (1892): 66-69, 90-









































lives in Peighinn nan Aoireann; raised in 
Snaoiseubhal Uibhist a Deas / South Uist
Uibhist a Deas / South 
Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmad agas Gràinne gd
Stoneybridge South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 54-55 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 64-65 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 255-256
Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dan an Dearg gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 51-53 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 61-63 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 252-255
Trithean Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Dhiarmaid gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW112.066: 148v-150v
Talisker / Talamh-speir Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmad gd
Scotland The Death of Diarmad en
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd* en (mention) NLS 50.2.4: 9r-12r
Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Dhiarmaid gd* en (mention)
Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Flight of Diarmaid and Graidhne gd* en (summary)
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3100 TDG-cf.; LD Y s; I NLS 50.2.2 179r-180r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
3101 TDG Y L NLS 50.2.4 97r John / Iain Cameron ♂ 60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 25/9/1871
3102 TDG Y L/s NLS 50.2.4 70r Patrick Smith ♂ 80 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
3103 TDG Y L NLS 50.2.4 9r-12r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 87 weaver someone in Uist (unnamed) -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 5/9/1871 --
3104 TDG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 92-95 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3105 TDG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 96-103 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3106 TDG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 104-117 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3107 TDG Y L NLS 72.3.9 100-107 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3108 TDG Y L NLS 72.3.9 107-116 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3109 TDG Y L NLS 72.3.9 116-128 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3110 TDG Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment B -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
3111 TDG Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.11 15b-16b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3112 TDG Y s/L NT
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 
47671 00:04:48
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Allan MacDonald / Ailein Mór mac 
Ruairidh 'ic Ailein of Peninerine ♂ John Lorne Campbell ♂ 12/1/1960 Tobar an Dualchais
3113 TDG Y L NT CW0044B.207 00:05:48
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
68 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 11/1/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
3114 TDG Y L NT
CW0089A, Track ID: 
49252 00:07:12
Duncan MacDonald / Donnchadh 
Dòmhnallach (Donnchadh mac 
Dhòmhnaill 'ic Dhonnchaidh) ♂
68 (1882-
1954) stonemason -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 21/7/1950 Tobar an Dualchais
3115 TDG-cf. Y LR-T SSS MML 3 483b.1 [483.5] -- -- -- -- -- Elizabeth Kerr ♀ 4/1/1893 MML Catalogue
3116 TDG-cf. Y F-LR-T SSS MML 6 1009.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1894-1895? MML Catalogue
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Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh an Duirn gd* en (summary) NLS 50.2.4: 18r-19r
Borve Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of Diarmaid gd* en (mention)
-- South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Lay of Diarmaid gd* en (summary)
Tobermory Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd NLS 50.2.2: 176r
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland Diarmaid gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland Bas Diarmaid O Duimhne gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 




Islands Scotland Duan Diarmid O Duin gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
219
Scotland Mar Mhairibh Diarmaid an Torc Nethidh gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
158
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd
SSS SA1960.011.B4; 
SA1964.051.B5
MacLellan, Angus. Stories 
from South Uist, trans. John 
Lorne Campbell (London: 




lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd




lives and raised in Peninerine; born in 
Snishival South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd NT CW0044B.207
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/49252/1
Port Charlotte Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
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3117 TDG Y F-s/L SSS NB 24 1875-1876
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 23/9/1958 CMP (Finn Cycle and Others)
3118 TDG Y F-L SSS SA1949.005.B2 00:00:33
Calum Johnston (Calum Aonghais 
Chaluim) ♂
58 (1891-
1972) engineer; piper informant's father ♂ -- -- 1949 SSS-ALST
3119 TDG Y L (inc.) SSS SA1952.088.B4 00:01:48
James C. M. Campbell / Seumas C. 
M. Caimbeul ♂
56 (1896-
1979) banker -- Francis Collinson ♂ 19/12/1952
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
Tobar an Dualchais
3120 TDG Y L SSS SA1953.273.B5 00:01:28
Kate MacCormick / Catriona 
NicCarmaig (Mrs. Patrick; Catriona 
nighean Ghilleasbaig Ghriomasaigh) ♀ -- --
informant's mother and old women in 
Benbecula ♀ -- -- 3/1/1954 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain)
3121 TDG Y S SSS
SA1955.162.B8 + 
169.A1 00:07:26
John Finlayson / Iain Fionnlasdan 
(John Smoke) ♂
60 (1895-
1975) crofter -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 23/9/1955
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; SSS-MNDX; Bruford; Tobar an Dualchais
3122 TDG Y F-s/L SSS
SA1958.082.A8, A9, 
A10 00:02:43
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 23/9/1958 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford
3123 TDG Y F-L SSS SA1958.167.B4 00:00:19
John Finlayson / Iain Fionnlasdan 
(John Smoke) ♂
63 (1895-
1975) crofter -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 15/12/1958
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
3124 TDG Y F; LR-T SSS SA1959.058.B11
Mr. MacDonald (Peggy MacDonald's 
husband) ♂ -- -- -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 20/7/1959
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Bruford
3125 TDG Y s/L (inc.) SSS SA1960.011.B4 00:02:48
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 




fisherman -- Calum Iain MacLean ♂ 12/12/1959
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]; Fenian 
Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; Bruford 
(misrecorded, SA1960.011.B3); Tobar an Dualchais
3126 TDG Y s/F-L SSS SA1960.070.A5 00:05:51
Donald Sinclair / Dòmhnall Mac na 
Ceàrdaich (Dòmhnall Chaluim Bàin) ♂
75 (1885-
1975) -- -- John MacInnes ♂ 4/4/1960
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Bruford (1960.070); Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 
(1967) p. xxv n3 (RL759.A3); Tobar an Dualchais
3127 TDG Y L SSS SA1962.004.A5 00:01:47
Morag Sinclair (Mrs. Murdo; Mòrag 
Iain Eachainn) ♀ -- (?-1965) -- informant's father ♂ Elisabeth (Lisa) Sinclair ♀ ?/2/1962
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-MNDX; 
SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3128 TDG Y L SSS SA1963.066.B3 00:01:48
Kate MacCormick / Catriona 
NicCarmaig (Mrs. Patrick; Catriona 
nighean Ghilleasbaig Ghriomasaigh) ♀ -- -- Alasdair Morrison ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/10-12/1963
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
3129 TDG Y L (inc.) SSS SA1963.097.B1 00:01:26






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3130 TDG Y s/L SSS SA1964.051.B5 00:04:52
Angus MacLellan / Aonghas 





Donald MacDonald / Dòmhnall mac 
Dhunnchaidh 'ic an Tàilleir (father of 
Duncan MacDonald) of Peninerine ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1964
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3131 TDG Y F-L SSS SA1964.146.B5 00:00:53 
Calum Johnston (Calum Aonghais 
Chaluim) ♂
73 (1891-
1972) engineer; piper informant's father ♂ Gillian Johnstone ♀ 14/3/1964 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3132 TDG Y L SSS SA1965.084.B5 00:02:32
Kate MacCormick / Catriona 
NicCarmaig (Mrs. Patrick; Catriona 
nighean Ghilleasbaig Ghriomasaigh) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/7/1965
SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST; 
Tobar an Dualchais
3133 TDG Y s (inc.); F-L SSS SA1965.134.A2 00:03:40
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
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Other versions collected 
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raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmaid is Gràinne gd
SSS SA1965.134.A2; 
SA1965.134.A3 SSS SA1958.082.A8, A9, A10
lives and raised in Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd en (trans.)
SSS SA1964.146.B5; 
SA1972.027.3 Tocher 13 (Spring 1974): 177
raised in Kintail; lives in Northwood, 
Middlesex, London Wester Ross Ross & Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/5709/1
Haclait / Hacklete South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd
SSS SA1963.066.B3; 
SA1965.084.B5
lives and raised in Drumbuie Lochalsh Dornie Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 





raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd
SSS SA1965.134.A2; 
SA1965.134.A3 SSS NB 24: 1875-1876
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/en/fullrecord/57566/3
lives and raised in Drumbuie Lochalsh Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan Dhiarmad gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/35974/1
raised in  South Uist; lives in Connel, 
Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmad 's an Torc gd
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd
SSS SA1964.051.B5; NT 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47671
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/42042/1
lives and raised in West Hynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmad agus Gràine gd




lives and raised in Barra Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/19593/1
Haclait / Hacklete South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32637/1
raised and lived in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas 
area; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd
SSS SA1960.011.B4; NT 
CannaOT.7, Track ID - 47671
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/85364/1
lives and raised in Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Haclait / Hacklete South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmad agus Grainne gd
SSS SA1958.082.A8, A9, A10; 
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3134 TDG Y L (inc.) SSS SA1965.134.A3 00:02:18
Peggy MacDonald / Peigidh Nic 
Dhòmhnaill (Peigidh Aonghais 'ic 
Eachainn; Mrs.) ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/11/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
3135 TDG Y F-L SSS SA1969.068.A4 00:02:13
Marion Campbell / Mòr Mac Gille 
Fhaolain (Mrs. Neil Campbell; Morag 
MacLellan; Mòr Aonghais òic 
Eachainn 'ic Dhòmhnaill 'ic Chaluim 




Donald Archie MacDonald; Angus J 
MacDonald ♂ 1969 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
3136 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T SSS SA1969.140.A3b 00:01:40 Donald Morrison ♂ -- -- -- Alan Bruford ♂ 18/11/1969 SSS-ALST







er informant's father ♂ Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais







er -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/3/1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3139 TDG Y s SSS SA1970.350.A5 00:04:53
Roderick MacPherson ('Goik'; 
Ruairidh Ghilleasbaig) ♂ 68 (1902-?) boatbuilder -- Mary MacDonald ♀ 1970
SSS-CC (Hero Tales; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3140 TDG Y s SSS SA1971.004.B1 00:04:46







clerk -- Angus John MacDonald ♂ 1971
SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST
3141 TDG Y F-s; LR-T SSS SA1972.007.A1 00:03:05 James Clark ♂ 81 (1891-?) --
informant's grandfather and old 
people ♂/--
Donald Archie MacDonald; Ian 
Fraser ♂ 1972 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3142 TDG; DC-cf. Y




Kenneth Chisholm (Big Kenny); 
Farquhar Chisholm; Finlay Chisholm; 
Donald MacKenzie ♂ --
gamekeeper / 
lorry driver / 
boatbuilder; 
crofter / -- --
Donald Archie MacDonald; Ian 
Fraser ♂ 1972
SSS-CC (Historical Tradition; Other History/Pseudo-
history; Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-ALST; Tobar an 
Dualchais
3143 TDG Y F-L SSS SA1972.027.3 00:00:36
Calum Johnston (Calum Aonghais 
Chaluim) ♂
81 (1891-
1972) engineer; piper informant's father ♂ Morag MacLeod; Peter Cooke ♀/♂ ?/2/1972 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
3144 TDG Y s SSS SA1976.190.B4 00:04:20
Roderick MacPherson ('Goik'; 
Ruairidh Ghilleasbaig) ♂ 74 (1902-?) boatbuilder informant's father ♂
Donald Archie MacDonald; Alan J. 
Bruford; Mary MacDonald ♂/♀ 3/10/1976
SSS-CC (Hero Tales [Fenian]); SSS-MNDX; SSS-
ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3145 TDG-cf. Y F-s; LR-T SSS SA1980.026 00:02:15 Kenneth Chisholm (Big Kenny) ♂ -- -- --
Alan J. Bruford; Donald Archie 
MacDonald; Ian Fraser ♂ 6/2/1980 Tobar an Dualchais
3146 TDG Y L Print Norman Murray ♂ -- -- -- Malcolm MacPhail ♂ 1866
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
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raised in Loch Aoineart, South Uist; lives in 
Connel, Argyllshire South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd
SSS SA1958.082.A8, A9, A10; 




raised in Bornish/Gearrabhailteas area; lived 
in Garryheillie; retired to Frobost South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd
Bunessan Mull Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmaid gd
Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd SSS SA1970.049.B2
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/11505/1
Ardmor South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bàs Dhiarmaid gd SSS SA1970.037.B2
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/13311/1
lives and raised in Bruernish  Barra  Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Fionn agus Diarmad Dhonn gd SSS SA1976.190.B4
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/68527/1
Tigharry North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmad agus Gràinne gd
Morvich Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Death of Diarmad gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/64980/1
Letterfearn Glenshiel Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Sgeulachdan na Finn; Beathach air Loch nan 
Corr; Bas Dhiarmaid; Duan na Ceardach gd




lives and raised in Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland -- gd
SSS SA1949.005.B2; 
SA1964.146.B5
lives and raised in Bruernish  Barra  Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Mar a Chuir Fionn as do Dhiarmaid gd SSS SA1970.350.A5
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/57496/1
lives and raised in Letterfearn Glenshiel Kintail Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Tobar an Tuirc agus Uaigh Dhaorghlais gd




Habost, Ness Lewis Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmaid gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
164
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3147 TDG-cf. Y LR-T Print -- (wrote herself) ♀ -- (upper class)
Margaret MacLeod of Portree (a poor, 
forlorn woman) ♀ -- (wrote herself) ♀ 18/4/1872
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3148 TDG Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Tobar an 
Dualchais (SA1963.97.B1)
3149 TDG-cf. Y LR Print Donald MacPhie ♂ -- blacksmith -- Hector MacLean? ♂? ?/10/1860 --
3150 TDG Y S; F-L Print Alexander Macalister ♂ old -- -- Hector MacLean ♂ ?/7/1859
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix (39-90); 
SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú Chulainn, 
Deirdre, etc.)
3151 TDG Y S (inc.) Print Alexander MacDonald ♂ -- --
Marion Galbraith (informant's 
mother); informant traces it back 6 
generations to a maternal ancestor 
from Kintyre (names not given) ♀ Hector MacLean ♂ 20/9/1860 Bruford
3152 TDG Y L (comp.) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
3153 TDG-cf. Y s-T Print -- -- -- -- -- C. D. ♂? Before 1862
Bruford; SSS-CC (Féinn [General Trads.], Cú 
Chulainn, Deirdre, etc.)
3154 TDG Y s-Lit.; LR-T Print many persons -- -- -- -- John G. A. Prim ♂ 1849 or before Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC (TDG)
3155 TDG Y S/L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell? ♂ c.1860-1891 Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix
3156 TDG Y L Print John Sinclair ♂ c.80 --
Peter Carmichael (old) of Tiree, in 
informant's youth ♂ John Gregorson Campbell? ♂ Summer 1881 Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix
3157 TDG Y F-L Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell? ♂ c.1860-1891? --
3158 TDM Y L NFC 155 67-72 Eoin Ó Neachtain ♂ -- -- -- Liam Mac Coisdeala ♂ 22/9/1935
Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiann-
laoithe)
3159 TDM-cf. Y s NFC 261 258-259 Donnchadha Mac Guidhir ♂ 71 farmer informant doesn't recall -- Prionnsias Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 9/11/1936 Briody (cf. TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3160
TDM; MGG; LCD; 
FTL Y S NFC 281 299-314 Pádhraic Ó Cúláin ♂ 74 farmer
informant's father (70) of 
Coismeigmór, Na Forbacha, c. 53 
years prior ♂ Colm Ó Cúláin ♂ 7/7/1936 Briody (TDM; FTL); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3161 TDM Y s NFC 344 63-68 Conall Ó Ceallacháin ♂ 65 -- --
Pádraig Ó Ceallacháin (15), student in 
Fionn Tráigh ♂ ?/12/1936 Briody (cf. TDM); CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Scotland -- en
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
164
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Dhiarmaid gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 284-287; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
162-163
Breubhaig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Ceisdean Fhinn gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 36-38 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 46-48 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 240-242
Bowmore Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Diarmaid agus Grainne gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 39-49 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 49-59 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 243-251; 
Montgomerie, Norah and 
William. The Folk Tales of 
Scotland (Edinburgh: Mercat 
Press, 2005), 227-230
Burgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd en (trans.)
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.006: 21v-23v
PTWH 3 (1862): 55-59, 78-80 
= PTWH 3 (1892): 66-69, 90-
92 = PTWH 2 (1994): 256-259, 
275-278
Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 64-75 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 74-87 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 262-275
Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland The Boar of Ben Laighal en
PTWH 3 (1862): 81-82 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 93-94 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 278-279
Bruford; Ní Shéaghdha, ITS 48 (1967) p. xix; Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6; CC (TDG) Kilkenny / Cill Chainnigh Leinster Ireland -- en
Transactions of the Kilkenny 




Islands Scotland Dermid gd* en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 52-57
Barrapol Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Laoidh Dhiarmaid gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 57-62
Scotland -- gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 77
Aird Mhór, Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laoi an Deirg Mhóir ga
lives and raised in Tullach Tonaibhir Na Gleannta Baoghallach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in Coismeig Mór, Na 
Forbacha Ratún Má Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
Fionntráigh, Na Cealla Beaga Na Cealla Beaga Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Dearg ga
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3162 TDM Y L NFC 825 251-253 Seán Ó Maodhbh ♂ 32 farmer
an old man (68) somewhere in 
Connemara, 3 years prior ♂ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 15/4/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3163 TDM Y L/s NFC 1236 301-304 Seán Ó Coileáin ♂ 76 farmer
an Bhardúnach (?) and other 
informants of an Muinín, 60-65 years 
prior -- Gearóid Ó Maoil Mhichíl ♂ Summer 1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3164 TDM; CMD Y S NFC 1274 27-33 Partholán Mac Confhaola ♂ c.30 -- --
Éamonn Ó Máille (student, for a 
competition) ♂ c.1934-1935 Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3165 TDM-cf. Y s NFC S1038 137 Seán a Gallchobhair ♂ 80 -- --
Mollaidh Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Cruach ♀ 1938 Briody (NR); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3166 TDM Y L (inc.) EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 116 (unverified) Captain Morrison ♂ 80+ -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 1801
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
3167 TDM Y F-L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
1/La.III.475 121 (unverified) Mr. MacDonald ♂ -- -- --
Rev. Dr. Alexander Ivine / Alastair 
Irbhinn ♂ 26/2/1801
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
3168 TDM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.007 24r-27v
Alasdair Donullach [Alexander 
MacDonald] ♂ -- crofter -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 16/2/1866 CWP
3169 TDM; CMD Y S-SU; LR EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW104.008 27v-31r -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 16/1/1866 CWP
3170 TDM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.005 15v-18v




Roderick MacQuien / Ruarai ruadh 
mac Cuithein (catechist) of Scolpaig, 
North Uist ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 5/10/1865 CWP
3171 TDM Y L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW113.028 73r-78v John / Iain MacInnes ♂ -- --
Roderick MacIssac / Ruaraidh Mac 
Iosaig of Benbecula many years prior ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 24/3/1866 CWP
3172 TDM Y s/L EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW114.006 6v-11r Donald MacPhee / Donul Mac a Phie ♂
c.52 (c.1816-
1869) blacksmith
Hector MacNeil / Eachun mac Neil 
(blind man; musician and historian for 
MacNeil of Barra) of Barra ♂ Alexander Carmichael ♂ 14/3/1867 CWP
3173 TDM Y L NLS 50.1.12 64r-65v Alexander MacDonald ♂ -- -- -- Hector MacLean ♂ 22/9/1860 NLS Register
3174 TDM Y L NLS 50.1.12 109r-112v Donald MacIntyre ♂ -- --
John MacInnes (Iain òg mac 
Lachluinn; old), in informant's youth ♂ Donald K. Torrie ♂ c.1861 NLS Register
3175 TDM Y L NLS 50.1.12 116r-117v
Catherine MacQueen, née 
MacDonald ♀ -- -- -- Donald K. Torrie ♂ c.1861 NLS Register
3176 TDM Y L NLS 50.2.4 160r
Angus MacDonald / Aonghas 
Domhnullach ♂ c.60 -- -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 27/9/1871 --
3177 TDM Y L-Lit. (?) NLS 72.3.10 31-33 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1783
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005); Tobar an Dualchais (SA1956.054.B5)
3178 TDM Y L NLS 72.3.9 83-92 -- -- -- -- -- Duncan Kennedy ♂ 1774-1780
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
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lives and raised in Cillbhriocáin, Ros Muc Cillbhriocáin Cill Cummin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cuid eile go Laoi an Deirg Mhóir ga
lives and raised in An Muinín Mionloch Uí Mhainnín -- Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland An Dearg Mór ga
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Laogh [Laoi] ar an Dearg Mór Tír Lochlann ga





Scotland Scotland Dearg Mac Deirg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
113
Dalchosnie Perthshire Eastern Scotland Scotland Dearg Mac Druidhan gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
113
Borve / Borgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan an Deirg gd









Clachan na Lùib North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 










Breivig / Brèibhig Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




Burgh Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan an Deirg gd
NLS 50.1.12: 52r-59r; EUL GB 
237 Coll-97/CW104.007: 24r-
27v
Aird South Uist Benbecula Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan an Deirg gd
Paible North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan an Deirg gd
EUL GB 237 Coll-
97/CW105.005: 15v-18v
Gearra na Moine South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan an Dheirge gd* en (mention)
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Bas Dheirg gd
(in part) Campbell, John 
Francis. Leabhar na Féinne 




Islands Scotland -- gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
109-111
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3179 TDM Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment C -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
3180 TDM Y L (comp.?) NLS 73.2.18 46-49
Alexander Mackay / John Mackay / 
John Mackenzie ♂ 63/50/-- -- -- Rev. John MacDonald ♂ ?/9-10/1805
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
3181 TDM Y L-Lit. (?) NLS Acc. 2152.13 10b-15b -- -- -- -- -- Rev. Donald MacNicol ♂ 1755-1802
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
3182 TDM Y F-L SSS SA1963.097.B2 00:00:49






lecturer -- Thorkild Knudsen ♂ ?/11/1963 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3183 TDM Y s/L-Lit. (?) Print -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1786 or before
CWP (EUL GB 237 Coll-97/CW104.007; Coll-
97/CW105.005)
3184 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S NFC 3 484-504 Pádraig Saors ♂ 67
small farmer, 
fisherman -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ ?/11/1932 Briody; CC (Cf. Mac Iongantach Fhinn)
3185 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S NFC 9 349-379 + 8:373-380 Tomás mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1932
Briody (EIA); Bruford (cf. EIA); CC (8:373-380; 
Fiannaíocht)
3186
TO (ATU 873); FC 
(ATU 1149); EIA-cf.; 
S; ATU 1060-cf. Y S NFC 27 503-518
Tadhg Ó Murchadha (Tadhg na 
gCaorach) ♂ 70 blacksmith -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 1933
ÓSC p. 218-219 (# 1149); Briody (S; NR); Briody 
Fian3 (issue 6); CC (FC; cf. ECM; [Béal.] TO); 
Archive List
3187 TO (ATU 873); S Y S NFC 28 491-528 Diarmuid -- (Collector's uncle) ♂ -- -- -- Tadhg Ó Murchadha 18/9/1934 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3188 TO (ATU 873)-cf. Y S NFC 37 221-244 John Carley ♂ 30 army (ex-private) informant's uncle ♂ P. Ó Dubhghaill ♂ c.1917-1921 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Mac Iongantach Fhinn)
3189 TO (ATU 873)-cf. Y S NFC 37 330-347 John Carley ♂ 30 army (ex-private) informant's uncle ♂ P. Ó Dubhghaill ♂ c.1917-1921 Briody Laoithe Notes; CC (Mac Iongantach Fhinn)
3190
TO (ATU 873); ATU 
300; S; RGG Y S NFC 86 202-260 Seán mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (TO; RGG)
3191 TO (ATU 873)-cf. Y s NFC 146 278-279 Muiris Ó Ríordáin (Ríoghbhardáin) ♂ 67 farm labourer
Pádraig Ó Muircheartaigh (80) of na 
Beathachaibh, Cathair Saidhbhín ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 26/9/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3192 TO (ATU 873)-cf. Y s; LR-T NFC 239 714-717
Pádraig Sheáin Dhómhnaill Uí 
Ríoghbhardáin ♂ 66 small farmer
Máire Ní Mhurchadha (84), 
informant's mother, raised in Gleann 
Na gCoileach, P. na Tuatha, many 
years prior ♀ Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 29/6/1936 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3193
TO (ATU 873); ATU 
300; S; RGG Y S NFC 259 175-218 Seán a Cearailt ♂ 60 farmer  
Seán Ó Catháin (90) of Cnoc Buidhe, 
Sliabh gCua, c. 40 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 7/10/1936 Briody; CC (TO; RGG)
3194 TO (ATU 873) Y S NFC 268 254-261 Mícheál Ó Murchadha ♂ 62 postman the old people, c. 45 years prior -- Prionnsias Ó Ceallaigh ♂
3/10/1936 + 
14/10/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3195
TO (ATU 873); RGG; 
ATU 326-cf. Y S NFC 268 477-490 Risteárd Ó Suibhne ♂ 62 labourer
Donnchadh Ó Suibhne (40), 
informant's father, of Gort an Acra, c. 
45 years prior ♂ Prionnsias Ó Ceallaigh ♂ 1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); ÓSC p. 168 (# 873)
3196 TO (ATU 873)-cf. Y S NFC 319 293-305 Micheál Ó Síothcháin ♂ 80 farmer -- Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 15/3/1937
Briody; Briody Miscellaneous Notes; CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
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Caithness Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan Durug gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
219-220
Ribbigil / -- / Duartbeg
Tongue / Durness / 
Eddrachilles Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan Dhiarag gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
112
Scotland Duan an Deirg gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
108-109
lives in Edinburgh; born in Malaclete, North 
Uist; lived in Sollas, North Uist North Uist North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Dan an Deirg gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/32649/1
Scotland Dearg Mac Deirg gd
Gillies, John, ed. A Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Gaelic 
Poems and Songs Transmitted 
from Gentlemen in the 
Highlands of Scotland to the 
Editor (Perth: John Gillies, 
1786), 300-302; Campbell, 
John Francis. Leabhar na 
Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
112-113
Bóthar Buidhe Cill Cumhaile Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Lonán Óg, Na Fianna, Fionn, Giolla Dubh Ó 
Rócáin ga
Mártháin Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Oscar 7 ar Piscín Rí na gCat ga NFC 506:3-47 NFC 356:282-297
Taramain, Cuirreán Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Oscair ga Béaloideas 4.4 (1934): 449-453
[Prin Dromad?] Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Goirmeach Finn ga
Baile na Leacan
Lios Dúin Bhearna / 
Lisdoonvarna Clár Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Neart Mic Fíonn ga NFC 37:330-347 
Baile na Leacan
Lios Dúin Bhearna / 
Lisdoonvarna Clár Clare / An Clár Munster Ireland Neart Mic Fíonn ga NFC 37:221-244
Maigh Deilge Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Scéul Osgair agus Fios Fátha na hEagla ga NFC 259:175-218
Baisleachán / Baslickane
Bórd Eoghain Fínn / 
Kilcrohane
Uibh Rathach / 
Drumkerron Sth. Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland -- ga
lives and raised in An Caidéal, Tullach Beag Cill Orglan Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Diarmuid 'Ach Fínn ga
lives in Mogheithe; raised in Cnoc Buidhe Maighdeilge Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Ridire an Gháire ga NFC 86:202-260
lives in Baile Uí Bhuaidh; raised in Cuíl 
Aodha, Baile Mhúirne Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Teacht Oscair chun na Féinne ga
lives in Na hUlláin; raised in Gort an Acra Baile Mhúirne Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oscar agus an Rudaire gan Gruaig gan Gaire ga NFC S330:100-105
lives in Barra Coille Árd Gruama Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mac Fhinn Mhic Chumhaill ga
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3197 TO (ATU 873) Y S NFC 353 313-317 Conchubhar Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 79 farmer
Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin (20) of Trá 
Caiseal, 60 years prior ♂ Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin ♂ 2/5/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3198 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S (inc.) NFC 356 282-297 Tomás Mac Gearailt ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 4/15/1905 Briody Miscellaneous Notes (Misc.); Briody Fian5 (--)
3199
TO (ATU 873)-cf.; EIA-
cf. Y S NFC 377 538-544 Séamus Ó Riagáin ♂ 84 farmer
informant's mother (70) of Tóm 
Rathnighe, c. 60 years prior ♀ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 21/7/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3200 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S NFC 456 56-79 Seán a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Ruiséal (Seán Risteaird) (49) of 
Árd Mór, Cill Maolcaodair, 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 6/12/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3201 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S NFC 486 13-47 Seán mac Gearailt ♂ 73 -- -- Seán Ó Dúbhda, schoolteacher ♂ c.1938 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3202 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S NFC 506 3-47. Tomás a Cearailt ♂ 72 small farmer
Seán Ó Séaghdha (60) of An Clusach, 
Márthain Tiar, 60 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 19/4/1938 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3203 TO (ATU 873)-cf. Y S NFC 533 280-289 Seán Ó Bruic ♂ 83
farmer; 
fisherman -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 5/9/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3204 TO (ATU 873) Y S NFC 587 584-612 + 597:1-7 Pádraig a' Cearailt ♂ 74 small farmer
Seán (Bán) Ó Conchubhair (60) of 
Baile Uí Bhoithín, Márthan, 50 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 25/1/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3205 TO (ATU 873) Y S NFC 602 1-18. Domhnall Ó Murchú ♂ -- -- -- M. Ó Cróinín ♂ c.1932-33 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3206
TO (ATU 873)-cf.; EIA-
cf. Y S NFC 648 313-377 Domhnall Ó Ciabhain ♂ -- -- -- "Tadhg na Stiall" (pseudonym) ♂ c.1906? Briody
3207 TO (ATU 873) Y F-s NFC 797 231-233 Micheál Ó Dubhghaill ♂ c.65 farmer
informant got his stories from his 
grandfather and other old people ♂?/-- Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 29/9/1939 Briody; Briody Fian4; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3208 TO (ATU 873); RGG Y S NFC 937 426-448 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ('Fruí Chanaí') ♂ 72 farmer
old people of p. Baile Mhúirne, over 
40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 14/2/1944 Briody; CC (RGG)
3209 TO (ATU 873); EIA-cf. Y S NFC 980 485-585
Muiris Ó Conchubhair (Maurice 
Sheáin Connor) ♂ 76 small farmer people in Baile Uí Bhoithín -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/5/1946 Briody (TO); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3210 TO (ATU 873); RGG Y S NFC 1128 103-130 Domhnall Bán Ó Céilleachair ♂ -- -- --
collected by Gearóid Ó Murchadha; 
written by Donnchadh Ó Céilleachair 
(informant's son) ♂ c.1932 Briody; CC (RGG)
3211
TO (ATU 873)-cf.; BC-
cf. Y s NFC 1166 183-187 Seán Ó Fógartaigh ♂ c.60 farmer Seana Mhártan Ó h-Uallacháin ♂ Tadhg Ó Murchadh ♂ 7/6/1949 Briody (cf. BC); Briody Fian5 (--); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3212 TO (ATU 873) Y S NFC 1278 401-417 Dónall Ó Murchú ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1949 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3213
TO (ATU 873)-cf.; EIA-
cf. Y S NFC 1714 319-326 Pádraig Ó Grifin (Paid Mharas) ♂ 75 -- -- Seán Ó Dúbhda ♂ 9/4/1932 Briody Fian5 (--)
3214 TO (ATU 873); RGG Y S NFC S329 212-221 -- -- -- -- --
student; school: Baile Mhúirne (boys' 
school) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3215
TO (ATU 873); RGG; 
ATU 326-cf. Y S NFC S330 100-105 Risteárd Mac Suibhne ♂ 61 labourer --
student; school: Baile Mhúirne (girls' 
school) ♀ 3/10/1935 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3216
TO (ATU 873)-cf.; 
ATU 314A-cf. Y s Print Tomás Mór Ó Gormáin ♂ --
farmer; 
fisherman -- Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ c.1930 Archive List
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lives and raised in Trá Chaiseal Eadhar-Ghóil Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Cuirioll Mac Oisín agus Goll ga
Marthán Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéal ar Oscar agus ar Phiscín Rí na gCat ga NFC 506:3-47 NFC 9:349-379 + 8:373-380
lives and raised in Tóin Raithnighe na Beithighe Cill Tartáin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Oscar Mac Fhínn ga
lives in Na Gorta Dubha; raised in Márthan 
Thoir Dún Úrlan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Sgéul Oscair, Connus a Rugach é ga NFC 486:13-47
Na Gorta Dubha Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Scéal ar na Fianna; Ciannos  a Tháinig Oscar 
'chun Baile; Oscar i measc na gcorp; Dríocht 
agus Gaisce rl. ga NFC 456:56-79
lives and raised in Márthain Toir Márthan Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Pinsín Rí na gCat ga
NFC 9:349-379 + 8:373-380; 
356:282-297
lives and raised in Tír Íochtarach Clochán Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Buatais na Bóinne ga
lives and raised in Márthain Bheag Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Mac Chailithín na gCearc ga
Rinn Ruadh, Imleach Mór Baile an Sceilg Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Macaithín Fionn ga NFC 1278:401-417
Munster or Connacht Ireland Lonnlach Liomhtha ga
lives and raised in Achadh Beag Béara Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Mac Oscair agus an Cnámh ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha
Baile Mhúirne / 
Ballyvourney
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
An Ridire gan Ghruaig gan Gháire / Mar a 
Tháinig Oscar ar an bhFéinn ga en (trans.)
Béaloideas 32 (1964 [1966]): 
29-41; Ó Súilleabhain, Seán, 
ed. Folktales of Ireland 
(Chicago and London: U of 
Chicago P, 1966), 64-74
lives and raised in Baile Uí Bhoithín Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oscar Mac Áine na gCearc ga
Cúil Aodha Baile Mhúirne
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Ridire gan Ghruaig gan Gháire agus Osgar ga
lives and raised in Slachaí na Dromad Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Oscar agus Diarmuid ga
Rinn Rua Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Machathín Fhinn Mhic Chúil ga NFC 602:1-18
Baile Reo Cill Maol Chéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéal Guirm Mac Finn ga
Baile Mhúirne
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Na Fianna Éireann ga
lives in na h-Ulláin, Carraig an Adhmuid; 
raised in Gort na nAcra in na h-Ulláin Baile Mhúirne
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland An Ridire ga NFC 268:477-490
An Ghlaise Bheag Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Gaiscidheach a' Ruainnigh ga
Béaloideas 16.1-2 (1946): 117-
120
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3217 TO (ATU 873); S Y S Print
Dyeermud Duvane (Diarmaid Ó 
Dubháin) ♂ --




with an ass and 
cart; also spent 
time as a 
mackerel splitter 
in the curing 
industry in 
Dingle -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ c.1892-1893
Briody Fian3 (TDG, 490-513; S, 494-503); CC (Mac 
Iongantach Fhinn; TDG [490-513])
3218 TO (ATU 873); RGG Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- Conchubhar Ó Muimhneacháin ♂ 1934 or before Briody Fian6
3219
TO (ATU 873)-cf.; 
ATU 1137; Misc. Y S NLS 50.1.4 351r-362r Allan MacPhie ♂ -- --
Donald MacIntyre of Bornish, South 
Uist ♂ Hector MacLean ♂ 15/9/1860 SSS-CC (Folk Literature – General: 312, 314; AT1137)
3220 TS Y S NFC 11 85-89 -- -- -- -- --
School children from Dhún Chaoin 
(for P. T. Ó Riain) -- 1933
Briody; Bruford; CC (Fuadach Mná Ghlais mhic 
Conaill)
3221 TS Y S NFC 34 467-470 Domhnall Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- Nóirín Mágh, student at Coláiste Íde? ♀? 1920 or before Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Bruford (publication)
3222 TS Y S NFC 78 14-18
Maighréad bean Phadhraig Uí 
Fháthartaigh ♀ -- -- -- Cáit Ní Mhainín ♀ c.1933 Briody; Bruford; CC (TS)
3223 TS Y S NFC 99 50-108 Amhlaoibh Ó Loingsigh ♂ 57 -- -- Domhnall Ó Ceocháin ♂ 5/1/1930 Briody; Bruford; CC (TS)
3224 TS Y S NFC 112 7-55. Pádhraic Ó Duithche ♂ 40 farmer someone in Dubhachta, 20 years prior -- Séamus de Búrca ♂ 4/9/1935 Briody; Bruford; CC (TS)
3225 TS Y S NFC 163 224-245 Seán Ó Catháin ♂ 74 farmer
Padhraic Catháin (83), informant's 
father, of Dubhachta, years ago ♂ Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 30/10/1935
Briody; Bruford; CC (Fuadach Mná Ghlais mhic 
Conaill)
3226 TS Y S NFC 167 151-167 Pádhraic Ó Muireáin ♂ 67 farmer the old people -- Proinnsias de Búrca ♂ 4/2/1936
Briody; Bruford; CC (Fuadach Mná Ghlais mhic 
Conaill)
3227 TS Y S NFC 202 262-267 -- -- -- -- -- Nóra Ní Chíaráin ♀ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3228 TS Y S NFC 224 201-208 Seán Mac Giolla Easpaig ♂ 71 farmer
Brian Mac Fiolla Easbaig (78) of 
Toigh Fliuch, c. 60 years prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchobhair ♂ 11/5/1936 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3229 TS Y S NFC 314 369-385 Séamus Breathnach ♂ 60 blacksmith old people of Cor na Móna -- Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 30/3/1937 Briody; Bruford; CC (TS)
3230 TS-cf. Y S NFC 346 180-190 Tomás a' Caothain (Shéamuis) ♂ 73 farmer
informant's father (50) of Cluan 
Luathán. 40 years prior ♂ Brian Mac Lochlainn ♂ 13/4/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3231 TS Y S NFC 359 83-88 Pádraig Ó Murchú ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3232 TS Y S NFC 619 306-313 Nóra bean Uí Fionntáin ♀ 73 pensioner
Siobhán Uí Chunaglain (70) of Baile 
an Chnuic, 50 years prior ♀ Eibhlín Ní Shéaghdha ♀ 11/5/1939 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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the Commons of Milltown, near Dingle Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fin MacCool, Faolan and the Mountain of 
Happiness ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero Tales 
of Ireland (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1894), 484-513
Béal Átha an Ghaorthaidh / Ballingeary
Inse Geimhleach / 
Inchigeelagh
Múscraí Thiar / 
Muskerry West Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Oscar mac Oisín ga
Ó Muimhneacháin, 
Conchubhar. Béaloideas Bhéal 
Átha an Ghaorthaidh (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1934), 
63-68
Staoine-breac South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Osgar mac Oisein gd en (trans.)
PTWH 3 (1862): 295-300 = 
PTWH 3 (1892): 311-316 = 
PTWH 2 (1994): 451-456; (in 
part) Montgomerie, Norah and 
William. The Folk Tales of 
Scotland (Edinburgh: Mercat 
Press, 2005), 157-158
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fuadach Mná Glais Mhic Connaill ga
Rinn Ard Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
An Chéad Sgéul a Dubharthas in Éirinn 
Riamh ga
(in part) [Ó Ceallaigh, Seán] 
'An Connachtach Céasta'. 
Scéaluidhe Éireann (Baile Átha 
Cliath: M. H. Gill and Son, 
1920), 11-14
Inbhear, Rosmuc Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Saidhbhuín Ó-n-Eóigh ga
Múscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Fianna Éireann Lá Bealtaine ga NFC 937:468-480 + 938:2-8
live and raised in Dubhachta, Corr na Móna An Fháirche Na Rosa Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Tóruigheacht Shaidhbhnín Áin' Óig ga
lives and raised in Dubhachta, Corr na Móna Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Saidhbhín Nan Eoghain Óig ga
lives and raised in Cill Bhríghde Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Saidhbhín Nan Eoghain Óig ga
Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fuadach Mna Ghlais Mhic Cónaill ga
lives and raised in Toigh Fliuch Inbhir Baoghlach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Leanban Fhinn ga
lives in Ard na gCraobhach, Roinn a 
Mhaoile; raised in Cor na Móna Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Tóruigheacht Shaibhnín Neáin Óig ga
lives and raised in Cluain Luathán, Roinn an 
Mhaoile Baile na Cille Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Tóruigheacht Shaibhnín Neáin Óig ga
Baile in Chaladh Dún Urlann Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fuadach Mná Ghlais Mhic Conaill ga
lives in Cluan Coill; raised in Dún na nGall Baile Dubh Meath / An Mhí Leinster Ireland Bean Dhiarmuid Dhuinn ga
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3233 TS Y s NFC 718 206-209 Padaí Mac Conagaoile ♂ 80 farmer old people of Baile an Chruic -- Séan Ó hEochaidh ♂ 10/10/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3234 TS Y S (inc.) NFC 825 50-58 Seán Ó Maodhbh ♂ 32 farmer
an old woman (68) of Cillbhriocáin, 
Rosmuc, 12 years prior ♀ Monica Ní Mhaodhbh ♀ 4/10/1942 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3235 TS Y S NFC 937 468-480 + 938:2-8 Amhlaoibh Ó Loinsigh ('Fruí Chanaí') ♂ 72 farmer
old people of Baile Mhúirne parish, 
over 40 years prior -- Seán Ó Cróinín ♂ 19/2/1944 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List
3236 TS Y S NFC 1346 520-529 Seosamh Ó hAllmhúráin ♂ 61 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 10/21/1954 Briody
3237 TS Y s (inc.) RIA LA_1255d2 00:02:22
Nóra Nic Conaglaigh (bean Uí 
Chlintaigh) / Hannah Clinton née 
Connelly ♀ 70 (c.1862-?) farmer's wife -- Karl Tempel ♂ 2/10/1931 DRWP
3238 TS Y S Print Mic (Mitchell) Ó Maoilmhichíl ♂ -- --
Bairtlí Ó Mulalla of Páirc na Creige, 
30 years prior ♂ Douglas Hyde ♂ 30/8/1903 Bruford; Archive List
3239 TS Y S (comp.) Print -- -- -- -- --
Domhnall Ó Murchudha [for an 
Oireachtas]; ed. Seosamh Laoide ♂ 1915 or before
Bruford; Briody Fian3; CC (Fuadach Mná Ghlais mhic 
Conaill)
3240 TTT? Y S Print Seán Ó Cathasaigh ♂ c.40 itinerant man informant's father (75) ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ c.1930 Briody Fian3; CC (Fiannaíocht); Archive List




order) -- -- -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1873 CWP
3242 W-Misc.? Y W? EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW116.093 28v-29v
Margaret MacDonald / Mairead 
nighean Aonghais Dhòmhnallach ♀ c.80 -- -- Alexander Carmicheal ♂ 14/7/1870 CWP
3243 W-Misc. Y W SSS SA1953.271.B3 00:04:28
Kate (Mrs. Archie) MacDonald (Bean 
Eairdsigh Raghaill; daughter of 
Marion and Neil Campbell; niece of 
Angus MacLellan) ♀
56 (1897-
1977) housewife -- Alasdair MacLean ♂ 10/12/1953 Tobar an Dualchais; SSS-MNDX
3244 W-RO; L-Misc.-cf. Y W EUL
GB 237 Coll-
97/CW116.083 23r-24r Mary MacRae ♀
95 (c.1790-
1879) dairymaid -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 12/7/1870 CWP
3245 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W NLS 50.1.12 265r-266r Máiriread Nic Cuien ♀ -- -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 8/1/1862 DWS Notes
3246 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W NT
CDC.XXIV, Track ID 
- 39136 00:04:27
Anna MacDougall (Mrs.; Anna 




gutter/packer -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ ?/3/1938 Tobar an Dualchais
3247 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W NT CW0026A.109 00:06:47
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- -- John Lorne Campbell ♂ 29/12/1949 Tobar an Dualchais
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lives and raised in Baile an Chruic Cluain Dá Bhadóg Cill Mhic Neanáin Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Na Fianna ga
lives and raised in Cillbhriocáin Cillbhriocáin Cill Cummin Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Fiannuidheacht ga
lives and raised in Cúil Aodha
Baile Mhúirne / 
Ballyvourney Iar-Mhúscraí Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
An Cítheach Cruadh-Armach ó Chríochaibh 
na Drólainne Móire ga NFC 99:50-108
Béaloideas 37-38 (1969-1970): 
71-79
lives and raised in An Charraig Láir Ros Ros Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Goll, Oscar agus Glaisnín ga
raised in Ballincrick / Baile an Chnuic; lives 
in Glashagh / An Ghlaiseach (spent 7-10 
years in America) Fanad / Fánaid Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Cuid Mná Fhiannú na hÉireanna ga en (trans.)
Ní Bhaoill, Róise, eag. Ulster 
Gaelic Voices: Bailiúchán 
Wilhelm Doegen 1931 






Clogás Cill Mhac Duach Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Tóruigheacht Saidhbhne ga en (summary) Béaloideas 2.2 (1929): 140-144
Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Fuadach Mná Ghlais Mhic Conaill: An 
Chéad Sgéal aDubharthas i nÉirinn Riamh ga
Laoide, Seosamh [Joseph 
Lloyd], ed. Tonn Tóime (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Connradh na 
Gaedhilge, 1915), 75-82
? Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland
Sgéal Fionn Mhac Cumhaill ag Maoil-Árd na 





Malaclete / Malacleit North Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 




lives and raised in Garryheillie / Gearraidh-
sheilidh South Uist South Uist Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland A Mhurchaidh Bhig, a Chinn a' Chonais gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/13158/1
raised in Kintail / Cinn Tàile; lives in Harris Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 




Fearan-an-lèith Scotland Aisiridh an Rudaire gd
lives and raised in Glen Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Latha Bha Ridire ag Òl gd en (trans.)
Campbell, J. L., Annie 
Johnston, and John MacLean. 
Gaelic Folksongs from the Isle 
of Barra (London: 
Linguaphone Institute, 1950), 
8. reel; Campbell, J. L.  and 
Francis Collinson, eds., 
Hebridean Folksongs 3 




Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Campbell, J. L.  and Francis 
Collinson, eds., Hebridean 
Folksongs 3 (Oxford: 
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3248 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1956.067.3 00:05:01
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- -- James Ross ♂ 20/7/1956 Tobar an Dualchais
3249 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1956.081.2 00:04:02
Nan MacKinnon (Miss; Nan 
Eachainn Fhionnlaigh) ♀
53 (1903-
1982) -- -- James Ross ♂ 3/8/1956 SSS-MNDX; SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais
3250 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1959.067.B4 00:04:48
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- -- James Ross ♂ 30/7/1959 SSS-ALST
3251 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1959.071.B2 00:04:30 Mary Gillies (Miss) and chorus ♀ -- -- -- James Ross ♂ 5/8/1959 SSS-ALST
3252 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1965.052.3 00:05:50
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- --
T. Knudsen; Donald Archie 
MacDonald ♂ ?/6/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
3253 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1965.053.3 00:05:50
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- --
T. Knudsen; Donald Archie 
MacDonald ♂ ?/6/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain)
3254 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1965.066.8 00:01:14
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- --
T. Knudsen; Donald Archie 
MacDonald ♂ ?/6/1965 SSS-CC (Fenian Ballad + Other Duain); SSS-ALST
3255 W-RO; LCD-cf. Y W SSS SA1966.011.6 00:05:29
Mary Morrison (Miss; Màiri Eóghainn 
Mhóir) and chorus ♀ -- -- -- Donald Archie MacDonald ♂ ?/1/1966 SSS-ALST; Tobar an Dualchais (CDC.XXIV)
3256 W-RO N F-W Print Margaret Gillies ♀ -- cottar -- Frances Tolmie ♀ 1862 Tobar an Dualchais (CDC.XXIV)
3257 ABB Y L Print -- -- -- -- -- Donald MacPherson ♂ ?/1/1872 Tobar an Dualchais (CW0007A.13)
3258 AC (ATU 873) Y s/L Print Pádraig Ó Sléibhín ♂ -- -- -- Seosamh Laoide ♂ before 1913
Briody Fian3; Briody Fian6 (--); Ó hUiginn, Ruairi, 
"Rúraíocht agus Rómánsaíocht" 78n5; CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
3259 AC (ATU 873) Y s Print -- -- -- -- -- Lady Gregory ♀ 1926 or before --
3260 AC (ATU 873) Y S NLS 50.1.12 132r-137v -- ♂ old -- -- Alexander Carmichael ♂ 1860 DWS Notes
3261 AC (ATU 873) Y F-s NLS 50.2.2 179r William / Uilleam Robertson ♂ 86 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 16/9/1870
Anja Gunderloch, conference presentation: 
Fíanaigecht 2
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Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







born in Barra; lived in Vatersay Barra Vatersay Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Latha Bha Ridire 'g Òl gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/23605/1
Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 







Islands Scotland Latha bha ridire 'g òl gd
Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Ersary Barra Barra Inverness-shire
Highlands and 





Scottish Tradition 3: Waulking 
Songs from Barra (Greentrax 
Records: 1993), 2. c.d.
Bracadale Skye Inverness-shire
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Hó Ró, Hùg o, Húg o gd en (trans.)
Journal of the Folk-Song 
Society 4.16 (Dec. 1911): 253-
254; Gesto Collection, 
Appendix (1895), 15
Lochalsh Wester Ross Ross and Cromarty
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Iulairean gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
208
Eadarghabhail, near Loch Iasg Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Cúchulainn agus Connla [Conlaoch] ga
Laoide,  Seosamh, ed. Cruach 
Chonaill (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Connradh na Gaedhilge, 
1913), 96-98
Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cuchulain and Aoife's Son en
Lady Gregory, The Kiltartan 
History Book  (London: T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1926): 25-26
Islay Argyll Scotland Bas Chonlaoich, Le Laimh Athair, Cuchullin gd
Tobermory Mull Argyll Scotland The Slaying of Conlaoch gd* en (mention)
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3262 AC (ATU 873) Y L NLS 73.1.23 Fragment A.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- c.1739 --
3263
CA (ATU 1376A*); 
ATU 1137; ATU 953 Y S NFC 135 118-123 Doiminic Ó Beirn ♂ 30 -- -- Seán Ó hEochaidh ♂ 1928
Briody Fian3; CC (CA); Archive List; ÓSC p. 218 (# 
1137)
3264 CA (ATU 1376A*) Y s NFC
S: Ros Dumhach: 
Cóipleabhar Éabha 
Ní Chorrdhuibh 3-7 (unverified) Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 72 -- --
Éabha (Eibhlín) Ní Chorrdhuibh, 
student; school: Ros Dumhach ♀ 1937-1938 --
3265 CA (ATU 1376A*)-cf. Y s NFC S1073 15-16 Seosamh Mac Giolla Chearra ♂ 40 -- --
Seán Mac Aoidh, student; school: An 
Sraith Mhór ♂ 1937-1938 Briody (CA; RGG); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3266
CA (ATU 1376A*); AC 
(ATU 873) Y S Print Tomás Mac Con Iomaire ♂ not old
farmer; 
fisherman -- Seán mac Giollarnáth ♂ 1936 or before
Briody Fian3 (44-46); Briody Fian6; Ó hUiginn, Ruairi, 
"Rúraíocht agus Rómánsaíocht" 78n3 (AC); CC 
(Fiannaíocht [43]); ÓSC p. 168 (# 873)
3267 CG Y S NFC 13 285-294 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain c.1933 Briody; Briody Fian7
3268 CG Y S NFC 358 218-229 Pádraig Ó Murchadha ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain 14/2/1933 Briody
3269 CG-cf. Y S NFC 699 487-494
Eoghan Ó Súillobháin ('Eoghainín na 
Corraighe') ♂ 84 farmer
informant got his stories from his 
father and from old people who used 
to visit when he was a boy ♂? Tadhg Ó Murchadha ♂ 21, 22/7/1940 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3270 CG-cf. Y S NFC 1539 39-52 Seán Ó Muirgheasa (Handy) ♂ -- -- -- Nioclás Toibín ♂ -- Briody
3271 CG-cf. Y S NFC 1672 123-143 Seán Ó Muirgheasa (Handy) ♂ -- -- -- Nioclás Toibín ♂ -- Briody
3272 CG Y S NLS 50.1.4 208r-212r Dugald Martin / Duilghal Martin ♂ -- -- -- Alexander Fraser ♂ 1862 or before
Bruford; SSS-CC (Characters in Tales: Conall Gulban 
[204])
3273 CS/FFA; ATU 449 Y S NFC 44 7-44. Seán Ó hÉalaithe ♂ 85 farmer
informant's mother, of Leaca Bhán, 
Béal Áth an Ghaorthaidh,  60 years 
prior ♀ Mícheál Ó Lubhaing ♂ 9/5/1933
Briody; CC (FFA+CS; LAS); Briody Fian3 (LAS, 
Béal. 300-303); Archive List; SSS-CC (Tuairisgeul 
Mór)
3274 CS/FFA; RGG Y S NFC 273 162-194 Seán Ó Muircheartaigh ♂ 50
small farmer; 
fisherman
Paddy Crithinn (over 60) of an 
Bhlascaod Mhór, c. 20 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/12/1936 Briody; CC (RGG)
3275 CS; FFA Y S NFC 377 33-48 Peaidí Mac Giolla Phádraic ♂ 90 farmer
informant's father (born 1801) of 
Scairbh, An Tobar, 70 years prior ♂ Seán Ó Flannagáin ♂ 15/6/1937 CC (FFA); Briody









Murdock Kennedy / Murchadh 
Ceanadach, long prior ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 Gaelstream









Murdock Kennedy / Murchadh 
Ceanadach, long prior ♂ John William Shaw ♂ 16/3/1978 --
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Caithness Sutherland
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Duan Conlaoch gd
Campbell, John Francis. 
Leabhar na Féinne (London: 
Spottiswoode & Co., 1872), 
222-223
An Ceapach Uachtarach, Teilionn Gleanncholuim Cille Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Cú na n-Adharc ga Béaloideas 7.2 (1937): 230-232
Ros Dubh Cill Comáin Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín agus an Gabha ga
Ó Catháin, Séamas agus 
Caitlín Uí Sheighin, eag. Le 
Gradam is le Spraoi 
(Indreabhán, Conamara: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 1996), 60-62
Gleann Doimhin Beag, Mín an labáin 
Leithbhearr Gartan
Cill Mhic Neanáin / 
Kilmacrennan Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Sgéal ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4493626/4405096
Coillín, Iorrus Aithneach Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Cúchulainn ga
MacGiollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Loinnir Mac Leabhair agus 
Scéalta Gaisgidh Eile (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1936), 
37-46
Baile an Chealla Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Conal Gollbanach Ó Loch Garmain ga 358:218-229
Baile an Challa Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Conall Golbanach Ó Loch Garmain ga 13:285-294
lives and raised in Cill Chuallachta Cill Orglan Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an t-Aisteoir Talamhaidhe ga
Moynelittle, An Ghráinseach Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Conal Ceárnach ga NFC 1672:123-143
Moynelittle, Gráinseach Aird Mhór Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Conal Ceárnach ga NFC 1539: 39-52
an Crochal Islay Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Sgeul Chonull Ghuibhinich Mac Righ Eirin 
agus Gealbhasach Bhine, nighean righ 
Lochlan gd
lives and raised in Fearann Fada Cúm Sheóla Beanntraighe Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland
An Claidheamh Solais agus Fios Eachtra in 
aghaidh an Scéil ga Béaloideas 5.2 (1935): 293-303
Gleann Loic Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Rudaire an Chafaire ga
lives in Binn na hAbhne; raised in Scairbh, 
an Tobar na Beithighe Cill Tártain Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fios Fán an Aon-Sgéil en
Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Bàs Chuchulainn gd StFX 094.A
MacNeil, Joe Neil. Tales Until 
Dawn / Sgeul gu Latha, ed. 
and trans. John Shaw 







Middle Cape Cape Breton County Nova Scotia Canada Bàs Chuchulainn gd CB 038.A03
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Cú C; AC (ATU 873); 






Marcus Con Iomaire (informant's 
father) ♂ Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ 7/1/1930
Briody; Bruford; ÓSC p. 245 (# 1376A*); CC 
(Fiannaíocht)
3279
Cú C; AC (ATU 873); 
CA (ATU 1376A*) Y S NFC 156 110-128 Paraic mac an Iomaire ♂ c.66 farmer
informant's grandfather, c. 50 years 
prior Y Liam Mac Coisdealbha ?/9/1935 Briody; Bruford; ÓSC p. 245 (# 1376A*)
3280 Cú C Y? L/s NFC 1012 421-423 Pádraig Mac Meanmain ♂ 97 -- --
Colm Ó Lochlainn (transcribed by 
Tomás de Burca) ♂ c.1934
Briody; Briody Laoithe Notes; Briody Fian5; Briody 
Fian7 (Cú C); CC (Fiannaíocht)
3281
Cú C; AC (ATU 873); 
CA (ATU 1376A*) Y S NFC S11 333-339 Tomás Mac an Iomaire ♂ 60 -- his father ♂
student; school: An Clochar i gCárna 
(Siúracha na Trócaire) -- 1937-1938 Briody; ÓSC p. 168 (# 873), p. 245 (# 1376A*)
3282
Cú C-cf.; AC (ATU 
873) Y S Print -- ♂ old -- -- Jeremiah Curtin ♂ 1887 Bruford p. 105 n21; Briody Fian3; ÓSC p. 168 (# 873)
3283 Cú C; AC (ATU 873) Y S/L NLS 50.2.2 209r-212r Duncan Morrison ♂ 55 weaver -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 17/9/1970 SSS-CC (Hero Tales); Bruford
3284 EIA-cf.; TO (ATU 873) Y S NFC 24 424-429 Tomás Ó Gairbhídhe ♂ c.70 -- --
Máire Breathnach, student at Coláiste 
Íde, 17 1/2 ♀ 4/16/1905 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3285 EIA-cf. Y S NFC 121 439-447 Pádraig Ó Grifín (Páid Mharas) ♂ 76 -- -- Seán Ó Dubhda ♂ 1932 Briody
3286 EIA Y S NFC 183 391-398 Micil Paor ♂ 64 farmer
Muiris Ó Mathúna (65) of Barra na 
Stuac, c. 40 years prior ♂ Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 15/4/1936 Briody
3287 EIA Y S Print -- -- -- -- -- John Gregorson Campbell ♂ c.1860-1891 SSS Tale Archive
3288 EMM Y S NFC 505 254-279
Eibhlín bean Uí Churraoin (Ní 
Loinsigh) ♀ 67 farmer's wife
informant's uncle, Pádraig Ó 
Loingsigh (80) of Barra na dTeine, 
when informant was young ♂ Tadhg Ó Múrchadha ♂ 11/3/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3289 FFA Y S NFC 256 112-127 Peaid Sheáin Connor ♂ 77 labourer -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 30/10/1936 Briody; CC (FFA)
3290 GF Y? s NFC 275 657-659 Micil Paor ♂ 65 farmer
old people of Seanphobul, c. 45 years 
prior -- Nioclás Breathnach ♂ 13/1/1937 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3291 LCC; TDG-cf. Y S NFC 820 54-61 Conchúr Ó Ríordáin ♂ 85 small farmer -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 4/3/1942 Briody; Briody Fian5; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3292 LL; RGG-cf. Y S NFC 58 190-242 Seán Ó Briain ♂ -- farmer -- Seán Mac Giollarnáth ♂ 8/11/1930
Briody; Briody Fian3 (LL - 1-3; Cú C - 2; CG - 16-17, 
33-34); Briody Fian6; CC (RGG - 6-13; Finn-scéalta fé 
leith - 34-36)
3293 LL Y? S (inc.) NFC 83 85-91 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ -- -- informant's mother ♀ Annraoi Ua Corduibh ♂ 12/1/1935 CC (Finn-scéalta fé leith)
3294 LL; S Y? S NFC 109 292-310 Séamus 'ac Caramuic ♂  c.60 -- --
Eamonn Mhac an Fhailghigh, 
Colaisde Ghearóid Naofa, Caisleán a' 
Bharra, Maigh Eo ♂ 8/1/1935
Briody; CC (cf. ECM; CG; S); Briody Fian3 (Béal. 118-
121, 132); CC (Béal: Oisín); Archive List
3295 LL Y? S NFC 507 33-50 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 73 farmer
Seán Ó Gallchúir (40) of Ros Dúch, 
40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 13/4/1938 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
3296 LL Y? S NFC 625 511-517 Antoine Ó hÉiligh ♂ 75 farmer
Seán mac Dómhnaill (70), informant's 
uncle, of Bun Abhna, 40 years prior ♂ Liam Mac Coisdealbha ♂ 9/6/1939 Briody
3297 LL Y? S NFC 1317 139-150 Seán Ó Roithleáin ♂ 89
farmer; 
fisherman old people -- Micheál Ó Sírín ♂ 24/10/1952 Briody; CC (Fiannaíocht)
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Coillín Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Chúchulainn ga S11:333-339
Seán MacGiollarnáth, Loinnir 
Mac Leabhair (Dublin 
1936),37
Lives and raised in Coillín Carna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Cú Chulainn ga
Claigeann Baile Chruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Cú Chulainn agus an Garú ga
Coilín, Cárna Muighros Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Sgéal Cúchulainn ga 62:13-26
Donegal (?) Ulster? Ireland Cucúlin ga* en (trans.)
Curtin, Jeremiah. Myths and 
Folk-Lore of Ireland (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 
1890), 304-326 = Myths and 
Folk Tales of Ireland (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1975), 212-229
Torloisk Mull Argyll Scotland Maoim a Chruachain gd* en (summary)
Riasc Baile an Fhirtéaraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Teacht Oscar ga
Baile Reo Múrach Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Scéal Guirm-mac Finn 7 an Fear Muar a 
Bhain na Fiacla as Fionn ga
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanaphobal Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Airt, Neart, 7 Ceart ga
Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland Eirig Fhinn gd en (trans.)
WS 4 (London: David Nutt, 
1891), 242-257
lives in Dó-Choilleach, Oileán Dairbhre; 
raised in Barra na dTeine Dairbhre Uíbh Ráthach Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Madra Maol 7 an t-Óglách Óg ga
lives and raised in Baile Bhoithín Márthain Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fios Fáth an Aghai 'n Scéil ga
lives and raised in Curra Chinn Seanphobul Déise Waterford / Port Láirge Munster Ireland Murchadh ga
lives and raised in Macha na Claoí Cillmhacomóg Beanntraighe Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéul ar Chian ga
Iorrus Aithneach Moyrus Ballynahinch Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Loinnir Mac Leabhair Mac Rí an Domhain 
na Nua-Sgiathach ga
MacGiollarnáth, Seán, eag. 
Loinnir Mac Leabhair agus 
Scéalta Gaisgidh Eile (Baile 
Átha Cliath: Oifig Díolta 
Foillseacháin Rialtais, 1936), 1-
36
Cill Comáin Iorrais Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín Mhic Fhinn 7 Mac Leabhair na Lann ga NFC 507:33-50; 1317:139-150
Bárr-Thrághadh, An Ros, Poll a' tSómais Iorrais Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Loinnir Mac Leabhair ga Béaloideas 9.1 (1939): 116-124
lives and raised in Ros Dúch Cill Chomáin Iorrus Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín 7 Mhic Leabhair na Lann ga NFC 83:85-91; 1317:139-150
lives and raised in Bun Abhna, Gleann na 
Mnaidhe Chill Chomáin Iorrus Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland
Loinnir Mhic Leour, Mac Rí nÉirinn 7 Gruaí 
Dhearg ga
lives and raised in Ros Dumhach na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Oisín Mhic Finn 7 Mac Leabhar na Lann ga NFC 83:85-91; 507:33-50
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3298 LL; CS; BC? Y S NFC 1672 25-49 -- ♂? -- -- --
Pádraig Ó Clochartaigh, student (in 
his twenties) of Liam Mac Coisdeala; 
from Muigh Inis, Cárna ♂ c.1931 Briody; Briody Fian2
3299 LL; BC-cf.; LML? Y S NFC 1673 315-391 Tadhg Ó Duinnín ♂ not yet 60 --
Donncha Beag Ó Duinnín 
(informant's father) ♂ Gearóid Ó Murchú, UCD professor ♂ ?/8/1930 Briody
3300 LL-cf. Y? S NFC 1688 86-111 Proinnsias Ó Giúntaigh ♂ 70 farmer old people of Rinn na Feirste -- Mícheál Mac Éinrí ♂ 1937 Briody
3301 LL Y S NFC 1702 225-258 Mícheál Breathnach ♂ 61 farmer -- Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 3/12/1965 Briody
3302 LL Y S NFC 1794 85-138 Mícheál Breathnach ♂ 69 farmer
story before it is from Páraic 
Breathnach (80) of Geann Mhic 
Murcann, 40 years prior; unclear if 
this one is too. ♂? Prionnsias de Búrca ♂ 13/6/1973 Briody
3303 LL-cf. Y? S NFC 1905 102-134 John Henry ♂ 70?
farmer, 
fisherman --
Séamas Ó Cathain; transcribed by 
Bairbre Ní Fhloinn ♂ 14/3/1976 Briody
3304 LL-cf. Y? s NFC S85 223-227 Antoine Mac Domhnaill ♂ -- -- --
Padhraig Ó Scannlán, student; school: 
Gob a Choire (Clochar) ♂ 1937-1938 Briody
3305 LL Y S Print 01:19:39
Micheál Breathnach (Michael Phatch 
Pheadar Mhichíl Mhóir) ♂
73 (1902-
1985) farmer informant's father and/or grandfather ♂ Pádraic Breathnach ♂ 1975 --
3306 OCU Y F SSS SA1964.083.B1 Donald Sinclair ♂ -- -- learned from books -- John MacInnes ♂ 1964
SSS-CC (Hero Tales); SSS-ALST; SSS-MNDX; 
Bruford; Tobar an Dualchais
3307 RGG Y S NFC 12 302-308 -- Ó Dúbhda ♂ -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ c.1933 Briody; CC (RGG)
3308 RGG Y S NFC 13 178-190 -- -- -- -- -- P. T. Ó Riain ♂ 1933 Briody; CC (RGG)
3309 RGG Y S NFC 15 7-27. Seán Breathnach ♂ 65 -- -- student of P. T. Ó Riain -- c.1934 Briody; CC (RGG)
3310 RGG; TA (inscéal) Y S NFC 24 125-142 Séamus Ó Bruic ♂ 63 -- -- Máiréad Ní Chorráin, Coláiste Íde ♀ 1934 Briody; CC (RGG; CCF; TA [130-])
3311 RGG; Misc. Y S NFC 34 447-463 Pádraig Ó Suilleabháin ("Fuacht") ♂ -- -- -- a student at Coláiste Íde -- 1933 Briody; CC (FFA; RGG)
3312 RGG Y S NFC 88 181-194 -- -- -- -- -- Áine Nic Iomair, Sgoil Cárna ♀ 20/4/1930 Briody; CC (RGG)
3313 RGG Y S NFC 124 141-189 Séamus Ó Lúbhaing ♂ 65+
small farmer, 
labourer
old people (60-100), c. 40 years prior, 
of Baile an Glenna and in Dunquin 
parish. -- Muiris Mac Gearailt ♂ ?/10/1935 Briody; CC (FFA)
3314 RGG Y S NFC 214 177-221 Seán Breathnach ♂ -- -- --
Máire Bhreathnach (student of P. T. Ó 
Riain) ♀ c.1934 Briody; CC (RGG)
3315 RGG Y? S NFC 224 209-224 Seán Mac Giolla Easbuig ♂ 71 farmer
Brian Mac Giolla Easbuig (78) of 
Toigh Fliuch, c. 60 years prior ♂ Proinnsias Ó Gallchubhair ♂ 11/5/1936 Briody; CC (RGG)
3316 RGG; CS Y S NFC 255 399-416 Mícheál Ó Guithín ♂ 69
small farmer, 
fisherman -- Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 17/10/1936 Briody; CC (RGG)
3317 RGG; LML-cf. Y S NFC 255 201-223 Tadhg Ó Súileabháin ♂ 57 farmer
Dómhnaillín McDonnell (60) of 
Clochar, an Fheartéaraigh, c. 25 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 13/10/1936
Briody (RGG);  Bruford p. 244 n16 (cf. LML); CC 
(RGG)
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Cárna Baile na hInse Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cúmhaill agus Lorgán Luairc ga
Cúil Aodh Baile Mhúirne Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Lorcán 'ac Luirc ga
lives and raised in Rinn na Feirste Baile Chruaich Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Mártan an Bhradáin Ghil ga
lives and raised in Gleann Mhic Muireann An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Linnir mac Leabhair ga
NFC 1794:85-138; Breathnach, 
Micheál. Bróga Páipéir agus 




lives and raised in Gleann Mhic Muireann An Spidéal Maigh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Loinnir Mac Leabhair ga
NFC 1702:225-258; 
Breathnach, Micheál. Bróga 
Páipéir agus Stocaí Bainne 
Ramhair, eag. Pádraic 
Breathnach (Indreabhán: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2007), 355-
386
lives and raised in Cill a Ghailleogáin na hAchú Iorras Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland -- ga
Ceathramhadh Thadhg, Iorras Acail Buirgheas Umhal Mayo / Maigh Eo Connacht Ireland Mac Riogh Éireann ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4427786/4344175
Gleann Mhac Muireann, Ros an Mhíl Magh Cuilinn Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Loinnir Mac Leabhair ga
NFC 1702:225-258; 1794:85-
138
Breathnach, Micheál. Bróga 
Páipéir agus Stocaí Bainne 
Ramhair, eag. Pádraic 
Breathnach (Indreabhán: Cló 
Iar-Chonnachta, 2007), 355-
386
Tiree Tiree Argyll Scotland Sgeulachd Dheirdre gd
http://www.tobarandualchais.c
o.uk/fullrecord/103603/1
Cill Chúile Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Gruagach Leath Caoch-Ruadh ga
Baile na nGall, Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Conas a Caill Rí na bhFear nDorcha a Shiúl, 
a Ghruian (m?) a gháis (r?) 7 a dhá 
Gaisgidheach Déag ga
Baile Loiscthe, An Daingean Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Diarmaid Ó Duibhne 7 an Rudaire Dubhach 
gan Gáire ga NFC 214:177-221
Cathair-Árd Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Ridire Dúbhach gan Gaire ga
Cathairboirne Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Ridire Ruadh Gan Ghruadh gan Gháire ga
Cárna Galway / Gaillimh Connacht Ireland Fionn mac Cumhaill ga
lives and raised in Baile an Ghleanna
Cill Maolcéadair (Dún 
Chaoin) Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Ridire Rua go Gruamdha gan Gáire ga
Baile Loiscithe Cill Chuáin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland
Diarmaid Ó Duinn 7 an Rudaire Dubhach 
gan Gáire ga NFC 15:7-27
lives and raised in Toigh Fliuch Inbhir Baoghlach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Síoghaidhe Dhún Gheannainn ga
lives and raised in Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Rudaire Dúch Gan Gáire ga NFC 430:365-378
Gráig an Fheartéaraigh Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn 7 an Dáréug Fear Cabhartha ga
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3318 RGG Y S NFC 340 88-102 Pádraig Mac an tSaoir ♂ c.65 -- -- -- (father is an Ó Muircheartaigh) -- ?/12/1935 Briody; CC (RGG)
3319 RGG; FFA? Y S NFC 376 101-134 Mártan Ó hUallachán ♂ 64
farmer; 
fisherman
Mícheál Ó Fearghusa (70) of Imileá, 
Márthan, 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 4/6/1937 Briody; CC (RGG; CS)
3320 RGG; CS Y S NFC 430 365-378 Mícheál Ó Guithín ♂ 70 farmer
Pádruig Ó Guithín (c.60) of Baile na h-
Abha, Dún Chaoin, 40 years prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ 4/10/1937 Briody (RGG); CC (RGG)
3321 RGG Y S NFC 833 397-427 Pádruig Ó Cíobháin (Peats Dhónail) ♂ 81
farmer; 
fisherman
Eoghan Ó Muircheartaigh (60) of 
Muirígh, Cillmaolcéadair, 60 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/8/1942 Briody; CC (RGG)
3322 RGG; CS; FFA Y S NFC 935 53-71 Maitiú Grommel ♂ 82 fisherman
Eoghan Ó Muircheartaigh (c. 60) of 
Muiríoch, Cillmaolcéadair, c. 60 years 
prior ♂ Seosamh Ó Dálaigh ♂ ?/4/1944 Briody; CC (FFA)
3323
RGG-cf.; TO (ATU 
873) Y S NFC 1247 37-46 -- -- -- -- -- C. W. Von Sydow ♂ c.1920 CC (Fiannaíocht)
3324 RGG Y? S NFC S1038 106-115 Máire Ní Ghallchobhair ♀ 15 --
Sean Gallchobhair (80 in 1937), who 
heard it from a travelling beggar from 
Connacht 60 years prior ♂
Mollaidh Ní Ghallchobhair, student; 
school: Cruach ♀ 27/10/1937 Briody; CC (RGG)
3325 RGG Y S Print Tomás Mór Ó Gormáin ♂ --
farmer; 
fisherman -- Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha ♂ c.1930 Archive List
3326 RGG Y S NLS 50.2.4 27r-29r John MacArthur ♂ -- tailor -- John Francis Campbell ♂ 11/9/1871 Bruford p. 156n15
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Baile Bhiocáire Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Ridire Dúbhach gan Gháire ga
lives and raised in Baile na hAbha Dún Chaoin Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Scéul a' Rudaire ga
lives in Tailreann na Mídhe, raised in Baile 
Bhiocáire, Dún Chaoin Oristown Meath / An Mhídhe Ireland An Rudaire Dúch Gan Gháire ga NFC 255:399-416
lives and raised in Baile na nGall Cillmaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland An Rudaire Dúch Gan Gháire ga
lives and raised in An Mhuiríoch Cillmhaolcéadair Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fios Fáth in agha'n Sgéil ga
Béal Átha an Ghaorthaidh Cork / Corcaigh Munster Ireland Sgéal mar gheall ar Oscar ga
Mín na Cloich Killaghtee Banach Donegal / Dún na nGall Ulster Ireland Síogaidhe Dhún Gheánnain ga
http://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/
4428299/4392535
An Ghlaise Bheag Corca Dhuibhne Kerry / Ciarraí Munster Ireland Fionn agus an Rudaire Dúch gan Gháire ga
Béaloideas 16.1-2 (1946): 114-
117
Heynish Tiree Tiree Argyll
Highlands and 
Islands Scotland
Mar a bha Righ nam Bànach Seachd Blighna 
gun Ghean gun Ghair gd* en (summary)
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